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PREFACE

The proceedings volumes I and II comprise the papers that were accepted for presentation at the

Seventh International Symposium on Applications of Laser Techniques to Fluid Mechanics held

at The Calozsste Gulbenkian Foundation in Lisbon, during the period of July I1I to 14, 1994. The

prime objective of this Seventh Symposium is to provide a forum for the presentation of the most

advanced research on laser techniques for flow measurements, and reveal significant results to fluid

mechanics. The applications of laser techniques to scientific and engineering fluid flow research is

emphasized, but contributions to the theory and practice of laser methods are also considered where

they facilitate new improved fluid mechanic research. Attention is focused on laser-Doppler

anemometry, particle sizing and other methods for the measurement of velocity and scalars such as

particle image velocimetry and laser induced fluorescence.

The papers comprising the formal record of the meeting, were selected following high

standard reviews, by members of the Advisory Committee, from approximately 300 extended

abstracts submitted for presentation at this meeting.

Volume I comprises the papers to be presented during the first and second days of the

Symposium, namely July 11th and 12th, while Volume II includes the papers of the following

days, Wednesday, July 13th, and Thursday, July 14th.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank those who assisted us. The assistance

provided by the Advisory Committee is highly appreciated. We are highly indebted for the

financial support provided by the Sponsoring Organizations that made this Symposium

possible. Many thanks are also due to the secretariat of the Symposium, Graga Pereira,

Carlos Carvaiho, Anabela Almeida and Lufsa Martins.
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A PHASE SCREEN APPROACH TO COLLECTIVE LIGHT SCATTERING; RESOLVING
TEMPORAL FLUCTUATIONS

Lars Lading, Robert V. Edwards*
and Steen Hanson

Association Euratom - Riso National Laboratory
Optics and Fluid Dynamics Department

Riso National Laboratory
DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark

ABSTRACT We shall briefly discuss scattering from refractive index
fluctuations. The essential types of fluctuations encountered are

Velocity measurements based on the transport of identified. The nonpropagating types of fluctuations may be
turbulence induced refractive index structures are investigated, used for measuring the fluid velocity.
Particle scattering is assumed to be negligible. The scattering The trade offs in terms of optical wavelength, spatial
from collective structures is analyzed with a phase screen resolution, measurement configuration, and turbulence
model. A system based on reference beam detection and parameters are discussed.
combining Doppler and time-of-flight concepts may provide the The reference beam LDA has so far been the
best spatial resolution and utilize a broad band region of the configuration that has been applied. Direct detection (as
high frequency turbulence for light scattering. In the optical commonly used in LDA based on particle scattering) can only
region it is so that a long wavelength is preferable and reference be applied in cases with very strong fluctuations. Surprisingly it
beam detection is necessary. An potential hybrid system for is so that the longer the optical wavelength is the better is the
plasma diagnostics is presented. It is shown that time resolved spatial resolution. However, even at the wavelength of the CO2
measurements may be possible. laser (10.6 pm) the resolution along the optical axis is

inadequate. We are here proposing a system that combines the

I INTRODUCTION time-of-flight configuration with the Doppler system. Such a
system provides for a significantly better spatial resolution and

Laser anemomnetry based on particle scattering is well does also utilize a larger part of the spectral content of the

established. However, in certain fluids particles cannot be refractive index fluctuations.

prest at all, or the concentration is very low. In a fusion Time resolved measurements have so far to our

plasma there are no large scattering particles; in high speed knowledge not been performed with this type of scattering. We
are briefly outlining the considerations on which the feasibilitywind tunnels the concentration of particles may be extremely of time resolved measurements can be decided. It is shown that

low. In such systems it may be possible to measure transport on time resolved measurements cat

properties of large scale fluctuations on the basis of light even in a fusion plasma time resolved measurements may be

scattering/diffraction from small scale structures convected by possible.

the larger scales.
Light scattering from collective structures has been 2 BASIC CONCEPTS, DEFINITIONS, AND

utilized for velocity measurements. Radar scattering from ASSUMPTIONS
refractive index fluctuations in the atmosphere have been used
for the measurement of velocity on very large scales. Strauch Light scattering in fluids may be classified as either
(1985). Simple configurations based on visible light have been inelastic or elastic. Fluorescence and Raman scattering are
devised for measuring cross wind velocities, Clifford, Ochs, and examples of inelastic scattering. These types of scattering are
Wang (1975). For diagnostics in connection with plasma fusion well suited to identify the chemical composition of the medium.
configurations similar to the original reference beam laser Fluorescence may also be applied to velocity measurements in
Doppler anemomenter have been applied, Slusher and Surko high speed flows, Hanson (1994) or even in particle LDA. The
(1978), Truck et al (1991). The method has recently been intrinsic spectral broadening of this type of scattered light is in
applied to the measurement of fluid velocity in high speed wind general so large that only supersonic velocities can be
tunnels, Gr~sillon et al (1992). accurately measured.

Permanent address: Chemical Engineering Department
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, OH 44106, USA
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Quasi-elastic scattering is scattering where a possible 3 A CONTINUUM MODEL BASED ON PHASE
shift in frequency only is caused by the movement (velocity) of SCREENS
the scattere and noL by a change in the quantum-mechanical
state of the particle. This type of scattering is the basis for laser We shall here outline a model for calculating the
anemomnetry but also for measuring diffusion and molecular photocurrent and its correlation function. A so-called phase
dynamics. However, incoherent molecular scattering will in screen model is applied (originally introduced by Lee and Harp
general give a spectral broadening proportional to the thermal (1969)) in order to analyze wave propagation through random
velocity of the molecules. In most flows this type of broadening media, the phase screen model is also used in the analysis of
is much larger than the fluid velocity making it unsuited for thick holograms).
anemomeuty.

Despite the large thermal velocity of molecules collective
light scattering may provide a signal with a spectral width much U0  Uo u= U0(l +g) U, = u,.h
smaller than the thermal broadening. Collective scattering is
scattering from a large number of scatterer that in some way 1 detector
supports a large scale (large compared to the mean free path)
scattering structure. A sound wave may be an example of such a
wave structure. It is necessary that the spatial scale of the - - ied u,) 2dA
structure is larger than the mean free path. ransmiltter Measuring filter, H pinhole, p

In laser anemometry as well as in other types of pattern region (Foier (image
measurements based on quasi-elastic scattering the light plane) plane)
collection and detection mode may be either coherent or
incoherent Let us assune a large number of particles in the
measuring volume. Coherent detection implies that the Figure 1. Fourier optical model. For the reference beam LDA the
photocurrent is proportional to the squared sum of the fields trannmitta pattern consists of two parallel beams of which the top beam as

from the particles, i.e. that mch mon than the botm bem.

ircý U,. (I) 3.1 The Photocurrent
The analysis is based on a Fourier optical model as

We note that the photocunent contains a sum of contributions shown in Fig. 1. (Lading, Mann, and Edwards). The field in the
from the individual particles plus a sum of cross-beat terms. measuring plane is given by the Fourier transform of the
Coherent detection requires that the phase fronts are parallel transmitted field pattern. The interaction region is divided into
over the detector area implying a small collector aperture. a number of screens perpendicular to the optical axis (Fig.2).
Incoherent detection implies that Screenf is assigned a transmission function given by

i cc •u• 
2. (2) j =exp jkkAzAn (x,y)} .exp(ikAz} (1+iAztmn(x,y)) (3)

I The field out of screenj is
In this case the collector aperture is very large and the cross

particle contributions vanish. Incoherent detection is in general u,j = (jj)*h (4)
not feasible if collective scattering is to be applied. where

In the case of a very high particle concentration it may be
preferable to apply a continuum model. We shall do that and explJkL•} _. x2 +y21
consider the random fluctuations of the refractive index. haf;(Arlk) p-2 i- - (5)

We summarize this section by the following definitions: 2 ( / I I
Collective light scattering is scattering/diffraction from random
fluctuations of the refractive index of a medium through which
light is propagating.
Dynamic light scattering- Scattering where the frequency shift ti
(or broadening) exclusively is caused by the motion of the ii.
scatterer(s). U•.

Applying this type of scattering and detection we may
measure transport of refractive index fluctuations, which may - _ _

represent ............ ...............
" materials transport,---

" propagating waves or,
"* convection of snail scale turbulence by larger scales.

Figtur 2. Phase sereen.
Applications are found in several quite different areas,

e.g. velocimetry (anemometry), waves in bulk media and on
surfaces (visco-elastic), diffusion, and particle sizing.
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Summing the contributions from all the phase screens axis (i.e. no width of the correlation function in the z-direction).
letting Az go to zero and the number of screens go to infinity This may be legitimate if the interaction region is much larger
yields an expression for the total field. The field is referred to than the beam diameters and the spatial wavelength of the
the measuring plane. Convoluting with the filter function h and turbulence that are considered. However, this is not the case
multiplying with the pinhole function p gives the field on the here. Other investigators, Gr6sillon (1992), have used the 3D
detector. Squaring and integrating over the detector area gives correlation. However, we find that neither is in general correct.
the photocurrent. Being short of a rigorous procedure we shall do the following:

The photocurrent contains in general three terms (as in phase screens with a spacing smaller than the selected
normal particle laser anemometry): wavenumber are added coherently, whereas screens with a
1. A dc current with no information about the dynamics of the spacing larger than the selected coherence length are added
measuring object. incoherently.
2. A homodyne' term caused by interference between purely The spectrum of the refractive index fluctuations (from
scattered/diffiacted beams. which the spectrum for the phase perturbations is obtained) will
3. A 'heterodyne' term caused by mixing between in general contain two terms: (1) a term that does not propagate
scattered/diffracted light and reference beam(s). relative to the fluid with a coherence time given by the thermal
The first term is unavoidable since the photocurrent cannot be diffusivity, and (2) a term given by propagating sound waves in
negative. The second term is the dominating dynamic part of general with a very small damping.
the photocurrent in most laser anemometry systems based on
particle scattering and here the mixing does only occur between
beams scattered by the same particle. Non-particle laser 4 SPECIFIC CONFIGURATIONS
anemometry may be based on either the second or the third
term, but the third term is often preferred because a parametric Let us investigate specific configurations and compare
amplification of the signal is obtained since the amplitude of them in relation to spatial resolution and signal strength.
the dynamic part of the photocurrent is given by the product of
the scattered field and the reference field. This may be 4.1 The Reference Beam Doppler Configuration
necessary if a wavelength is applied where no photomultipliers The principles of the configuration is illustrated in Fig. 3.
or avalance diodes are available (e.g. at the wavelength of the The transmitter is essentially as for a homodyne mode IDA
CO2 laser). It is also so that the statistics of the photocurrent is except for the fact that one of the transmitted beams is much
simpler if the third term is the dominating dynamic component. weaker than the other. The detection is done in the direction of

the weakest of the transmitted beams. The dynamic part of the
3.2 The Correlationfunction signal is then given by scattered light from the strong beam that

The correlationflmuction is evaluated using the same is heterodyned with directly transmitted light of the weak beam.
procedure as in Lading, Mann, and Edwards (1989). For the (The configuration is similar to the very first Laser Doppler

reference beam mode (heterodyne) we get that the correlation Velocimeter). The few practical implementations that so far

function is have appeared are all using a COý laser (A = 10.6 jm). The
fringe spacing has to be selected so that it is larger than the

R(r)oc IS(q,r)IF(k) 2dk, (6) Kolmogorov length scale; otherwise the system will not be able
*-, Pk- to detect any (weak) turbulence induced refractive index

where S(q,r) is the 2D spatial Fourier transform of the 2D fluctuations.

space-time correlation for the phase perturbations. IFk)f is an
instrument function given by the dynamic part of the field
distribution in the measuring volume.
where

k =(k~,k,) and k. =2 is'

For the homodyne mode we get

R(r) = JS(q,0)((k)dk +2 JS(q~r *I(k f dk .(7)
"" laser fluid detector

Note that in Eq. (7) R() is given directly by the first order
space-time correlation, whereas in Eq. (8) it is given by a more
complicated expression of the first-order correlation.

Now, the expressions are given by the 2D correlation Fimre 3. Basic schene of a reference beam Doppler configuration. The
function for the refractive idex fluctuations, but the actual iementation may be quite diffeent. Frequency shift is generally
measurements we here anticipated to be performed in a 3D applied and proper spatial mode matching should also be enmured.

medium. In the analysis of beam propagation through turbulent
media it is customary to assume &-correlation along the optical
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Let the fringe spacing be A and the optical wavelength A. 4.3 A Hybrid Configuration
The angle 0 between the two transmitted beams is then given Let us summarize the features of the LDA and the LTA
by respectively. This is done in the table 1. Each of the two spots

of the LTA have a diameter equal to the fringe spacing of the0 =--sin-'(, / A). (8) LDA. This implies that the spatial bandwidth of the LTA is
The spatial resolution along the optical axis, ± Az, is much larger than the bandwidth of the LDA. The focal depth of

a focused single mode beam isAAt = 2r0-.-, (9) Ar-- 2z r02/.(1

where 2ro is the beam diameter in the measuring plane. We giving a length for the LTA much smaller than the intersection
note that a large optical wavelength implies a good spatial region of the two intersecting beams of an LDA. The directional
resolution! sensitivity is small for a two spot system because a structure

The system shown in Fig. 3. is sensitive to refractive contributing to the signal has to pass both beams. Elliptic spots
index fluctuations in a spatial region with a spatial center be ± 1800 asmay enhance the acceptance angle, but it cannot b t 8°a
frequency given by 2w'A and a relative bandwidth of A/to. for an LDA with frequency shift.

4.2 The Time-of-flight Configuration Table 1. Comparing an LDA with an LTA.

A so-called time-of-flight configuration (also called a
two-spot system) has been applied as an alternative to the LDA LDA LTA
in some cases where a good spatial selectivity along the optical bandwidth small large
axis is mandatory. Since it is a major problem with non particle spatial resolution poor good
laser anemometlry to obtain a good spatial resolution along the directional sensitivity small high
optical axis it could be worth while to investigate the feasibility reference beam controllable fixed
of the laser time-of-flight anemometer (LTA). The principles of
an LTA for nonparticle laser anemometry could be envisaged to The problem with the LDA in the present context is that
be as illustrated in Fig. 4. Scattered/diffracted light from the a large number of fringes is needed in order to allow for a good
two focal regions should heterodyne with the directly frequency estimate. This implies a spatial resolution that is
transmitted light on the detectors. However, for unacceptable in relation to many applications. Note here that
scattering/diffraction caused by a weak phase object this will the fringe spacing has to be larger than the mallest turbulence
not happen. This is essentially the same problem as the scale. The LTA could provide an order of magnitude better
classical phase contrast problem. Unfortunately, the same spatial resolution and it would utilize a larger part of the
remedy cannot be applied here to cure the problem. turbulence spectrum; however, under most conditions it is

insensitive to the type of disturbances that here provides the

In order to obtain some of the advantages of the two
systems we propose a hybrid configuration: A dual LDA system
where each fringe pattern only has - say - 3-4 oscillations. The
velocity is not determined from the frequency, but from the time
of flight between the two fringe patterns. The system is
illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fkigre 4. An envisaged LTA for non-ticle lawer anemomery. However
due to the fact dh the sipal caused by weak phase paturbatio• s is in stop
phase qusiatreb with the directly treammuitted bea n. h system carsiotI
operte in a referee bam mode.

Let us briefly illustrate the problem: the transmission
function of a weak phase object can be approximated as follows

(z)(10) diffractive measuring lenses detectors
elements region

The problem is that because of the i in front of O(x, y) the signal
is in phase quadrature with the reference. The phase contrast (only the beam axes are shown)
principle applied in microscopy to solve this problem cannot be
applied here (Lading 1983). Introducing a spatial carrier Figure S A hybrid LTA/LDA codiguratior. A diffractive element (to the
frequency by tilting the reference beam will work - but then it left) generates four beamn. A second element refracts and fmcuses these
becomes an LDA. beans into two spatially separated fringe pattie each with only a few

fringes. The bea-m that impinge on the detectors will heterodyne with the
Away from the fundamental phase quadrature problem it scattered light from the two other beans. The reference beam is nmch

is also problematic to have the full power of the directly weaker than the beamn from which scattered light is utilized.
transmitted beams impinge on the detectors, they may be
damaged by the power.
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For a laser anemometer we can define a code that is a 'track' turbulence in a spectral region below that which gives
function that defines the way in which the velocity information rise to the signal: the high frequency turbulence serves the same
is encoded into the system. For an IDA the code is a wave purpose as particles do in normal laser anemometry.
packet; for an LTA it consists of two displaced peaks. The code
of the hybrid system is shown in Fig. 6. It consists of two
displaced wave packets each with only a few oscillations. 5 TIME RESOLVED MEASUREMENTS

The signals of the systems considered here are in priciple
continuous. Thus, time resolved measurements are potentially
possible. The situation is similar to normal laser anemometers

CS operating with many particles in the measuring volume. The
statistics of especially LDA systems have been investigated in
great detail over the years. Some of the results are adaptable to
the systems considered here. We shall use the results of Lading

.z and Edwards (1993).
In the type of systems considerid here there are two

fundamental stochastic proc.esses that may limit the
performance: the photon noise and the random process of the
signal itself. In addition to these processes other types of
fluctuations may hamper the performance. For reference beam
systems it is often so that laser noise (caused by powersupply
ripples, mode competition, intermode beats, mechanical
instability...) is the limiting factor. However, we shall here

Flgure 6. The mimnuty dilmubutiom as - by the detedmio of a hybid assume that an adequately quite laser is available.
hoor m . the,-ode efthe s. er The relative measurement uncertainties can be expressed

as follows:
In Fig. 7 is shown a spatial turbulence spectrum. Also

shown am the filters' of the IDA and the hybrid system, fluctuations of the
respectively. The filters select the spectral regions from which scattering/diffracting object relative variance I/N
refractive index perturbations can contribute to the signal. It is itself;
seen that the LDA selects a much narrower region than the K 2
hybrid system. For a given spatial resolution this implies that photon noise relative variance iv
the hybrid will give a much stronger signal. However, if the (additive here) (n) N
purpose of a given investigation is to investigate the
propagation of different spatial wavenumbers a narrow spatial The relative variance is the variance of the velocity estimate
frequency range is mandatory. For "frozen' turbulence a large by2the v are of the tru e velocity ietimate
spectral region must be preferable. normalized by the square ofthe true velocity, i.e. var(•}/v . N

is the number of degrees of freedom over which the averaging

takes place, defined by the product of signal bandwidth times
averaging time (assuming that the averaging time is larger than

;;7m 2' 3-, the reciprocal signal bandwidth). n, is the number of detected
scattered photons within the coherence time of the signal (=
I/signal bandwidht, also equal to the transit time through the
illuminated volume(s)). r is the reciprocal number of fringes in
the measuring volume (LDA), or the ratio between beam radius

and boem spacing (LTA).
"Now, in order to perform time resolved meastvements

the averaging time must of course be smaller than the time
"scale of the fluctuations to be resolved. In order to get the best
temporal resolution the photon noise should be negligible

._ ------- relative to the intrinsic signal fluctuations, i.e.

Figure 7. A turbuhle qmen (molid line) with the fiter fm W l a/(n) <<K1. (12)
IDA (the mn, ow filter) and a hybrid LA, rmdrtiely. Notice dt the
hybrid utilizes a muach large purt of the uturuletwe upecinu (Log.Iog

6 A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE FOR PLASMA
In discussing the spectral regions of the turbulence TURBULENCE

spectrum we must remember that the purpose may be to get
information about the turbulence - possibly about its temporal Turbulence in fusion plasmas is of major concern
evolution. With the present scheme it is so that we can only because it has an essential impact on the confinement and
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stability of the plasma. It also represents a type of fluid where Lading, L., (1983), Estimating time and time-lat in time-f
no particles are to appear. We believe that some of the flight velocimetry. Anl. Op~t.. vol. 22, pp. 3637-3643.
considerations relevant for plasma measurements may also be
relevant for measurements in other types of fluids. Going Lading, L. and Edwards, R.V., Laser velocineters: lower limits
through the calculations is beyond the limitations of this to uncertainty. App. Opt. , vol. 32, No. 21 July 1993.
presentation. However, we shall summarize the numbers we
arrved at in table 2. (An overview of the problems is given by Lading, L., Mann, J.A., and Edwards, R.V. (1989), Analysis of
Callen, Cureraes, and Stambaugh (1992)). a ura-scattering spetrometer, J. Opt. Soc. Am. A. vol. 6.,

No. 11, November 1989.
Table 2. Potential paramieters for a plasma diaglostic se-u Lee, R.W. and Harp, J.C. (1969), Proc. IEEE vol. 57, 375.

Relative refractive Made fluctuationts A"/ 0~
Fraction of refractiveiMax fluctuatiom utiised j03Patrie, B.J., Seitzman, J.M., and Hanson, R.K. (1994),
Velocity 10 rn/s Instantaneous 3-Dimensional Flow Visualization by Rapid
Overall effiiency 10% Acauisition of Multiple Planar Flow Images, Opt. Eng., Mar
Iae Powr 5waftt 1994, vol. 33, No. 3, pp. 975-980.
0 photone/colerene time of signal 20

Slusher, R.E. and Surkomn C.M. (1978), Phys. Rev. Lett. 40, p.
focal (Intersection) region 0.5 mnm x 30 mm 4100
wavelenth of saptial filer 0.25 mm
spacing belween focal regions 30 mm Strauch, R.G. (1985), Radar w~ind Profilers, Proc. NASA Symp.

bu 11upA- eaft3 on Global Wind Measurements, July 29 - August 1, Columbia,
receivwserb"flr 2xlO0mm MD, pp. 133-137.

haw ower2 WTruck, A. et al, "ALTAIR: An infrared laser diasnostic on the

Since x'i and the number of estimated scattered pons TORE SUPRA tokamak Rev. Sci. histrum. vol. 63, pp. 3716-

within the coherence time of the signal is larger than unity, time 72(19)
resolved measurements appear feasible (Eq. 12).

7 CONCLUSION

Principles of non-particle laser anemonletry have been
discussed. A novel hybrid laser anemometer configuration is
identified in order to enhance the spatial resolution and
overcome the phase detection problem. A potential application
to diagnostics in a fusion plasma is discussed and it is shown
that time resolved measurements may be possible.

It should be mentioned that a number of important
problems to non-particle laser anemometry have either only
been mentioned briefly or not mentioned at all. Most important
is the problem of separating propagating and non-propagating
refractive index fluctuations.
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Abstract to the study of Gaussian beam defects and their
elimination. Some connected topics will also be

GLMT (generalized Lorenz-Mie theory) and its considered, such as the study of laser sheets or
applications to the design of phase-Doppler in- the development of the theory of interaction be-
struments are discussed. A particular emphasis tween an arbitrary incident beam and an infinite
is stressed on Gaussian beam errors (trajectory cylinder.
ambiguity effects) and their elimination. Very
recent concepts, even if not yet fully developed Even if GLMT is now essentially completed,
and/or implemented, are discussed too. many avenues remain to be explored. An increas-

ing number of researchers is now following these
1 Introduction avenues on a fundamental point of view. A still

larger number of researchers is working on the ap-

A basic rule of science is to permanently take care plications of GLMT to concrete problems. In this
of the necessary dialogue between theory and ex- paper, we shall try, beside the main objective pre-
periments. As a special case, this rule must ob- sented by the title, to inform the reader about the
viously be satisfied in the field of opticle parti- more recent news. This would be impossible if we
cle sizing (and characterization). However, most decided to go into details. Therefore, it has been
of the modern intruments used in this field rely decided that this paper would be written essen-
on the interaction between laser beams (Gaussian tially in a qualitative way, dismissing in particular
beams, laser sheets, top-hat beams, to name a any mathematical expression (and figures). But,
few) and particles (such as spheres or cylinders), on the other hand, the reader is directed on the
Until recently, the required dialogue was there- literature from which he could accede, hopefully,
fore essentially forbidden by the fact that avail- to any desired information. In other words, this
able theories assumed that the illumination beam paper is a guide to a sightseeing tour, not the tour
was a plane wave, for instance in LMT (Lorenz- by itself.

Mie theory) describing the interaction between a
plane wave and a sphere. In the eighties nev- The paper is organized as follows. Section II
erteless, LMT has been generalized to GLMT de- is devoted to the GLMT itself. Section III is
scribing the interaction between an arbitrary illu- devoted to phase-Doppler instruments, Gaussian
minating beam and a sphere. Thanks to GLMT, beam effects and their elimination. Section IV is
the required dialogue between theory and exper- devoted to connected topics and contain possibly
iments has been restored. The aim of this paper some prospective ideas, trying to somehow fore-
is to review applications of GLMT to the analysis cast what we could expect from the near future.
of phase-Doppler instruments, and in particular Section V is a conclusion.
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2 Generalized Lorenz-Mie the- algorithm improvements are likely not exhausted.

ory Let us for instance mention Ref (13) which im-
plements a substantial amount of such improve-

GLMT describes the interaction between an ar- ments, in particular within the framework of the

bitrary incident beam and a sphere, using par- localized approximation. A pertinent example is

tial wave expansions. The first archival paper is given in which the Gaussian beam program runs

Ref (1) although the existence of this theory and about 70 times slower than the corresponding

some early results may be found in Ref (2). The plane wave program. It may be forecasted that

development of the theory took about ten years, the combination of further improvements in soft-

and may essentially be considered as completed ware, and hardware, should make the difference

after Refs (3,4). A rather recent exhaustive re- between GLMT and LMT computational times

view of GLMT and applications is available from fairly unessential within a few years. The same

Ref (5). might become true if we compare GLMT and ge-

A major issue to which much effort is still de- ometrical optics. with the advantage that GLMT

voted is the speeding-up of numerical computa- is a rigorous theory.

tions. For a long time, the most difficult task from
this point of view has been the numerical evalua- 3 Gaussian beam defects in
tion of beam shape coefficients which may be con-

sidered as generalized Fourier coefficients express- phase-Doppler instruments
ing the partial wave expansions of the incident
beam. A breakthrough has been the introduc-
tion of the so-called localized approximation in Phase-Doppler anemometry (PDA), an extension

Ref (6), for the so-called beam waist center case, of laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV), is nowadays
generalized in Ref(7) to the case of an arbitrary the most popular technique for simultaneously

location of the particle, i.e.for the so-called off- measuring the size and the velocity of individual
axis case. An efficient algorithm to evaluate the particles. Examples of pioneering and significant
beam shape coefficients in the framework of the papers are Refs (14)-(17), among many others.

localized approximation is discussed in Ref (8). The principle of the technique may possibly be

Although the accuracy of the localized approx- summarized as follows. Let us consider two in-
imation was very good (typically one part per terfering laser beams BI and B2, and a spherical
10s), a drawback has been a lack of rigorous particle crossing the fringe control volume. At
mathematical justification. A first step toward a point P in space, waves W1 and W2 scattered
such a justification has been achieved by Lock by the particle from the incident beams B1 and

in the on-axis case by using a stationary phase B2 respectively, interfere together. The resulting
method (Ref 9). Unfortunately, the same method wave at point P is obtained by summing the am-
could not be extended to the general so-called off- plitudes of the waves W1 and W2. After evalu-
axis case, even leading there to conflicting results, ating intensities and integrating on the surface of

likely meaning that the success of the proof was a detector D, one finds that the detected signal
in part incidental. By using another technique is characterized by a phase P. Let us now con-
relying on Taylor expansions, a final proof of the sider two detectors D1 and D2 leading to phases
validity of the localized approximation has after- P1 and P2, respectively. Then, under some ideal
ward been obtained for both the on-axis and the circumstances, including the plane wave charac-
off-axis cases (Refs 10,11), with, as a by-product, ter of the incident beams, it has been predicted

a very refined understanding of the nature of laser that the phase difference (P1-P2) is related to the
beams (Ref 12). The use of the localized approx- particle diameter through a linear relationship.

imation to handle GLMT allows fast and system- The physical process aforementioned is amena-
atic study of phase-Doppler instruments, with a ble to a full theoretical simulation when a light

reasonable amount of CPU time. Furthermore, scattering theory is used. Such scattering theo-
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ries may be LMT, geometrical optics, or GLMT. found in Refs (21)-(32). Basically, remedies may
LMT is a rigorous theory but, being limited to be splitted in two individual classes, one corre-
the plane wave case, it cannot predict the in- sponding to the optimization of the optical de-
fluence of the Gaussian character of the incident sign, and the second to the refinement of the data
beams. This Gaussian character may be imple- processing. Of course, there exists also an hybrid
mented in geometrical optics. But geometrical class in which both optical design optimization
optics is not a rigorous theory with the conse- and signal processing refinement may cooperate.
quence that the induced loss of accuracy may (i)It is possible to manipulate the incident
possibly be dramatic in some cases, although, in beam polarizations in order to modify the balance
other cases, it can be quite insignificant. Finally, between reflected and refracted contributions as
GLMT is a rigorous theory which correctly in- suggested by Saffman et al (33,34). This strategy
corporates the Gaussian character of the incident relies on the basic idea that interferences between
beams. The price to pay is more extensive com- reflected and refracted components spoil the de-
putational times but, as discussed previously, this sired linear relationship between phases and di-
drawback is likely to be somewhat provisional. ameters. This concept has been investigated by
Geometrical optics and LMT have been applied using GLMT (25). The conclusion is that do-
to phase-Doppler instruments in earlier stages. ing so it is possible to improve the quality of the
The first applications of GLMT to PDA dates measurements but not necessarily in an effective
back to 1990 (18). enough way.

(ii)It has been suggested to use a discrimina-
3.2 Gaussian beam defects tion criterion relying on the measurement of two

phase differences, P12 from detectors D1 and D2,
In many cases, the size of the scatter centers is not and P13 from detectors D 1 and D3 e

small enough with respect to the beam size, i.e. discrimiao tetor re measurements

the incident beams cannot be safely considered as iscbasdon thevalu of the r ati rements

being plane waves. Then departures from the lin- GLMTanalysis of thi c etio instA

ear phase/diameter relationship may be observed, GLMT-analysis of this concept is for instance

possibly leading to considerable errors in diame- given in Refs (22,25). Again, improvements are

ter measurements. Nowadays this phenomenon is observed but not effective enough.

referred to as a trajectory ambiguity effect (TAE) (iii)Let P be the plane defined by the incident

or, to better stress the origin of the problem, as laser beams. The analysis of Gaussian beam de-

a Gaussian beam defect (GBD). fects then demonstrates that good measurements

TAE has been theoretically predicted by are obtained when the detectors and the parti-
TAE ha beencle are on the same side with respect to P. Con-

Bachalo and Sankar by using geometrical optics

(19), and then confirmed by using GLMT (20). A versely, departures from the ideal relationship

simple qualitative explanation may be provided arise when the detectors and the particle are lo-
in terms of the competition between refracted cated on opposite sides. Then, we may use anand reflected rays induced by the Gaussian profile optical design in which two detector assembliesand eflcte ras inuce bytheGausianproile are used, symmetrically located with respect to
(5). Following these preliminary observations, a are used, symmetric atedbwith espec
considerable systematic effort has been devoted P. The use of two symmetric assemblies efosures
to the analysis of TAE and to their elimination that there will always be one assembly for which
as testified by Refs (21)-(32). Remedies are dis- relationships are satisfactory. Furthermore, the
cussed in the next sub-section. comparison between the two responses allows one

to determine which response is correct. This tech-
3.3 Elimination of Gaussian beam de- nique is effective, although it increases the com-

fects plexity of the instrument. Details are available
from Refs (21.25,27).

A rather exhaustive list of remedies to Gaussian (iv)Among many possibilities, Doppler signals
beam defects is given below. Details may be may be analysed by using a discrete Fast Fourier
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Transform (DFFT). leading to the evaluation of ticle refractive index, of sufficient quality for ma-
the Doppler frequency, i.e. to the measurement terial recognition. Furthermore, each colour corn-
of one velocity component of the scatter center. ponent of the system determines a diameter, i.e.
In the phase-Doppler technique, one may rely actually a curvature radius, therefore leading pos-
on the use of an extended version generating a sibly to non sphericity identification.
cross-spectral density (CSD) function, allowing All the above techniques based on modifica-
the evaluation of the frequencies from detectors tions of the optical design and/or on data pro-
DI and D2 and of the phase difference between cessing refinements are devoted to the elimina-
both signals (35). Because CSD does not anal- tion of TAE considered as defects. On the other
yse phase evolution in the case of Gaussian beam hand, TAE also contain relevant information and,
defects, it may lead to significant errors in diame- therefore, instead of working towards their elim-
ter measurements by averaging phase differences ination, it might be very advisable to recover, if
along the duration of the signals. Therefore, the possible , the information that they contain. This
use of a wavelet transform which has temporal different attitude leads to the so-called dual-burst
localization properties may allow the detection of system.
phase evolution in a signal, and therefore pro-
vide a discrimination procedure (36,5). It must 3.4 Taking advantage of TAE
be however noted that a systematic investigation
of this concept has not yet been carried out. In the dual-burst system, the control volume is

(v)In the standard design, the detectors are lo- choosen very small, therefore enhancing TAE to

cated outside of the plane defined by the inci- better take advantage of the information that

dent laser beams, and particles pass through the they carry. Apart of that, the optical design may

control volume, essentially perpendicularly to the be either a planar system or a modified stan-

non moving fringes. As discussed above, such a dard system, but data processing is carried out

design is subject to Gaussian beam defects. This by recording the phase evolution along the dura-

is due to the fact that trajectories are parallel to tion of the signal. Then, the theoretical analysis,

isophase lines. Therefore, the phase is constant confirmed by experiments, shows that one part of

but depends on the particle location, the signal is free of TAE while another part, easily

In the so-called planar system, conversely, the identified, contains extra information associated

detectors are located in the same plane than the with TAE. Therefore, we may measure velocities
and diameters by analyzing the TAE free part of

incident beams. In this case, the particles cross the signal. The other part, conversely, is shown
the isophase lines. Therefore, there is a phase to contain information on refractive indices. Also,
evolution along the burst but, limiting data pro-
cessing to the part of the signal around the max- non spoeribi y as wel o oenei inora
imum, it is possible to show that the measured
phase corresponds to the plane wave case predic-
tions (26,28,32). In this case. TAE elimination 4 Connected topics
is obtained by an appropriate modification of the
optical design with respect to the standard sys- We end this paper by briefly mentioning a few
tem. A similar effect may also be obtained by connected topics relevant to particle characteri-
an appropriate design of a two-colour PDA stan- zation.
dard system (37), leading to a design which may
be called the modified standard system. It is also 4.1 Laser sheets
possible to use a two-colour dual-mode system,
combining a planar system based on one colour Although phase-Doppler instrument-, rely on the
and a modified standard system based on another use of Gaussian beams, there may be advantages
colour (38): An advantage of this dual-mode tech- in using laser sheets. Laser sheets may be ob-
nique is that it allows a measurement of the par- tained by transforming Gaussian beams with the
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aid of a cylindrical lens. Laser sheets are for syndrome as defined by B.H.Kaye (56),i.e. to mis-
instance used in particle image velocimetry, for leading measurements and physical models. A
polarization ratio measurements , for measuring possible way to escape of this problem is to de-
wall shear stress in a turbulent boundary layer , velop the phase-Doppler instruments in such a
for particle sizing, or for studying droplet distri- way that they could provide non sphericity in-
bution effects on planar laser imaging of sprays formation as previously discussed. Another way
(39-45). Therefore, GLMT has been specified to is to develop other instruments less sensitive to
the case of laser sheets and used to investigate non sphericity. There, a good candidate is the
some optical characterization problems (46-53). so-called top-hat beam technique which allowed
The use of laser sheets in phase-Doppler instru- rather successful measurements on irregular par-
ments might be an interesting prospect. ticles, such as sand particles (57-60,20,12, and ref-

erences therein). Other techniques are the Visible
4.2 Stratified spheres Infra-red Double Extinction (VIDE) technique to

investigate the case of large optical thicknesses,
In the previous subsection, GLMT has been spec- or quasi-elastic light scattering spectroscopy de-
ified to the case of laser sheets. It does not change voted to ensemble measurements on submicronic
the GLMT framework which is insensitive to the particles (61,62, and references therein).
nature of the incident beam (GLMT is an arbi- Another approach is to start a systematic study
trary beam theory). Considering a new kind of of well defined shapes. After spheres, and strat-
beam however requires some extra-work associ- ified spheres, the best candidate to investigate
ated with the knowledge of the electromagnetic seems to be the infinite cylinder. Many poten-
description of the beam, to be used as an input tial applications can be expected. Examples are
in GLMT. Instead of changing the nature of the the control of the production of glass wool for
beam, we may consider other cases than the clas- thermal isolation, of optical fibers for data trans-
sical homogeneous sphere assumed in LMT and mission, or the study of pulverization processes
GLMT. Then, for each of these other cases, a new when droplets are produced by instabilities act-
theory must be built. ing on an initial liquid jet. Another promising

The simplest case is the stratified sphere which remark is that many particles, even if they are
preserves the spherical symmetry enjoyed by not infinite cylinders, may locally look like an in-
GLMT. The theory of interaction between an ar- finite cylinder when they are illuminated by fo-
bitrary incident beam and a stratified sphere has cused beams. Therefore, this special case of a
indeed been recently completed (54). Relying on regular particle might also help to study a class
the plane wave case, we may forecast many appli- of irregular particles, including sinuous fibers.
cations of this theory to optical characterization, Concerning phase-Doppler instruments, it ap-
in particular in combusting systems which induce pears pretty sure that the extension of this tech-
temperature gradients inside droplets (see for in- nique from spheres to cylinders should lead to
stance 55). The development of phase-Doppler significant results. On the theoretical side, let us
instruments to the study of stratified spheres mention that the theory of interaction between
might then be another interesting prospect. an arbitrary incident beam and an infinite cylin-

der is under construction. However, the problem

4.3 Cylinders appears much more complicated than expected
as testified by Refs (63-65). In particular, the

Many particles are not spheres nor even stratified basic so-called separability theorem used in de-
spheres. It is therefore somewhat of an unpleas- signing both LMT and GLMT looks like failing
ant state of affair that most of our experimen- for the cylinder problem. A pure mathematical
tal techniques have to assume that we deal with work concerning this theorem is therefore likely
spherical particles, even if they are not. This at- to be compulsory, such as discussed in Ref (66).
titude may lead to the so-called spherical chicken The construction of the GLMT basically required
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one decade. It is hoped that the completion of measurements. Institut franco-allemand de Saint-
the cylinder problem will be less time demand- Louis, 15-18th sept. ,1980.
ing. In any case, we may forecast future inter- 3. G. Gouesbet, B. Maheu. G. Gr6han, Light
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tion, Journal of Optical Society of America A,
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CHARACTERISTICS OF COUNTER - GRADIENT HEAT TRANSFER IN A NON - PREMIXED SWIRLING
FLAME
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I INTRODUCTION 2 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

1.1 The Flow Considered 2.1 Experimental Configuration

Thene is now an extensive body of literature which The burner geometry is shown in figure 1: the burner
documents that the turbulent fluxes of heat and momentum in geometry is identical to that used by Milosavljevic et al.
premixed flames may frequently arise in the counter-gradient (1990) and its description will not be repeated here, except to
direction (e.g. Heitor et al., 1987; Ferrlo & Heitor, 1993). remark that the swirl number (defined using the ratios of the
"The observation has consequences for both the interpretation axial fluxes of angular and axial momentum) was
of reaction rates, stability limits and also for the continuously variable from zero to a value beyond unity. The
mathematical modelling of these fluxes in the context of, burner was operated at an air flow rate of 900 lImin, resulting
say, CFD predictions of such flames. The origin of the in a high cold-flow Reynolds number, and at a gas flow rate
phenomenon is the interaction between mean pressure corresponding to an equivalence ratio of 0.85.
gradients, arising in the flow due either to mean streamline
curvature or because of acceleration of gases across the flame 2.2 Instrumentation
front, and the density of hot packets of fluid which become
preferentially accelerated relative to cold ones (e.g. Bray & The turbulent heat flux was measured by means of a
iUbby, 1991). The phenomenon is particularly stark in digitally compensated thermocouple and a single channel

premixed flames because, in most technical applications, the laser Doppler anemometer, as shown schematically in figure
temperature of the gases is sharply bimodal with a cold entry 2. The basic features of compensation have been described
at the temperature of the reactants and a hot one by Heitor (1985) and recent analysis for non-premixed
corresponding to the products. The phenomenon also arises flames has been provided by Mastorakos (1993)
in non-premixed flames and has been found by Takagi et al.
(1984) in confined, swirling non-premixed flames, where the
swirl impated to the combustion air provides a strong radial
mean pressure gradient which acts on the flame sheet at 3 RESULTS
which mixing between the cold reactants and the hot products The complete paper will present radial profiles of: the
occurs.Thcopeepprwlprsnrailpoieofte three components of the mean and rms values of the axial,

radial and azimuthal (swirl) velocities, of the corresponding

values of the shear stress uv , of the mean and rms
The configuration of a swirling annulus of temperature and of the beat fluxes, Mt and vI as a function

combustion air surrounding a coaxial stream of fuel arises in of axial location downstream of the exit of the quarl up to 1.5
many technical contexts, such as the combustion chambers diffuser exit diameters. Figure 3 presents a sample of the
of gas turbines and the burners in utility boilers. Further radial profiles of mean temperature and of radial heat flux
investigation of the magnitude and occurrence of counter- which shows the presence of counter-gradient turbulent
gradient diffusion in non-premixed flames is warranted and transport
the purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the existence of To know in detail the quantitative contributions of
counter-gradient diffusion of beat flux in a swirling non- each fluid motion classified in the (v, 1) plane to the turbulent
premixed burner, fitted with a diffuser, fired by natural gas.
The distinguishing feature from the investigation of Takagi beat flux vt , we use the weighted pdf of vi, Wf (0,I),
et al. (1984) is that, here, apart from the presence of the defined by (Nagano & Tagawa. 1988)
diffuser and the subsequent unconfined flame, the swirl
number of the combustion air was sufficiently large to -

generate a large internal recirculation zone. W9,f (0, 0)= JO I P( 9, f)dt
o-m
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where .^. denotes normalisation by the rms value of
the variable and P(v, t) represents the joint probability
distribution function of fluctuations of radial velocity and
temperature. Tbe results of P(9, t) are shown in figure 4(a) and
(b) for y = 3 and x/R = 0.1 and y = -5 mm and 0.5 which are
locations where the time-averaged values of heat flux are in
the gradient and strong counter-gradient directions,
respectively: figures 5(a) and (b) show the calculated values
of Wj,f (0,t). Note that second and fourth quadrant
contributions are expulsion and entrainment type motions
and counter-gradient flux can occur only when the
contribution of these quadrants is dominated by that from the
first and third quadrant motions, as in figure 5(b). Thus, .5
although an analysis similar to Bray and Libby -appropiriately modified for diffusion flames - may explain• ' ] :25

counter gradient diffusion in swirling flames, the U ]m 1.0
explanation is however applicable only in the region where
the effects of entrainment on the flow characteristics are 25
negligible. Counter-gradient diffusion helps to "trap" hot V 0.5
products inside the recirculation zone and thus to stabilise
the flame. 0.1

I R- -0
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ABSTRACT 2. ANALYSIS OF HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE FIELDS

A holographic particle image velocimetry (HPIV) system 2.1 Holographic Image Recording
has been developed to measure instantaneously all three compo-
nents of velocity at order 106 points in a three-dimensional vol- The holographic imaging system is described in detail by
ume. A high speed interrogation system and an automated vector Barnhart et al (1994). This system records four distinct holo-
validation system is incorporated to make this measurement tech- graphic images, two stereo views at the two different times tj and
nique applicable to turbulence research. The procedure by which t2, on a single holographic plate. The stereo views are used to re-
holographic particle images are analyzed to obtain the threc-di- construct the image field from two different perspectives. provid-
mensional velocity measurements from a single hologram, and ing displacement information in all three directions. Exposures
how these measurements are validated using automated statisti- from times tj and t, are recorded with separate reference beams.
cal algorithms is described in this paper. This enables the exposures to be reconstructed individually and

cross-correlated.
1. INTRODUCTION 2.2 Holographic Image Acquisition

The physics of turbulence can be better understood when

the instantaneous three-dimensional structure is captured by Figure 1 shows the optics and the computer system used
measuring all three components of velocity in a three-dimension- for reconstruction, acquisition and interrogation of the holo-
al volume with high spatial and velocity resolution. Over the past graphic image fields. The interrogation involves three steps; (1)
several years, two-dimensional PIV techniques have been used to measuring the two-dimensional displacements of the images that
measure two-dimensional slices of turbulence structures at rela- are recorded and reconstructed through L12-P1-Lt1, (2) measur-
tively high Reynolds numbers. Holographic PIV is an extension ing of the two-dimensional displacements of the images that are
of the standard two-dimensional PIV technique to three dimen- recorded and reconstructed through L,,2-P 2-L.,. (3) validation of
sions, enabling the three-dimensional structure of high Reynolds the two-dimensional fields to remove erroneous velocity mena-
number turbulent flows to be measured. surements and (4) combining the two sets of two-dimensional

The analysis of large three-dimensional holographic image measurements to obtain the three-dimensional displacements.
fields using correlation techniques requires large numbers of This procedure is similar to stereo PIV using two-dimensional
computations. For example, the analysis of a 100 x 100 x 100 photographic recording (Prasad et al 1993).
mm volume, with 1 mm grid spacing, requires 106 two-dimen- During the first interrogation, the optical path through L12-
sional correlations. If a conventional interrogation system can PI-LII is blocked so that only the particles images recorded
process 1-4 vectors per second using a pixel resolution of 128 x through L22-P2.-L., are reconstructed. The images from tj and t2
128, it would take between 70 and 300 hours of processor time to are reconstructed and digitized separately, using computer con-
analyze a 106 vector field. This is an unacceptably long time, es- trolled switching between reference beams R I* and R2*, which
pecially if one wishes to interrogate many such fields. Therefore, is synchronized with the image capture of the frame grabber.
an eight array parallel processor system has been developed These image fields are then double-frame cross-correlated, using
which is capable of analyzing 100 vectors per second using 128 the system described by Meinhart et al. (1993). to determine the
x 128 single-frame cross-correlations (see, Meinhart et al 1993). two-dimensional displacement field of the images as viewed
This corresponds to analyzing 106 vectors in less than 3 hours. through L22-PL,-. see Figure 1. This procedure is repeatedly

Once the image fields have been interrogated, the resulting applied to the entire reconstructed image volume by scanning the
vector maps contain spurious vectors. These vectors are the re- CCD camera over many X-Y planes.
suit of noise in the correlation functions of the image fields dur- The entire volume is then re-analyzed. except that the opti-
ing interrogation and they must be removed before the velocity cal path through L,,-P2,.-L.t is blocked so that only particle im-
fields can be considered valid measurements. It is both time con- ages recorded through L1 2-P1 -L-11 are reconstructed, digitized
suming and tedious to sort through 106 vectors and remove the and interrogated. The resulting two-dimensional displacement
erroneous vectors manually. Therefore, an automated vector vali- measurements are validated using the automated routines to re-
dation process has been developed, which uses algorithms to an- move erroneous measurements. The two-dimensional displace-
alyze statistically the reliability of each velocity measurement. ments fields are then combined to obtain all three displacement
When a vector is deemed erroneous, it is tagged and then re- components on a three-dimensional grid. This procedure is re-
moved automatically. The result is a fully reliable three-dimen- ferred to as stereo-stereo holography, because it involves record-
sional velocity field consisting of order 106 three-dimensional ing the images stereoscopically and reconstructing them
velocity vectors. stereoscopically. It is not the same as reconstructing a single ho-

lographic image and viewing it stereoscopically.
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Figure 1. Schematic of reconstruction and interrogation of
holographic images. (a) Optics configuration (top
view). (b) Computer configuration (reproduced with
permission from Meinhart et al. 1993).

Figure 2. Correlation functions of holographic particle images:
The displacement of the holographic images at each inter- (a) autocorrelation, (b) double-frame cross-correlation.

rogation spot is found by double-frame cross-correlating the im-
ages of the first exposure I1 and the second exposure 12, 3. VECTOR VALIDATION

C(s) = ifI (X)1 2 (X+s)dX. (1) 3.1 Introduction

Figure 2 shows the autocorrelation R(s) of the superposed The system used to validate the large numbers of vectors
image fields I, + 12 and the cross-correlation C(s) of the image generated by holographic image fields is discussed below. It uses
fields 1I and 2 Clearly. the height of the noise peaks compared algorithms to statistically analyze the reliability of each velocity
the signal peak (labeled CD and RD+) is much lower for cross- measurement, remove erroneous measurements and replace emp-
correlation dhan autocorrelation. This is an important part of the ty grid points with alternatively measured vectors.
holographic interrogation system, because in demanding situa- In order to accomplish this task, a two-stage strategy is
tions. it provides more reliable velocity measurements than auto- used. The first step is to remove all or nearly all the errone, ,ns
correlation. In addition, double-frame cross-correlation vectors. Next replacements are sought to fill the empty gi ,1
eliminates the need for artificial image shifting when the dis- points by evaluating the reliability of alternatively measured ve -
placement vector is near-zero or negative. (See Keane and Adri- tors. (i.e. the second and third highest displacement peaks in "ne
an. 1992. for a detailed discussion of the theory of cross- correlation function of the image field) based on information
correlation of PIV image fields.) from reliable neighboring vectors.

An interpolation scheme is then used to fill in empty grid
points that are absent of velocity data with information from the
neighboring velocity field. The vector fields are them smoothed
by convolving them with a Gaussian kernel.
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3.2 Removal of Erroneous Measurements

When removing erroneous vectors. it is important to re-
move all the outliers, even at the expense of sacrificing a few val-
id vectors. If the opposite viewpoint is adapted where one tries to 0 0 0 0 0
retain all the valid vectors with the possibility of retaining a few neighborhood
outliers, the outliers that are large in magnitude, will likely cor-
rupt flow statistics calculated from the resulting vector field. 0 N 13

We use three automated techniques. that are based upon the
spatial relationships between in-plane velocity vectors, to remove
erroneous measurements in PIV vector fields: (1) tolerance re-
moual, (2) magnitude difference removal and (3) quality removal. 0 u [ 1
An additional technique known as stereo matching is used for
stereo PIV image fields. vector in question

Tnlprntnr wwmnval Tolerance removal is considered a glo-
bal technique because its criteria is based upon statistical quanti- ) N 1 E

ties that are spatially averaged over the entire vector field, as
opposed to statistics averaged locally in space. A tolerance is
placed by requiring the vectors to be within a specified number 0 3 0 0 a
of standard deviations from the mean, where the standard devia-
tion (rms) and mean are estimated by using an x-line-average, a
y-column-average or averaging in both the x and y directions Figure 3. Vector grid showing the 3 x 3 neighborhood of a vector
over the entire field. Global averaging decreases the effect of the in question for the magnitude difference vector
nearby erroneous vectors on the statistics. In extreme situations, removal technique.
however, numerous outliers can adversely effect the statistics,
causing unreasonably large values in the estimated rms veloci-
ties, which limits the effectiveness of the tolerance removal tech- and v,,., The magnitude difference is the Euclidean norm of the
nique. In these situations, it becomes necessary to artificially normalized velocity components and it defines a functional that
impose reasonable limits on the rms velocities, to enhance the ef- is an estimate of how well a vector fits in with its neighborhood.
fectiveness of the tolerance removal technique. By specifying a high and a low value of magnitude differ-

Typically. tolerance values of 3.5 - 4.0 are used. that is ve- ence, all the velocity measurements are divided into three catego-
locity vectors that ame more than 3.5 - 4.0 standard deviations ties; erroneous vectors, questionable and reliable, according to
from the mean are removed. Poisson statistics suggest that if a Figure 4. When the magnitude difference routine is executed, the
data point is more than three standard deviations from the mean, erroneous vectors are removed, the reliable vectors ae retained
then there is less than a 1 in 20 chance of it being good. regard- and the questionable vectors are sent to the vector-checker.
less of the probability distribution function (Bedat and Piersol,
1986).

fMil'gn ,- i diffenrR rmnvial Magnitude difference re- miagnitude difference
moval is a local technique that mathematically defines how well
a particular vector in question fits in with its surrounding neigh-
borhood. This is considered a local technique because it is prima- reliable questionable erroneous
rily dependent upon the vectors in the immediate neighborhood. vectors vectors vectors
Figure 3 shows the spatial relationship of a vector in question and
its surrounding 3 x 3 neighborhood. The velocity vector of the
neighborhood is estimated by calculating the mediant of the
neighborhood for each velocity component. The median is a
more robust average than the other more conventionai linear av- low value high value
erages such as the mean (Westerweel 1994). If a neighborhood
contains several erroneous vectors that are large in size. the mean Figure 4. Division of vectors into the three categories of reliable.
average of the neighborhood will be an inaccurate estimate of the erroneous and questionable, based upon the magnitude
actual neighborhood velocity, while the median average may es- difference criterion.
sentially be unaffected by the neighborhood outliers.

We define the magnitude difference Md as, The vector checker is PIV's answer to a spelling checker
found on most word processors. The idea is that there may not be
a clear-cut mathematical line separating good vectors from bad

I(u-ur.d)2 (v-v,,d)" vectors, but instead, a gray area between good and bad vectors
Md = 2 + v2 ' (3.1) where vectors are considered questionable. While it may be diffi-' ýIuLa2j cult to develop an automatic algorithm that can determine wheth-er a borderline vector is reliable or erroneous, it is much easier

for an algorithm to seek out and identify questionable vectors.where a. v am the horizontal and vertical components of the display them at the center of the computer screen and to
the vector in question, uf,,d and v,md are the components of the prompt the user for a keep or remove decision. This utility makes
neighborhood median velocity. The velocity difference between it possible to cast judgement on many vectors in just a few sec-
the horizontal and vertical components of velocity between the onds. The vector checker utility is only used as a last resort in
vector in question and its neighborhood are normalized by their difficult situations, when it is not possible to remove all the bad
respective components of globally averaged rms velocity. ur.n vectors with automatic routines.

'nlizv remnvl. The quality of a vector is measured in the
correlation plane during interrogation, and is defined as the ratio
of the height of the highest displacement correlation peak to the
second highest displacement correlation peak. Since the quality

I. The median technique was suggested by Jerry Wester- is a measure of the signal-to-noise ratio, it should be a good crite-
weel. rion for estimating the reliability of the measurement.
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Experience shows, however, that quality is in fact a poor where x and x' are the spatial coordinate vectors. xk is
measure of vector reliability (Westerweel 1994). While it is true size of the kernel. This convolution is evaluated in three-dimen-
that nearly all bad vectors have quality values only slightly larger sional space for holographic vector fields. The Gaussian filter re-
than unity, it turns out that reliable measurements can often have moves high frequency noise from the velocity measurements
qualities with similar values to that of erroneous measurements. which can be a result of random white noise generated by film
Therefore, quality is usually not used in validating PIV measure- grain noise and pixel digitization during interrogation.
ments.

qltrn matahiny. In stereo PIV, all three components of ve- 3.6 Batch Mode Execution
locity are calculated by measuring the two in-plane components
of velocity from each of two perspectives and combining them to Once a sequence of vector validation routines along with
obtain all three components of velocity (Prasad et aL 1993). The their operating parameters are found to work well for several
system of equations used to combine the two perspectives is over two-dimensional planes of a three-dimensional HPIV vector
constrained, thereby over specifying one component of velocity, field, they are stored in a macro file. An entire holographic vector
In our situation, the vertical component of velocity measured field consisting of -106 vectors can be validated automatically in
separately from the right and left perspectives of the hologram about 3 hours by executing the validation program in batch
should agree to within the accuracy of the HPIV measurement mode.
technique. Erroneous measurements are identified when the dif-
ference between the two vertical components of velocity at a giv- 3.7 Vector Validation Example
en point is greater than some specified value, when normalized
by a characteristic velocity. Typically. the mode of operation for validating three-di-

mensional holographic vectors is to: (1) use stereo-matching to
3.3 Replacement with Alternatively Measured Vectors remove vectors whose vertical components of velocity do not

agree. (2) apply the tolerance removal technique to remove erro-
The second part of the validation strategy is to replace the neous vectors that have very large magnitudes. (3) apply the

empty grid points with alternatively measured good vectors. The magnitude difference technique to remove erroneous vectors that
alternative replacement algorithm fills empty grid points with al- do not fit in well with the neighboring vectors. (4) replace the
ternatively measured velocity vectors if the alternatively mea- empty grid points with alternatively measured vectors (where ap-
sured vectors satisfy both a global criterion and a local criterion. plicable). (5) reapply tolerance and magnitude difference to re-
The global criterion requires that the alternatively measured vec- move any erroneous vectors not previously removed or
tors (the Choice 2 or Choice 3 vectors) reside within a user spec- incorrectly added during Step 3. (6) three-dimensionally interpo-
ified tolerance. The local criterion requires the successful late and smooth velocity fields (where applicable).
replacement vector to have a lower magnitude difference value The performance of this sequence of operations was evalu-
than all the other alternatives. In other words, an empty grid point ated by applying the automated routines to a typical two-dimen-
is filled with an alternatively measured velocity vector, if the al- sional PIV vector field using steps (2)-(5) and then comparing
tematively measured vector is within a specified tolerance and those results to a manual validation of the same vector field. Fig-
fits in well with its neighborhood. ure 5 shows the velocity field before and after the sequence of au-

tomated operations. The performance of each operation and the
3.4 Interpolation convergence to the manually validated field is displayed in Fig-

ure 6. Fifty five percent of the erroneous vectors were initially re-
Isolated empty grid points that have reliable and well repre- moved during interrogation, because there was not an adequate

sented surrpunding neighborhoods can be assigned an estimated signal peak detected in the correlation function. After applying
velocity. N', based upon a weighted spatial average of the neigh- tolerance removal (Step 2) and then magnitude difference
borhood. (Step 3), 93% and 97% of the erroneous vectors were removed,

respectively. The replacement with alternatively measured vec-
u (x) = [w (x - x') iu (x) dx. (2) tors routine (Step 4) replaced 95% of the Choice 2 and Choice 3

vectors that were reliable measurements. Magnitude difference
where the weighting function. w (x - x'), is a Gaussian or was then applied for the second time (Step 4): it removed 100%

a similar type function. A convolution-type average is typically of the erroneous measurements.
less sensitive to noise than the median average and utilizes more The sample vector field used here contains roughly 10 000
information from neighboring velocity vectors than a simple bi- grid points, out of which the automated removal routines correct-
linear interpolation. The convolution integral is evaluated in fully ly removed 100% (387 vectors) of the erroneous vectors, and the

three-dimensional space for holographic vector fields and in two- automated replacement routine correctly replaced 95% (93 vec-
dimensional space for standard PIV vector fields. tors) of the reliable Choice 2 and Choice 3 vectors. The only er-

If empty grid points exist within the neighborhood, those ror was that the automated routines failed to replace two
points are excluded from the calculation. The reliability of the Choice 2 vectors and two Choice 3 vectors. The performance of
neighborhood estimate is ensured by requiring that a specified the automated routines displayed in Figure 6 is not always
percent of the neighborhood velocity vectors are present before achieved, but it is characteristic of most PIV vector fields, when
the empty point is assigned the estimate N , data dropout is not too severe.

3.5 Low-pass Spatial Filtering 4. HPIV MEASUREMENTS OF A JET FLOW

The previous sections have discussed the nonlinear filtering Figure 7 ian HPIV vector field, covering a volume of 24.5
techniques used to remove erroneous measurements and to re- x 24.5 x 60 mm. of air flow r from a 76 mm turbulent pipe
place alternatively measured velocity vectors. A linear low-pass 2. Re6nomds ofuair flow UgD fo a 6 mm tentgpipe

filer an lsobe ppled o te eloityfied b covolingit at Reynolds number Re = U8 Dlv =6000. Th.- interrogationfilter han ao be applied to the velocity field by convolving it spots are 0.87 mm3 and overlapped by 50% in all three direc-with a Gaussian kernel given by. tions, giving nearly 400 000 three-dimensional velocity measure-
S2 ments, fully resolving the turbulent motion. The interrogation

)= ( (3.2) and vcc:or -'lidf2tion system described in this paper allows ve-
G(-x) exp -"(3. locity measurements such as the one presented in Figure 7 to be

i Z 5 1obtained from interrogating holographic particle images. with
just a few hours of computer time.
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(b) Figure 6. Performance of a typical vector validation sequence.
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Figure 5. Typical PIV velocity vector field: (a) before automatic
data validation. (b) after data validation.

5. CONCLUSION _-W

Holographic particle image velocimetry is used to measure
over 400 000 three-dimensional velocity vectors in a three-di-
mensional volume. This technique is made feasible by incorpo-
rating a high-speed parallel processing system to analyzed over
100 vectors per second, using 128 x 128 double-frame cross-cor-
relations. By using double-frame cross-correlation instead of au-
tocorrelation. a larger percentage of reliable vectors is obtained.
because cross-correlation has a greater signal-to-noise ratio.

Automated vector validation routines have been developed
that remove efficiently erroneous velocity measurements. which
result from noise in the correlation functions during interroga-
tion. These validation routines make it possible to validate mil-
lions of PIV velocity vectors in just a few hours. Test results
show that. for a typical two-dimensional vector field, decisions Figure 7. Three-dimensional holographic velocity vector field.
made by the automated validation routines agree well with inde-
pendently made manual decisions.
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LDV MEASUREMENTS OF TURBULENT LENGTH SCALES

IN COMBUSTING FLOW WITH TWO-POINT CORRELATIONS
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ABSTRACT 2-point single probe-volume LDV system by collecting the
scattered light from different positions within an elongated

A simple two-point-LDV-setup for the determination probe volume. Benak et al. (1992) developed a compact fiber
of the turbulent length scales in an axisymmetric burner and optic 2-point LDV sensor operating in backscattering for use in
the co-flowing air jet was designed, built and tested under I.C. engines. Pfeifer (1986) suggested a system which creates a
isothermal and combusting conditions. Representative second measuring volume by refocusing the divergent beams
measurements of spatial correlation coefficients for different from the first measuring volume back into the flow, by means
flow configurations are presented and discussed. Grid induced of a spherical mirror. Finally Benak et al. (1993) discussed the
turbulence of different length scales is the main parameter choice of a suitable estimator for the spatial -temporal
distinguishing the flow configurations, resulting in different correlation function from 2-point LDV measurements with
types of flames for otherwise identical boundary conditions, special emphasis on the slot correlation and on the interpolation
The accuracy of the two-point measurements is also discussed. schemes for an equidistant lag time processing, while Romano

(1993) preferred to obtain the cross-correlation coefficient from
the cross-spectral power density function of the resampled 2-

1. INTRODUCTION point velocity data at equidistant intervals.
In the present work a simple 2-point-LDV-setup for the

Length scales are important parameters for the determination of the transverse spatial correlations in an
description of turbulent transport processes. They can be axisymmetric burner and the coflowing air jet was designed,
directly obtained by measuring the spatial correlation function built and tested under isothermal and cowbusting conditions.
of the flow velocity, or by invoking Taylor' s hypothesis [see The parameters affecting the accuracy of the 2-point
Tennekes & Lumley 1972]. The latter can be used only for measurements are discussed and a correction scheme for the
the estimation of the longitudinal spatial correlation in the accurate estimation of the cross-correlation coefficient is
direction parallel to the main flow, from the autocorrelation proposed.
function in a single measuring point. Cenedese et al. (1991)
made an experimental test of the validity of Taylores
hypothesis in a turbulent channel flow and found out that only 2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
the microscales are sufficiently described by the "frozen flow"
assumption. Romano (1993) pointed out that Taylors The experiments were carried out in a concentric jet
hypothesis is only reasonable for high Reynolds numbers. which can be operated either isothermally or with combustion
This brief discussion shows the necessity of obtaining the of the gas exiting the central pipe, which has a diameter of
spatial correlation function of the flow velocity in a direct 30mm after a 4:1 contraction. A blower in the outer pipe
way, by simultaneous multiple point measurements. In most (160mm diameter after a 4:1 contraction) delivers an air flow as
cases 2-point measurements are applied. The traditional hot- a mantle around the central flow. Honeycombs and two screens
wire technique has the disadvantage in the case of longitudinal in the outer pipe ensure a controlled turbulence level and swirl-
correlations, that the wake generated by the first wire affects free flow. For combustion tests dry air and methane are mixed
the second ; the method can therefore be applied only for in a pre-chamber connected to the central pipe. Flow
transverse correlation measurements. In combusting flows, controllers in the two gas lines ensure a flow uncertainty of
however, only optical techniques such as Laser Doppler maximum ±1% with a reproducibility of ±0.25%. A flame trap
Velocimetry can be applied. Until now several 2-point LDV (1000 holes with I mm diameter in a 4 nun thick plate) is
systems using various optical configurations have been included in the central pipe. At the outlet of the central pipe
implemented. Nakatani et al. (1985) realised a system with different grids can be installed, which produce different scales
several pairs of beams generated by a diffraction grating. of turbulence in the central stream. The grid size is the main
Other researchers used 2 independent systems with different parameter of the present experiment The premixed flame has a
wave-lengths, e.g. Romano (1993), Cenedese et al. (1991), height of 600 mm with the flame front in the region up to 120
Johns et al. (1986). Fraser and Bracco (1988) developed a nun above the burner.
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The second system was designed in order to make a 2-point
- correlation of the velocity signals possible. The measurements

begin with the two measuring volumes overlapping each other
(Sr=0) and then the autocorrelation function p(&) is measured

for different 6r' s. The two systems both work in forward
"scattering mode but the one opposite to the other in order to
avoid cross-talk in the case of overlapping measuring volumes,In i.e. when the measuring volumes overlap, one system should
"receive signals in backscattering, which is about 100-1000 times
weaker than forward scdtwring; no crosstalk is then detectable

Wý -due to the low power of the laser sources used.
C For the LDV-signal processing, two TSI 1980B counter

processors with a DOSTEK 1400A interface card installed in an
IBM compatible PC were used. This system can simultaneously
acquire data from two LDV-systems. Furthermore a user-
defined coincidence window can be set, such that each pair of

Mlg. I Schematic diagram of the experimental setup 2-point measurements can be regarded as coincident. The entire
optical setup is located on a three dimensional traversing device

The optics for the LDV-setup (Fig.2) consist of a 10 driven by stepper motors. The stepper motors are controlled
mW He-Ne laser (2), the transmitting optics (6) with a 50 mm with an interface card in the PC. The overall accuracy of the
beam separation and a 310 mm transmitting lens, and the traversing device is 51um in every direction. For the inner flow,
receiving optics in forward scattering mode with a 150 nun lens MgO seeding particles of approximately lpnm diameter were
(10) and an Avalanche Photo Diode (APD) with a 200 Ixm used, originating from cyclone-type particle seeders. For the
pinhole (11). A beam collimator was built using two lenses, one outer flow, glycerine particles in a water solution of 1:8 coming
50 nun (4) and one 200 nun (5), in order to reduce the size of from an atomizer were used. The resulting signal quality was
the measuring volume and improve the spatial resolution. The good in all regions, except in the interaction region between
measuring volume has a diameter of 75 pun and a length of 900 outer flow and outer cone of the burnt gas. In this region, the
pim in this configuration. glycerine particles possibly evaporated and the data rate was

massively reduced.
For the adjustment of the 2-point LDV probe a special

3 t 11 it, 14 13 1procedure was developed to satisfy two conditions:
I1) For &~=0, the two measuring volumes should overlap
2) When traversing the second system (both sending and

. receiving optics), the optical adjustment of this system
-3 should remain stable.
-t1 The 8r=0 adjustment of the 2-point LDV-probe proved to be
!-5 very tricky and sensitive to disturbances. A 30utm pinhole was

* 4 centred on the inner stream nozzle, and the sending optics of
both systems were adjusted with micro-traversing devices, until

- 1 all four laser beams passed through the pinhole. A second check
to assure the quality of the adjustment consisted of checking if
both systems could receive signals in backscattering under the
following conditions:

1. Opcal table 8. Sending leow 310m a) the amplification of the receiving APD of one system

2. 10 mW He-Ne Laser 9. Microtraversing table was high.
3. Minor 10. Receiving lens 150mm b) the laser source of the same system was turned off.
4. LeA 50mm n11. Photodetector (APD) In order to assure stable optical alignment, when traversing the
5. Len 200mm 12. Microtraversing table second LDV-system, a second receiving lens was used. A
6. Sending optics 13. Outer nozzle projection of the measuring volume on the entire APD sensitive
7. 50am beam splitter 14. Inner nozzle surface was possible (about 0.5 mm), resulting in insensitivity of

the receiving optics to small misalignments of the optical path
Fig.2 Schematic diagram of the WDV -setup due to small traversing inaccuracies, when the second system

was traversed relative to the first one. The effect of the
A second system was designed and built using the same collimator adjustment in the accuracy of the measurements is

optical parameters as the first one, but with the sending optics very critical. The best method to adjust the collimator is to
lying on the opposite side of the first system. This second perform measurements in a laminar flow and adjust the
system als works in the forward scattering mode with the same collimator lens separation with a micro-positioner until the
receiving optics parameters as the first one. *The sending lens measured RMS reaches the lowest possible value. If this
(8), the receiving lens (10) and the APD (11) of the second adjustment has not been performed, uncorrelated noise caused
system are mounted on microtraversing devices (9,12) in order by the divergend fringe pattern destroys the correlation
to travere the second measuring volume relative to the firt one. measurements.
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In order to make 2-point correlations without using system could be used under the assumption that Taylor's
signal reconstruction methods such as those proposed by hypothesis is valid.
Veynante and Candel (1988) or Chao and Leu (1992), the two
LDV-systems were operated in the "coincidence" mode, i.e. the
LDV-signals were evaluated only if both systems received a 3. PARAMETERS AFFECTING THE ACCURACY
LDV-signal within a small time window, which was set in these OF THE 2-POINT PROBE
experiments to lOs, i.e. much shorter then the smallest time
scale of the flow. However if not only the spatial but also the The transverse spatial correlation coefficient between
temporal cross-correlation is of interest, either a slot correlation velocity fluctuations u' and u' separated by a distance 6r
of the velocity pairs as proposed by Mayo (1975) or a signal perpendicular to the velocity components was measured:
reconstruction method has to be applied.

In the case of &=0, the two systems give signals for the p12 (8r)= u1 u2  (1)
same particles resulting in a sufficient data rate of coincident Iu 2U22)%
signals. In the case where 8-e0 the individual data rates have to
be high enough in order to get a sufficient coincidence data rate. The integral length scale A characterizing the large eddies which

This task is difficult especially for combusting flows in which are important for turbulence production is found from

the flame front illumination reduces the data rate. For the
required data rate two new APD's were used with the following A = Fp(6r)d~ r (2)
advanced features: .0 --

a) The frequency response was limited to 5 MHz (-3dB) in
order to improve the amplification characteristics. In the vicinity of 8r = 0 p(&r) follows the form of a downward

b) A resistor of high value was connected in series with the opening parabola, i.e.
APD sensor, in order to protect the amplifier from (
saturation in the case of large particles. In the case of 8r (3)
smaller particles, the APD sensor has a high resistance
itself, so that the main part of the supply voltage remains
on the APD sensor. This results in a non-linear behaviour where the Taylor microscale X which characterizes the
of the APD-sensor, i.e. for higher intensities the turbulence scales in the inertial subrange is defined by the
amplification is lower. This allows higher amplification intersection of this parabola with the axis p = 0.
levels (important for smaller particle signals) without The correlation coefficient at & = 0 is a good criterion
saturation due to larger particles, for the quality of the 2-point probe since p(0) should be 1. The

accuracy requirements for correlation measurements are very
stringent. The correlation is performed on the velocity
fluctuations, which are in general smaller than the mean
velocities, and is affected by the following factors:

* optical and electronic noise which is not correlated with the
signal

0 spatial resolution of the LDV system in comparison with
PAN- •the length scales to be resolved

* the coincidence window width, or the temporal resolution
\ / • • of the signal reconstruction method, in comparison with the

p time scale to be resolved
a cross-talk between the two measuring volumes

Preliminary tests with the 2-point probe at & = 0
Flg.3 Different traversing options for length-scale showed that positions with low turbulence intensity values had
m em-u lower correlation coefficients than highly turbulent positions. In

order to understand this behaviour the following experiment was
The axial symmetry of the flow permitted different performed. A sine wave generator with amplitude and

correlation coefficients to be measured. In order to measure the frequency modulation was connected to the two TSi 1980B
p1,(&) correlation coefficient the main traversing unit was counters. The frequency modulation (FM) resulted in an
traversed in a plane perpendicular to the jet axis and parallel to adjustable pseudo-"turbulence intensity" and the amplitude
the axis of the second LDV-system traversing mechanism. For modulation (AM) resulted in burst signals in order to operate the
the measurement of p, 1(S) the main traversing unit was single measurement per burst mode of the counter. The
traversed in a plane perpendicular to the jet axis and per- correlation coefficient of the frequency fluctuations was
pandicular to the axis of the second LDV-system traversing calculated and can be seen in figure 4.
mechanism. In figure 3. the different traversing configurations
can be seen. For the measurement of p,,(8x) (Ox being in the
axial direction) the time delay correlation function from one
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TSI 1980b x 2 BOARD 8 NoCycles
DOSTEC 1400A + TCM BOARD 16 NoCycles Because of the uncorrelated noise the correlation
Meon Frequency 500 kHz 32 NoCycles coefficient at zero separation (8r=O) is less than one measured.

1.1 Hence the scales that are calculated from the measured
correlation coefficient function p(8r) with formulas (2) and (3)

1.0 •cannot be accurate. A procedure for the exact estimation of the
correlation coefficient, based on the work of van Maanen et al.
(1975), who proposed a cross-correlation technique for the
reduction of the ambiguity noise in LDV. was used in this study.
The measured velocity u(t) as a function of time consists of the

___ following parts:
~0.0 u(t) = U + u'(t) + u. (t) (4)
CO.7c"e.7.

a it where U is mean velocity, u'(t) are the velocity fluctuations
S0.6' and u, (t)the noise of the entire system. The measured apparent

velocity fluctuations u'. (t)are:

0.. U U(t) = u'(t)+ U.(t) (5)

0.4 ...... The measured correlation coefficient P 12. (8r) consequently is
1 2Tu x different than the one from equation (1):

FlgA Effect of the signal processing noise on the
correlation coefficient for different turbulence Intensities (r) u P (6

The main result of this experiment is that in regions with . U2.)

low turbulence intensity (less than 1 %). the accuracy of the The following relations between the measured and the exact
correlation measurements is not good because of the relatively values can be derived under the assumption that the noise
high level of uncorrelated noise. The number of cycles used for values c b ed une t a onrthat th noise
the counter signal processing plays an important role in the components u, and U20 are not correlated to any other
achieved accuracy. In the present experiment, the diameter of quantity except each one with itself:

the measuring volume (resulting from the desired spatial
resolution) and the fact that no Bragg-cells were used limited the U0U1 P (U' + U1 n)(U; " Unn) = U•U (7)

number of cycles used for the counter signal processing to 16. In
this approach, however, only the electronic and digitization U, 22 ,2
noise in the signal processing units is considered. Uim = (un + Ua) - u1 + U1 a (8)

In the real case (see fig. 5) other noise sources also exist:
from the APD's, and from other light sources, etc. U2. (U +U2 .) 2 -- U'2 "U2n (9)1.0 a

a Al -a From the relations (7)-(9) one can see that the cross-correlation

n O u~u2 is measured accurately also in the presence of noise, but
Z .the normal stresses of the velocity in the two points are larger by

the RMS of the uncorrelated noise u21 and u and affect the
&&000 z = 100 mm denominator of the correlation coefficient. The measured RMS

ownas z = 60 mUa of the uncorrelated noise U2 and U2can be obtained from the

S0.8- •measurement for zero separation &-=O. In this case the following

relations are valid:

0.7 = = =

0 -0 -- (!1)assestm FlameUUm

0.8 , . . . . . . . . .10 ' 12 14 U2 J. .0 --7.U O (12)

turbulence inlensity [m ] Thus, since from the measurement at zero separation the RMS

Fig. $ Me as red core on coefficients for . In of the noise for each LDV channel is known the orrelation

diferest lhcadown and coudidlom coefficient can be corrected also for separations &*0 , under the
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assumption that the RMS of the noise remains unchanged for 140mm from the nozzle exit at 665 points for all three flow
both channels. This assumption is valid for the system, which configurations. The profiles of the mean axial and radial
measures at the fixed point and almost valid for the second velocity, and the normal and the shear stresses, are given in
system if the separation distance is small. In this discussion we figures 6 and 9 for the same axial position at which correlation
have neglected the "noise" originating from the finite size of the measurements were made, under combusting conditions.
measuring volume which will be somehow correlated. If the
spatial resolution is good compared to the smallest scales of the 1.0
flow, then this effect can be neglected. 0.9----Air flow. coarse grid

I A IRadial correlation

0.8-__---_------ - r--20mm

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 0.7 -- - ---- r=Smm

Measurements were performed at a Reynolds number of * 0.6 - -

about 7500 (based on the inner pipe diameter) for three cases:
"* no grid installed 0.3 -
"* a coarse grid installed (0.75 mm thick, 3.5 mm mesh size) .0.4
"* a fine grid installed (0.35 nun thick, 1.5 mm mesh size)
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40 30 .20T 10, 0T T10 m 0 30 71) Isothermal and the combusting cae
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Radial Position [mm]
Fig. 6 Radic a profiled at 50mm In the flow configuration For both flow configurations with combustion the flame

with corse rgrid structure is similar but quantitative differences in the mean
velocities, the Reynolds stresses and the region sizes are

The velocity of the inner stream was 3.6 rays . The revealed in figures 6 and 9. In general the flow of the unburnt
energy release rate of the flame was 8kW with a stoichiometric gases in the middle accelerates before the flame front as shown
methane-air mixture. The outer flow velocity was set for all flow by the axial velocity profiles because of the increasing
configurations to 3.6 m/s, before ignition, at the radial position temperature and decreasing density. The burnt gases also
30mm and axial position 10mnm after the nozzle exit. The room accelerate. The development of a shear layer between the outer
temperature was about 250 C. In order to get an overview of the cone of the burnt gases and the outer flow is shown in figures 6
flow field, two-component LDV measurements were performed and 9 and is particularly marked in the profiles of RMS axial
in a radial region of -40mm - +40mm and an axial region of 10 - velocity and Reynolds shear stresses.
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The axial position in which the flame front ends is about performed and are presented in figures 7-8 and 10-11 for the
110-120mm for the case without a grid, 80-90mm for the case flow configurations with coarse and fine grid installed in the
with the coarse grid and 90-100mm for the case with the fine central pipe. For each flow configuration two radial positions of
grid. The turbulent flame speed can be calculated from the angle the fixed measuring volume were examined, i.e. one before the
of the flame front (as defined by the height of the flame and the flame front in the inner stream and one just after the flame front
diameter of the inner nozzle) and the mean velocity at the outlet in the cooling region of the combustion products. For each of
of the inner nozzle. According to this procedure the turbulent the positions of the fixed measuring volume, both the radial and
flame speed is: the angular (tangential) correlation coefficient functions were

measured. The corrections described by equations (7) to (12)
"* without a grid: -0.5 m/s were applied. The '2-point distance' br between the two
"* with the coarse grid: -0.7 m/s measuring volumes was normally varied up to 10 mm but the
"* with the fine grid: -0.6 m/s experimental facility allowed a maximum 8r of 15mm. In order

to understand the effect of combustion on the spatial correlation
9 Air foof the velocity fluctuations the same measurements were

nAiraflow, come grid repeated under isothermal conditions for otherwise identical
0.9 -" - Tangential correlation budr odtos

3 AV -15MMboundary conditions.
0. -- -- r=l5mm

0.7- •0.127 -- - 5, m m 0a, ! °m -- - - - - - - - - - -- - --- - - - - - -

0.6 -0.O4 - -

04 
---0:0@. . .. . .. . .

"2 - - - - - -. 0.6-

a12 - - 0.6 -

0.2

0.0o
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0.5 I-
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0.1 
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- -= 
...... 7 rr

01 - - --- - - -- 40 .30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40

Radial Position immo

411 l"IIrrTM"MTff~ffMMMF~g. 9 Two-component measurements of the axial prottle of
50mm in the flow configuration with flue grid0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10

2-point tangenal separation [nmi Referring to figures 7,8,10 and Ii. the measured

ig. Traverse spatal correlation coeMeient function correlation coefficients do not always have the classical shape
(tangentali) In the flow configuration with coarse grid for the with an asymptotic approach to zero. This is a consequence of
iotherml and the combusting cue non-homogeneous turbulence and sometimes the correlation

falls to zero only for br larger than 10 mm, where the measuring
Representative 2-point measurements at an axial volumes are in flow regions with completely different flow

position of 50mm after the outlet of the central pipe were structures. Integrating under the correlation coefficient curve to
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determine the integral length scale is in these cases not feasible. in the case of the coarse grid the behaviour is not significantly
The determination of the Taylor microscale is also very sensitive different before and after the flame front. This could mean that
to small errors in the correlation coefficient near the origin, the larger eddies of the coarse grid "survive" on their way

through the flame front, while the smaller eddies of the fine grid
.0o -- -are destroyed. The corresponding Reynolds shear stress (axial-

0.9 Air flow, fine grid radial) profiles show that for the fine grid the shear stress is
Radial correlation significantly lower than for the coarse grid, although the normal

0.-- -4 r-Omm stresses are of the same order of magnitude.

0.7 - - --- 0-- r-S1. -

S10.6 0.91 Air flow. fine grid
Tangential correlation

S0.5 0.s -U -- 1lSmmUg

0.4 -- 0.7 - - -
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Fig. 10 Transverse spatial correlation coefficient 0.0
function (radial) In the flow configuration with fine grid for -........, ....... ....... .........
the I mal t Ole coriltingcase 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 30

2-point tangential separation [m]nI

The comparison between the cases of the isothermal and
the combusting flow shows that the scales for the fixed Fig. 11 Transverse spatial correlation coefficient
measuring volume at the radial position of 5mm (before the function (tangential) in the flow configuration with fine grid
flame front) are approximately equal. This means that for the isothermal and the comibusting case
combustion does not affect the flow upstream of the flame front.
Downstream of the flame front (r-l5mm or 20mm) the scales The tangential correlations show that the microscales do
change significantly. In general the integral scales are larger due not change significantly in this direction, but the integral scales
to an overall expansion of the flow. expand. The expansion of the integral scales in the tangential

The comparison between the two combusting cases direction is more evident in the case of the fine grid, for which
shows that in the case of the fine grid the radial correlation after the microscales in the radial direction were destroyed, than for
the flame front decays rapidly (small Taylor microscale), while the coarse grid.
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The high quality of the flow is confirmed by the Johns, R. J. R., Pitcher, G. F. and Winklhofer, E. 1986,
excellent symmetry or anti-symmetry of the two-component Measurement of spatial correlations in a turbulent flow with a
LDV-results. two-component backscatter LDA system, Third Int. Svmp on

Applications of Laser TechniQues to Fluid Mechanics, Lisbon

5. CONCLUSIONS van Maanen, H.R.E., van der Molen K. & Blom J. 1975,
Reduction of ambiguity noise in laser-doppler-vlocimetry by a

A simple two-point-LDV-setup using the same wave- crosscorrelation technique, Proc. of the LDA-Symnosium.
length and optical parameters for both measuring volumes was Co£gnbhagen, pp.81-88.
designed, built and tested under isothermal and combusting
conditions. The parameters affecting the accuracy of two-point Mayo, W. T. Jr., 1975, Modelling of laser velocimeter signals as
measurements and the role of uncorrelated noise were discussed. triply stochastic Poisson processes, Proc. of Minnesota Symp.
A correction for the uncorrelated noise has been proposed. on Laser Doppler Anemometry, Univ. of Minnesota,
Representative measurements for different flow configurations Bloomington, MI.
of a turbulent flame indicate that spatial velocity correlation
coefficients can be measured with well designed two-point LDV Nakatani, N., Tokita, M., Maegawa, M. & Yamada, T. 1985,
systems. The integral and microscales of turbulence can in Multipoint LDVs using phase defraction gratings and optical
principle be deduced from these correlations to assist the fiber probes - measurements of coherent structures in premixed
understanding of the turbulent transport phenomena in flame, Proc. of the 2nd Inter.ASME Laser Anemometry
combusting flows. In practice, however, the complicated form of Symposium. Miami. 1985, (ASME) FED-vol. 33, pp.1 11.
the correlation coefficient curves in non-homogeneous
turbulence may prevent a reliable determination of the Pfeifer, H.S. 1986, Correlation and spectral density
turbulence scales even with correlation data of high quality. measurement by LDA, 1SL-C 244 ISL St.Louis, France.

Romano, G. P. 1993, Two points velocity measurements using
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ABSTRACT The discussion on turbulent flames structure and

Turbulent premixed flames stabilized in a bluff-body are morphology emerged from the fifties when turbulent
experimentally investigated in order to discuss flame flames were divided in two different categories, namely
structure and morphology. Integral scales were measured "wrinkled laminar flames" and "distributed reaction
within the reacting flow, based on the integral of the zones". Work performed during the sixties in Russia, e.g.
lateral velocity correlations obtained by using two laser- Schelkin (1968) and Talantov et al. (1969), suggested
Doppler velocimetry systems. The quantitative results that turbulent flames could be represented by either
obtained are compared with flame shadowgraphs and regimes, depending on the magnitude of turbulent
complemented with simultaneous measurements of time- intensity and the turbulent scales compared to laminar
resolved velocity and temperature obtained by combining flame velocity and thickness. The need for an intermediate
laser-Doppler velocimetry and laser-Rayleigh scattering. combustion regime was emphasized by Zimont et al.
The results are used to quantify the relative magnitudes of (1979), who justified the introduction of the "thickened
the terms involving the balance equations of momentum, -flame regime".
turbulent kinetic energy and heat flux. In addition, the
interaction of pressure gradients and temperature It is now generally accepted that the definition of
fluctuations is shown to affect the heat release in the turbulent combustion regimes according to the flame
flame studied, revealing the existence of large zones structure and morphology is based on the magnitude of
characterized by non-gradient scalar fluxes. turbulent intensity and the turbulent scales compared to

laminar flame velocity and thickness. The resulting
diagrams representing the combustion regimes, e.g.
Borghi (1985), are frequently used, although they should

1. INTRODUCTION be analysed with care and require the quantification of
characteristic scales which are not generally easy to

In the past many attempts have been performed to extend measure. It should be noted that the boundaries between
the knowledge on laminar flames and non-reacting fluid combustion regimes are not as sharp as derived from
mechanics, to turbulent combustion, but turbulent physical analysis as discussed, for example, by Poinsot et
mixing in flames is altered by the accompanying heat al. (1991), through the direct numerical simulation of a
release and can, as consequence, be qualitatively different flame front under strong curvature effects. The
from that occurring in non-reacting flows. Examples experimental work reported in this paper intends to
include counter-gradient diffusion, e.g. Libby and Bray contribute with quantitative data on these aspects, and
(1981), Bray et al. (1985), in either confined non- includes the characterization of a flame in the "distributed
premixed swirling flames, Takagi et al. (1985), or in reaction zone" regime. The main characteristics
unconfined premixed flames, Heitor et al. (1987), Ferrlo theoretically associated with this regime are analyzed and
and Heitor (1993). compared to the experimental data obtained.

Although turbulent flames are characteristic of most of The work follows that of Ferrao and Heitor (1993),
the industrial burning devices, their physical structure which has assessed the extent to which a laser-Doppler
cannot be regarded as completely understood at the velocimeter, LDV, may be used for the analysis of
present. As pointed out by Borghi (1985), the detailed turbulent heat transfer in strongly sheared disc-stabilized
study of the fine-scale fluctuating structure of turbulent propane-air flames through its combination with laser-
flames is very difficult to investigate experimentally and, Rayleigh scattering. The present paper complements this
consequently, theoretical studies based on physical information and reports measurements of lateral integral
assumptions suffer from lack of validation. This is the scales within the reacting flow.
main motivation of the work reported in this paper.
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The remainder of this paper includes three sections. The each optical collection systems, in order to avoid optical
experimental techniques are briefly discussed in the next interference between the two systems.
section. The results obtained are presented and discussed
in the third section and the last section summarizes the
main conclusions. ,ANE,

2. FLOW CONFIGURATION AND
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The analysis considered in this paper refers to a premixed omsmU
propane-air flame stabilized on a disc of D = 0.056m
diameter located at the exit section of a contraction with a
diameter of 0.080m. The flame is open to the atmosphere
to facilitate optical access. The annular bulk velocity at AT

the trailing edge of the disc was equal to 19.5 m/s, "WN"

resulting in a Reynolds number based on the disc •,af
diameter of 71,000. For the experiments reported here,
the equivalence ratio was 0.60 and the corresponding mS,
adiabatic flame temperature is 1717 K. The rear BU am
stagnation point of the flame is located at an axial b)

position of 110 mm, or x/D= 2.0.

The instrumentation used in this work is based on the
combined LDV/LRS system schematically represented in
Fig. la), which uses a single laser light source (5W
Argon-ion laser), the details of which can be found in
Ferrio (1993).

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the instrumentation
The velocimeter was based on the green light (514.5 nm) used:
of the laser and was operated in the dual-beam, forward a) combined LDV/Rayleigh scattering
scatter mode with sensitivity to the flow direction system
provided by a rotating diffraction grating. The calculated b) velocity correlation measuring system

dimensions of the measuring volume at e-2 were 606 gim
and 44 lim. The Rayleigh scattering system was operated Two frequency counters (DANTEC, model 55L96) were
from the blue line (488 nm) of the same laser source, used to process the Doppler signals and a maximum
which was vertically polarized and made to pass through a coincidence time of hIs was used to decide upon the
5:1 beam expander. The light converged in a beam waist simultaneity of the measurements. Each measurement
of 50 gtm diameter, and was collected at 900 from the was based in a population of N=6144 valid simultaneous
laser beam direction, through a slit of Ilim. The collected velocity time series.
light was filtered by a I nm interference filter and passed
through a polarizer in order to increase the signal-to-noise Correlation measurements at small separations can be
ratio. A calibration procedure was implemented in order expected to be influenced by the spatial resolution of the
to compensate for number density dependence on the system. However, this does not noticeably affect the
chemical composition. The uncertainty on the average determination of the integral length scales, which are the
temperature was quantified as 4%. purpose of the present work. The consequence of the

limited spatial resolution is that the velocity correlation
For the measurements of spatial velocity correlations, measured for nominally zero separation is never equal to
the laser light source was operated in multiline and the unity. In practice, this is mainly because the measuring
LRS optical system was replaced by a second dual-beam values are bigger than the smaller scales of the flow.
laser velocimeter mounted on a positioning system which
allows the displacement of the control volume of this The experimental procedure included the measurement of
system relative to that described before, figure lb). This the axial velocity fluctuations with the two LDV
second LDV was based on the green light (514.5 nm) of systems, respectively ul and u2 , at each measuring
the laser and operated in backscatter mode, with location, ý, which was followed by successive
sensitivity to the flow direction provided by a bragg cell. lacemen, ý, w h e wascfloed sy upceoiv
Two interference filters of lnm bandwith were used in displacement, d , of the backscatter system up to a

maximum distance 2 of 17 mm. This procedure allowed
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the measurement of the lateral velocity correlation points located at the reacting shear layer, as represented in
coefficient, g(r,,) for a location r, defined as: Fig.3, while within the recirculation zone the correlation

do not reach zero within the measuring distance.
gl(r, =-- u' (r) u2 (r + 0)

(N-1) • /2 (r +•
• -•g(;)

were Ut represents the turbulent velocity fluctuations of
ul U-4 - -x. . -- -

For the results reported here, the velocity correlations 0C - - - -

obtained were divided by the value measured at zero_ .. _o - - - - - -- - -

separation, which was generally about 0.7.

42 t i

4. L I 0

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 12 3 I I'm
DISCUSSION (mm)

-r 0 --s- r = 20 -ý" r =20

The analysis and discussion of the experimental results
presented here is divided in three parts. The first discusses
the measurements of the lateral velocity correlation
coefficient and the evaluation of the integral scales along Figure 2. Lateral velocity correlation coefficient
the flame. The values obtained are used to define the obtained at the rear stagnation point, x/D=2.0
combustion regime representative of the flame, which is
compared to theoretical considerations. The last section
summarizes the main mechanisms inherent to the
turbulent transport of kinetic energy and heat fluxes in
the flames considered. WI)

I r 7 --- - - -- - - - --

3.1. Integral scales of turbulence o.8 - - - --

0.6 -- - I--- - .The integral length scale of turbulence is, to a certain 0.
extent, a measure of the longest connection, or 0.4 -------- ------- ---- - . .- .-.---- IT -. - -

correlation distance, between the velocities at two points 0.2 -- - ,-- -0-- -- --- .- .- .
of the flow field. It is reasonable to expect, as pointed out o- 0 ..---

by Hinze (1975), that the degree of correlation will
decrease as the distance between the two measuring -. 2 ---- 

-  -  -
points, C, is increased and that, beyond some finite .OA - 4

distance, L, this correlation will be practically zero. 0 a 6 9 12 15 t Is
Thus, the integral length scale of turbulence, I, is defined --. -.-- r= 3S -0-r.40

by:

!=f g(/) dE= g (C) d Figure 3. Lateral velocity correlation coefficient for the
axial location of, x/D=1.2

The measurements of the lateral velocity correlation
coefficient were performed in several radial positions The results can be used to obtain of the length scales and
located at two characteristic axial locations of the flame the turbulence intensity characteristic of each location
studied, namely at the rear stagnation point, x/D=2.0, and measured, as represented in Table 1, where If and SL
at the location of maximum width of the recirculation represent the laminar flame thickness and velocity,
zone, x/D=1.2. Some results obtained for g(t) at different respectively. It is shown that the length scales inside the
points for each location are represented in Figs. 2 and 3. recirculation zone are of about 10-12 mm and decrease to

about 3-4 mm within the reacting shear layer. These
The shape of g(C) is qualitatively similar for all the units may be compared with the qualitative information
conditions studied, but it can be clearly concluded that provided by the shadowgraphs of Fig. 4, although this
there are considerable differences in the values of the technique integrates over the line of sight and the
integral length scale of turbulence. The lateral velocity information along that line is not unique and must be
correlation coefficient rapidly decreases to zero in the considered with some precaution.
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XID r (mm) 1 (mM) u' (m) u'/SL OIl Ka Da

1 .2 0 12 4 27 30 25 1

1.2 15 9 4 27 23 29 I

1 .2 30 5 4 27 13 39 1
1.2 35 3 2 13 8 18 1

1.2 40 4 2 13 10 15 i

2.0 0 8 4 27 20 31 1

2.0 15 7 4 27 18 33 I

S2.0 30 4 3 20 10 28

Table 1- Integral length scales and characteristic parameters.

I I ' Ii

40 30 20 10 0 20 10 0 -10 -20
r(mnn) r(n'm)

Figure 4. Shadowgraphs of the flame studied

Nevertheless, qualitative information on integral scales thickened-wrinkled flame with possible extinctions,
derived from Fig.4 agrees with the results reported in Borghi (1985). As a consequence, the probability of
Table 1. Once the technique is sensitive to the second finding gases in an intermediate state is not negligible,
derivative of the index of refraction, i.e. the density, the which means that a probability density function of
results suggest the existence of regions of strong temperature in any point should have a near bimodal
curvature of the flame front. shape with a significant population between combustion

reactants and products.
3.2. Combustion regime characterization

This analysis was experimentally validated from the
The non-dimensional Damk?5ler (Da) and Karlovitz (Ka) simultaneous velocity-temperature measurements
numbers reported for the flame studied are presented in performed in the reacting shear layer and shown in Fig.5,
Table 1, and show that the flame is in the transition of which represents the joint probability density function of
the "distributed reaction zone" regime, because Da-I and velocity and the progress reaction variable,
Ka>l. At this combustion regime, thin reaction zones c=(T-To)/(Tad-To). The results confirm that the reacting
may be generated locally and quenched by flame shear layer is characterized by large temperature and
stretching, thus characterizing a turbulent flame as a velocity fluctuations were local extinction in the inner
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reaction layer is expected to occur due to straining caused
by the small eddies. The results validate the theoretical
analysis available for the combustion regime identified
before. 1.2 0.16

0.8 0.128

0.4 0.096

0 0.064

-0. 4 , 0.032

•0.8 0

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

.. UO U 2VSUu''2v"

"Figure 6. Radial profiles of mean velocity, progress
reaction variable and turbulent velocity
fluctuations for the axial location of x/D= l.2

The mean pressure gradient also appears in the transport
equations for turbulent kinetic energy, whose most
significant terms are represented in Fig.9. In the core of

Figure 5. Typical joint probability density function of the annular jet, turbulence production by normal stresses
velocity and progress reaction variable for is negative and convection is the largest term and
the reacting shear layer represents a loss. In the shear layer, the major

contribution to the production of turbulent kinetic energy
3.3. Balance equations for Turbulent Kinetic is due to the interaction between shear stresses and shear

Energy and Heat fluxes strains. The production by the interaction of pressure
gradients and velocity fluctuations is negligible all over

This section gives details of the characteristics of the the flow field.
flame at X/D=I.2, and summarizes the main
mechanisms inherent to the transport of turbulent kinetic 15
energy and heat fluxes. Fig. 6 represents the mean 10
velocity, progress reaction variable and turbulent velocity s
fluctuations across this axial section of the flame. It can
be concluded that the recirculation zone is characterized by 0
homogeneous temperatures and that its limit is located at -5
r/D-0.4. The maximum turbulence intensity occurs at the
location of the maximum gradients of mean velocity as -0
predicted by gradient models, and the turbulence is not -15
isotropic, as the axial velocity fluctuations in the shear
layer is about twice the intensity of the radial and the 0
tangential velocity fluctuations. 0.16 0.36 0.54 0.71 0.69 1.07

r/D

The terms in the transport of axial and radial momentum - r
have been calculated from the measurements and are --- d/dx • U2 - I/rd/dr (r P u I")

shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The mean pressure gradients 1/r r d/dr O UV ---- dplix
have been found by addition and are dominated by the
difference between two large terms, namely the --o---d/dx P u-
convection terms (also the diffusion term in the balance
of radial momentum). The pressure gradients represent an
important source or sink of radial momentum, which is Figure 7. Terms involved on the balance equation of
to be expected because of the large streamline curvature, axial momentum
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The turbulent axial and radial heat fluxes measured with
the LDVILRS system across this axial location are

41 represented in Fig.1O and are restricted to the thin zone
2 along the shear layer where the radial gradients of mean
0 -* temperature are large. These quantities represent the

-2 exchange rate of reactants responsible for the phenomena
of flame stabilization and the results show that the axial

-4 )fluxes are higher than the radial values. This reveals non-
4 gradient transport of heat, as the isotherms in this

_ _•_ ,_ ,_ _ _, _, location are axially aligned. It should be noted that radial

0 0.18 0.36 0.54 0.71 0.89 1.07 fluxes are positive, as expected in a recirculating flame

r/t) (Heitor et al., 1987).

- d/di f UV -- ir d/dr (r V_2) The flame is then stabilized by the heat transfer between
-2 the hot products and the cold reactants with the sign of

lh/r dldr (rV .) - . ' the radial heat flux opposite to that derived from gradient-

-dldx ý - -i - Irtransport models. Similar behaviour has been observed in
- p d d r the turbulent premixed flames of Ferrlo and Heitor

(1993) Heitor et al. (1987) and has also been predicted
analytically by Bray et al. (1985).

Figure 8. Terms involved on the balance equation of
radial momentum

2.5 0.015

0.015
2M8

1.5 0.000 ------ --- ---

-0.01

0.5 -0.015

"-0.02
0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0. 1 1.2

-0.8 ". ," •-0 u~" ._._ _.

U0  Uo

0 0.18 0.36 0.54 0.71 0.89 1.07

riD
Figure 10. Axial and radial velocity correlation

components

PO UO ax r ar The non-gradient heat transport has been associated to the
A au ---I -v preferential deceleration of the light products of
PO . . +v -a V - combustion relative to the cold reactants, due to the

interaction between the mean adverse pressure gradients,

f- au .aivl typical of the present recirculating flow, and the large
PO ÷ t -y density fluctuations characteristic of reacting flows. This

_ - can be confirmed by the analysis of the terms involved in
--....---... -'..L1 ,(7" - Y! •the transport equations for the axial and radial heat flux

PO Uo that are represented in Figs. I I and 12, respectively. The
evidence is that the interaction between the mean adverse

Figure 9. Terms involved on the balance equation of pressure gradients and the large temperature fluctuations
turbulent kinetic energy that occur in the present flame is important and influencethe turbulent heat transport in recirculating flames.
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scattering and using two laser velocimeters, respectively,
0.3 in a turbulent recirculating premixed propane-air flame.

0.6 The spatial velocity correlations within the flow were
used to analyze the extent to which turbulent mixing
interacts with combustion, changing the flame structure

0.4 and morphology. The experimental results were used to
validated currently accepted theoretical descriptions of
turbulent combustion regimes.

0.0 The velocity-scalar correlations measured were used to
quantify the relative magnitudes of the terms involving

-o0.,2__,___, ___,________ the balance equations of momentum, turbulent kinetic
0 0.18 0.36 0.84 0.71 o.n9 1.07 energy and heat flux. It was concluded that the

r/D interaction of pressure gradients and temperature
fluctuations is shown to affect the heat release in the

- --- 0 flame studied, revealing the existence of large zones
" "-"2 UjpUo •j characterized by non-gradient scalar fluxes.

poU0• uc &j -.c
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SIMULTANEOUS VELOCITY AND TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS IN TURBULENT FLAMES OBTAINED BY COUPLING LDV
AND NUMERICALLY COMPENSATED FINE-WIRE THERMOCOUPLE SIGNALS

F. Neveu*. F. Corbin*, M. Perrin** and M. Trinitd*

* C.N.R.S. - CORIA Universitc de ROUEN CEDEX

76821 MONT SAINT-AIGNAN -FRANCE
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ABSTRACT One of the particularity of this work is to combine two
opposite methods in the way data acquisition should be made.

The temperature and velocity are simultaneously A fixed sampling rate of thc temperature signal is needed for
measured in a turbulent nonpremixed flame. The goal of the numerical compensation whereas velocity is sampled with
method is to use two independent techniques while random particle arrivals. With a dedicated electronic, a
minimising pre-seuing at the time of acquisition. All the data simultaneous acquisition of temperature and velocity signal
reductions are made by post-processing, time coincidence can be obtain (Heitor et al, 1985). but this approach requires
between the two velocity components, numerical many electronics communications between the temperature
compensation for thermocouple signal, temperature signal and LDV acquisition systems. Another way to acquire

temperature and velocity in time coincidence, is to
reconstruction for the u'8" correlation. By using a computer, independently measured temperature and velocity and then, by
one can remake the data-processing to point out the influence a post-processing, mathematically reconstruct (Wills 1991)
of reduction parameters on the RMS or cross-correlation the temperature signal for each velocity component. This
values. For example, by modifying the coincidence window, method is used here for calculating the temperature/velocity
one can see the biases or time integrating effects. In the same cross-COrrelations.
way, the thermocouple time constant can be adjusted with The velocity component's acquisition is made
respect to velocity and temperature. An application of this independently on each channel, to keep all the validated
technique is given on a turbulent non-premixed methane-air bursts on the two channels in a given measurement time, The
flame from a bluff-body type burner. Coupling between time coincidence between the two components is achieve by a
aerodynamic and combustion are quantified. The mechanism tbst-processing on a computer. We discuss below what this
of flame stabilisation by reignition of the downstream type of velocity acquisition and processing can provide
reaction zone can be explained. (Carey 1986).

A brief explanation of the thermocouple time constant
measurement and interactive numerical compensation are also1. INTODUC7ON given.

Mean, RMS and cross-correlation fields of u. v, 0
The simultaneous measurement of velocity and measured in a Bluff-Body stabilised flame are presented in

temperature in turbulent flame provides a better understanding Figures.
of coupling between aerodynamics and combustion. Same.
mathematical models (like Rij models) must be validated by
this type of measurements. In particular, for intermittent 2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHOD
flames, data for cross-correlation between velocity and
temperature are necessary, along with information on large
scale structures. To carry out these experiments. we use an -. Velocity Measurement
association of two techniques. Laser Doppler Velocimctry
(LDV) and numerically compensated fine-wire thermocouple. For the two velocity component measurements a two

Today. measurement of the velocity by LDV is well colors, dual beam. real fringe in backscatter mode TSI LDV
established. However. when studying a turbulent diffusion system is used. The table I. gives its principal
flame, some difficulty remains to measure in the mixing zone, characteristics. Axial velocities are measured using the green
due to unequal seeding of the two streams (Labbaci et al. line and the radial components with the blue line from an
1988). For temperature. non intrusive optical methods arc argon-ion laser (1.5 Watt). After the beam splitter, 40 MHz
promising. But these techniques. such as CARS. have a poor Bragg-cells are used to eliminate directional ambiguity in
spatial resolution and are not presently time resolved (Goss c each component. The photomultiplier output signals are
al. 1988). For Rayleigh scattering, presence of particles analysed by two TSI 1990C processors. The MI 990 multi-
limits coupling with LDV (Dibble et al. 1981). Then. in spite channel interface enables data transfer from counters into
of its limitations, the thermocouple technique is the most computer memory through direct memory access (DMA). This
adapted method to be coupled with LDV (Yanagi & Mimura interface is also used to give the time between data (TBD),
1981. Heitor et al 1985). pronviding time series data.
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2.2 Temperature Measurement 2.3 Acquisition Control

The temperature fluctuations arc measured with a fine A software has been developed, under Microsoft
wire thermocouple of fifty micrometer diameter (Pt-Rh Windows 3.1. to control the data acquisition and storage
6/30%). The thermocouple junction is made by welding with a (Corbin el al. 1992). The computer operates in DMA mode to
capacitive discharge. Reproductive junction without bead are get measurements from the two LDV channels with random
made with this technique. arrival, while the thermocouple signal is regularly sampled

and stored by an independent digital oscilloscope. The
Optics (TSi) temperature and velocity synchronisation is also take on by

half angle K (0) 4.95 the software which drives the oscilloscope trigger and the

focal f (mm) 476 DMA transfer of the LDV system.

wavelength I (nm) 514.5 488 The number of samples stored by the oscilloscope is

number of fringes 19 18 15872. Then, for a 5 kHz sampling rate. the time duration of a
frnue opafing si f (im) 2.98 2.87 data acquisition is limited to 3.1744 seconds. The low
fringe siacingr dfn (gm) 5.8 52.87 thermocouple sampling rate is a compromise between time
volume diameter dm (jim) 55.5 52.6 duration of data acquisition (to resolve low frequency
volume length im (tm) 580. 549. fluctuation) and the LDV sample size. During this time. we

Acquisition (TSI) acquire all the validated Doppler bursts on each channel
counter processors 1990C (X2) without any time coincidence control and then increasing the
timers 1995B (X2) data rate (Carey 1986). This type of acquisition is
interface MI 990 advantageous in the recirculation zone where the particles

Seeding concentration is low. When the oscilloscope has finished one
PALAS (RBG 1000) brush seeders for air and methane.lets.I acquisition. the computer stops the DMA transfer and the
ZrO2 particles < 1 ;Lm (DEGUSA) temperature data arc transferred from the oscilloscope to the

LDV Pre-setting PC through an IEEE 488 interface. A "real time" visualisation

Number of cycles/burst 16 16 of the mean and fluctuations velocity profiles on the

Comparison (%) I I computer screen provides a monitoring of the measurement in

HI Limit Filter (MHz) 20 20 progress.

LO Limit Filter I I

Table 1. Principal characteristics of LDV system .i "rOeUSoLUWSSLa ver Wra ll C ells c o llec'i nl ff/F so,. gsn

A correct length I of the wire (12 umn) is used to make Us

heat conduction losses negligible (111c > 10 where Ic is the 54 --
cold length k = (a"'s, a is thermal wire diffusivity and r the I ......... . -.....
thermocouple time constant. Paranthoen et al. 1982). The
rwe wire is flame welded on two 250 g±m diameter intermediate
support wires. Then, these last wires are also welded on end ] Burw,
support wires of 500 gim diameter (see Figure 1). This design
is intended to reduce support wire wake and to minimise the
distance between the ceramic support exit and the probe
volume while keeping a good probe rigidity. The
thermocouple signal is first amplified (x 100) by a low noise
preamplifier (Stanford Research 512) before been digitised DW '
with a 12 bit digital oscilloscope (Nicolet 4094C). syo OI

PC 33 3~

Fng 21 Arrangement of signal processing instrumentation

0 500 UM~ When all the measurements arc achieved throughout the
flame held. the data processing is carried out by a dedicated
soltware on a SUN work station.

22
5
0 am

250 my

Fig. I Thermocouple design. 3. DATA REDUCTION PROCESSING

The axial distance between the thermocouple junction 3. I Velocity Time Coincidence
and the LDV probe volume was less than 1 mm. The influence

of this distance on the u'9" correlation was clearly discuss by Recause each velocity component are measured
Heitor et al (1985) and are taken into account. intcpentently from each other, a coupling in time between
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the two components is necessary to calculate the uV" A comparison of the measured and theoretical value

correlation. time constant is shown for air and methanc flow (Tg = 480 K).

To find time coincidence between u(t) and vq) we used a We notice a ratio between measured air and methane time

very simple algorithm. Its principle is to scan if, inside a constant of approximately 0.65. as previously observed by

time window of size At. there is measured points on both Heitor et al (1985) (Figure 3). This is due to the large heat

series. If they exist, these velocities are say to be in conductivity (A) difference
coincidence with the other. Then we move the window along TC114 . ,air
the time series data for an other coupling research. If. in the -

coincidence window, more than one data point exists, the 'air k1I14 .

mean value is calculated and stored, created a low pass filter. In Figure 3. to calculate the theoretical values of time
The advantages of this procedure are to keep all the validated constaint:
burst of the data acquisition and to control coincidence bias. pC~d2

Nowadays, with the continuous computer technology T=

progress, this type of processing can be done without #Nu,1

excessive computer time. the Nusselt number is evaluated by the Kramers (1946) and
Collis & William (1959) laws. Thermophysical properties of

3.2 Temperature Signal Processing gases arc estimated using Touloukian (1970, 1975) tables.
Given the small differences between measured and calculated
time constant values, we use the Kramers expression to

Numerical comiMsation. The gas temperature fluctuations arc
compute the Nusselt number. To take into account local gas

calculated from the simplified energy balance equation: composition, the mean concentration values of methane are

Tg = Tw + T -.w (I) used to adjust time constant at each measurement location.
d•

where T is the gas temperature and Tw the thermocouple 3.3 Temperature-Velocity Correlation
temperature. The thermocouple time constant depends on
temperature. velocity and gas composition (Heitor et al.
1985). A numerical compensation was preferred to an To calculated the v'e', u'O" correlation or to determine

analogue circuit because it can take into account sonic of the joint probability distribution, we apply first the Nyquist

these dependencies (Heitor et al, 1985), as the gas interpolation formula to reconstruct the thermocouple signal

temperature with iterative loop and the velocity by the (Wills. 1991) at the time of the velocity measurement and

instantaneous LDV measurement for time constant then the numerical compensation algorithm. The

adjustment. interpolation formula is:

Time constant measurement. The thermocouple time constant Tw(i) = + Tgk) sin(;ifet - kit)

was measured by the laser heating method (Nina .et al. 1985). k = - k71
"The thermocouple is placed in a laminar heated gas flow at coupled with a fast algorithm to accelerate the series
temperature T8 . With a laser sheet (7 Watt), the thermocouple convergence (Boyd 1992). The only restriction to use the
junction temperature is increased to temperature Th. Then. a reconstruction is that the signal should not contain frequency
shutter is triggered and blocks the laser beam. while the greater than half the sampling frequency. That can be
decreasing temperature signal is store by a digital guaranteed by using a high order Butterworth digital filter.
oscilloscope. The time constant is then calculated from this This method provides calculation of the temperature-velocity
signal. correlation on all the validated burst and not only on the

velocity measurements in time coincidence.33-
Air Kramer

29 - Collis & Williams 4. MEASUREMENTS IN A NONPREMfXED TURBULENT
FLAME

-' 25 J •.- Measurement

25 eas rem nt4. 1 Flow Configuration

2 Methane Axisymmetric Bluff-Body burners have been
investigated. in previous studies, for different configurations

7 -".Scheffcr ci al 1987. Kelly et al 1989. Perrin et al 1990.

Naniaz.ian el al 1993). In this study. one of the configurations
wa.s used, with a blockage ratio of 83%. This burner consisted

13- .of a central 5.4 mm diameter methane-supply tube, located in
the center of a 50 mm cylindrical bluff body. The annular air

Jlet outer diameter was 55 mm. The exit bulk velocity is 7.5
9 -m/s for the air jet and 21 m/s for the methane jet.

5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Flow velocity. U (mis) 4.2 Mean and RMS

Fig. 3 Time constant evolution for an air and methane
flow. The flame length is about 50 cm. but the measurement

/one investigated is limited to f5. 1601 mm from the
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burner exit for the axial distance and to [-27.5. 7) mm for the

Transfer zone radial distance. In this domain, we could observe two
combustion zones in the flame: one in the recirculation zone

160 and another higher in thc nlame. By a careful visual
observation, one can notice stretched flamc packets escaping
from the recirculation zone and transported further
downstream through an extinction zone. This phenomenon is
confirmed by analysing the mean temperature field (see

120 transfer zone in Figure 4). These packets have a preferential
Tg(K) transfer path, at = -10 mm from the axis burner, that can be

1700•: seen on Figure 4 with the contour lines (1584, 6761 K) at x =
100 -10 mm. z = 70 mm location. Then. the recirculation zone

1500 plays a critical role in reignition of the second combustion
1400 zone.

go 1300 The mean velocity field, of the Figure 5. clearly shows
1200 the recirculation zone of the air and methane flow. The high
1100 radial velocity gradient near the methane jet exit is well
1000o resolved bv the adapted fine mesh.
900

B00

40 700

500

400 160

150

S-" 140 0
-20 -10 0

130
Fig. 4 Mean temperature, combustion in the recirculation

zone in the first 35 mm then partial extinction [40- 120

100] mm and the reignition zone. 110 oC (m/s)

5.27
0'0* ,! 4.94•(nw)

4.60
70 -9 7' o

S4.27
........... . ,0 394

3.6060 - .... - , ------ .H~ttlftll J • • 70 - .•36

3.27
............ 60 2.94

260
50.. ..... 50mmrr,,• • 2.27

. ...m.* . Impif f~tlll ffl . ...,e..... 40 -1.94

.•llfn~llllll ........ 640 ,,,,,,,,,,, , . ...... 30 2 27

0 0.94
060

30~~~ -MW1111"f~ ..... .. I0,....I1/flf, , .,,....... ..-

.0.111 mm .............
• . ,. ... ...................... • • ••

.- . dlI-20 -10 0 X (MMI
20 .AA ,,,,, ........ .................... A • ,t-

.At* , ............... .......... ,...
A111b .................................. ._...Fig. 6 Axial velocity fluctuations.
40111 .................................. , • _

i0 ..... _ .4._ ................................. -As shown by Figure 6, the velocity fluctuation level in

. .. ................. =I=I.I1 =20mA the recirculation zone are very low and the maximum RMS is
found in the methane shear layer. The same factor 2, in favour

0 , , of axial fluctuation, between the two velocity fluctuations is

-20 -10 0 found, as Sheffer el al (1987). in the shear zone of the
methane jet.

Fig. 5 The velocity fields show the recirculation zones of During the experience no particles accumulation on the

air and methane flow and the methane jet fine wire for a 15-1101 mm axial distance from exit burner was
penetration. The air flow turn in clockwise while noticed. the turbulent flow appeared to clean the
methane flow in anticlockwise. thenn.ocouplc. At the opposite, for the distance over 110 mm.
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the turbulence level became low and a cleaning of the randomly selected (bias problem). Figure 9 shows, that in
thermocouple was frequently needed. shear zones, RMS values computed with all samples (nu,) may

be different from those obtained from coincident samples
4.3 Evolution of the Velocity Statistics with the Time (auc). In the high shear layers, where small scales of

Coincidence Window turbulence are dominant. auc is higher the au. In the

For all these tests, the measurements are taken at 7 mm opposite, in the recirculation zone. auc is lower than a,.
from the burner exit and without combustion. At this height, Then. the time coincidence procedure behaves differently
the air jet. recirculation zone and the methane jet are clearly depending on the turbulence scale distribution in the velocity
distinct on the mean velocity profiles. sample.

30- 1 4.4 Temperature fluctuations

25- 1.0 From the transfer equation (I) we define q7. the
20- V (m/s) 0.5 numerical compensation efficiency as the effective fractional20- ,V (ms), :T A . energy temperature spectrum restored by the numerical

15- ' . compensation on the energy temperature spectrum restored by
0. 00 an ideal compensation up to a fixed frequency. The efficiency

10 ;,- '/ is a function of the signal sampling frequency. the type of
"1 ., . ', '. .. -0.5 computation method used to calculated Jl'w/do. and the level

5- , ,.. of the background noise (Neveu 1993).
0-- -1.0 I0

U - -d . o o7

-5 , 1 -1.5 rWOO)= (2)
-30 -20 -10 0 10

radial distance, x (mm) where 7e is the sampling period and w the pulsation (2af).
without window, .......... At = 50 AS

At= 100 is 1.3- 6
Fig. 7 Mean axial (U) and radial (V) velocity profiles for au/ (•• S)

different time coincidence window sizes. 1.2- a. 5

Figure 7 shows that the size of coincidence window has
no significant effect on the mean profiles (for the studied
range). "

1.0- 1.0- .

0.9- -2

0.5 - .................... .

.•', ' 0 .8 - 1

0.7 0S0.0- ,
u ... -30 -20 -10 0 10
2 "radial distance, x (mm)

,; "'.. ? At = 50 is .................... u without window
-0.5 - 0~ ~ ~ At=;"0

o, .... . Counter At 10 Fig. 9 Influence of the time coincidence window on the

10Software At 150 Is axial RMS velocity. cuc is the RMS after

-30 -20 -10 0 10 coincidence.

radial distance. x (mm) The relation (2) is calculated with a classical central
Fig. 8 Comparison between velocity cross-correlation difference derivative scheme:

coefficient given by counters and by our software. dlr _ .

A comparison is also given for the di 2,5
p- 1-- and with the assumption that T is constant. Figure (101 shows

p.-;. = .'v/(2 vu ) correlation found with coincidence the previous relation and, for example. for a 5 kHz sampling

selected from the counters and the coincidence made by our rate signal. up to I kHz. the thermocouple can restore about
method (see Figure 8). With this procedure it is also possihle 85% of the total initial energy.
to verify if the velocity samples used for the coincidence are
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1.0- .The energy difference found between the two wires is
"5% and, below I kHz. the energy is about 90% of the total

0.9- energy. The same type of comparison is made by Talby el al
0.8 ) '(1990) between a platinum cold wire (0.63 gim) and a

0.8- ,compensated thermocouple (50 gm) in a strongly heated
turbulent jet. They found that. below 1 kHz the variance

*0.7- contribution is 93 % of total energy and shows a good
t 0.7 I,-similarity between cold wire and compensated thermocouple

15 spectrum. We can reasonably estimate that, with the 5 kHz
G 0.6- , ,sampling rate and with the thermocouple time constant

S• adjustment with velocity and temperature, the maximum
0.5- energy restored is about 80% of the initial total energy.

0.4- - 4.5 Temperature and velocity coupling

0.01 0.1 (0.5Normed frequency, f0fe To calculate the cross-correlation velocity coefficient

Fig. 10 Numerical compensation efficiency. fe is (Puv) we used the technique previously describe, with a

sampling frequency. coincidence window of 50 gs

The use of higher order to calculated the temporal Z (MM
derivative, TrwIa., increase the efficiency of the numerical 160
compensation up to 97% (below 1 kHz), but became very.................
sensitive to the background noise (Neveu 1993).The question 150
is to know what are the contribution of the high frequencies 140
in the total energy of the temperature spectrum. Heitor ei a!lZi.4<
(1985) compares the cumulative spectrum of the signal 130-4
measured and compensated with a 15 and 40 ±m 120
thermocouple. '20

110 P

a fin) O0 OO
-l:ii- 0.43

160 9- 0.36
. eo0.29

1S30 80 0.21
140 70 0.140.07

130 60 0.0.

50-~.:::~::-0.07
1205.-0.14

1...40-....... *.........0.2110 P40 -C -0021

' .% .. "....,. .... ...... 04350.32 10
30 iii i -0.2

70 ~ '...0 21 __________ -___
0)11 2(" 1 10 0 . . m

600

50 -021 Fig. 12 Radial velocity-temperature cross-correlation

40 -032coeffic iaent.

4-0.64-03

0.43
00 o5 The correlation values show the recirculation zone

0---064 curvature (see Figure II). The coupling between the two
-- 0 7.5 velocity components is very important along the

i0 -- recirculation zone and near the same flame packet transfer
,. - one previouisly dcscribed.0 20

-20 10 0 xm,

Fig. 11 Velocity cross-correlation coefficient, for Fa 50 jRc

time coicidence window
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Fig. 13 Joint probability distribution p(v. 1gI of radial Fig. 15 Joint probability distribution p(u, v) of axial and
velocity and temperature (x = -17 mm. z = 30 mm). radial velocity (x = -17 mm. z = 30 mm).

The Figure 12 shows that radial velocity fluctuation, The phenomena visually observed in §4.2 is confirmed
inside the recirculation zone are of the same sign of the and quantified by our measurements and analysis.
temperature fluctuation. On the upper side of the recirculation Furthermore, the rcignition mechanism is characterised.
zone the two fluctuations are in opposite sign. The joint
probability distribution of Figure 13 shows two distinct
peaks resulting of the intermittent nature of the flow in the SUMMARY
transfer zone. A first peak is centred at high temperature
(1700 K) and low radial velocity (1 m/s) while a second one is The simultaneous measurement of velocity and
centred at low temperature (1000 K) and high radial velocity(5 m/s). temperature in turbulent nonpremixed flame was made by use

of LDV and numerically compensated fine wire thermocouple.

- Independent acquisition on each LDV channel is used
to keep all the validated burst, while thermocouple
signal is sampled with a fixed frequency. All data
processing is carry out after acquisition by a dedicated
software, providing more control on parameters such

('60o as RMS velocity time constant adjustment.
coincidence window.

- The simultaneous velocity and temperature
measurement gives information on how the
temperature fluctuations are dependent of velocity.

- Numerous studies were made on Bluff-Body stabilised
flames by several authors using classical diagnostic
techniques. For the configuration studied in this
paper, an extinction zone separating two combustion

'. 4 .• ,.ones was observed. By coupling two classical
. ~ methods and using extensive computerised post-:~ •processing, we have demonstrate the mechanism of

flame reignition in the second reaction zonc of a
Fig. 14 Joint probability distribution p~u. .•i of a•i•il Bluff-Body flame by packets transport though an

velocity and temperature (x = -17 mm, z = 3(0 amn). extinction zone.
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SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS OF TEMPERATURE AND OH CONCENTRATION FIELDS

IN TURBULENT COMBUSTION USING ONE SINGLE LASER SOURCE

S. Kampmasn and A. Leipatz

Lefbrtuhi flt Technische Thmrmodynamik (LTI),
Univensti Fat angen-Nronberg, Erlangen, Germany

ABSTRACT the appropriate diagostic technique must be applicable also
to contained combustion chambers which allows operation

A method for the simultaneous detection of the two- under those similar conditions.
dimensional (2D) temperature and the 2D OH concentatim
distributions in a high tumbulent premixed flame inside a 2. TWO-DIMENSIONAL RAYLEIGH THERMOMERY
contained combustion chamber is presented. The
tenperatre information is obtained by Rayleigh scttaing The applicability of2D )Rayleigh scattering for gas
mad the OH concenration from laser-nduced predissociated thermography in laboratory flames has bee shown nearly
fluorescence (LWf) A newly designed detection optica for one decade ago by Long et al. (1985). Recently Kanmpn
the sqearation of the syncrw ously induced Rayleigh and et al. (1993) presented for the first time its use in a
fluorescem signals allows the use of only me single laser contained technical flame for the investigation of
source in combination with only one single 21 detector tm ature s mes in an industrial double coe swirl

combustor. The Rayleigh signal was generated by a p-ed
1. INTRODUCT]ON frequency doubled N&YAG-laaer and detected with an

ICCD slow-ecan camera, Interfereces of the Rayleigh
In technical combustion systems high tumbulent scattered light with glam from burner surfaces and Kw

preaixed flames ae of increasing iupoftice due to their scattered light from dust particle could be reduced by using
low NOx emissions. The investigation of the interaction high efficient filter elements in the gas supplies and by a
between turbulence and combustion kinetics in pmixed sophisticated design of the optical acess to the combustion
flm. requires the knowledge of the instantaneous hmber. Figure 1 shws schematically the exerimentel
teamwature field mad of the OH concentratiimfield as well. situation and the orientation of the light shet mad the
From accurately meamued and spatially resolved observation direction in combination with to the combustion
temperature distuibutions flame thik s can be evoluated chamber.
to show the influence of the turbulence on the combustion N VATgCOLE WDIDOW

pcem in the contex of a disgron which has been Mm, M ME AWA OmDow

introduced by Borghi (1988) in order to characterize 6 ......
diffaent areas of turbulent pmnixed combustion. However
smuig turbulence can also result in flame quenching, which
may cause wrong interpretation of the temperature data if
not taken into account aqpopwiaw.ly.

The measured concentration of the OH radical can be
used as an indicator for intensity of the reaction taking place
mad thus for the reaction rmoe. Therefore the aimultaneous
measured OH distribution is a necessamy information for the z

interpretation of flame thickness data considering flame Fig. I:Schm of the cmbuskm dcmber with ptical
quenching.

Investigations have to be perfomed at simil
operating conditio a used in technical flames, e.g, high
prewei and according contaimnent geometmy, if the
tansafbility of the results should be guaranteed. Thefore
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The extension of this technique to the UV for a morevk lab wo
efficient generation of the Rayleigh signa due to the 1&4
relation of the Rayleigh crow section was recently don by - ___________

Kampmana at al. (1994) using a KrF ecmimer laser sourc 4

(X.-248nm). The accuracy of the temperature dafta being __________

evaluated firun the sho-noise limited Rayleigh signals was I

about ±5 % for a typical combustion temperatre of 1550 K..-- -
As an example Figure 2 shows orne typical result when /

crsig the flame front withinan instantaneou temperature ~~ ,

distribution at one particular position in the turbulent flame. 11 /00

Tunwstum PQ 401 M
-weveliongt Worn

AMI f-3 -Vr Fig. 4: Absorption spetmufor buod~acetat and doe aned
_________colotir glairfilter

71. ___[7/- signal in front of the telescope. Figure 3 shows a scheme of

M the choosen optical configuration. A prism was formed with
two parallel plates of fused silca. Tbe volumne between tie
plates was filled with butylacetate, which acts as a longpen

I U 5 filter at acutoff wavelength at 250 mm (wee Fig. 4). This

Fg& 2 Crs awio dA.h -ifmfvt niaigd prism is placed in front of the telescope: in such a way that it
accoracy of iii mimer laser Raylegh probe for covens only a part of the aperture. The other part of the

bukiamew twpentref~b wassignaupl which passes the uncovered ame of the saperur will
bsw~auuea~w erniuuvuivjeld UWSIUIS~tIunaffectedly be imaged on the array deetrplaced behind

3. S ULTNEOS 2 RALEIH AD O PLNARthe telescope and gives thus a comobined Rayleig/LI signal
3. SIMULTANEOUD FURAYLEIG N DE OHEASUE distribution IfyIXy1. From that part of the signal

METSwhich is detected through the prin, the Rayleigh sigal is
absorbed and the transmitted UIF signal is deviated, which

Planar erw-induced fluorescence (UF) maur~ements results in a LWF signail distribution at a new location on the
of the OH radical by the excitation with a KrF excimer lase detecto" IW(X2 Y2)- However, for temperature
has been used successfully for the determination of flame evaluation the pure Rayleigh signal distribution
structures and reation zones in laboratoryflames aswell as IMtY(xl,yl) has to be known. If the ratio of the LWF
in technical applications by Versluis et al. (199) and Koch signal at location 1 to the LWF signal at location 2 can be
et al. (199) making use of the predissocisted fluorescence measured
technique (LIF) introduced by Andresen et al. (1988).

For collecting well evaluable Rayleigh signal Ru= ILI(xi,y,)
intensities an UV-telscope with high aperture (07.0) had to ILJ(X 2 ,Y2 ) (
be used for fth combined Rayleigh/LWFF measurements.

the pure Rayleigh signal can be calculated from the
simultaneously collected data by

- - w* (x1 ,y,) - Iit~,,j(x, ,y) - R .ILI(X 2 ,y2) (2)

The required temperature fields can be calculated from these
data sets following the method presented by Fourguette et.
al. (1986). In order to measure the ratio R one UGI I filter
was used in front of the array detector. This filter blocked

Fig.J. oboe o dwdetetio arm~eentthe Raylegig contribution of the combined Rayleigh/L
F~g.3: Shem q'de dtecnu ovangdetsignal (wee Fig. 4) providing the same transmission at beth

sigal patha. R can be determined from the resulting LWF

A rediactive filter optics has been developed im orert signals alt both locations. Varistions of R could easily be
seaaethe Rayleigh signal from the OH fluorescence: achieved by adjusting the position of the primu in front of
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the telescope. As bedt done we regard a LIF signal as low as
-osil for reliable teprtr information.

The Rayeigh signal, however, can also be interfered
byrsnatfuorescence signals. Ther e two possible(a lg LWsna Y)

ways to overcose this problem-()RyeihudLF4 KtyIXY
a) Using a weak excitation transition so that the
interfteroe is negligible. This however works only wvith

detector systan with high dynamic range. e.g.. slow-sanm
CC)., as the wavelength shifted fluorescence signal,

the Rayleigh signal within the dynamic range of the cCD (b) LWF signal IwF(X2 Y2)
detector.

flufesenc sinalbytwo measurements of the scattered
light intensities at lnase wavelengt in a laminar flame, for
one timing the laser on an OH excitation wavielength and for (c) temperature field [K]
one tuning it off. The difference of the sina intensities
givea the intensity of the resonan fluorescence signal. This
ca be taken into accounit appropriately by the knowledge of : - - - --W-

the wasvelength shifted fluorescence distribution.
Fig 5: RaW&t qfdw im~ultnum www uenLaw
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APPLICATION OF CARS ON TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

IN A TURBULENT PREMIXED REACTIVE FLOW

Y. Kawaguchi and K. Kontani

Mechanical Engineering Laboratory,

Agency of Industrial Science and Technology, MITI

Tsukuba, 305 JAPAN

ABSTRACT authors had no information about either the instantaneous tem-
perature or concentration at that time.

In this study, a high-resolution coherent anti-Stokes Raman Due to recent developments in laser technology, optical
spectroscopy (CARS) system was developed for use in com- techniques for scalar quantity measurements are progressing
bustion thermometry. This system is characterized by a folded rapidly. CARS is one such technique, and it is applicable for
BOX-type beam crossing geometry and multiplexed signal ac- gas temperature measurements in relatively high temperature
quisition. Although a complicated experimental system is nec- regions, such as combustion (Eckbreth et. al. 1979). Such
essary for these features, this system has high spatial and techniques will likely give additional information on scalar
temporal resolutions, which provide for a more reliable quantities, and when they are combined with velocity meas-
measurement of the temperature in turbulent flames. urements, they help to get a more complete view of the compli-

In this project, careful consideration was given to cated processes of combustion in industrial facilities.
developing the CARS system. In parallel to this, calculated CARS is similar to LDA in its outlook. Both CARS and
CARS spectra were generated based on the physical constants LDA use excitation laser beams and analyze scattered light.
and transfer functions of the experimental facilities. Being optical diagnostics, they have similar advantages such as

The applicability of this system for temperature measure- non-invasive characteristics and high temporal and spatial
ment has been tested in a premixed turbulent flame. Based on resolutions. But they differ on the basic principle of light scat-
the method of full fitting with calculated spectra, experimental tering. LDA is based on Mie-scattering and is classified as
CARS spectra were analyzed. There was good coincidence elastic scattering. The instrumentation for LDA is sophisticated
between the experimental and calculated spectra over a wide but relatively simple and the resultant data have a linear rela-
range of temperatures. The correspondence between mean tion with velocity, making it easy to interpret. In contrast,
flame temperatures obtained by CARS and those by fine wire CARS is based on the Raman scattering process and the
thermocouple were also good. resultant data contain information of molecular species. There-

fore, CARS requires a more complicated data processing
procedure, namely interpretation of spectra based on simulated

1. INTRODUCTION spectra. Because of this requirement, spectral simulation of
CARS will be described first

In past research, Kawaguchi and Hama (1988) have made
velocity measurements in a hydrogen combustor using a laser
Doppler anemometer in order to investigate the combustor's 2. SPECTRAL SIMULATION OF CARS
performance from the stand point of fluid dynamics. They
found that the quick expansion caused by rapid combustion of Calculated CARS spectra are necessary Ior analyzing the
hydrogen mixture greatly aftects the mean velocity streamline experimentally obtained CARS spectra. This is due in part to
in the flame holder. This streamline perturbation was closely complications caused by nonlinear characteristics of CARS
related to flame stability, which is especially important in de- Since the number density of molecules is a function of tempera-

termnning the range of applicability of hydrogen combustors. At ture, the shape of CARS spectra have a temperature
the same time, variations of turbulence intensity and length dependency-this is the principle of CARS thennometrv But
scale distributions were observed in reactive cases when coin- measurement of the shape of a spectrum, such as band width or

pared to nonreactive cases. The analytical study to find the proportion, is a complicated function of temperature, which
cause of the velocity field alteration was potentially insightful, depends on the expenniental facilities used Therefore, a set of
but a complete analvsis was not conducted there because the calculated CARS spectra, obtained using translier fi.nctions ot
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the experimental facilities, is needed for reliable spectral where fj (w I) and f 2 (W 2) are, respectivel.. the po%%er dis-
analysis. tribution of pump and probe bearn. respectively, and

Although a number of articles which describe CARS f 1 (W 1- &'3 ) is the slit function of the spectrometer system
spectrum modeling exist (Hall, 1979, Eckbreth, 1988), only a Triangular-shaped functions were used and the widths are
brief description will be given here. The resonant contributions given in Table 2.
to the third-order nonlinear electric susceptibility X(3) can be A computer program was developed to calculate the right
expressed as a sum over neighboring transitions, and the full side of equation (3). As a result of the nonlinearity of CARS,
CARS susceptibility may be expressed as: the effect of spectral interference between neighboring tran-

sitions and between resonant and non-resonant contributions to
) X = K r + X() in equation (1) may be significant Therefore, careful

., .nr - i r selection of both wave number resolving power is important to
accurately the CARS spectrum. In this study, 2000 points were

used to cover the region from 2250 to 2350 cm"1 of Raman
where the j summation is over all Q-branch vibration-rotation shift.
transitions in the vicinity of WI - W2 , and tW and W 2 are The calculated results are shown in Figure I in steps of
wave numbers of pump and probe beams respectively. r. is

the homogeneous line width estimated by the full width at half 1.0
maximum, and Awt is the detuning (o. -((w, -w 2 ). For the

line widths, r., 0. 1cm- was given for room temperature and 0

a T -1/2 temperature dependency was assumed.
Calculations were made for N2 . As reported in Hall Tc

(1979), in an atmospheric flame, the resonant CARS contribu- 0.0
tion from N2 will be much stronger than the non-resonant

contribution Xnr, therefore Xnr was eliminated in this study. Tc

The first step in calculation of the resonant term Xr,, was to 0.0
calculate the total energy using the following equation:

Tc=180
E - E, + E,, - 12,v + 0 .,x0lv + )2

2 2
+B,(J(J + I))- Dv(J(J + 1)) 2 (2) 00 Tc=1600

(2) ~ '0.0

B,, - B , - a ,(v + -• 2" .07"1 0

where optical constants are shown in Table I, in unit of cm". 0.0
From the energy difference between upper and lower vibration-
rotation states, W. was determined. Next, K) was determined 0.0

from the population using Boltzmann's statistics and
dependency on nuclear spin. Tc=1000

The frequency distribution of the scattered power for finite 0.0
laser line width can be described by the convolution integral,

I(W 3 - K J Ix )(w3 3'-wo - (o Ib+ W 2) 2 0.0

x, xfl(Wo.a)ft(wlhb)f2(w 2)I3(W 3-tW1') (3) Tc= 600

x(o 3'-Wt a-w l b+ W 2) dW, 1, dWt 1 h (/W2 dtW 3' 0.0 . L

Tc= 400 (K)tWe weXe Be Cie Dv 0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 , •_

I2250 2300 2350
2.1;;.57 14.324 i,99824 0.017318 5 76E-6 225a Shif 1

Raman Shift (cm"1 )

"Table I Optical constants of N 2  Fig I Calculated results of CARS spectra
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Fig. 2 Experimental anrangement of the CARS system

200K. The calculated spectra are similar in shape to Hall's re- Pump Beam Source YAG Second Harmonics

suits (Hall, 1979). However, a slight difference can be seen due Wave Length 532 nm

to differences in the assumed shape and width of f 1, f 2 and Band Width (FWHM) 0.03 rm

f 3 . The calculated spectra in this section was used fbr spectral Pulse Energ, 135 i.

fitting described in section 4. Probe Beam Source R6 I 0,R640 Mixed Dye

From these results, it is seen that there are three features in Broad Band Emission

the shape of CARS spectra calculated at high temperature. Band Width (FWHM) I min

a) The band-width of the main peak located near 2330cm"1  Pulse Energy 37mJ

increases with increase in temperature. Spectrometer Spectrometer f-=800 nun, Double

b) Small peaks, due to rotational transitions, appear at Raman System Detector Diode Array,

shifts of 2300-2320cm"1, and at temperatures beyond 1200K Imaet12n r .bmn

c) A small secondary band appears near 2280-2300cm'" when linae Dispersion i.e383 ci" /Ch

the temperature exceeds 1200K. Table 2 Lasers and spectrometer parameters

Feature a) occurs at temperatures below I 000K. Therefore, this

feature can be used at relatively low temperatures, where b) transmitting and receiving optics, a spectrometer. controllers

and c) characteristics are not prominent, and a personal computer. The pump laser and probe laser para-

meters, and spectrometer characteristics of this experiment are

summarized in Table 2

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE A frequency-doubled pulsed NdYAG laser SI.-803.

Spectron Laser Systems) and a broad-band dye laser (SL-

3.1 CARS Optical System 40OG, Spectron Laser Systems) were used for the pump and

probe sources, respectively Tlie produced 1064nim beam ii

Figure 2 illustrates the setup of CARS thennometr% systern YAG laser was frequency doubled to 532nm, and a nominal

employed in this work The system is composed of t%%o lasers. output pulse energy of 330m.1 was obtained The dxe laser.
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angle to the heamn axis by the transversmg stage. a series of
1= 200mm Measuring Volume spots burnt by the laser were recorded This enabled precise

L5 Z 1.6 alignment to be made.

" i' The phase matching arrangement used for this study is
.- ;-- . -- I called 'folded BOXCARS' and is shown in Figure 3. In this

"-'•" • Iarrangement, two pumping beams, W I and a probe beam W 2,
Mlain flame r 2 are collimated by a front lens L5, which has a focal length of

Pilot flame - 200mm The crossing angle a between o I1 and W 2 was 2deg

A large Ct can reduce the size of the measuring volune, but it
Burner weakens the signal. One advantage of folded BOXCARS is the

complete angular and spatial separation of the CARS beam
Fig. 3 Folded BOXCARS beam alignment From this perspective, a large at also helps to confirm the

separation of CARS signal from W 1 and W 2.
having a transversely pumped oscillator dye cell and two longi- After passing through the measuring point, the four beams,
tudinally pumped amplifier dye cells, was excited by a portion including w 1 were recollimated by a lens L6, having the same
of the Nd:YAG laser output. The dye laser was carefully tuned focal length as L5. Pumping and probe beams were filtered out
to match the requirement for N2 , Q-branch thermometr, by by two identical dichroic mirrors, which had coatings for short
adjusting the concentration of two kinds of laser dyes, i.e. Rho- wavelength transmission and long wavelength reflection. The
damie 610 Chloride and Rhodamine 640 Chloride in metha- cutoff wavelength was selected to ensure N 2 CARS separation
nol. As the power and transverse mode of the dye laser beam from t I and W 2- An iris was also applied for spatial separa-
output is very sensitive to misalignment, the optical compo- tion of W 3. After passing the iris, the CARS signal was
nents in the dye laser were carefully adiusted before every ex-
periment. launched into an optical fiber and transferred to the spectro-

A plane view of the optical system used for this experiment m ultexnis aso hownin igur 2.Priss (] toP8)wereuse toA multiplexed spectral acquisition system composed of a
is also shown in Figure 2. Prisms (P1 to P8) were used to Czerny-Turner spcctrometer (CT-80D, JUSCO) and a spe. 'ro-
transfer the beams. After passing through a telescope (LI and metric multichannel analyzer (SMA, D/SIDA-D512, Princeton
12), the pump beam (W 1) shown by the solid line was divided metsi wasnel ina order to detect PeulcARS

int tw paalll bamsat he ea spittr ad tanserrd t a Instruments) was employed in order to detect the full CARS
into two parallel beams at the beam splitter and transferred to a spectrum for each individual laser pulse. The width of N2 Q-
collimating lens (L5). A half-reflection coated optical parallel branch CARS spectrum was relatively narrow, with a typical

was used for the beam splitter. The probe beam (W 2, showvn

by a dotted line) passes over P4 and P6, and also passes value between 20-50cmf . Since precise analysis of this region

through a telescope (L3 and IA). is necessary for CARS thermometry, large dispersion of the
Figure 3 shows the close up view near the measuring spectrometer is needed. The spectrometer employed was a the
Figure 3f CRShTow e the lse up ewc omodified double-monochromator having a focal length of 0.8m

volume of CARS. To tune the .s.ystem, each of three beams was

aligned parallel to the x-axis shown in Fig. 3, between P8 and and a f-number of 6.8. In combination with the SMA, which

L5, which is found using a mirror and screen placed in a has a double row of 512 pixel linear diode arrays, the

remote position. If the three beams have parallel wavefronts dispersion turned out to be 0.383Cm' 1/channel and was satis-
and are aligned parallel to each other, by definition all the factory for purposes of this experiment. At the same time,
beams will have their waist at the crossing point in the burner. sensitive and high S/N detectors were important to discriminate
However, due to wavefront sphericity of pump and probe elusive CARS signal from high temperature gas. Therelore, a

beams, their waists are not coincident at the crossing point The SMA having a double MCP intensifier was used. A delay

adjustable telescopes in each beams were used to eliminate this pulse generator (DG535, Princeton Instruments) initiated digiti-

effect and to position the beam waist at the crossing point 'fhe zation and storage of the data in the personal computer

waist position was monitored by a small sheet of paper inserted (PC9801, NEC). This generator also triggered the flash lamp

near the focus. The intensity of cracking sound, at each laser and Q-switch of YAG laser, and the gating of the SMA.

ýshot, changes when the paper is moved back and forth in axial The recorded dataset was analzed by an engineering work
,direction. At the waist position, thie sound becomes loudest station (AXP-3(XX)/400, Digital Equipment Corp ) using data

Due to the wavelength dilference between W I and W 2, processing programs.

slight misalignment of the crossing point can occur due to
chromatic aberration in L5. In order to obtain precise geometn- 3.2 PREMIXED BURNER

cal arrangement of beams near the crossing point, a three di-
mensional record of beam spots was obtained. To record this, a The burner used in this experiment (Figure 4) was specifi-

sheet of exposed photographic printing paper and a transvers- cally designed to maintain untforin experimental conditions and

ing stage were used When the paper was moved at a slight help researchers to conduct benich-mark testing of measurement
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teclmiques (Yoshida, 1987a). Detailed characteristics of tile 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
velocit. field, including the Reynolds stress distribution, have
been reported by Maeda (1987). Flow rates of air and main fuel 4.1 POSSIBLE ERROR SOURCES OF CARS
was measured and controlled by mass flow meter/controllers THERMOMETRY
(F 100/200, Oval Engng. Corp.). Conditions relating to fuel and
air flow are summarized in Table 3. These coincide with those Experimentally obtained spectra always contain some
suggested in the literature (Yoshida, 1987a). errors. When the distortion of the spectra is large, subsequent

The burner was mounted on a three dimensional transvers- analysis may result in unrealistic temperature if it is not con-
ing stage (LTS+Mark-14, Sigma Koki Co.). The location of the ducted carefully. Most of the distortion is recognizable through
CARS measuring volume was fixed to the floor and position of some standard in the processing program, but compensation or
the burner was changed to measure spatial distribution of reconstruction of the signal is almost impossible. Therefbre,
temperature. All measurements in this work were made at optimization of the system, based on preliminary experiments
60mm downstream from the burner outlet where the tempera- and careful investigation of data, is necessary before main ex-
ture was measured by Asanuma (1987) and Yoshida (1987b) perimental runs can start. Typical distortions, probable causes
with a fine wire thermocouple. and appropriate countermeasures are discussed.

a) Poor alignment of optics. Excessively weak signal was412 Main Flame observed due to poor alignment of optics or lasers. Step by step

t-[ Pilot Flame alignment of all components are needed in this case. Generally,
7 "Cooling Water In air at room temperature produces an intense N2 CARS signal.

Once a weak signal can be found observed, intensifying it is
simplified.

b) Effect of highi temperature. Generally, high temperature
Burner Tube gas produces weak signal. The relation between the excitation

Turbulence Grid laser power, number density of w-ilecules and intensity of

NozzleCARS signal can be expressed as follows,

1.3 IZ1I•2A" (5)

%where, 1.,, 1.2 and I.3 and intensities of pumping, probing
Settling Chamber and CARS beams respectively. A! is the number density of

molecules under observation. In an isobaric state, A! is in-
4. 50 Wire Mesh versely proportional to absolute temperature. Therefore, the

intensity of CARS generally becomes weak at high tempera-
025 \ • tures. Although this eflect cannot be avoided in high-tempera-

_ Diffuser ture measurements, potential errors due to low% S/N ratio should
be expected. The noise appearing in spectral domain could be

Glass Beads misunderstood to be characteristics of high temperature, such
as main band broadening or secondary peaks. Therefore, very
weak signals comparable to noise, signal has biasing eiect

Propane Air Mixture which acts to increase the resultant temperature When the

signal magnitude reaches the photon counting level, distortion
Figý 4 Premixed burner of the spectral shape camnot be avoided without accumulating

multiple signals
Main Flame c) Beam steering due to temperature gradient, Weak signals
Fuel Propane intermittently observed in the flame. This was probablh the
Mean velocity of Mixture at Outlet 4.64 m/s result of the effect of high temperatures described in b), as %%ell
Equivalence Ratio 0.73 as beam steering caused by large refractive index gradients
Flow rate of Air 5.08E-4 m3/s These two effects are difficult to separate
Flow rate of Fuel 1.55E-5 m3/s d) Saturated data signal Constant occurrence of this phc-
Pilot Flame nonienon was avoided b% reducing the gain of SMA In prac-
Fuel Methane rice, intermittent appearance of intense signals from lo" tern-
Flow rate 6.67E-6 mi3 /s peratures could be observed In this case, saturated sienals

"Table 3 Experimental condition of flame were discarded before data processing
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e) Breakdown. As seen from equation (5), high laser power 1.0 i , 1 I I I ,

helps to produce an intense CARS signal. But too much power
can cause a breakdown in tile measurement volume, making
CARS measurements impossible. Breakdown is indicated by a 0.5
'snapping' sound and a white spark produced near the tocal .

point. r=18
f) Shot-by-shot fluctuation of spectra due to fluctuation of 0.0

the dye laser profile. This effect can be estimated by measunng /, .i
a steady-state sample, such as air at room temperature r=16
Generally, compensation of this distortion can be made by 0.0 .
using a reference cell. But to achieve identical phase-matching
in measurement volume and reference cell was difficult for the r=14
multi-mode laser employed in this experiment. Since much 0.0 Pt
improvement could not be attained due to this limitation, a ref-
erence cell was not used in this study. r=12 P ,

g) Bias due to large measuring volume. A biasing effect can l 0.0
occur when a large measuring volume relative to the charac- ,'
teristic temperature scale is used. In this situation, the measur- r=10 ,,~

ing volume can be occupied by high and low temperature re- 0.0

gions simultaneously. In such case, the intense CARS signal
from the low temperature region dominates that of the high r= 8
temperature region. Therefore, the resulting CARS signal is 0.0 I

biased towards the lower temperature. In this study, this effect
was observed when the focal length of L5 was changed to r= 6
500mam and the measuring volume was larger than that 0.0
described in section 3.1

h) Bias due to ensemble-averagin. When the spectrum was r 4
obtained by accumulation of signals from multiple shots of the 0.0 "
laser, and the temperature fluctuation of the sample was large,
a biasing effect similar to g) could occur. In such case, the re- r= 2
sultant temperature was lower than the mean temperature. 0.0

Most of these effects could be avoided or minimized by
preliminary experiments. Sometimes, one error factor was r= 0 (mm)
eliminated at the cost of increasing another type of error. For 0.0 ,
example, the effect of low S/N ratio b) was eliminated by multi- 2250 2300 2350
pie data acquisition, but then the biasing effect described in h) Raman Shift (cm-
can occur. Generally, g) and h) should be estimated consider- Fig. 5 Experimental CARS spectra in flame
ing the type of object to be measured. ture characteristics in the calculated spectra described ii sec-
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL CARS SPECTRA tion 2. It is characterized by a widening of the main band, ap-

pearance of rotational structure, and a secondary peak appear-

Figure 5 shows the radial variation of CARS spectra ob- ing around a Raman shilt of 2300 cm-
tamed in the flame. Signals from 50 laser pulses were accunu-
lated to obtain each spectrum. As described in the previous 4.3 SPECTRAL MATCHING PROCEDURE
section, the number of pulses were determined from the ineas-
uring object. In this case, temporal temperature fluctuation was The recorded experimental spectra were examined in-
not large except for a small region of flame. The number of dividually to identify distorted spectra. Probable courses of the
pulses was optimized through the prelimiiarv experiments. As spectral distortion have been discussed in Section 4.2 After
stated in the previous section, the size of the measuring volume rejecting the distorted data, the remaining data were analvzed
was critical, using a computer program. For the analvsis of expermnientalk

In spite of the severe conditions, i.e. folded BOX optical obtained CARS signals, a full-fitting method was selected [his
alignment amid multiplexed data acquisition, the qualitt of ob- program calculated an integrated residual defined as follows.
served CARS spectra was adequate. The shape of the spectra
obtained between 4 and I Omm clearly shows the high tempera- R(T,) -•(.S(W) - (WTc ))2 dw ()
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where wi., and w, were 2250 and 2350cm"1 respectively. Sc This calculation can be used not only to detennmine probable
and Sare the calculated and expeimental spectra, respec- temperature but also to estimate the quality of CARS spectra

S-eobtained. If a spectrum can be found which completely matches
tively The estimated temperature Te was given as the tempera- SRi eoe .Hwvr o itre pcrm

ture which produced the minimum R. Since the theoretical C Rmin becomes 0. However. t or a distorted spectrumn

spectra are given in increments of 100K, interpolation was R11 , is always larger than that of a non-distorted spectn

made around the minimum of R. Therefore, Rmin provides one %way to evaluate the quality of
CARS spectra.

1.0 In Figures 6 and 7, Se and a group of Sc are shown at the
7same scale. The differences between Se and each of Sc are

Tc(K) 700 also shown in these figures. Ideally, Se -.Sc should show a0.8 -600 "

"500 small value over a wide range of Raman shift, when the opti-
S. .mum S, is found. Figure 6 shows the comparison of Se, which

P' 300 0.6 was obtained at r=19mm and a group of Sc, which was se-
300- ""lected from the calculated librarx. In upper half of Figure 6, it

S0.4 ""'•is seen that the correspondence between the experimental
spectrum and calculated one for T, =400K is good Looking at

0.2 the differential spectra, a prominent peak of Se - Sc appears at

2331cm"1 . Around 2327cm' . the difference of Se - .c is

0.0 either negative or positive, depending on Tc. It is found that

0.5 • when an appropriate S, is chosen, the residual caused by the

(A latter peak or valley can be minimized. Although the reason of

?o• _ _a peak at 2331cm"! remains is unknown, this peak is in-
€ 0.0 dependent of Tc, however this peak only acts to offset R and

does not affect the optimum choice of S,. In case shown in

-0.5 Figure 6, interpolation of residuals R from 300, 400 and 500K

2290 2300 2310 2320 2330 2 3 4 0 resulted T =422K.

Raman Shift (cm-!) Figure 7 shows similar comparison for S. obtained at

Fig. 6 Comparison of experimental spectrum r=6mm. In this case, special characteristics of high temperature
S. at r=19mm (dot) and calculated spectra S,(line) were obvious in the experimental spectrum; therefore, Sc at

1.0

Tc(K) = 2000
0.8 1900

1800
0.6 1700

1600

1-0.4

0.2

0.0
0.5 r I I , , ,

~?og 0.0 ... ................

-0.5 i i i I I I i I I i I i
2250 2260 2270 2280 2290 2300 2310 2320 2330 2340 2350

Raman Shift (cm- 1 )

Fig. 7 Comparison of experimental spectnrun S, at r=6mm (dot) and calculated spectra Sc (line)
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relatively high temperature such as Tc= I 00K, corresponds to 2000 1 i

experimental one. The computer algorithm makes final choices 000

in the balance of secondary, peak appearing from 2290 to ..... .....0

2303cm 1, the region between 2305 to 2325cm 1 where ro-
tational transition is observed, and the valley seen at

2329cm"!. And this choice does not give large discrepancy 1500 .

from human inspection, that can be seen from the figure.

4.3 MEAN TEMPERATURE IN PREMIXED FLAME

The experimentally determined mean temperature profile at 1000
60mm downstream of burner outlet is shown by open circles in
Figure 8. This temperature is determined as a mean often data, 0
each are based on 50 shots of laser pulse. The length of error
bar around the circle indicates twice of root mean square of

data fluctuation. As each data was composed of multiple shots.... ....................... Asanuma
the rms is not intensity of fluctuating temperature but ambi-

guity of determining mean temperature. Results from fine-wire Yoshida

thermocouple measurements by Asanuma (1987) and Yoshida
(1987b) are also shown by solid and dotted lines. Tempera- I

tures obtained by CARS corresponds those by fine wire thermo- 0

couple very well. -20 -15 -10 -5
There is a low temperature region near the burner axis, Fig. 8 Radial distribution of mean temperature in flame

where the combustion is not completed. Relatively high and
constant temperature is observed between the radial positions REFERENCES
of 4 and 8mm, where reacted gas is flowing. Between these two Asanuma T., 1987, Measurement of Temperature Distribution,
regions, a layer having high mean temperature gradient is ob- in Diagnostics and Modeling of Combustion, ed. jinuma K. et.
served. This layer corresponds to wrinkled flame zone and high al., pp. 357-358, JSME, (in Japanese)
temperature fluctuation was observed here by Yoshida (I 987b).
In this region, error bar of CARS measurement is extending. Eckbreth, A. C., Bonczyk P. A. and Verdieck J. F. 1979, Corn-
Although this fluctuation is not corresponding to the tempera- bustion Diagnostics by Laser Raman and Fluorescence Tech-

ture fluctuation directory, it is seen that the ambiguity of mean niques., Prog. Energy Comb. Sci. Vol. 5, pp. 253-322
temperature is affected by fluctuating temperature.

Eckbreth, A. C. 1988, CARS in Laser Diagnostics for Coinbus-
tion Temperature and Species. pp. 220-300, Abacus Press,

5. CONCLUSIONS Kent, UK

A CARS system having features of a folded BOX-type Hall, R. J. 1979, CARS Spectra of Combustion Gases. Corm-
beam crossing geometry and a multiplexed signal acquisition bustion and Flame, vol. 35, pp. 47-60
system was developed in the purpose of thermometry in com-

bustion. Detailed experimental considerations were also made Kawaguchi, Y. and Hama, J. 1989, Measurement of Turbulent
on developed CARS system Discussion on probable error Characteristics of Premnixed Hydrogen Flame in a Sudden Ex-
source and its coumtermeasure was also made The applicabilmi' pansion Type Flame Holder, Proc hit. Conf' Dynamic Fluid
of this system was tested in a premixed turbulent flame The Measurement and its Applications, Beiiing, pp. 127-132
temperatures determined by CARS was compared to the results
of fine wire thermocouple. Maeda, M., 1987, Measurement of Velocity component b% a

In spite of the severe conditions, the quality of expermen- miniature 2 color 4 beam LDV probe, in Diagnostics and
tal CARS spectra was adequate There were good correspon- Modeling of Combustion, ed limnuna K et. al., p. 353, .ISME
dence between experimental and calculated CARS spectra from
4100K to 1900K. P s correspondence over a wvide range of Yoshida T., 1987a, Outline of Standard Burners, ibid , pp 351-

temperature suggests validity of present experimental and ana- 352
lytical scheme. The agreement between mean flame tempera-
lures obtained by CARS and those by line %%ire thennocouple Yoshida T, 1987b, Measurement of Velocity and Temperature
"%ere also good using LDV and lhermnocouple. ibid., pp. 359-360)
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CONSIDERATIONS INVOLVING THE APPLICATION OF THE LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETRY TECHNIQUE TO
FLUID MEASUREMENTS WITHIN A RADIAL INFLOW TURBOCHARGER ROTOR

Mr M. J. O¶Rourke and Dr. D. W. Artt

Department of Mechanical Engineering
The Queens University of Belfast

ABSTRACT 2. LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETRY

This paper describes a method by which velocity Laser Doppler velocimetry is a technique which as its
measurements were obtained within the exducer section of a name suggests utilises the Doppler effect to measure the
radial inflow turbine rotor utilising a laser Doppler velocity of particles entrained within a fluid. If the particles
velocimeter. The problems associated with the application of a are of a sufficiently small size then it can be assumed that their
velocimeter to such a harsh environment are highlighted and velocity is representative of the fluid velocity within which
the authors, through a careful consideration of the they are moving. The laser Doppler velocimeter used in the
characteristics of the radial turbine have shown that unique current work is shown diagramatically in Figure 1. Its
techniques can be developed to facilitate the requirements of principle of operation can be explained briefly as follows: Two
the velocimeter. This is illustrated by the development of a monochromatic laser beams having a common source (514.5
solid particle seeding system and also by the adoption of a rim), hence coherent, are focused so as to intersect forming a
fluorescence technique, which enabled near wall measurements region, ellipsoidal in shape, referred to as the !easuring or
to be made. The success or otherwise of the various techniques probe volume'. Within the measuring volume superposition of
adopted is discussed, the incident laser beams results in the formation of a fringe

pattern, consisting of parallel planes of varying light intensity,
as shown in Figure 2. A seed particle traversing these fringes

I. INTRODUCTION will scatter a finite signal of varying intensity, known as the
Doppler signal or Doppler burst This signal when collected

In the modern day research and development of contains all the essential information from which the velocity
turbomachinety, the numerical solution of the 3 dimensional of the particle can be estimated. The component of velocity
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations is becoming an measured is in the plane of the two incident laser beams, along
ever increasingly important design tool. However before such a perpendicular to their common axis. In the velocimeter
solutions can be reliably used, validation with experimental system used the lens which gathers the scattered light
results is essential. Recent advancements in the laser Doppler (receiving lens) is housed in a probe which also contains the
velocimetry technique have resulted in its utiuisation to obtain focusing lens (transmitting lens) of the incident laser beams.
velocity measurements within the various turbomachinery This arrangement is referred to as backacatter and
components upon which the accuracy of these numeric codes unfortunately the intensity of the scattered light is weakest in
can be gauged. this set-up. A photomultiplier is used to convert the scattered

Whilst the laser Doppler technique is non-intrusive to optical signal to an electrical signal and is subsequently
the flow there are however many practical problems associated processed by electronic equipment. For a detailed explanation
with its application to turbomachinery, many of which have of laser velocimetry see Durst et al (1981).
been reviewed by Strazisar (1986). Many of these problems
we highlighted to the extreme in the small diameter (less than
150mm) radial inflow turbine rotor. Coupled with this is the 3. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF LASER
fact that a dearth of quantitative information eit as to the VELOCIMETRY
nature ofthe flow field within, Kitson et al (1991), Ahnmed et
. (1991), Benisek and Stmble (1990) and Benisek and Ther are many common problems associated with the
Siraker (1987). application of laser anemometry in measuring the velocity of

With the aforemntioned in mind, a research project fluid flows. In most applications an artificial seed material
was umdetaken with a view to obtaining velocity needs to be introduced. This seed material must fulfil a
meurmnats upon which a numerical solution could be number of requirements: It must be of sufficient size to
validate faithfully follow the variations in the flow velocity. It alsc:w-.-t

catte light of sufficient intensity to be detected by

3.1.1.
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Figure 1 The laser Doppler velocimetry system

S~the incident laser beams striking the boindary walls is present

n,=•r in the signal as noise and as before may obscure the Doppler

-- It is clear therefore that any sucssu application will
require consideration of the above problems, producing an
adequate seed material and reducing the noise level associated

S~with flare to give an optimum value of the signal to noise ratio.

S% ••m•• ••v)•4. PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WIIH THE

UCIOR aIAWAY O

roanAPPLICATION OF LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETRY TO

PAIbeAUam TO AIZOW

A RADIAL TURBINE ROTOR

Figure 2 The mesreet or probe volume
Laser Doppler velocimetry measurements in a radial

turbine rotor offer additional problems to the above. The
modern equipment. Furhrmr it is necessary to provide an physical makeup of the turbine rotor requires the strobmng of a

optical path by which the incident laser beams of the velocimeter which operates in backscatter as a means of
velocimeter reach the mesreet control volume an by collecting data within the rotating passages. At the high
whchthe scattered light passes t',' the receiving optics. lIn rotational speeds associated with tubmciezy, design of
nmst cases this is via glass or per~pex windows fitted into th electronic strobe units can be diflicult. The siz and nature of
boundary of the control voluro.. However the use of gls the seed particles is critical to success. Rapid rates of
windows leads to further pro'.,les. Firstly, depending on the acceleration coupled with the influence of high centripetal
seed maera used, a depocit nay occur on the window whiuch fores require that the seed particles must be maintained below
will eventnally block the optical path. Secondly, it is an I IlfnL However particles below 0.5145 iun (the laser light

ih ntpropay that when the measuring voum i locted wavelength) scatter light of intensity often insufficient to be
dose tothew~indow, reflection of the incident light beams will detected. This lower limit however is not critical but if all
occw from the tam'fce of the windows, known as 'flare'.h ntue particles were below it then no signal would be detected at all.
case of a velocimeter oprtn in b ,ca the flr wil Additional requirements of a seed material are that they
mix with the ucatttmd light frora the seed particles. Thmis must not combust in the hot gases, often in the range of 273 K
referre to as uigz.l nois an ot ca lm passa• I ing through the turbine. Geneally soild particles are
scterdlight sipal. A siia problem which is genra to therefore required. It is possible however to carry out cold
DiuImy a •cii occini when meaur'ements mr made in flow testing at gas temperatures which would permnit liquid
cloe per mito bo~udmy mdls. Agamnlightr edm = seding to beused Fouling of the optical access window then
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becomes a major problem restricting the experimental time The turbine rotor under test had the specifications
before a window needs to be removed and cleaned, shown in Table 1. Propane gas, combusted in a supply of air

Further fouling of the optical access windows may occur obtained from an industrial screw compressor was used to
as a result of other contaminants, i.e. soot contained within the drive the turbine and exhausted to the atmosphere downstream.
working fluid or as has occurred in the current project, oil from The work output from the turbine was absorbed by the
the bearing housing of the turbocharger rotor. centrifugal compressor which acted as a dynamometer. In the

It is therefore a complex problem to design a test facility following the solution to the various problems, both practical
upon which laser Doppler velocimeter tests can be carried out and technical is described.
successfully. All of the above problems must first be
overcome.

5.1 Seeding

5. THE TEST FACILITY AT QUEENS UNIVERSITY In designing the seeding system the characteristics of
the radial turbine were utilised. Seed particles conforming to

In designing the current test facility at Queens a solution the required dimensions were formed by evaporating atomised
to each problem was sought as it was encountered. The droplets of an aqueous solution of common salt, NaCl, within
existing test facility is shown in Figure 3. The basic unit the hot inlet turbine gases to give crystals of salt. These
consisted of a proprietary turbocharger as shown in Figure 4. droplets were produced and introduced to the flow by a

standard Monarch F-80 fuel nozzle positioned a distance
upstream of the turbine. The evaporation of the droplets
resulted in a temperature drop in the region of the nozzle and

cOSMMo N the nozzle was positioned well upstream of the turbine inlet so
CRAM that the fluid was fully mixed out at turbine inlet. The size of

Sthe salt crystals was controlled by varying the upstream
temperature of the working fluid. Figure 5 shows a diagram ofSI ~ SWAS- AOL the seeding system.

SOLUrRO VALVEF

AF3 b e i

AQUEOW NCIMNAC
SO~nNDM W NZL

Figure 3 Turbine test facility4

Mayo'

VALVE

FLOW VALVE

Figure 5 Aqueous NaCI Seeding System

CaUm A major advantage of the seeding system that has been
M - designed is that the whole mass flow through the turbine rotor

VOtM mwas seeded as opposed to the partial seeding of the flow
obtained by the more common method of point injection. With

Figure 4 Cross-section of turbocharger unit point injection the seed inlet is positioned upstream of the rotor
wheel at the inlet to one of the stator nozzle passages. As each
blade passage passes the seeded nozzle, an amount of seed is

Table I Details of turbine test rotor carried inside the rotor passage by the air mass flow and passes
down through the passage to outlet. In preliminary tests

desg gned 65 000 RPM caried out using point injection it proved difficult to ensure
overall diameter 112 mm that the seeding within the rotor passage coincided with the
blade tip at ialet 15nu measurement volume of the velocimeter. This problem was
exdaer diameter 100 mm heightened by fluctuation in the rotational speed of the rotor
number of blades 14 due to changes in turbine inlet temperature. Furthrmore,
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point injection proved inflexible when a number of different suitable optical bandpass filter placed in the receiving optics
measurement stations were required to be considered or when the fluorescence wavelengths were filtered out leaving only the
the rotor test speed was to be varied, required Doppler signal. One problem which may exist in

general applications is that a laser beam falling consistently on
5.2 By-Pass Combustion Chamber the same spot of paint would cause the paint to burn. However

in a rotating rotor the incident beams are only striking the same
With no by-pass line in the turbine air supply line, point for a finite time once every revolution, certainly not

initial testing at low turbine inlet temperatures proved difficult, sufficiently long enough to burn the paint at the laser powers
Firstly, combustion was unstable and difficult to maintain and required for laser Doppler velocimetry.
secondly, but more importantly, the combustion of the propane
was unclean and fouling of the optical access window resulted. 5.4 Off-Axis Collection of Doppler Signal
A by-pass line with control valve was then added to the test
facility to allow the propane to be burned at a more suitable As a solution to the problem of flare at the optical
temperature. access window, off-axis collection was incorporated. This can

be understood by a consideration of Figure 7. The path of the
5.3 A Fluorescence Technique to Aid Near Wall reflected laser light is so as it does not pass into the receiving
Measurements optics. Care needed to be taken when positioning the

measurement volume as the effects of refraction at the glass
To aid near wall measurements to be made, a window caused translation of the measuring volume.

fluorescent technique was developed which again utilised the
characteristics of the turbine. The principle of the technique
was based on the fluorescent compound Rhodamine 6G found MBoE O M coutLnotN
as an ingredient in fluorescent paints. Figure 6 shows the \ T SIN PATHoF

absorption and fluorescence spectrum of this compound. The RFET I

wavelength of th.e laser light used in this project, 514.5 am, MORE
falls within the absorption spectrum. Any light, with
wavelength falling within the absorption spectrum,
illuminating Rhodamine 6G is absorbed by the compound
which then emits light at wavelengths within the fluorescence
spectrum.

TRANSLAIION OF
MEASURING VOL

ASIOTOW OU12CM2DUE TO
A3S1~ ~ g~WINDOW XHIMACTION

OFfIamAJ. SET-UP OFF-AX5 COL.ECTIM

OWTPU

04Figure 7 Off axis collection of scattered light

026. EXDUCER MEASUREM]ENTS

I Preliminary tests results have been carried out within
0 the exducer section of the rotor to determine the effectiveness

WAVELNI"0132) of the above techniques.
0 M A specimen of seed particles was collected under test
0 * mc~c m53 conditions just downstream of the rotor outlet and examination

under a microscope revealed that the majority (greater tan

Figure 6 Absorption and emmision spectrum of 95%) were of sub-micron size.
Ramine 6 The effectiveness of the fluorescence technque was

estimated by observing the level of noise on an oscilloscope,
firstly with the filter in line and secondly with it removed The

To apply the technique required that the urfaces n filtered sinal noise level was reduced to within 2V % of its
which lae Doppler velocimeter m wer- to b unfiltered value (in determining this the peak transmittance of

made were costed with a f ontaining t Rhodamme 6 the filter which was 50 % of the incident light intensity, was

inedint The incident laser beams of the w taken into account). Measurements wro e obtained up to 0.5

absoRei by the paintnd fuescence occurs. By choice of a m f the blade sf uces.
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7. DISCUSSION
8. CONCLUSIONS

The effectiveness of the test facility thus far has been
encouraging in view of the preliminary measurements that Implementation of the laser Doppler velocimetry
have been made. Measurements were achieved within a technique to particular applications often requires the ingenuity
distance of 0.5 mm of the blade surfaces thus proving the of the test operator to create a test facility upon which valid
success of the fluorescence technique. However there are a velocity measurements can be made. In the case of a radial
few drawbacks with the technique. Firstly a suitable high inflow turbine many problems associated with the application
temperature fluorescent paint has of yet not been obtained and of the technique have been highlighted in the former. By
a standard fluorescent paint of the type used by model makers utilising the characteristics of the radial inflow turbine the
has instead been used. The maximum working temperature of authors have created a suitable test facility upon which laser
this paint has been found to be 393 K and as a result cold flow Doppler Velocimetry can be carried out.
testing had to be carried out operating at an inlet temperature
of 373 K Furthermore, it was noticed that when carrying out
off design tests, that abrasion of the paint on the blade REFERENCES
surfaces at the rotor inlet occurred. This was most likely due
to seed particles impinging on the blade surfaces. However Ahmed, N. A., Foster, C. P. & Elder, R. L. 1991, Laser
further downstream, where the authors are most interested in Anemometry in Turbomachines, Journal of Aerospace
the flow patterns, the paint remained unaffected. Funeering. Proc instn Mech Engrs, Vol 205, pp. 1-12.

The cost of an optical filter with a bandwidth suitable
tor use in the technique was extremely cheap, in the range of Benisek, E. F. & Struble, A. G. 1990, Las Velocimeter
LSOstg for a filter with centre wavelength of 514.5 nm and Measurements in a Turbochamer Turbine. Proc Instn Mech
bandwidth of 10 num. The power of the transmitted light Engrs, C405/009, pp. 1-6.
through the filter however was reduced by 50 %. As a result
signals of weak intensity were lost. This problem could be Benisek, E. F. & Spraker, W. A- 1987, Laser Velocimeter
somewhat counteracted by increasing laser power so as the Measurements at the Rotor Inlet of a Turbocharger Radial
intensity of the scatterd light was increased. With more Inflow Turbine, Presented at the Third International
common methods of flare reduction, such as the use of a matt Svmposiun on Laser Anemometry. FED-Vol 55, pp. 207-213.
black paint to coat the blade surfaces, increasing laser power
results in a reduction of the signal to noise ratio. However the Durst, F., Melling, A. & Whitelaw, J. IL 1981, Principles and
eflect here was to increase fluorescence which was then Practice of Laser DoQoler Anemometrv Academic Press,
filtcred out and ultimately the effect on signal to noise ratio London.
was little.

The use of the salt particles as a means of seeding has Kitson, S. T., Maguire, J. M., Langdon, P. J., Varo, R. G. and
proved most satisfactomy. The vast majority of the particles are Shaw, G. D. 1991, The Computational Experiment Applied to
below I pun and are therefore suitable for velocimetry Aerodynamic Design and Analysis of Turbomachinery, 67th
measmrements. However for those that are not the counter Svmoosium of the AGARD Pronulsion and Eneractics Panels
processor used in the velocimetry system possessed an on advanced Instnimentation for Aero Enuine Components,
amplitude filter which effectively neglected signals above a Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, May 19-23.
certain intensity i.e. those from the largest particles. By
optimising laser power and the amplitude filter suitable data Strazisar, Anthony J. 1986, Laser Fringe Anemometry for Aero
rates were obtained for tests to be carried. Engine Components, International Congress and Exposition

The mechanism by which the salt particles were Detroit, Michigan, NASA TM-88798.
produced remains unclear. It is suspected that at suitable
concentrations, 22.2 cc of NaCI per litre H20, that individual
atomised droplets of the aqueous NaCI form a number of solid
crystal particles of NaCl whose size and hence number
depends on the rate of evaporation of the H20. This in turn is
controlled by the upstream temperature and the mass flow of
the air through the turbine. However at concentrations of NaCI
in excess off 30.0 cc per litre 20 it was found that many larger
particles began to form as well as the smaller particles. It was
suspected that this resulted from too high a concentration of
salt paticles within the inlet flow with a subsequent
qklmanration of particles. A limiting concentration of the salt
mlution was therefore realisoi
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ABSTRACT require high investment for each tested version, but may verify
computer calculations and give data on regions that are not

The present work describes the use of the laser Doppler accessible to numerical simulations.
velocimeter as a tool for flow mapping in a complex geometry
such as vaneless centrifugal blood pump. A typical in vitro test • In vitro blood tests, which provide reliable data of the overall
bench was assembled with some characteristics for optical performance, but no direct information on regional influences.
measurements of flow velocity. Due to the complex geometry,
refractive index matching was obtained by assembling around For pump development all these four methods should be
the pump a Plexiglass box filled with the working fluid. The combined to get an overall understanding of the investigated
measurements reveal that the constrained forced vortex device. A very useful feature resulting from the use of CFD is
technology, in which this pump is based, provides pumping providing information of the flow in a ventricular assist device,
action in a restricted area in the core of the pump. even if it does not exist physically. Due to the complexity of

such devices, successfull attempts of CFD have been overshaded
by the lack of experimental confrontation.

1. INTRODUCTION Flow visualization and velocity measurements have been
described in the literature for pulsatile heart assist devices

The reasons for exploring the applicability of centrifugal (Baldwin ct a], 1990; Jin & Clark, 1993; Bertram & Nugent.
pumps as a heart assist device were the problems associated to 1993). Recirculating and stagnant flows were possible to
the use of the pulsatile pneumatic artificial ventricule. Saxton observe in a sac-type pneumatically driven device and in a
and Andrews (1960) pointed out that the big size, the high power pusher plates pump. For nonpulsatile devices, Schima et al 1993
requirements and the accelerated degradation of plastic have described flow visualization in an upscale model of
components after many hours of use were the main limitations of impeller centrifugal pump. In such type of device, the presence
pulsatile devices. At present, among the currently available of extremely high velocity gradients in the vicinity of the vanes
devices, centrifugal blood pumps receive special attention for limits the application of CFD methods and, consequently, flow
their simplicity, relatively low cost of utilization and low measurements using a non-invasive technique is recommended.
hemolysis level. The constrained vortex technology, used in the In the case of vaneless centrifugal pumps, numerical
construction of vaneless centrifugal pumps (Kletchka et al, models are stable enough to provide information about the flow
1975). has eliminated the need for the vanes, and the blood, in the device and may be compared to experimental
gently pumped by the action of its viscosity, may circulate in the measurements obtained from Laser Doppler Velocimeter.
system with low doses of anticoagulants. However, all these (LDV).
important features are not enough to guarantee mechanical To provide information regarding the flow in a vaneless
reliability and low blood cells damage in the long term centrifugal pump (rotating concentric cones), which are not
operation. Additionally, an optimal situation in which the available in the open literature, a tuti circuit was assembled with
volume of blood needed for operation (prime's volume) is special characteristics for optical measurements. The present
minimal and performance is maximum have not been achieved work describes the use of the LDV technique as a tool for flow
yet. mapping and the procedures to obtain the refractive index

It is known that proper development of centrifugal blood matching between the working fluid and the pump are discussed.
pumps requires four tools:

* Hyfraulic measurements, which gives a basic feeling on pump 2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

performance and a global value of its efficiency.
2.1. The Device

* Computational FluMa Dynamics (CFD), which helps to
determine problem areas, but cannot yet be applied for The device studied is commonly used in ventricular
quantification of blood trauma. assistance and in cardiopulmonary bypass procedures. The pump

is formed by three concentric cones (Fig. 1) assembled on a
* Flow visualization and local velocity measurement, which magnetic rotor. A magnet at the base of the cones is married to a

console magnet. The console turns the magnets and the cones
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spin. As the cones rotate, energy is imparted to the fluid in two index of the pump's constructive material (Plcxiglass).
forms, potential energy (pressure), and kinetic energy (flow).
The multiple cones assembly is to increase the internal surface
area which provides an increasing of the energy imparted to the
fluid. At the pump's suction inlet, the negative pressure, caused
by centrifugal effects, induces the blood flow into the pump's
rotating channels. Then, the momentum imparted by the rotating ( 1
surfaces is transmitted to the blood by the fluid-surface (7)
interaction due to viscous drag. There is also fluid-fluid
interaction in the bulk of the fluid where an interplay between
viscous forces and inertia forces exists to balance the pressure
gradient established within the rotating channels. The magnitude (6)
of the viscous and inertia forces depends on flow regime. The
pumping action occurs due to the centrifugal force induced by (2)
the rotational speed of the fluid, and the magnitude of the
pressure gradient depends on the magnitude of the through flow
and rotational speed of the disks.

Finally, at the end of the rotating channels, the fluid is led
to the exit tube by a voluta type channel in the pump's housing.

inlet inlet---•(4) 0 ° (5)

Fig. 2- The test circuit. (1) cylindrical tank, (2) control valve. (3)
centrifugal pump, (4) control unit, (5) flow resistor, (6) turbine
type flow meter and (7) U-tube differential manometer.

outlet Although proper refractive index matching between
working fluid and device was obtained, a suitable system of
reference was difficult to be adopted because of the complex
geometry of the pump. Futhermore, refraction at the curved
external walls of the pump distorts significantly the

14• -76.5 mm . measurement volume dimension, orientation and fringe pattern
I itself. The elimination of curved boundary between regions of

Fig. I - Schematic representation of the vaneless pump (multiple different refractive index (air and Plexiglass) was possible by
smooth rotating cones). means of a prismatic box filled with the working fluid assembled

externally to the pump's housing. This procedure allows the
2.2. The experimental system and the measurement technique. utilization of a cartesian-based system of reference and

eliminates distortions of the measurement volume. Figure 3
A typical in vitro test bench was assembled in order to shows the prismatic transparent box installed around the pump

reproduce flow resistance of a circulatory system. Figure 2 and the relative position of the cartesian reference frame. The
depicts schematically the test circuit. dashed line indicates the Z position where the measurements,

Flow rate is monitored by a turbine flow meter (6), whose presented in this work, were performed.
uncertainty is around 0.3%. Flow rate can be regulated by a By employing this technique, no corrections were used
flow resistor (5). Pump rotating speed can be varied by for the measured velocity data and the measurement volume
controlling the excitation voltage of the brushless DC motor in position could be easily determined by knowing refractive index
the console (4) and it is measured by an optical proximity of the fluid/Plexiglass relative to air.
sensor installed on the pump rotor. Pressure rise across the The working fluid (79% saturated aqueous solution of
pump is monitored by a U-tube differential manometer (7). Nal, 20% glycerine and 1% distilled water, by volume) was

Main difficulty in performing velocity measurements chosen to match transport properties of blood and optical
inside the vaneless pump is related to its small dimensions and properties of Plexiglass. At 25"C, the blood analog fluid has an
very complex geometry. Only a non invasive measurement absolute viscosity (li) of 4.2 x 10-3 kg/ms (measured with a
technique, as LDV, can be employed for velocity measurement
in such flow. Nevertheless, pump geometry imposes the rotoviscometer at shear rates of 1000 and 2000 s-l) and density
application of a Refractive Index Matching (RIM) technique to (p) of 1682.9 kg/m3 , resulting in a kinematic viscosity (v) of
access, with the LDV measurement volume, the inner regions of 2.5 x 10.6 m2/s. The measured refractive index of the solution is
the pump. In fact, its double curvature and the difference 1.486 (± 0.006). which matches accurately the refractive index
between refractive index of air. plexiglass and the working fluid of Plexiglass.
would produce fring- distortion, affect probe volume location or Such fluid at 25*C satisfies Reynolds similitude to blood
even impair its formation inside the pump. For these reasons the at 370C.- its kinematic viscosity is similar to the blood at shear
working fluid was prepared in order to have the same refractive rates above 500 si
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150 Hz depending in thc location of the measurement volume
(low rates in the ncar-wall regions). In ordcr to samplc a

inlet tube statiscally meaningful population at each measurement point.
S10000 data were collccted and processed to compute mean and

RMS velocity.
box Although rcfractive index matching is achieved with less

than ±1% uncertainty. coincidence of the blue (488nm) and
green (514.5nm) mcasurcnient volumes was observed not to be
good when beams cross more than six plcxiglass surfaces and
conscquently. reducing validated data rate if measurements are
taken in coincidence mode. Therefore, this first investigation is-:1 Performed without imposing coincidence on Doppler Signals.S=-5 l.X Special attention should be paid to practical

measurements problems which arise if the working fluid is in
contact with air and polychromatic light, due to rapid oxidation
which leads the redution of its optical transmission coefficient
for the blue and green light. If such thing happens data rate and
signal to noise rate drop and measurements cannot be taken.
The fluid degradation was dclhycd by assembling a hermetic
test circuit and protecting it from polychromatic light.

Fig.3 - The Plexiglass prismatic box assembled in pump's 3. RESULTS
housing. The whole pump. immersed in a box filled with the
working fluid allows the utilization of the cartesian system of The objectives of the measurements presented in the this
rcfercnce.and renders refraction possible only across flat work are twofold: to evaluate the effects of the rotational speed
surfaces. of vancless cones on the flow and to observe possible regions of

Undesirable recirculating flow.

A four beam Ar' ion based LDV system was Used in a It has been experimentally observed that the red blood

backscatter configuration for two component velocity cells (RBC) damage in a shear flow is due to two factors acting
macksurementsr Fonigureatinch rw component. tesofcidntil at the same time: the level of shear stress and the exposure time
measurements. For each component, th e beams of identical of the cell membrane to these forces (Levrertt ct al.
wavelenghts were crossed at their beam waists to form an 1972;.Suteia. 1971; Blackshear & Blackshear, 19S7). Hence, a
ellipsoidal measurement volumne. With a 160 mm focal lenght low level of hemolysis can be expected in flows with high shear

len. the resulting ellipsoid, computed inside the pump, had swr e l of the exo s is short e ne t , in f ow s ewy. high

diameter of 0.0781 mm and lcnight of 0.9779 mmn. The Stress if the exposture time is short enotigh. Conversely, high
dimcnir of the measurement volume are s afficicntl h small, level of hemolysis can be expected in flows with low shear
dimensions l stress if the exposure time is long enough. A desirable feature incompared to channel width, to resolve axial anti radial velocity a blood pump would be low shear stress and short exposure
profiles along the X axis and to resolve axial and tangential times. Evidently, these two characteristics arc difficult to be
velocity profiles along Y axis.To measure negative velocities, found at the same time because short exposure time means
Bragg cells were used to shift the frequency of one of the two incresing shear Stresses in the flow. Therefore, an optimal
beams for each component by 40 MHz. The two sample compromise between them should be achieved.
volumes were coincident and were oriented so that orthogonal The measurements were performed in the x-y plane at z
velocity components were measured. -5 mm. taken as reference the cartesian system of Fig. 3. The

Velocity data are collected with no reference to rotor
angular position. due to its symmetry. A fiber optic probe was flow resistor was regulated to impose a resistance or 122 x 106

used for beam delivery; its optical axis is aligned to the Y axis N s m- 5 (1220 dyn s cm5) to reproduce a typical level of
of the pump reference frame. Quality of refractive index systemic vastular resistance. Rotational speed of 1800 and 3000
matching can be experimentally obseve(I by looking it ixn•ia rev/min were switched in the console to generate flow rates of
01.11,1" t,,,ss , liIC1 it' i.,1' tlh.% y 1111 liluiY tI16 li hl lit agld 2,2 mid 3.' ll/mii. , sliec' ively typicial vislues rol auilt
reflections at each cone surface are mitimi.cd. ventricular assistance.

Measurement volume is moved across the pump by a In figs. 4..5 and 6. internal boundary of the stationary
three axis traversing system. Motions along X and Y axis are walls (pump's housing) and the rotating cone arc represented by
driven by step motors (± 0.01 mm uncertainty), while Z motion straight lines intercepting X axis at -13 and 13 mm (thick lines).
is manually controlled (± 0.05 mm). Alignment is performed and, at -8.9 and 8.9 mm, respectively.
with respect to the external box and to the inner walls of the The particles of the fluid follows a spiral trajectory inside
pump's housing. It should be stressed that these pumps, being the pump. The driving force of such flow are the viscous
manufactured in Plcxiglass by a casting technology, exhibit drag.which acelerates the fluid along divergent channels and the
large geometric tolerances. pressure gradient induced by the costraincd forced vortex. The

Signals are processed by two burst spectrum aw.alyzers, pressutre gradient, established between the outlet and the inlet of
operated in a burst mode, due to scarse natural seeding density. the pump is balanced by the viscous and inertial forces of the
The sampling rate of the LDV was dependent on the rate of flowing fluid. Therefore, in regions of the fno, where this
occurence of the Doppler bursts and the lpwcr of the balance is not verified. i.e. near a stationary wall, a backflow
photomultipliers. In the experiments. without added seeding may occur.
particles, data rate was generally in the range between 20 and Once established, such flow pattern may be easily

ohscrvcd in the axial velocity profile. This velocity component
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(parallel of Z axis) gives information on the pumping action in a fluid particle maintains its tangential velocity describing a
the plane of measurements and has the same orientation circular pathline.
displayed in fig. 3 -upward positive.

Figure 4 shows the axial velocity profile along the X axis. a 1800 rpm
In the external channel formed by a stationary and a rotating -300 rpm
walls (X < -8.9 and X > 8.9). the velocity profile which has 0.4 .------- -- .
similar profiles for both rotational speed is oriented upward, 1

denoting a backflow. The presence of a stationary wall and the 0 *- rotaung cones 0
divergent geometry of the channel make that the positive 0.2- VO
pressure gradient, betweme inlet and outlet, became high enough 1 \ 0 o
to overcome the fluid forces, therefore inducing backflow. From 0 I '•v o 0.
basic fluid mechanics theory (Schlichting. 1979) it is known that 2600 0
boundary layer thickness for a stationary wall in a rotating fluid "-.-.
is twice the thickness for the case of a rotating wall in a -3
stationary fluid. This may be the reason for the asymmetry of the 0
axial velocity - negative velocities more pronunciated in the wall -0.4 - o
side -profile in the external channel.

On the other hand, inside the rotating cone (-8.9 < X < -0.6
8.9). the flow is clearly downward and the profile reveals the -15  -10 -5 0 5 10 15
action of the interplay between viscous drag (pumping driving X (mm)
force) and centrifugal forces in the region near the rotating Fig. 5 - Radial velocity. The increasing of the rotational speed
surfaces, and pressure induced gradient in the core of the flow. reveals a misalignement in the rotor shaft.

* 1800 rpm It may observed that the actual pumping effect of the
* 3000o rpm rotating cone occurs in a restricted area in the core of the flow,where the radial and tangential components vanishe and the

1 - ,- -'7'. axial velocity reaches its maximum levels. In the border of this

0 oregion, called constrained forced vortex, exist radial and
0.5 muting cones -tangential velocity gradients which render possible the mass

A a conservation in this pump section.d 0" •The tangential velocity profile is displayed in Fig. 6.

.00 below. It was possible to measure the tangential velocity of the
1 -orotating cone. As expected, the tangential component reaches its

S-0.~ , 0 ,,., *o maximum values in the rotating wall and decreases as the
ao 0 0CM000measurement volume is placed away from the cone. In the

- F • °° °° vortex core the tangential velocity profiles exhibits the same
pattern with values near zero. This is not verified in the external

- .channel, formed by a rotating and a stationary wall. The profiles

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 are similar, but the values of the tangential velocity are greater
X (mM) for 3000 rev/min. The ratio between the measured tangential

velocity for both operational situations in the each grid position
Fig. 4 - AY'al velocity along X axis at Z = -5 mm The balance is about 5/3, the same ratio between the rotational speed
between viscous/inertial forces and the established pressure imposed to the cones (3000/1800).
gradient along the pump determines the signal of the axial
velocity. 1.00 rpm

o 
30

0
0

rpm

Radial velocity is parallel to the X axis and its orientation 4 ...... ,
is the same displayed in fig. 3 (positive values are left-to-right 3 -- ingconcs 0 o
direction). This component gives information on the flow across
the channel and low values are expected to be found. At 1800 Z 2 * -•

rev/min, radial velocity profile displays a discrete symmetry in I

the central channel. As the rotational speed increases (3000 0

rev/min), the effects of misalignements of the rotor shaft leaves G0
its signature on the radial velocity profile. The flow in this - 8
region is influenced by the vortex induced by the rotating - "
channel and by the disturbance due to the rotating edge of .-2
another cone few milimeters below. Such disturbance is due to -3
the increasing pumping action which acelerates the fluid in the H
core of the established vortex and, at the same time there is a -4 - . , ......

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 i5flow rearrangement due to the presence of the rotating cone X (mm)
which induces the fluid towards itself. Additionally. the presence
of another rotating channel few milimeters below the Fig 6 -Tangential velocity. The profile at the center of the pump
measurement plane induces a stagnation region in the border of reveals the pumping action of the constrained forced vortex.
the induced vortex. It should be noticed that "stagnation region"
means that there is no flow downward or upward, and obviously
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4. CONCLUSION Hemolysis in Handbook of Biocnginecring, eds. R. Skalak & S.
Chien. pp 15.1-15.19, McGraw Hill, New York.

This paper reports preliminary measurements in a
nonpulsatilc vcntricular assist device. A test circuit was designed Jin W.& Clark C. 1993. Experimental investigation of unsteady
to reproduce the flow resistance of an adult human and to allow flow behaviour within a sac-type ventricular assist device
optical measurement of the velocity field by LDV. Special (VAD), J iomnehajncs. vol. 26. n 6, pp 697-707.
attention has been devoted to develop a working fluid which
matches transport properties of blood and provides refractive Kletschka, H. D.. Raffcrty. H.. Olscn. D.A., Clausen, E.W..
index matching necessary for using optical measurement Hubbard. L.C.. Robinson, A.R.& Larson, W.H. 1975. Artificial
techniques in complex geometry. The influence of the rotational Heart: Development of efficient atraumatic blood pump. A
speed on the axial, radial and tangential profiles are displayed review of the literature concerning in vitro testing of blood
and reveals that the pumping action of the vaneless centrifugal pumps for hemolysis, Minnesota Med, pp. 757-781.
pump is restricted to a region where the constrained forced
vortex is established. The measurements performed in this L.cverett L. B.. Hellums J. D., Alfrey C.P.& Lynch B.C. 1972,
preliminary study provide precious information on the regions in Red blood cell damage by shear stress, Rionbys J , vol. 12, pp
which mechanical damage of blood comlxrnents may occur and 257-273.
they may give directions to future tests.

Rand R.P. 1964. Mechanical properties of red cell membrane.
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ABSTRACT field associated with the phenomena of rotating stall in a radial

compressor. Once the stall occurs, the flow field is set under the

The paper presents the turbulent flow measurements in a subject of the strong fluctuation with a dominating frequency of
vaned diffuser passage associated by intense turbulence due to stall rotation. The establishment of the flow measuring
the wake of impeller blades. A multi-angle laser-2-focus technique that takes into account the periodic nature of the flow
velocimeter, that is suitable to measuring high-speed flows with field is therefore desired. Apart from the rotating stall, the flow
strong variation of flow direction, is used together with a novel field in the diffuser part is strongly affected by the wake of
digital signal processing technique. From the ensemble impeller blade, which is also of great engineering interest.
averaging of the velocity signals as synchronized with the The objective of the present study is two fold: The
impeller-blade motion, it has been confirmed that the periodic primary purpose is the application of the recently developed
fluctuation ofvelocity vector due to the impeller wake persists in MALV system to the measurements of flows in
the middle of the diffuser passage, and it is transferred turbomachinery. To clarify the time-dependent feature of the
downstream with the speed which is comparable to the local flow in the diffuser passage. is the secondary purpose. The
flow velocity. discussions will be made on the basis of the ensemble-averaging

of the periodic flow field, and the characteristic behavior of the
periodic fluctuation will be compared with the time-averaged

INTRODUCTION flow field.

It has been clarified that about one-third of the whole
stage losses takes place in the diffuser passage (Agrawal, et al., MAL. -SYSTEM
1991). The detailed flow measurement in the diffuser is
therefore of great engineering importance, and a number of Optical Arrangement
studies on internal flow have been undertaken for optimum The optical arrangement of the present system is
design of turbo-machines. Among other complex flow schematically shown in Fig. I (a). A 40mW-infrared (X=780nm)
characteristics in the diffuser, the rolls of periodic fluctuation laser diode (SHARP Inc., LT025MD) was used as light source.
occurring in diffusers are not sufficiently understood, although The originally plane-polarized light was changed into circular-
the extremely strong fluctuations in a diffuser of centrifugal polarized beam by J4-plate (LP), after collimated by the lens 1.
compressor have been recognized as a result of characteristic
wake of impeller vanes (Krain, H., 1981).

Because of the high velocity and fluctuation, the
measurement of the flow field in the compressor should be4 i
undertaken by advanced velocimeter. The multi-angle laser-2- Splitting prism
focus velocimeter (MALV) is a variant of laser two focus \
velocimeter (L2F), that takes the advantage of L2F for high- ..---•-- -.- L
speed flow measurement and enables the instantaneous velocity
vector measurements by using a pair of four-channel Si-
avalanche photodiode arrays. Because the direction of the flow Lens 7
can be relatively easily determined, the extreme preciseness in
manufacturing the optical probe, usually required for rotating \PH
the probe to determine the flow direction, is not necessary, and P S
the system can be relatively easily miniaturized by using e.g. a L P P
laser diode and Si-avalanche photodiodes instead of the gas '\, / :
laser and photo-multipliers. These advantages of the MALV - " "9.J Prob.

have enabled the application to the flow measurements in a Probe
centrifugal compressor whose complex geometry makes it 4 voume
difficult for conventional velocimeters to get an efficient access Lens 1 Lens 2 Lens 3 Lens 4 45" Lens 5 Lens 6
of the measuring !robe.

The present paper documents the preliminary results
from a course of study in clarifying the complex turbulent flow Fig. I(a): A schematic or MALV optical system
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I '•,'s Co mpressor

SOpt ial system driver
Fig. F (b): MALV probe Synchro Signal processor

lade detco
~Data for velocity

APD arraysceI
fcon. Phase of w blade

Tracers imagea e e s

iracer Fig. 3: SynchronRnng system go blade phase
particle •

TDetecting
lenses comparing the channel number of the two APD arrays (Fig. 2

/probe volume (b)). The pitch between detectable directions was a function of
the magnification. The arrangement with the pitch of 3 degrees

Fig. 2 (a): Receiving alignment pwas adopted in the present study.
Signal Procesin

The detected signal pulses were digitized by the 4-S~channel amplifier and comparator before transferred to the

mc ory unit in personal computer through a high speed
memory board.

There is two methods to acquire particle flight time. One~is the so-called time-of-flight method (TOF) which measures
the time interval between passing of two foci directly, and the

~other is the cross correlation method which takes a time

correlation between signals of two foci. Since the number
density of tracer particle is low in the present case, the TOF

method is adopted rather than the cross correlation method.
Fig. 2 (b): Detection of direction by APD arrays

SIGNAL SYNCHRONIZATION

In order to capture the periodic fluctuation componentThe laser beam was divided by a Woltaston-prism (PS) into two induced by moving blades, ensemble averaging of the signals
beams that splits a circular-polarized beam into plane-polarized were undertaken in synchronization to the blade angles, see Fig.
two beams of equal intensity which have polarization planes 7. As shown in the timing diagram, Fig. 8, the scattered light
perpendicular to each other. Both of them were focused by lens from compressor blades was taken by a blade detector for
4. and then projected by transmitting lenses (lens 5, 6) to form starting time counter, and the arrival time of the tracer particle
the probe volume. was stored together with the velocity signal. The counter was

Figure I (b) shows the probe volume of MALV. The reset by the next impeller blade. The ensemble averaging of the
probe volume was consisted from two beam waists with the data is performed for a fixed blade phase angle, with each
beam distance S of 405 gm. Because the laser diode has the window covering one fifth of the blade interval.
beam with ellipse-like cross-section, both of the two beam The periodically fluctuating flow velocity with
waists had elliptical cross section with their longer axis set magnitude V and direction a may be decomposed into three
perpendicular to the line connecting them. components as

Scattered lights were detected by the four-channel Si-
avalanche photo diode (APD) arrays in backward mode as
shown in Fig. 2 (a). The optical image of the two elliptic- V=V+I)+V"
sectioned beam waists were projected individually onto the two a=a-+ a'
APD arrays in the manner as illustrated in the figure. The path
of the tracer particle through the probe volume could bedfthetermined bypmitorin theough chanel pofe dodme- coverg with the quantities with - denote time-averaged component, anddetermined by monitoring the channel of diode-array covering

each beam waist. Once the location of the particle in the probe those with - and " correspond to the periodic and turbulent
volume was known, the flow direction could be evaluated by fluctuation components, respectively.
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Blade detector
signal Pitot tube To atmosphere

(To manometer)

Clock

Counter value 01234 :... " 01234... Flow rate rol v

Counter value . 3

up ptical window
MALV stream

signal Down

stream 
•Centrifugal

compressor
Fig. 4: Encoding timing diagram. or

TEST RIG

Flow System Fig. 5: Flow system
Figure 5 shows the flow system. The compressor inlet

was opened to the air. and outlet flow was exhausted to the Diffuser
atmosphere through the pipe with a control valve. A 140KW Test sectionl (stationary)
blower supplied air into a turbine on the same axle of the
compressor. Figure 6 shows the test centrifugal compressor. The
impeller had 14 blades and rotated at up to 10000rpm in the
present study. The diffuser had II straight vanes. The diffuser
axial passage width b was 16mm, and all measurements were
performed on the middle plane, i. e. zib = 0.5, with z being the
axial location from the shroud wall. The diffuser vanes were
fixed on the shroud side, and their height h was 8mm. The other
configuration of the diffuser is summarized in Table 1.
In the present study, the measurements were performed under
the conditions presented in Table 2. The flow coefficient 0P is
defined as Air flow.

=U (2) Diffuser vane
U2

SFig. 6 (a): Test centrifugal compressor

with U, being the bulk mean velocity in radial direction which

l( Diffuser channel

is calculated front the measured volume flow rate Q as Dcfnferline

U, Q P4- 140

;= Qrr, (3) 3/ 130

P.
r.120

and U2 denotes the tip speed of the impeller.
vanes

Test Section / -
The details of the test section is shown in Fig. 6; a close- r - -

up view of the measuring section is presented in Fig. 6(b). The
diffuser shroud wall at the corresponding location was replaced
by an optical fiat acrylic window. The velocity along the arcs / Air flow Rotor
with constant radius, r = 125, 130, 135 and 140mm, are
measured, and especially at four measuring points P1. P2, P3
and P4. which are aligned to the centerline of the diffuser
channel, the periodic velocity motion was analyzed in detail. Fig. 6 (b): Test section
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Table !. Geometric configuration of the diffuser

Parameter Dimension

Inlet radius (r) 91 Imml

Outlet radius (t8) 180 1mmi

Diameter ratio (r./1r) 1.84

Axial width (b) 16 1mml

Vane height (h/h) 0.5

Vane thickness 2.5 1mml
Vane length 110 Imml
Vane number I I

Channel divergence angle 33 [deg.) 0 1.u

Vane setting angle 10 (deg) j/

Table 2. Experimental conditions

Parameter Condition I Condition 2 (a): condition I

Number of revolution Ierpm] 4500 10000

Rotor tip speed U2 [m/sJ 46.2 102.6

Blade motion frequency [Hzj I.1 X 103  2.3 x 10'

Blade motion period[msl 0.95 0.43

Flow coefficient 0 0.3 0.3 /

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Time Averaged Flow Field
Figure 7 shows the vector map of time averaged velocity

field (V, U ) in the diffuser channel for the both of two
conditions. The lengths of the velocity vectors are normalized by
the rotor tip speed U2. It seems that the mean flow direction is
almost conform to diffuser channel centerline, and there is a
similarity between the two flow fields (a) and (b). 0 1.0

The turbulence intensity (RMS value of V without i
phase-averaging) and fluctuation in the velocity vector direction
a are presented at the four measuring positions Pi to P4 in Fig.
8. The RMS of the turbulent velocity fluctuation reaches about
20 percents of the local velocity at each points for the both
conditions. For the condition 1, it is seen that the RMS value is
nearly constant throughout the channel, while turbulence motion
seems to increase gradually along the flow direction for the (b): condition 2
condition 2 Fig. 7: Mean velocity vectors

Periodically fluctuating
Figure 9 presents the RMS value of the periodic

fluctuation in velocity vector magnitude and its direction. The The temporal variation of periodical fluctuation is
magnitude of the fluctuation is of one order smaller as compared
with the turbulent component. For the condition 1. both the presented in Fig. 10; (a) shows the flow velocity fluctuation V

velocity fluctuation and the fluctuation of direction decrease and (b) shows the flow direction fluctuation d for the condition
monotonously in downstream direction. On the other hand, it is I as a function of dimensionless time T defined as T= t /b., with
seen that the RMS of velocity for the condition 2 indicates more
complex feature. The flow direction drops rapidly at point P4 for tbl being the period of the blade motion. I cycle of the rotor
the condition 2. Taking into account the relatively mild variation blade motion is equal to 0.95ms. It is clearly seen that the flowfluctuates with the same frequency as the blade cycle. The flow
of the turbulent fluctuation components of V and a, it is direction fluctuation has particularly large correlation to the
understood that the organized fluid motion caused by the wake motion of rotor blades, with the maximum direction difference
of the impeller blade is diminished more rapidly than turbulent being 4 degrees at each locations, PI to P4.
fluctuation.
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Fig. 9 (b): RMS of flow direction fluctuation a the product a, -a 2 obtained at five discrete time instants as

It is further observed that the velocity and/or direction I m-1

fluctuation at four locations are in sequential manner, i.e. the a, (TO) C2 (T, + T)=- - (di(T)d 2 (Tn + r)]. (5)
periodic motion is transferred to downstream with a constant m n=0

velocity. The corresponding figures for the condition 2 are

presented in Fig. 11. In this case, I cycle is equal to 0.43ms. It is where m is the number of time intervals within I cycle
seen that there is a similar tendency as has been observed in the

condition I in terms of the clear periodicity and shift of profiles (m= 5). By applying Eq. (4) to the quantities at different time

in the sequential manner, instants, the space-time correlation can be evaluated.

In order to analyze the propagation of periodical In order to examine the analogy between the flow fields

fluctuation more quantitatively, the correlation between for two different conditions, the cross correlation of the

fluctuation at differeni points are evaluated. The correlation corresponding quantities are calculated for the same spatial

function Re, is defined as: location and same time instant. The results indicate that the

average of cross correlation functions at T = 0 was 0.76, thus

R t !(T)*ci2 (T+r) confirming that there is a high correlation between the flow
(4) fields, in spite of the large difference (2.2 times) in rotating

V/al 2 V222 frequency.
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1.5 
RE MpAR

1 ,3 CONCLUDING REMARKS
1.0 **-i P.
0. ..- " . The application of the multi-angle laser-2-focus

0.0 - . velocimeter (MALV) to the measurements of the unsteady flow
0.0- ... in a diffuser of centrifugal compressor has been performed by

-0.5 taking into account the periodic flow fluctuation due to the wake
" .0 "'at2 ...... of the impeller blades Although the MALV must be used as a

00.0 -I 04 0.6 08 conventional L2F velocimeter under a few operations for the
I measurements due to strong turbulence, the flows with

(a): Condition I maximum more than 8 degrees of variation in velocity vector

1.5 -_* ,- " r direction could be successfully measured by MALV with only

1 o-r,0r', few rotations of the optical probe per one measuring point

0 . It is confirmed that the measured low fluctuations has
"00 -- appreciable periodic fluctuations; its magnitude in terms of the

.0 .flow direction reaches up to degrees at maximum from peak to
0•5 P --- -peak. The RMS of flow direction fluctuation which correlates

"1.0 •Ibetween the blade motion and the flow direction decreases with
0.0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 the increasing RMS of turbulent fluctuation in downstream

r direction for the higher rotor revolution. The fluctuation is
(b): Condition 2 transferred in downstream at a rate which is of same order as the

Fig. 12: Space-time correlations Re, between local mean velocity. The same tendencies have been observed

point Pt and other point for different impeller rotation speed in terms of the phase angle

1.0 -- o -Pt-P2 of the periodical fluctuation as well as its transmitting rate.
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ABSTRACT secondary flow field is necessary. The aim of this research is to
identify, document, and analyze secondary flows in the mixed

A laser velocimeter was used to measure the secondary flow flow pump for several different operating conditions of the
field in the mid and exit planes of an automotive torque torque convener.
converter pump. Four significantly different pump and turbine
speed operating conditions of the torque converter were tested.
Results showed counter-clockwise circulating secondary flow in 1.1 Previous Studies of Torque Converter Internal Flows
the pump mid plane and clockwise circulating secondary flow in
the exit plane for all torque converter operating conditions. A comprehensive review of relevant torque converter
Typical secondary velocity magnitudes were 1.0 mis, while literature was included in papers by Bahr et al. 11991] and
typical through flow velocities were 1.5 mis. From the measured Gruver et al. [19941. For the sake of brevity only a few
velocities the average flow vorticity was calculated. The significant papers are reviewed herein.
magnitudes of the dimensional secondary velocity and the The average velocity flow field in the stator of an
average flow vorticity were seen to decrease with decreasing automotive torque converter was described by Bahr et al. [19911.
pump speed in both the mid and exit planes. Also, the highest For their research, a torque converter was machined entirely
average vorticity and secondary flow magnitudes were observed from Plexiglas and a one directional laser velocimeter was
for a low turbine/pump speed ratio. employed to measure the flow field. Detailed velocity profiles

for five planes in the stator and for two speed ratios were
presented. Separation was observed in the stator for both the

1. INTRODUCTION 0.065 and 0.8 speed ratios.
Gruver et al. [1994] and Brun et al. [1994] used the same

The standard automotive torque converter is a recirculating experimental facility to determine the flow field in the pump of
hydrodynamic, mixed flow turbomachine (containing both axial an automotive torque convener. Velocity vector plots for the
and radial flow) with three independent elements that govern the inlet, mid-, and exit planes were presented for the 0.065 and
internal flow field. These elements are 'the pump, which 0.800 speed ratios. Separation regions were observed at the
energizes the working fluid and is connected to the automobile's core-suction side in the pump mid- and exit planes for the 0.065
engine, the turbine, which absorbs the fluid energy and drives speed ratio. Circulatory secondary flow was observed for both
the transmission shaft, and the stator, which redirects the fluid to speed ratios in the mid- and exit planes.
obtain zero flow incidence into the pump at a specific design The unsteady torque converter turbine inlet flow field was
speed ratio (for the remainder of this manuscript speed ratio is measured by Brim and Flack 11993). A method to analyze the
defined as the turbine rotational speed divided by the pump unsteady flow field in any rotating turbomachine element was
angular speed). The pump and the turbine are rotating at developed and applied to the torque convener. Strong influence
different speeds, while the stator is either locked or allowed to of the pump on the turbine inlet flow field, with a jet/wake
float freely, depending on the particular design and application. region migrating through the turbine inlet at the blade interaction

Due to the significant curvature of the flow path (forcing frequency, was demonstrated.
the fluid to complete two 180 degree turns axially) and the By and Lakshminarayana [1991,19931 measured average
different angular speeds of the elements the flow field is highly static pressures on the blades of an automotive torque convener
three dimensional. The three dimensional flow in the torque stator and pump, respectively. Their results showed that the
converter can be divided into meridional and non-meridional static pressure distribution is generally poor at the blade core
(secondary) velocity components. Secondary flows in the torque section and that centrifugal force has a dominant effect on the
converter pump are undesirable since they cause viscous energy static pressure rise in the pump, Later, By et al. [19931
loses and do not contribute to the pumping process. Thus, to developed a three-dimensional viscous flow code to predict the
optimize future torque converter pump designs (and minimize flow field of a torque convener pump. Results showed that the
internal flow losses) a thorough understanding of the internal pump rotation has a majo, effixt on the secondary flow field
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Browarzik and Grahl [1992) used hot film anemometry to of 1.489 at 25 0C and I.480 at 50°C. The specific gravity is 0.9
examine the flow field at the inlet and outlet of the pump and at 16°C, and the viscosity varies from 19 cSt at 40°C to 4 cSt
turbine of the torque convener. A frequency spectrum showing at 100°C. The oil was seeded with metallic coated glass
the relative magnitudes of velocities at the turbine exit is particles of 12 pm diameter. The oil was chosen to match the
presented. Further research was recommended. index of refraction of the Plexiglas (1.490). However. perfectly

matching the index of refraction of the oil and the Plexiglas was
1.2 Objectives impossible because of thermal transients and gradients in the oil

during torque converter operation and because of birefringent
For this research the same experimental facility as described properties of Plexiglas, especially after machining. Since all

by Bahr et al. [19911, Gruver at al. [1993), and Brun et al. laser beams had to cross through five or more Plexiglas-oil
[1993] was utilized to measure the secondary flow field in the interfaces at sometimes high angles of incidence, crossing more
pump mid and exit plane (for the remainder of this paper, the than two beams during the measurement time interval at one
secondary flow is defined as the velocity components normal to location was usually impossible. Hence, multidirectional laser
the through flow direction). Four significantly different velocimetry was unsuitable.
operating conditions were tested. Velocity vector plots of the
secondary flow results are included herein. Based on the
measured velocities the average flow vorticities were determined. CONAINMENT BOX

This paper provides the most complete and detailed data of the
secondary flow field in the torque converter pump published to
date. Results presented offer not only a basic understanding of
the torque converter pump flow field, but also serve as a pump TURSINE

benchmark for mixed flow turbomachinery computational flow STATOR T C Hous,1o

codes. S O

2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND DATA ACQUISITION T
OUT'PUT SKXfTiNUTSyF

The overall schematic of the experimental test rig is shown '-

in Figure 1. The torque converter test fixture, the support
system, laser velocimeter, and data acquisition system will be
discussed below.

Figure 2: Cross-Section of Torque Converter

Pump
Sabot

Test 1 2.2 Torque converter support system
Turbine Dyamoometar Driver

E (der - The torque converter pump was driven by a 18 kW motor,
with the turbine output power absorbed by a 130 kW capacity
eddy current dynamometer. A hydraulic system cooled andrrquemey Sfte-r• -[ • control lubricated the driver, absorber and test fixture. The torque

UT Co•sole converter pump and turbine rotational speed were monitored and
Uaerody,-o • I t Ntydraulic controlled to within 1 rpm. Temperatures and pressures in the

isio ter torque converter, containment box, and hydraulic system as well
Argon as input and output torques were also monitored and recorded

Dato Acquiestion Computer 2.3 Laser velocimeter system

The one-directional frequency shifted, back scatter laser
Figure 1: Overall Schematic of Experimental Test Rig velocimeter system used for this research is shown in Figure 3

A 2 Watt Argon-ion laser was operated at 50 mW and at a
wavelength of 514.5 nm. Two different transmitting lenses

2.1 Torque converter (focal lengths 250.8 mm or 350 mnm) and a mirror were used to
access the torque converter from three Cartesian angles to

A standard automobile torque converter geometry was independently obtain the three dimensional velocity field. The
completely machined from Plexiglas and installed in an oil filled beam separation was 40 mm and the frequency shift was 40
Plexiglas containment box, which is optically accessible from all MHz. The backscattered light was collected by the photo-
sides. Figure 2 shows a cross-section of the torque converter multiplier tube, downshifted to 2 MHz, bandpass filtered to
geometry used for this research. The full diameter of the torque eliminate the pedestal and other spurious frequencies, and then
converter is 230 mnm. Shellflex 212 oil was used as the flow transmitted to the burst counter prressor To measure the three
medium within the converter. This oil has an index of refraction different velocity components realigning the optics was
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necessary. The transmitting and receiving optics were mounted confidence in the average velocities. Table I shows the torque
on a motor driven mill table such that the probe volume could converter operating conditions for which measurements were
be accurately moved in all three orthogonal directions. The taken. All rotational speeds are given in revolutions per minute
position was monitored using linear encoders and a digital (rpm).
readout (accuracy 0.005 wnm).
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Figure 3: Laser Velocimeter System -. suction

A -Flow from Stator

2.4 Data acquisition system sheu

A commercially available burst counter was used to process
velocity signals. The bursts were validated using a minimum INLET PLANE
threshold setting to eliminate low amplitude noise and using a
5/8 peak counter-comparator to eliminate multiple particle Figure 4: Schematic of Pump Blade Passage
signals. Validated signals were digitized and transmitted to a
486 microcomputer, where a high speed digital I/O card was
used for data collection. The photomultiplier tube high voltage Table I: Test Conditions
setting and the burst processor minimum threshold setting were
adjusted to achieve a high data rate of valid signals. A 10-bit Cond #1 Cond #2 Cond #3 Cond #4
digital shaft encoder (1024 angular sectors) was used to measure Speed Ratio: 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.065
the angular position of the torque converter pump at the instant Pump Speed: 1100 550 314 80y)
that valid velocity signals were collected. The shaft encoder Turbine Speed: 880 440 251 52
angular positions were also read into the computer using the
digital 1/O card.

The entire experimental facility and data acquisition

2.5 Data acquisition procedure were described by Bahr et al. [19911, Gruver et al.
119931, and Brun et al. [19931. The detailed dimensions of the

The torque converter pump consisted of 27 identical blade torque converter and passage geometries were given by By and
passages each with an angular resolution of 37 sectors. Each Lakshminarayana [1993]. Thus, the measurement geometry and
blade passage was defined by a pressure, suction, core and shell test conditions can be reconstructed from the above references.
side as shown in Figure 4. Velocities were measured at 9 core
to shell side positions in the pump mid and exit planes. As the
pump rotated by the stationary laser velocimeter 37 blade-to- 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
blade positions (for 27 blade passages) were accessed at each
measurement location. Thus, a 37*9 measurement grid was Secondary velocities are presented and analyzed for the four
obtained for each blade passage. The velocity profiles for the 27 above mentioned torque convener operating conditions. Results
blade passages were shown to be identical within their are given for both the mid and exit planes of the pump. All
uncertainty and, hence, could be superimposed and averaged, velocities are shown relative to the rotating frame. Also, the
For 90% of the measurement grid positions more than 150 valid average vorticity and secondary flow magnitude is derived from
velocity samples were collected; sufficient samples for a high the experimental data for all measurement conditions.
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Speed Ratio:0.800 31 Secondary flow results in the mid plane
Pump Speed: 1100 rpm
Turbine Speed: 880 rpm Figures 5 through 8 show velocity vector plots for the pump

Suction mid plane. The secondary flow for the operating condition #1
(0.8 speed ratio, 1100 rpm pump speed) is presented in Figure
5. As can be seen, secondary flows in the mid plane have a

' strong counter-clockwise rotational circulation. Peak velocities
--of 1.9 mjs are observed near the pressure and shell sides, while

... ,smallest velocities of 0.2 m/s are located near the suction side.
Since the fluid is rotating around the shaft of the torque
converter and is also being turned from axial to radial and back

\ ' "to axial flow (the blade passage curvature), a combined effect of
\ \ \ , the coriolis and centrifugal forces as well as shear forces on the

\ \ \ - , - fluid are postulated to be responsible for this circulation.
Similar secondary flow velocity profiles can be seen in

S\ - Figures 6 and 7 for torque converter operating conditions #2 and
Shell Core #3, respectively. For these cases the speed ratio was maintained

- -"at 0.8 but the pump speed was reduced to 550 rpm and 314
N, • • -• rpm, respectively. Figures 6 and 7 show that the general

Scirculating flow field trends are similar to the previous case, but

\ \ . - -.. . . . 1.0 m/s the overall velocity magnitudes are lower. Peak secondary
velocities are 1.1 m/s and 0.8 m/s for conditions #2 and #3,

. '* -"respectively. A direct comparison of Figures 5, 6, and 7 shows
S-, -.-- - -. . . . that the secondary flow magnitudes decrease with pump

• - -. rotational speed, but the center of circulation remains stationary
over the range of pump speeds.

Pressure
Figure 5: Secondary Flow Velocity Vectors
for Operating Condition #1, Pump Mid Plane

Speed Ratio:0.800 Speed Ratio:0.800

Pump Speed: 550 rpm Pump Speed: 314 rpm

Turbine Speed: 440 rpm Turbine Speed: 251 rpm
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Figure 6: Secondary Flow Velocity Vectors Figure 7: Secondary Flow Velocity Vectors
for Operating Condition #2, Pump Mid Plane for Operating Condition #3, Pump Mid Plane
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Speed Ratio:0.065 Speed Ratio:0.800

Pump Speed: 800 rpm Pump Speed: 1100 rpm

Turbine Speed: 52 rpm Turbine Speed: 880 rpm

Suction Suction
, .-.-•--.- , , , - ", - - N N

\\ / I ./ 7 / -/ - .-

/ // / -/ ! / --

j/7 ///- / / , ..
/

1 1 / I , - - - /

Shell j ' " Core Shell Core

• X \ \ ." ---i- -/ / - i
\, ,. _..- .o- / - " - , - /-lo s

Pressure Pressure

Figure 8: Secondary Flow Velocity Vectors Figure 9: Secondary Flow Velocity Vectors
for Operating Condition #4, Pump Mid Plane for Operating Condition #1, Pump Exit Plane

Speed Ratio:0.800
The flow field for operating condition #4 is shown in Figure Pump Speed: 550 rpm

8. For this case the speed ratio was lowered to 0.065 and the Turbine Speed: 440 rpm
pump speed was 800 rpm. As a consequence, the torque
converter operation is significantly different from the previous Suction
cases. The secondary flow is still circulating counter-clockwise, , - ,"
but the general flow trends are dissimilar from conditions #1, #2,
and #3. The center of circulation is shifted toward the middle- " " \
of the blade passage and peak secondary velocities of 1.7 m/s_- * N \" \
are now located near the pressure and core corner.

3.2 Secondary flow results in the exit plane,

Vector plots of the secondary flow field in the pump exit
planes are presented in Figures 9 through 12. Again, all 4 - - , /
operating conditions are analyzed. Figure 9 shows the secondary " /

flow for condition #1. A strong circulatory flow pattern in the Shell Core
clockwise direction is observed. One should note that the - / .- - / /

counter-clockwise circulating flow from the mid plane has , / . , /

reversed rotational directions between mid and exit plane and is - / / / - ' /
circulating clockwise in the exit plane. This trend is consistent , - / / 7 / /
for all 4 operating conditions. The center of circulation for this 10 / / / / / ns.. 7// / / / / -10 /

case is located near the suction side. Maximum and minimum . / / / /

secondary flow velocities for condition #1 are 1.4 m/s and 0.1
mis, respectively. ~

Figures 10 and II show the pump exit flow field for .. ,

operating condition #2 and #3, respectively. For both cases the
center of circulation is located close to the shell side and highest Pressure
velocities are seen at the pressure and suction sides. Peak Figure 10: Secondary Flow Velocity Vectors
secondary velocities are 0.8 m/s and 0.4 m/s for condition #2 for Operating Condition #2. Pump Exit Plane
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and #3, respectively. By comparing Figures 9, 10. and I I one Speed Ratio:0.800

can observe that lowering the pump rotational speed significantly Pump Speed: 314 rpm
affects the secondary flow field in the pump exit. As the pump Turbine Speed: 251 rpm
speed is lowered the center of circulation shifts from the passage Suction
center to the shell side. Also, similarly to observations in the
mid plane, the overall secondary flow velocity magnitudes in the
exit plane decrease with pump rotational speed.

Finally, Figure 12 shows the pump exit secondary flow for
operating conditions #4. The overall flow characteristics are
significantly different from the previous exit plane cases.
Highest secondary velocities (1.7 m/s) are observed at the
pressure-core corner, while lowest velocities (0.0 m/s) are near

the suction side. As previously noted, altering the speed ratio
significantly affects the secondary flow field characteristics.

3.3 Average secondary and through flow velocity magnitudes Shell Core

The average through flow velocity magnitude was measured
by Ainley (1994] and is included here as a comparison for
general flow trends. Table 2 shows through flow results for the /

mid and exit planes. , // / • 1.0 mn/s
,/ / / / -
/ / / / / -

Table 2: Average Through Flow Velocity (m/s) / . . . .
1' -/ / -" - -

,- ./ , -" - -.

(Turbine rlm)l(Pumpn rpm) Mid Plane Exit Plane , -

880/1100 (Condition #1) 1.6 1.7
4401550 (Condition #2) 0.6 0.7 Pressure

251/314 (Condition #3) 0.3 0.3 Figure 11: Secondary Flow Velocity Vectors
521800 (Condition #4) 2.2 2.5 for Operating Condition #3, Pump Exit Plane

Speed Ratio:0.065
Pump Speed: 800 rpm

The average secondary flow velocities were calculated by Turbine Speed: 52 rpm
integrating the magnitudes of the measured secondary velocities
(in the rotating frame) across an entire plane and dividing it by Suction
the number of measurement locations. Average secondary flow
velocities were then normalized by the through flow velocities ... .- ., -.

from Table 2. Both dimensional and non-dimensional average . _ ,

secondary flows are presented in Table 3 (non-dimensional
values are in brackets).

Table 3: Average Secondary Velocity (m/s), \ N N - ,
[Normalized Average Secondary Velocity] - N -. - -

(Turbine rim)I(Pumv rom) Mid Plane Exit Plane " "
880/1 100 (Condition #1) 1.0 [0.65] 0.5 10.271 - "
440/550 (Condition #2) 0.7 11.06] 0.4 [0.601 Shell Core
251/314 (Condition #3) 0.4 [1.101 0.2 [0.721 /.- _ .

521800 (Condition #4) 1.2 [0.551 0.8 10.30)

/ / -------- 1.0Om/s
Results from Table 3 show that for the 0.8 speed ratio the / / . I" -" .-

average secondary velocities decrease with decreasing pump
speed. This would be expected because the through flow also
decreases with decreasing pump speed. Generally, the secondary / / , /- " 7,, 7
flow magnitude is observed to be smaller in the exit plane than / / , 7 7 7 7 7

the mid plane. Normalized velocities for the 0.8 speed ratio Pressure
increase from 0.65 to 1.10 in the mid plane and from 0.27 to Figure 12: Secondary Flow Velocity Vectors
0.72 in the exit plane as the pump speed decreases. Thus, the for Operating Condition #4, Pump Mid Plane
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through flow and secondary flow components are of similar with increasing pump speed, while in the exit plane the
magnitude in the mid plane, while in the exit plane the through normalized vorticity decreases with increasing pump speed.
flow velocity dominates. The strongest dimensional counter-clockwise circulating

In both mid and exit planes the dimensional average flow in the mid plane is at the 0.8 speed ratio (Condition #1),
secondary velocities are highest for the 0.065 speed ratio, while while in the exit plane the strongest clockwise circulating flow
the normalized average secondary velocity is lowest for this is at the 0.065 speed ratio (Condition #4). The lowest magnitude
case. Similarly to the 0.8 speed ratio, the normalized average of the normalized vorticity is observed in both planes for the
secondary velocity is seen to decrease between mid and exit 0.065 speed ratio.
planes, but, unlike the 0.8 speed ratio case, for the 0.065 speed
ratio the through flow velocity is dominant in both planes. 4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

3.4 Secondary flow vorticity The secondary flow field in the mid and exit plane of an
automotive torque converter pump was analyzed for four

Since rotating circulatory flow patterns were observed in the significantly different torque converter operating conditions.
mid and exit planes for all 4 measurement conditions, a logical Velocities were measured in the stationary frame using a laser
choice to quantify the secondary flow field is the vorticity. The velocimeter and then translated into the relative rotating frame
average vorticity, E, of a plane is calculated from the following using digital pump shaft encoder information. From the
equation, measured velocities 2-D vector plots were generated and average

vorticities were calculated. Important conclusions drawn from
)f-f (v , -- f Žf ,,)dA this research are:

A '~A f* 8  ay
- Significant secondary flows were observed in the torque

where V is the total local velocity vector, u is the core to shell converter pump mid and exit plane at all operating
velocity, v is the pressure to suction velocity, and A is the area conditions.
of the plane. Both u and v are in the local rotating frame. The - In the pump mid plane the secondary flow field circulated
local coordinates x and y are defined as the core to shell and counter-clockwise for all measurement conditions, while the
Pressure to suction directions, respectively. One should note that pump exit secondary flow field circulated clockwise for all
the average vorticity also equals the negative flow circulation, measurement conditions.
-17, divided by A. The average vorticity equation can be - In the mid plane the secondary and through flow velocities
discretized as follows: have similar magnitudes, while in the exit plane the through

flow velocities dominate.
1• • .1 i - .U -- The dimensional average secondary flow velocities and flow

A x--x," y, 1 - vorticity decrease with decreasing pump speed for a

constant speed ratio of 0.8.
- Normalized average secondary velocities were seen to increase

This expression is evaluated by integrating the measured with decreasing pump speed for the constant 0.8 speed ratio
secondary flows across an entire plane. To non-dimensionalize for both planes. Also, the normalized vorticity increased
the vorticity it was divided by the average through flow (Table with increasing pump speed in the mid plane, while it
2) and multiplied by the core-shell blade length. Average decreased with increasing pump speed in the exit plane for
vorticities are presented in Table 4. this case.

- For the 0.8 speed ratio the center of circulation location in
the midplane was not affected by the pump speed, while in

Table 4: Average Vorticity (1/s), the exit plane the center of circulation was seen to shift
[Normalized Average Vorticity] frcx, the passage center to the shell side as the pump speed

was decreased.
(Turbine omm)/(Pump rpm) Mid Plane Exit Plane - Lowering the speed rAtio significantly affected the overall
880/1100 (Condition #l) 117.6 [1.49] -144.5 1-1.45] velocity trends of the secondary flow field and the location
4401550 (Condition #2) 83.1 [2.42] -40.9 1-1.04] of the center of circulation in both the mid and exit planes.
251/314 (Condition #3) 21.5 14.12] -20.6 [-1.06] In both planes the highest dimensional average secondary
52/800 (Condition #4) 150.1 (1.331 -71.2 (-0.491 velocity was observed for the 0.065 speed ratio case.

The results in Table 4 are consistent with observations of ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
the secondary flow plots in Figures 5 through 12; in the mid
plane the flow is counter-clockwise (positive vorticity, negative This research was sponsored in part by General Motors
circulation) and in the exit plane the flow is clockwise (negative Corporation NAO Engineering Center in Warren, Ml, the GM
vorticity, positive circulation). For the 0.8 speed ratio (Condi- Powertramin Division in Ypsilante. MI, and Rotating Machinery
tions #1, #2, and #3) the magnitude of the dimensional vorticity and Controls (ROMAC) Industrial Research Program at the
in both planes is seen to decrease with the pump rotational University of Virginia. The authors wish to express their
speed. Also, in the mid plane the normalized vorticity increases gratitude to Don Maddock for his support and suggestions
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DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES FOR LASER VELOCIMETER

MEASUREMENTS IN TURBOMACHINERY ROTORS

J. Lepicovsky

NYMA, Inc.

NASA LeRC Group
Brook Park, OH 44142, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION Figure 1 serves as an example. The figure, which
presents an extreme case of a high speed tan rotor

Blade-to-blade velocity distributions based on laser operating at off-design conditions, shows axial velocity
velocimeter data acquired in compressor or fan rotors are distributions in each of the 44 rotor blade channels
increasingly used as benchmark data for the verification (notice that the velocity was measured in 43 out of 44
and calibration of turbomachinery computational fluid channels). The differences in axial velocity profiles
dynamics (CFD) codes. Using laser Doppler velocimeter among individual blade channels are striking.
(LDV) data for this purpose, however, must be done Understandably, in a situation like that in Figure 1.
cautiously. Aside from the still not fully resolved issue the question which immediately arises is which blade
of the seed particle response in complex flowfields, there channel is the "right" one to use for CFD code
is an important inherent difference between CFD verification; or alternately, should the channel velocity
predictions and LDV blade-to-blade velocity distributions, profiles instead be first averaged over the rotor and then
CFD codes calculate velocity fields for an idealized rotor the resulting average channel distribution used. A
passage. LDV data, on the other hand, stem from the follow-up question is how faithfully the resulting average
actual geometry of all blade channels in a rotor. The velocity profile represents the "correct" velocity
geometry often varies from channel to channel as a result distribution for the given operating conditions. In
of manufacturing tolerances, assembly tolerances, and essence, the question is how much "agreement" or
incurred operational damage or changes in the rotor "disagreement" is required or should be tolerated in
individual blades. comparison with the CFD predictions to approve a

In high speed fans at certain operating conditions, particular CFD code as a reliable tool for a given task.
the rotors exhibit noticeable differences among the To responsibly approach the questions raised above,
velocity fields of individual rotor blade channels. it must be understood how the laser velocimeter (LV)
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Figure 1. Aria/ velocity distribution for off-design operation in a high speed fan rotor.
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results were generated. A common approach to acquiring thousands of rotor revolutions, were rearranged by the
periodic data is to employ conditional sampling and post-processing procedure based on one of the ensemble
ensemble averaging procedures. Ensemble averaging of averaging methods and are presented as a velocity
LV data acquired in a spinning rotor can be done in distribution along the blade-channel pitch. Figure 3 is an
several ways. In the early days the LV system was example of such a velocity distribution. The distribution
"turned on" only for a selected angular position of a rotor follows the time sequence along the LV probe trace line
to record velocity values at that particular location in the indicated in Figure 2. The depicted velocity profile is
rotor. With the advent of accurate rotary encoders, much not a result of only one blade-channel crossing. The
more efficient data acquisition was possible. An LV profile shown here as a continuous curve actually consists
system "works continuously", and a recorded and of discrete LV velocity samples acquired randomly along
validated LV velocity sample is immediately tagged with the rotor circumference. To generate the resulting
a particular angular position generated by the rotary velocity profile, the radial, axial, and instantaneous
encoder. Currently, the two basic approaches are either circumferential LV probe positions must be known with
blade-channel conditional sampling or rotor conditional sufficient accuracy [Lepicovsky (1993)].
sampling. In the blade-channel sampling procedure, the Many equally important conditions must be met to
rotary encoder is restarted at the beginning of every blade successfully conduct LV measurements in a fan or a
passage. Consequently, each LV data sample has the compressor stage. Two of these conditions are the
"same weight" in the procedure that generates the existence of the LV probe (measurement volume) and its
resulting blade-channel velocity profile. In the rotor visibility. Both the existence of the LV probe and its
sampling approach, the rotary encoder is restarted by visibility are affected by obstacles in the optical path
each rotor revolution. In this approach each blade (e.g., rotor blades). The obstacles for the transmitting
channel velocity distribution "weighs" equally during the optics determine the probe's existence; the obstacles in
averaging over the entire rotor wheri the resulting blade-
channel velocity profile is generated. It is the goal of LV PROE
this paper to describe and discuss the data reduction TRACE LINE

procedure used by the author for LV data acquired J2

recently in the rotor of a high speed fan. P2

2

THE NATURE OF LV MEASUREMENTS IN
SPINNING ROTORS " .I

A specific feature of laser velocimeter
measurements made in spinning rotors is that the "probe
traversing" in the circumferential direction is provided by S
the rotation of the rotor. As depicted in Figure 2, in the .......
relative frame of a spinning rotor, the LV probe first
moves from the center of the first blade (point CI) to
cross the first blade suction surface (point SI), then
passes by the blade channel centerline (point CO) to cross
the pressure surface of the second blade (point P2), and Figure 2. LVprobe trace line.
finally moves by the center of the second blade (point C2)
to repeat the same sequence for the following blade
channel. The circumferential traversing of the LV probe C4 , S, CO P, 4 ,
is therefore determined by the rotor rotation; as a result, 400 , ,

the instantaneous pitchwise position of the LV probe can
be predicted. On the other hand, an LV velocity data
sample is acquired only when a seed particle crosses the 350
LV probe and its signal is validated by the LV circuitry,
which unfortunately, cannot be predicted. As a >_ 3o00
consequence, LV velocity data are acquired randomly. ,.

Care must be exercised to correctly locate the randomly 0, 250
measured flow velocity samples with respect to a moving
blade channel. 200

A typical LV data set contains a very large number 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
of velocity samples (80 000 to 100 000 for the case of the PITCH POSITION 7

presented data). The flow velocity samples, acquired in
a random sequence during a time interval of' several Figure 3. Blade-ta-blade axial velocity di.vtribution.
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the path of the receiving optics determine the probe data were recorded over an interval of 48.4 ., which was
visibility [Lepicovsky (1993)1. Full probe visibility equal to 10 414 rotor revolutions. The total number of
implies that there is no interference between the light- recorded LV samples was 94 164, thus giving an average
collecting cone of the receiving optics and either the fan LV data rate of 1.95 kHz. As seen in Figure 4,
casing or the rotor-blade geometry. In a blade tip region, however, there were 30 LV data samples recorded during
these two conditions are satisfied provided there is a this particular revolution, which translates to a
suitable access window in the fan casing. Deeper in the momentary LV data rate of 6.5 kHz. Even though the
blade channel, however, the blade geometry may LV data rate during the 61st revolution was more than
significantly restrict the region where the LV probe exists three times higher than the average data rate, it was not
or is visible (optical shading). high enough for us to be able to record at least one

The ranges of visibility and existence for the LV velocity sample in each blade channel of the fan rotor (44
probe must be determined to distinguish between regions blades). Consequently, a data reduction procedure must
where the LV signal could originate only from the seed properly reconstruct the blade-to-blade velocity
particles and those regions where the LV signal could distributions from a very sparsely populated data
also be generated from the LV probe interference with sequence. In order to place the random LV samples at
blade surfaces [Lepicovsky (1993)1. Occasionally, such correct pitch positions in a particular rotor blade channel,
signals may satisfy the validation criteria of an LV the LV signal is tagged with the instantaneous angular
processor and they can be accepted as valid velocity data. position of the rotor. For the case under discussion, the
Of course, if an LV processor validates any signal which angular resolution of the tagging electronics was 0. 1 dg,
did not originate from the visibility region, that signal thus giving 82 positions per one rotor blade channel
must be rejected from the procedure that generates flow pitch. The LV data recorded for rotor blade channels 6
velocity profiles. through 11 during the 61st revolution are shown in

Figure 5 (circular markers) together with the velocity
distributions generated later from all the LV data

THE RANDOMNESS OF THE LV DATA acquired for the given fan operating conditions (as
already shown in Figure 1). Again, the time scale in this

To illustrate the random nature of LDV signals, figure shows the time elapsed from the beginning of this
Figure 4 depicts a time interval of one revolution of a particular revolution of the fan rotor.
high speed fan rotor. A time scale at the bottom of the
figure indicates the time elapsed from the beginning of
the particular revolution. Utilizing the same data set CONDITIONAL SAMPLING
already shown in Figure 1, the figure shows a time
sequence of recorded LV data samples taken during the In order to construct the velocity distribution in a
61st revolution of the fan rotor after the onset of the LV spinning rotor, the LV data must be acquired using a
data acquisition process. To record a sufficient number conditional sampling technique. Conditional sampling of
of LV velocity samples for the entire data set, the LV LV data, described in detail by Strazisar & Powell (1981)
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Figure 4. Sequence of LV samples recorded for one revolution of ihe fan rotor.
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Figure 5. Sequence of LV samples recorded during one passage of six rotor blade channeL'.

and Lepicovsky & Bell (1984), can be triggered either by capacity for the data collection device and a high LV data
a blade passage (channel sampling) or by a rotor rate. The major advantage of this approach is that the
revolution (rotor sampling). Using true blade-channel data allow inspection of changes of the velocity patterns
sampling, each blade when passing by the LV probe from channel to channel. This approach, however,
repeatedly initiates a time sequence of the LV data requires a large number of LV samples to be collected,
acquisition. In this way, all LV data recorded in which means longer data acquisition times and a large
different blade channels are "piled up" into a single file memory capacity. The pseudo blade-channel sampling
representing an average blade channel width. approach tries to utilize advantages of both previously
Consequently, blade-channel sampling results in a blade- discussed methods. The drawback of this method is the
to-blade averaged velocity distribution over an average decreasing accuracy of LV data placement at correct
single blade channel (Figure 3). In contrast, for rotor pitch positions with an increasing time interval from the
sampling, the sequence of recorded LV data is repeatedly instant of the once-per-revolution (OPR) triggering signal
initiated by each rotor revolution and the LV data are which repeatedly restarts the rotary encoder. The OPR
"piled up" into a single file representing the entire signal also controls encoder's "speed". Consequently,
circumference of the rotor (Figure 1). Thus, rotor the encoder is locked to the previous revolution time and
sampling results in an averaged velocity distribution over "does not know" the immediate rotor speed, which may
the entire circumference of the rotor. A pseudo blade- slightly vary. Larger velocity variations are flagged by
channel sampling method utilizes LV data acquired in the the end-of-revolution encoder count, and the LV data for
rotor sampling mode; however, the sequence of recorded such revolution will be discarded. However, for velocity
LV data is divided into segments equal to one blade- variations within the encoder limits even small deviations
channel pitch flyby interval and then the LV data are from the correct pitch positions may strongly affect the
"piled up" into a single file equal to the width of a rotor velocity and velocity unsteadiness values, especially in
blade channel. regions of high velocity gradients in the vicinity of blade

Each of the sampling methods has its advantages surfaces. The data discussed in this paper were acquired
and problems. For example, to construct a blade-to-blade using the rotor sampling mode. The results, shown here,
velocity distribution using the blade-channel sampling; were generated using either the rotor sampling or pseudo
only a moderate number of LV samples needs to be blade-channel sampling approaches. The term blade-
acquired. Therefore, this approach can be used to channel sampling in the following sections actually refers
advantage for the cases of limited memory capacity of the to the pseudo blade-channel sampling method.
data acquisition electronics, cases of low LV data rates,
or cases when the total time of data acquisition is
restricted by the operating conditions of a tested CLEANING PROCEDURES FOR LV
hardware. However, the need to repeatedly initiate the TURBOMACHINERY DATA
data acquisition sequence by each blade passage restricts
this method to cases with a low blade passing frequency Spurious and statistically insignificant data entries
e.g., Lepicovsky & Bell (1984). The rotor sampling should be removed from an LV data set at the onset of
approach, on the other hand, requires large memory the data reduction procedure. Three data "cleaning"
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schemes were employed in our approach: (1) histogram Ensemble Clipping
clipping, (2) ensemble clipping, and (3) visibility
clipping. The cleaning procedure to follow the histogram

clipping is applied either to the channel or rotor data sets,
depending on which type of sampling was employed.

Histogram Clipping For channel sampling data sets, all of the acquired LV
samples were allocated to particular pitch positions in a

The first cleaning procedure, called histogram single blade channel (Figure 8). After that, the data
clipping, is based on a population cut-off limit of a subsets at each of the recorded pitch positions (82 in the
velocity histogram generated from all acquired LV described case) were treated separately. Since the data
samples disregarding the time sequence (instantaneous were acquired in the sampling mode synchronized with
angular position) of their acquisition. It is a common the blade passing frequency, the time dependence of the
approach in non-periodic flows outside turbomachinery velocity signals with respect to the rotor motion was
measurements to use velocity histograms for judging the removed and the individual velocity data sets at each
quality of the co!lected LV data [Petrie el al (1988)]. pitch position can be treated as having constant mean
For turbomachinery data, such an approach is usually not velocities. Velocity histograms for each data subset were
adopted [Strazisar et al (1989)] because the value of the generated and the mean values and the root-mean-square
overall data velocity histograms for interpreting rotor or
blade velocity distributions is questionable. In non- 5000
periodic flows with constant mean velocity, the velocity
histograms are used to estimate the mean velocity value
and the root-mean-square (RMS) value of velocity 4000

deviations from the mean (a) of the flow in question. z 4

After that, all velocity samples which deviate more than
±3a from the mean are discarded for their statistical Z 30003
insignificance. In turbomachinery rotor flows, however, i t-"
the value of local mean velocity is not constant but 2000 2

depends on the particular pitch position inside the blade o "
channel. For the rotor flows measured in the non- 0
rotating frame, the local mean velocity is a strong 1000 1 a.
function of time; it is periodic with the blade passing
frequency. The variability of the mean velocity of rotor
flows is the reason why the overall velocity histograms t 300 400 500 600
cannot be used in the same manner as is common in non- VELOCITY, Va tm.sJ
periodic flows. Still, the velocity histogram plays an
important role in the procedure for cleaning LV data
from rotor flows. The overall data histogram can be Figure 6. Over-all data velocity histogram of recorded
used to eliminate LV data with low statistical significance LV samples.
based on the velocity bin population value rather than on
the deviation from the mean.

The overall data velocity histogram, generated for
a velocity resolution of 1 m.s"!, is shown in Figure 6.
To enhance the visibility of the sparsely populated 100o

velocity bins, the histogram is replotted in Figure 7
utilizing a logarithmic scale on the ordinate. The Z

population cut-off limit for data cleaning was selected to 100o

be 1% of the population of the most populated velocity 2
bin. The limit was 21 in this particular case. The cut- c rOAT

off limit can be set independently or it can be related to C 10 . -T
some fraction of the most populated velocity bin. For C0 opa
pure Gaussian distributions, the population cut-off limit = 0

and the RMS value are mathematically related. For CEo 1

skewed histograms of turbomachinery rotor flows, the ___o

relation between the population cut-off limit and RMS 100 200 300 400 500 600
values is not straightforward. The author's experience is VELOCITY. v. tm.s"t

that the population cut-off limit should not be less than 10 Figure 7. Population cul-off limit of a lehocirty
velocity samples per bin. histogram.
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Figure 8. LV samples recorded in a channel sampling mode.

standard deviations (RMS) were calculated for each of Visibility Clipping
the data subsets. The resulting mean velocity values
along the blade-channel pitch are shown in Figure 8 by Visibility clipping is the last cleaning procedure
a solid line; the dotted lines show the -I3o' (standard applied to the LV data. Its purpose is to eliminate LV
deviations) of individual data subsets at each of the 82 samples which could possibly originate from the LV
pitch positions. Then, all the velocity samples outside of probe and blade surface interaction (blade flash). It is
the +3a band were rejected for their low statistical based on mapping the rotor blade channel in terms of LV
significance, and both mean and RMS values were probe visibility. By masking the LV data with a visibility
calculated again for the remaining velocity samples. map, the LV samples at pitch positions close to blade
Next, a population cut-off threshold was set for the blade- surfaces, which could originate from the blade surface
channel data ensemble for the entire blade-channel, reflections, are eliminated. The visibility clipping
Again, the cut-off threshold can be set arbitrarily or it procedure is performed in the data post processing.
can be related to the most populated subset at any of the Visibility clipping is discussed in detail by Lepicovsky
pitch positions. Usually, the cut-off threshold is equal (1993) and is mentioned here only for the sake of
either to 1% of the population of the most populated data completeness.
subset or to a minimum of 10 velocity samples,

whichever is greater. All data subsets with populations
less than the selected threshold were eliminated because THE BLADE-CHANNEL VERSUS ROTOR
of their low statistical significance. SAMPLING APPROACH

The procedure of ensemble clipping for rotor
sampling data sets is similar to the previous procedure for The cleaned LV data consist of individual data
channel clipping; however, in this case, it is repeated subsets for each position along a blade-channel pitch or
separately for each blade channel in the rotor. The the rotor circumference. The individual data subsets
individual rotor hlade channels have a lower data contain information about the velocity distribution (mean
population than was the case of the single blade channel values) as well as the velocity unsteadiness distribution
for the channel sampling; therefore, the population cut- (standard deviation values). The velocity info~rmation can
off threshold is lower than in the case of blade-channel be used for comparison with the CFD predictions. The
sampling. For the current data, the cut-off limit for the data generated by the channel sampling can be used
rotor sampling procedure was set to S velocity samples. directly since they depict velocity or velocity unsteadiness
Elimination of some of the data subsets at some of the distributions over a single rotor blade channel (Figure 9).
pitch positions for rotor clipping could lead to gaps in the The data generated using the rotor sampling (Figure 1),
velocity distribution for some of the blade channels, however, must first be averaged over the entire rotor.
which is a trade-off with data reliability. The resulting The resulting single channel distributions are shown in
data file represents the velocity distribution for the entire Figure 10. The vertical bars at pitch positions of r" =
rotor for an average revolution of the rotor (Figure i). 0. 2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 indicate the rang~e of average axial

velocity values in individual rotor blade channels as
reported in Figure 1. As can be seen by comparing the
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Figure 9. Velocity and velocity unsteadiness distributions generated using the blade-channel sampling mode.

lefthand sides of Figures 9 and 10, there is practically no differences for distributions of velocity unsteadiness
difference between both velocity distributions, and it generated by these two methods. The velocity
appears they can be used interchangeably. This unsteadiness levels generated by the blade-channel
conclusion seems to be true even for large channel-to- sampling method are visibly higher (righthand side of
channel differences for cases of data sets with sufficiently Figure 9) than those resulting from the rotor sampling
high populations of LV samples. In our case the above method (righthand side of Figure 10). Clearly, the rotor
conclusion was valid for measurements with at least 25 sampling procedure followed by averaging over the entire
LV samples per pitch location and blade channel (rotor rotor removes the channel-to-channel deterministic and
sampling). Even though there are no visible differences periodic fluctuations from the resulting velocity
in velocity distributions for the blade-channel and rotor unsteadiness distribution. Consequently, the resulting
sampling approaches, rotor sampling should be preferred velocity unsteadiness distribution contains only random
because it allows inspection of channel-to-channel velocity fluctuations, which approximate flow turbulence
differences (Figure 1). However, for cases of low data intensity [Lepicovsky (1986)]. In most cases, however,
rates and a small number of acquired samples with very the resulting unsteadiness levels are still slightly higher
uniform rotor flowfields, blade-channel sampling can be than the flow turbulence true levels because of the
safely used. contaminations resulting from the nonuniformity of seed

Contrary to the velocity case, there are noticeable particle sizes and the effects of uncertainty in determining
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Figure 10. Velocity and velocity unsteadiness distributions generated using the rotor sampling mode.
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the pitch position (especially in the regions of high investigated; in a majority of cases, the variations were
velocity gradients). In any case, the average velocity substantially smaller than that depicted in Figure 1. In
unsteadiness for the rotor sampling (as shown in the any case, however, the variation pattern was always the
righthand side of Figure 10) is a measure of velocity same; it is that the same blade channels were always
fluctuations in the rotating system (inside the spinning either "high" or "low" regardless of the operating
rotor), while the velocity unsteadiness distribution for the conditions. The repeatability of the nonuniformity
channel sampling (the righthand side of Figure 9) is a pattern indicates that the velocity channel-to-channel
measure of velocity fluctuations felt on nonrotating variations were connected to the differences in the
elements in the flow path behind the rotor. The velocity geometry of individual blade channels.
unsteadiness, shown in Figure 9, determines the
maximum amplitude of the excitation force for flow-
induced vibrations on nonmoving structural components. CONCLUSIONS

A strong argument in favor of the rotor sampling
approach is the ability to capture the flowfield over the The acquired LV data shed new light on the flow
entire rotor, as shown in Figure 1. The range of velocity physics of high-speed fan rotors. The recorded channel-
differences among individual rotor channels generated to-channel velocity variations are important information
using rotor sampling is summarized in Figure 11. The which must be taken into consideration when using the
velocity profile in the upper left corner shows the experimental data to evaluate the accuracy of CFD codes.
resulting average blade-to-blade velocity distributions. The information about channel-to-channel variations
The subplot in the upper right corner shows velocity cannot be derived from the CFD methods since it stems
profiles from all rotor channels simply "piled-up" on each from the actual rotor geometry, while the CFD
other. The remaining two subplots show five "low" and predictions are based on an idealized rotor passage.
five "high" rotor channels plotted separately (but not The ability of rotor sampling to capture the channel-
averaged). The high and low channels were determined to-channel velocity variations is an important factor in
based on the value of average velocity in each individual favor of the rotor sampling approach. It is the author's
blade channel. The figure demonstrates that for the view that rotor sampling should be preferred even though
particular fan operating conditions, the velocity level it is more demanding on a high LV data rate and a large
difference among individual rotor blade passages reached memory capacity of the data acquisition electronics. The
up to 80 m.s", which is 25 % of the average mid-channel total number of acquired LV samples must be sufficiently
axial velocity, and that the velocity distribution for "low" high to secure enough velocity data per pitch position in
channels exhibited a different trend across the blade each rotor channel for the resulting data to be statistically
channel than the velocity distribution for the "high" significant.
channels. Channel-to-channel velocity variations were Finally, there is no universal answer to what data
observed for most of the fan operating regimes reduction procedure should be used for data comparison
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Figure 11. Channel-to-channel velocity varimtions.
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with the CFD predictions. It should be.judged case by Proceedings of the 2nd ISAIF, Prague, vol. 2, pp. 347-
case. Obviously, for flow conditions as depicted in 353.
Figure 1i, it makes little sense to spend excessive effort
trying to adjust the CFD predictions to every detail of the Strazisar, A.J. & Powell, J.A. 198 1, Laser Anemometer
experimental data. Rather, the comparison should focus Measurements in a Transonic Axial Flow Compressor
on trends in the velocity flowfield development and on Rotor, ASME Journal of EnL'ineerin! for Power, vol.
comparison with global flowfield characteristics. 103, pp. 424-429.
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LOW-REYNOLDS-NUMBER EFFECTS IN A

TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER

C. Y. Ching, L. Djenidi and R. A. Antonia

Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Newcastle, NSW 2308, Australia

Abstract al., 1987; Wei and Willmarth. 1989; Antonia et al.,
1992). Antonia and Kim (1993), using the channel

Low-Reynolds-number effects in a zero pressure gra- flow DNS data, examined the near-wall behaviour of
dient turbulent boundary layer have been investigated the various turbulence quantities and showed that the
using a two-component LDV system. The momentum Reynolds number effects were most pronounced at the
thickness Reynolds number Re is in the range 400 to wall.
1320. The wall shear stress is determined from the There is as yet no fully satisfactory explanation for
mean velocity gradient close to the wall, allowing scal- these effects. Spalart (1988) attributed the effect to the
ing on wall variables of the inner region of the layer inactive motion (Townsend, 1961; Bradshaw, 1967).
to be examined unambiguously. The results indicate Wei and Willmarth (1989) suggested two possible rea-
that, for the present R& range, this scaling is not ap- sons: an increased vortex stretching with Reynolds
propriate. The effect of Re on the Reynolds normal number and a direct interaction between inner-region
and shear stresses is felt within the sublayer. Outside structures from opposite channel walls. Antonia et al.
the buffer layer, the mean velocity is more satisfacto- (1992), by introducing a small amount of heat at one
rily described by a power-law than by a logarithmic of the walls in experiments and simulations, dismissed
distribution, the direct interaction explanation as unlikely. They

also found no significant evidence for attributing low
Introduction Reynolds number effects to the inactive motion, argu-

ing instead that the active motion should be the major

The direct numerical simulation (DNS) boundary layer contributor to the Reynolds shear and normal stresses

data of Spalart (1988) for Re in the range 300 to 1410 in the inner region. Antonia and Kim (1993) concludeddataof palrt 1988 fo R8in he rnge300to 410 that low-Reynolds-number effects could be explained

show that scaling on wall variables u, and L (u, is the in terms yof nien s ifictio effe ts co rtice in e d

friction velocity and v is the kinematic viscosity) is gen- region, noting however, that the average location and

erally inappropriate for the inner region of the layer. diameter of the vortices, when expressed in wall units,
Significant Re effects on the wall-normalized turbu- remain approximately unchanged.
lence quantities are evident; these effects often extend-ing down to the wall. The wall-normahized Reynolds Low Reynolds number effects can also be discerned

ing ownto he all.Thewal-nomalied eynlds on the mean velocity. Spalart's data, when plotted illstresses exhibit different Reynolds number dependences, the m (locity p
the w'•+ component (u, v, u, denote the velocity fluc- the form (y+d'U+/dy+) versus y+, suggest that Re ef-
tuations. in the streainwise (x), wall-normal (y) and fects extend into the inner region. Also, from such a
spanwise (z) directions respectively; the prime denotes plot, Spalart inferred that the log region disappears

at Re S 600. Arguments for a log region are strictlyan rms value, and the superscript + denotes normal- Argunete fornalog regi arestic
ization by the wall variables) being the most affected. tenbl it no number reeni-
Spalart's results show that, while u'+ has a distinct vasan, 1990), and there is no a priori reason for it to
peak at y+ _ 15, the peaks in v'+, w'+ and -u+v+ are be valid at low Reynolds numbers. On the other hand,
much broader, and their y+ locations increase with Re. the arguments for a power law, 11+ = Cy+O, which
Similar low Reynolds number effects in the inner region are as convincing as those for a log region (Baren-
of a fully developed turbulent channel flow have been blatt, 1993; George and Castillo, 1993), are valid at
observed both in experimental and DNS data (Kim et finite Reynolds numbers and should be more relevant
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for low Re boundary layers. In the outer region, the Cont
strength of the wake AU+, defined by Coles (1962) " a-* I
as the maximum deviation of the velocity profile from F 1
the log region, has been shown to decrease for val-
ues of Re < 6000 (most of the decrease occuring for L ,,

Re < 2000), and is often cited as an important in- 61 D- -
dlicator of low Reynolds number effects. However, in W
the light of the previous comments on the log region, ,MP, Squr oon

AU+ is unlikely to provide a reliable measure of low I Want-on

Reynolds number effects on the outer region. conro 1!!
The main aim of this study is to investigate low am Storage--ank F[ r

Reynolds number effects on the inner region of a tur-
bulent boundary layer by exploiting the advantages of
LDV in this region. At present, there are very few
reliable measurements in the near-wall region of a tur- Figure 1: Schematic of water tunnel
bulent boundary layer. This is primarily due to the dif-
ficulties associated with hot-wire anemometry in this
region (e.g. see Antonia, 1993). Karlsson and Johans- The mean velocity at the centerline of the tunnel, mea-
son (1988) showed that reliable near-wall data could sured prior to and after each velocity profile measure-
be obtained using LDV, but presented boundary layer ment, was found to be nearly constant, thus confirming
data only for Re = 2400. In particular, LDV allows the the stability of the tunnel during the relatively long ex-
wall shear stress to be estimated from the mean veloc- perimental times (g 8 hours for one profile).
ity gradient close to the wall (see Djenidi and Antonia, A three-component fibre optic LDV system (5W
1993). This is important when enquiring into the rel- Ar-Ion) was used in forward scatter mode. Only two-
evant scaling for both mean velocity and turbulence component measurements (for u - v or u - w) were
intensities in the inner layer. performed. Since the refractive index effects are wave-

length dependent, the two pairs of beams with the
closest wavelengths (in this case, blue and violet with

2 Experimental Details wavelengths 488 and 476.5 nm respectively) were used.
For the u - v measurements, the measuring volumesThe experiments were performed in a closed circuit hathilrgsdmeiooinedlnghesnws

constant-head vertical water tunnel (Zhou and Anto- had their largest dimension oriented along the spanwise

nia, 1992) shown schematically in Fig. 1. The vertical direction in order to optimize the spatial resolution in
2 m ighworingsecton 250mm quar crss ec- the wall-normal direction. In this configuration, the2 m high working section (250 mm square cross sec- bemcosttthwaluedfrheal-ralo-

tion) is made of 20 mm thick clear perspex. One of beam closest to the wall (used for the wall-normal com-

the walls of the working section, which is removable, ponent) was centered using a pair of prisms, and the

was used as the smooth wall. A roughness strip, which probe was slightly tilted (; 2") with respect, to the z-
was maded up hesmooth wa. mm roghnpessu ontr, w h direction in order to obtain measurements very close to
was mawide up of rip, 4.5 mm rhi ebblessued onto a gthe wall. With the diameter of the beam crossing ellip-
30 a un wide perspex strip, was recessed iito a groove soid being 0.04 mm and the measured friction velocity
about 100 mm downstream from the exit of the con- in the range 0.004 to 0.02 m/s, the spatial resolution in
traction and used to trip the boundary layer. The mea- the wall- normal direction was in the range 0.16 to 0.8

surement station was located about I m downstream wall units. For the u - w measurements, tr e length of

of the roughness strip. Flow visualization performed the measurem ents perpength o

by injecting dye through a hole in the wall indicated the measuring volume (0.5 mm) was perpendicular to

the boundary layer to be turbulent at this station for the wall, resulting in a poorer spatial resolution (in the

a freestream velocity, U1 , as small as 0.08 m/s. The wall-normal direction) in this case. The probe was tra-

maximum value of U1 is about 0.5 in/s. The freestream versed using a three-dimensional computer-controlled
traversing system, with a minimum step length of 0.025

turbulence intensity is less than 0.5% for all values of mm in all three directions.
U1. The pressure gradient was checked by measuring Enhanced Burst Spectrum Analyzers (BSA) were
U1 at several axial locations and found to be negligibly used for processing the photo multiplier signals. The
small (UidU 1/dx - 5.5 x 10-4 ns--2 for a freestream two-component measurements were made in the coin-

velocity of about 0.22 m/s). Measurements were per- cidence mode, except very close to the wall where the

formed at eight values of Re in the range 400 to 1320, data rates fall off quite steeply. In the coincidence
corresponding to a range of 0.08 to 0.45 in/s for U. mode, the two BSAs process the electrical signals only
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when a particle simultaneously crosses the two weasur-
ing volumes, allowing a more reliable measurement of

the Reynolds shear stress -91U. Very close to the wall,
operation in the coincidence mode was not feasible be-
cause of the very low data rates (note that no seeding
was used). In this case, in order to improve the data + 15

rates, the BSAs were operated in the private mode. ID
Typical data rates in the outer part of the boundary 10

layer were about 200 Hfz, falling off to about 10 Hz very
close to the wall. In the outer part of the boundary 5

layer, 20000 samples were collected at each measure- I I
ment point and this was reduced to 5000 samples very 0 0 1 10 104

close to the wall. 
y+

3 Determination of u, and Mean Figure 2: Mean velocity. 0, Re = 1316; +, 765; 0,

400; - - DNS 1410: .... 670; - , 300.Velocity Profiles
6

To examine the inner scaling laws unambiguously, an
accurate estimate of the friction velocity is of paramount
importance. However, the accurate determination of Sa. s ,, 140

the friction velocity for low Re turbulent boundary lay- + 4- / WO

ers is not trivial. At low RP, there is no rigorous ba- +
sis for the log region, and the Clauser-plot technique .+..
would therefore be ineffective. A reliable method of 2.
estimating u, is to measure the mean velocity gradi-

ent, dT/dy, at the wall. Djenidi and Antonia (1993)
determined u,, with an estimated uncertainty of ±3%, .- V
by fitting a straight line to their near-wall LDV data 10"1 100 10 1102 10
for y+ < 2.5 on the basis that the DNS data of Kim et y+

al. (1987) and Spalart (1988) indicate that d-J+/dy+
has decreased to about 0.97 at y+ t 2.6, i.e. 3% below Figure 3: Distribution of (y+dU+/dy+). - , DNS;
the wall value. ---- , experimental.

For all Re, it was possible to measure T7+ down to
about y+ = 1, which enabled U. to be estimated using higher than t
the method of Djenidi and Antonia (1993). An initial er he DNS data at the lower Reynolds num-
estimate of u, was obtained by fitting a least squares bes for y+ > 30. There appears to be good collapse of

straight line to the near-wall U data. The origin for the the profiles in the region y+ < 30; a Reynolds number

velocity profile was estimated by extrapolating this line dependence is discernible for y+ > 30. Note that only

to U = 0; this location was always within ±0.075 mm the collapse in the region y+ < 2.5 is "forced" in view

of the initial estimate of the origin (inferred by visual of the way in which u, is determined.

inspection of the intersection of the laser beams as they To accentuate the effects of Re on the mean ve-

approached the perspex wall and of the analogue sig- locity, especially in the inner region, (y+d-U+/dy+) is

nals from the BSA's). From the initial estimate of uT, plotted against (In y+) (Fig. 3). Such a plot also allows

the physical values of y were converted to y+ and the a critical examination of the log region; a log region

linear fit was re-done in the region y+ < 2.5. The sec- should appear as a plateau in the curve (see Spalart,

ond (and final) estimate of u, was typically 5% larger 1988). The derivative dU+/dy+ was determined after
than the first estimate; further iterations showed no first applying a curve fit to the data for U+. This was
change in the value of u,. done via the calculation method of Bisset and Anto-

Normalized mean velocity profiles (Fig. 2; only three nia (1991), which combines an eddy viscosity relation
profiles are shown for clarity) show the same trend as for the inner region and an emipirical wake function for
the DNS profiles of Spalart. While the experimental the outer region; the assumptions on which the calcu-
data closely agree with the DNS data throughout the lation is based are not of particular relevance in the
layer at the higher Reynolds number, they are slightly present context since the main interest here is to ob-
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blatt (1993) conjectured that the exponent a should be
3.OE[ , inversely proportional to the logarithm of the Reynolds

o number. A specific form of the conjecture, based on
that used by Barenblatt (1993) for pipe flow, i.e.

2.0E-8 -3

0 2 In z(2
+ 0

1.OE.8 - + + where R 6 (- U 16/u) is the boundary layer thickness

Reynolds number, was used to determine c. Straight
O q V •lines are observed over an extensive y+ range for all Re,

.OE+ q indicating that: (a) the mean velocity distributi T out-
0 200 400 600 800 side the buffer layer, and extending into the outer layer,

y + appears to be well represented by a power-law, and (b)

Figure 4: Mean velocity plotted in the form of a power- the value of a appears to be consistent with (2). It is

law. *, Re = 1316; 0, 979; +, 765; V, 509; 0, 400. also seen that, when extrapolated, the straight lines in
Fig. 4 (obtained by a lea.s! squares fit to the data after

10................. first eliminating the dat~a points close to the wall and
5-to the boundary layer edge), nearly pass through the

origin indicating that D : 0. A quasi-universal form
0- of the power-law can be obtained by defining a new

function *1 (Barenblatt and Prostokishin, 1993),

I1 • aIn TJ = In y+ (3)

ar C

-15- 1P The mean velocity data are plotted in the form *0 ver-
6 sus y+ in Fig. 5, and for y+ > 25, there is good collapse

2101 ... 10I , , of the data onto the line *ii = In y+. The power-law is
S10° 10 + 10 1 03 104 observed to extend well into the outer layer. Although

the profiles deviate from the line *0 = In y+ for y+ < 25
Figure 5: Mean velocity plotted as a function i - this is expected since (1) is not supposed to be valid

/or lnI +/IC. Symbols as for Fig. 4; '1' = yny+. close to the wall anyway - there is still an apparently
good collapse of the data down to the sublayer. This is

_+ because there is, in general, a good collapse of T1+ vs
rain a reliable curve fit to U in order to estimate Y+ in the range y+ < 25 (see Fig. 2), and the variation
du-+/dy+ (thus avoiding the need to differentiate the of a and C over the present Re range is small enough
U-+ data). No significant plateau is evident in any (0.158 < a < 0.179 and 7.51 < C < 8.03) to show
of the Y+di-+/dy+ profiles. Instead, all the profiles an apparent collapse of the data. The arguments for a
exhibit a local minimum, indicating that the logarith- power-law are based on the assumption that viscosity
mic region is either very narrow or non-existent. As exerts a non-trivial influence on the mean velocity; if a
the Reynolds number decreases, the local minimum in- asymptotes to a non-zero constant, the log-law would
creases and its location shifts to a smaller value of y+. not be strictly valid, and the traditional asymptotic
For Re = 400, the minimum occurs at y/+ ; 40, while arguments for the boundary layer would need to be
for Re = 1320, it is at y+ - 60. The distributions re-examiined. The skin friction law corresponding to

of y+d-U'+/dy• suggest that the effect of Re on U+ is the power-law (1) can be obtained (by extrapolating

discernible for y+ > 8, i.e the effect extends well into to y = 6) as:

the buffer layer. Uex (3/2a)
The mean velocity data are plotted in the form uT 1 Cl2) (.1)

(U+)nI* versus y+ (Fig. 4) to ascertain whether a power- U - exp(3/2a) 7
law distribution of the form For all Re, the experimental values of u, are within

-±-3% of those obtained with Eq. (4). This good agree-"U+ = Cy+" + D (1) ment suggests the possibility of using (4) as a means

is applicable. Based on the corrections to the classical of estimating the friction velocity, especially at low
Kolmogorov-Obukhov exponents 2/3 and 5/3, Baren- Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 6: rms longitudinal turbulence intensity. F,
Re = 1316; 0, 979; +, 765; A, 729; V, 509; 0, 400; Figure 7: Near-wall data for u'+ and v'+. ', R6 =

DNS 1410; 670; - , 300. 1316; 0, 400. Open symbols for u'+, solid symbols for
V1+.

4 Turbulence Measurements 1.2

One measure of the uncertainty in the Reynolds stress
measurements in the near-wall region - there is a 0.8-
marked decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio as the wall
is approached because of the decrease in the velocity '>
itself, and the large amount of extraneous light (re- -
Ilected from the wall) collected by the receiving optics 0.4- q K4-0*
- was provided by the scatter inferred from the repe-
tition of measurements at the same point. This uncer-
tainty was estimated at ±4%, while the uncertainty in 0.00. I d UL

u, is ±3% (see Djenidi and Antonia, 1993); this yields 10"1 100 101 102 103 le

an uncertainty of ±5% (see Moffat, 1988) for the wall- Y
normalized quantities. An additional uncertainty in
the results is that due to the correct location of the Figure 8: rms normal turbulence intensity. Symbols
origin; this is estimated at ±0.025 mm (the minimum
resolution of the traversing system), corresponding to
!/+ in the range 0.1 to 0.5. Although the absolute error increase with Re is noticeable for both u'+ and v'+.
in the location of the origin is small, this is highlighted The increase in v'+ extends to larger values of y+ than
in tire near-wall region because of the logarithmic scale that in u'+. In contrast to u'+, the peak in v'+ (Fig. 8)
for y+. is much broader, and the magnitude and y+ location of

All of the u'+ profiles (Fig. 6) have a discernible V'1+.. increase with Re. While the peak in u'+ occurs
peak at about y+ = 15; this location is consistent with in the inner layer, the peak location for v'+ occurs in

that found for the DNS data of Spalart (1988). The the range 70 < y+ < 100. A systematic increase in z,'+
magnitude and y+ location of the present u+ax is also with Re is observed for y+ > 15, the increase being

in good agreement with the hot-wire data of Purtell more pronounced than for u'+. While it is difficult to

at al. (1981) (these are not shown to avoid overcrowd- discern any Re effects in the region y+ < 15 from Fige
ing). However, the nearly constant peak magnitude of 8, the results in Fig. 7 indicate that the Re effects on

albout 2.75 is at variance with the systematic increase v'+ extend into the sublayer. Profiles of w'+ are shown
observed in the DNS data. For y+ > 15, there is a in Fig. 9, and for the range of y+ in which the inea-
generally systematic increase in u'+ with R/ at any surements were performed, show a systematic increase
given Y+; also, u'+ falls off less rapidly with y+ as Re with Re. Note that relative to u'+ and v'+, the DNS
increases. It is difficult to discern a Reynolds number data show that the effect of Re on w'+ is much larger
,vhrect from the above figure in the region y+ < 15. in the near-wall regi(,, Despite the lack of near-wall
Ilowever, when only the near-wall data at the two ex- measurements for w'+ this trend is also evident in the
tremne values of Re are plotted (Fig. 7), a systetmtatic experimental data; close to the wall, the poor spatial
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Figure 10: Reynolds shear stress. Symbols and lines Figure 12: Distribution of -1-U/1--. Symbols and lines
as for Fig. 6. as for Fig. 6.

resolution in the wall-normal direction compounded by of about 0.4, starting at y+ = 10 and extending well
the glare of the laser beams as they hit the wall (this into the outer layer (Fig. 11). The scatter in the data
is far more intense than the light scattered from the makes it difficult to discern any systematic Reynolds
measuring volume) makes it difficult to obtain good number dependence for this parameter, However, the
measurements. A peak in w'+, albeit a broad one, is DNS data show a decrease in p,, with an increase in
discernible in the range 30 < y+ < 60. PR throughout the layer. Profiles of -U-h normalized

Distributions of the Reynolds shear stress -u+v+ by V2 are presented in Fig. 12. The departure of the
are presented in Fig. 10. The profiles show good agree- experimental data from the DNS data for y+ < 15 is
ment with the DNS data, and like v', systematically attributed to the difficulties in the -u+v+ measure-
increase with Re for y• > 15. Within the experimental ments in this region. There appears to be good col-
uncertainty, it is difficult to determine any R4 effects lapse of the profiles in the range 15 < y+ < 100. This
in the region y+ < 15; in this case, the problems are reflects the fact that the increase in -u+v+ with Re
exacerbated because of the difficulty of making coinci- in this range is almost perfectly offset by that of v'+,
dence mode measurements close to the wall. The peak suggesting that the mechanism responsible for the in-
in -u+v+ is broader than that for v'+, and both its crease in -u+v+ with Re must be the same as that for
magnitude and y+ location, notwithstanding the dif- V/+. This is plausible since the active motion should
ficulty of defining this peak, increase with Re. How- be the major contributor to both v+ and -u+v+ (t'+
ever, the y+ location (30 < y+ < 60) of -- u+v+mz receives contributions from the inactive motion - see
is smaller than that for V+ .. The correlation coefi- Antonia et al., 1992), and the increase in these quan-
cient pu. (=- -V'-/u'u') displays a plateau with a value tities is attributed to an intensificationi of the active
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motion with Re (Antonia and Kim, 1993). 4. The profiles of (y+d'U+/dy+) suggest that Re ef-
As the freestream is approached, the values of u' fects on the mean velocity may be felt down to

V'+ and w'+ (Figs. 6, 8 and 9) are at variance with the y+ :: 8. Outside the buffer layer, the mean veloc-
actual freestream turbulence intensity of about 0.5% ity is well described by a power-law, as opposed
(measured by Djenidi and Antonia (1993) using a 15 to a universal log-law, implying that viscous ef-
mW He-Neon one-component TSI system, and con- fects are non-negligible.
firmed in this study by measuring u' and v' using a
DANTEC ID probe). Our investigations show that
this is directly attributed to noise (the most likely Aknowledgements
cause is a poor alignment of the beam waists within
the probe) picked up by the 2D probe when the actual The support of the Australian Research Council is
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ABSTRACT Observations of these flow fields through low-pass
filtering show that in the outer region large scale

An experimental study of turbulent flow in a channel has motions are associated with large turbulent kinetic
been performed using PIV at Reynolds numbers of Reh = energy and Reynolds stress events. Their dimensions are
5378 and 29935 based on the half-channel height. h, and about 1/4 of the channel height in wall normal direction
the bulk velocity. hb. Two-point spatial correlations and over 2 channel heights in the flow direction.
have been calculated from the measured fluctuating
velocity fields. Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) Two-point correlation functions over a wide
has been employed to calculate the eigenvalue and region can be calculated directly from PIV data. Since
eigenfunctions of each eigenmode for the experimental two-point correlations contain important information
PlV data. The results show that the eigenfunctions and about the coherent structures of turbulent flow field, it is
the eigenvalue spectra in the outer region of channel attractive to pursue proper orthogonal decomposition
flow when scaled by outer variables are independent of (POD), an elegant technique to decompose turbulent flow
Reynolds number. A few lower eigenmodes are the main field, using two-point correlation data to study turbulent
contributors of the turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent structures. The detail description of POD can be found in
intensity of the turbulent channel flow. Lumley (1967. 1981) and a recent review paper by

Berkooz et al (1993). The results of the present
investigation on flows at two different Reynolds

1. INTRODUCTION numbers indicate that in the outer region of wall
turbulent flow both eigenfunctions and eigenvalue

The turbulent structure in the outer region of a spectra do not change with Reynolds number if scaled
flow past a wall is not as well understood as in the near with outer variables. The low modes are energetic and can
wall region. The linear variation of the characteristic be associated with the large scale motions.
length scale of turbulence with distance from the wall in
the log-layer is an accepted concept in wall turbulence.
However the interpretation of this concept in terms of 2. TURBULENT CHANNEL FLOW
turbulence stu'cture is not established. It is interesting to
find more experimental evidence of such behavior in the The experimental research was carried out in a
log-layer. This paper presents results of a study of the flat-wall, closed-flow loop water channel with a
structure of the outer region of turbulent channel flow, rectangular cross section of 48.75 mm high (y), 609.6
with PIV, at much larger Reynolds numbers than is mnm wide (z) and 15.24 m long (x). The test section was
feasible in present DNS. located 200 channel heights downstream from the

entrance, where the flow was fully developed. Tap water.
The PIV technique provides turbulent cleaned with 3 )im filters, was used as test fluid to fill the

fluctuating velocity field measurements and enables one channel. The test section had 5.5 cm x 15 cm optical
to study the structures of turbulent motion (Adrian 1991). windows on both sides and a 10.5 cm x 15 cm optical
The Reynolds numbers of present studies are moderate, window on the top, which allowed a laser light sheet to
Re, = 5378 and 29935. The spatial resolution of PlV in illuminate a normal plane of the flow and a camera to
these two cases is good enough to study turbulent scales, record the flow velocity field. The temperature of the
It is not rma enough to resolve the very small scales and fluid in channel was controlled during experiments to
the nea wall region without using higher magnification maintain constant flowrate for all rums. A sketch of the
in the optics. In the present work conventional two- channel is shown in Fig.l. A detailed description is
dimensional PIV is used to study two velocity given in a thesis by Niederschulte (1989).
components in streamwise and wall-normal directions.
Sixty to one hundred PIV photographs were taken and The choice of seed particles is an essential
interrogated for each of the two Reynolds numbers. The factor for a good recording, and it leads to results with
fluctuation field was calculated for each realization, high accuracy. They should be small enough to follow
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the fluid and large enough to provide strong light bulk velocity, h is the half channel height and v is the
scattering from the laser light sheet (Adrian 1991) . kinematic viscosily. They correspond to Re?= urAv
Aluminum oxide particles of 9.5 micron nominal size
were chosen based on these considerations and were 315 and 1414, respectively, where uT = (Twlp)1 2 is the
seeded in the fluid at a concentration of approximate 15 friction velocity calculated using measurements of bulk
particles per mm3 . velocity and Dean's correlation of the friction coefficient

(Dean 1978). The viscous length scales, v/ur, were 77.5

gm and 17.2 gm for these two Reynolds numbers. The
bulk velocities of these two cases were 212 mm/s and

'-z,., 1074 mm/s. The pulse separations of the laser pulses
:- were determined from bulk velocity to be 1.2 ms and

0.24 ms, to allow the mean displacement of a particle-
image pair to be approximately 0.25 umn. a quarter of the
interrogation spot size, thereby satisfying the 'one-
quarter rule' for double-pulsed autocorrelation PIV to
achieve a high detection rate during interrogation
(Keane and Adrian 1990).

3. PIV MEASUREMENTS

The analyses of PIV photographs were carried
out with an interrogation system, described by Meinhart

air - et al (1993), which contains a host workstation. SUN
,- 4/370. with eight high-speed Mercury array processors.

MC860. A Videk Megaplus CCD camera with 1320 x
1035 pixels of resolution was used to acquire images

Fig. 1 Turbulent channel flow system from interrogation spots. An Imaging Technology VSI-
150 frame grabber digitizes the images at a frequency of
20 MHz. This system can calculate over 100 velocity
vectors in a second. It takes 2 to 3 minutes to interrogate
one PIV photograph. A single-frame double-exposure
cross -correlation technique, which significantly
improves the signal-to-noise ratio over autocorrelation
(Keane and Adrian 1992), was used to interrogate 60 to
100 PIV photographs for each Reynolds number. The
sizes of the first and second windows of cross-correlation
were 128 pixels and 64 pixels in streamnwise and normal

Fig. 2 PIV optical setup directions respectively. The size in normal direction
with stronger velocity gradient is chosen half of that in

An Apollo ruby laser of model 22HDX with streamwise direction in order to reduce errors due to the
double pulses of 2J of energy each was employed as the strong wall-normal velocity gradient. The offset of two
light source. The time duration was 30 ns for each pulse. windows was set to be 28 pixels at first to match the
The optical system used in this study is sketched in Fig. displacement of the image pair. It was adaptively
2. The light sheet forming optics are composed of a adjusted during interrogation to follow the change of the
cylindrical lens with 100 mm focal length and a local displacements of image pairs. The dimensions of
spherical lens with 787.5 nmm focal length. It provides interrogation spot were Ax=1.6 mm. Ay=0.8 mm and
an illuminated region 0.8 mm thick in the spanwise Az=0.8 nun in the fluid, which form a interrogation spot
direction and approximate 120 nun wide in streamwise volume of 1.024 mm3 . It then contains about 15
direction in the flow. Double images of particles were particles in this volume and satisfies the requirement of
photographed, using a 4 x 5 inch format camera with a obtaining a valid detection probability at least 90%
f09 Schneider lens, and recorded on Kodak 4415 film with (Kean and Adrian 1990).
a magnification of 0.97. The diffraction limited particle
image size was approximately 32 gm. The maximum The raw vectors after interrogation were cleaned
erros in this system due to the refractive index of water up with an automatic post-interrogation procedure that
and due to a perspective effect (Adrian 1991) are 0.17% replaced bad vectors with alternatives from other
and 0.6%, respectively, of the bulk velocity over the correlation peak measurements. A gaussian low-pass
entire recorded flow field, which are small and filter with a width of 0.75 grid size was used to remove
acceptable. The experimental techniques have been noise present in the vector field. The ensemble-averaged
detailed previously in Liu eta! (1991). velocity of the flow field was computed by averaging the

measured velocity vectors along line of constant y in all
Experiments were performed at Reynolds PIV photographs. Turbulent fluctuation is obtained by

number Reh - ubk/v = 5378 and 29935, where ub is the subtracting the total velocity field from the ensemble
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mean velocity. Fig. 3a and 3b show two instantaneous realization in the region of y+ < 100 are low momentum
turbulent fluctuating velocity fields for Reh = 5378 and fluid moving away from the wall and high momentum
29935. The coordinates in the figures are in viscous wall fluid moving toward the wall. These motions could be
units. The flow direction is from left to right. For low or related to ejection and sweep events. They meet together
high Reynolds numbers the center line of the flow is at and create a sharp shear layer inclined to the wall with an
yc+ = 315 or 1414 and the first grid point from the lower angle of less than 450. The shear layer can be caused to
wall is at yj = 5.3 or 23.8. The resolution is (Ax+. Ay+. roll up at downstream by down coming fluid from the

Az+) = (20.6. 10.3. 10.3) or (93.0. 46.5. 46.5) in terms outer region to form a spanwise vortex. This kind of
coherent structure can also be found in flow fields at Reh

of wall unit, and (Ax/h, Ay/h, Az/h) = (0.065, 0.032, = 5378 and 29935. but not very often. The most striking
0.032) in terms of the outer length-scale for both structures of flows at moderate Reynolds numbers are the
Reynolds numbers. The resolution in the y-direction for large scale streamwise motions with low momentum fluid
the high Reynolds number was not enough to resolve the or with high momentum fluid. Studies of low-pass
buffer layer region and very small scales. filtered fields, show that these large structures are

associated with the production of large amount of
(a) - turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds stress (Hanratty el

u=0 02 m/s al. 1993). The dimensions of these events are roughly
independent of Reynolds number; they extend over about

so 1/4 of the channel height in the log-layer in the normal
direction and over two channel heights (beyond the

sw photograph) in streamwise direction. They are scaled
with the outer length scale and do not change much with

4Wo Reynolds numbers.

3 Two-point spatial correlations. Rij(y,y') andr Ri/(rxyy') , were computed for two Reynolds numbers.
20 -where rx, y, y" are the space separations between two

0o points in x-direction and their y-locations, i. j = v or v.
100 Figure 4 shows the two-point correlation coefficients of

0 Ruu(y,y) with rx = 0 for Reh = 5378. Three curves are0

0o 2 4W 00 se la plotted for the fixed point at 3 locations, yIh = 0.114.
X+ 0.476. 0.50. The abscissa is y/h. the locations of the

other point. Contours of correlations Ruu(rx.yjy') are
(b) plotted in Fig. 5a for Reh = 5378 and Fig. 5b for 29935.

y*gb' - The fixed points are at y'h = 0.25 and on the ordinate
u-0I m/s are locations of the other points. The positive or

3=e negative rx/h indicate the other point to be in the
downsteamn or upstream side. These figures show that the

2, s0dimension of the coherent motion is quite large and
consistent with observations from filtered fluctuating

2= velocity fields. It is interesting to note that the strong
correlations appear to incline forward from the wall at anIsco angle of approximately 100 and that the correlations

with upper half channel flow become slightly negative.
low as can be seen in Fig. 4 also.

Soo

4. PROPER ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITION OF
0 00 2= 3= 4000 TMURBUI.NT CHANNEL FLOW

The proper orthogonal decomposition was
Fig. 3 Fluctuating velocity fields of channel flow proposed by Lumley (1967) in an effort to extract
obtained from PIV measurements. The bottom wall is coherent structures in turbulent flows with objective
located at Y+=0 and top borders of the vector maps are definition. The structure is selected when it has the
close to the upper wall of the channel. (a) Reh = 5378, largest mean square projection on the turbulent velocity
(b) Reh - 29935. field. This results in an eigenvalue problem. a Fredholm

integral equation whose kernel is the two-point
As seen in previous PlV studies in the same correlation tensor of the turbulent velocity field. The

channel in a streamwise-normal plane at a low Reynolds solution of the equation is an orthonomal set of
number Reh = 2872 by Liu el al (1991). the most deterministic eigenfunctions which are empirical and
frequently appearing structures in almost every PIV associated with coherent structures. It is believed that, if

a structure contributes a majority of the turbulent kinetic
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energy or Reynolds stress, it will dominate the two- realization itself. The total turbulent kinetic energy and
point correlation statistics in an average sense. Reynolds stress of the now field can also be calculated
Therefore, information about the structure will be by a diagonal decomposition:
retained in the correlation tensor.

< Ui 2 (x.y.z.t) > = • ALn (o/n)(y)J 2 . (3)

,0U < ui ,2,yt). Uf,y,/xy > = y X-n 0.ýn)¢y) Ofn)(y).

(4)

(a)

.y/h

I .S.. .............. --....

S"" ~........................-.... --.

1.0

0,0 1 .0 1.5 2.0 0.01 "-:

y/h -2 0r

Fig. 4 Two-point correlation coefficients.
RuU(y,y')/urfu(y) urns(y) at ReA = 5378. (b)

The two-point correlation tensor was calculated y/h
from dte PIV measurements as mentioned above. Since
the realizations studied here are only two-dimensional 2.0
the eigen-equation can be solved for only two
components of eigenfunction. For the farst step the one-
dimensional (the inhomogeneous y- dimension only) __s

POD was performed in a domain of half channel height
for two Reynolds numbers using the computed .0o * ----- .....--- /"----- .... "......
correlation tensor of each component (Liu ar a4, 1994).

The eigen-equation reads: s

(Y.Y )-•P.(=2 , 0 r1 2

where
Rjj(y. y') = <Ui (x,y.zi) uj(xy',z,t) >. i =u o r Fig. 5 Contours of two-point correlation functions,
v. Ruj(rxy.y"). at Reh = 5378 (a) and 29935 (b). Solid line

contours are positive and dash line contours are
#i(n)(y) is the nth order eigenfunction with an negative.

eigenvalue of An. The eigenvalues represent the energy When the decomposition is done for two
associated with the corresponding eigenmodes. They are velocity components the phases between eigenfunctions
ordered so that An a An+/. The lowest eigenmode will of two components are obtained. They are needed when
contribute the largest energy to the flow field. Based on carrying out calculations of the contributions to
this modal decomposition in the eigenfunctions a Reynolds stress from equation (4). Different
velocity field that is a member of the ensemble can be decomposition domains can also be selected, such as the
reconstructed: near wall region or the full channel height. If POD is

carried out in two dimensions. Fourier decomposition
uji'xj) a• a1, (z) */n)(y). (2) should be used in the homogeneous streamwise direction.

since the POD in the homogeneous direction will be
The coefficient an can be evaluated using the reduced to Fourier decomposition.

orthogonality of the eigenfunction set and the
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Fig. 6 and 7 present the eigenfunctions and
eigenvalue spectra of POD applied to PIV data of eigenfunction in the domain and are equal to the number
turbulent fluctuating fields. They are dimensionalized by of half-cycles in the domain h. Fig. 7 presents the
outer layer length scale h (the half channel height) and eigenvalue spectra for two Reynolds numbers. The
the friction velocity. ur (Liu el al. 1994). Fig. 6a and 6b similarity of low modes at different Reynolds numbers is
show the u- and v- components of the eigenfunction of evident. They are independent of Reynolds number. The
order n = 3 for Reh = 5378 and 29935. The spectrum of high modes for high Reynolds number is

eigenfunctions exhibit almost the same modal structure much broader than for the low Reynolds number. It

in the outer region, even though the Reynolds numbers shows significant Reynolds number effect on high

are 5.5 times one another. The u- eigenfunctions are modes. These results provide a credible test of the

clearly dependent on Reynolds number in the near wall conjecture made by Chambers et al (1988) in the study of

region. The modal orders n are related to a sequence spectra of Bergen equation that the real turbulence might

defined as the number of the zero crossings of the also obey a generalized law of Reynolds number
similarity. At the high mode numbers shown in Fig. 7
the high Reynolds number spectrum starts to drop down.

(a) possibly because the resolution in the PIV
3 measurements is not fine enough.
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Fig. 7 Eigenvalue spectra of one-dimensional POD at
2 -2 Reh = 5378 (circles) and 29935 (squares).
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010~=538 and10% o tota energ and4 o

0 Reynolds stress for Ran = 29935. Figure 8 demonstrates
0 o 8 the contribution of higenmodes to turbulent kinetic

0 000 energy at Re =5379. TermnN is the number of the first

' o° Reylow modes involved. It can beoseen that the frst rive low
0069.0 igenmodes carry 74% and the first twelve low modes

carry 90% of the total energy. The lower modes are more
-2 energetic and have less zero crossings. They could be

00 .2 4 o6 8 10 associated with the streamwise large scale motions
Y/h observed from PIV fluctuating velocity fields (Hanratty

Fig.6 Oe-dmensona eienfuctins f u-comonet e al (1993). The results agree well with results at Rer
Fig 6n On-dimensional ien o 57 coeponent =180 presented by Mom and Moser (1989). For
( 5 om o at o en38 r comparison, the following Table I liste s the

2935(auaeacontributions of the first three lioenmodes to the

turbulent kinetic energy E and to the Reynolds stress P
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BT** 35 * 1414 * predict the similar behavior of modal structures over a

AjIE 0.32 0.35 0.406 large Reynolds number range.

A21E 0.16 0.166 0.145 The dominant eigenmode contributes a large
A3/E 0.08 0.0954 0.0773 amount of turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds stress.

;LIA 2  2.0 2.1 2.8 A few of the lower eigenmodes dominate the energy and

PjIP 0.66 0.61 0.477 turbulent production. They could be associated with the
observations of streamwise large scale motions. The
results of contributions from first three eigenmodes to

Table 1. Contributions of the one-dimensional total turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds stress agree
eigenmodes to energy and Reynolds stress. (: p8reent well with those published by Moin and Moser (1989).study. **: Moin and Moser (1988)
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TURBULENT PIPE FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF LOW
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ABSTRACT of hydrolysis have reported drag reductions close to the
maximum predicted by Virk's asymptote (Virk el al. 1970), but

A miniaturised fibre optic Laser-Doppler anemometer and a did not report any turbulence field data. and the authors
differential pressure transducer were used to carry out detailed speculated on a different origin for the elastic behaviour of the
hydrodynamic measurements in a fully developed turbulent pipe fluid without proper evidence. Therefore, the purpose of this
flow with 0.4% to 0.6% by weight shear-thinning aqueous work is to investigate the turbulent characteristics of shear-
solutions of a methylhydroxil cellulose of molecular weight thinning fluids, of molecular weight lower than 10,000. in a
equal to 6.000 kg/kmole (Tylose MH I000K from Hoechst). pipe flow.

In spite of undetectable elasticity in oscillatory and creep
flow tests and of their low molecular weight, these solutions
exhibited drag reductions of up to 35% relative to a newtonian 2. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
fluid flow at the same wall Reynolds number, and of about 25%
relative to the inelastic shear-thinning friction correlation of The flow configuration, fully described in Pereira (1993).
Dodge and Metzner (1959) at the same generalised Reynolds consisted of a long 26 mnm inside diameter vertical pipe with a
number, respectively, square outer cross section to reduce diffraction of light beams.

The low molecular weight polymer solutions were also The fluid circulated in a closed circuit, pumped from a 100 litre
observed to delay transition from the laminar to the turbulent tank through 90 diameters of pipe to the transparent acrylic test
regime as intensively as reported before by Pinho and Whitelaw section of 232 nun of length. and a further 27 diameters down
(1990) with heavier and more elastic solutions of cellulose, and back to the tank, with the flow controlled by two valves. A 100
we may tentatively conclude that this transition delay is a shear- mm long honeycomb was located 90 diameters upstream of the
thinning rather than an elastic effect. test section to help to ensure a fully developed flow in the plane

of the measurements.
Four pressure taps 65 mm apart were drilled in the test

1. INTRODUCTION section and the upstream pipe and were used for the pressure
loss measurements. Equal longitudinal pressure gradients were

In the past the investigation of non-Newtonian wall- measured between any two consecutive taps, thus ensuring that
dominated flows has been mostly concerned with the study of the connection between the brass pipe and the test section was
the drag reduction phenomena and the understanding of the well done and within the machining tolerances of ± 10 Pin. and
effects of elasticity and variable viscosity on their turbulent caused no detectable harm to the flow condition. This, together
characteristics, but the fluids under scrutiny normally were with equal velocity measurements at two different far apart
made with additives of molecular weight over 105 kg/kmole within the test section, confirmed a fully developed flow
(Berman (1978), Allan el al (1984) at very dilute situation there.
concentrations. More recently Pinho and Whitelaw (1990) and The pressure drop was measured by means of a differential
Escudier et ai (1992) investigated the turbulent pipe flow of pressure transducer from Rosemount. model 1151 DP 3S and its
shear-thinning polymer solutions with viscosity power law output was sent to a computer via a data acquisition board
indices between 0.39 and 0.90 which also showed drag Metrabyte DAS-8 interfaced with a Metrabyte ISO 4
reduction and the validity of Virk's asymptote for variable multiplexer. both from Keithley. The overall uncertainty of the
viscosity fluids. pressure measurements was less than 1.2 Pa. which is about

Elasticity in turbulent pipe flow manifests itself in a 1.6% and 5% for high and low pressure differences.
reduction of the friction coefficient, and according to Hinch respectively.
(1977). Tabor ei al (1989) and more recently Kostic (1994) A fiber optic laser-Doppler velocimeter from INVENT.
amongst others, this is related to a strong strain imposed model DFLDA was used for the velocity measurements, with a
elongation of the molecules and its effect on the extensional 30 mm probe mounted on the optical unit. Scattered light was
viscosity, thus leading to an anisotropic viscosity. Therefore, it collected by a photodiode in the forward scatter mode. and the
is logic to expect that small light molecules may be inelastic and main characteristics of the anemometer are listed in table I and
will show no drag reduction. The experiments of Lodes and described by Stieglmeier and Tropea (1992). The signal was
Macho (1989) with aqueous solutions of a 19.000 kg/kmole processed by a TSI 1990C counter interfaced with a computer
partially saponificated polyvinylacetate with different degrees via a DOSTEK 1400 A card. which provided the statistical
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quantities. The data presented in this paper has been corrected The oscillatory and creep tests that were carried out could
for the effects of the mean gradient broadening and the not detect any elasticity within the instrument accuracy.
maximum uncertainties in the axial mean and rms velocities at a
95% confidence level are of 2% and 3.1% on axis respectively. pI[Pa.s]

and of 2.8% and 7.1% in the wall region. The uncertainty of the 0.I0 ..... . ....... ................ ..................
radial and tangential rms velocity components is 4.1% and 9.4%
on axis and close to the wall. respectively.

The velocimeter was mounted on a milling table with
movement in the three coordinates and the positional
uncertainties are of ± 200 and ± 150 Ism in the axial and
transverse directions, respectively.

Table I - Laser-Doppler characteristics
Laser wavelength 827 nm 0.01 ....... ......
Laser power 100mW
Measured half angle of beams in air 3.68
Size ef measuring volume in water at e-2 intensity

minor axis 371Ln
major axis 550pa

Fringe spacing 6.44•m
Frequency shift 2.5 ,'-lz

0.00

3. FLUID PROPERTIES 100 101 102 103 104

Aqueous solutions of a methil-hydroxil cellulose from T[S I
Hoechst. Tylose MH 10000K. with a molecular weight of 6,000 Figure I- Viscosity and ajusted Carreau model to the 25' C
kg/Kmole were investigated. Prior to the hydrodynamic Tylose solutions data. 0- 0.4%; x-0.5% and A- 0.6%.
measurements, the 0.4%. 0.5% and 0.6% by weight
concentration Tylose solutions were characterised for their
transparency. viscometric viscosity, dynamic viscosity, creep
compliance and resistance to degradation. The biocide Kathon 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LXE from Rohm and Haas was added at 0.02% by weight to
prevent bacteriological deterioration and the solutions were Figures 2 and 3 show the Darcy skin-friction coefficient
prepared with tap water. (fD=2ApD/pUb 2 L) versus generalised and wall Reynolds

The rheological characterisation of the fluids was carried numbers respectively, and illustrates the behaviour of the non-
out in a rheometer from Physica, model Rheolab MC 20, made Newtonian solutions under laminar, transitional and turbulent
up of an universal measurement unit UM/MC fitted with a low flow conditions. The use of the generalised Reynolds number.
viscosity double-gap concentric cylinder system and a cone- as defined by Dodge and Metzner (1959). is appropriate in
plate system. The rheometer could be both stress and shear rate laminar flow and collapses the experimental data on the
controlled and viscosities up to the maximum shear rate of 5230 Newtonian relationship fD= 64/Regen within the experimental
s"1 could be measured, with an uncertainty of less than 3.5%. uncertainty (figure 2). The Darcy friction (fD) coefficient law

The viscometric viscosity of the three solutions at 25°C are for inelastic shear-thinning fluids based on the generalised
plotted in figure 1 together with the fitted Carreau viscosity Reynolds number (equation 2), is also included for comparison
model and its parameters ate listed in Table U1. and shows that a drag reduction exists for the Tylose solutions.

IA =t PO + (X -)2, 2- 2-n,-7-[ah2 logReen D n - 1.204 .602 n0 .25

Table II- Parameters of the Carreau model for the viscosity of n0.75 o Rg fD +

the Tylose MH 10000K solutions at 25" C.
Concentration poj [Pa.s] X [sl n . 0.2 (2)

n[s- .2
0.4% 0.0208 0.0047 0.725 6.1 a 4031 However. for the tulrbulent regime the wall viscosity is a
0.5% 0.0344 0.005 0.660 6.1 a 4031 preferred parameter to define the Reynolds number, because it
0.6% 0.0705 0.0112 0.637 6.1 a 4031 is in the wall region that viscous forces are most important. The

same data of figure 2 is plotted again in figure 3 using the wall
The fluids circulated in the rig for periods of less than 21 Reynolds number together with the newtonian Prandtl-Kirman

hours, during which the viscometric viscosity decreased by 10% law and Virk's (1975) maximum drag reduction asymptote. The
due to the mechanical deterioration. The resistance to newtonian data is consistent with previous results and confirms
mechanical degradation of Tylose was three times longer than that the flow is close to being fully developed at high Reynolds
the lifetime of the CMC solutions, of molecular weight of numbers. Although not conclusive, the drop of the ratio of
300.000. used by Pinho and Whitelaw (1990). under similar centreline to hulk velocity (Uo/Ub) with Reynolds number of
conditions. figure 4 indicates that the flow condition is fully developed, or
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close to it, for the maximum flow rate with the various polymer Figures 2 and 3 clearly emphasize the main conclusion of
solutions, this work; in spite of the very low molecular weight of Tylose

the aqueous solutions of this polymer exhibit drag reduction and
this is consistent with the mean velocity profiles in wall

D coordinates shown below. The reduction of the friction factor is
1.000 ................................ .... ............... not a consequence of the shear-thinning characteristic of the

polymer solutions, as can be seen in the comparisons figure 2
* with Dodge and Metzner (1959) friction law for inelastic shear-

thinning fluids. Maximum drag reductions of 30% to over 35%
Dodge-Metzner lMw for n=l, were measured relative to a newtonian flow at constant wall

n=-0.'725, n=0.660 :and n=0.637 Reynolds number for the 0.4 and 0.6% Tylose solutions, which
corresponded to about 20 to 27% if compared on the basis of a

0.100 . ......... .... i ...................... .."........................ constant generalised Reynolds num ber. The drag reduction of
Tylose was about half that reported to occur with the low
elasticity shear-thinning high molecular weight CMC solutions
of Pinho and Whitelaw (1990) which reached Virk's asymptote.

Uo/U

0 .0 10 ....... ..................... 2 .0.............. .............................................. ........

AV irk's asym ptote ~ ~1.8 ...... " "" .. . .......... ............. ...... .................. .
Vifk's asymptote 1 ........

A

0.001 . . . . ..J J , , ,,,,
1 .6 . .................... ....... . .............. ....................... ........................

102 10R 1o 10Re
gen

Figure 2- Darcy friction factor versus generalised Reynolds
num ber. X W ater, 0 Tylose 0.4% , A Tylose 0.5% and A Tylose 1.4 ................................. .. ....................... .......................

0.6%. n - viscosity power law index.

fD 1 . 2 . .............. ... ... ..... .... ......... ................... .. .. .! ................... .

1.0 0 0 . ........... ........... .......................... ........................... .

1.2

1.0 .... ...L.LL U.I . .. ..L . . .. I . . ..

12 3 4 5 6
10 Re 10 10 10 Re 10

gen w

0.100 ..................................... ......................... Figure 4- Ratio of centreline to bulk velocity versus generalized
Prandtl-K inman law and wall Reynolds number for X Water, 0 Tylose 0.4%. A

Tylose 0.5% and A Tylose 0.6%.

Local measurements of the mean velocity and of the root-
mean-square of the velocity fluctuations of the 0.4% by weight

0.010 ........... Tylose MH 10000K solution are shown in figures 5 to 7 which
include some non-newtonian data taken from Pinho and
Whitelaw (1990) concerning aqueous solutions of CMC (sodium
carboxymethil cellulose) grade 7H4C from Hercules. with a

s amolecular weight of around 3x 10-. i.e.. about 50 times heavier

than the Tylose solutions used in this work.
"bhe axial mean velocity profile of the 0.4% Tylose at a

0.001 -. Reynolds number of 3,030 in figure 5 is clearly not turbulent.
The flow at the Reynolds number of 4.920, in spite of a low

103 104  105 106 value of the ratio UO/IUh in figure 4 and the mean velocity
Rewall profiles of figures 5 and 6 which could indicate turbulent flow.

does not seem to be under such flow condition as the
Figtue 3- Darcy friction factor versus wall Reynolds number, exceedingly high velocity fluctuations of figures 7a) to c)
X Waier, OTylose 0.4%., ATylose 0.5% and A Tylose 0.6%. suggest. For this flow condition the turbulence is much higher
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than that for higher Reynolds numbers, and this can be u+
associated with flow intermittency. Normal Reynolds stresses are 40.0 -
known to increase gradually with the decrease in Reynolds "02% CMC
number. Wei and Willmarth (1989). but for this low Reynolds
number range the variatii..ns should not be so intense as observed 35.0 . --- -. . .. ............. ..................................
here, unless the flow is within a transitional condition with -Virks asympte
intermittency contributing decisively to turbulence broadening. 30.0 a e.........

Actually this seems to be the case here as confirmed in figure 4
which shows a delayed transition with the non-newtonian fluids,
a behaviour beautifully investigated by W6js (1993). 25.0 . • .........

u/U0 20.0 .-.................................
10 *L o & .. ..... ........... ......... ................... .................: iii

1 .... .. .. ... .... .. ... .. ....... .. .. ..... .. .. ... ........ ...... ..........
08- A

A Newtonian log law
•5 .0 ........ .. ............................... .........................-.

0 .6 . ............. ................. ................. ................. ........ ......A 0.0

0 1 2 310 10 10 10
+

A y
0.4 ......... ....................................................... ............... Figure 6- Axial mean velocity profile in wall coordinates for the

A 0.4% Tylose solutions. 0 Rew= 4920. + Rew= 11930. X Rew=
15400 and A Rew= 19570. From Pinho and Whitelaw (1990) -A-

A 0.2% CMC at Rew= 18260,-x- 0.2% CMC at Rew= 11770,-
0.2 ................................................................... ................. 0.1% C M C at Rew= 16800.

A:
newtonian fluid, it is expected that the profiles of the rms

0 .0 velocities reflect this behaviour, as happens here. The axial
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 turbulence profiles show a small Reynolds number effect with

r/R the flow at a Reynolds number of 11,930 having marginally

Figure 5- Axial mean velocity profile in physical coordinates for higher values than the flow at a higher Reynolds number.

the 0.4% Tylose solutions. A Rew= 3030, 0 Rew= 4920, +
Rew= 11930. X Rew= 15400 and A Rew= 19570. u/U 0

0.16 .........................................

The axial mean velocity profiles in wall coordinates of the 0.14 ............................ ........... ........................... ......
0.4% Tylose solutions in figure 6 are consistent with the drag (4
reduction because they are shifted upwards from the newtonian .0 =I-
log law. in a way which is proportional to the drag reduction 0.12 ............. ................ ................ ............. • - .

intensity. This is better understood from the comparison with the 0 ip, 2SO:
0.1% and 0.2% CMC data of Pinho and Whitelaw (1990) which 0. ............ ................ ....... .....
were reported to have drag reductions of 47% and 64%, O0

respectively. The more intense drag reductions of these heavy '+

polymers imply a larger shift from the newtonian log law than
that of the light Tylose solutions. Figure 6 also shows that the
slope of the velocity profiles become steeper with drag 0.06(
reduction, especially at higher values of drag reduction, close to
Virk's asymptote. V k' as p~o e , .o 4 i .-.-....... ............... i.. . .............i................

The normal Reynolds stresses of the Tylose solutions have a
behaviour which is intermediate to the newtonian and the high ......
molecular weight and intense drag reducer CMC solutions. The 0.02 .......................... .................................
axial component of the Reynolds stress of the 0.4% Tylose
solutions is not so high close to the wall as with the 0.2% CMC J ,i,,, I
solutions, the one that is closer to the 0.4% Tylose in terms of 0.00 ... . .. . .....
viscous characteristics, and at the centre of the pipe the 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
turbulence is not so damped, as shown in figure 7 a). Drag F )A
reduction is known to intensify axial turbulence close to the wall Figure 7a) Axial rms velocity profile in physical coordinates for

the 0.4% Tylose solutions. 0 Rew= 4920, + Rew= 11930, X
(Allan et al (1984) and is associated with a decrease of Rew= 15400 and A Rew= 19570.- Water Re=- 117500. From
transverse turbulent transport. With drag reductions which are Pinho and Whitelaw (1990) -A- 0.2% ,MC at Rew= 18260,- U
intermediate between those of the CMC solutions and the - 0.2% CMC at Rew= 11770, * 0.1% CMC at Rew= 16800.
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v'I/U0  0

0 .0 6 ............ ...... .... O i ....... . ....... - 0 .0 6 . ... ..... . . . .........
0

0.5 00 0 ýO

0 0 . ............................. i ................ ............ ... ....- ..A ........ 0 .0 .. .-"..--..."" - ..

+; +

0 .04 ... 0 .04 , ........... ........ . .. ...... ...... ... .... 4 ý • . ... ... I ...

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 -0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

r/R r/R
Figure 7b) Radial rms velocity profile in physical coordinates for Figure 7c) Azimuthal rms velocity profile in physical
the 0.4% Tylose solutions. 0 Rew= 4920. + gew= 11930, X coordinates for the 0.4% Tylose solutions. 0 Rew= 4920. +
Rew= 15400 and A Rew= 19570. - Water Re= 1 17500. From Rew= 11930, X Rew= 15400 and A Re~w= 19570. - Water
Pinho and Whitelaw (1990) -A-. 0.2% CMC at Re~w= 18260,- • Re= 117500. From Pinho and Whitelaw (1990) -A- 0.2% CMC
-0.2% CMC at Re~w= 11770. * 0.1% CMC at Re~w= 16800. at Rew= 18260.-U• -0.2% CMC at Rew= 11770. • 0.1% CMC

at Rew= 16800.
The radial and azimuthal components of the rms of the

fluctuating velocity of the 0.4% Tylose fluids in figures 7 b) and
c) agree with the previous observations, showing less dampening 5. CONCLUSIONS
than those of the CMC solutions. However there is a major
difference between the Tylose and the CMC curves: although Aqueous solutions of a very low molecular weight polymer
intense dampening of the transverse turbulence is observed with were rheologically characterised to be shear-thinning and
the Tylose and CMC solutions in the near-wall region in relation inelastic in creep and oscillatory flows. In spite of this, they
to the water flows, in the centre of the pipe there is no reduction exhibited drag reductions of up to 35% in a turbulent pipe flow.
of turbulence with the Tylose, and in fact the opposite occurs, as compared to the newtonian friction law and a delay in
Radial and tangential rins velocities hardly increase from the transition proportional to the polymer concentration.
centre of the pipe to the wall, remaining almost constant within The drag reduction was accompanied by a reduction of the
80% of the radius, and decreasing only on the final 20% near the turbulence, especially in the transverse directions. However.
wall. The high radial and tangential turbulence in the center of these effects were not so intense as previously observed with
the pipe could be due to the reported delay in transition together high molecular weight shear-thinning polymer solutions and
with a Reynolds number effect. This means that Reynolds were mostly concentrated on the wall region.
number and transitional effects with the non-newtonian Tylose One has to conclude from this work that linear molecules
solutions occur over a wider range of Reynolds numbers than suffer the effects of elongational viscosity increase, or any other
with the water flows. For the water flows at Reynolds numbers mechanism that causes turbulent drag reduction and the decrease
between 30,000 and 1 17.500 the turbulence profiles hardly of transverse turbulence, even for very small molecular sizes.
change, and agree well with data from Lawn (1971) indicating
fully developed turbulent flow in all conditions. Besides, as
already mentioned, Reynolds number effects with newtonian ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
fluids are not so intense as observed here with the non-newtonian
fluids. The authors would like to thank lnstituto Nacional de

It is clear that the effects of drag reduction on the turbulence Investiga•:'o Cientifica- INIC. INEGI (lnstituto de Engenharia
characteristics of the low molecular weight polymers are Mec~nica e Gestio Industrial) and Laboratorio de Hidrgulica da
locahised in the wall region. whereas for the high molecular Faculdade de Engenharia for financing the rig, lending some
weight solutions they span over the whole pipe. and this effect is equipment and providing building space for the rig, respectively.
not restricted to the transverse components of turbulence. In the We also appreciate Hoechst. Portugal and Horquim. Portugal for
centre of the pipe the axial component of turbulence of the offering us the polymers and additives.
Tylose solutions is similar to the newtonian values whereas the
CMC axial turbulence intensity is attenuated.
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ANNULAR FLOW OF SHEAR THINNING LIQUIDS WITH CENTREBODY ROTATION

M P Escudier and I W Gouldson

University of Liverpool, Dept of Mechanical Engineering,
P 0 Box 147, Liverpool, L69 3BX, England.

SUMMARY relatively high concentrations of carboxymethylcellulose
(CMC) and methylcellulose. The same authors (1990 b)

Radial distributions of the axial and tangential concluded that the mass transfer rate could be correlated
components of velocity and rms velocity fluctuations are with the results for Newtonian liquids using a mean
presented together with friction factor versus Reynolds apparent viscosity value. There is considerably more
number (f-Re) data for Newtonian and shear-thinning theoretical work, inevitably confined to the laminar flow
liquids in laminar, transitional and turbulent flow in an regime. Recent work includes that of Bittleston and
annular geometry with a rotating centrebody of diameter Hassager (1992) and of Malik and Shenoy (1991), both
ratio 0.506. concerned with generalised annular Couette flow of shear-

In all flow regimes, the global influence of centrebody thinning liquids. Of more direct relevance is the paper of
rotation is most apparent for the Newtonian fluid where Lockett et al (1992), concerned with the stability of
the friction factor increases appreciably with rotation inelastic non-Newtonian liquids in Couette flow, as well
speed. The non-Newtonian fluids show less of an increase as the more extensive study of Lockett (1992) which
due to rotation than the Newtonian fluid. considers the more general situation of combined axial and

LDA measurements of the tangential velocity reveal rotational motion.
three distinct regions across the radial gap with a central In this paper we present measurements of the
region of almost constant velocity which diminishes in variations in flow structure with flowrate and rotation
magnitude as the Reynolds number increases. speed for a Newtonian liquid (glucose) and two shear-

Axial velocity measurements show little deviation thinning liquids (CMC and Xanthan gum).
from what would be expected for the case without
centrebody rotation. In turbulent flow axial velocity 2. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
fluctuations show a progressive decrease with increasing
Reynolds number. Suppression of tangential velocity Measurements were carried out in a 5.7m length of
fluctuations is found for the polymeric liquids, especially precision-bore glass tubing (100.4mm ID ± 0.1mm) with
at high Reynolds numbers where the influence of a nominally concentric thin-walled stainless steel
centrebody rotation is reduced. centrebody (50.8mm OD) giving a radius ratio of 0.506.

Over a limited range of (low) Reynolds number and Rotation of the centrebody was provided by a DC Neco
rotation speeds, the generation of Taylor vortices produces motor and gearbox, monitored by an optical encoder
complex flow patterns. Limited measurements are giving a resolution of 0.1 rpm and a range of 0-126rpm.
reported for the vortex advection speed. Axial flow was provided by a Mono progressive cavity

pump (max flowrate 0.025m3/s), supplied by a 500t
I. INTRODUCTION stainless steel tank. Three accumulators located

immediately after the pump outlet functioned to remove
With the exception of the very recent paper of Nouri pulsations in the flow prior to the test section. Volumetric

and Whitelaw (1993), no other detailed experimental flowrate measurements were taken using a Fischer and
studies of the flow of non-Newtonian fluids in an annulus Porter electromagnetic flowmeter (max capacity
with centrebody rotation have been reported. Wrofiski and 0.0333m3/s) incorporated into the return arm of the
Jastrz~bski (1990 a) have used a mass-transfer technique flowloop, downstream of the test section. Validyne
to investigate the stability of helical flow in concentric pressure transducers (3448 Pa and 862 Pa fsd) were used
annular channels of radius ratio 0.66, 0.8 and 0.86 with to measure pressure drops along the test section to
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determine the average wall shear stress r,. Temperature I Pa.s. As well as power-law behaviour over a wide range
measurements were taken using a platinum resistance of shear rates, Xanthan gum also exhibits a measurable
thermometer (±:0. IC) located in the end housing degree of viscoelasticity. For the evaluation of Reynolds
downstream of the test section. Measurements of axial and and Taylor numbers, shear rates for the determination of
tangential velocities as functions of radial and axial the fluid viscosity p were obtained using the average
location were made using a Dantec Fibreflow laser surface shear stress determined from the axial pressure
Doppler anemometer system with a measuring volume gradient and viscometric data for the particular fluid in
length in water of 0.19mm. For a few measurements, a use.
second LDA system was employed to permit cross-
correlation measurements of the velocities at two locations CMC (O.%)
separated axially by 10 mm and azimuthally by 900, the e 8 ,.ts,)
azimuthal separation necessitated by the physical size of
the probe head. To achieve minimal refraction and
minimise misalignment of the beams a flat-faced optical
box was positioned over the pipes and filled with castor
oil which had a refractive index close to that of the glass oot
(Rk=1.478). A 125um filter was incorporated into the
system within a bypass loop allowing filtering of the water
prior to the addition of polymer.

Measurements of the theological characteristics of the
liquids used were made using a Carri-Med CSL 100 1 to Ida .. 00
controlled-stress rheometer. Both cone and plate and rgt.W T1. ,,,y we samr raw fr CMC,,ad XUa gem.

parallel-plate geometries were employed for the fluid
characterization. Fluid refractive indices were determined 4. RESULTS
using an ABBE 60/ED high accuracy refractometer.

The global influence of centrebody rotation for each of
3. TEST FLUIDS : PREPARATION AND the test fluids is apparent from the friction factor vs

RHEOLOGY Reynolds number data shown in Figure 2 and the
normalised axial velocity fluctuations at t = 0.8 shown in

The non-Newtonian liquids used were aqueous Figure 3. The velocity fluctuations are used to monitor
solutions of CMC (0.2% w/w) and Xanthan gum (0.15% the change from laminar flow through transition to fully
w/w) with a 1:1 w/w glucose/water mixture with viscosity developed turbulent flow. For comparison purposes,
0.01 Pa.s to provide a basis for comparison. 7001 of each curves representing standard friction-factor correlations for
fluid was prepared by filtering tap water prior to the fully developed flow of a Newtonian fluid in an annulus
addition of the polymer or glucose. To prevent with radius ratio 0.5 and no centrebody rotation are
bacteriological degradation of the fluid a small quantity included in Figure 2 as follows
(100ppm for CMC and Xanthan gum; 200ppm for
glucose/water) of formaldehyde was added. Seeding f = 23.9/Re (laminar)
particles (Timiron MP-1005, mean diameter approx 20pm) 1
at a concentration of I ppm were added to improve the 4en

LDA signal/noise ratio and data rate. Leung (1981)
The viscometric characteristics of the two polymers

are shown in Figure 1. The power-law behaviour of f
CMC is well represented (for *f > 200 s") by p = (A t)n-.
with X•. 0.239 s and n = 0.69. A better representation of to
the CMC viscosity data over the entire range of shear rates
is given by the Cross model

P• - 1', _ [1 * (1t ,y) '• [.I

IPo - 1'.

O Xe0 5 3kw

with p. 0.0346 Pa.s, p. 0.001 Pa.s, X = 0.0 165 sand R e
n - 0.66. For Xanthan gum the viscosity is best described
by the Sisko model, 10 tio too Ism0o

(ftm1 L r we ra 3.r Newekas need, CMcC emd
P+ P• Xak.,+r.

with n = 0.407, )s = 12.1 s. p,, - 0.0014 Pa.s and p,, .
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Only in the absence of rotation for the glucose/water All subsequent figures refer to data for the highest
mixture is there a clear transition from laminar to turbulent rotation speed (126 rpm) as the bulk Reynolds number is
flow. The increase in friction factor at the highest rotation varied.
speed is also most marked for this fluid whereas for, the In contrast to the negligible influence on the f-Re data,
shear-thinning liquids, the global effect of rotation is rotation has a dramatic influence on the flow structure, as
marginal and in the turbulent-flow regime Figure 2 shows revealed by the LDA measurements of axial and tangential
that the degrec of drag reduction for the two polymers is mean velocities and velocity fluctuations. In all cases, the
essentially unaffected by rotation. From Figure 3 it is tangential velocities (Figures 4-6) reveal a triple-layer
seen that for each fluid there is an increase in the intensity structure. Nouri and Whitelaw (1993) report very similar
of the velocity fluctuations in the laminar regime as the observations for their measurements for a Newtonian fluid
rotation speed is increased, and for CMC in the turbulent-flow regime. Limited

LI measurements showing the triple-layer structure for

t ... - -. - - -- --- ---- --- Qturbulent airflow in a narrow annulus were also reported
0.a9 - - - by Simmers and Coney (1979). Perhaps surprisingly, the

theoretical work of Bittleston and Hassager (1992)
11Be8l20 VI aORW8_4 revealed that lamninar flow of a Bingham plastic in an

0.7 -Rou""0 NA6--6---- I -. . .--------- annulus also exhibits a triple-layer structure. Over much
X " " " . ... .of the central region of the annulus, the tangential velocity
- -. - -• -• - - - - -- is almost constant at a level which diminishes with

&4 increasing Reynolds number. At the highest Reynolds
U X W ;numbers, penetration of the influence of rotation is
U .... -- -increasingly limited to an inner layer and for Xanthan gum
W ...... -- the tangential velocity at Re = 40,000 was too small to

S. . .measure for ý < 0.8. Close to the centrebody, the velocity
* e U 0.4 0.U 0 increases across the inner layer to match the peripheral

Fr. 4 Tarmih. w•,m• ly peM, forN,,,ob, mai" speed. As is typical of shear flows generally, this inner
layer thickness decreases with increasing Reynolds
number. It is also seen that the inner-layer thickness for

9 the two shear-thinning fluids is roughly double that for the

.�.-- - -- - -.-.. - . .- .- "----- - "glucose/water mixture. Although the outer layer is of
0.1 " " 0 beni '. comparable thickness to the inner layer in each case. the
064 . . R- * l3 .-v--... .. --- gradients are less steep because the maximum velocity inX 16.=4•M , v~aL,,t, . L
0.s -- .b- t . _ the central layer is approximately 0.4 tolR
0.4 . . . . . - *,• X

&4-0.3 -- - - -

0.2 -0.1 d g~
sell •-', _11_1121 ... . .; .

U 46 60 0.2 0.4 0.4 01.68

Flow & Tampedil nhinly preAl1e fr CMC
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consequence of averaging the axial velocities associated
with the interior circulation of Taylor vortices which are
transported axially by the bulk flow.
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W.6 H 0 vn -1 0 Limited investigations into the structural flow changes
v' , •0 Re-O, at low but increasing bulk velocity were carried out using

5s ------------- X Ritd,• - - - -- -- two identical LDA probes with the probe volumes a set
I IN Res'li2i l distance apart (10 mm). Physical limitations meant that

064 -- -- - - . the probes had to be placed at 900 to each other ie. vertical" 0and horizontal. The velocity-time signals generated by the
&.3 R-" " . . " . .- . . , ..... two probes were correlated against each other to give a

time spacing between the flow passing each probe and
& -.- .-.-.---------- - - -- ---- hence an advection velocity for the cell structure. Figure

L 00 - " ' 16 shows the change with Reynolds number in the
r.1- - - - - -- - -- --- - -advection velocity normalised with the bulk flow velocity.
• R]M]MKK KThe normalised advection speed is seen to increase from

S -. a value of about unity to values above 2.5 for both CMC
U 0.4 d6 as I and Xanthan gum, indicating a change from a toroidal to

Figun i4 TaneMabi vedmcy Itmathe for CMC. a spiral structure. However, it would require three

simultaneous measurements to determine advection speed,
cell size and spiral pitch and this was not possible. The

0i _ ---- ----- --- 0 value of unity at the lower Reynolds number is consistent
Rmo" 0 with the visual estimates of Synder (1962) which gave an

Wus X R average value for a Newtonian fluid of 1.2 at Reynolds

ON I numbers less than 16. For the Newtonian fluid the signals

"" 6. 6,M W tt at higher Reynolds numbers than those shown did not
0 6.2 .A O . reveal a periodic stcture which could be used to

Flu. 15. Tanmp flpemI lkdvaUew for tndsSm determine advection speed.

Figures (13-15) refer to the tangential velocity 5. CONCLUSIONS
fluctuations. It is well established that for turbulent flow
of polymeric fluids (such as Xanthan gum and CMC), drag The combination of an imposed bulk flow through an
reduction under turbulent pipe-flow conditions is annulus, centrebody rotation and the influence of non-
invariably accompanied by suppressed levels of tangential Newtonian fluid rheology produces a range of complex
turbulent velocity fluctuations. This behaviour is also flow behaviour. Little can be learned from global
evident here, except for the high fluctuation levels at the measurements (frictional pressure drop versus flow rate)
lower Reynolds numbers associated with complex vortical alone since the influence of rotation is generally small for
structures induced by the centrebody rotation. As already all flow conditions. However from detailed measurements
seen, the radial penetration of the rotational influence for of the axial and tangential velocity components, both mean
the higher Reynolds numbers is much reduced and and fluctuating, it is possible to identify specific flow
turbulent fluctuations are again suppressed. characteristics, including axially translating Taylor

vortices, a triple-layer mean flow structure and suppression
of tangential turbulence fluctuations for high Reynolds
number turbulent flow of the non-Newtonian fluids.
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NOMENCLATURE Simmers, D.A. and Coney, J.E.R. 1979. The experimental
determination of velocity distribution in annular flow.

f friction factor 2-rpV2  Int. J. Heat and Fluid Flow. Vol I, No 4, pp 177-184.
n power-law exponent
Q volumetric flow rate (m3/s) Synder, H.A. 1962. Experiments on the stability of spiral
r radial location in annulus (m) flow at low axial Reynolds numbers. Proc. Roy. Soc. A
Re bulk flow Reynolds number 2pV(Ro - Rji/p Vol 265, pp 198-214.
R, outer radius of centrebody (m)
R. inner iadius of outer wall of annulus (m) Wrofiski, S. and Jastrztbski, M. 1990 a. Experimental
u mean axial velocity component (m/s) investigations of the stability limit of the helical flow of
u rms value of fluctuating axial velocity (m/s) pseudoplastic liquids. Rheologica Acta. Vol 29. pp 453-
v mean tangential velocity component (m/s) 461.
v' mis value of fluctuating tangential velocity

component (m/s) Wroriski, S. and Jastrz~bski, M. 1990 b. Mass transfer in
V bulk axial velocity Q0/(R'o - R2') (m/s) the spiral flow of a pseudoplastic liquid. Int. J. Ht. and

)-C constant in Cross model (s) Mass Transfer. Vol 33, No (I). pp 1-7.
constant in power-law model (s)

)., constant in Sisko model (s)
I' shear rate (1/s)
1A characteristic fluid viscosity (Pa~s)

P0 zero shear-rate viscosity
Pf reference viscosity (I Pa.s)

infinite shear-rate viscosity (Pa.s)
non-dimensional radial location (R, - r)/(Ro - Ri)

p fluid density (kg/mn)
T, average surface shear stress (Pa)
(0 centrebody rotation speed (radls)
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MIXING CHARACTERIZATION IN SEMI-INDUSTRIAL NATURAL GAS FLAMES

USING PLANAR MIE-SCATTERING VISUALIZATION

Jacques Dugu#. Aristide Mbiock and Roman Weber

International Flame Research Foundation
Umuiden. The Netherlands

ABSTRACT with micron-size zirconium oxide particles. Images of the
instantaneous particle concentration field are recorded with a

The present work is concerned with the application of black and white CCD camera synchronized to the pulses of a
planar Mic scattering visualization for the characterization of Nd:YAG laser. The camera gating time of I Its is short
mixing in semi-industrial natural gas flames. Time-averaged enough to suppress the flame radiation of even the most
conserved scalar data are derived from the analysis of large luminous flames and allows the recording of scattered laser
sequences of instantaneous planar Mie scattering images. The light alone. The signal spatial resolution is determined by the
assumptions of fast and irreversible chemistry (mixing laser sheet thickness and the camera magnification; it is
controlled by turbulent diffusion) and a unit Lewis number typically of the order of 1 mm3 . Computer analysis of large
allow the derivation of a monotonic relation between the ensembles of instantaneous images allows the extraction of
number density of inert seeding particles in the natural gas jet many time-averaged parameters. They include the mean and
and a conserved scalar. Ensembles of instantaneous conserved fluctuating conserved scalar field, the average scalar
scaler images are processed to extract time-averaged dissipation field, the munnixedness and intermittency factors,
parameters which include the mean and fluctuating scalar field, and the scalar spatial correlations. The objectives of this
the intertnittency and unmixedness factors, the scalar paper we to present the implementation of the technique for
dissipation field and spatial correlations. conserved scalar measurements in large scale natural gas

flames and to discuss its inaccuracies and limitations. Results
of an application in a 3 MW natural gas flame are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Mie scattering technique has been extensively 2. MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE
applied to derive scalar data and to characterize mixing in
small scale isothermal and combusting flows since the early 2.1 f'e Mie Scattering Technique
sixties (Becker et al (1963), Ebrahimi and Kleine (1977),
Kennedy and Kent (1978), and Mansour et al (1988)). The The application of the Mie scattering technique to
technique provides concentration data when one of the fluids concentration measurements has been documented in detail by
entering a mixing region is seeded with small marker Becker et al (1967 and 1977), Shaughnessy and Morton
pinricles. The light scattered by the marker particles crossing (1977) and Stepowski (1992) and will only be briefly recalled
a light beam is ideally proportional to the local particle here. Assuming ideal conditions, the instantaneous light-
number density. The Mie scattering technique is usually scatter signal I is proportional to the number of scattering
implemented for single-point measurement using a focused particles in the control volume. It is easy to show that the
laser beam and a photodetector for the collection of the laser signal I is also related to the conserved scalar Z based on the
light scattered from the measurement volume. Over the last mass fraction of seeded nozzle fluid according to:
decade, advances in laser, camera and computer technology I .C p Z
have enabled the implementation of Mie scattering for planar The conserved scalar Z is also strictly equivalent to the
measurements in combusting flows using sheet illumination mixture fraction. It takes the value of one for pure nozzle fluid
and line or rectangular array detectors. and zero for pure external fluid. Normalizing the signal so that

In the present study, planar Mie scattering I equals one in the potential core of the nozzle fluid outlet
visualization has been further demonstrated for application in (Z =1). we obtain:
industrial-scale cold flows and gas flames over flow areas as Ilo=P Zipo
large as one square meter. The natural gas stream is seeded

6.1 1.



This relation implies the validity of a number of 2.3 Fast Chemistry Limit
assumptions:
- thee is no multiple scattering and no optical attenuation In combustion systems involving mixing of a seeded
- the particle concentration is low enough not to alter the fuel stream with an oxidant stream, the instantaneous Mie

properties of the seeded fluid scattering signal is proportional to the product of the
- the marker particles have a monosize distribution, or at least conserved scalar and the density. Thus, calculation of the

a size distribution that does not vary in space conserved scalar requires the simultaneous measurement of the
- the scattering cross section of the marker particles remains instantaneous particle number density and the flow

constant in the temperature range covered temperature. As shown by Kennedy and Kent (1978), Bilger

- the seeding concentration at the nozzle outlet is constant (1989) and Stepowski (1992), a simplification to this
- the light sheet intensity does not vary over time and space requirement is often introduced when combustion can be

- the molecular diffusivity coefficients of fuel and air are equal described using the fast chemistry approach. The assumptions
- the molecular and thermal diffusivities are equal (Lewis implied are infinitely fast and irreversible chemical reactions

number =1) (at least for the major species), equal diffusivities of the fuel
- the tracer particles are free of inertial effects (no particle and oxidant, unit Lewis number and adiabatic equilibrium.

slip) and faithfully follow the mixing and diffusion of the These assumptions are usually valid in large scale flames
nozzle fluid molecules. (high Reynolds and Damk,1hler numbers) where mixing is

controlled by turbulent diffusion. The instantaneous
Proper experimental care must be applied to ensure relationships relating the temperature and the calibrated Mie

that deviations from these assumptions do not cause scattering signal to the mixture fraction are shown in

excessive measurement inaccuracies. The effect of light Figure 1. The function relating the calibrated signal to the
absorption, which is not insignificant in large scale flows, conserved scalar depends on the air and natural gas inlet
can be quantified and corrected in the image calibration temperatures (F--0 and F=I), the adiabatic flame temperatum

procedure. The non-uniform light sheet intensity also needs and the mixture fraction at stoichiometry (Ffs).
to be accounted for when using a diverging light sheet to 1 2300

illuminate a Ilge flow cross section. Tad

IxZ 1900
2.2 Molecular Diffusion Effects 0.8 ,

I, '

A crucial assumption necessary to derive the fuel N06 I,

mixture fraction from the Mie scattering signal is that marker ;a
particles mix and diffuse like fuel molecules. According to the I /1 0.o

dafa of Becker (1977), the diffusivity of I gm particles in air 0.4 1100
at 300 K is 2.7 x 10-7 cm 2 /s. This value is to be compared W\ ..

with the molecular diffusivity coefficients of air and methane "

in air which, at ambient temperature, are 0.21 and 0.2 - 700
0.23 cm 2 /s, respectively. At 1000*C, they increase to 2.0
and 2.3 cm2 /s, which are many orders of magnitude higher 0 300
than the particle effective diffusivity. Thus, in flows where 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
molecular diffusion accounts for a significant part of the Fst Mixture Fraction (-)

mixing process, planar Mie scattering visualization of a
seeded flow leads to an overestimation of the gradients in Fig. 1 Instantaneous relations for infinitely fast and
mixture fraction field. The significance of molecular diffusion
at the flame scale reported here has been assessed using the
approach of Stliner and Bilger (1983). The turbulent 3. EXPERIMENTAL

Reynolds number in the natural gas jet self-similar region,
calculated from the measured RMS fluctuating velocity and 3.1 Furnace Configuration and Optical Setup

outer scale jet width, has a value of 6200. This results in a
turbulent diffusivity of 1120 cm2 /s. which is at least two The experiments were carried out in a 6 x 2x 2 m
orders of magnitude higher than the molecular diffusivities of furnace equipped with a 4 MW natural gas burner (Bertolo et
air or natural gas at flame temperatures. Therefore, in large al (1993)). A NOx reduction technique was implemented by
scale flows where mixing is controlled by turbulence, the splitting the natural gas input between a primary injector

inaccuracies induced by molecular diffusivities and particle located at the center of the burner quarl and eight secondary
effective diffusivity are negligible, axial injectors located at the quarl periphery. Flame stability

6.1.2.
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was provided by a large primary injector blockage ratio 3.2 Experimental Resolution
(BR=0.65) and a medium combustion air inlet swirl level
(So=0.57). The experiments reported here were performed at a The spatial resolution of the measurements depends on
thermal input of 3 MW with 80% of the total natural gas flow the size of the laser sheet volume imaged per pixel. The
injected through the secondary jets. This staging ratio imaging region covered a field of view of 450 x 300 mm
corresponded to the maximum NOx reduction achievable which was digitized over a detector array of 768 x 512 pixels.
without loss of flame stability. Based on these inputs and a The measured laser sheet thickness was 1.2 mm. Thus, the
nozzle diameter do of 9 mnn, the jet outlet velocity U. was measurement volume size per pixel was 0.586 x 0.586 x
175 mAs and the resulting Reynolds number was 103,000. 1.2 mm 3. Since the Nyquist sampling theorem states that the

The laser sheet was produced by expanding the beam of maximum detectable spatial frequency is half the sampling
a pulsed Nd:YAG laser through a cylindrical lens. The laser frequency, the size of the smallest resolvable structure is two
produced 25 pulses per second at a wavelength of 532 nun and pixels large, or 1.2 mi. If a high spatial resolution is
with an energy of 190 mJ per pulse. As shown in Figure 2 preferred over a large field of view, a smaller measurement
the laser sheet was introduced under the furnace outlet and its volume can be achieved by using a higher optical
plane crossed tic burner and the top and bottom jet axes. magnification and smaller laser sheet thickness. Ultimately,
Collimation of the beam waist was achieved with two the maximum spatial resolution is determined by the need to
spherical lenses (f1 = -150 mm, f2 = 400 mm) located in have a sufficient number of particles in the measurement
front of the laser at 14 m from the burner wall. The light volume not to invalidate the assumption of marker
sheet was produced with a cylindrical lens (f3 = -25.4 mm) continuum. This practical limit is usually close to the
located in front of the furnace back wall, at 6.5 m from the smallest scale of turbulence. The measurement spatial
burner wall. The measured laser sheet thickness was 1.2 mm resolution should be compared to the smallest length scale of
and was verified to be constant over the imaged area. The gradients in the conserved scalar field. Recent measurements
natural gas jets were seeded with sub-micron zirconium oxide by Buch and Dahm, (1991) and Southerland and Dalun (1994)
particles using a cyclone design identical in principle to the report that the scalar diffusion scale thickness is given by
one described by Glass and Kennedy (1977). The particles )D - 11.2 8 Re6 "3/4 Sc"1/2 where 8 is the local lateral scale
were classified in a size range of 0.3 to 2.0 ILm. The Mie of the jet and Re 8 = u 8 / v.. is the outer scale Reynolds
scattering intensity was collected with a black and white, number. Dimensional reasoning indicates that in the far field
fixed gain, non-interlaced image-intensified CCD camera of a round jet, the outer scale Reynolds number is constant
which was gated at 1 Is. The CCD camera was externally (Dahm and Dimotakis (1990)). Since the jet lateral dimension
triggered by the laser pulses. The short gating time enabled scales as 8 6 0.44 x and this flow has a Schmidt number near
blocking of the flame radiation and recording.of scattered unity, the scalar diffusion scale thickness increases as
laser light alone. The camera optics were equipped with a XD - 4.93 x ReB"3/ 4 . The axial distance x is measured from
40 am bandwidth filter for suppressing the infra-red radiation the nozzle outlet. For the present experiments, the Reynolds
incident onto the image intensifier and the CCD sensor. The number Rea was calculated at x =150mm (17 do) using the
standard video signal was fed to a S-VHS video recorder and laser visualization and velocimetry measurements. With a
was later digitized by a frame grabber over an array of 768 by centerline mean velocity of 52 m/s and a full local jet width
512 pixels. The 16 MB store board coupled to the grabber of 62 mm, the outer scale Reynolds number is 17 900. Thus,
board enabled the acquisition of series of 32 consecutive the scalar diffusion scale thickness varies from 0.32 mm for
images. The image processing analysis was performed over an x = 100 mm to 1.3 mm for x = 400 mm. This indicates that
ensemble of 350 images. the measurement spatial resolution is not small enough to

resolve the smallest gradient scales in the scalar field except
at distances larger than 40 nozzle diameters (x=360 mm).

3.3 Data Reduction
region of interest

lase sh~eet a The procedure used to extract instantaneous conserved
scalar data from the raw Mie-scattering images can be outlined
as outlined below. First, the images are rescaled so that the
maximum signal intensity measured in the jet potential core
corresponds to 100% and the minimum signal intensity
corresponds to 0. The zero Mie-scattering signal is defined as
the mode of the image histogram in the background region.
Second, the images are corrected for non-uniform light sheet

Fig. 2 Laser sheet setup in furnace illumination and for light absorption. This correction is
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performed using a reference image computed from the laser 1 2300

sheet intensity profiles in the axial and radial direction and an -

average extinction coefficient. These coefficients were . 0.8 " Z 1900
determined experimentally by averaging the images obtained

with homogeneous seeding and no flow in the furnace. They /
agreed well with values calculated theoretically from the laser 0.6 1500

L1~ Esheet geometry and the estimated particle size and
concentration in the furnace. Performing these two image
calibration steps provides calibrated, normalized particle 0.4 1100

number density images which range from 100% in the natural
gas jet potential core to 0 in the combustion air stream. The 700
third step consists in applying the fast chemistry limit
relations previously described to extract the instantaneous -
temperature and conserved scalar fields. These relations 0 300
require as inputs the natural gas and combustion air inlet 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
temperatures, the adiabatic flame temperature, and the Normalized Number Density (-)
stoichiometric mixture fraction. Because this procedure yields Fig. 3 Absolute inaccuracies on the mean conserved scalar
the instantaneous normalized particle number density, the and temperature for :t5% error on the raw signal
conserved scalar and temperature fields, averaging can be (- : + 5%, - -- :-5%, - :true signal)
performed using the Reynolds or Favre definition. The various
mean parameters derived from the instantaneous conserved
scalar images ae presented in the results section. 4. RESULTS

3.4 Error Analysis Figure 4 displays a Mie-scattering image taken from
the ensemble of images analyzed. Because the laser pulse is

The measurement random and bias errors in the Mie only 7 ns long, these images reveal the instantaneous
scattering signal have been estimated by recording the laser distribution of the marker particles over the laser sheet. The
sheet in a uniformly seeded volume in the absence of any field of view of 450 x 300 mm covers one of the eight jets
convection. The random error at a fixed pixel position, located at the quarl periphery and extends up to 38 nozzle
measured by calculating the rms noise level of the image diameters in the axial direction. No obvious artifact can be
sequence, was found to be 1.8% of the maximum dynamic detected in the Mie-scattering images other than the light
range. This random error is the result of fluctuations in the sheet reflection on the burner front wall. The background of
seeding density, and electronic noise in the CCD camera and the images is uniform in the whole region of interest which
frame grabber. The random error of a time-averaged parameter includes the near burner zone and excludes the front wall
decreases with the square mot of the number of samples. Thus, reflections (right side of the nozzle on Figure 4).
for a sequence of 350 images, the random noise level on the Furthermore, it was verified that with the laser shutter closed,
calibrated particle number density is of the order of 0.1% of the images were uniformly dark and showed no residual flame
the full scale. The total error of the mean particle number emission.
density was estimated by averaging a sequence of images
corrected for non-uniform illumination and light absorption.
The total error, measured by taking the rms of the mean image
histogram, was found to be 5% of the maximum dynamic
range. The systematic errors which are caused by optical V- 4
attenuation, non-uniform light illumination and non-linear
camea response provide the largest contribution to the mean
number density error. Because image averaging does not
reduce the bias errors, the bias errors on the instantaneous
images are also about 5%. Figure 3 shows how a 5% error on
the particle number density propagates in the calculations of
the temperature and conserved scalar. It shows that the
absolute inaccuracy on the conserved scalar and temperature is i

inversely proportional to the number density. It reaches 0.03
and 0.23 for normalized number densities of b.4 and 0.05, Fig. 4 Mie scattering visualization of the instantaneous
respectively, particle distribution in a natural gas jet
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Figures 5 and 6 display the mean and mis scalar image
fields obtained from a sequence of 350 images following the
data reduction procedure described above. The jet asymmetry A
can be attributed to its interaction with the external
recirculation zone which enhances the jet radial expansion
towards the furnace walls. As expected, the RMS scalar field
displays zero fluctuations in the jet potential core and
maximum fluctuations in the mixing layer. [~

Fig. 7 Normalized mean scalar field

Figure 8 shows plots of the normalized mean scalar
profiles for seven traverses from the nozzle outlet (x/do= 4.
10. 15, 20. 25. 30. and 36). The radial position is normalized
by the distance from the nozzle outlet to the traverse. In order
to compare the experimental results with data from the

0.... literature, the solid line corresponding to the curve fit

I2 " =exp(-54(r/x)2) is also shown. For the side of the
Fig. 5 mean conserved scaler field jet expanding towards the centerline (positive radii on

Figure 8), self-similarity is reached after an axial distance of
20 nozzle diameter from the nozzle outlet. The very good
agreement observed between the self-similar profiles and the
experimental curve fit is encouraging and seems to indicate a
satisfactory accuracy of the Mie scattering technique, at least
for the mean conserved scalar results.

0 1

S........................... 0.8 :" '*-

0.87

=• 0.6 .... -------------
Fig. 6 RMS fluctuations in conserved scalar field ."

Self-similarity of the conserved scalar field was " 0.4 .......-. ' .----.-
assessed by normalizing the radial conserved scalar profiles
with the maximum value of the scaler on the radial profile. % .
Figure 7 displays the normalized scalar field. The 50% 0.2 ..............-........ / ----------
normalized mean scalar lines can be used to define the jet half
width, and in the selfsimilar region, the angle of spread of the 0
jet and the rate of entrai4n0en. 0 02"

-0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4

r/X (-)

Fig. 8 Normalized radial profile of mean scalar
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The intermittency factor is defined as the probability contribution of molecular mixing in large scale flames is very
that the scalar concentration is greater than zero. In the small when compared to turbulent diffusivitiy.

presence of noise, the intermittency is simply equal to the
fraction of time the scalar concentration is above the noise
level (Chigier. (1981)). The intermittency factor provides
insight into the process of entrainment by indicating the

location and extent to which ambient fluid penetrates into the
mixing layer. An intermittency factor of 0.5 can be used to
define the jet turbulent boundary, and it also coincides with

the region where the difference between Reynolds and Favre
averages is largest. Because the entrainment process is

accomplished mostly through large eddies, the determination
of the intermnittency field does not require a spatial resolution
of the same cider as the smallest scales of turbulence.

Fig. 10 Unmixedness

The instantaneous scalar dissipation rate is expressed in
cartesian coordinates as:

=2D. 9Z 2 02 2+ Z 2)

x D((a.~) +(V~) 4(-1)

where D is the molecular diffusivity of methane in air and was

taken as 0.2 cm 2/s. The instantaneous scalar dissipation rate
is in units of s"1. In this work, the third component is not
accessible and the dissipation rate was calculated using only
the first two dimensional gradients of the conserved scalar. It

Pig. 9 Intiittency must be noted that accurate, quantitative measurneents of the
scalar spatial gradients require the experimental resolution to

Tefinifi of he ixede factor: w ube close to the scalar diffusion scale. Since this was not the
definition of Chiier (1981): case in these experiments, the scalar dissipation results are

IT, (Z - Xf)d-*I + JT2 (Z ) -d12 underestimated. The mean dissipation rates shown in

UM= Figure 11 are qualitatively consistent with the results
(1-yf)Tl+ff T2  reported by Namazian et al (1988) and Feikema and Driscoll

(1992). The scalar dissipation reaches high values in the
The mean scalar Zf corresponds to the far field concentration mixing layer of the natural gas jet close to the nozzle. at the

which is reached after complete mixing between the fuel and interface between the natural gas and the ambient fluid. At
the combustion air. It is calculated from the burner inputs and higher axial locations, the dissipation levels decay and the
the fuel air requirements; it corresponds to the mixture maximum values of the radial profiles gradually move closer

fraction reached in the flue gas and is taken here as 0.055. The to the jet axis. The local scalar dissipation rate is an

time intervals TI and T2 correspond to the conditions Z> Zi important parameter because it describes the local mixing

and ZU Zf, respectively. The unmixedness describes the intensity and shows where the mixing energy is spent. This
extent of mixing between the seeded stream (natural gas) and information helps verify and optimize the burner mixing
the non-seeded stream (combustion air). When natural gm and characteristics. In the present application, the maximum

combustion air are completely mixed, there is no fluctuation levels of s-aW dissipation are encountered in a region of low

of concentration and the unmixedness is zero. The flow is oxygen cow:ntrotion which corresponds to flue gas entrained

completely unmixed (unmixedness is one) when the from the extcfn;! recirculation zone into the natural gas jets.
concentration fluctuates between zero (pure tir) and one (pure The initial miiirl" of natural gas with flue gas delays mixing
fuel). It is clear that the unmixedness is zero when the flow is between natural Fas and air and results in low peak flame

completely mixed at the scale corresponding to the tempanurs ud Io-. "lqx missions.
experimental spatial resolution. The extent of mixing at the
molecular level cannot be measured when collecting a signal

from marker particles. However, as discussed earlier, the
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Fig. I I Log of the mean scalar dissipation field Fig. 12 Scalar spatial correlations at selected locations

The spatial correlation of the scalar field was
calculated at selected locations in the flow and is displayed in 5. CONCLUSIONS
Figure 12. The spatial correlations show the length scales
over which the scalar fluctuations are correlated. The spatial Experiments in a 3 MW natural gas flame have shown
correlations at the spatial distances Sx, Sy from the fixed that Planar Mie scattering visualization is a simple and
locations (xoyo) are the intercorrelation coefficients effective tool for mixing characterization in semi-industrial
between the points Z(xo.yo) and Z(x0 +&,yo+5y). They are scale flames. The fast and irreversible chemistry approach is
given by:. well suited to relate the number density of inert seeding

SY+ +particles in a combusting natural gas jet to a conserved scalar.

Cor(x,,o6y)=. ,,Zx + 6,Y ))+ 0, Computer analysis of large ensembles of instantaneous

(Var(Z(xyj)).Var(Z(x +&,yo +Sy)))' images allowed the extraction of many time-averaged
parameters which include the mean and fluctuating conserved

The covariance between Zxoyo) and Z(x0 +&,y 0 +6y) scalar field, the average scalar dissipation field, the

is defined by: unmixedness and intermittency factors, and the scalar spatial
correlations. Two main limitations in the method presented

- '-Z'ZSJ)= Z(xo'Yo)' Z(XO + &r'Yo + by) can be identified. One is the lack of measurement accuracy in
the low mixture fraction range which limits the usability of

The variance Var(Z(x.,Y.)) is simply the square of the thnique to the fuel rich zone. The second limitation is
the RMS fluctuations of Z at the positions (xo,yo). As the difficulty of resolving the smallest scales of turbulence.
pointed by Schefer et al (1988), the 0.5 contour line provides This is mostly a concern when measuring parameters such as

a close approximation of the integral length scale of the scalar dissipation which has a diffusion scale close to the
turbulence. Because the spatial correlation characterizes the Kolmogorov length scale.
turbulence macroscale, its accurate determination does not Despite these limitations on spatial resolution and
require a spatial resolution as high as for the dissipation absolute accuracy, the planar Mie-scattering visualization
measurements. It can be further noted from the normalized technique provides unprecedented insight in the mixing

mean scalar field shown in Figure 7 and the spatial characteristics of large scale natural gas flames. It should
correlations shown in Figure 12 that the radial integral prove a valuable tool for assessing and comparing the mixing
length scale is close to half the jet width. As indicated earlier, characteristics of semi-industrial natural gas burners.
the jet width is defined as the distance between radial
locations at which the scalar has decreased to half the
maximum value. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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APPLICATION OF LASER DIAGNOSTICS TO STUDY FLUID

DYNAMIC/COMBUSTION INTERACTIONS

K. C. Schadow, E. J. Gutmark, T. P. Parr, D. M. Hanson-Parr, and K. H. Yu
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China Lake, CA 93555-6001

ABSTRACT The evolution of azimuthal structures on coherent
initially axisymmetric vortices was observed both in cold

Lae diagnostics were utilized to study the develop- flow (Browand and Laufer, 1975) and reacting flows in
ment of large-scale structures and their break-down into flames (Chen and Roquemore, 1986, Settles, 1985, and
fine-scale turbulence in nonreacting and reacting shear Gutmark et al, 1989a).
layers. Of particular interest were shear-flowkcombustion The present paper describes two and three-dimensional
interactions to provide the basic understanding for passive near field structure of a reacting jet using Planar Laser
and active combustion control. The paper describes Induced Fluorescence (PLIF). The evolution of this flow
accomplishments in three projects which were performed and its interaction with the combustion process are not
(1) investigation of the three-dimensional interactions fully understood. The understanding of this process is
between large-scale spanwise vortices and streamwise vor- important for practical application such as the mechanism
tices. (2) control of soot formation by acoustic forcing of leading to combustion instability, and can help in develop-
air and fuel flow, and (3) identification and control of large- ing methods for enhancing energy release and reducing the
scale structures in supersonic jets. formation of soot.

For soot formation control, an annular diffusion
flame was used which allowed indepnmdent acoustic forcing

1. INTRODUCTION of the central air and circumferential fuel. The forcing
introduced coherent vortices into the flow and allowed

Reacting turbulent jets are governed by the inter- complete control of fuel injection into the vortex shedding
action of fluid dynamics, chemical reaction and heat release process.
(Broadwell and Dimotakis, 1986). The fluid dynamics The relation between soot formation, the vortical
involved in these types of flows are related to a mixing structures, and fuel injection location during active control
layer flow which is governed by large-scale vortices. The of this flame was investigated using advanced diagnostics,
roll-up and growth of these vortices ae determined by such as PLIF (Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence) and PIV
instability forces and mutual interactions (Brown and (Particle Imaging Velocimetry). The diagnostics were
Roshko, 1974). The large-scale structures entrain flow phase locked to the vortex evolution cycle. This allowed
from the two sides of the shear layer and mix the flow at the entire time evolution of the mixing and combustion
both large and small scales, leading to the molecular mix- processes to be imaged.
ing necessary for reaction. The development of large-scale Laser diagnostics are also an important tool in super-
vortices in the shear layer is influenced by the reaction sonic flow research. Since large-scale vortical structures
through heat release and density gradients. In turn, the and their dynamics play a central role in turbulent incom-
vorticity controls the reaction by the turbulent mixing pressible mixing, considerable research effort has been
process (Mungal and Dimotakis, 1984). directed toward identifying similar structures in compress-

In a plane mixing layer, the development of three- ible shear layers. For large-scale structure studies in corn-
dimensional small-scale fluctuations could be related to the pressible shear layers, planar visualization is an essential
streamwise vorctes which have beer. shown to develop tool because naturally occurring structures are often three-
concomitantly with the spanwise large coherent structures dimensional and poorly organized. Thus, laser-assisted
(Beual, 1981 and Metcalfe et al, 1987). In axisymmetric flow visualization techniques are well suited for such
flames, this process is associated with coherent axisym- studies.
metric vortices. Browand and Laufer (1975) observed the A planar Mie-scattering technique was used in visual-
formation of four to nine lobes in a circular jet and sug- izing Mach 2 jets which were discharged either freely or
gested that the disintegration of the large structures into inside a co-flowing Mach 1.3 jet. The objectives were to
small-scale turbulence is due to the amplification of the identify large-scale structures in the initial shear layers of
azimuthal instability, supersonic jets and to develop new means for controlling

the large-scale structures.

Approved for public release: distribution is unlimited.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP forced at a Strouhal number of 0.73 (100 Hz) by a single
acoustic driver, and a coaxial fuel injection ring fed by a

2.1 3-D Imaging plenum forced by two acoustic drivers at either 100 Hz
(single phase injection) or 200 Hz (dual phase injection).

A system for PLIF imaging of OH radicals in flames The fuel to air ratio was varied from 0.8 to 1.4 to simulate
using a XeCI excimer laser at 308 nm was used (Fig. 1) differing soot formation conditions. The centerline veloc-
(Gutmark et al, 1989b). The laser beam was expanded into ity at the nozzle exit was 3.0 m/sec; the unforced (natural)
a planar sheet, passed through the flow perpendicular to the rms was 4.5%, the forced rms was 30%. The Reynolds
axis for azimuthal structures measurements. The reso- number based on the exit diameter was 3700.
nance fluorescence from OH was imaged with a gated
intensified diode array camera. The sheet was approxi- ,M ,,M
mately 0.5 mm wide. ACUTM @ 4W m

--.-- 1 01 310 am
"""W ,goa ~ rO LAMEn 2 nm

rA--

Fig.~UE 1.6ý ExeienaGe-UaomUPIaig n2

Teair issued at a velocity of 5 m/s from a 22 mm g.2SheaiofteEprmnlArneetfr
diameter circular nozzle yielding a Reynolds number in the ig2.Schemti ofntheEpeietalrrneen.o
range of 350 to 4000, based on the shear laye thSootkontrol
exit velocity, and the kinematic viscosity of the air at AN+-A mpddelsrwt olna rs
room temperature. Propane was injected circumferentially hA Ndoblin g pa umped de laewitheono nloneltnearu off s-h
around the air jet nozzle into the initial shear layer, via 2 t(1 doublingtwansituone eihe O n orad calose toa bte off) the
1.6mnu diameter holes, on a 23.5 mm diameter circle,(10A-tanionfOHrdcllctenar23m
which are slightly angled into the shear layer. The fuel and two cameras simultaneously monitored selected coin-

exitvelcit was0.2in/ec. he nital m leel es- binations of two of four scalars: OH, soot, fuel, and air.
sured at the exit of the nozzle on the centerline was 3.6 parofslrimgswecmbndntforsar
petr~nt images by making use of the phase locked imaging.

The lowwas xcied b a et o for ~Table I shows the permutations of scalar measure-
mounted in an acoustic resonating chamber which waes.Tetocaea sdwr aXbo T  S-4
used as a settling chamber as well. The speakcers were gated image intensified 752 x 480 CCD and a gated inten-
driven at controlled frequencies and amplitudes using a dual siated feuonr 10ot0 ne 10tdod arromay. Bthe cames er p ebu
phase locked loop and audio power amplifier. To construct gaedec foraboue 5 nsecil toesencomas The flawswerple btage
the turbulent slnucture at a specific phase, the laser sysettlmeceiumnsece h loswretgewas has lokedto cousic xciatin o theflae jt. itheither fine sugar particles, monitored with Mie scatter
was phase anloced btoee acuticexfocingationaof adie flaser using an 283 tnm interference filter, or with acetone, moni-
Thude p asied ange betweenythe foringe Tespeialer foe tored via laser induced fluorescence (Lozano et al, 1992).
coud bae lane, inafulcyclhe rangidnl oe. T fhe speakes Acetone has a broad absorption peak centered at 275 nin;

Tn hae locktonlysthte longituiablimoed of vothex gen- when pumped at 283 nm it produces a broad induced fluo-
erTmsnthe zimtha structure wase ustabriedm bvorthex e -t rescence peak centered at 400 nm and extending from 320

Prevtors inpeth ent (jmaet budrl ayer upstram sof e the ati nm to about 600 nim. Acetone PLIF was monitored with
tepreviouseexpeimentsa s(rutmarket has, 18a)v- showedthat a 400 rnm interference filter having a 65 nin FWHM. OH
The peferred azimutha stfiearucuehs af fpiv e-flda-iswere . was imaged via fluorescence from the (1,1) A-X band
inthlereoe at sheeit Tof fivenpigr tos of sltdtawings were selected using a 311 nm, 10 nin FWHM interference filter,
instaled atnte genie wocnfgratisuh o ns ofk worings wer e and soor was monitored using Mie scatter at 283 nm.

other a "delta wing" type vortex pair. The triangles form, uInagesfoh two optr, atrasentdigitierand fereamqied
ing the semi-delta wing had a base of 4 mm and an apexusn ocmperawsemdgtzadfae
anleof 30'. Insa ntaneous phase sample velocity vector fields

2.2 Sot Cotrolwere measured in cold flow using a PIV setup. PlV is the
2.2 Sot Cotrolmeasurement of local flow velocities by following the

The ppaatu digramforthesoo conrolexpri-movement of seed particles with time. The light source
nenits in shown in Fig. 2. The diffusion flame burner was waunstan inmouatedesntberb) oTicmicrowscopetioluminato
the same as the one used for the 3-D visualizations. It was (ugtnicnecn ub.Tmn a otoldb
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Table 1. Test Conditions.

Camera I (ReticonTM) Camera 2 (XybionTM) OH Resonance Flame
OH (LIn Fuel (acetone) , on on
Soot (Mie) Fuel (acetone) off on
Fuel (M/ie) Air (acetone) off off
OH (Lp Air (acetone) on on
Air (Mie) Fuel (acetone) off off
Air (Mie) Fuel (acetone) off on
OH (LIF) Soot (Mie) on on

P.ing the XybionTM camera. The output of the fiber optic Mach number (MC) for the shear flow. The convective
illuminator was loosely focused into a relatively wide Mach numbers are based on the velocity difference between
(5 mm) light sheet using a cylindrical lens. the free streams and the large-scale structures (Bogdanoff,

The flow associated with this flame is highly corn- 1983, and Papamoschou and Roshko, 1988).
plex due to the strong vorticity and, it turns out, strong The inner jet was seeded with condensed ethanol
entrainment, leading to regions of reversal. Therefore the droplets (Clemens and Mungal, 1991) for cold nonreacting
PIV technique had to allow for resolution of the direction flows and 0.3 pm aluminum oxide (Al203) particles for
ambiguity. The camera was gated with a dash-dot pattern, hot reacting flows. The amount of seeding varied depend-
TIus the particle track images consist of lines followed by ing on the flow conditions but the total mass flux of the
dots making direction analysis unambiguous. seed material was less than 0.5 % of the inner jet gas flow.

Powdered milk sieved to below 74 m was utilized for For typical cases the calculated number density was in
seeding in the cold flow tests. excess of 104 particles/mmp.

A copper vapor laser (20 nsec pulses; 4 mi/pulse;
2.3 Supersonic Jets 511 and 578 nm) was used as the light source. The laser

beam was shaped into a thin sheet and was traversed across
The blow-down supersonic jet stand is shown in Fig. the jet along the center axis illuminating a cross section.

3. Axisymmetric converging-diverging nozzles were used. A CCD camera, mounted at a perpendicular angle from the
The exit design Mach number was 2.0 for the inner nozzle laser sheet, was used to collect the seed-particle-scanered
when the specific heat ratio yof the gas was between 1.3 light.
and 1.5. The outer nozzle design Mach number was 1.3
for gases with yin the similar range. Either air or
ethylene-oxygen combumion products were used for the 3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
inner jet. When combustion products were used, nitrogen
was added to control the exit temperature and y. The outer 3.1 Three Dimensional Imaging
jet used only air.

The near field of supersonic jets was visualized for The three-dimensional image of the phase-locked
four different cases. Table 2 shows the flow conditions structures was reconstructed from multiple planar slices
which include the Mach number (Ma), exit temperature (T) measured at different axial locations. Using this technique
and specific heat ratio (Y) for the jets and the convective it was possible to follow the generation of streamwise

vortices in the braid region, their growth and subsequent
C" Ainteraction with the large-scale spanwise vortices.

"The streamwise vortices which were generated by the
semi-delta wings had a strong effect on the flow structure.
Figure 4 shows the two-dimensional images of radial

2A 23 10 cross-sections of the jet obtained at increasing axial dis-
ONJ T tances from the flameholder. The initial "braid" region

As S acquires a pentagonal shape due to the flow induced by the
c ,,. ca s.streamwise vortices. The shape of these vortices become

A* SM Pe more evident as the axial distance grows and the axial
Fig. 3. Supersonic Coaxial Jet Set-Up. vortices develop (x/D - 0.62). A close-up phase-averaged

Table 2. Flow Conditions

Inner Jet Outer Jet Shear Flow
Case Maj T1 (K) Yl Ma2 T2 (K) Y2  MCI MC2

1 2.0 160 1.4 1.3 210 1.4 0.23 0.23
2 2.0 1800 1.3 1.3 220 1.4 1.16 1.10
3 2.0 160 1.4 0 300 1.4 0.85 0.85
4 2.0 1300 1.3 0 300 1.4 1.36 1.31
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figure of the streamwise vortices is shown in Fig. 5. The Averaged tv651.aVe-t:gv652.•a
"mushroom" shape of the streamwise vortex is evident in
the image. Moving further downstream into the spanwise 16 -

vortex region, x/D = 0.94 (Fig. 4), it becomes pinched off
with a five-fold symmetry, which is related to the longitu- 1

dinal strctures. The interaction between the streamwise
vortices and the spanwise coherent structures results in a 12

deformation of the latter and then breakdown to smaller 10
scales. Studying the variation of the stack of radial slices N
along the axis shows the three-dimensional character of S
this jet 6

fY0041. Sub fv6l6a.:sub 4

x/0O.15 o8 1"74 X/D.O.62 0.
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Y/O O/O Fig. 6. Phase Averaged 3-D Image of the Azimuthal
Strures in the Flow, With Streamwise

Fig. 4. Multiple Axial Planar Cross-Section Used to "Mushroom" type vortices.
Reconstruct a 3-D Image. Azimuthal structure
stabilized by semi-delta wing ("mushroom" type
vortex). Spanwise structure forced at St = 0.49.

3-D images of the flow were constructed from 20
two-dimensional planar images using Stans Surf rendering
software (Wu and Hesselink, 1988). The perspective
views of the flames forced by the "mushroom" type vor-
tices and by the "delta" type vortices are shown in Figs. 6
and 7, respectively. The rendering was done using the
phase-averaged set of data, resulting in a relatively smooth
interpolated surface. The transition from the streanwise
structures to the spanwise pinched vortices is clear in these
images. There ae some differences between the two
flames sructures due to the two types of vortex generators.
However, the coherence of both the spanwise and stream-
wise structures obtained by using the combined active and
passive forcing is sufficient to obtain a consistent struc- Fig. 7. Phase Averaged 3-13 Image of the Azimuthal
tare. The roll-up location and the spatial positioning of Structures in the Flow, With Streamwise "Delta
the bulges and ridges remain essentially fixed in space. type" vortices.
This fact suggests that the stabilization by the vortex gen-
erators and the forcing was highly efficient.
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Horizontal cut (Fig. 8) through the center of the downstream of the vortex. The second injection penetrates
spanwise structures shows the pinched structure with reac- the jet and brings the fuel into the lean combustion prod-
tion zones only at the outer parts of the vortex, where the ucts of the prior vortex. The process therefore emulated
high turbulence level concentrates. staged combustion without mechanical stages. This con-

figuration leads to high soot reduction as well as and
increase in energy release rate close to the flame holder (as
evidenced by thermocouple profiles).

A soot169_x.ave

(a) MW

Fig. 8. Horizontal Cut Through the Phase Averaged 3-D -

Image of the Azimuthal Structures in the Flow,
With Streamwise *Mushroom" type vortices.

3.2 Control of Soot Formation

Since the downstream soot production is controlled
by upstream mixing we undertook imaging at a magnifica-
lion level high enough to follow the mixing process (b)
within the fir vortex formation region. Results from the
simultaneous dual parameter FLIF measurements are
shown in Figs. 9 through 12. Two sets of experiments Fig. 9. PLIF and Mie Images From Single Phase
were performed to conlrol the soot formation. In the first Injection for Low Soot Case. (a) Air, (b) Fuel,
Set (Figs. 9 and 10) the fuel was injected once in every air and (c) OH.
vortex cycle. This metho was successful in soot reduc-
tion but did not enhance the energy release. In the second
set (Figs. 11 and 12) the fuel was injected twice per air set', xme
vortex cycle. It resulted in a decrease in soot and an
increase in energy release as measured with average tem-
perature profiles (not shown).

The frames of Fig. 9 (single phase injection) show
that for the low soot fuel phase angle the fuel is injected
into the incipient vortex rollup and homogeneously mixed
with the air vortex yielding intense reaction downstream as
shown by the OH region above the vortex area. The (a)
dynamic sequence (computer generated movie) showed this ......
even more clearly than the still images. The images
co dng to he high soot flame (Fig. 10) and the wo26xave (c)
corresponding movie show that when the fuel is injected
out of phase with the air vortex cycle, the air vortex for-
mation is partially inhibited, and the fuel remains unmixed
in pockets between air vortices resulting in alternating
regions of high and low stoichiometry. This leads to poor
combustion and high soot production. The reaction region
as indicated by the OH is primarily at the external shear
layer of the jet where the fuel is mixed with the external (b)
air. This flame has a very high sooting level, which was
not clearly visualized in Fig. 10 as the soot was concen-
trated above the field of view of the images. Fig. 10. PLIF and Mie Images From Single Phase

Figures I 1 (low soot phase angle) and 12 (high soot Injection for High Soot Case. (a) Air, (b) Fuel,
phase angle) show the results for dual phase injection. and (c) OH.
Fuel is injected twice per air vortex shedding. Figure 11,
low soot case, shows that the first fuel injection, which is
synchronized with the formation of the incipient vortex,
mixes homogeneously and initiates intense combustion
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strong entrainment of surrounding air with subsequent
sool168_xave reductica in the fuel to air ratio. The dual phase case.

especialy, creates high periodic, and even high net
entrainment just above the nozzle exit plane. Figure 13
shows the PIV measured cold flow velocity vector field
map under the low soot case of dual injection. The vortic-
ity is clearly evident. Also evident is a very strong

i p •entrainment of surrounding air at the base of the flame
under the first vortex. The average centerline velocity is

(a) about 3.5 m/sec yet the net average entrainment velocity
(a)_near the exit is as high as 1 nm/sec. The entrainment under

S .9 x.ave the second vortex is much weaker due to a stagnationse o (C) region from centerline flow moving outward between the
vortices.

Velocitv Field

(b) 0,-.
Fig. 11. PLIF and Mie Images From Dual Phase "''"" \0 '""'.

Injection for Low Soot Case. (a) Air, (b) Fuel, 0, '
and (c) OH. '•, "" . "1

sootl82x~v 461

0.0
F 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig. 13. PIV Measure Velocity Vector Field for Dual
Phase Injection, Low Soot Case.

(a) 3.3 Large-Scale Structures in Supersonic Jets

The supersonic jets were visualized using Mie-scatter-- ing technique and the large-scale structures were identified
from the images. Figure 14 shows the coaxial jet images

i corresponding to Cases I and 2. Large-scale structures are
much more coherent at the lower convective Mach number

,(Case 1). By applying Fourier transform to the digitized
intensity along the streamwise direction, it was possible to
quantify the wavelength of the coherent structures. Figure
15 illusuates how the strearnwise wavelength was deduced(b) from the spectral peaks.

(The coherent structure wavelength increased with the
inner nozzle lip thickness. The dependence was nearly in-

Fig. 12. PLIF and Mie Images From Dual Phase ear. The results were normalized with the wake character-
Injection for High Soot Case. (a) Air, (b) Fuel, istic parameters yielding Strouhal frequency, St =
(c) OH, and (d) SooL tUcAU., where t is the lip thickness, UC is the coherent

structure convection velocity, X is the wavelength, and U..
The injection sequence which results in a highly is the free stream velocity. Among the five different lip

sooting flame (Fig. 12) occurs out of phase with the air thicknesses that were tested, the lip thickness of 2.0 mm
vortex formation. The first fuel injection misses the air resulted in "best" organized structures with highest spectral
vortex and stays unmixed while also partially suppressing peaks.
the roll-up of this air vortex. The second fuel injection The total pressure profiles were measured at a distance
enters dhe void between dte air vortices and stays separated of 1.5 mm downstream of the nozzle exit plane. Average
from the air. The rich mixture results in the formation of velocity profiles for the wake flow downstream of the lip
soot at this point as shown by the black spots. were obtained from the pressure profiles. A linear stability
Temperature profiles also show the energy release rate to analysis was performed for the shear flow profiles at each
be lower in this case. side of the wake using the two-dimensional Rayleigh equa-

Later experiments showed that a portion of the soot tion. The details of the analysis can be found in Gutmark
ieduction effect seen in the experiments was caused by et al (1993). The most amplified frequencies from the
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stability analysis were compared with the wavelength-
based measurements, and the results are shown in Fig. 16 fmm w,,r
as a function of the lip thickness. Near the lip thickness Inner Jet Stby

- -Outer Jet Stability

of 2.0 nun, there was a particularly good agreement M0o n
between the most amplified frequencies and the measured
frequency. This suggests that the unusually high degree of
coherence, found in the large-scale structures for this condi- so- .
tion. is the result of a possible resonant interaction
between the instabilities associated with the two shear
layers and the lip-created wake. "

Lastly, a passive control of large-scale structures was = =.
demonstrated in free jet shear layers using specially . -.

designed cavities which were placed at the jet exit. Figure '-. 7
17 shows the instantaneous flow images for natural jets 5o- .....-- ".-
and cavity-forced jets. There was a significant increase in
the shear layer spreading rate with the cavity-actuated forc- 4'
ing. The maximum increase was about 50 to 300% 0
depending on the flow condition. 0 0.05 0. 015 0.2 0z

Lip Thickness (inch)

-1.3 Fig. 16. Comparison of Most-Amplified Shear Layer
Frequencies With Measured Coherent Structure
Frequency.

(a) Me- 2.0

((a)

Mb Ma.2.0

(b!

Fig. 14. Planar Mie-Scattering Images of Supersonic
Coaxial Jets Corresponding to (a) Case 1, and
(b) Case 2 Flow Conditions. W

(d)

0.2 . .. .. $

0 0WFig. 17. Comparison of Natural Jets at (a) Mc = 0.85 and
(b) Mc = 1.36 With Cavity-Forced Jets at

oW% aisiu o)W) Corresponding Flow Conditions (c) and (d),
10 Respectively.

Fig. 15. Spectral Intensity Map Obtained From FFT
Processing.
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ABSTRACT photography, videofilming and interferometric devices (e.g.
Tanabe et al 1994), since microgravity facilities provide

The application of modern laser diagnostical measure- strongly restricted limits to payload mass, volume, power con-
meant techniques for combustion research in earth-based laborn- sumption and mechanical strength. In this paper an advanced
tories has brought essential experimental progress. In this paper experimental set-up is presented, which for the first time will
the development of an UV-laser system is described, which for allow the application of modem laser spectroscopic measure-
the first time will allow the application of two dimensional meat techniques such as two-imensiotal laser-induced fluo-
las spectroscopic measuremet techniques for experiments at rescence (e.g. Kychakoff et al 1984, Arnold et al 1989) to
drop towe "Bremanen. The laser systemn will be integrated at the strongly reduced gravity combustion exprimenft at drop towe
top of the drop tower, the laser beam follows the falling drop "Bremen". Since this laser system might have wide applications
capsule and enters it from above. The drift between capsule and for experiments under microgravity in differmt fields of com-
laser beam has to be compensated with an accuracy in the sub- bustion research and fluid mechanics, details of the technical
mm range. solution are presented here.

Described are the laser-, control-, detection- and data ac-
quisition systems, first results of the experimental properties
and planned applications for experiments at the drop tower 2. DESIGN BENCHMARKS
"Bremen".

Constraints on the experimental set-up for the use of laser-
spectroscopical techniques in the drop tower Bremen are:

1. INTRODUCTION Limited space and load in the drop capsule (diameter 70
cm, height 150 cm and load up to 200 kg for the experimental

Combustion experiments under buoyancy-free conditions anangement).
can give important imnight into the detailed physical and phys- . Sufficient mechanical stability of the optical and electroni-
io-chemical processes of combustion, since the overlapping cal arrangement. During the deceleration phase the drop cap-
effect of buoyant convectin can be eliminated (Sacksteder sule has to withstand up to 30 g. Since this acceleration force is
1990). As a representative io many important technical prob- nearly constant over a 0.2 second period (Dittus and Rath 1993)
lenrs, the study of evaporation, self ignition and burning of it is possible to use carefully adapted standard instumentation.
single droplets can be mentioned, where under normal gravity - Since an UV-laser system cannot be integrated in the drop
Conditions Convectional effects prevent detailed investigation of capsule the laser beam has to be directed from a location out-
the interacting two-phase processes. Under strongly reduced side of the evacuated tower into the falling drop capsule. For
gravity conditions these processes can be experimentally inves- that purpose the divergency of the laser beam has to be mini-
tigated in detail (Kumagai and Isoda 1957, Choi et al 1990, mized for use at all positions along the trajectory of the falling
Sato 1993, Chauveau et a/ 1994), and compared with detailed drop capsule from 5 to 115 m.
numerical simulations (Ristau at al 1993). - The drift between drop capsule and laser beam has to be

Experiments under reduced gravity conditions can be compensated with an accuracy in the sub-mm range, since the
conducted in orbiting spacecraft, in parabolic flights and in light sheet must be focused on a defined position within the
ground-b d drop towers. While spacecraft experiments allow experimental apparatus.
long experimental times they are extremely expensive and quite . The data acquisition rate must be as high as possible, since
inflexible compared to ground based facilities. The drop tower the experimental time is below 5 seconds and experiments
in Bremen offers experimental times of 4.7 seconds, which is cannot be repeated very often.
sufficiently long for droplet combustion expermients. Residual
acceleration levels are below 10-3 go (Dittus and Rath 1993).

Up to now, the mesuremnent techniques applied to these
expmnmnts were restricted to intrusive probing techniques,
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i1m laser beam follows the faMing drop capsule and eters it from
above through a quartz window (Fig. 1). Details of the optical

Dp-ToCMr arrangement are shown schematically in Fig. 2. In order to fix
"DMMIM" the position of the laser beam within the experimental appara-

tuls (e.g. the combustion chamber) with an accuracy in the sub-
mm range the drift between capsule and laser beam has to be
compensated. Experiments in the drop tower have shown that
this drift, in the range of 20 mm, is induced by oscillations of
the concrete drop tower, from momentum of the release
mechanism and from improperly compensated coriolis force.

LUV-L The positioning system is based on a guiding HeNe-laser beam
•-- •::::• • which is coupled coaxially into the optical path of the exmer

I, laser, and on a positioning mit at the top of the drop capsule.
With two beam splitter plates the HeNe-laser beam is directed
on two planar position sensing detectors (PSD). A control unit

t •g gM drives two motorized mirrors with two axes of rotation each.
Thus the lateral and the angular drift between the drop capsue
and laser beam can be compensated.

In order to minimize the divergency of the laser beam
over a range of 5 to I1S m the beam is widened from its origi-
nal shape of about 5 x 20 mm to about 25 x25 mm by means of
a telescope, since difaction-based divergency is inversly pro-
portional to the width of the beam. The telescope consists of a

Drop horizontally arranged cylindrical lens (f - 4.86 mm), a verti-
CS•qale cally arranged cylindrical lens (f'= -250 mm) and one spherical

Drp Tube
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bit A/D converter with 18 MHz sampling rate, a high speed
video-interface and an EISA bus-based PC system (486 DX) up
to 128 MBytes data can be stored during the drop time directly
on the random access memory (RAM) of the PC. Image acqui-
sition and data storage equipment are integrated within the
capsule. Immediately after finishing the drop experiment the
image data can be transferred via a telemetry line to a large
data storage outside the drop tube. From here a first evaluation
of the obtained raw image data is possible, and extensive auto-
matized digital image processing can be done.

For triggering the image acquisition system by the laser-
pulse a fast UV-photodiode is used within the drop capsule.
With temporal pulse-to-pulse fluctuations (jitter) of the laser
below 3 ns, a pulse length below 20 ns, a temporal drift due to
the moving capsule below 1 ns per pulse and a gate time of the

(a) 2 i image intensifier of 100 ns it is possible to trigger the acqui-
sition of an image with the previous laser pulse.

First applications in the drop tower "Bremen' are
planned for experiments on droplet ignition, where laser in-
duced fluorescence of hydroxyl radicals can give important
information to be compared with detailed numerical simla-
tions.

Further applications might be:
- 2 D - Measurements of the interactiom of two or more
droplets during ignition, flame spred and burning, which is an
important step in understanding the processes of spry corn-
bustion.
- Measurement of the flamefront structure of flat-plate diffu-
sion flames in buoyant free surrounding (Joulain 1993).
- 1 D - Raman / Rayleigh Spectroscopy for simultaneous
measurement of different major species and temperature
(Stainer et al 1990) focusing the las sheet to a focal line and
using an OMA system, where the emission wavelength is

(b) 100 m measured against the spatial coordinate with high temporal
resolution.
- 2 D - flowfield measurements like particle tracking veloci-
metry (PTV, e.g. Barker and Fourney 1977) or laser speckle

Fig. 3: Intensity distribution showing the beam profile of the velocimetry (LSV, e.g. Mezkirch 1990, Kemmerich et al 1994)
excimer laser beam, focused to a two.dimensional for various applications in fluid mechanics wuder microgravity
light sheet (a) 2 m behind the laser, (b) 100 r be- conditions, where small seeding particles can be illuminated
hind the laser. The repetition rate of the laser was stroboscopically with the planar laser light sheet, so that the
200 Hz. The images show the good quality of the two velocity components in this plane can be measured simul-
light sheet, taneously.

- Use of the UV laser beam for photochemical processes (e.g.
photopolymerization) under microgravity conditions (Sturm et
a! 1992).

lens (f- 1000 rmm). Measurements of the beam profile at dis-

temeupto 115 m from the laser show that the width is always
below 30 mm Spatial fluctuations in the beam profile are ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
strongly reduced when the laser beam is focused to a two.
dimensional light sheet, using a suitable cylindrical telescope We thank the German Space Agency DARA for financial
S- 370 mmf - - 62 mm), which later will be integrated into support (FKZ 50 WP 9251-9).
the drop Capsule behind the positioning unit In Fig. 3 single-
pulse examples of the light shed profiles are shown. The two-
dimensioa light sheet has a height of about 25 mm and a REFERENCES
width below 500 jAm (FWHM).

In order to enable the investigation of rapid instationary Arnold A, Becker IL, Ketterle W., Monkhouse P., Suntz IL,
processes like auto ignition phenomena within the drop time of Kollner M., Wolfrum J., 1989, Einsatz von Ultrakurzzeit- und
4.7 secands the frame rate of the laser diagnostic system is UV-Lasersystemen zur mehrdimensionalen Fluoreszenz-
maximized to 250 frames per second, To achieve this an image diagnostik industrieller Verbreannungsprozesse, Y i
intensified CCD camera with 256 x 256 squared pixel (Dalsa) 765
is tuned to a frame rate of 250 fiames per second. Using an 8
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ABSTRACT injected flow momentum and, consequently, the flow field
characteristics are modified. Despite the similarities existing

The flow field generated by an inclined jet coming into a between the above listed applications, the variation of some
cross stream of lower density is experimentally investigated by parameters may drastically change the character of this type of
means of a two components Laser Doppler Velocimeter. The flows. This is, for instance, the case of the injection through an
similarity parameters are selected to correctly simulate the film orifice in a wall versus the injection through a long chimney
cooling characteristics observed in a high pressure gas turbine. into the atmosphere. In the former case the presence of the wall
The study is made in a large flat plate model. The density and the interaction between the injected flow and the incoming
differences between the coolant and the main flow occuring in boundary layer strongly characterize the flow while in the latter
the turbine are simulated by using a mixture of air and a case both influences simply do not exist. The complex topology
heavier gas at the injection. The experimental apparatus, the of the main flow field generated by a jet emerging from a hole
measurement technique, and a selection of the obtained results in a wall into a cross stream has been described, among other
are presented. Special emphasis is put on the description of the authors, by Andreopoulos and Rodi (1984). The description of
apparatus specifically developed for the present work. It mainly the instantaneous flow field corresponding to the application
concerns the coolant flow generation as well as the seeding under investigation in the present contribution is given by
systems for the jet and for the main flow. Kelso et al. (1993).

An experimental study on this type of flow field is
presented here. Similarity parameters are chosen to approach

SYM(BOLS those observed in the cooling of high pressure gas turbine
blades. In a gas turbine blade, the differences in temperature

I Momentum flux ratio (piVi2 /pOVn2) between the coolant and the main flow can produce a ratio of
densities as high as 2. In the present investigation thisM Mass flux ratio (PiVi/PoVo) difference on densities is achieved by using a mixture of air

R Density ratio with a heavier gas at the injection. The use of gases with
Subscripts: different compositions for the injection and the mean flows

i At the injection prevents the employ of hot-wires to perform aerodynamic
A thee inrectn measurements because in such a situation the hot wire heat

o Free stream transfer depends upon more than one independent variable. The

logical choice is therefore a Laser Doppler Velocimeter. A two
components LDV, provided by DANTEC, was used.

i. INTRODUCTION.

The flow field generated by a jet emerging into a main 2 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS.
stream is characteristic of many cases of technological interest,
sucih as VSTOL aircraft aerodynamics during take-off or The Low Turbulence Win Tunnel (LTI) of the von
landing, the mixing process taking place in combustors, the Karman Institute was used to perform the present experimental
dispersal of pollutants in the environment, or the film cooling investigation. It is an aspirating open type wind tunnel with a
of gas turbine blades and combustion chambers. These 0.35 m x 0.8 m x 2 m test section. The test surface was an
applications, among others, made this type of flows the subject instrumented flat plate, installed into the test section. The
of many experimental, computational and theoretical studies. A injection was made through a hole drilled along the central line
summary of the material published about this topic was of the plate. The injected fluid was a mixture of air with a
presented by Marganson (1993). In most of the above heavier gas. The gas selected for this purpose is SF6 A
mentioned applications the injected and mean flows have schematic view of the installation is presented in Figure I The
different densities. This difference in density affects the

7.2.1.



Since the generated flow field is clearly three dimensional, all
TEST SECTION measurement points were interrogated two times; once from

SFLOW one side of the test section and once again with the optical
probe placed inside the test section, downstream of the ejection
hole. In this way the three dimensional flow field could be
quantified with a two components measurement system.
Unfortunately, one of the shear stresses could never be
measured with this procedure while, on the other hand, one
velocity component and one normal stress were measured
twice. Two different focusing lenses were used with the",", •,,C ,, Iemitting-receiving optical probe. A lens of 600 nun focal length

, ,was used to measure through the facility lateral wall and a
SF 6 CTEsecond lens of 400 mm focal length was used to measure inside

the test section. The first lens focal length allows to measure
further than the middle of the test section, while the smaller
diameter of the second lens minimized the flow perturbation

SU'" and the blockage effects inside the facility. Two independent
traversing mechanisms were developed to position the probe.

Fig. 1 Generation of the coolant flow. The first mechanism was placed at the lateral wall and the
second is on top of the test section. Both mechanisms allowed

mass flow and density of the mixture could be independently the positioning of the probe along three axis. The positioning
selected by changing the flow rates of the air and the SF6 . Two along the vertical axis was electrically controlled whereas the
valves were used to regulate these flow rates. Each valve was displacements along the other two axis were performed
mounted in series with a heat exchanger and a flowmeter. The manually. The displacement precision was 0.5 mm following
heat exchangers were used to reduce the drop in temperature the facility main axis and 0.02 mm along the other two
caused in the working gases by their expansion from the directions.
supply. The flowmeters, of the laminar type, are used to control Two different seeding systems were simultaneously in
the flow rates. The particles seeding system will be described use (Fig. 2). One seeded the air in the mainstream and the
in a further section. other seeded the gas mixture of the jet. Both seeding system
The following operating conditions were selected: were specifically designed for this application. Special care was

taken in obtain similar particle size distribution and density of
- 5 m/s wind tunnel air velocity, particles in both seeded flows. A bias error would otherwise
- Ejection hole of 12 nun of diameter and inclined 35 degrees. appear in the measurements along the mixing layer where
-4 x 103 Reynolds number. particles coming from both generators are present. The
- 9 nun thick incoming laminar boundary layer. mainstream seeding was made with small dropplets obtained
- Turbulent jet. by condensation of propylene glycol. A mixture of propylene
- 1, 1.5 and 2 ejection to main stream density ratios. glycol and air was sprayed on top of a heated plate inside the

particle generator. The vapor was collected and sent through a
The use of laminar oncoming boundary layer and flow large flexible pipe into an array of vertical tubes located in

interacting with a turbulent jet allows an easy discrimination of front of the inlet of the wind tunnel. These tubes were
the flow region affected by the coolant injection by measuring perforated along their length with holes of 4 mm of diameter,
the turbulence intensity. This latter will be the only parameter their spacing was 80 nun. The air-glycol vapor came out
used in the present paper for the discussion of the results. through these holes and condensed in the atmosphere In this
Other aspects of this investigation were discussed earlier by the way a cross sectional area of 600 mm x 600 mm was correctly
present authors (1993). Pietrzyk et al. (1989) and Sinha et al.
(1990) performed a similar investigation but they considered a in UAN6T , A

turbulent incomting boundary layer.
The measurements were made with a two-component

fiber optic LDV system from DANTEC. This system was
operated in a two color mode with beam wavelength values of
514.5 nm and 488.0 nm. It was driven by a Spectraphysics " ',..-,1

2016 Argon Ion laser with a 5W output power. A frequency 00FU
shift of 40 MHz was introduced in one beam of each I1II, L),
component. Two burst spectrum analyzers (BSA) were used for
Doppler signal processing. These commercial LDV processors .9'
do not work directly on the Doppler signal but on its power
spectrum. Information about the operating principle of these
processors is given by Lading (1987).

Measurements with the LDV system were performed Fig. 2 Particle generators.
for different coolant flow conditions in planes normal to the jet.
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seeded. The second particle generator, used for the jet, was Fig. 4 Particle distributions in the jet and in the mainstream.
an incense burner modified as a cyclone. Normal burning of
incense produces a wide range of particle sizes as shown in Measurements were performed in one half of the jet
Figure 3. The air entered the generator tangential to the cross section at several positions downstream of the injection.
periphery and produced a cyclone effect to suppress all Three different jet to mainflow density ratios (1.0, 1.5 & 2.0)
particles except the ones of smaller size. The particle size and various mass flow ratios were considered. The
distribution of both seeding systems is shown in Figure 4. They characterization of the flow field within each measurement
were measured using a Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer plane was obtained after composing the information taken from
(PDPA) from Aerometrics. The close similarity between both the two sets of measurements (from the lateral and
distributions indicates that the cyclone in the incense burner downstream probe positions) as explained before. A total of 82
was working properly- cross planes were surveyed, corresponding to different

sreoanwise positions or different flow conditions. All these
measurements were summarized in a graphical data base to

3 RESULTS facilitate the data analysis and allow easy comparisons. This
graphical data base has been published earlier by the first
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Fig. 5 Turbulence intensity along the meridional plane of jets with differnt coolant flow configurations.
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measurements were taken along the jet meridional plane for similar. The two cases represented in the bottom of the figure
different coolant flow conditions- correspond to mass flux ratios (M) equal to 1.0 and 09, and

density ratios (R) equal to 2.0 and 1.5, respectively. The
1 represented patterns are quite similar, the momentum flux ratio

M=05 M=15 is again conserved in both cases (I = 0.5 and I = 0.54.
(1= 02S) 0 -1225)

R to R = 1 0 respectively). Additional flow conditions were checked and
similarities in the turbulence level distribution were always
found when the momentum flux ratio value was conserved from
one configuration to the other. It was therefore concluded that

z the momentum flux ratio is the parameter that correlates in the
best way the jet penetration into the main stream.

.- 7 The analysis of the measurement results in the cross
.,-, f planes indicates that the momentum flux ratio is again the

-.•5 • ^U.parameter which provides the best correlation for the lateral
spreading of turbulence- This can be verified in Figure 6 which

0 shows isolines of turbulence intensity in a cross section located

( 054) *1) at five hole diameters downstream of the injection site for six
R 1 s R = 1 5 different jet flow conditions. Only one half of the cross section

is displayed, the vertical axis corresponds to the meridional
2' plane of the jet. Two cases are considered for each of the three

" -values of density ratio used in the present investigation (R = I,
1.5, and 2). The density ratio (R), the mass flux ratio (M), and
the corresponding momentum flux ratio (I) are quoted in each

. ,graph. There are three cases with a momentum flux ratio value
- •lower than unity, and all three present a turbulent spot growing

0. on the side of the jet itself This turbulent spot is present in all
cases characterized by a momentum flux ratio value lower than

0' .- -,unity. The center of this turbulent spot appears at
M=20 approximately y/D=-1.3 and z/D=0.25, and is still identified 10

M - 20 1 diameters downstream of the injection site as it has been shown
R 0 R=2 0 (1 2 0) by the authors (1993). This lateral spreading of turbulence isnever observed to be present in configurations with momentum

flux ratio values greater than unity. The preceding observations
2 indicate that the high momentum jets break through the

boundary layer and produce a large interaction with the free
stream, while low momentum jets remain confined in the low
levels of the boundary layer, producing a wide and spreaded
interaction with this boundary layer. Figure 7 represents
distributions of turbulence level at x/D=20 for two cases of

"- single jets ofair (R=I) with mass flux ratios (M) equal to 0.5
-.... . "- and 1.5 respectively. For the case of momentum flux ratio value

0 - "--" '" \~lower than one (1=0.25), the turbulent spot present at x/D=5
2 0 has disappeared. Instead, a wide lateral spread of turbulence is

present. The case of high momentum flux ratio (1=2.25)
presents the perturbation zone that extends lateralh tillFig. 6 Turbulence intensitfy in cross sections at 5 diameters prese Ots ide thregion the extnds layeraremainsdownstream o the injection site. y/D=-2.5. Outside this region the b)oundary laver remains
laminar. The difference of maximum turbulence intensity

The use of different density ratios allowed to between the two cases is less than 2% while for the same
distinguish between the mass flux ratio and the momentum conditions at x/D=5 (Fig. 6) this difference is larger than 5%
ratio effects. Figure 5 represents the turbulence intensity along This observation is consistent with the decay and increase in
the jet meridional plane for four different flow conditions. The uniformity of turbulence intensity observed in the
two cases in the upper part correspond with jets of mass flux measurements in the z-x plane with increasing distance from
ratios (M) equal to 2.0 and 1.5, and density ratios (R) equal to the injection site
2.0 and 1.0, respectively. The only flow parameter having
similar values in both cases is the momentum flux ratio (I = 2.0
and I = 2.25 respectively). Despite the apparent differences in
the flow regimes, the turbulence level patterns are quite
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Kelso, R. M., Delo, C. & Smits, A.J. 1993, Unsteady Wake
M=0.5 . M=1.5 Structures in Transverse Jets, in Computational and

Experimental Assessment of Jets in Cross Flow, AGARD CP-
(1=0.25) -' , (1z=2.25) 534, ref. 4.

Lading, L. 1987, Spectrum Analysis of LDA Signals, Proc of an
".'- ---. " ,International Specialist Meeting on The use of Computers in

z/D . " ' ) Laser Velocimetry. Saint-louis, ISL-R 105/87, ref. 20.
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"- ----- "-" Ph.D. thesis, Universite Catholique de Louvain, Louvain la

k - ,7~ - ' I - .N<.Neuve, Belgium.

, /D 2 , /D 2 L6pez Pefila, F. &Arts, T. 1993, On the Development of a Film
Cooling Layer, in Heat Transfer and Cooling in Gas Turbines,

Fig. 7 Turbulence intensity in cross sections at 20 diameters of AGARD CP-527, ref 36.
the injection site. Margason, R. J. 1993, Fifty Years of Jet in Cross Flow

Research, in Computational and Experimental Assessment of
Jets in Cross Flow, AGARD CP-534, ref. I.

4 SUMMARY. Pietrzyk, J. R., Bogard, D. G. & Crawford, M. E. 1989,

Hydrodynamics Measurements of Jets in Crossflow for Gas
Turbine Film Cooling Applications. ASME Journal of

An experimental investigation on a subsonic slanted Turbomachinery, vol. ll1, pp. 139-145.
circular turbulent jet coming from a wall into a laminar cross
flow of lower density has been presented in this paper. Sinha, A. K., Bogard, D. G. & Crawford, M. E. 1990, Gas
Measurements were taken with a two components fiber optic Turbine Film Cooling: Flowfield Due to a Second Row of
LDV system. Details about the implementation of this Holes, ASME paper 90-GT-44.
hardware and about the two particle seeding systems developed
for this investigation have been also pesnted. Two sets of
experimental results have been shown, the first one represents
measurements taken along the jet meridional plane, and the
second one represents measurements along the jet cross
section. The analysis of the data indicates that the momentum
flux ratio is the parameter that correlates in the best way the jet
penetration into the cross flow. It has been found that for
momentum flux ratio values lower than one the jet remains
mainly inside of the boundary layer and induces a lateral spread
of turbulence downstream of the injection location. On the
contrary, when the momentum flux ratio value is larger than
one, the jet breaks through the boundary layer and interacts
with the main flow. In this latter case the boundary layer
downstream the injection remains laminar except in a narrow
region near the jet meridional plane.
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SUMMARY approach, the present study extracted the actual jet velocity field
from this strongly three dimensional flow domain, in a direction

Experiments were conducted in a low-speed wind orthogonal to the trjectory. The discharge coefficient of each of
tunnel to understand the contrast between non-circular and the nozzle in the range of exit jet velocities investigated were
circular turbulent jets in a cross-flow. The investigation involved obtained from laser light sheet visualization coupled with image
flow conditions of inompressible momentum jets with exit processing.
Reynolds number in the range of 4500 to 9200. The study
included the range of velocity ratios from 3.8 to 7.7 and is
confused to the zone of established flow. The time-mean and 2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
statistical characteristics of the flow field were measured by a 3-
component WDA. The study revealed that tde flow field down The experimental studies were conducted in a low-
stream of rectangular deflected jet was more asymmetric than a speed wind tunnel of DLR-G6ttingen. This tunnel is of a open-
circular case and the tendency to acquire self-similarity of mean circuit blowing type. It had a rectangular test section of
velocity profiles is relatively weak. dimensions, 45 cm in length and 30 cm x 30 cm in cross-section.

Specific features of this tunnel are its low free-strean turbulence
level and the ease of access for high quality flow visualization.

I. INTRODUCTION Figure I shows the present experimental setup. Optical
access for visualization of jet cross-sections and LDA

Turbulent jets dis•Jarging from circular outlets at an measurements were provided through a plexiglass wail of the test
angle to a moving stream are of practical significance and have section. However, in order to illuminate the entire flow field
received a reasonable amount of attention in the pea Rajaratamm along the direction of the deflected jet trajectory, the light sheet
(1976). Examples of this flow can be found in waste disposal into apparatus was initially kept at the downstream end of the tunnel
water bodies and the atmosphere, VISTOL aircraft in transition as shown in the above figure. Using this arrangement the
flight, and turbomachinery. Most of the existing work on deflected jet centre-line was obtained.
defl jets was concerned with the interaction of a circularjet The jet stream was supplied with air flow from the
with a free stream, Kaffer &ad Baines (1963). The jet issued compressed air system available in the laboratory. The static
either from an exit, set flush with a surface, or from the end of pressure and temperature of the flow in the settling chamber of
a pipe immersed in the stream. However, studies on non-circular the nozzle were continuously monitored by a pressure sensor and
jets were limited to either qualitative information about the a PT-100 temperature probe. This way the conditions at the
associated vortices, Wu et al (1988), or deflected jet trajectories nozzle exit was ast to obtain the desirable velocity ratio values,
and the plate surface pmssure distribution, pertinent to the while keeping the tunnel flow fuixd at 4.6 m/sec.
VISTOL problem, Wu wal a(1970). To minimize the tunnel boundary layer effect at the jet

The primary objective of the present study was to exit. the nozzles were flush mounted on a circular flat plate with
distinguish the exit geometry effect on the transverse jet a streamlined edge placed 2 cm above the test section bottom A
development in the zone of established flow for a range of jet to 10 mm diameter hole in the centre of this plate accepted different
free stream velocity ratios R. The characteristic properties nozzle blocks which could fit flush with the plate surface. It was
studied are the similarity of mean velocity profiles and turbulence possible to rotate the plate and get different orientations of the
intensity distributions. The flow field being very complex. but nozzle with respect to the free stream flow direction, Figure 2.
quasi steady, the use of the LDA smsm most appropriate for It may be noted that the two jet exit configurations chosen
"measurement. represent different ratios of jet perimeter to jet width with respect

The measured instantaneous velocity data in the to the deflecting stream Each of these nozzles possesses an
cartesian system were converted into the curvilinear co-ordinates equivalent physical area of 11.9 mm' at the outlet. Reynolds
along the jet centre line by a matrix ,ransformation. By this number for the respective jets were based on the corresponding
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effective jet diameter.d,, and the initial velocity at the exit port. and the measuring plane ormned by one pair of beams arc.
9, = 90; %. = I.,. = 00
Probe-volume diameter. d, < 0. 1 mm

SProbe-volume length, II,, = 0.5 mm
Focal length of the transmitting lenses = 250 mm
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Fig. I: Schematic diagram of experimental 0 EAMSPLITTER
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Fig. 3: Optical arrangement of the three
0 Ua 1 1 component laser doppler

anemometer of the OLR
(a) 2:1

A Bragg-shift frequency of 40 MHz was applied to one

U a beam of each component. The jet flow was seeded by olive oil
uparticles produced by an aerosol generator attached to the jet

flow system. The seeded mean particle diameter varies in the
range of 0.8 to 3 pm. The Doppler shift frequency produced by

(b) Circular laser light illuminating the solid particle moving with the fluid
was measured by DSA-3000 series signal processor.

Fig. 2 Nozzle outlet conf iguration These frequency domain signal processors use high
speed analog to digital converters (ADC) to record the signal.

3. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM After removing the pedestal component of the Doppler burst, a
burst detection scheme was utilied to locate the burst signal

3.1 Three Component Laser Doppler Anemometer which is recorded and stored in memory. A Discrete Fourier
Transfomi (DFT) was then applied to determine the frequency of

The present study utilised the 3-component LDA the signal, provided the signal satisfied the preset signal to noise
(Ar.ion laser, 4 W ) system of DLR-G6ttingen. Figure 3 shows ratio criteria.In order to acquire reliable data, the correct values
schenatically the optical arrangement of this dual beam LDA of the instrument parameters were set based on the initial
operated in back santter, off-axis mode Buteftich (1989). The estimate of the expected maximum Doppler frequency, ,,,, under
three components were formed by the individual pairs of laser the existing optical arrangement and flow conditions. Accord-
beam colour. grena, blue, and violet. The details of the LDA ingly, the values for low-pass filter settings and the sampling
setup am as follows: frcqucncies were selected by keeping abreast with the criteria for

avoiding aliasing and over sampling the signal.
Beam-intersection angle, 2.,.2., = O* 0 The DSA measured frequency componcnts correspond
Semi-angle between the two optical axis, ', - I to the projections of the velocity vector V on to the respective
Angle between the horizontal plane of the measuring platform axis of a non-orthogonal measuring plane formed by each pair of
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laser beams. This had necessitated the transformation of velocity the initial disturbances produced by the boundary layer and
components from non-orthogonal system to orthogonal system corners inside the nozzle. These disturbances affect the initial
with respect to the test section. After that, the orthogonal flow. So. it is expected that these initial disturbances, increasing
velocity field was again transfonned into the curvilinear co- with an increase in the exit jet velocity, adversely influence the
ordinate system, using the jet centre-line, Figure 4. This similarity of the velocity profiles as they propagate down stream.
transformation was applied to preset number of individual bursts, In addition to this, the stronger bound vortex pair associated with
eg., N = 1000, at each measurement location. These operations a rectangular deflected jet wil interact with the axial jet
were carried out by an algorithm presently developed, which also momentum and is also expected to adversely affect similarity.
calculated the time-mean and statistical properties of the flow The laucr conclusion was based on the present studies on
field. deflected jet cross sections, using laser light sheet visualization

coupled with image processing.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Axial Mean Jet Velocity " 5

Figures 5 and 6 present the distribution of the axial IE 0- a +05 11

component of mean jet exces-velocity along the lateral im ,
directionqi-axis, for the flow emanating from circular and .
rectangular nozzles of aspect ratio 2:1 respectively, deflected by ,
the cross-stream. Each figure contains the velocity distribution 0 'A
measured at nine streamwiu sections in the zone of established , o
flow and three velocity ratins were created. It may be noted that
the locaton of the siectos along the trajectory was measured
from the end of the flow establishment zone, ,. The measured
values are non-dimensionalised interms of the characteristic
velocity scale, (U".-U.cost), which is the velocity exess at the 0 • 0 0 0 1-2-1.2 - 07. - 0.2 0.1 0.• t.
jet centre, and a characteristic lenth,,hn, which is the jet width
obtained from visualization. 1*t/V.

From these results it is quite evident hat, whenthe Fig.5" Lateral distribution of
nozzle configuration changes from circular to non-circular ones,
the velocity profiles do not seem to satisfy similarity. In other
words, self preservation of the mean flow properties for non-
circular dcflectd jews am practically not existing for a significant
distance in contrast to the reasonable collapse of Ihe measured
data on to a single curve for the circular case. The possible
explanations for this behaviour are as follows.

It was evident from Figure 7 that, the mass flux
deficienc) at the nozzle outlet is a function of exit jet Reynolds
number and also the nozzle shape. In other words, the higher
mass flux deficiency for a rectagularjet is the manifestation of
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10 2 Figures 8 and 9 show the axial component of

turbulence intensity (i direction, Figure 4) distribution along the
6.0# lateral directions.,-axis. for a deflected circular and a rectangularS. -7 .0
2.4 x jet of aspect ratio 2:1 respectively. Each figure contains the

measured data at three different sections in the zone of
q- 6 established flow for a specific velocity ratio of approximately

7 9 6 V 3.8. The measured values are non-dimensionalised in a similar
14.0 A

I S way as was done for the corresponding mean velocity profdies.

* That is, the characteristic velocity excess at the jet centre. (U1.-

x U.cosO), and the characteristic jet width,?1,2 were used as the

scale. In the same manner, the measured radial components of

A turbulence intensity (, direction. Figurc 4) for the respective
1 -0 •A V + above cases were plotted in Figures 10 and 1i.
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Table 1 * Comparison of turbulence

intensity along jet axis

PRESEN1 EXPEPIMENTAL KErFER AND SAINES

SYMUOL Ft SYBO DATA OATA
P V, I d,' u, I(ui-Ua) P <Id U I ( -Ua)

3.9 0 3-19S 0.250 3.13 0-23

- 3'S 6-7S 0.190 .- 0 4.1 J 0 -11

010 . 10-85 0.110 6-63 0-10

S0.• 883 0-.07

5 -S 0.228

• A s 5.- 9'2 0"133 3-72 0-17

0.6 - _ 6.0 5"7 0.10
A 7"22 0-07

E A 6.1 0.135 32 00

eZ 0-' o 0 7.6 10-5 0o110
0O 05I-1 0-066•88 0.15

a 8-0 6"2 0.12

0.7 -O 1-1 0-16
9"7 0-07

0.0 highesIt

1-0 o0S 0.0 0-5 1.0 The results indicate that, the highest turbulence

'i / ri l? intensity is associated with the rectangular deflected je* of aspect
ratio 2:1 compared 'o the circular case. This can be attributed to

Fig. 10Radial turbulence niensty the low frequency events or large eddies carried by rectangular

distribution of circular jet deflected jcts forming an effective reservoirof turbulent kinetic
energy for thc generation and sustenance of high frequency

(P : 36 ) fluctuations in the interacting flow field. The augmentation of
turbulence level in the down-au-earn direcuon. for each of the

cases studied, is caused by the enhanced shearing by the fre
stream on thL jet as it propagates down stream The similanty in
the behaviour of the axial and radial components of turbulence

intensities could have been caused by the strong entraining flow
in the radial direction. characteristic of a bound vortex system

associated with deflected jets Also, it can be an indicator of a
resulting isotropic flow field
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Table I compares the present turbulence intensity along a, angle of the deflected jet with free stream
the axis of circular deflected jet with Kecler and Baines (1963) direction based on the jet centrcline
measurements. The higher values of the present measurement can
be attributed to the improved sensitivity of LDA to high locus of maximum velocity along tines of
frequency events compared to the hot-wire anemometer used in constant y in a plane perpendicular to the
the earlier study, as well as the difference in the velocity ratios. axial stream-line
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NOTATIONS

d. effective jet diameter at the nozzlc outlet

A.A A
ijk unit vectors in the cartesian system

•AAA

unit vectors in the curvilinear coordinate
system

R ratio of the jet exit velocity to that of the free
stream

U. free stream velocity

maximum axial jet velocity

U, mean jet velocity in the axial direction

u," turbulence intensity in the axial direction

w, turbulence intensity in the radial darc'tlion

X,y,z cartesian coordnates

Ze length of the potential core

distance measured along the jet axis

U angle of the deflected jet with frec %tream
direction based on the Jet axis
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POWER SPECTRA OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL TURBULENT NONREACTING FLOW
IN A DUCTED COMBUSTOR

Tong-Miin Liou Vi-Yung Wu Hsin-Li Lee

Department of Power Mechanical Engineering
National Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu, Taiwan 30043, ROC

ABSTRACT with jet impingement is the flow oscillation. Oscillation of
impingement flows occurs frequently in a widely variety of

The present work describes an experimental inner and outer flow configurations and provokes noises,
investigation of the flowfield and spectral characteristics of a structure loading and combustion instabilities (Clark, 1982;
three-dimensional isothermal turbulent flow in a chamber Rockwell and Naudascher, 1979; Rockwell, 1983).
with one axial inlet and two side inlets by the use of laser- Occurrence of energetic flow and pressure oscillations in the
Doppler velocunmey and microphones. The momentum ratio investigated combustors will result in a serious reduction in
of the axial inlet jet to side inlet jets was chosen to be 0.2 and the combustion performance if the coupling between the flow
the Reynolds number, based on the chamber bulk mean and combustor builds up (Dunlap and Brown, 1921; Byrne,
velocity and height was 5.9 X 104. The mean flow quantities 1983) or proper acoustical forcing is exerted ( Schadow et al.,
we first measured to give an understanding of the mean 1987). However, relevant spectral analyses of the
turbulent flow structmu resulting from jet expansion and impingement flow field in the simulated SDR combustor are
impingement of multiple inlet jets in the present ducted flow. relatively sparse.
Subsequently, power spectrum measurements of velocity and Based on the above brief survey, it is suggested that an
pressure fluctuations wer performed to investigate the improved understanding of the impingement of multiple jets
oscillatory behavior of the multiple jet flows in the present in the ducted flow is needed in enhancing fluid mixing and
combustor. The results show that the low frequency axial and avoiding combustion instabilities, and the pertinent spectral
transverse oscillations for the axial jet and the side jets, analyses in the literature are lacking. It is this fact motivating
respectively, exist in the combustor. Moreover, the preferred the present study in which the flow oscillation in a ducted
mode of the axial jet and the oscillation of the impingement combustor with dual side inlets and one axial inlet is
of the side-inlet flows upon the spanwise walls are found. examined by analyzing the LDV measured velocities and wall

pressures power spectra of fluid.
I. INTRODUCTION

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND CONDITIONS
The flowfield and spectral characteristics in a ducted

chamber with one axial and dual side rectangular inlets are The overall exprimental system included the optical
investigated experimentally in the present work using laser- system, the signal processing system and the flow system. For
Doppler velocimetry (LDV) and microphones. In practical the flow system, the side-inlet air streams were drawn into
applications, the simulated chamber is related to a solid- the test chamber through settling chambers, honeycombs and
propellant ducted rocket (SDR) combustor. Under a the s.eens, and 5:1 contraction by a 10-Hp turbo blower
sustaining operation of the SDR, the fuel-rich gas plume loc..,d at the downstream end. The axial jet was ejected from
exhausted from a solid-propellant gas generator mixes and a 23:1 contraction by another 5-Hp turbo blower located
reads with the side-inlet air flows. Flow impingement, w stream of the axial inlet. The air in the chamber then was
recinulation, and oscillation in this tye of flow field are exhausted through the square duct, a flow straightener, a
closely related to the combustor performance. To achieve a rotameter, and a bellows, by the downstream 10-Hp turbo
high cembustion efficiency, good mixing and flame holding in blower. In between the test duct and the blower ther was a
the combustors ae required. Some impotant information on noise reduction chamber with the dimension of 100 X 130 X
hus topic has been reported by several researchers (Chuang et 80 cm3 to reduce the blower generated passage and
al., 1939, Haeih et al., 1989; Lion and Wu, 1993; Schadow meclanical vibration noise.
snd Chicze, 1961). Another aspect of the present flowfleld
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The schematic drawing of the configuration, coordinate was attached to pressure taps with 0.3 mm internal diameter.
system, and dimensions of the test model is shown in Fig. I. The signal obtained was amplified and properly filtered by a
The three-dimensional model consisted of a square cross- signal conditioner (CDV-230C, Kyowa). The power spectrum
sectional combustor chamber (100 mm X 100 mm), two of the wall pressure analyses was conducted by a dual-
squares cros-sectional side-inlet ducts (50 nun X 50 nun) and channel FFT analyzer. At each measured position ensemble
a rectangular cross-sectional axial nozzle with an aspect ratio average of 256 spectra was made to reduce variations of the
of 3:1 (6 mm X 18 umm). The two side-inlet ducts intersected estimated spectra

the chamber walls at a right angle and were aligned carefully In the present investigation, the momentum ratio of
at the same streamwise position, while the single axial inlet axial jet to side inlet jets and the chamber bulk mean velocity
was located at the head plate and directed along the chamber were 0.2 and 9.3 m/s, respectively. Reynolds number, based
center aids. The rectangular cross-section of the axial inlet on the combustor height and bulk mean velocity, was 5.9 X
instead of a round or square one was utilized in the present 104. More detailed inlet conditions for the axial and side
work since mixing enhancement by using non-axisymmetric inlets have been described in the previous work (Lion and
jets, such as the elliptic and rectangular jets, has been Wu, 1993b).
reported by many researchers (e.g. Ho and Gutmark, 1987;
Lee and Back, 1993). However, many of these works were 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
made for free jets. One of the purposes of the present work is
to study the development of the confined non-axisymmetric Mean Flow Patterns
axial jet and the interaction between the axial and side jets. Figure 2 shows the mean flow patterns in two vertical

A four-beam two-cmponet laser-Doppler velocimetry planes, Z*=O and Z*=-0.5, and two horizontal planes, Y*-0

set up in a backscatter configuration ,described in detail in and Y,=-0.5 (X = MX/Hc, as X > 0; X, =- X/Ld, as X - 0,
the works of Lion and Wu (1993a) and Lion et al. (1990) was
employed to measure the velocity in the combustor model. Y =Y/Hc, Z= Z/Ic), in terms of vector diagrams. In the

The probe volume dimensions, based on l/e2 extent of light central vertical plane (Z*=O), Fig. 2(a), shows that for the
intensity, were approximately 0.06 mm by 0.65 nmn and 0.13 present momentum ratio the central part of the high velocity
mnm X 3.6 mm for 480-mm and 1200-mm focal-length lenses, axial jet penetrates through the side jets and the interaction of
respectively. The reline particles with a nominal I grm wre thesejets forms a clockwise vortex at (-7<X* <0, -0.6<
generated by the atomizers and introduced into the air Y* < -0.2, Z*=0) of the dome region (-I < X* < 0). In the
steams to scatter light as the particles passed the probe
volume, quarter vertical plane (Z=- 0.5, Fig. 2(b)) which cuts

Owing to the nature of the random arrival of seeding through.the edge of the side-inlet port, the velocity vectors

particles at the measurement volume, the power spectrum and near the side-inlet port have larger axial components than

the correlation of the LDV signals cannot be obtained directly those in the Z=*0 plane. Figure 2(c) shows a clockwise
by use of the conventional FFT algorithm, which is valid for vortex located in the dome region in the Y*=O plane and the
signals with constant time intervals. There are several strengths of the vortex become weaker in the Y*f-0.5 plane
approaches to obtain the power spectrum of LDV signals (Fig. 2(d)). Also notice that the mean velocities in the dome
(Tropea, 1987). In this paper, a sampled 2nd held DIA region (Fig. 2) are generally very small, except for the axial
converter circuit was employed and the converted analog jet, and therefore suitable for flame holding. On the basis of
output was processed by using a FFT anayzer to obtain the above description, the development of the axial jet and the
spectra- In this approach the high arrival rate of Doppler burst impingement of the axial jet upon the side jets are two
signals (or particle rate) is a crucial condition to5acquir t important features in the present three-dimensional ducted
bias-free spectral estimates. In order to avoid the step noise flowfield. In addition, the bimodal-shaped velocity histograms
arising in the low arrival rate condition (Adrian and Yo, found in the impingement zone indicate the existence of the
1917), the required particle rate should not less than the organized oscillating structures (Liou and Wu, 1993b). This
reciprocal of the integral time scale. In the present dynamic behavior of the oscillation of the axial-inlet jet was
experiment, the integral time wale is about 10. second. After further investigated by means of spectral methodology in the
examination of the measured spectra at various particle rates, next section.
it found that the levels of spectral peaks approached invariant
a the particle rate was higher than 5,000 numbers/sec. Spectral Characteristics
Therefore, the adequat particle rates were controlled at The velocity spectra for the axial and transvease
about 10,000 numbeS/sec during the measurements. fluctuations measured along the combustor central axis are

The wall pressure was meased using a Kulite depicted in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), respectively. A very low
microphone (MIC-190-140) with 1.8 nun active diameter and frequency peak of 37.5 Hz is found in the axial velocity
100 Hz mechanial resonant frequency. The microphone spectra, Fig. 3(a), from X*a--0.95 to -0.87 and this peak
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mnears as X 0 --0.83. However, the peak of 37.5 Hz was side jets from the measured. The preferred mode of the axial

not observed in the transvere velocity spectra, Fig. 3(b), at jet with St=0.17 is identified. In addition, the 80 Hz

corresponding locations, indicating a low frequenc exist oscillation of the impingement of the side-inlet flows upon the

oscillation near the axial inlet. On the other hand, for X* spanwise walls is detected from the wall pressure

- 0.22 a peak of 75 Hz appears in the transverse velocity measurements.

spectra, Fig. 3(b), but not in the axial velocity spectra, Fig. REFERENCES
3(a). The transverse oscillation of 75 Hz is believed to be
induced by the side inlet flows. In addition, for the transverse Adrian, R. J., & Yao, C. S., 1987, PowerSpectra of Fluid

velocity spectra in the range of -0.74;5 X* •--0.30, a high Velocities Measured by Laser Doppler Velocimetry,
frequency lobe located around I KHz, with a corresponding Experiments in Fluids, Vol. 5, pp. 17-28.
Strouhal number of SffiE/Ut,0.17 (D - hydrodynamic
diameter of the axial inlet port), can be observed. It is noted Byrne, R. W., 1983, Longitudinal Pressure Oscillations in
that the onset location of this high frequency lobe coincides Rainjet Combustors, AAAp 83-2018.

with the location of potential core tip (X*=-0.76). Therefore,
the lobe tends to be related to the passage of coherent Chuang, C. L., Cherng, D. L., Hsieh, W. H., Settles, G. S., &
structures i.e., the so-called preferred mode or jet column Kuo, K. K., 1989, Study of Flowfield Structure in a Simulated
mode. Solid-Propellant Ducted Rocket Motor, AAAp 89-0011.

The wall pressure spectral measurements were also

carried out at station X*0.25, as shown in Fig. 4, in order to Clark, W. RI, 1982, Experimental Investigation of Pressure
investigate the impingement of the deflected side-inlet flows Oscillations in a Side Dump Ramjet combustor, Journal of

after jet-to-jet collision upon the spanwise walls (Z*=:± 1). It Spacecraft and Rockets, Vol. 19, No. 1, pp. 47-53.

is first noted that the shapes of spectra are quite symmetrical

about Y*-0. In addition, a clear peak at about 80 K. is Dunlap, R. & Brown, K S., 1981, Exploratory Experiments
on Acoustic Oscillations Driven by Periodic Vorter Shedding,

detected at Y :t 0.2 - t0.5 and tends to reflect the AIAA Journal, Vol. 19, No. 3, pp. 408-409.
oscillation of spenwise deflection of the side-inlet flows.

The variations of peak frequency over the periphery of Ho, C. M., & Gutmark, E.. 1987, Vonex Introduction and
axial-inlet port at different streamwise stations are also Mass Entrainment in a Small-Aspect-Ratio Elliptic Jet,
examined and plotted in Fig. 5. Marks a, b, c, d, e, and f Journal of Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 179, pp. 383-405.
stand for the axial lines along various peripheral positions,
respectively. For the axial velocity spectra, Fig. 5 depicts a Hseih, W. H., Chuang, C. L., Yang, A. S., Cherng, D. L.,

k of f= 37.5 Hz occurs only along line a and nr te aYang, V., & Kuo, K. IC, 1989, Measurement of Flowfleld in
inlet port (empty circles). A peak of ff75 Hz also appears a Simulated Solid-Propellant Ducted Rocket Combustor
along hines c, d and e, but there are no peak frequencies Using Laser Doppler Velocimetry, AIAA 89-2789.
observed along lines b and f. For the case of the transverse
velocity spectra, a low frequency peak of about f = 75 Hz Lee, S. J., & Back, S. J., 1993, Near-Field Turbulent
occurs along all the examined lines (a-f) and this oscillatory Structure of Elliptic Jets, Ninth Symposium on "Turbulent
frequency is associated with the aforementioned bimodal Shear Flows", August 16-18.
velocity fluctuation histograms. Ih addition, high frequency
peaek arealodetected over the range of-0.749 X* - Liou, T. M., Wu, S. M., & Hwang, Y. H., 1990, Experimental

0.22 and the peak frequencies decrease with increasing X*. and Theoretical Investigation of Turbulent Flow in a Side-

For X* 2 -0.22 the high fiequency lobe disappears and the Inlet Rectangular Combustor, Journal of Propulsion and

peak of 75 Hz remains due to the side-inlet jet oscillation. Pow, Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 131-138.

4. CONCLUSIONS Liou, T. M., & Wu, Y. Y., 1993a, Turbulent Flows in a

Model SDR Combustor, Journal of Fluids Engineering Vol.

The flowfield in a three-dimensional simulated ducted 115, pp. 468-473.

cembustor with multiple inlet jets investigated in the present
vxk can be chamactaeizd by the dome recirculation, jet-jet Lionu, T. M., & Wu, Y. Y., 1993b, Experimental Study on

inpinmwat and flow d regins fiom the mteasured Three-Dimensional Bounded Turbulent Jet Flows, The

-m flow pa0fema as well as by power spectra of velocity Seventeenth Nation Conference on Theoretical and Applied

flucamtims, the 37.5 Hz axial oscillation associated with the Mechanics, Taipei, Taiwan, ROC, pp. 177-183.

a=dal jet mad 75 Hz tarasverse oscillation associated with the
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QUANTIZATION OF DOPPLER SIGNALS: HOW MANY BITS ARE NEEDED?

Knud Andersen and Anders Host-Madsen

Dantec Measurement Technology A/S
Tonsbakken 16-18, 2740 Skovlunde, Denmark.

bits, and of course information of the signal is lost in this
process. This information loss should be kept at a negligible

ABSTRACT minimum; once the information is lost, it is lost forever and
can never be restored. Therefore, a proper sampling method is

In this paper we evaluate the effect of quantization of Doppler essential to Doppler processing.
signals. We do this by calculating Cram•r-Rao lower bounds
for one bit quantization and by doing computer simulations. - - - - -------- CKE

Both approahes show that there are serious problems with one ----- X .... X
bit quantization around certain critical frequencies. 0 0o-- - -

X

Contrasting, it is shown that 4 bit quantization performs nearly
as good as no quantization. The conclusion is that 4 bits are
adequate while fewer number of bits give unreliable results, SOW .W

The contents of this paper is the determination of the
1. INTRODUCTION requirements to the sampling in order to keep the information

loss at a minimum.
Many aspects are crucial to obtain accurate and reliable LDA The first parameter of the sampling process: when the
measurements. Good optics and lasers are necessary to obtain signal should be sampled is readily determined by the well-
high quality Doppler signals; advanced accurate processing of known Shannon sampling theorem (alias the Nyquist
the Doppler signal is needed to estimate the Doppler frequency criterion): the signal should be sampled at a frequency twice
with high precision; and, finally, the data analysis techniques the maximal frequency in the Doppler signal. If this condition
applied to the measurements should give optimal and reliable is fulfilled Shannon says that no information is lost in the
results. Processing of the Doppler signal plays a pivotal role, sampling. Thus the information loss occurs in the quantization
since this determines the accuracy in any subsequent of the signal. In this paper we will investigate this
processing. This processing should use the information in the information loss in the quantization and determine how this
Doppler signals to the fullest extent, otherwise optimization in can be kept at a negligible minimum, answering the question:
other links of the chain is wasted. In this paper we will Quantization of Doppler Signals: how many bits are needed?
coansquently concentrate on this part of the WDA
measurement.

The accurate determination of the Doppler frequency is 2. QUANTIZATION OF DOPPLER SIGNALS
dependent on a number of factors: burst detection and
determination, filters, the processing method, windowing, In order to process the Doppler signal digitally it is converted
interpolation etc. However, again we can point at one essential to a digital value in an A/D-converter. This quantization can be
link in this chain: the sampling of the Doppler signal. The done by a differing number of bits. The two extreme cases are
Doppke snl is a continuous signal, s(t). In order to process I bit quantization and quantization by an infinite number of
this diitally, it must be sampled at certain instants to obtain bits. corresponding to no quantization. For the number of bits
s(rt). Further this value should be represented by a digital converging towards infinity the effect of quantization will
number. This is called quantization. Thus, the infinitely many converge towards the optimal minimum of no quantization. In
possible states of the signal is reduced to a finite number of principle the more bits the better, but in a practical
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implementation the number of bits has to be limited, and the 3. THE CRAMIR-RAO BOUND
question at issue is how low this number can be in order for
the effects of quantization to be minimal. In the appendix we calculate the so called Cramer-Rao lower

It should be noted that we are discussing the quantization bound for one bit quantization. We will briefly discuss the
of the primary Doppler signal, not the resolution of the significance of the Cramdr-Rao lower bound. For a more
frequency output of an LDA processor. However, the number complete discussion see, e.g. Kendal and Stuart (1993) and
of bits in the quantization of the primary Doppler signal will Papoulis (1988). If estimating a statistical quantity such as the
limit the accuracy of the estimated Doppler frequency, thereby Doppler frequency, this cannot be done with infinite accuracy,
also limiting the number of significant bits in the estimated not even theoretically. There is a lower bound on the variance
Doppler frequency. To output more bits than is significant of the measurement, expressed in the Cramer-Rao inequality.
considering the accuracy of the Doppler frequency makes little No unbiased estimator can do better than the Cramer-Rao
sense, and as we will see a low quantization will considerably (CR) bound. The CR bound thus plays the same role as
limit the accuracy of the Doppler frequency. Heisenberg's uncertainty relation in quantum mechanics or the

One bit quantization (see Ibrahim et al. (1990)) is speed of light in relativity theory. This does not mean that the
equivalent to determining the sign of the signal CR bound can be reached. There might not exists any unbiased

estimator that has as low variance as predicted by the CR
,i 1+1 s(t,) > 0 bound. On the other hand, a biased estimator might have lower

-I s(t )<0 variance than the CR bound. An estimator that gives a constant

value independently of the input will for example have zero

From an immediate point of view, it might seem that one bit is variance but unlimited bias

too little to be useful. However, one bit quantization means The CR bound is an information theoretic criterion. This
determining the zero crossing of the signal, and to determine is important in the context of quantization. As mentioned in

the frequency of the signal this is sufficient information, as the introduction, quantization means information reduction and
known from the old counter principle, see also Ibrahim et al. the CR bound is an evaluation of how this information
(1990). However, it will limit the accuracy. reduction will manifest as variance on estimated value. If the

We will make a quantitative evaluation of one bit reduced information is used optimally, the CR bound may be

quantization, and compare this with no quantization and reached, but to repeat: it can never be surpassed.
quantization with a limited number of bits. The accuracy of the
Doppler signal is characterized by bias and variance. If the
Doppler frequency isfthen 4. CRAMIR-RAO BOUNDS FOR DOPPLER SIGNALS

bias = f.mndata - fi,
4.1 Doppler signal characteristics

variance = (ft..Iatfd - fstad To derive CR bounds for Doppler frequency estimation we will
assume that the Doppler signal is a sinusoidal embedded in
additive Gaussian white noise. This is only a partial truth. The

If the Doppler signal has bias, then measured mean values till noise in Doppler signals both consists of signal independentbe wrong, and normally one will try to keep bias at a noise and Poisson noise due to the random arrival of photons

minimum. The variance on the measurements will directly add (shot-noise), which is dependent on the amplitude of the

to the turbulence intensity and also this should be limited. signal. An investigation of the influence of this latter noise has

We will calculate lower bounds for the variance of the been dn e in th paer Lading nd ing an

estimated Doppler frequency. For no quantization this has been dwards (1993) To gu rindsaof
Edwards (1993). To get the full picture both kinds of

done in Rift and Bowrs"y (1974) and in Lading and Edwardsf dM) anditshouldbenoticedthattisboundinoesandodapy investigations have to be carried through. However, in the
(1993) and it should be noticed that this bound does not apply most difficult and critical measurement situations, the signal
to one bit q atization, in the sense that it gives too low independent background noise will be dominating. Further,
bounds. We will calculate lower bounds that do directly apply when taking into consideration the mnuy different noise

to one bit quantization. Some work in this direction has
sources of the Doppler signal and using the central limitpreviously been done in lbrahim et al. (1990), but the bounds term h supino diieGusa ht os

given in this reference are much too optimistic and do not give seems ve as on Tu the Dplrsi an be

an impression of the problems with one bit quantization. epssed as

expressed as

s(t) = b(t)sin(ax + O)+n(t)
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The factor b(t) is the envelope of the signal. The exact form of The second line of (2) expresses the CR bound for one bit
the envelope will depend on the optical configuration, particle quantization depending on both SNR ( = b / ar) frequency w
sizes etc. Two cases are of special interest. The envelope can and phase 0. Since the Doppler bursts have random phase with
be Gaussian due to the profile of the laser beams, or the any value of the phase equally probable, we have averaged
envelope can be approximately rectangular (top-hat) due to over the phase to derive at the SNR and frequency dependent
apertures in the system or if only a part (i.e. the central part) of CR bound on line 3, which is the expression we will use.
the burst is processed. We will consider both cases, but The function rI(w,t.,0) is given by the rather
especially the latter. It can be proved that a rectangular complicated expression
envelope will give the best frequency estimation of all
envelopes with a given power, so that a lower bound for a 2 Co2(_.+o)

rectangular envelope will give a lower bound for any envelope. 1( ) et sin (r, + 9)

4.2 Cramner-Rao bound for non-quantized sampling I - er I-b cos(o* + 0)

The CR-bound for non-quantized sampling was found in Rife sm(+
and Boorstyn (1974) for a rectangular envelope to be e 2 (a' +9)

var~~er} I b -e .sin(cat, + 9)J
12

(SNR)? T2N(N 2 -1) The first thing to notice about (2) is that it is similar to the CR
bound for no quantization (I) except for the factors 2 / xr and

Where T is the sampling interval and N is the number of Q(w, t,, 0). Since it can be proven that f(ai,t, O)<5 1 (se note
samples. in appendix) we arrive after some considerations to the

For arbitrary envelopes this expression can be easily conclusion
generalized to (see also appendix)

VR.bt(W~)? X- VCR,.n-quanuzed

= )tor put in words
(N- _, (1)The variance for one-bit quantization always is at least

VCI.o.quzed = In 50 % higher than the variance for no quantization.
n l0 This statement, however, does not take into consideration the

frequency dependency of the factor I-l(w,t.,O9), which gives a
where tn are the sampling times and a the noise amplitude. frqecdpnecyothfaorR j ,wihgvsa

very remarkable behavior. Unfortunately (2) is so complicated
On the second line, the matrices should be summed, then the that an analytical evaluation is impossible, and consequently
surm should be inverted as matrix; the lower bound for the one has to turn to a numerical calculatiun of it. Also this is
variance on the signal frequency is then the element in row 1, tricky, but with care it is possible, and we have done so for a
column 1. selection of frequencies and SNR in the results section below.

The CR bound will not be calculated for quantization of
4.3 Cramir-Rao bound for one-bit quantization an arbitrary number of bits. Although this could be done in

theory, the expressions would be so complicated that they
In the appendix we have derived the CR-beund for one bit would be without any interest. Instead we have done the
quantization, given by the expression evaluation of quantization for a higher number of bits by

2 r t.2computer simulations.
i.(0l, t, O)= 2bIrt. 2  ,l-(0to) It should be remembered that the CR bound calculated for

xkaj4 / IJ one bit quantization is independent of the signal processing

(- method, it be FFT or correlation processing.'O•.jebit(va,0)= I f ".In(wo,tn,0)] (2)

\N,--0 19 I 1
I 2m 5. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
- JCc7n.xt(9)dO

20 To relate the theoretical calculation of the CR bound in the

previous section, we have also made computer simulations
showing the effect of quantization. The computer simulations
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have been done for a Doppler signal with rectangular envelope
embedded in additive Gaussian white noise, quadrature mixed
to give a complex signal. The processing has been done by a 004

FFTanalysiswith 4times zero padding followed by apeak jooi
search after Brent's method (see Press et al. (1992)). This is a I oM
very slow method which is not at all feasible for real-time

implementation, but as the subject of this paper is quantization 002

effects we have chosen this method to avoid the influence of 0

other factors like interpolation. .00o1
For no quantization the FFT method (or rather Fourier 0.

00
method) is maximum likelihood, i.e. the (asymptotically) o Frquenc

optimal nmethod for frequency estimation (as proved in Rife ONo Ilo] 20lz.d

and Boorstyn (1974). For one-bit quantization the Fourier
method is not maximum likelihood, contrary to some belief
(see, e.g. Ibrahim et al. (1990)). The maximum likelihood Figure 2. CR bound for one bit quantization; 32
method for one-bit quantization can be derived by examining comple 2 l Standar devi ation v2
the likelihood function in the appendix. Thus, it is indeed complex samples. Standard deviation versus frequency
possible that a better method than FFT can be found for one-
bit quantization, but in this paper we will not proceed further The CR bound for one-bit quantization depends on both
in this direction.

The simulations will be done for one bit quantization and frequency and SNR. Figure I with a closer detail in figure 2

no quantization corresponding to the CR bounds calculated shows this dependency in a 3D-plot. The remarkable feature is

above, and in addition for 4 bit (complex) quantization, such as that at the frequencies that are a multiple of a quarter of the

used by the DANTEC BSA. sampling frequency, nf, /4, the variance does, as expected,

decrease with increasing SNR, until it reaches a minimum, and
then it increases dramatically. Thus, the paradoxical thing

6. REULTS. happens that adding noise to the measurements increases the
accuracy. This is a strange, but to signal processing well-

In this section we will present the results of the calculation of known, effect of quantization (see e.g. Bilinskis and Mikelsons

CR bounds for one-bit quantization, and the simulation results (1992)). In the terms of the introduction one could say that

for no quantization, 4 bit quantization and 1 bit quantization, there is a terrible waste of information around these

mainly in graphical form. All calculations and simulations frequencies.

show here are for 32 (complex) samples, which applies to a
typical burst. The behavior for a larger number of samples is , ,
qualitatively identical but of course with different numbers. In
all graphs frequency and standard deviations of frequencies are 1.

relative to sampling frequency (i.e., bandwidth). The numbers o.)

therefore easily can be scaled.

O•OlnWu,,.. . .... ,,,,.,,~c jlO

O. 0.001

11 02- 0-0,,0,1
0.006.-10 -S 0 S to Is 20

0.01 ý Va (aB)

om i Figure 3. Simulation results and CR bounds as function
o.11, of SNR.

Figure 1. CR bound for one bit quantization; 32
complex samples. Standard deviation versus frequency
and SNR.
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Swmad anm gam y neighborhoods. Therefore the variance is low exactly at nfe /4,
U.04 1 I bt lower than predicted by CR, but at the expense of bias.

SNR-120 Obviously, the behaviour of one bit quantization wil pose
0.003 CR bomd problems particularly when measuring turbulence. Here, an

unwary user who is not aware of the problems around these
critical frequencies may suddenly encounter some strange

0.00 experimental results. Since one of the critical frequencies is 0,
there will inevitably be problems when measuring reversing

0.001 flows. The only way to avoid this is to stay within a frequency
s--of---q-a-----o band of a quarter of the sampling bandwidth.
C bofornoqumo Finally figure 3 indicates that the threshold is higher for

0 I I I I one-bit quantization than for no quantization with 4 bit
0.2 03 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.3

Figure 4. Simulation results and CR bounds as function quantization being identical to no quantization. This effect

of frequency. The CR bound for no quantization, the however has to be investigated further, we do not have any

simulations results for no quantization and the theoretical explanation for this.

simulation results for 4 bit quantization are From the computer simulations it appears that 4 bits

indistinguishable. quantization is adequate for an accurate determination of the
Doppler frequency. However, to get the full benefit from the 4

In figure 3 and 4 we show the results of simulations. It is bits, the signal need to be adjusted to the dynamic range. In the

seen that there is a close agreement between the simulations Dantec BSA an amplitude normalizing circuit in front of the

and the CR bounds, and that 4 bit quantization is very close to analog to digital converter ensures that the dynamic range of

noni-quantized sampling. There is a disagreement between the the 4 bits is always used fully also when the Doppler signal

CR bound and simulation for one-bit quantization just at the amplitude varies over a large dynamic range. We have not
critical frequencies nf, /4. Here the variance of the made investigations for a fewer number of bits to see if 2 or 3

simulations are less than the CR bound. This seems to bits would also be adequate since we estmte that this

contradict that the CR bound is a lower bound, but one should normalization of the signal would be virtually impossible with

bear in mind that this is only true for unbiased estimators, and the very limited dynamic range of 2 or 3 bits. Therefore, 2 or 3

FET for one-bit quantization is not unbiased, bit quantization will in reality perform as badly as I bit
quantization.

1500

7. CONCLUSION.

1000 We have investigated the influence of quantization on the
estimation of the Doppler frequency. This has been done by
calculating the Cramdr-Rao lower bound for one-bit
quantization, which gives a lower limit to the variance of the

500 -estimated Doppler frequency, and by computer simulations.
Based on the investigations the following can be concluded:
# The variance for one-bit quantization always is at least

0 • 50 % higher than the variance for no quantization.
0.18 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 * around the frequencies which are mulipla of one quarter

.-- U howog J.. am bi qumun - 4 bt m of the sampling frequency the variance and bias for one
Figure 5. Bias effect around the frequencies nf, /4. bit quantization explodes.

* The variance and bias at these frequencies can seriously

We have investigated the question of bias further. In influence turbulence measurements

figure 5 we have input a range of frequencies distributed e The threshold (lower limit) SAR for one bit quantization

Gaussian as typically in turbulence. This was done for both is around 3 dB higher than for no quantization.

one bit and 4 bit quantization, producing quite different 0 Quantization with 4 bits gives an accuracy very close to

results. The result for 4 bit quantization is almost no quantization without the problems around certain

indistinguishable from the input data. However, one bit frequencies.

quantization produces an histogram with a quite different form It should be noticed that these are fundamental problems of
from the input. It is seen that he frequencies nf, /4 acts as one-bit quantization, not problems of a concrete

"black holes" that swallow every frequencies in their implementation. Based on this, it can be recommended that the
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following precautions be taken if one bit quantization is to give From this expression we can calculate the CR bound for non-

reliable results quantized sampling, as done in Rife and Boorstyn (1974).
0 The range of Doppler frequencies should be kept within One bit quantization corresponds to obtaining the sign of

one quarter of the sampling bandwidth for one bit the samples. Thus we obtain a new series of samples, which
quantization. can assume only the values +1 and -1,

The answer to the question posed is the title can now be
answered: in general one bit is to little, while 2 or 3 bits are x, = sign(X.)

problematic due to adjustment problems. A quantization of 4 y. = sign(Y,,)
bits is adequate, and there is no gain in using a higher number
of bits. The pdf for x,, is found from (3)

Finally it should kept in mind that once then quantization
problem has been solved satisfactory many other factors of the 0 1 q(L(x
signal processing are important in obtaining accurate IDA 202 - b• S(O-

measurements. ____ = 1 .+I .>

APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF CR BOUND We can write this as the common expression

Let the signal be given by I 4 ".

St) = Aq(I)Cos(w + 9) 
-,72osa2.

The elements of the Fisher matrix, due to the real component,
here bq is the envelope of the signal, which depends on some are accordingly

parameters in the parameter vector q (such as signal amplitude
and duration), which might be know or unknown. We will N ,I & &
primarily concentrate on the case where bq is constant, so that 0 •,s o J2,a o

q = bo and bq(t) = bo, and in the derivations below we will not

explicitly note the dependencies of b and accordingly write b
for hq(t).

We will assume that sampling is done on the complex kn(x)= 2 (x-sbcs(t+0
signal, i.e., on the signal and its Hlbert transform, which may
be obtained from the real signal by quadrature mixing. Thus,
the samples (before quantization) can be written We find an equivalent expression for the Fisher matrix I of

the imaginary component of the signal, and the total Fisher
X. = s( ) + W ( , ) matrix is

Y" = i(.)++ I(t+)

where - denotes Hilbert transform and i(t)=bsin(ai +0). W

is an additive noise contribution, which is assumed to be white In general this is a rather complicated expression. To get a

Gaussian of zero mean and variance 02. Thus, the samples are principal insight, we will therefore at first consider the
unconrelated, and the probability density function (pdf) of a simplified case where we assume that phase and amplitude of
single sample is given by the signal is known. In this case there is only one unknown

parameter to be estimated, the frequency w, and the Fisher

X;p) i exp (- (Xn-bcosox.+L))2 (3) matrix is a scalar. After some calculation we find

where we have explicitly noted the dependency of p on the

parameter vector p=[0,eq]. The pdf for Y. is given

equivalently. Since the noise is uncorrelated from sample till
sample, the total probability distribution is give as a product:

N N
p(X,Y;p)= nIp(X,;p)lip(Y,;p)
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2(b" 2  This is not the best inequality, however. We are certain
1N a)2 without doubt that the factor in the parenthesis is always < 1

2 (see figure 6), although we have not made a rigorous

- MoI(,÷) mathematical proof of this. Therefore we can give the
e 2 sin2 (0. + 0) inequality

I bf(.j..cos(oxfl+6))
VCo...b.t a!- VCR.n.-q-Wzd

Cos 2(nl" +For both frequency and phase unknown, the CR bound can be

Jl• I bsin(a, + O) 2 
found to

VCR,.it bit =2 (b \2r,,2 1.].

•00 2~ sin Os,, + j

The factor in the parenthesis is a periodic, highly oscillating { I + 0 (

function depending on both phase and frequency _(bf),2 (•,+o'

e 2
I b

* SI -erf '_sin(ax +J

(N
OsVCR..nebit 7-1

(,,=0 )

S.and for non-quantized sampling the CR bound is (see Rife and

Boorstyn (1974)):
-- N- . SNR-2 SNR -I

Figure 6. One bit factor

For non-quantized sampling the CR bound is in comparison I2{)[r2 tl]
(see Rife and Boorstyn (1974)): t\ = ( )'

2 VC(,bJ.2T..d = n

I For both frequency, phase and amplitude unknown we get theSIn somewhat more complex:

We can make the following evaluation of the CR bound for I
bit quantization:

< 2(bJ•,2 I

VOL . tW Z E -- R.i b8.

2.1.r



1= 2 1 Rife, D. and Boorstyn, R.: "Single-Tone Parameter Estimation
from Discrete-Time Observations", IEEE Transactions onr[ b

2t. 2
s(n

2 (o,,) -- bt.sm(2.a.) b21tsin'
(O.) 1 -(C)61(".) Information Theory, vol. IT-20, No. 5, Sep. 1974, pp. 591-598.

[.4bt.sm(2at.) c- 2
(at.) -•bsin(2l,.) i +

Wb
2

t.n 2
(q,) -fb=s(2c&.) b2 SI2 (o*.) _ tI.2,. .)

Cr

pt.besin(2at,,) sin2(0t,,) bi(*)2

O&M(. jbsin(2a.) b2co_2(&t,.)JI-r(..Žla,)3

VCPIw bit wo I

Notice that in all these expressions the variance depends on
both phase and frequency for the signal. For a given frequency,
the phase of the Doppler burst will be random and any phase
will be equally possible. Thus, to get the CR lower bound for a
given phase, the variance should be averaged over all phases (a
minor consideration will show that still gives a lower bound).
Thus

VCR,•.Wm6,d ( J InJ dO (4)

since the integration is to be done after the matrix inversion, it
is virtually impossible to arrive at an analytical expression.
The evaluation of (4) must therefore be done numerical, which
is also non-trivial due to the strange behavior of the one bit
factor (figure 6).
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ABSTRACT calculation for the whole spectrum. If the range of the selected

frequency is limited, few calculations are required for the
The analysis of the Doppler signal is generally application of the method.

performed by algorithms that are able to provide only one The RFT is used for a Doppler signal analysis.
frequency information for each burst. In this paper two according to the following steps:
different approaches are suggested in order to obtain - a FFT is performed at the beginning of the burst;
information about velocity variations during the transit time: - the presence of a peak in the power spectrum is

-Running Fourier Transform; recognised;
-Multilinear Time Frequency Representation. - at the next time step the spectrum is calculated only in a

The two different approaches are tested by means a numerical interval around the frequency peak;
simulation. - the measure is validated when the ratio between first and

second peak is higher than a prefixed value.
No hypothesis are required on frequency variation.

1. THE RUNNING FOURIER TRANSFORM The number of points considered for the FFT does not affect
the computational cost; nevertheless it must be selected

Running Fourier Transforni (RFT) is a recursive carefully. A large number of points may reduce the accuracy
algorithm able to continuously provide the Fourier Transform. because of the Doppler broadening produced by the variation
Suppose to have a sequence u4msisting of n+m samples, of the frequency during the burst; whereas few samples may
acquired at constant time intervals. Al. of a real signal 4t): give poor accuracy because of aliasing.

To increase the resolution without increasing the

X0 ,xI ..... , I.x. ....xR.. (1) number of the samples it is possible to apply the zero-padding
technique modifying the relationship (3):

the Discrete Fourier Transform of the first n data is given by:

Xf, =w.( Xf,._j +w-K .x--xo) (4)

n-i

X f A-1 = ,'i .expi-j2rrf .i .At / n) (2) where:
j=41 w= eXpf j 2f .AtI/(n+n')] (5)

The Fourier transform over the sequence obtained by and n' is the number of zeros.

discarding x0 and adding x.r . is obtained by the recursive

formula

2. ThE MULTILINEAR TIME FREQUENCY
Xf,=e.pj2xf .At/n).(Xf.. I+ Xo) (3) REPRESENTATION

This formula gives the Fourier Transform at selected Mulitilinear Time Frequency Representation

frequencies because it is not required to perform the (MTFR) is a method for the analysis of complex signal with
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constant envelop; these mcthcds have been proposed for in the power spectrum. assigned the lags. Once estimated the
applications such as sonar, radar. etc. (Barbarnssa et al 1991. value a . it is possible to remove the higher order term from
Barbarossa 1992. Barbarossa 1993. Peleg and Porat 1991 ).

A complex signal with constant envelop is given by: the polynomial expression of the phase, multiplying x(t) by:

x(t = AexqjOb()] (6) exp(- . 2n-ac .tp 1p!) (14)

where A is a constant; the phase 0 (r is expanded in Taylor If the estimation is correct, the resulting signal has a phase
series:

given by a polynomial of (p-l)-th order. The method can be
repeated in a recursive way until the estimation of the

0('fr=2n £ a, coefficient al.

,=0 if (Ithe signal is given over ýhe interval [0. T]. the p-th

order kernel is defined over the interval:
The r-th order kernel of x(t) can be computed,

according with the following recursive rule: p-I p-1

KI M = .r(.) (8) (l5

S= ,The method can be applied with arbitrary values of the lags,
assumed that the interval defined by equation (15) is not

.;'..-) K-(+'- ... . . tr-2)" empty. If the signal is sampled at constant time step Al and n

" " ....- for r > 3 (10) is the number of samples. the resolution of the frequency is
given by 1/( n At ). From equation (13) results that the

where the star denotes the complex conjugate and "r * 'r resolution of ap is given by:

2 ..... .t are time tags. The r-th order MTFR of the signal is
defined as the Fourier transform, of Kr:

(,, (16)
A1TPRr(f "CtT~) (a...) rr-1)n A 1c2-nAt fi,[

S(11)
= (I.-....... ex p(-j 2ft)d,

The above expression shows that it is possible to increase the
It is possible to show that exists a relationship resolution of ap using values of the lags as larger as possible.

between the kernel and the coefficients of the Taylor The velocity is related to the phase by:
expansion of the phase (Barbarossa 1993):

11 t)= 'O(t)=bo+ A+...+b,_,tP-' (17)
K 2 (;'d..... = 2p_1 )P=

2P1P1 (12) where 8 is the fringe space and:
A exi j2n 2P- a,-.., +apt)f"t

L i=1 J

b- a, (18)
The above relationship shows that K is a complex sinusoid (i - I)!

whose frequency depends mly on the coefficient a.and oThe signal received by the photomultiplier in a IDA
the lags: system presents variable envelope. If the envelope changes

slowly so that the transit time is much longer than the time of
=2r par Ht, (13) a Doppler cycle, the properties of the MTFR are approximately

, I verified.
To apply the MTFD time lags have to be defined inThe kernels with order higher than p are constant not avnekeigi idta

depending on the lags. The p-th order icefficient ap can be the beesolutin of a ta
estiate frm th frquecy xprrspodin up he axUnuMthe best resolution of a p is obtained with large time lags,

the interval given by equation (15) must be not empty;
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increasing time lags the interval becomes shorter and the
amplitude of the power spectrum of the kernel becomes Table 1- assigned coefficient for the velocity
smaller.

bo 8.0.10-2 m/s
bi 5.0 m/s 2

3. SIMULATION b, 5.0.103 m/s 3

bi per i>_2 0
A numerical simulation is performed in order to

verify the capabilities of the two proposed methods to detect
velocity variations of the particle that crosses the measurement The Doppler signal received from the
volume in a LDA system (Cajani et a). 1992). photomultiplier is calculated by means of the Mie optics.

White Gaussian noise is added to the :gnal in order to verify

the effectiveness of the proposed methods in presence of noise.

The signal is then band-pass filtered in order to eliminate
Assigned velocity higher frequencies and the pedestal. The methods are

v(t) compared in two test cases described in table 2.

i Table 2- LDA system configuration

Calculation of
diffused light intensity parameter test case test case

by MIE optics 1 2" laser beam diameter 120 120 l106 m
laser beams angle 0.05 0.1 rad
wavelength 0.614 0.614 10-6 M
scattering angle 0.524 0.524 rad

PHOTOMULTIPLIER photomultiplier distance 0.6 0.6 mI band filters 5-15 10-30 kHz

sampling rate 146.6 292.3 kHz

Doppler signal

Gaussian bb,
white + Doppler signal
noise 4 emhcdded in white noise The signal received from the photomultiplier is

shown in fig.2; the output of the filters in shown in fig. 3. The
sampling frequency is selected about ten times higher than the

maximum frequency of the signal.
Some parameters are need to be selected before

using the RFT:
"- number n of the points for the Fourier transform;

- the method to increase spectrum resolution, if needed;
RFT( OR MTFD) measurement validation criteria.

SIGNAL ANALYZER The frequency of the absolute maximum in the

power spectrum. considered as Doppler frequency. is found
using a polynomial interpolation. To validate the spectrum the

Fig. I Overview of the LDA system simulator two largest maxima are compared; if the ratio between them is
greater than three, the measurement is validated. The factor
three, was found a good criteria to have a low rate of false
measurements.

The simulation is able to take into account all RFT is applied to 300 samples corresponding to a
components of the measurement chain of a IDA system time interval of 2.10"3sec around the centre of the burst. The
(fig.l). It is supposed that the veklcity of the particle changes number of points considered in the FFT is 64 with a zero
with a polynomial law as given in table I. filling up to 128 samples. In fig.4. is shown the assigned law
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and the results obtained by RFT: the method is able to (m/=)
0.15-

reproduce the curve; the validation is about 30%.

The capability of the method has been verified in 0.14-

presence of noise- a test is carried out with 0 dB signal to 0.13-

noise ratio SNR before the filters (fig.5). The results are in
good agreement with the assigned velocity variation law. o.12-

In order to use the MTFR the filtered signal is 0.11-

transformed in the complex form by a Hilbert filter that 0.1o=
produces two outputs with a phase difference of n/2. The

MTFR is applied the first to the signal without noise to 350 0.)9-

samples corresponding to a interval of 2.4.10-3 sec around the o. ___

centre of the burst. The lag aret 1 =t 2 0.35l10-3 s 1.0 1.2 1.4 iA 1.6 2.0 _2 2- 2-8 &)

corresponding to 50 samples each one. t
Fig. 4 Comparison between the assigned velocity law and the

result obtained by RFT. No noise.
(rn/Usc)

*10-mv 0.15-

0.0-
0.14

am- 0.13-

0.12-

0.11-

0.020 -

1.0 1.2 1.4 1. 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.s 2.8 &o
- ..... .*10 (mc)

0 0oo 200 300 400 500 800 t

t / Te Fig. 5 Comparison between the assigned velocity law and the
result obtained by RFT. SNR=O dB

Fig.2 Doppler signal due to a particle that crosses the
measurement volume with increasing velocity.
No noise

0.75 -

mV
1•- -0.50-.2.05

1.5- -QM

1.0- -1.,

00- 50 100 150 0200 250 300 In

-1=s Fig. 6 3rd order kernel of the signal (test case 1)

o 1400 In fig.6 is plotted the 3-rd order kernel of the signal;
t / TC according to equation (15) the kernel is defined over 150

samples. The figure shows that the frequency of the kernel is
Fig.3 Filtered signal low so that only half cycle is present. This problem depends on

the relationship between the frequency of the kernel and the

lags given by equation (16). Since the duration of the signal is
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1.00- 140-
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-0.25
40-
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Fig. 9 3-rd order kernel. Test cais 2. No noise. Fig. 12 Power spectrum of the 3-rd order kernel Test case 2.
No noise.

1.5- 300-

2500

_. 500
0.5- 100-

'• 0.0- so-

-1.0- 50-

0*
-1.5 0 10 20 30 40 50 so 70o 0 0o 0o0
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Fig. 10 2-order kernel. Icst case 2. No noiisc Fig. 13 Power spectrum of the 2-nd order kernel. Test case 2.
No noise.

1.5 500}

1.0- 400

14 ii•II I M 200

-0.5- ' 2

10-- A0 
1 1 1 T •

-1-3i ' I I I I -1 10 20 30 405 0 60 70 80 90 100
0 100 200 300 40o 50o 600 700

t/T.

Fig. II I -st order kernel. Test case 2. No noise. Fig. 14 Power spectrum of the I -st order kernel. Test case 2.
No noise.
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limited also the lags must be limited and the frequency results coefficient of the phase (fig. 1, 14). By equation (I) it is

very low. In this case Lhe method is even applicable to detect possible to elaborate the coefficients of the velocity and then

the coefficient ot .at second order. In fig.7 and fig.8 are given compare the assigned law with the law estimated by MTFR

the plots of nel of 2-nd and I-st order. (fig. 15).
In the second test case, increasing the angle between

the laser beams, a double number of Doppler cycles is

0.75- obtained. In this situation the 3-order coefficient of the phase

0.50-of the signal can be detected more carefully.

025-
0.18-

Y 00- as0 0ied kaw

•-4= 0.1-- reo.2 -. by .TFR

-M.75- 0.14-

-1.00 
>
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CROSS SPECTRAL ANALYSIS USING LASER DOPPLER ANEMOMETRY

J.A.Fitzpatrick & C.McDonnell

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland

ABSTRACT signals using a number of different procedures. These are
usually based on either time domain analysis such as the

The use of laser Doppler measurements to calculate correlation slotting technique devised by Gaster & Roberts
the spectrum of tubulence using a sample and hold technique (1975) to obtain the autocorrelation function and hence the
is outlined and the extension of the procedure to enable the autospectrum or frequency domain procedures using a sample
cross spectrmi between the LDA measurements and and hold procedure as described by Adrain & Yao (1987). The
equispaced data from conventional instruments is examined. extension of the correlation slotting technique to the
The effect of the sample and hold process on the cross spectral determination of cross correlation functions would be difficult
properties is to introduce a drop in the coherence as a whereas the sample and hold procedure with subsequent use
consequence of the step noise and a phase lag due to the low of an FFT algorithm to estimate the spectrum lends itself to
pass filter effect The paper examines these errors and shows the efficient calculation of the cross spectrum. Two problems
how they can be estimated when calculating the cross spectra which arise as a consequence of the intermittent sampling are
between LDA and conventional data. The effect of mean ensuring that the data to be analysed is compatible in time (i.e.
sample rate on the coherence and phase is predictable and the records are coincident) and in estimating the errors that
illustrated using a numerical simulation. The procedures are arise from imposing a sample and hold type data acqusition
then used to examine the cross spectrum between WDA and procedure on the WDA data. The errors associated with the
hot wire measurements for turbulent flows with and without sample and hold process have been given in detail by Adrain
coherent eddy structures & Yao (1987) and comprise of a step noise which is due to the

sample and hold process and a low pass filter effect both of
which are functions of the mean sample rate of data

I. INTRODUCTION acquisition. A more recent paper by Lee & Sung (1994) has
compared the errors in estimating the autospectrum of

The fundamental understanding of problems such as turbulence from WDA data using a number of different
flow induced vibration or noise, heat transfer in turbulent procedures.
flows or noise generation in turbulent combusting flows In this paper, synthesised signals are used to
requir measurement of the interaction of the various illustrate how errors influence the determination of coherence
parameters. The experimental analysis of these systems and phase when calculating cross spectra between randomly
involves quantifying the interaction of parameters either to sampled data and data sampled at equal intervals. Then,
validate a theoretical model or develop an empirical results from LDA and hot wire measurements in a grid
relationship to predict the system behaviour. The generated turbulent flow and a vortex dominated flow are
interdependence of two parameters is usually ustimated from report.
the cross spectrum or the cross covariance function and the
various techniques for analysis have been detailed, for
example, by Bendat & Piersol (1986). For data acquired from 2. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
instrmnentation where the output is a continuous function, the
calculation of the spectra and cross spectra of the parameters For the work reported in this paper, a sample and
of interest is straightforward and is readily determined directly hold procedure was used to analyse the data from a counter
using a hardware type spectrum analyser or by software processor. An advantage of using the sample and hold
analysis of digitised data. However, the data from most laser procedure is that spectral and coherence values are unaffected
Doppler systems is usually digital data with intermittent by bias due to particle statistics as shown by Tropea (1987). In
spacing and the determination of the autospectrum of the LDA addition, the sample and hold method allows the spectral
output and of its cross spectrum with measurements from other analysis to be based on FFT type procedures with considerable
conventional instruments is not straightforward. The reduction in computational effort as shown by McDonnell &
autospectrum of turbulence can be estimated from LDA Fitzpatrick (1992). For any process where x(t) is the input to
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some dynamic system and y(t) is the output from or response uncorrelated and neither is correlated with either i(t) or r(t),
of the system, the autospectra of x(t) & y(t) and the cross then the contamination can be expressed in spectral form as:
spectrum between x(t) & y(t) are defined by:

G.(f) = E(X'(f).X(f)) G,.(f)= G,(f)+G,.(f)

GO(f) = E .( (f).Y(f)) GY (f) = G,7(f)

G. 7 (f)= E x'(]f).Y(f)) The coherence function between x(t) and y(t) is thus given by:

where X(f) & Y(f) are the finite Fourier transforms of x(t) & GJ (f)G,, (f)
yt), * denotes a conjugate and E< > denotes an averaging or 'f- Y))+=
expectation operator. The autospectra give the distribution of
the variance of each process as a function of frequency. The
cross spectrum contains information on the relationship (5)
between the two processes and this is usually expressed in the
form as a transfer function as: as compared with the expression of equation (3). Clearly, the

effect of noise at both the input and the output is to reduce the
H(f Q,(f G.(f (2) coherence function. If the noise contamination is known or

measurable, then it is possible to predict its effect and to
This gives the magnitude and phase of the linear relationship remove it from the auto and cross spectra so that noise free
between x(t) and y(t). For practical analysis, a normalised calculations can be performed.

form of the cross spectrum termed the coherence function is
used to determined the fractional power of the output which is 2.2 Noise Arising from the Sample and Hold Process
linearly related to the input at every frequency. The coherence The I and hold has been shown by
function s ap is defined asmpe process :

Adrain & Yen (1987) to contaminate the velocity
G (f )Gy (f) measurements obtained by a laser Doppler system by adding a

-- ___ Y s te. %e ( noise component (termed step noise) and by acting as a low
G (3 ( p f t ese are shown schematically in figure 2 where

u(t) is the velocity, s(t) corresponds to the step noise and the
low pass filter is represented by L(f).

and is bounded by 0 and I. It is a frequency domain equivalent lowpassfilterisrepresentedby______

to the normalised cross covariance function. When a system is u(t)
of the single input/output type, then for a linear system, the
coherence function should be unity at all frequencies. If it is
not, then the system is either non-linear or has been
contaminated by measurement noise. st) y4t)

2.1 The Effect of Noise

Figure 2

In most practical cases, measurement noise can
contaminate the analysis so that the system is as shown in The above equations for noise etc. can now be written as
figure 1. G.(f) = G..(f)+G.(f)

Go (f)= IL(f)I2G. (f) (6)

i~t) W v<, G.Y(f)= L(f)G,,(f) = GY(f)+G1 ,(f)

Thus, the coherence function between u(t) and y(t) is:

•-- Y2t r(f) G.(f)G,(f)

Figure 1 G..(f)G, (f) (7)

Here, n(t) & m(t) are noise added to the input, i(t) and output,
r(t) respectively. If these noise contaminations are mutually 1+{G (f)/G..(f)
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The step noise will, therefore, result in a reduction of the sampled data, the latter was sampled at 3, 6, 8, 10 & 15 kHz,
coherence function and the low pass filter will cause phase and the former at 4kHz.
distortion when the velocity data are to be used with other The randomly sampled data was then resampled at
measurements to obtain information on interaction. The equal time intervals equivalent to 4 kHz and the Fourier
expresion for the step noise given by Adrain & Yeo (1987) is: transforms of both data sets were computed using the FFT

algorithm. Direct and cross spectra were evaluated for

2o" comparison as described in section 2. Figure 3(a) shows the
G.(f) = f3 . (8) autospectra for the white noise with various mean random

sampling rates and it can be seen that little error is evident in
the data. However, the coherence functions between the

where &rý is the variance of the velocity, f. is the mean data regularly and randomly sampled data are plotted in figure 3(b)
and the effect of mean sample rate is significant and is as

rate and is the Taylor microscale. The effect of the sp predicted from equations (7) and (9) with the exception of the
noise on coherence measurements can thus be estimated for lowest sample rate. The results for pink noise are shown in
typical spectra. figure 4. The effect of mean sample rate on the autospectrum

For example, for white noise with variance & , the is to introduce errors at the higher frequencies where the ratiospectrum c anpbe , d fine as e n e wof signal to step noise is reduced. For the coherence functions,
spectrum can be defined as: again the effect of mean sample rate is significant especially at

the higher frequencies. Again, these effects are predictable
(f from the analysis of the foregoing section.

Results for the effect of sample frequency on the
f phase between u(t) and y(t) showed that there was no phase

distortion when the mean data rate was twice the maximum
and the Taylor microscale is: frequency. When the data rate was less than this, a positive

phase was observed and when it was greater, a phase lag was
T - .1 /I obtained. These errors would influence the estimation of the

transfer function between the LDA measurements and other

giving the signal to noise ratio as: data but, as the effects are predictable, they can easily be
corrected.

G:(- ) _ = (9) 3. EXPERIMENTS

A series of experiments were performed in which the
For other spectra, the signal to noise ratio can also measurements from an IDA system were directly compared

be determined. In all cases, the step noise is a constant so that with those from a hot wire in both a grid generated turbulent
its influence will be more evident at those frequencies where flow and vortex dominated flow. Autospectra and coherence
energy levels are low. functions and phase were determined for various flow and

turbulence conditions.
2.4 Numerical Simulations

3.1 Instrumentation & Analysis
To examine the error expressions derived in the

previous section, a series of simulations using data with white A single channel laser Doppler system with a 32mW
noise and "pink noise" type spectra. Data sets with Gaussian He-Ne laser was used operating in forward scatter with focal
chrateristics and prescribed mean and variance were length of transmitting and receiving lenses of 350mm. The
generated using an inverse Fourier transform procedure (Rice photomultiplier signal was processed using a TSI 1980B type
& Fitzpatrick, 1988). Two sets of data were used with time counter interfaced to a 386-pc using a DMA board. The hot
steps equivalent to 15 kHz, the first with a white noise type wire was a 55P14 miniature probe driven by a 55MO1
spectrum from I Hz to I kHz and the second a pink noise anemometer module with a 55D10 lineariser. The hot wire
spectrum with a cut off at 1 kHz. Each data set was then signal was interfaced to the pc using an A/ D board with a
sampled at equal time intervals and at different mean sample sample rate of 4kHz. The simultaneous sampling of the data
rates with a Poisson distribution to represent data from a was achieved by free running the A/D board until an interupt
counter type LDA processor. This was achieved by calculating signal was recived from the counter. This signified a data
the sample times using the algorithm ready condition and the LDA data was then transferred to the

computer. The hot wire data was then stored using a
=(backcount from the mterupt signal to ensure the data was

t, - n(-an) () compatible. A series of tests in which the flow velocity was
suddenly changed were performed to check the timing of the
data acquisition arrangement. The WDA data was

where a. is a random variable uniformly distributed between reconstructed with time intervals of ten times the mean data
0 and I. For the comparison of uniformly and randomly rate (-5kHz) and a Lanczos low pass filter was implemented
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to avoid aliasing problems when performing the spectral 4. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
calculations. Details of the procedure have been given by
McDonnell & Fitzpatrick (1992). The auto and cross spectra The effect of the sample and hold process on cross
were then calculated in the normal way and the coherence spectral calculations has been examined. This has been shown
functions and phase determined from these. to reduce coherence function estimates by a factor dependent

on the ratio of the mean sample frequency of the randomly
3.2 Experimental Set-Up sampled data and the normal cut-off frequency. As the step

noise is constant, the ratio of signal to noise depends on the
A low turbulence wind tunnel with a working spectrum to be measured. The agreement between the

section of 127mm square was used for the experiments. For theoretical estimates and the numerical simulations is,
the grid generated tubulence, two sizes of mesh were used and generally, very good. Thus, for broadband turbulent spectra,
the hot wire and the laser aligned together slightly off centre the step noise will greatly influence coherence measurements
of the tunnel axis. Measurements were obtained at velocities in the higher frequency range. In addition to the step noise, the
of 5 m/s and 10 m/s with turbulence intensities of 5% and low pass filter causes a phase lag which should be corrected
15% for each velocity. For the vortex flow, a cylinder was when estimating transfer functions using LDA data.
mounted in the tunnel and measurements were taken close to For the experimental results, although the
the separating shear layer where coherent vortex action was atuospectra for the LDA and hot wire measurements are
expected. For this setup, a miniature microphone located on generally in good agreement for the grid generated turbulence,
the surface of the cylinder was used to monitor the fluctuating the coherence between them is poor, especially at the higher
pressure at the separation point. Cross spectral calculations of frequencies where no correlation is evident at both turbulence
the microphone measurements and the LDA data were levels. For the measurements in the vortex shedding region,
performed as described for the LDA-hot wire measurements the coherence is high only at the vortex shedding frequency.
and for the microphone-hot wire measurements, a spectrum The microphone measurements show that this is the case
analyser was used for the analysis. regardless of whether a sample and hold process is used or

not. These results show the poor linear and spatial correlation
3.3 Results between measurements of turbulerce especially at high

frequency and have implications for the use of laser Doppler
For the grid generated turbulence, the results for the velocimetry for measurements of the spatial structure of

autospectra from both hot wire and LDA data are shown in turbulence.
figures 5(a) and (b) for 10 m/s with turbulence levels of 5%
and 15%. These show good agreement across the frequency
range. However, the coherence function plotted in figures 5 (c) REFERENCES
and (d) for each of these shows that the data is very poorly Adrain,R.J., YaoC.S. 1987,Power spectra of fluid velocities
correlated expecially at the higher frequencies. The phases are measured by Laser Doppler velocimetry.Experiments in Fluids
shown in figures 5 (e) and (f) and, at low frequencies, these 5, 17-28.
show a slight lag characteristic as expected as the hot wire is BendatJ.S., PiersolA.G. 1986, Random Data. Analysis and
located somewhat behind the LDA. At higher frequencies, the Measurement Procedures. Wiley Interscience, New York.
lack of any coherence between the LDA and hot wire renders GasterM., Roberts,J.B. 1975, Spectral analysis of randomly
the phase data meaningless. Similar results were observed at sampled signals, J.Inst.Math.Aipl., 15, 195-216.
5 m/s. Lee,D.H., Sung-.J. 1994, Assessment of turbulent spectral

For the vortex dominated flow, the results of the bias in laser Doppler velocimetry, Experiments in Fluids, 16,
autospectra for the LDA and hot wire measurements are 223-235.
shown in figure 6(a). From the coherence between the LDA McDonnellC., Fitzpatrickj.A.1992, Spectral analysis of
and the hot wire in figure 6(b) and the LDA and the turbulent flows from LDA measurements, Proc. 6th IntSYp.
microphone in figure 6(c), it is clear that they are correlated on Anolications of Laser Techniques to Fluid Mechanics,
only at the vorticity frequency and elsewhere, noise is clearly Lisbon, paper 8.3.
dominant resulting in no coherence between the RiceH-.J., FitzpatrickJ.A.1988, A generalised technique for
measurements. The coherence between the hot wire and the spectral analysis of non-linear systems, Mech. Systems &
microphone is plotted in figure 6(d). This shows the same S 2, 195-207.
characteristics as the LDA results indicating that, in flows TropeaC., 1987, Turbulence induced spectral bias in laser
with coherent structures, there is little evidence of linear anemometry.AIAjomnajl 25, 306-309.
interdependence at other frequencies.
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Abstract statistical analyses, and the spatial structures of

Microscopic structures in turbulent diffusion turbulent diffusion flames are not yet fully under-

flames are studied by time-resolved temperature stood.

distributions measured by a laser-sheet-illuminated Recently, new laser spectroscopy techniques

Rayleigh scattering (LRS) method recorded by a have been adopted to measure the planar images of

high-speed VTR system, and one-point LRS measure- scalar quantities in the reacting flows by using a

ment. The microscopic structures of temperature laser sheet as an incident light source(l)-(9).

distribution are measured by analyzing the two- Such spatial information cannot yet explain the

dimensional LRS pictures by image processing. Co- heat-transfer mechanisms occurring in the mixing

axial turbulent diffusion flames at moderate process without additional information. Various

Reynolds numbers, which exhibit typical diffusion methods such as fluorescence and Mie scattering

flame structures, are formed on laboratory-scale have been used to measure the specie concentrations

burners. It is found that the flame can be divided and instantaneous shapes of flame and/or fuel flow.

into four characteristic regions based on the dis- With planar fluorescence spectroscopy it is

tributions of macroscale temperature fluctuations. slightly difficult to obtain qualitative informa-

These four regions are visualized by the two-dimen- tion for the entire observation area since it is

sional LRS images. The turbulent heat-transfer rather hard to excite all of the target molecules

mechanisms in these four regions are discussed in in the saturated condition(lO). On the other hand

terms of the two-dimensional LRS and the power the Mie scattering method is the easiest technique

spectral density of temperature fluctuations meas- for obtaining the plane images(l)-(3). However, the

ured by one-point LRS. Clusters of temperature in- difficulty in uniform introduction of fine parti-

homogeneity are observed by the image analyses in cles into the flow remains a problem. An LRS can

Regions I and III. It is found that different measure the time-resolved gas temperature in the

structures of microscopic temperature inhomogeneity reaction flow if the bulk scattering cross sections

exist within Taylor's dissipation length scale of the air, fuel and combustion gas mixture does

defined by velocity fluctuations. not change very much before, during and after the

combustion.

I. Introduction Fourguette et al. (4) presented a time-resolved

Space- and time-resolved fundamental informa- two-dimensional LRS to map the instantaneous tem-

tion, such as velocity, temperature and concen- perature of a non-premixed flame. They obtained

trations of chemical species, is quite essential important information for the large-scale struc

for the detailed study of mixing, reaction and

heat-transfer mechanisms in a turbulent diffusion " Ar' Lase.

flame. In the authors' previous studies, the turbu- ' Wide-Ang9i Relay Lens

lent diffusion flame structures were studied by NACFlam Lens ellows I

time-resolved one-point LRS measurement. The turbu- - -- -

lent time scale was obtained therein from the I, Colectin Re.rse tmage

temperature fluctuations. It was determined that reflection Lens Ring Intensifier

the flame could be divided into four regions based Mirrors To124 1RorderS~atial Resolution O.?z0.I mn~z

on the characteristics of time scale. The time- SpatialResolution__ _ _ __ _ _ _

dependent phenomena have often been masked by the Fig. l Alignment of optical system.
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tures in the turbulent mixing region between fuel above the burner tip, respectively. Talcum powder

flow and surrounding air. On the other hand, of 2pum nominal diameter was used as the seeding

Gouldin(l) and Takeno and Murayama(2) attempted to particle for LDV measurement.

predict the turbulent burning velocity and discuss

the flame structures in premixed turbulent flames 3. Image Analysis

by fractal analyses applied to the images obtained The time-resolved VHS image was converted into

by laser tomography. Some papers correlated the an RGB plane of 512xSl2pixels. The LRS signal

recorded signals of the phenomena occurring in the stored in the region of 125x250 pixels in the G-

flame with the images taken simultaneously. image plane was selected to be converted into the

This study discusses in detail the microscopic temperature signal. The irregularity of incident

structures of temperature inhomogeneity existing in laser intensity in the measuring plane was cor-

the focused point, which corresponds to a minute rected before conversion by the intensity pattern

volume, of incident laser light to measure the one- obtained at 300K. Flame luminosity always varies in

point local temperature by LRS thermometry. Typical the signal in Regions I and I; we must correct

microscopic structures were found to correspond to this effect. However, attention must be paid to the

the mixing and reacting mechanisms in each region. signal in Region Ill since there exist moments when

Texture analyses were carried out to clarify the the flame zone covers the entire area, and the air

spatial and time-resolved mechanisms of turbulent forms the large-scale roll-up eddies which entrain

combustion in the tested flames. The microscopic the surrounding air into the flame region. Figure

clusters of temperature inhomogeneity were found to 2 shows the probability density functions (PDF) of

exist within Taylor's dissipation length. typical LRS signals in the cases where the flame

region exists within the frame, for PDF of back-

2. Experimental Apparatus ground at 300K and where flame luminosity appeared

Figure 1 shows the alignment of the optical in the converted G-plane. The PDF of flame luminos-

system. The LRS at the wavelength of 488 nm sup- ity was almost constant for all these cases, and it

plied from an Ar ion laser was adopted to measure was corrected before conversion. The lower limit of

the flame temperature. A pair of spherical multi- the time difference for the correspondence between

reflection mirrors reflected the laser light about the LDV signals at two measuring points was deter-

ten times to intensify the incident light power at mined as 1.6kHz to obtain the velocity correlation.

the focused point. This system could detect the This value was selected as the aerodynamic follow-

temperature fluctuation up to 1OkHz for one-point ing-up ability of seeaed fine particles to the gas

measurement. In order to measure the two-dimen- flow and was estimated as 5 kHz; the data pairs

sional microscopic structure of temperature fluc- within an internal three times as long this charac-

tuations in the focused point, the combination of a teristics time interval were used in the analysis.

close-up lens and bellows system enlarged the local

temperature distribution inside the area of 4. Results and Discussion

0.22x0.44 ma 2 . The image intensifier was used to The results obtained by cluster analysis,

strengthen the power of the image of scattered with different sizes of spatial filters, of the

light. A high-speed video camera (nac400) recorded instantaneous two-dimensional LRS signals are

the thus-enlarged and intensified LRS images. The discussed and the spatially averaged temperature in

area of one pixel was calibrated as 1.79 x 1.79W=a2  0.2 F

by taking an image of a standard mesh. ae

The mixed gaseous fuel of 62.M22 +37.8%CH 4 was 0.15 -r=0

fed to the coaxial burner in which a fuel pipe of 2

pm I.D.. was surrounded coaxially by an air pipe

of 64mm I.D.. Burner Reynolds number was fixed at 0

5,000. The bulk Rayleigh scattering cross section <-LRS at 300K

of this fuel does not differ by more than 5% from 0.05

those of air, fuel and burnt gas before, during and

after combustion. The test section was fixed at 0
x/D=25. 0 25 so 75 100

A pair of LDV systems was adopted to measure Step

Taylor's dissipation length by two-point correla- Fig2. Probability distribution of quanties

tion of velocity fluctuations at 50 and 51. 15mm included in raw data.
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the measured area and that obtained by the one- and shows low and constant temperature distribu-
point measuring method are compared. tions, however, occasionally gas at moderate tem-

peratures diffuse into this region from Region III,
4. llnstantaneous two-dimensional temperature dis- and islands of cooled combustion gas are formed.
tribution Figure 4 shows the time-resolved spatially

Figure 3 shows the instantaneous temperature averaged temperature and PDF of temperature inside
distributions in the measured area with spatially the measured area for thirty successive frames.
by averaged temperature [Tls at radial position r Time mean temperature by one-point measurement is
from the center line in the plane of x/D=25 at also shown for comparison. The difference between
Re=5,O00. These results can explain the characteris- spatially averaged temperature and time mean tem-
tics of turbulent diffusion flame structures in the perature is not very marked in Region I and I. On
four regions discussed in the previous paper as the other hand, in Region III the spatially aver-
follows(ll)-(13). Region I corresponds to that of aged temperature is from 300 to 800 K higher than
the fuel jet, and small areas of higher temperature the time mean temperature. One of the reasons for
are observed in lower and weakly fluctuating tem- o Region I(r=0)
perature fields. Region II is located between - Region U(r=5)

pe a Region m"(r=1O}
Regions I and III, and here the combustion takes X 2i

place between the fuel and air, entrained from v 2000 Tr=5

Region III, mixed by the turbulent motions. The 4;
measured area is almost always covered by the : 1500

% 0 0 0 oTr=0
fluctuating high-temperature signals and high .o_- -o_ 0 0000W 0 000- -

0.spatially averaged temperature results for almost E1000 o 000000000o°°°°°°0 0 00 0

all the frames. Region III entrains the surrounding 00000oo00000o

air by large eddy motion and the typical entrain- 5 500

ment behaviors appear between the fuel and air. - -

There are instances at which cold air and fuel 0
cover the measured area and high-temperature com- 10 20 30

bustion gas exists under a homogeneous, coherent Frame

and weak turbulent condition. Similar behaviors as
those in Region I are observed in this region. - Region I Region nI Region M

Region IV corresponds to the surrounding air flow 2 r=O r=5 r=10

Regioni I /U=25.r/b=O a

Oo , I• /,0 L 0 1 2 3

L0.441118Tmprtr x13

Regiona11 X/U=25.r,/D=2.5 2

0

LL1

Fig. 4 Time history of spatial ly averaged

Fig. 3 Instantaneous temperature distributions in temperature and probability density functions in
the measures area [0.22 x 0.44 =2]. three region.
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near-Gaussian distribution at the valley of bimodal
7.5 Re = 5000 o One point distribution of the two-dimensional measurement.

xld= 25 From these results, it is found that Region I
5.0 Two-dimensiona consists of microscopic inhomogeneous spatial tem-

perature distribution which are formed by small
S2.5 Region I islands of combustion gas separated from the flame
r=0 region flowing into the cooler fuel flow and/or the

o - separated small air chips flowing into the cooler

SRegion II fuel flow, and small combustion gas islands might
X 2.5 r-S be distributed. However, one-point measurement only

U.

__produces the spatially averaged temperature by
0 integrating the entire distribution over in the

Region M volume, hence it could not detect this micro-struc-
2.5 r=10 ture; it produces the time sequential temperature

history shown in Fig.4. Region II is the combustion
0 region and produces the microscopic inhomogeneity

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 by the interactions between aero-dynamic turbulence
Temperature. K and chemical reactions.

Fig.5 Comparison of PDF between the instantaneous 4.3 Cluster analysis by spatial filter
two-dimensional and one-point temperature A slight difference could be observed in the
measurement, characteristic structures of Regions I and Ill from

the spatial temperature distributions shown in
this difference might be considered as the influ- Fig.3. Cluster analysis was applied to the con-
ence of the flame luminosity, but the main reason verted images to make their differences clearer.
is the fact that the series of frames containing Different sizes of spatial filters with the same
high-temperature clusters have been selected. weight to every pixel were used to enhance the

The time histories of PDF in Regions I and III inhomogeneities in the images. Temperature was
show that they cover a wider ranges of temperature, divided into two categories, one higher than 1,500
have shapes close to the Gaussian distribution and K which is dark, the other lower than 1,500 K shown
do not change markedly. In Region II PDF cover wide by blank spaces. Typical examples for Regions I and
temperature range than in the other two regions, III are shown in Fig.6 in which the clusters become
and is shaped bimodal distributions. These are in clearer with the larger-sized spatial filters. The
line with the results reported by Fourguette et cluster distributions do not change very much when
al. (4) with their visualization experiment by the the filter size becomes larger than 7x7. The dif-
LRS method. This study clarifies that this kind of ference between Regions I and III becomes clearer
bimodal characteristic exists within the micro- after this cluster analysis. In particular, in
scopic flame structures. In order to examine the Region III the effect of filtering in cluster
flame structure in more detail, the results will be analysis begins to appear with the use of a rela-
compared with those obtained by one-point measure- tively small 3x3 filter, and becomes marked at the
ment. filter size of 5x5. The results for Region II are

almost completely dark, which shows the field is
4.2Comparison between instantaneous temperature occupied by burnt gas and/or a burning zone; it is
distribution by two-dimensional measurement and not shown here.
time-sequential temperature by one-point measure- In order to discuss the above-mentioned micro-
ment scopic flame structures, the one-dimensional power

Figure 5 compares PDF obtained from the typi- spectral density for each region is shown in Fig.7.
cal instantaneous two-dimensional temperature In Region I the turbulent thermal diffusion effect
distribution with that from the 10,000 data points shown by the -5/3 power law is observed up to the
of one-point measurement (these data points corre- higher-frequency region. This corresponds well to
spond to those during 0. 17s.). In Region I, PDF the fact that the microscopic high-temperature
from one-point measurement shows Gaussian distribu- clusters diffuse into the fuel flow region due to
tion near the middle of P)F from two-dimensional the aerodynamic turbulent motions, as shown in
measurement. In Region 1I the former appears in a Fig.6. Contrary to this, in Region III the -5/3
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I I.

(a) 11xil Spatial filter (a) l1xll Spatial filter

..-- ~ ,. -- .. . ', -• -f._- ,._ -. . _ •,... ..~e

-. - - - "

(b) 5x5 Spatial filter (b) 5x5 Spatial filter

(c) No spatial filter (c) No spatial filter

Region I Region MIT

Fig.6 The effect of spatial filter sizes on cluster analyses.

This is well understood from the Schlieren photog Regions III and IV this could be recorded since the

power law region is observed at lower flow speed is lower than those in Regions I and I1.

frequency. raphy and two-dimensional laser In order to observe the time history of varia-

tomography taken by the high-speed VTR system and tions of clusters the typical time sequence results

presented in the previous paper(9) that this power in Regions I and III obtained with the llxll spa-

law corresponds to the aerodynamic mixing due to tial filter are shown in Fig.8. As seen in the

rather large structures, and the finer cluster may results for Region 1, the sizes of high-temperature

indicate the -l power law, showing the diffusion clusters flowing from Region II are similar and

due to molecular-level mixing which exists at the distributed evenly within the area, and this may

regions of mild temperature gradient at the give the result of weak variation of temperature

moderate-temperature range. As mentioned above, in signals in one-point measurement. The changes of

Region II marked clustering could not be observed cluster sizes and their distributions in Region Ill

using the 3x3 spatial filter, but the clusters are caused by the large-scale eddy motions of the

existing within the temperature range above 1,500 K surrounding air entrained from Region IV. Therefore,

might be aerodynamically diffused due to the tur- the patterns of cluster distributions change dras-

bulent mixing. The bulk gas flow speeds in Regions tically from the range of flame regions to the air

I and II are so high that the electric circuit flow. The values of time mean temperature show the

could not record the density in the frequency spatially averaged temperature over this two-dimen-

region in which the -1 power law is observed. In sional area.
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TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS BY LASER RAYLEIGH SCATITERING
IN COUNTERFLOW DIFFUSION FLAMES:
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ABSTRACT For general investigations on diffusion flames, this fuel
composition is an important restriction as it does not

Non-intrusive, spatially resolved, Laser Rayleigh correspond to commonly used fuel mixtures in practical
Scattering measurements in hydrogen-air and propane-air applications.
counter flow diffusion flames are reported. As the Stepowski and Cabot (1992) tried to overcome this
composition of the flame varies widely with progression problem. They obtained single shot LRS profiles in the
of combustion, the difficulty consists in converting these development zone of a turbulent diffusion flame of a
measurements into temperature profiles. We demonstrate diluted hydrogen jet issuing in a coflowing air stream.
that with a simple interpolation procedure, Laser The effective Rayleigh scattering cross section at each
Rayleigh Scattering can be used to measure temperature laser shot was calculated as a function of mixture fraction
to a good precision, though the effective Rayleigh cross and the temperature profiles by the use of an algorithm
section is a highly varying parameter in the flame. The involving a strained flame library.
experimental results are compared to temperature profiles In this paper, we present a procedure to obtain the
obtained by theoretical calculations, effective Rayleigh cross section and thus temperature

profiles, which is based only on the imposed boundary
INTRODUCTION conditions, the measured Rayleigh scattering signal and

the properties of diffusion flames. This technique is
Laser Rayleigh Scattering (LRS) is a well established applied to measurements on laminar hydrogen-air and

non-intrusive diagnostic technique for analysis of mixing propane-air counter flow diffusion flames.
processes (Yip, 1986) and for temperature measurements Plane laminar strained flames are of great interest
in non-reactive gases (Miles, 1990). LRS has also been because they allow detailed understanding of combustion
applied to flames. MUller-Dethleffs et al. (1978) mechanisms and suitable test cases for the investigations
investigated the effects of organic peroxides, traces of of the interactions between aerodynamics, chemical
inhibitor on burning velocity and the effect of electrical kinetics and transport properties of combusting gases.
fields on normal and inhibited flames. Several Besides, these laminar strained flames are also important
temperature measurements by LRS have also been ingredients in the so called "flamelet models" (see review
performed on turbulent premixed flames (Gouldin, 1986) paper by Candel, 1994).
and non-premixed flames (Dibble, 1981; Fourgette, 1986; Counter flow flames are then well documented in the
Stepowski, 1992). literature, and theoretical and experimental aspects of

As Rayleigh scattering is an elastic process which is these flames have been studied by many authors. (Pandya
not selective in the diffusing molecule, almost all authors and Weimberg (1964), Linan (1974). Giovangigli and
supposed the scattering efficiency, expressed by the Smooke (1987), Rolon et al (1986, 1988, 1991), Aguerre
effective Rayleigh cross section (erff), to be constant et al (1992), Dagus6 et al (1992). Darabiha et al (1992.
throught the reactive flow in order to deduce total number 1993), Lacas and Versaevel (1994), Magre et al (1994)).
density and temperature from LRS measurements. Dibble The counterflow diffusion flame constitutes a simple and
and Hollenbach (1981) showed that this hypothesis is practical test case to compare the LRS method proposed
verified in premixed hydrocarbon flames within a in this paper, with the available in the literature
precision of 10%. For investigations on turbulent information.
diffusion flames, they proposed a special fuel mixture of Figure l a shows an example of a counterflow
31% methane and 69% hydrogen (Dibble. 1981; propane-air diffusion flame by a laser sheet visualisation.
Fourgette. 1986). In this special case, the mixture of CH 4  and Figure lb shows a flat hydrogen-air laminar
and H2 , the combustion products and air have couterflow diffusion flame.
approximately the same effective Rayleigh cross section.
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Figure la. Laser tomogrphy of counterflow diffusion Figure lb. Stabilised diffusion flame in the stagnation
flame. The flame is formed by opposed jets of propane region of opposed jets of hydrogen and air.
and air.

where C is a constant which characterizes the
THEORY OF RAYLEIGH SCATTERING experimental set-up. In the case of an isobar flame of

pressure P. number density only depends on temperature
The cross section for Rayleigh scattering at 900 from through the ideal gas equation so that:

the incident light is given by :
2 T=CloPAQ %ff =Kceff (4)

4 7C2 l(-I R is is

A0 is Avogardo's number and R the universal gas
it only depends on the index of refraction p.i and the constant. In the experiments K is a constant which is
molecular number density No at standard conditions, and determined in calibration experiments on gas flows of
the 4th power of the incident wavelength X. However in known composition and temperature:
flames, the effective Rayleigh cross section Oeff is an
average of the cross sections ui of the species weighted KJ ,Lk) (5)
by their mole fractions Xi:

Thus temperature in the flame can be derived as
oUt = Xi Oi (2)

The relative Rayleigh cross section of some major T = (-f) (fiat) (6)
species in flames are listed in table I (Lide, 1992).

when the effective cross section in the flame is known as
a function of space. This paper describes a new method to

Molecule relative Rayleigh cross determine it in the fresh and burnt gases.
section

(oA/oN 2) EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
N2  1,00
02 0.833 Opposed-jet counter flow diffusion flames, employed

H2 0.22 in this study, are described in detail elsewhere(Rolon et al
(1991, 1992), Lacas (1994) see in this Symposium). The

H2 0 0.716 burner configuration is shown in Figure 2 The flame is
C3H8  13.56 stabilized in the region of the stagnation plane established
CO2  2.29 between two converging nozzles (see Figures Ia and I b).
CO 1.25 Coflowing nitrogen is employed to eliminate air diffusion
Air 0,965 and dust particles from outside.

This flame is stable and established in a simple, well

Table I defined, axisymetric flow field (see Rolon et al (1992)).
Mass flow rate and gas composition are controlled by

The intensity of scattered light 1, is proportional to sonic nozzles. A three stage filter was interposed in the

the incident laser beam intensity Lo, the number density N air flow to avoid Mie scattring from particles.
The experimental set up is shown in figure 3. The

and the effective Rayleigh cross section by: beam of a power stabilized multiline argon ion laser.

modulated by a mechanical chopper, is focused
1. C Io N eff (3) (D=0,13mm) on the axis of the flow.
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Figure 3: Experimental w.i'-up

N2 N2 making possible one dimensional calculation-, wxith
similarity solutions (see Darabiha and Candel (1992).

lAguerre et al (1992)). hut also the experiments with local
measurements along the axis of velocity and density.

Air • Air (Rolon et al (1992)). temperature measurements by
---- .• CARS (Magre ct al (1994)) or O0-- concentration by LIF

(Rolon et al (1992)). Following this, in our experiment.
Figure 2: Opposed jet counter flow diffusion burner local LRS measurements have been performed along the

axis of the flow.
A background signal caused by stray light can reduce

The Rayleigh scattering signal is measured at 90.:. the detection sensitivity: an uncorrected background of

The collection optics consists of two f/3.75 lenses 2.%othRalihsglatrmtepauecn
0=3-31(mm) which image the measuring volume 1:1 on a 25% of the Rayleigh signal at room temperature can

pinhole (d = 0.5mm) placed in front of a photomultiplier cause the measured peak flame temperature to be reduced

tube. Thus the measuring volume is a cylinder of by 10%. Thus before each measurement, we verfy that
diameter O,13mm and 0,5mm in length. Wavelength background is negligible. Calibration measurements are

s aperformed on an air jet. Its temperature is determinedselection and rejection of background f'lame with a thermocouple to a precision of I K. The standard
luminescence is achieved by a narrow bandwidth wt hroopet rcso f1.Tesadrdeviation of the measured LRS intensities are typically
interference filter with a centerwavelength equal to 0.3% in calibration and flame measurements. To verily
488nm placed between the pinhole and the that the experimental settings deliver a correct Rayleigh
photomultiplier tube. The output signal is processed by a st
lock-in-amplifier interfaced to a microcomputer. of f re te flth the imposed

As light scattered from surfaces (lenses, mirrors) is signals of fresh air and diluted fuel with the imposed
also modulated, it cannot be rejected by phase sensitive equivalence ratio.

In figure 4. we sho% the Rayleigh scattering signal in
signal processing. Diaphragms and screens were placed the hydrogen-air Ilamc (equivalence ratio 0=1: global
in the experimental set up to prevent light scattered from snthes suface rechin th phoomutiplerstrain rate r = 120) s-1 ) long, the axis of' the flow. The
these surfaces reaching the photomultiplir.is taken at the stanation point. The enst

MEASUREMENTS OF RAYLEIGH SCATTERING profile of the measured L.RS signal allow% 3 zones to be
distinguished: air froin -6mm to -I.8mm. the reaction
tone from - 1.8mm to 3.4ram and in nitrogen diluted fuel

One of the more interesting simplifying conditions of
between 3.4ram and 6ram.

opposet jet diflusion flames is that temperature In figure 5 we sho\% the Rayleigh scattering signal in
andspecies concentration do not changes in the radial t r l

direction, and varie only along the axis. in the normal the propane-air flame (equivalence ratio 0=4.3. global

direction to the stagnation plane and to the flame strain rate E = 51 -'). We also distinguish the dilferent

surfacc.This situation facilitates not only the theoretical zones of fresh air. reaction process and fresh. in nitrogen

calculations. diluted fuel. In this case the ratio between the Raylci!h
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Figure 4: Rayleigh scattering signal along the axis of a Figure 5: Rayleigh scattering signal along the axis of a
counter flow hydrogen-air diffusion flame (equivalence counter flow propane-air diffusion flame (equivalence
ratio 4•=- 1; global strain rate c = 120 s"1) ratio 0=4.3; global strain rate E = 51 s-')

cross section in fresh air and in fuel mixture (efuelIa,•r = fuel: 0
tff = 0.768; air: efr = 0.965

3.5) is more important than in the hydrogen - air flame products: aeff = 0.923
(cOfueg l;in, = 0.8) due to higher cross section of propane.
Thus the LRS signal at the fuel side of the propane-air In the propane-air flame:
flame is more important than on the oxidizer side.

0.18(19.1% C3HA + 80.9% N2 ) + 0.82(21%02 + 79% N,)
LRS TO TEMPERATURE CONVERSION

=>8.85%CO2+ I 1.8%H20 + 79.34%N 2
As discussed before, the local value of the effective

Rayleigh cross section must be known to deduce fuel: Oeff= 3.399; air: reff = 0.965
temperature from LRS. In the fresh gases, the effective products: 0 eff = 1,073
Rayleigh cross section is calculated from the composition
of the injected gases using formula (2). It remains In propane-air diffusion flames, the assumption of a
constant up to the reaction zone, point A on the air side complete consummation of fuel and oxidizer at peak
and point B on the fuel side. In the reaction zone, temperature is valid. However, the diffusivity of
between these two points the LRS signal goes through a hydrogen is higher than that of nitrogen and the mole
minimum (point C) which corresponds to a maximum of fractions of hydrogen and oxygen are not zero at peak
temperature across the flame. temperature in hydrogen - air diffusion flames. We

We can assume within a good approximation that at estimate that this phenomena causes an error on the peak
maximum temperature only the products of a temperature determination lower than 1%. Thus peak
stoichiometric combustion of the injected gases are temperature can be measured to a good precision by LRS.
present. Thus the effective Rayleigh cross section can be Knowing c1eff in the fresh gases (point A.B) and at
determined at the minimum of the Rayleigh scattering peak temperature (point C), we obtain the effective cross
signal in the following way. section acf in the reaction zone by fitting through the

In the hydrogen-air flame the reaction can be known values at A,B and C. In figure 6 and 7 for
described by: hydrogen - air and propane - air flames respectively, we

used linear (dotted lines) and error function (dashed lines)
0.585(29.8% H2 + 70.2% N2 ) + 0.415(21 O2+ 79% N2) interpolation. The second fitting by error functions was

used because reactants and products mole fractions in the
'4>26.15%H20 + 73.85%N 2  reaction zone are defined in the analytical flame sheet

approximation by error functions (Linan, 1974; Marathe,
Injecting these mole fractions in formula (2) leads to the 1972).
effective Rayleigh cross sections: The effective cross section CFtff of both fitting

procedures are compared to the theoretical effective cross
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section (solid lines) calculated from the mole fractions of figure 6). In this case both interpolations can deliver
species participating in the Rayleigh signal. The mole satisfactory results for LRS conversion into temperature.
fractions of these species were computed by standard - In the propane air flame a difference of 0 eff in the
laminar strained flame calculations taking into account reaction zone was found using the two fitting functions.
complex chemistry and transport properties (Darabiha, Using the linear interpolation, oeif is overestimated on
1992; Darabiha, 1989; Giovangili, 1987). These the fuel side near the C point up to 25% and
comparisons yield the following results: underestimated near the B point up to 20%. A linear

fitting procedure for the effective cross section on the rich
1,5............................................... side of the propane - air diffusion flame is not

........ linear fit appropriate. Anyway, using the error function fitting, a
------ error function fit difference of at least 2.5% with respect to the theoretical

1,00 theoretical oafr calculated of was obtained (see figure 7).

A
0.95 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

C

In figures 8 and 9 we show the temperature profiles
0.90 for the hydrogen - air and the propane - air flames

calculated from formula (6) and using the fitting

0.85 procedures presented in the previous section. The
experimental profiles are compared to theoretical ones.

In the case of the hydrogen - air diffusion flame
0.80 (figure 8), the experimental temperature profiles obtained

B by the two fitting procedures and the theoretical
calculated eff using also the Rayleigh scattering signal

0 -75-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -10 1 2 3 4 5 6 overlap. The experimental and the calculated peak
z [mml temperatures are in good agreement. At the flame front

we found a systematic deviation between the
Figure 6: Fit of the effective Rayleigh cross section along mensurement and theory. The deviations are explained by
the axis of a counter flow hydrogen-air diffusion flame ( the limited spatial resolution of the optical system
0=1; E = 120 s-). employed in this work. Another source of error could be

the deviation of the laser beam by the density gradient but
we demonstrated that it is small compared to the

4.0 .dimensions of the measuring volume so that it has
negligible influence on the results.------ error function fit In the propane - air flame, the determined temperture

3.5 - theoretical co r profiles converted from the LRS measurements through

B the two fitting procedures ( linear and error function)
3.0 show different behavior. On the rich side (z>- 1.9mm) the

linear fit shows a strong distortion of the profile and a

2.5 displacement of the location of the temperature maximum
; on the contray the error function fit shows a very good
agreement with the results of the modelling so that the

profile coincident to the calculated one within the
1 .5 estimated error limits of measurement (estimated to 3%).

C: On the lean side (z<-2mm) the two procedures give the
A. same temperature profile and fit the predicted valuewithin experimental error. This shows that the proposed

-5-4-3-2.-.1-0 .1 '2. 3. 4 new method for converting LRS measurements into5 temperature profile is better adapted to combustion casesthan the previous linear fit.
Figure 7: Fit of the effective Rayleigh cross section along The error limits of the experiments have been
the axis of a counter flow propane-air diffusion flame estimated as follows. The calibration measurements are
(40-4.3; = 51 s-1) performed with an uncertainty of IK for Tj and 0.3% for

I' In the measurements on flames, the shne uncertainty
- In the hydrogen - air flame both fitting functions give an was assumed for I. As the composition of air is well
effective cross section in the reaction zone that do not known, no uncertainty on oa is taken. This leads to
differ more than 1% from the theoretical values (see uncertainties of 1.5% in the case of the hydrogen-air
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flame and of 3% for the propane-air flame on temperature Rayleigh scattering may be extended to a wider domain
in the reaction zone. of laminar diffusion flames by using a fitting procedure

which leads to direct experimental definition of the
effective cross section in the reaction zone of the flame.

20,00 L•S-Con,,sion with We also compare these procedures to direct
2 ......... lna theoretical calculations, knowing the mole fraction

-- error function fit
1800 .- ......... teo,.tca ,.,y distribution across the flame for molecules participating

1 - theoretical temperature in the Rayleigh scattering process. Two test cases were
1600 - studied in this work: the case of a hydrogen - air diffusion
S1400 flame and the case of a propane - air diffusion flame.

In the case of the hydrogen - air diffusion flame, the
S1200 - measured peak temperatures is well predicted by theory.

10In both sides of the flame front, the measured temperature
0 ooooverestimates the theoretical values. We explain this
o discrepancy by a lack of spatial resolution because the

600 flame front in such a flame is very thin. More precisely,
60 - the sensitivity of laser Rayleigh scattering to spatial

400 /resolution is very high. In the reaction zones where
400 temperature and species concentration gradients are
200 6 -------- important, this sensitivity becomes critical. This spatial

-6 -5 .-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 resolution may be considerably increased by using planar

z I|nmi laser Rayleigh scattering associated to an intensified CCD

Figure 8: Experimental and theoretical temperature camera, for which the spatial resolution is of the order of

profiles along the axis of a counter flow hydrogen-air one pixel (20tmn-20tm).

diffusion flame (4*=1; E 120 s-1) A better agreement between experiment and theory is
achieved in the case of the propane air flame where the
flame is thicker.
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ABSTRACT upon the upstream boundary conditions. However. it has also

been recognized that the increased turbulent mixing rates and
Turbulent transport in single and multiple jet flames in mutual induced buoyancy levels which may occur in interacting
interaction is studied through the analysis of I and 3 propane flames, compete with the oxygen insufficiency and may alter
flames with a Reynolds number of 20400. The experiments the rates of combustion and. in general, the nature of the
included the combination of a laser velocimeter, operated in the turbulent transport processes. This has not been considered in
backscatter mode, with digitally-compensated thermocouples previous works and is the main objective of the work reported
and extend previously acquired knowledge on the analysis of here. The analysis is based on measurements of mean and
flames in mutual interaction. Although the oxygen fluctuating velocity and temperature complemented by those of
insufficiency is the controlling mechanism in the propagation gas composition, together with measurements of the
of interacting flames, the present results quantify the extent to correlations associated with the turbulent transport of heat and
which turbulent transfer is altered in the interacting flame zone. momentum.
The results show that turbulent mixing is affected as a The following section describes the experimental arrangement.
consequence of changes in the mean flow characteristics, but the flames investigated and the instrumentation used to obtain
the turbulent heat fluxes remain qualitatively unaltered at the the results. The error sources associated with the measurement
level of flame interaction studied here, with single and multiple are considered and assessments of accuracy provided. The
flames exhibiting zones of non-gradient turbulent heat transfer. results are presented and discussed in secion 3 and the main

findings and conclusions are summarized in section 4.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite turbulent flames in mutual interaction are of great 2. FLOW CONFIGURATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
interest in a variety of pratical systems, there is still a poor METHOD
understanding of the influence of the interaction mechanisms 2.1. THE BURNER CONFIGURATION
between the individual flames and the surrounding air flow on
flame structure and propagation. Previous studies have The experiments were conducted in jet flames formed on round
considered full scale systems and report on the effects of nozzles with an exit diameter of D = 5mm and boundary
operational parameters, such as load distribution and distance conditions typical of a fully-developed pipe flow. A co-axial
between burners on the flame length and pollutant emissions, flow of H2 was used to stabilize the flames and to attach them
Fricker et al. (1971), Payne (1977). Although they provide to the burners, in a way similar to that used by Godoy (1982)
important information, a better knowledge of these effects on Commercial grade propane was used as jet fluid in the range
turbulent mixing and chemical kinetics is required and 0.65 to 1.2g/s. resulting in single jet flames with Reynolds
experiments at the laboratory-scale on simple geometries are numbers in the range 20400 up to 37600 and Richardson
crucial to provide this fundamental knowledge. numbers from 1.5xI04 to 4_6xI 0 k The measurements

Previous laboratory experiments are sparsely reported in the reported here consider, however, arrangements up to 3 flames
literature and include the natural gas and town gas jet flames of in line, with Rc=20400 and a separation distance of 6 burner
Lenze et al. (1975) and the propane lifted flames of Mennon diameters. Analysis, which is not shown here for lack of space.
and Gollahalli (1985, 1988). where the interaction mainl proved that the results may be considered independent of' the
arises from the lack of oxygen in the initial flame region with Reynolds number and showed time-averaged scalar
the consequent effects on the rates of combustion at characteristics in the single flames comparable to those
downstream locations. Heitor et al (1991) extended the reported by Godoy (1982)

analysis to lifted propane flames in the range 6.3 < Re \ t)3 <

37.3 and 0.65 < Fr x 10,3 < 23.4 and reported results in the 2.2 THE EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
absence of upward entrainment of cold air in the flame zone
In general, the results have been limited to the flame length and Velocity measurements were obtained with a dual-beam laser-
time-averaged temperature and major species concentrations. Doppler velocimeter based on an argon-ion laser light source at
suggesting that flame interaction is predominantly alfected by 514.5nm. 2W, and operated in the backscatter mode. with
oxygen deficiency with the degree of interaction dependent sensitivity to the flow direction pro\ ided by a Bragg cell The
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frequency shift was set up to 5 MHz. The transmitting optics position. but was usually larger than 10000 samples for the

of the velocimetcr comprised a 300 mm focal-length lens and mcasuremcnts reported here
the half" angic hctwcen the beams was 2,39° the calculated

The velocity and the temperature nicasurements conditioned hb
dimensions of the measuring volume at e-2 intcnsity locations occurrcnce of the LDV signals correspond to Favrc average
were 1,452 mm and 0,067 mm The propane gas was seeded quantities, as the measured gaseous species concentration
with submicron alumina particles making use of a range of However, the unconditioned compensated temperatures

cyclone generators. In addition, the entrained still air was also correspond to unweighted values (e.g. Heitor and Moreira.
seeded by injecting seeded air below a plate located at the 1993)
burner level in order to avoid the upward entrainment of cold
air in the near burner flow The light scattered by the particles
was processed by a commercial frequency counter (DANTEC 22. EXPERIMENTAL ACCURACY
55L96) interfaced with a 16-bit microcomputer. where all the
velocity moments up to the third order were evaluated. The The foregoing described the arrangement of the

laser velocimeter was located on a three-dimensional traversing instrumentation which was used to characterize the flames

unit, allowing the positioning of the measuring control volume analysed in this paper This section presents the results of

within ± 0.25 mm The distributions of the Reynolds shear research made into the various aspects which potentially

stress u" v" were obtained by traversing the control volume influence the simultaneous velocity-temperature results The

with the laser beams in the longitudinal and vertical planes and accuracy of the techniques used for the other time-averaged

at * 45", as described by Durst et al (1981). quantities reported has been analysed in the literature (eg.
Heitor and Moreira. 1993) and are not reported here.

Temperature measurements were obtained with butt-welded
thernocouples made of Pt:Pt/13%Rh wires with 0.40mm, in The results may be affected by three main sources of error,
diameter. The output of-the thermocouples was differentially namely:

amplified (xlOO) and digitized by a 12-bit analogue-to-digital i) errors in the instantaneous compensated value of
converter at sampling rates up to 30KHz The noise level could temperature;
be kept below 0. 1% of full scale deflection, corresponding to a
maximum temperature error of 2K. The thermal inertia of the ii) spatial separation of the measurement locations of

fine-wire thermocouples gives rise to first-order damping of velocity and temperature

their frequency response, for which numeric compensation was iii) deterioration of the thermocouple bead;
performed. The process of compensation followed the
recommendations of Heitor et al.( 1985) and Ferrao and Heitor iv) frequency resolution

(1992). The time constant of the thermocouple was obtained The first type of error is mainly due to the inaccuracy in the
from the Collis and Williams law, with the coefficients
obtained at each point within the flame from the measured particularly influenced by the type of flame considered. Here,

mean temperatures. velocities and gas species concentrations, three different approaches were tested. First, the internal

Major species concentrations of CO. CO2, 02, NOx and heating procedure reported by Ferrio and Heitor (1992) was

unburned hydrocarbons were measured by gas sampling and used, which is based on the analysis of the time-averaged

subsequent on-line analysis, using an L-shaped, water cooled decay of the temperature of the thermocouple bead after the

probe with an outer diameter of 6 mm and an orifice of 1.5 mm removal of a direct-current overheating pulse. The method was

in diameter. The analysis was performed in a wet basis and the found to be unsuitable for the present experimental conditions

results were shown to be independent of the suction velocity, due to a number of reasons, including:

Simultaneous time-resolved velocity-temperature the highly intermittency of the flame front did not

measurements were made with a system similar to that allow to keep the full wire at a constant temperature. thus

described by Ferrio and Heitor (1992) implemented in a 16- precluding measurements out of the central flame zone;

bit, 80386 personal computer making use of digital and analog the catalytic activity on the thermocouple surface
input/output boards for the temperature dad the vclocit. when the probe was located in fuel-rich regions of the flame
signals, respectively. The thermocouple signals were close to the burner outlet:
continuously sampled through a DMA board and stored in a

circular buffer memory. The occurrence of a velocity the soot accretion on the wire limits the exposure
measurement was signaled by the data ready output of the LDV times of the probe and, therefore. perturbes the measuring

counter, which was hold until the transfer of a group of 12 process.

temperature samples from the circular buffer to a separate A second approach was considered based on the method of
storage area of the computer memory was performed, in order Strahle and Muthukrishmann (1976) This requires that the
to allow the evaluation of the temperature derivatives. The data signals acquired by two dilTerem thermocouples were recorded
acquisition frequency could he set up to 100 KHz and. simultaneously and analysed in the frequency domain; then. the
therefore, did not present a limitation to the joint measuring real and imaginary parts of the cross-corrclation functions of
system whiclh, on the other hand, was limited by the the signals were used to evaluate the time constants of each
deterioration of the thermocouple as discussed in the following wire, as also dcscribed by Son ci al (1988) This method was

section. The population size varied with the measurement al.5o found unsuitable for the present experimental flame
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conditions because the spatial separation between the two a)
temperature measuring locations could not be controlled with
the required precision and this strongl affelts the results In
addition, the technique could not hc used in the intermittent
region of the flame, as also observed by Boyer and Quciroz
(1991)

An alternative method to determine the time constant of the 1 a

thermocouple wire, and that used throughout this work,
consists in the evaluation of the heat transfer characteristics of- .

the wire based on the law of Collis and Williams, as referred
by Heitor et al. (1985), making use of the time-averaged flame
properties at each measuring locations. The results have shown
a monotonic increase of the time constant with the radial
distance with values between 15 and 60 ms, as in the non-
premixed flame of Ballantynec and Moss (1977) Their
accuracy is likely to be affected by a systematic error up to
about -5%, with the largest errors occurring in highly .;

intermittent flame zones. A

We now turn to the analysis of the influence of the spatial

separation between the temperature and the velocity
measurement locations, which represents the largest random
error affecting the accuracy of the turbulent heat fluxes. This

has also been addressed by Yanagi and Mimura (1981), Tanaka
and Yanagi (1983), Heitor et al. (1985) and Ferrio and Ileitor b)

(1992) and occurs because the thermocouple junction must lie
outside of the velocimeter measuring volume, but it is difficult
to place, reliably, both measurement locations closer than I
mm.

Figure I shows a typical result of an experimental analysis //" "
performed to quantify the effects of this source of inaccuracy, It ,-

which was obtained by measuring the velocity-tempertaure

correlations with the velocimeter fixed at x/D = 20 and rID =
1.6 and for various positions of the thermocouple. The results
show that the dependence of the velocity/temperature
correlations on the spatial displacement between the two
measuring points is comparable along the streamwise and
spanwise directions, with errors reaching 25% of the maximum
value if the displacement becomes larger than 1.5 mm

Other errors may arise due to the deterioration of the
thermocouple bead by seeding particle accretion. e.g.. FerriAo

and Heitor (1992). Analysis has shown that particle fluxes up
to about 1000 Hz result in a change of the time constant
smaller than 10% over 10 minutes of exposure, and this data
rate was used in the present work to avoid any significant
deterioration of the bead during the measurements.

Finally. it is important to mention that the accurac% of the Figure I Dependence of the velocity-temperature correlation
- "on the distance between the LDV control %olunic. at

compensation of the output of the thermocouple affects the on t dist anc the LDVmconrlex/D = 20. r/D = 1.6, and the thermocouple
results in terms of the highest frcquencN component which
could be measured. The method used here comprised a least- a) u"-

square numerical derivative approach. as described by Savitzk, b) v"t"
and Golay (1976). and its accurac. %%as evaluated by
comparing the frequency spectra of uncompensated and
compensated signals. The results showed that the energy- RISUIA'S AND DISCUSSION
containing frequencies of the flames anal. scd are negligible
above around 1 5 Kltz. which is smaller than the frequency The measurements of velocity, temperature, gas compitiimo
response of the system Compensation was. therefore, and turbulent heat flux obtained for single and multiple Ilanic-
performed over 2 decades, which is acceptable as discussed by are presented in this section %%ith the ultimate oblectni of
H4allantync and Moss (1977)
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discussing the extent to which the interaction of flames may
alter the typical transport processes of a single jet llamc. The _ _ I

mean and turbulent vclocity and temperature and the mean U 0.75
major gaseous species. concentrations arc analysed in a first
part and. then, the results of the velocity-temperaturc
correlations are prescnted and discussed.

02~ *
0.25

3-1. TIHE M[AN AN) TURBULENT FLOW FIELDS 0 _

Figure 2 shows radial distributions of the mean and turbulent 0 t 2 3 4 i 6
velocity characteristics measured for the single flame from 10 r/l)

to 40 diameters do%%nstream of the burner exit The results
show the expected trends of a jet diffusion flame in still air ( ,, 2 /2

turbulence intensity is maximum in the shear layer wherc

gradients of mean vcloeil) are larger and where chemical U o
reaction occurs. Probability density functions of velocity
fluctuations (not shown here due to lack of space) were found .-
to be nearly Gaussian. except near the outer edge of the jet. "
where the distributions are negatively skewed due to the
entrainment of external air, as also observed by Driscoll et al. 0 0 0

(1982). 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 3 shows the radial distributions of velocity riD

characteristics measured in the multiple flames system by
transversing the LDV control volume along a path 2
perpendicular to the optical axis. The results showed that the ( V .. 2

flow is symmetric around the axis of the central flame and, U 0
here, only half profiles are presented, with the axis of the
central flame located at r/D = 0 in figure 3, and the axis of the 0.a
outer flame at r/D = 6. The central and the peripheral flames
can be individualized up to x/D - 20, where both streams begin
to merge. The width of the outer flame (defined as the radial 0
distance between the points where the mean velocity is 5% of 0 I 2 3 4 5 6
the centreline mean velocity) is about 20% larger than that of
the central flame and comparison of these results with those of rio
Fig. 2 shows that. at xID = 20. the rate of spread of the central
flame is decreased due to the proximity of the outer flames. 0.0 1
Also, the locus of the minimum axial velocity in the region U v F !
between the flames shows that the inner shear layer of the outer u I "

flow is deflected inwards As a consequence, the interacting .
mixing zone established between the flames develops further 0

downstream with an assimetric shape on the r-x plane. with -0.005 3 4 5 4

larger radial gradients in the inner side and smaller gradients in
the outer side. -0.01

The turbulent flow field (Figures 3bA c and d) is expected to riD

vary, in accordance with the changes observed in the mean
flow. For example. the velocity fluctuations in the shear layer VD=iO o ,/r=_0
of the central flame are larger than those measured in the single
flame, but smaller in the inner shear layer of the outer flame. A x/D=1o 5/D=40

Simultaneously, also the radial gradients of the normal stresses
are increased, which alters turbulent diffusion further
downstream As a result, the normal stresses measured on the Figure? Radial distributions of the non-dimensional %elocii%
axis of the central Ilamc at x/l)= 30 are larger than those characteristics in the single flame
measured in the single flame, while those in the axis of the
outer flames are smaller a) Mean axial vclocit. . U/Uo

b) Axial velocit\" fluctuations. (ul qit,,

c) Radial velocity- Iluctuations, (v-) I;,

d) Turbulent shear stress. u v/1J
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UThe above results suggest that the priniaril. aerodynamic effectof' flames in mutual interaction is due to changes in the radial

o gradients of the mean flow., which in turn change the pattern of

x .. : thc shear stress u " and. conscquentlx. the interaction of

CA u with 6U/6t, which is expected to hc the main mnchanism
0.25 X a ew associated with turbulent production [-hi- mechanism first

0 Xx- feeds energy into the axial velocity fluctuations, which is

0 2 4 6 S 10 suhsequcntl\ redistributed among the other componens and.
therefore, the velocity fluctuations in the radial direction arer/ID more affected than those in the axial direction, as observed in

Figure 3 c). It must be noted that large radial velocity
fluctuations were not measured in the upstream pan of the

(U" ) interacting mixing layer, as observed in the multijet burner

U 2 studied by Heitor and Moreira (1992). suggesting the unlikel%
0o f influence of the axial gradients ol mean ,clocity to turbulent

0a o production
x X X The analysis of the previous paragraphs suggest that the

0 00 0._ process of flame interaction may be important in practical
systems where combustion is controlled, or strongly

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 influenced, by the rates of turbulent mixing and. thus. by

riD turbulent fluctuations. However. this process does not act
isolated, since the presence of side flames also affects the

,'- entrainment of ambient air and. consequently. the amount of
(v,) 2 reactants available for mixing and combustion Therefore, a

.2 better interpretation of the process requires the analysis of the
Uo temperature and gas composition fields. These are shown in

Figures 4 and 5, respectively, in the form of radial distributions
0.1 XX of mean and fluctuating temperatures and mean mixture

t ' • o',. fraction as calculated from the measured concentrations of
x•K X& stable species.

0 2 4 6 8 1 0 t12 Figure 4a) shows that the maxima values of mean temperaturein the single flame occur in the mixing region between the

r/D external ambient air and the fuel jet. where the local mixture

fraction is close to the stoichiomctric value (see Figure 4c) and

U V 0.01 _velocity fluctuations are larger. Temperature fluctuations are
0 larger along the outer edge of the flame and peak values are

0. x X 01 associated with very lean local mixture fractions, as a result of
0.0 0 05 , x16 the concurrent processes of mixing and chemical reaction (e

A •g., Scheffer and Dibble, 1985).
0 A

0 X "0' ýX X ZSe~o"2 6 . X0a In the multiple flames arrangement. the mixing laver between1 2 4 /6 8 1 0 1 -
,a AX the central and the outer flames corresponds to a region lacking

-0.0.x of oxygen. The minimum value of the mixture fraction moves

-0.01 outwards (Figure 5c), suggesting that the ambient air is
preferential entrained into the outer flames, and resulting in an

riD assimetric distribution of the mixture fraction with values in
the axis of the central flame larger than those in the outer
flames up to x/D = 30. While the lack ofl o.\een in the mixing

A iII)=30 layer does not significantly affect the temperature distributions
at x/D = 20, the mean and the fluctuating temperatures further
downstream are much smaller than those ohbsr\ cd in the single

Figure 3 Radial distributions ot the non-dimcnsional velocity onam a
characteristics in the multiple flames

a) Mean ax il •elocit. • t[ ;i
h) Axial %,elocit\ fluctuations. 1U.

c) Radial velocit fluctuations. (%) I U.

d) ] urhulent !,hear stress, u ' •'t12
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%kith high acti~alton cneres %%hich should OCCUT h11,..er
- 1500 downstream arc inhibited. thus. contributing to a decrease of
T 0 A the final tcmperature of the combustion products I his. in turn.

%O0 A C O 0 results in smaller rates of heat released b- combustion. %%hich
1000 0 2 " A main[l contributes to dcecrease the fluctuations oit tempcratiurc

0 6'0 A 0 in the interacting mixing laer. as observed bx comparing
0. Figures 4b) and 5b)

500 1500
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1000 A4
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0000
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0.25 0
a WD=IO 0 %!D=20 XX x&

A X()3o 0 oVt)=4o 0 °0000 °? • a 1
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Figurc4 Radial distribution of temperature and mixture
fraction in the single flame riD

a) Mean temperature. I
-- 1:? 0 x/D=20 x xlD=24

b) lemperature fluctuations. ( 17 2

"ýw"a x/D=30
c) Mcan mixture fraction. F

Measurements of spectral emitted radiation reported in a l:igure S Radial distribution or temperature and nuittitc
companion paper (c g.. Heitor el al .1994) sho%% thai the lack 01f fraction in the multiple flames
oxygen in the interacting mixing lawcr inhibits the free-radical a) Mean temperature.
reactions neccssarv lor the formation ol the final products of -
reaction further downstrcam. Although these reactions release a b) I emperature fluctuations. 1'21
small amount of energy if they are not able to occur in the -
upstream pan of the mixing laver, the decomposition reactions C) Mean mixture lraction. f
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It must noted here that a subsequent effect of the rate of heat the figures do not allow an accurate comparison of the
release would be to decrease the dilatation effects, which variations in magnitude, it is worth noting that the peak value
would contribute to increase the turbulent velocity fluctuations, of ut in the mixing region at x/D = 20 is about 100% larger

as discussed Bilger (1989). The fact that v'2 is decreased in than that measured in the shear layer of the single flame. This
the shear layer of the jet diffusion flame due to the presence of difference is rapidly attenuated further downstream and. at x/D
a side flame, suggests that the shear-induced mechanisms = 30, the peak values of u t'" are similar in the two
dominate over the combustion-induced mechanisms of experimental conditions used. Larger differences are observed
turbulence generation. Therefore, the turbulent flow field in the
interacting flames is likely to be more influenced by in the radial component of the turbulent heat flux. v t
aerodynamic effects, rather than by chemical effects due to the which is significantly smaller than that measured in the single

lack of entrained ambient air. flame througout all the mixing region up to x/D = 30. While

the initial increase of u t is consistent with the initial
3.2. THE TURBULENT FLUXES increase of the fluctuations of the axial velocity, the decrease
The main question adressed in the present paper is how the
effects on the mixing patterns due to flame interaction of v t is associated with a comparatively larger decrease of
influence turbulent transport and, thus, the structure and the the fluctuations of the radial velocity in the mixing layer, as

mechanisms of flame propagation. To achieve these discussed previously. Again, these results suggest that the

objectives, Figure 6 shows the measured vectors of turbulent aerodynamic effects on the turbulent transport of heat dominate
over the chemical kinetic effects induced by the lack of oxygen

heat flux, Ult, superimposed on the radial profiles of mean in the mixing layer where the interaction between the flames
occurs.

axial velocity and temperature. These quantities represent the a)
turbulent heat transfer rate, and are responsible for the
phenomenon of flame stabilization at the burner nozzle and for -

the downstream flame propagation. The results show that the x/D 40 • -- _---

turbulent heat fluxes tend to be restricted to the mixing layers
where lsger temperature gradient occur, and exhibit a large 30

componcnt directed along the isotherms. Table I shows that
the magnitude of the measured values is comparable to that 20
reported in the literature for other jet flames. In addition, the
results follow similar qualitative trends for single and multiple 0 o

flames, although the details are affected by the interacting
process, as considered in the following paragraphs. 0 . ,-

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
For the single flame, it should be noted that in the region of the riD

shear layer where combustion occurs, u"t" is directed in the nflu vector

opposite direction of the axial gradient of mean temperature, T

f/a, while v"t" changes from negative to positive close to

the flame front, where f// is still positive, so that non-gradient b)

transport is likely to occur (see Figure 6a). This occurs only for
a limited zone of the shear layer centered at x/D=10 and up to
r/D=1. Otherwise, the assumption that heat is transported in the 30

dieo o e a V-"
direction of the radial gradient is verified throughout all the 1

flow. Similar observations of counter gradient diffusion of heat
in the vicinity of the flame front has been reported in other jet z/n

diffusion flames (e. g., Yanagi and Mimura, 1981) and has
been attributed to a the occurrence of wrinkle flame fronts (e.
g., Bilger, 1989): the passage of a burned gas pocket through
the measuring point gives rise to a positive velocity fluctuation
in the radial direction due to thermal expansion and to a ... .. . ... .

positive temperature fluctuation and, therefore, vt >0. It is 0 2 4 6 S 1 I 1 2

worth mentioning that this interpretation is consistent with the ,/D

shape of the probability density functions of temperature / ...

meared throughout this work, which exhibit flatness values IT

far from a typical Gaussian distribution in random turbulence. - U

The turbulent heat flux distributions measured for the multiple
flames, Figure 6b). show trends qualitatively similar to those Figure 6 Radial distributions of the turbulent heat flux vectors.

analysed above for the single flame, with peak values occuring a) Single flame.

in regions of large gradients of mean temperature. Although b) Multiple flames.
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["able I Summar\ ot Velocit\ -teniperattire ('orrelation Mecasuremenis in lei I 1.1me1c

REFER[NCEi FLAME u77t (C mis) IC WM/0) (")I.I. I
CI IARACTERISTICS

Present %vork Non-preminied lei flame -134 (Wi r/D= 1 4 22 ai \/D)10. /title% of non-
Lrad iciii (fil wl~oon

D=5mm. x/D=20. r/D= 1 0)

Re=2040() -40 (W r/D=() 0 -2i tW, \/D=2?0.

Gunther & Wittmer Free let non-premixed 40 ýi x/D=50 R,, iior

(1980) flame r!D0O 0 ' -

D=8mm.

Re=37000 not explained

Yanagi & Mimura Open burner premixed -30 (ii) x/D=2 5 304'i, x/D=2.5 (iounter-Lradicnt
(1981). Tanaka & flame rD=5 '1=4. heat tlux only within
Yanagi (1983) D=8. 10mm. r .reaction and mixing

(reaction zone) (reaction zone) /f~

Re=3200

St~rner ( 198 3) H-) non-premixed flame 96 ra xfD=80; Gradient diffusion of

in co-flowing stream scalar characteristics
over all the flame

D=7.6mm.

Re=l 11200

Figues an 8 sow adil prfils o thecorelaion flames (around 0.5), as compared %%ith those measured in the
Figues an 8 sow adil prfils o thecorelaion single flame (around 0.4). Similar trends. although %sith

coefficients. R., . Rý, and R., calculated from the different magnitudes, are observed for the correlation
measurements obtained in the single and in the multiple flames. 1:
respectively. and are important to analyze the relative coefficient R., . despite the ob'.rcrsd decrease of T hi\
contribution of the turbulent velocity fluctuations to the result suggest that. though the mechanisms of turbulent
transport of temperature. transport are similar, the contribution of the turbulent motions

For ll he csesstuiedR, s alayssmaler hanR.,to the transport of heat is more efficient in the multiple flames
Forallthecass tuded.R,1 is lwys maler hanR~as than in the single nlame-The correlation coefficient for the

observed in other jet diffusion flames (e g.. Takagi et al.. turbulent transport of momentum. R_, . lollo%%- the trends of
1981. Yanagi and Mimura. 1981) and in strongly sheared
recirculating diffusion flames (c g., Fernandes eft al.. 1993). the shear stress u v with peak %alucs around 0.5 in the
suggesting that the turbulent motions are more efficient in single flame (ligure 7). in accordance %%ith other measurement,.
transporting heat along the axial direction than along the radial reported in let diffusion flames (e i! . Wias, and Nliger. 1978.
direction This is in accordance with the interpretation that the Stainer and Bilger. 1980. 1989) I lie resuilts obtained in the
flame is represented by a wrinkled flame structure, in that the multiple flames (Figure 8) sho%% a similar behavior suggesting
wrinkled shape of' the instantaneous flame front affects more that the interaction mechanisms do not ei'e risc to extr.i
the radial transpon of beat than that along the streamwise mechanisms of production and transport of momentum.
direction because the aserage Ilamc region is nearly vertical

I [he negative values of R., in the single flame occur in the rich .4 CONCL.USIONS
side of the nlame, %%hile the positive %alues occur in the outer
panl of the n~ame where mixing \%ith the ambient air occurs In IDetailed velocitx. temperature aind major s.pecies concentratioii
the interacting shear layer of' the multiple flames. negative measurements arc presented forn btirrer-attached let propane
values of R~. occur in the upstream region tip to xI!) = 24 flames, at - Rc?040() Uhe mea'.nrements encompass the
llo%%ever. thc absolute peak %alues are larger in the mtiltiple anal\ sis oft single and 3 multiple Ilanine in mutual interaction -it
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making use of' thermocouple limc-con%taitts elaluated on the
basis of' the Coilis and Will~iams la%% considering local flame Rut_____I
properties thei largest error sources associated with the u0
measurement% are due to the spatial displacement bct%%een the 0
two measuringe zones, which max gi~c rise to the 03A
underestminion of' the velocit% -temperature correlations bx
25% of the maximum value ii the displacement becomes larger 41 a
than 1.5 mm 41 0ý

t'he main question addressed is ho%% the cllects on the mixing 4.
patterns due to flame interaction influence the turbulent
transport and the process of' name propagation The results for
the single flame show that the turbulent heat fluxes tend to be _________1________

restricted to the mixing layer where large temperature gradients l
occur. and that they exhibit a larger component directed along
the isotherms Observations of non-gradient diffusion of heat 41.5
in the vicintit of' the flame front has been %erfiid as already
reported in others let diffusion flames R't

For the multiple flames. the results sho%" qualitatively similar 0l.25 AA
trends. with the process of turbulent flame propagation being O A, 9 0A
unaltered at the level of flame interaction considered in this 0w oC
paper.0 . m 0

I 2 3 0 40 5
Analysis of' the instantaneous velocit% and temperature results
shows that, in the multiple flames arrangement, the turbulent -0.25
flow field appears to be more influenced by aerodynamic
effects than by chemical effects due to the lack of entrained
ambient air. The results further suggest that the interaction -0.5
mechanisms do not give rise to extra mechanisms of nI)

production and transport of momentum.
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ABSTRACT
one parameter, and reduce the multiple uncertainties.

Velocity measurements in an industrial oil furnace Here, only convective flux of gas species ae taken into
with temperature mad gas species were carried out by a account.
developed Fiber LDV having high spatial resolution and In order to acquire better velocity data having high
high signal-to-noise ratio. The comparisons of gas spatial resolution, 1DV probe was specially designed
concentrations and convective flux were performed in (Ikeda, 1990). Conventional WDV has long focal length
order to understand the reverse flow characteristics in the so as to have large measurement volume, which can get
furnace. It was found that the gas concentration data is the velocity data even with some beam refraction
useful in the flame analysis but the convective flux is (Bonin, 1991; Ereaut, 1991), but has less SNR due to
effective to understand the flow outer the flame region. low light intensity. The strategy to obtain high data

rate was on the basis of small measurement volume,
1. INTRODUCTION with long focal length, which might have less

probability to has two beams crossing but very high
Measurements of velocity, temperature, and gas data rate at the crossing having high spatial resolution.

concentration in a practical industrial furnace are In this paper, the industrial furnace having A-type
currently challenging subjects in spite of the use of fuel oil was examined in order to measure velocity,
current advanced methods such as laser (Baker, 1973; temperature, and gas species with convective flux in
Dugue, 1992). But, the difficulties in muderstanding of axial direction. The purpose of this study is to show the
the physical phenomena in the industrial furnaces are not effective usefulness of the convective flux to undestand
only depend on the difficulties of the measurement the combustion characteristics and demonstrate the role
methods, but also the uncertainty of the measured data. of the self-recirculating flow in the furnaces.
For oil furnaces, the fuel spray is traveling, aggrmnated,
collided, separated and evaporated (Edwards1990). If 2. EXPERM MENTAL APPARATUS
temperature measurements by a thermocouple are carred
out in such flows with fuel spray, the radiation problem, 2.1 Furnace
fuel stick problem occur which cause time delay in
response (Williams,1985; Nakabe, 1975). It is still The test furnace used in this study is 0.103MW
doubtful to use the laser technique to measure having an A-type fuel oil as shown in Fig. 1. The size
temperature in such complicated combusting flow fields of the furnace is 430 mm X 1440 mm having 7
(Eckbreth, 1987). In measuring gas species, the most separate blocks. Each block is made of annular
common method is sampling method in which a structure having water cool to measure heat flux at each
resolution ad an accuracy depend dramatically on the block. There we 7 optical windows of # 150mm x t
sucking speed and its direction, also freezing problems 15mm of BK-7 with anti-reflection coating. Each
(Chigier, 1991). For velocity measurements, an windows are double spaced to avoid the fogging.
advanced technique as laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV : The operational condition of the furnace is 0.103
Durst, 1976) can provide sufficient datb, but there MW, the fuel consumption is 9.45 x 10-3 (m3 /h) and
same problems such as beam refraction at flame front an excess air ratio is )=2. At the exit of the furnace,
(Hong, 1977), and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due 02=4.7%, C02=10.8%, CO=0%, and NO=58.4ppm.
to other illuminated light. For designing the size of the optical windows, the

Then, we opted for flux measurements (Heitor, required spatial resolution of measurement volume,
1993) in order to undestand the physical phenomena in
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Fuel 19.45 x 1I0(mnh)

needed measurement range, and its focal length were Host release I.103(MW)
A 1.2

taken into account, so that the size of the optical oP 4.7(vol%)
windows was termined. Co 1.8(vol%)

CO o0.o(ppm)

2.2 Burner .NO 56.4(ppm)

The test burner is a gun-type burner as shown in - .

Fig.2. An A-type fuel is pressurized up to 0.7 MPa and
form hollow-corn spray at 600 . A buffle-plate Water
mounted on the burner plays a role of flame holding. Cooling
The slits at the buffle-plate are used to reassess the -

flame from the buffle-plate. Figure 3 is a direct picture
of the flame. As seen in the picture, there are three 40 430
main parts; one is the flame holding region near buffle Measurement
plate, the second is the transparent region where the fuel Windo
droplets ame evaporating, and the third part is the main
combustion region having much luminescence as
background noise. In our previous experiments under
isothermal combustion, it was found that the droplets
unde 30itm me traveling and following to the reversing x
flow at the flame holding region, and over 50pm Nozzle
droplets were penetrating the reversing flows.

2.3 LDV Optics D:430(mm)
1, ;R:215(mm)

In designing a LDV probes, four main problems j---- r

were taken into account, that is, a beam "dancing" due
to beam refraction at a flame surface, the d~eom of Fig.l furnace
probability of two beams crossing, the installation of
the spatial filter to cut off background noise, and the Si taffle plate
light scattering at optical window which cause much
background noise. Furthermore, the seeding particle - nitori
problem is the indispensable matter. In this /9n!• I
experiment, very light and uniform diameter particle
(MSF; Ikeda, 1992) was adked into combusting air.

In order to increase SNR, what we did was to make
small measurement volume to increase light intensity N
so as to produce much light scattered from the
measurement volume, and have large receiving aperture
so as to collect much light scattered. These two -'oa

parameters me combined into are parmeter call SNR Fig.2 Burner features.
parameter (SNRP). To make small measurement
volume ca increase spatial resolution but decrease two 2.4 Temperature and Gas Species Measurements
beam crossing probability which causes low data rate.
The measurement volume should be prope size to the For temperature measurements, a R-type
velocity gradient region. In considering a visibility, a thermocouple (Pt/Pt-Rh13%) was used. The wire
fringe spacing of 3.86tIm was determined and the size of diameter was 0.5mm and without sealing. A coating
the measurement volume was detrmined to be 69.9 was done to avoid catalytic effect. In the temperature
pax 1030 p at focal length of 500 mm. The measurements, no corrections of radiation, heat
schematic layout of the developed WDV probe is shown conduction, droplet sticking were carried out.
in Fig.4. The optimization of fringe spacing and the In gas species measurements, a water cool sampling
seeding diameter, SNRP, and spatial resolution were probe was used. The probe diameter was #1.6 mm at
crred out. the intake and I10.0 mm at the main body. The

The measurements were carried out by back- sucking speed effect was taken into account so that a
scattering mode and data rate of over 8 kHz was damp chamber was put in the gas flow line. For 02
achieved near buner nozzle. Figure 5 shows a measurement, magnetic method (Shimazu) was used,
photograph of the measurement. C02 : (NDIR : Shimazu) , and NO

(chemiluminescence method : Shimazu).
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Fig.5 Velocity measrement photograph

2.5 Experimental Conditions

The pressur of the fuel wa set up to 0.7 MPa and
its fflow rite wa 9.45 X io1. (m3/b) wh"l traslated
to 0.103 MW. The Taue temperature was qpuatro~ed by
oilbeuter at 2Mt . The air flw was coSUUUlie by a
flow meter andan- rcs air ratio was )..=1.2.' Atfth

FIS.3 Flame A~l I famc exit, 02=4.7 vol%, (X02=10.8 volS, NO=58.4

I ppci (atO02zQ%),md CO=O ppm. The NOxhidexwas

I rm~~rFool M ' Sao 3. MEASUREMENTS RESULTS AND DIýCMSION

ani~ - sonnt of. velocity near the bul! ere
geri yte WVs with BSAL (ant&). ilie meanl

velocity and its mis value at x/D=0.02 am shown 'in
* Fig. 6, -where D is the diameter of I1w furnm of 430

tur. It is very difficult to identify the droplet velocity
Fooleam the burner, because WDV measure the particle

* velocity which travels through the measulrement
volume. As shown in the previous study, the droplets
under 3OILm flues the reversing flow and over 50pai
penetrated the reverse flow region as shown in Fig. 7.
In Fig. 6 a broken line indicates the spray region which

*has 60* hollow-corn angle. It is found that there mre
two peab in axial velocity profile, which means there

Fig. Scemaic ayot o thedevjopd 1V pobe we two reverse flows. Ile outer axial velocity peak is
Fig. Schmatc laout i te deelopd W proe h to the flow passage between the baffle-plate Und the

burner throat, 'which is lower than that of area, but it is
not possible to compare the velocity bemuse the fuel
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Axial Velocity rms
0Axial 0 Radial 0 Swirl Comb. Cold flowCo b Codfw

~ x/D=O.02. .4Im20(miS)(m)

> 0.
CEI
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Fig.6 Th1= components Of velcity near thc burner.

Tra ArFlw Reverse Flow Region I1.25

Plate t 0.8 0lw

-0.48 i
Nozzle D 5 0 .2

00 2.5)1

0.0 0.2 0.4 U
x/D 1.0 0.0 1.01.0 0.0 1.0

Fig7 pry srutue.r/R r/R
Fig . Spr y s ruct re.F ig 8 Flow field in the furnace.

dKople also traveling the inner reversing region. Mae The shapes of axial rms valuer. arc different from
maximum velocity yield at the spray region in the each other. In combustion, thec larger rms region lks
axial direction, but the maximum velocty in radial locatd just outer of the burner where the flamc is
direction is slightly shifted outwardLs Swirl velocity is formed aid is the large velocity region.

os rve i the Odae ruvem flow. The revemrefow region in combustion is shifted
in rms values, maximum values in axial and radial jathe outer-ward than in isothermal condition, this is

direction ue observed In the inne reves flow also due to the combustion effect. But the lengths of
regions, which was caimed by the spray Wue penetration the reverse flow regions at almost the same in both
aid its mixing with air in the revers flow, conditions, and the maximum revere flow velcity has

kes differences. The volume ratio of the reverse flows
3.2 Flow Fiel in Furnace arc 31%.in combus. *,n aid 34% in isothermal This

Wd Can proide a good understanding that the Self-
First, the comparisons of flow in isothermal reverse flow area aid its volume can Predicted very well

witou fuel spay and in combustion were demonstrated by isothermnal flows.
on shown in Fig. 8. The hatching K=a shows the
awue flow region (ucO). The: shape of axial velocity 3.3 Temperature aid Gas Species Distrbutions
r n -ourM loobs similar in both condidtions, but the axial
vlcitky in combustion near the burne was almost two Figure 9 shows the distri butions of 02, CO2 and
tnime Orge tan that, which is hre to volume NO concentrations together with velocity aid the

cxpm lonincombustion. tempeaue The flame holding region is at X/D=O.174
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* Mean velocity
md main combustion region is at x/D=0-593 where o rms A 02 0 C02 * NO
much luminescence light yields, ad the center part of 20 MmOD 0 20 2  N
frmice where the reverse flow region is over. 2"

At x/D=0.174, the temperature distribution shows 1000
lower value at the center liuc where 02 concentration is 10

high aid C02 concentration is low. This means that 5oo - 5

the mixing of fuel and air is not well done. At r/R=0.1 0 -- -

(r21.Snun), 02 is higher than that at the center line
aid CO2 is increasing where NO concentration shows ~ .0x/D=Q9.593 10
its maximum value. At this point the temperature E
shows its maximum value. Here, an active combustion I 10 1h
pocess is carrying out, but no remarkable features can 61 .01 o

So0
be seen in the velocity distribution. At r#R=0.25, 02 " 0
value shows maximum and CO2 decrases which is thec >E o C
opposite to those at r/R--0.1, where the temperature C 20 .5001-- 174

0 0 XD=0.74 .oo Cdistribution starts to dcrease. This radius [r/R=0.25] is 0 C"
the flame surfa: region. The reason of high 02 value 10, 0 0
is due to air prsage through the gap between the baff l
plate aid the burner throat. As shown in the direct
picture of the flame, there is a transparent spray region ;
where droplet evaporation takes place. The combusting . 0
air frmn this gap enhances the mixing of spray ad air, -- r/R " ri
but it takes sometime so that the flame is extended in I I
the axial direction, where the 02 values arc high. At
r/R>05, C02 value shows larger value than that in the Fig 9 Distributions of 02, C0 2 and NO together
flame region, this is due to residual combusled gas. It is
naeedd to compare the inner high value region of C02
and the cente residual C02 region by means of .2 , o
production tearcoraxwctiveflux. 30 d 40 0 CO

At x/D=0.593, the remarkable point is that the C02 0
concentration shows higher value in spite of no 020 0 0
velocity. It is impossible to distinguish weather that is O 20 0 0

due to C2 production or nsidual )2. The samn 0 100
matter can be seen in NO distribution. 00

At x/D=Z302, the o gas species show almost c m- .0- ... . . o-
conlsait values which means that combustion process 1 2 2
wa don perfectly. WD x/

As shown in this figure, we can undertand the
combustion characteristics separately such as velocity, Fig. 10 Revercm flow ratio of 02, CO2 .
temperature, aid gas species concentration. But we am with velocity and temperature.
not fid the understanding of NOx formation region andits produciw rate. buffle plate and the burner throat, and the combustion
3.4 Reverse Flow Region process near the burner was not enough to consume 02

so much.
For understanding of the flows of 02 and CO2 in The volume flow rates in consideration of

the levr flows, the reverse flow ratio (reveme flow temperature and concentration are shown in Fig.1 1. Thc
ralotal flow ratc at each cross section area) arc shown volume flow at a certain circumstance was integrated aid
in Fig. 10. As shown in Fig. 8, the reverse flow region shown at each radius. At x/D--0.174, the incoming
tall is at x/D - 2.0, so that the figur has the vertical fresh air shows higher region, but its higher values
axis up to x/D f 2.0. The maximum flow ratio is dcxrPas rapidly in axial direction due to combustion
37% at x/D=0.593, which is probably due to the comer process. The rever 02 flow rate can be seen with this

v eflows. The C02 reverse flow ratio shows its figur
maximum at the same position as the flow rate, but the At x/D=0.244, the C02 flow rate shows very sharp

02 hls the maximum nem the burner up to 50%, which distribution which is due to flame surface region. Also,

is 6 to incoming fresh air from the gap betweee it is found that no CO2 production exists at the
c4atedine.
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Flow 002 C02 3.5 Flux
S x/D=2.302 As explained in the above section, it is ve•y difficult

5 to demonstrate thai the NO is produced very' much in the
. mregion in which the NOx concentration shows its
I maximum value. For example, if NOx concentration is

very low but the velocity is very high, the NOx
xID=0.593 - production becomes high. So, we applied the

convective flux concept to understand the combustion
characteristics. The convective flux of each gas species

E ~.hk..wmeans the gas mass per unit area per second, kgtrn 2/s.
z In calculation of gas flux, a 10 mm grid is used. Figure

Sx/D0.-n 4 12 shows the comparisons of measured gas

o j - concentrations and axial convective flux at the three
S5cross sections. The negative flux shows that the axial

velocity is negative.
- LAt x/D=0.174, the distributions of 02, CO2 , and

- 1 ,NO concentrations show the same tendency from theXA-07 center line to r/R=0.4, where the flame surface exists,
but large discrepancies come out at r/R>0.4. In case of
02, the concentration shows almost 5%, this value is
the same as that at the active combustion region at
-R--0.1. But in flux there is almost zero, which is dueS. .. 0/ " to zeo velocity, that is only residual gas. The

rR rR rR difference between the maximum and its minimum in

Fig 11 Volume flow in the concentration an not provide enough understandig of

Axial

velocity Temperature rik Fux(mls) I (K) i = ,•,, C =..N

(7)Oc) 02 M)C0 NO i-
-- 11.o 0 ijiI.oi:

6,1020 2 10 i-53 1.003

Revers flow e
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Fig 12 Comparisons of measured gas concentrations and axial convective flux.
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Int.Symp.on Appi. of L.aser Anemometry in Fluid
the reverse flow region. In cae of C02, the maximum Mechanics.,22.3.1.

value of 8% was seen in the flame but at rIR>0.4, the DurstF., MellingA.,Whitelaw4.H.,1976,
value euxceds the 8% and reaches to 10%. Principle and Practice of Laser--Doppler Anemomeftr

But in flux, it is very dlear that the inner flux is Academic Press.
produced one but the outer one is due to the residual gas.

In cae of, NO, at rIR<cO.4, a larg amount of NO Eckbreth,C.,1987,Laser Diagnostics for
was pndKed in the flame region so as to be seen in the CobsinTM~ue n vce~au Press.
flux, but such understanding can not be obtained by the
NO concenration. Edwards,C.F.,RudoffR.C.,1990,Stnzcture of a

At x/D=O0.593, the remarkable discrepancies were Swirl-Stabilized Spray Flame by ImagingLaser Doppler
observed especially at rIR>0.4. In the reverse flow Velociinetry~and Phase Doppler Anemometry,23th
region, the flux concept can provide the information of Symp.QInt.) Comb.,ppl353-1359.
the reverse flow region very well. For NO at rIR>0.3
the highrer values of NO concentration can be seen at EreautP.R.,GoverM.P,1991,LDA Measurements
onter region, this is due to the combination of residual of flame velocities at a 2000MWe Coal-fired Power
gas mid revrse gas. _________ f ntiue fEga6,p 3512

As demomutrate in this figure, the implementation ttooraofIsiuefEnry6p 1-42
of convective flux is very effective to unennd th HetorM.V.,1993,Velocity,Size and Turbulent
combusting flow features, especially in the revers flow Flux Measurements by Laser Doppler Velocimetry,
mid in the residual gas regions. Instrumentation for Flows with Combustion pp1 13-

4 CONCLUSIONS 250.

Measremntsof vloctytemeratreandgasHongN.S~ones,A.R.,Weinberg,FJ.,1977,
Mpceasuremcentsaio woe vlcarityou, temperatresuldsgas Doppler Velocimetry within Turbulent Phase

smnmarized as follows:Bonais rcRo.L dA 537-.
(1) The axial velocity near the burner in combustion is IkedaY.,Nishigaki,M.,Ippommatsu,
almost two times higher than that in isothermal M.,HosoIWaaS.,NaIaJima,T., 1992,Optimum Seeding
Condition, but the negative velocity in the revers flows Particles for Successful WDV Measurementsfith
in both conditions were almost the same -1.0 m/s.IneatolSypsu onA litosofsr
(2) The length of the reverse flow regions were almost IecntqesationaluSmoium onAppicatios ofLase
at x/D-2.0 in both conditions, and th ees flowTdiustoFudMcanc,225
volumes were almost the same as 31% in combustion IkedaY.,NakajimaT.,HosokawaS.,
mmd 34% in isothermal. Matsumoto,R.,1990,A Compact fibre LDV with a
(3) The convective flux concept can provide better Perforated Beam EhjmndisrMeas 5giand -Tech.. 1,pp
understandings of combusted flows such as the reverse 2624
flow aid the residual flows.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED LDA TECHNIQUE FOR THE
DETERMINATION OF BOUNDARY LAYER PROFILES

ON A ROTOR

Swales, C., Rickards, J., Lowson, M.V., Barrett, RV.

Department of Aerospace Engineering, Bristol University
Bristol, U.K.

ABSTRACT mounted statically. The postulate is that these higher lift
coefficients are due to strong spanwise flows which are
believed to exist within these regions. Some of the factors

The structure of the boundary layer on a rotating influencing these spanwise flows are shown in Fig 1. The
body has to date only been determined in a qualitative results confirmed the existence of these strong spanwise
manner and it is only the Laser Doppler Anemometer flows but demonstrated the need for quantitative, rather
(LDA) which has been shown to offer a solution to this than qualitative, results to enable the principal
problem. It is the realisation of this potential, through a mechanisms to be fully understood.
sties of improvements to a Dantec 3D LDA, which is
descrbed for a model rotor operating in hover. The The IDA is the only technique with the
prcipl imptovemem to the system have been through potential to realise such boundary layer velocity
operton Of the system in the more stringent cross- measurements (the hot-wire, though suitable for static
coqpled mode and through the development of a criterion, blades, was unsuitable due to its intrusive nature). Initial
based on transit distance, by which erronus data from evaluation of the department's thrcomponent Dantec
the blade surace can be rejected. The blade height DA further revealed this potential but it was also
position is gumaanteed through ensuring that only when apparent that to enable such complex m to be
light from a small alipment laser passes down a fibre- performed, extensive improvements to the system would
optic cable mounted within the leading edge is data be required An extensive literature search revealed that
accepted. A series of procedures to transform scatter plots boundary layer measurements had not previously been
of velocity against azimuthal position into three- obtained on rotor blades. In most circumstances the
dimensional boundary layer profiles have also been principal difficulty lay in the 'swanping' of the Doppler
derived. These techniques and prcedures, equally burst, resulting from the passage of the seeding through
applicable to all rotating bodies, are described in detail the measurement volume, with the noise from the blade
and a series of resuls presented. surface. It was with the intention of reducing this noise

and hence obtain data within the boundary layer that this
work was carried out.

INTRODUCTION

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Recent work at Bristol University has employed

Iser light sheed OW ) and surface flow visualisation
techniques to tady the aerodynamics of rotor blades. The tests were performed within a large

(Rei2), among others, observed that dedicated ar and to further minimise any interference
significantly higher lf coefficients could be maintained effects long focal-length lenses (1600mm) were
ar the bob of a rotating blade than on the same blade employed. Both the optic heads, mounted on a fully
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automated 3 axis Dantec traverse, were linked by fibre- The initial cross-coupled results showed that to
optic cable to a 5 Wat argon-ion Spectra Physics laser. In achieve accurate data within the boundary layer both the
addition each optic head could be rotated within its data rate and the total acquisition time had to be
respective gimbal mount, which in turn could be swept consistently kept to a maximum. The former was
and dipped relative to the taverse mount to provide the achieved through accurate alignment, careful
optimum optical configuration. Two pairs of beams optimisation of the processor parameters, and through
(green and blue) are emitted from one head (referred to as careful positioning of the seeding (atomised Ondina oil).
the 2D head) and a third, violet, pair from the opposing Due to the contraction of the slipstream the optimum
(ID) head. As the optic heads were able to receive as well position was found to vary with given radial position,
as transmit light, both the direct backscatter and rotor speed and pitch angle.
simultaneous off-axis (cross-coupled) modes could be
employed. Processing was performed by three Burst Optimisation of the processor settings was
Spectrum Analysers (BSA) - a software suite comprised necessary to achieve a balance between a high data rate
routines for automated data acquisition, data processing and a low level of data 'swampingl from the blade surface.
and graphical presentation- To encompass the large range in velocities over the

azimuth a large bandwidth span had to be set. However at
The beams were aligned to a single point relative any given azimuthal position this bandwidth is

to the plane of rotation (Fig.2), and at a known height, significantly larger than the velocity range and this, as
and then with the IDA acquiring continuously a shaft previous evidence had shown, contributes to lower data
encoder enabled the data to be sorted into azimthal and validity rates and with high attenuation levels can
position (Fig.3). Three components of velocity were contribute to erroneous rms velocity. The photomultiplier
determined simul and then translated into an high voltage and the processor gain had consequently to
orthogonal set of global U, V and W velocity components be set to the lowest possible values which resulted in a
by a transfornation matrix. The gaps in data reduced data rate.
coresponcding to the pagssg of the two blades through
the measurement volume, the large disturbance caused by As only boundary layer information was required
the wake, and the undisturbed region between the passage most of the data for a given test could be rejected. This
of the blades can all clearly be noted. However no was achieved by only having the BSAs enabled for a
bounday layer data couMd be obtained. period of time corresponding to twice the passage of the

blade through the measuring volume (Fig.5).
Boundary layer studies on a flat plate mounted

within the departments low turbulence wind-tunnel The inherently flexible nature of the rotor
(Ref.3) had shown that data could be obtained blades, the level of recirculation prevalent within the test
sigificanly loser to the surface if the crass-coupled area and the teetered hub all contributed to a significant
mode of light collection with its significantly smallr blade height variation over the test period. Though not
effetive measurement volume wv employed. However, apparent from the scatter plots of velocity against
when operating in the cross-coupwoc mode a sufficiently azimuthal position, this problem would have manifested
high data rate could only be guaranteed by the use of a itself in elongated and hence inaccurate boundary layer
pinoet ner alignment technique, described in detail profiles. The solution employed was to use a light
in Ref3. The method uses the output of a light dependent dependent diode to enable the BSA when the blade was at
resistor mounted behind a 20 micron diameter pin-hole to the correct height. This was achieved by mounting a thin
deenin the peak intensity position across either a beam fibre-optic cable within the leading edge of the blade,
or a collection volume (created by passing light down the enabling light to pass along the fibre-optic cable to be
collection fibres) (Fig.4). The principal advantage of the received by the diode when the blade was correctly
technique is that it is not subject to the viual positioned (Fig.2). A 5 mW helium-neon laser, mounted
lIePa-t ' Of the mnages of beams passing through an alongside the IDA, was used for this purpose. The
obctive Iens. resolution was further improved by mounting the tip end

of the fibre-optic cable behind a pin-hole. The result is a
To further minimse the effects of noise caused vertical resolution of better than 0.005mm. At low

by light reflected frm the surface as it passes through the rotational speeds and pitch angles the blade was at the
measrent volume, the optic heads were configutred to required height for 30% of the revoluions, at the highest
minimise the grazing angles of the beams relative to the speeds and pitch angles this proportion could reduce to
murrae. In addition the blade was painted matt black. less than 5% - the requirement for longer acquisition

times is apparent
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Even when operating in the cross-coupled mode. for each 0.1mm bin along this azimuthal window
with low laser power, a matt-black blade surface and low (Fig.7a). The bin size was chosen as a compromise
attenuation levels, erroneous data was recorded due to between the required azimuthal resolution and the
reflections from the surface as it passed through the number of data points for an accurate statistical sample.
measurement volume. Extracting the data from the noise
was only made possible through the use of a transit time The ability to acquire measurements to within
rejection criterio. The concept of transit distance (or 0.005mm of the surface, and to distinguish genuine data
effective measurement volume size) was introduced and from noise, has enabled the fore and aft positions of the
the value for data a significant distance from the blade surface to be determined on passing through the
influence of the blade surface determined. It on measuring volume. The procedure for the third stage is to
approaching the surface, the transit distance for a given process each file in turn noting the start and finish (fore
particle (transit time x particle velocity) exceeded this and aft) positions of the gap in data corresponding to the
value it was rejected - evidence of the effectiveness of this blade and record these positions in terms of azimuthal
technique is shown in Fig.6. angle (Fig.7b). These positions, for !he whole range of

traverse heights, are then combined into a single file, and
With these problems solved, a series of tests when plotted should correspond to the known profile of

were configured. These comprised four rotational speeds the upper surface of the Gottingen 436 blade. Any
(200, 400, 600 and 800 rpm), three pitch angles (1, 6 and discrepancy between these two profiles would result in
11 degrees) and two radial stations. With the constraints careful analysis of both the data and the previous stages
umposed as defined above, the technique was to record in processing. In most cases there was found to be

0ffcient data at a particular height (15 minutes excellent agreement between the two and this
acquisition time per height) then traverse to a different consequently gave confidence in the accuracy of the
height and repeat the exercise. To guarantee sufficient profiles.
resolution, data had to be acquired at increments of
0. 1mm and to provide boundary layer data over the whole Assuming the upper blade surface profile to have
of the upper surface of the blade 150 vertical positions been correctly defined a combined file is then created to
were required. A total acquisition time of 37.5 hours per provide the orthogonal U, V and W mean velocity
test. components at all heights and azimuthal positions

relative to the blade surface. The position of each bin
along the azimuth is then, from knowledge of the

DATA REDUCTION distance of the measurement volume from the centre of
rotation, converted into cartesian coordinates (Fig.7c).

The results produced were of velocity (U Each grid position is then determined relative to
(chordwise), V (spanwise), and W (vertical)) against the trailing edge (defined as having coordinates 0,0). The
azimuthal position. Ultimately required were boundary surface position is defined by 'S' and any position
iayer profiles of velocities relative to the surface. The corresponding to the blade passing through the
required procedures formed an intricate part of the data measuring volume is defined by G'. At this stage the U
acquisition and are consequently described in detail and V velocities are converted from values relative to the
(Fi&7a to Fig.71)). IDA to values relative to the blade. As the measurement

volume follows an arc (worse near the root due to the
For a given traverse position the data file, larger radius of curvature) rather than a pure chord-wise

expoted from Burstware in ASCII format, was made up motion the data must be transformed. This is achieved by
of three othogonal components of velocity relative to the multiplying the data by a transformation matrix which
tamverse. This data contained the erroneous data due to takes into account the local angle between the chord of
the reflections from the blade surface passing through the the blade and the path taken by the blade (Fig.7c).
measurement volume. The first stage was consequently to
remove the 'noise' by using the transit distance criterion The mean velocities are now relative to the
described above. As with all the stages the procedure was surface. However convention states that the boundary
to pass the data file through a Pascal program. layer profiles must be perpendicular to the surface, rather

than in this case vertical. For a given chordwise position,
The data was then sorted into azimuthal position the gradient between two neighbouring coordinate

(obtained from knowledge of both the arrival time for positions making up the surface profile was determined
each particle and the time between encoder pulses). The (Fig.7d). The equations for the perpendicular bisector to
mean velocity for each component was then determined this tangent were then calculated. The U, V and W
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velocity components have however been determined still acquired for an accurate mean velocity to be

along orthogonal axes and not relative to the surface. determined.
Corespoding values, at intervals along these
perendicular had then to be determined by One further result is provided. Fig.9 shows the

interpolating from the adjacent velocities along the 10 pitch angle, 800 rpm case but this time near the tip.
dordwise direction (Fig.7e). The profiles reveal that downstream of the characteristic

separation bubble the flow reattaches as a turbulent
Finally these velocities were converted into boundary layer but then separates prior to the trailing

values corresponding to a coordinate system aligned with edge. Of particular interest, however, is the spanwise
the tangent of the blade surface at the chordwise position component which, contrary to the previous results, does
of interest (Fig.7f). not show significant velocities within the separation

bubble. Initial interpretation reveals that the small extent
of spanwise flow within the separation bubble is due to

RESULTS AND THEIR DISCUSSION the tip vortex inducing a flow in the opposing direction.
Again this agrees with the flow visualisation results.
Further analysis and interpretation is beyond the scope of

This work was carried out with the intention of this paper.
evaluating suitable techniques, rather than producing a
full series of results. However evidence of the success of
the results for a range of conditions is given in Figs.8 and DISCUSSION OF ERRORS
9.

Several characteristics are worthy of comment. The potential errors associated with these results
Fig,8 shows an intermediate case (60 pitch, 600 rpm) are only briefly discussed and no quantitative assessment
with six boundary layer velocity profiles provided at of them is given. The errors are fundamentally of three
equidistant positions along the chord. The first profile different forms and each is discussed individually - an
(x/c-0.16) is characteristic of a laminar boundary layer. appreciation of their combined effect is then given.
The flow is nominally 2D, with a boundary layer
thickness of 0.22mm. As the distance from the leading The conventional sources of error associated
edge increases the adverse pressure gradient coms into with LDAs, and particular those measuring three
efect with the slow moving air, neaest the surface, being components simultaneously, are well known. Tbeir
the most strongly affected and becoming retarded. effects on these results can however only be estimated.

The Principal reason is that contrary to other simpler tests
As x/c reaches 0.5 the strong adverse pressure no comparison with theoretical or experimental results

gradient results in a region of reversed flow which, for a can be made.
2D static win& is indicative of a laminar separation
bubble. This is due to the laminar boundary layer Velocity biasing caused by the large size of the
separatin& undergoing transition and then due to its measurement volume relative to the velocity gradient has
greater energy reattaching further downstream as a been minimised through the operation of the system in
turbulent boundary. This appears to also apply to the case the cross-coupled mode with low attenuation levels and
of a rotating blade. The familiar profile characteristic of a with coincidence filtering. Due to the nature of the tests
turbulent boundary layer can be noted for the most aft the level of biasing of this form which still exists cannot
positions be ascertained, However, experince with boundary layer

mesrmnts on a flat plate has shown the effects of
The results also help to quantify the extent of the velocity biasing to be minor when operating in this mode.

spanwime flow. The strongest spanwise flows are noted
within the Separation bubble with values of up to 8% of As previously mentioned every effort has been
the chordwise velocity. Within the turbulent boundary made to maximise the number of samples within each
layer the upmnvise flow again decreases. The hypothesis azimuthal bin. For all the tests between 50 and 250
is consequently that significant spanwise velocities are coincident samples were determined - a value satisfactry
only noted when the flow is separated and is able to be for a given mean.
influenced by a combination of the spanwise pressure
gradient, the centripetal forces, and the Coriolis effact The other potential forms of error associated
(Fig.l). Though the separation bubble is notoriously with the LDA measurements, ie. through inaccurate
difficult to neod even on static blades sufficient data was calibration factors, component angles for the
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transformation matrix etc. have been assumed to be CONCLUSIONS
small.

The errors associated with the rig are also small The ability to operate a three-component LDA in
with the rotational speed of the rotor varying by only the cross-coupled mode through the development of an
0.1% The nature of the data acquisition assumes the flow enhanced alignment technique has enabled unique 3D
to be steady. Although the rotor site was such as to boundary layer velocity profiles to be determined for a
minimise the effects of recirculation it could not be model helicopter operating in hover at speeds of up to
entirely removed. The boundary layer flow consequently 1000 RPM. In addition data is only accepted within tight
vaned to some extent during each cycle and yet the data vertical constraints and a series of algorithms have been
was recorded over a large number of revolutions, realised by which the genuine data is distinguished from
However, on analysis of the velocities within a given the erroneous data caused by reflections from the blade
azimuthal bin, the rms quantity was not significant This surface and then converted into velocities relative to the
indicated that the flow did not vary as much as had been blade.
believed In addition as data was only recorded at one
particular blade height, and the blade position is The boundary layer profiles reveal data to within
primarily affected by the recirculation, it was assumed 0.005mm of the surface on blades rotating at speeds of up
that whenever data was recorded, the eflects of to 800rpm. Of particular interest are the strong spanwise
recirculation were similar and consequently the boundary flows noted within the laminar separation bubble as they
layer representive, confirm the results previously obtained by flow

visualisation methods. However, significant errors cannot
The third principal source of error lies in the be discounted and consequently, though they show great

extensive post-processing of this data from azimuthal potential, the results should be accepted as being only of a
variations of velocity into three component boundary preliminary nature.
layer velocity profiles relative to the surface. The
technique of distinguishing between noise and data had
been thoroughly tested and was found to be very accurate. REFERENCES
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THE INTERACTION OF THE TRAILING VORTEX STREAMS FROM RUSHTON TURBINE BLADES

Rutherford K., Lee K. C. and Yianneskis M.

Centre for Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Measurement.
King's College London. Strand, London, WC2R 2LS.

ABSTRACT four unstable flow patterns were obtained, depending on the
clearance of the lower impeller from the base of the mixing

The trailing vortex structure and the impeller discharge flows vessel (Cl). the separation between the impellers (C2). and the
generated in vessels stirred by both single and dual-Rushton submergence of the upper impeller (C3). Of the three stable
turbines were investigated through angle-resolved and time- flow patterns, merging flow, which occurred with a clearance
resolved laser-Doppler anemometry measurements in two tanks CI = 033T and separation C2 = 0.33T, was determined to be
of diameter (T) 100 mm and 294 mm with impellers of the most desirable since it produced the lowest mixing times
diameter D = T/3. The effects of the trailing vortex structures and power consumption. This configuration was termed
on the turbulence levels in the vessel and the degree to which merging flow because the impeller streams were inclined
the impeller discharge flows interact in the dual-Rushton towards each other and merged midway between the impellers.
configuration are discussed. The results from the two vessels In this investigation the trailing vortex structures with single-
are compared to assess scale-up effects. The flow in the turbine and merging flow configurations are compared and the
inpeller streams was found to be anisotropic, and a cylindrical effect of vessel size is assessed.
region was defined around the impeller disk of height 0.60D
and radius .OD for the single impeller, while a similar region
was defined around the centre of the vessel of height 1.2 D and 2. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION AND
radius 1.0 D for the dual-impeller combination, within which TECHNIQUES
the periodicity of the flow generated by the impellers was
contained. These findings have important implications for CFD In the present study, a cylindrical Perspex mixing vessel of
prediction methods which at present are mostly based on the diameter T = 100 mm, with four 0.1 T wide baffles was used to
assumpmo of isotropic turbulence which may lead to erroneous acquire angle- and time-resolved LDA data for the single and
pedi in the vicinity of the impellers. In addition, the main dual-Rushton combinations. The cylinder was situated inside a
flow features were found to scale well between the two vessels. water-filled Perspex trough in order to- minimise refraction at
The results provide useful information for process design. the cylindrical surface and distilled water was used as the

working fluid. A transparent Perspex base was incorporated in
the vessel design to permit maximum optical access, and the

1. INTRODUCTION vessel could be rotated about its axis to enable measurements to
be performed in different planes. Angle-resolved LDA

The flow structure around Rushton turbine blades is very measurements were also performed in a T = 294 m- diameter
complex due to the formation of trailing vortices behind each vessel for the dual-Rushton configuration in order to establish
blade, and consequently a number of studies have been scaling effects.
concerned with this type of flow in vessels stirred by a single The impellers used were six-bladed Rushton turbines of
impeller (I - 61. Van't Riet and Smith (1 - 31 established that a diameter D = 0.33 T. A constant clearance CI = 0.33 T was
trailing vortex, shown schematically in Figure 1, formed behind employed between the bottom of the mixing vessel and the
each impeller blade and maintained its identity for two to three lower impeller. A separation C2 = 0.33 T was used between the
blade lengths from the point of origin. They also reported that impellers for the double Rushton measurements in order to
trbulence measurements made in the impeller stream with provide the merging flow pattern described in [7] and [81. The
stationary probes were unreliable since most of the measured liquid height in the tank was H = T.
turbulence was due to the periodicity of the flow. attributable to The laser-Doppler anemometer made use of a 10 mW
the blade passages and associated trailing vortex structure. Helium-Neon laser and was operated in the dual-bean forward-
Yianneskis et al. (4). Calabrese and Stoots [5) and Yianneskis scatter mode. The velocity components were measured with the
and Whitelaw [61 carried out detailed investigations in the beams entering either through the side of the tank or the
impeller vicinity in vessels agitated by a single Rushton turbine, cylinder base, and a rotating diffraction grating was used to
and documented the strong periodicity and anisotropy which implement a frequency shift on the two first order beams. The
exists in this region. and the associated trailing vortex structure. scattered light was collected with a photomultiplier, and the

Mahmoudi and Yianneskis (7]. and Mahmoudi (81 Doppler signals were processed by means of a frequency
investigated the effect of varying the impeller spacing in dual- counter (TS! Model 1990) interfaced to a microcomputer. The
Rudren turbine configurations and found that three stable and impeller shaft was linked to an optical shaft encoder which
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provided a train of 1999 pulses and a marker pulse per were almost symmetrical above and below the impeller disc.
revolution. This permitted angle-resolved (a.r.) measurements to which are indicated in part by the vectors plotted in Figure 2.
be performed over I" of impeller revolution. For the purpose of
these measurements the midpoint of one blade of the lower 3.2 Dual Rushton Turbine Results
impeller was aligned with the shaft encoder marker pulse and
the data were obtained over a specified 60" interval (between Normalised velocity vectors in the 0= 45' r - z plane. for the
two neighbouring blades) during a number of impeller dual-Rushton configuration are shown in Figure 3(a) for the
revolutions and the data were sorted into 1" bins. For the tiue- region around the lower impeller in the T = 100 mm vessel.
resolved measurements the frequency counter was set to These results show a considerable change in the direction of the
measure all validated Doppler signals which arrived within a impeller discharge flow which is oriented at approximately 45"
prescribed time interval (four impeller revolutions for the data to the horizontal in comparison with the near-horizontal
presented). discharge flow of the single Rushton turbine shown in Figure 2.

The position of the measuring volume was determined for Consequently the centre of the trailing vortex is located v. a
each measurement location using an iterative computer prograrn higher elevation, z/l" = 0.39. than with a single Rushton system.
and the optical system was mounted on a traversing table which These effects are attributable to the influence of the additional
allowed the measuring volume to be positioned in the stirred impeller which prevents the formation of the two ring vortices
reactor with an accuracy of 0.05 mm. All of the measurements per impeller typical of a single Rushton turbine system. Instead,
described were performed in the e = 0" plane midway between with this impeller separation, the discharge streams are inclined
two baffles. at 45" towards one another, and merge midway between the

The measurements were conducted at a Reynolds number of impellers to form two very large ring vortices (7, 81. As a resulL
40000. which corresponded to a constant impeller rotational the strong downward flow near the impeller tip due to the upper
speedofN =2165 ± l0rpm(Vtip =3.77m/s)for theT= 100 ring vortex above the impeller disc, which can be clearly
mm vessel. and N = 250 ± 0.5 r p m.(Vtip= 1.28 m/s) for the identified in Figure 2 is not present in the dual-Rushton flow.
T = 294 omm vessel The origin of the co-ordinate system used is The structure of the trailing vortices and the inclination of
the centre of the bottom of the vessel and all positions are the impeller discharge flow in the T = 100 mm vessel can also

described in terms of axial (z). radial (r). and tangential (0) be assessed from the normalised contours of radial rms velocity

directions. The location of the measuring volume for the angle- (v'/Vtip) in the * = 45" r - z plane shown in Figure 3(b). It can
resolved measurements is expressed in terms of polar co- be seen that the regions of high rms velocity are located very

ordinates r, $ with respect to the blades calculated from the r, 0 close to the impeller blade tip, between r = 0.18 T and r = 0.21
T. and also that the levels decrease very quickly with increasing

co-ordinates. 0 =: O is located at the plane of the blade tip, and radial distance from the blade tip. and axial distance from the
the impellers rotated in a clockwise direction as viewed from impeller mid - section. The net effect is that the main influence
above the vessel, of the trailing vortex on the turbulence levels is found between

A transparent Perspex lid was located above the liquid the impeller blade tip and r = 0.32 T radially, and the impeller
surface in the small vessel, at a height H = T. to prevent mid-section and z = 0.45 T axially.
entrainment of air bubbles from the free surface of the liquid, Contours of normalised kinetic energy of turbulence
and to permit measurements to be performed in forward scatter (kfVti in the z = 033 T r - 0 plane are shown in Figure 4 and
with the beams entering through the base of the vesseL Two tiin vortex is again indicated by the high value
mirrors were attached to the upper surface of di i.an h h trailing votxstructure i gi niae ytehg au

space above the lid was filled with water to ensure that e contours onginating behind the leading blade at the lower edge

minors were always submerged. This allowed the scattered of the figure, and dissipating while spreading radially outwards
light towbere-directed throughe90eby Thesmrow nd oesctteed towards the trailing blade. The region of highest kinetic energylight to be re-directed through 90" by the mirros and collected is located around r = 0.185 T, at a blade angle of approximately
using the photomultiplier. The effect of a lid on the flow in a
stirred vessel has been previously investigated by Nouri and 30'. It can be seen that the outer edge of the region of high k
Whitelaw [91, who conducted comparisons between flows in extends to approximately r = 0.28 T. within two blade lengths of
vessels with and without lids. They concluded that the use of a its origin. The remains of the trailing vortex from the preceding
lid only affects the flow in the immediate vicinity of the lidfiree blade can also be seen in Figure 4 in the region between r =
surface and that the flow velocities were almost identical 0.19TandO.23T. andfromm =Oto40= 11.
elsewhere in the vessel. Typical traces of time-resolved radial velocity variations for

the dual Rushton turbine configuration in the 100 nun diameter
vessel are shown in Figure 5. Both Calabrese and Stoots (51,

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION and Yianneskis and Whitelaw 16]. showed that for single
impeller systems a cyclic variation of the velocity is obtained

3.1 Single Rushton Turbine Results with each blade passage in the vicinity of the trailing vortices.
The expected six cycles per revolution can be clearly defined in

The characteristic flow features in the T = 100 mm vessel Figure 5(a) for r = 0.17 T. z = 0.33 T. which is located 1 mm
operating with a single Rushton turbine can be seen from radially out from the impeller tip at the lower impeller disk
velocity vectors normalised by Vtip in the $ = 45" r - z plane elevation. Comparing this distribution with Figure 5(b) for r =
plotted in Figure 2. The impeller discharge flow is directed 0.25 T. z = 0.41 T (9 mm radially out from the impeller tip and
owards the vessel wall with a slight upward inclination (aound 7.66 mm above the impeller disk), the dissipation of the trailing
2 - 3") to the horizontal, in agreement with the previously vortices expected from the results of Figure 3(b) can be clearly
reported results of Yianneskis et al. 14). These authors also seen. Although cyclic velocity fluctuations are still discernible
reported the formation of two well defined ring vortices which in the velocity distributions, their magnitude has decreased

significantly. Figure 5(c) shows the distribution obtained even
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further from the impeller, at r = 0.30 T, z = 0.50 T. which is 20 components have shown the flow to be anisotropic. This has
mm from the vessel wall and midway between the two important implications since many CFD prediction methods use
impellers. The trailing vortex structure has almost completely turbulence models based on the assumption of isotropy across
dissipated. and the turbulence is primarily random at this point, the entire velocity field. Hence, these methods may provide

only an approximation of the flow structure in the impeller
3.3. Effect of Vessel Size stream, and the corresponding predictions will be of reduced

accuracy.
Characteristic r - z plane angle-resolved IDA results from the T
= 294 mm diameter vessel are shown in Figure 6. These
measurements were conducted with two Rushton impellers at 4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
the same r/T and z/T locations around the lower impeller as the
corresponding measurements in the T = 100 mm diameter The results quantify in detail the trailing vortex structure in
vessel. Studies in similar vessels have been conducted single and dual-impeller mixing vessels and provide useful
previously by van der Molen and van Mamen [101 in a vessel information to aid the understanding of the fluid mixing
with a lid agitated by a single Rushton impeller. They reported processes and to assess related CFD predictions.
an increase in dimensionless (normalised) velocity in the The turbulence structure in the impeller streams has been
trailing vortex vicinity with increasing scale and concluded that shown to be anisotropic in the impeller discharge flow. Hence
geometric scaling of mixing equipment should be carried out CFD models which use turbulence models based on the
very carefully. The effect of scale on the normalised rms assumption of flow isotropy. such as the k-E model. may result
velocities was not reported. in erroneous predictions in these regions.

Normalised r - z plane velocity vectors me plonted in Figure It has been shown that, although the impeller discharge
6 (a) for a blade angle * = 45' behind the leading impeller streams interact with each other to form the merging flow
blade. The results are very similar to those shown in Figure 3(a) pattern, there is no actual interaction between the trailing vortex
for the T = 100 nmm vessel, and both the trailing vortex structures since they have dissipated significantly by a distance
circulation and the inclination of the strong impeiler discharge of 0.12 T above and below the respective impeller mid-sections.
flow at approximately 45" to the horizontal can be clearly
identified. Thee is good agreement between both sets of results
with the centre of the trailing vortex being located aound z/T = 5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
0.39 in both instances and the impeller streanm is similar in both
vessels. Differences in the direction of the impeller stream can Financial support from the S.E.R.C. under grant number
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional representation of a trailing vortex.
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L.D.A. MEASUREMENTS AROUND HOVERING ROTOR BLADES AND

CORRELATION WITH LOCAL AND OVERALL AIRLOADS

E. BERTON, D. FAVIER, C. MARESCA and M. NSI MBA

Institut de Mcanique des Fluides, Universit6 d'Aix-Marseille II, UM 34 du CNRS,
Les Souffleries de Luminy, 163 avenue de Luminy, 13009 Marseille, France.

ABSTRACT The model-scale of rotor (diameter : 1.50 m) is set up
on the hovering test rig installed in the testing hall of the

The flowfield around hovering rotor blades with either IMFM SI-Luminy wind-tunnel. The rotor hub is mounted
rectangular or evolutive tip shapes is investigated in this vertically by means of a supporting mast, so that the center
paper. For different blade tip geometries the measurements of rotation is located 2.90 m above the ground. The model-
concern local and overall aerodynamic data sets, including : rotor consists of a fully articuled rotor hub which can be
the instantaneous velocity field around the blade and in its equipped with interchangeable sets of blades (see Favier et al
near wake and the global thrust and power coefficients. From (1987)). Rotor geometry and hovering tests conditions are
such data sets the present paper is focused on deriving an summarized in table i.
original data post-processing method to correlate the L.V.
flow measurements around the blade with the overall (CT.
CQ) and local (CL, CD) airloads coefficients. This new Table I : Hovering Test Conditions
method of determination of the overall and local airloads
coefficients has been based on the Kutta and momentum Test conditions Rotor parameters
equation (K.M.E.) applied to the velocity field (axial and Diameter 1.50 m
tangential) measured along a close contour surrounding the Root cut out 0.22 R
blade section at a given blade radius. To check the capability Angular rotational freq. 143 rdls
of such a method the present paper offers a series of Rotational tip speed 107 m/s
comparisons on overall and local aerodynamics coefficients Coning angle 2.50
deduced : from (CT, CQ) measurements performed by means Number of blades 2-4
of a rotative balance, and (CL, CD) coefficients obtained Airfoil section (OA209)
either in 2D steady flow conditions or from the K.M.E Blade chord 0.05 m
applied to the L.V. flow measurements performed around the
blade. As shown in Figure I, the different sets of rotor blades

tested are numbered from 4 to 7. and correspond to various
combinations of blade twist, airfoil section and tip shape.

rRODUC-ION All these different tip geometries are calculated so that the
radii of the corresponding blade remain constant and equal to

The prediction of the flowfield and the airloads R = 0.75 m. The different tip geometries : swept, tapered,
repartition in the tip region of helicopter rotor blades play a parabolic and rectangular (for rotors 4. 5. 6, 7) provide the
major role for providing and evaluating improved rotor same rotor solidity (a = 0.08403 for b = 4).
designs. Since the flow tip region experiences the largest
amplitudes of variations in the bound circulation and the 1.2 Measurements Procedures
loading repartition, the adequate tip geometry modifications
can lead to significant improvements in the overall rotor Several techniques (see Figure 2) suited for surveying
performances. However, the accurate prediction of the the flow around the blades and the flow in the near and far
flowfield generated by sharp evolutive tip shapes still poses wake regions, have been developed including X-hot wires
some problems to available numerical schemes, and requires anemometry, 2D-laser velocimeter and flow visualizations
additional research efforts using experimental with image processing. Figure 2 also gives the fixed system
investigations. This is the motivation of the present coordinates (Oxyz) used for the flow velocity measurements.
research. More detailed informations concerning these measurement

techniques can be found in Maresca et al (1988). Nsi Mba et
I. METODOLOGY al (1988). only a short description is given here.

Overall thrust and torque coefficients (CT, CQ) are

I. 1 Rotor Model and Hovering Tests Conditions measured by a 6-components balance mounted on the rotor
hub. The 3D wake velocity field is measured by two
complementary techniques : a X-hot wires probe and a 2D
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L.V. technique (back-scatter mode. Bragg cells for reversed 2nlb
fow)Tip vortex paths (r, 7-, V) are measured by means of a - =rfII Wu 1 u]dW (3)

hot-wires technique which allows additionally the
determination of the far wake position where the vortex
instability is fully developed. However. in order to while the application of the Kutta formula provides the
determine the tip vortex structure, its formation and its vertical component dFz as
development very close to the blade tip, a flow visualization
method has been used in connection with an image 2 f,2nlb
processing technique. dFz=2pir V u]dp (4)

The velocity field around the blade is measured by
means of the 2D L.V. technique providing the axial and

tangential velocity components along a close contour
surrounding the blade section and as a function of the blade The Kutta equation formulation for dFz is more
azimuthal position (see Favier at al (1991) and Berton attractive than that derived from the momentum equation due
(1992)). A photograph of the model rotor installation is to the lack of pressure terms. The above derivations show
shown in Figure 3. Shown in the foreground is the IMFM that the elementary forces (dFy, dFz) acting on the blade
hover test rig with the LV optics traversing device in the section can thus be deduced from the tangential and axial
background. The overall and local airloads coefficients as velocity components alone. The global thrust and power
well as the circulation distribution along the span are then coefficients (CT, CQ) are derived by integrating the
deduced from the integration of these flow velocity elementary forces (dFy. dFz) along the span as:
measurements as described below.

1.3 The K.M.E. Method Q-C=b Cf y(dF 4 ,1C0 (5)

The K.M.E. method stands here for the Kutta and pxR Ve
momentum equation method. Application of the Kutta and
Momentum Equation method in hover begins with the fT T
application of the momentum equation to the general control T=b dFzcd; CT= T (6)
surface S surrounding the blade section at a given radial R0  ptRke 2

station r/R (see Berton et al (1993) and Silva et al (1993)) :

P - Local incidence a = O-Oi can also be determined from
- s(1) the streamlines computed from the measured velocity field in

the immediate vicinity of the blade. The local section
aerodynamic coefficients of lift and drag are then obtained

The contour S is divided into three contours. S = Ta + by a simple transformation of the elementary forces (dFy.

Z,. + , where La. Za, and £ represent the contour enveloping dFz) as:

the airfoil section. the near wake and the external contour
around the blade section. Due to the non slip condition on dL=dFzcosOi +dFysin0i

the airfoil surface (q.n =0). and the continuity of pressure CI = LY r-ViW .c
across the wake sheet (Pwu = Pwl). the momentum equation

can be written as: c:) =dFy cos Oi -dFz sin 0i

Cd = w ii (c)43(etd ;Pds + pqn).ds (2)2(rV)+W2.

What remains is a line integral about the arbitrary 2 RESULTS
contour I surrounding the blade section. As shown in Figure

4. selecting I as a rectangular box ABCD of length 21/b In the present experimental investigation, both
(where b denotes the number of blades) obviates the need to overall and local aerodynamic quantities of the fowfield

include the vertical segments BC and DA of the line integral through the hovering rotor have been measured on

because of cancellation due to flow periodicity. Choosing configurations of rotors 4. 5. 6. 7. for collective pitch

this specific contour simplifies the momentum equation such angles S. and number of blades b. varying in the following
that the horizontal force component dFy acting on the blade ranges : 6*< 0 5 10*; 25 b <4.
ser.tion can be expressed in terms of the axial and tangential For the purpose of the present paper. the following
velocity components along the upper and lower contour experimental results will he only focused on the analysis of
segments as follows: the tip shape influence as deduced from measurements

performed on the two rotors 4 and 7 (see Figure I). Both
rotors are considered at the same set of operating parameters
: b=4 or 2. 0 = 100. OR = 107 m/s. and the blades only differ
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by the tip geometry, which is rectangular on rotor 7 and concerning the CT coefficient (equations (4) and (6)). In this
swept on rotor 4. Both rotors have also very close thrust case the difference between the thrust coefficient deduced
coefficient : CT = 0.00797 for Rotor 4. and CT = 0.00766 from (he K.M.E. method and the thrust coefficient obtained
for Rotor 7. in a four-bladed configuration. by means of the 6-components balance is less than 1%.

Figure 12 illustrates another application of the K.M.E.
2. I. Axial and Tangential Velocity Field Around the Blade method on the swept rotor 4. In this case, the power

coefficient deduced from the momentum equation is equal to
As previously mentionned, the tangential velocity 0.000707 and the power coefficient measured by the balance

field around the blade is determined by means of velocimetry is 0.000720. The difference between the two values is also
laser measurements performed at two fixed points (u and I) on less than 2%. Note also a difference less than 1% between
the upper and lower side of the blade section. In order to the thrust coefficient deduced from the K.M.E. method and
validate the L.V. measurement method and to determine the the thrust coefficient obtained by means of the 6-
adequate dimension Z1-of the contour surrounding the blade components balance.

airfoil section, an optimization of the contour thickness has A last example of the capability of the measurement

been firstly performed. Different contour thicknesses method is given in Figure 13. concerning the rotor 7 at b = 4

corresponding to different distances varying from Z = -10 and 0 = 10*. The Figure gives a comparison between the
mm to Z = 0 on the upper side, and from Z = 0 to Z = 10 mm OA209 coefficients 2D-table and the lift and drag
on the lower side, have been define, as shown in Figure 5. coefficients (CL and CD) as deduced from the application of
Along these Z1 -iines the axial and tangential velocity the K.M.E. and from the determination of the the streamlines

and from the corresponding local aerodynamic incidence
components have been measured as a function of W and thus (equations (8) and (9)). The distributions of the lift and drag
as a function of the distances Zy to the blade. coefficients deduced from the two determination procedures

are shown to be in good agreement along the blade span r/R.Figures 6 and 7 show an example of the Wu = WuMW

and WI = WI(W) axial velocity component obtained as a

function of Z1 on the upper side (Zl < 0 in Figure 5) and on CONCLUSIONS

the lower side (ZE 2 0 in the Figure 5). The velocity profiles In the present study, an experimental approach has

indicated an increase in the amplitude as the distance Z1 to been derived to investigate the fine structure of the flowfield

the blade decreases. around hovering rotor blades. An original method to
correlate the flow measurement around the blade with the

In order to dedue the lcal aerodynamic incidence, (x, overall and local airloads coefficients has been also
the velocity field must be mapped in sufficient detail to presented in this paper.
compute the streamlines around the blade section. An This new method of determination of the overall and
example of the flowfield scannerized by the LV.,technique is local airloads coefficients has been based on the Kutta and
provided by Figure 8 which shows a composite of the axial momentum equation applied to the velocity field measured
and tangential velocity measurements made at r/R = .75. along a close contour surrounding the blade section at a
From such instantaneous flow scanning around different given blade radius.
spanwise stations, the streamlines and the local The capability of such a method has been checked from
aerodynamic incidence are obtained as exemplified in Figure a series of comparisons on o'crall and local aerodynamics
9. coefficients deduced : either from (CT, CQ) measurements

When integrating the W and V velocity profiles, the performed by means of a rotative balance, and (CL- CD)
(dFy, dFz) forces deduced from equations (3) and (4) are coefficients obtained in 2D steady flow conditions, or from

plotted versus Z1 in Figure 10. The results in Figure 10 the K.M.E method applied to the flow measurements
indicate that the dimension of the contour of integration has performed around the blade.

to be selected so that I Zi I < 25 mm (i.e. nearly half a
chord), to get consistent values on the elementary forces dFy ACKNOWLEGMENTS

and dFz. Thus a contour thickness of I Zj ; = 15mm has been The authors wish to thaink the support provided by the
selected for all the present tests. "'Direction des Recherches Etudes et Techniques" under

2.2. Local Airloads and Integrated Global Performance Grants 90/169 and 92/061.

Using such an optimal contour thickness the L.V. NOMENCLATURE
measurements have been performed all along the blade span.
and Figure I I gives the evolution of the elementary force b number of blades (h=2 oti 4)
dFy plotted versus the blade span as deduced from the c constant blade chord. c=0.05 m)
integration of the velocity profiles (equations (3) and (5)). CT rotor thrust coeffici
The results indicate that the CQ coefficient value deduced CT rotor thr coefficient

from the 6-components balance is very close to those CQ rotor power coefficient

deduced from the L-V flow measurements and from the r blade circulation along the span, (m2/s)
application of the K.M.E. method. In the same way similar Oxyz relerence system defined in Fig. 2
results and conclusions are also obtained in Figure II 0 collective pitch angle ,at r/R=0.75, (deg)
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Ov blade twist law. (deg)
r radial distance from rotation axis, (in) Rotor Twist Planform Airfoil
R rotor blade radius, (R--0.75 m) Number
Ro root cut out, (Ro=O.22R)
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V,W tangential and axial velocities 4 -8,30 C 0 d 0A209
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LASER SHEET VELOCIMETRY MEASUREMENTS OF ROTOR CRAFT BLADE- VORTEX
INTERACTION.

M B Homer*. J N Stewart+, R A McD Galbraith,* I Grant+, F N Coton* and
G H Smith+.

*University of Glasgow. Glasgow, Scotland.
+Heriot-Wau University. Edinburgh, Scotland

ABSTRACT this work was limited, however, by the low Reynolds numbers
and the lack of a trailing edge on the blade.

An experimental blade-vortex interaction (BVI) study was
conducted using particle image velocimetry in the PTV mode.

The vortex was generated by a double aemfoil spoiler and 2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS.
interacted with a spinning rotor in a wind tunnel. Results show
the effectiveness of PIV in both measurement and visualisation In the present study, the effects of the passage of the vortex
of complex flows, were examined in an experimental set-up similar to that

developed by Surendraiah (Figure 1). An upstream vortex

generator produced a vortex which interacted with a down-
I INTRODUCTION stream rotor. Flow visualisation information and velocimetry

data were obtained during interactions through the use of
The passage of a trailing tip vortex through a moving particle image velocimetry. The data was obtained under the

rotorcraft blade leads to significant noise and vibration in rotor same conditions as in previous studies by the authors in which
craft (Scheimanand Ludi (1963). Brotherhood and Riley surface pressure data were recorded (Homer et al (1991)). This
(1978). Schmitz el al (1978)). The need to reduce these allowed a direct comparison of the two data sets, and for
undesirable effects requires that the rotorcraft designer has a validation of the flow inferences made from the surface
clea understanding of the fluid dynamics underlying the pressure measurements.
phenomenon of blade-vortex interaction. Experimental studies The experiments described here were conducted in a
by Surendraiah (1969) established a methodology where an collaborative study between the University of Glasgow and
upstream wing tip was used to generate a vortex that interacted Heriot-Watt University. The tests were carried out in the
with a downstream rotor. This work, and other studies re- "Handley-Page" wind tunnel (UG) using Heriot-Watt PIV
viewed by the authors elsewhere (Homer et al (1993), (1994)), facilities. The development and application of the PIV method
demoinstrates many of the gross features of the blade-vortex in engineering applications is well described by the authors and
interaction, including the development and collapse of a large elsewhere (Grant (1994). Grant and Smith (1988)).
leading edge suction peak. and the associated build up and The aluminium rotor blade had a NACA 0015 aerofoii
reversal of the normal force. section, with a .149 m chord and a 0.9426 m radius. The

Previous experimental BVI studies have yielded detailed and vortex generator comprised of two adjoining NACA 00 15
informative pictures of the blade performance in terms of aerofoil sections spanning the height of the test section 2.1 rotor
pmssure distributions. The centrally important convective radii upstream of the rotor hub. During the test sequence
disturbance and development and collapse of the large leading conducted in the 1.61 x 2.13 m octagonal test section. the
edge suction peak. produced by the passage of the trailing tip tunnel speed was 47.0 m/s while that of the rotor tip was 59.25
vortex has, until the present work, remained a feature identified m/s. The vortex strength was controlled by setting the two
in time domain pressure records. sections of the vortex generator at equal but opposite incidence.

The objective of the present study was to provide flow field The horizontal position of the vortex generator (Zv) was altered
information to complement the existing database of pressure to control the angle of intersection between the interaction
measurements. Earlier studies (Ziada (1992)) used both vortex and the blade, resulting in either a nominally parallel or
hydrogen bubble and dye injection methods to observe the BVI oblique BVI. The vertical position of the aerofoil junction on
effect. The formation of secondary vortices and the convective the vortex generator (Yv) was varied to allow an examination of
trajectories of the vortices were observed. The significance of interactions for different blade-vortex separation heights.
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Particle Image Veloctmetry data was collected i one of two

planes oriented perpendicularly to the tunnel free stream, one 3 RESULTS
plane at 0.78 rotor radii upstream of the rotor hub, and the

second at 0.94 rotor radii. Flow field velocimetry data were collected about the

Flows were examined in nine different combinations of aerofoil during interaction with a free vortex. These data
interaction geometry and measurement position. so allowing a documented many of the flow features observed in the previous
comparison of data collected during parallel and oblique studies discussed above. In addition, however, the velocimetry

interactions, near the tip. inboard and for several different data quantified the spatial flow direction and magnitude

interaction heights. together with an assessment of the temporal flow development.
Particle Image Velocimetry data was collected in the The data does not include the component associated with blade

measurement plane by photographing the seeding particles, movement.
illuminated by a pulsed sheet of laser light. A 35 min camera The lack of data in the vortex core is a consequence of the

(Nikon M3I ) was mounted below the rotor hub, facing gradual evacuation of the seeding particles due to the strong
upstream. Images were collected on Kodak Recording Film radial accelerations. Typical circumferential velocities of the

2475 using a 55 mnm fiat field lens. The camera mount was vortex range from 25 m.s"' close to the core down to 6 m.s' in

constructed of 49 mm box section mild steel, attached directly the near field.
to the floor of the wind tunnel bay, thus isolated from the Figures 2a to 2f present PIV data collected during a blade-
vibration of the tunnel and rotor system. A faring covering the vortex interaction. During this interaction the vortex was

camera mounit and the lower half of the rotor shaft was also nominally positioned 0.2 chords below the tunnel centr line
employed to shield the camera mount from any aerodynamic resulting in a parallel interaction. The velocity measurements
buffeting. An accelerometer attached to the top of the camera are presented in the tunnel frame of reference, with the blade

mount indicated that errors in velocity measurement due to moving from left to right at approximately 47 mis. The origin
camera vibration were less than 0.3% of full span. of the co-ordinate system is the blade leading edge. Fig. 2a

A Lumonics HLS4 ruby laser was used to produce a light depicts the flows pattern as the rotor reaches the 168 azimuth
sheet using a suitable lens configuration. The laser was triple and the vortex 0.6 chords ahead of the blade's leading edge. It

pulsed to give three images of each seed particle on the is clear that the advancing blade is entering a region of strong
photographic film, thus allowing later calculation of local upwash in which the combination of this and the blade forward
velocities in the vicinity of ach particle. Laser pulses were motion produce a leading edge incidence approaching 1Mr.
typically separated by 60 to 80 ins, with each individual pulse In Figure 2b the rotor has reached the 172* azimuth, and the

having an energy of approximately 1.5 J. If required. direc- vortex is only 0.3 chords ahead of the aerofoil producing an
tional ambiguity was addressed in a select number of tests by incidence greater than 30. Notice the -arched" appearance of

setting the first inter-pulse interval longer than the second. This the flow on the upper surface. At 176' azimuth (Fig. 2c) the
proceduwe results in unequally spaced 3 spot patterns which leading edge is just above the vortex core, and the incidence is
could be used to derive flow direction. now dropping rapidly below zero.

Image processing was carried out in the Fluid Loading and Fig 2d characterises flows generated as the rotor passes

hustruntentation Centre at Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh. through an azimuth of 1810. In this image the vortex is evident

The images were analysed usng statistical windowing proce- below the mid chord and the leading edg is now past the
dus suitable for low image density PTV type images (Grant region of strongest vortex-induced downwash. Pressure datam
and Liu (1989)). In the present tests correction for the apparent taken under the same conditions as the PIV data of Fig. 2d is
in-plane motion due to the through plane motion of the particles included in Fig. 3 for comparison. This data was collected in

was made. previous investigations in the University of Glasgow BVI
12 or more images were recorded of each azimuthal position facility that utilised pressure instrumentation to provide time

and relative positions of the blade and vortex in each of the dependent pressure profiles about the rotor blade at a variety of
twelve images were then determined. The most suitable or spanwise positions. Across the chord the lower surface
representative of the set was then chosen for processing. Under pressure is less than that of the upper surface, but the pressures
some conditions the interaction vortex passed above the measured in regions directly above the vortex are evidently

aerooil and so out of the camera's view. In these cases a enhanced slightly, presumably due to the flow retardation
second camera, mounted above the rotor hub, and operating effected by the vortex in this area.
simultaneously with the lower camera, was used. Data from the At an azimuth of 187' (Fig. 2e) the vortex is below the

upper camera simply documented the overhead position of the trailing edge and finally, in Fig. 2f the blade leaves a distorted
wwms.t a% an aid in selecting the lower camera image representa- vortex behind in the wake. In this last figure an ar of

tive of flows beneath the blade The upper camera was not used vorticity is evident aft and slightly above the interaction vortex.
for collecting velocimetry data Similar vortical structures are evident in many PIV data

collected in the distant wake and they appear to drift towards
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the right with increasing azimuth. This additional vortex appear that the vorticity about the vortex centre spills over into
element may originate as a tip vortex or shed vorticity from the regions outside the vortex "core", so that the total circulation is

earlier interaction. still increasing with radius out to 50 or 60 nun.

Figure 4 presents data f[ora a "head-on" parallel interaction As indicated in Fig. 2d. previous investigations in the

in which Yv/c=0.0 and Zvlc=0.0. These data illustrate the rotor University of Glasgow BVI facility have utilized pressure

blade at 18"7 azimuth as it cuts through the interaction vortex, instrumentation to provide pressure profiles measured about the

The upper vortex fragment is just above the trailing edge. and is rotor blade. Such pressure data were also integrated about the

accompanied by a small secondary vortex that is positioned blade chord to document force and moment histories. An

below and just aft of the primary fragment. This secondary example of these is presented in Fig. 7. The upper plot is the

vortex was generated as the interaction vortex approached the normal force data, the middle plot is moment data, and the

leading edge, and preceded the upper vortex fragment in its lower plot is the tangential force data. The data in these plots

traverse of the upper surface. The initiation of such a second- were collected under the same conditions as the data of Fig. 2:

ary vortex is consistent with the results of previous studies. Yv/c = -0.2. Zv/c = 0.0. vortex generator sections at an

The lower surface vortex fragment has been deformed and incidence of 12.5. and data collected at the 78.5% span

stretched to such an extent that its vorticity is spread from the location.

leading to the trailing edge of the aerofoil. Six timing lines have been added to indicate the position of

the correspernding data presented in Fig. 2. The first line, near

Xv/c = -0.55. corresponding to Fig. 2a, indicates that the flow is
4 DISCUSSION causing a near maximum value in Cn, presumably due to the

increased effective blade incidence. The moment coefficient

A preliminary set of results from a blade-vortex interaction maintains a steady value of about 0.02, whilst the thrust is

investigation has been presented. Baseline vortex flows have rising. reflecting the large velocities about the blade leading
been captured utilizing particle image velocimetry so docu- edge.

menting this evolution. Both the deformation and division of When the interaction has progressed as far as the second

the interaction vortex has been observed, timing line (Fig. 2h) the normal force has passed its maximum
Typical unprocessed PIV data ae presented in Figures 2a to and is falling. Figure 2b suggests that, although the incidence

2f and Fig S. Figure 5 captumes the motion of the seeding is still increasing, the velocities about the blade leading edge
particles during a parallel interaction in which the interaction have dropped. reflecting the local increased upwind component

vortex was positioned 0.2 chord lengths below the rotor blade. of the vortex induced velocities. The moment remains positive.

In this case, seed particles and the rotor blade have been but exhibits a dip as the vortex lends larger velocities below the
illuminated by a triple pulse of the laser sheet. blade leading edge than those above. The forward force has

"The isolated interaction vortex velocity distribution is given passed its peak, but the high lower surface velocities still result

in Fig. 6 and coresponds to the data of Fig. 5. In Fig. 6a all of in strong forward forces.

the velocity data from Fig. 5 are plotted, giving an overview of The third timing line, near Xvk = 0.12 corresponds with the

the vortex which has a peak in tangential velocity near a radius data of Fig . 2c. which indicates that the effective incidence has

of 25 mm, indicating a vortex core with a radius 17% of the fallen through zero, and the upper surface flows have slowed
chord length of the blade. Beyond the 25 mm radius the more than those of the lower surface. The result is a negative

tangential velocity is seen to decrease. The obvious scatter is and declining value of Cn. The moment has risen slightly, as

indicative of the variation in the tangential velocities recorded the lower surface flows in the aft portion of the aerofoil outpace
at any given radial station. It is not clear, however, whether this their upper surface counterparts. Ct is almost zero as leading

reflects my large scale asymmetry in the vortex or simply edge flows stagnate under the upstream influence of the vortex.

significant turbulence in the observed flows. The fourth timing line, near Xv/c = 0.6, corresponds with the
Figure 6b presents a subset of these data in that it shows the data in Fi g. 2d. in which the vortex is situated below the mid

velocity distributions taken from those points of Fig. 5 that lie chord. The angle of attack is negative, and a strong shear is

within 10 mm of a line emanating straight to the right of the evident across the wake. Cn has reached its minimum value,

vortex centre, effectively simulating a traverse of the vortex indicating that despite the evident retardation of lower surface

velocity field. In this form the data is less scattered, but still flows the negative incidence is producing a strong region of

shows considerable variation, suggesting that much of the suction at the leading edge. This effect is also evident in the

scatter of Fig. 6a is due to turbulent fluctuations in the velocity Cm history, which Ls at this point beginning a substantial drop

of vortex flows, towards negative values, as the stagnating vortex flows convect

Figure 6b also compares the data from this "traverse" with farther aft. Ct starts to recover from the dip at the previous
that expected for an ideal potential flow vortex with a circula- timing line, as leading edge escapes from the influence of the

tion of 5 m2/s. This comparison highlights the deviation of the vortex, and the corresponding reductions in velocities past the

experimental data from the expected "ifr" curve. It would leading edge.
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE FLOW AROUND WIND TURBINE ROTORS BY PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY

I Grant, G H Smith, D Infield *, X Wang, Y Zhao, S Fu
Fluid Loading and Instrumentation Centre, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh EHi4 4AS UK

*CREST Loughborough University, UK.

ABSTRACT. turbine blade is a critical consideration in any experimental
study. Model experiments, for instance hydraulic studies for

The aerodynamic characteristics of an operational wind turbine flow visualisaton purposes, may be poorly conditioned since
are complex (Hansen and Butterfield (1993)). A description is the aerofoil blades will be almost always be permanently
given of the flow conditions generated by the interaction of the stalled with gross seprations occuning on the blades. Impor-
wind with the spinning rotor blades. tant sale effects result from this which can invalidate extrapo-

Experiments are described in which PIV (in Particle lation of model results to full scale conditions. Under these
Tracking Mode) was used to obtain instantaneous flow field model conditions, the blade profile, fundamental in defining
measurements around wind turbine blades. Wake measure- performance, will have little or no effect on the vorticity
ments have also being obtained. Phase sampled data was tranmport into the wake.
obtained by synchronising the pulsed laser triggar/camera The unsteady nature of wind conditions in the field is a
tigger point with the roto rotation angle. The estimation of second prototype feature, often neglected in model studies,
derived quantities, such as angle of attack and circulation, is which has important implications in defining performance.
discussed. This i because dynamic inflow, produced by such an unsteady

The paper describes the procedures and techniques being environment, is fundamental in establishi ig turbine loading
adopted in the outdoor application of particle image velocime- around the equivalent rotor disk.
try. The measurement of the aerodynamic characteristics of an For these reasons the present study was phased to allow
operation horizontal axis wind turbine in field (out-of-doors) establishment of experimental methods in wind tunnel studies
conditions is descnbed. The procedures for the safe and followed by prototype studies under field conditions on
effective deployment of a pulsed Nd: YAG laser and its control operational rotors.
by computer on site are discussed.

Field PIV images and measurements are presented showing
the approaching flow field near a 17m diameter horizontal axis 2. THE HORIZONTAL AXIS WIND TURBINE.
wind turbine. The measurements were obtained between 8 and
10 m from the ground. The methods adopted for the derivation The hormontal axis wind turbine is the most popular
of the angle of attack from the field images are described. configuration for wind energy utilisation. The energy is

Laboratory measurements of angle of attack on a small wind extracted from the wind as it passes through the surface swept
turbine arc presented. Wske data obtained from this turbine is out by the spinning rotor. This surface is commnry considered
also presented as an ctuatr disk. The air velocity is changed from its free

stream value as it passes through the actuator disk by an
amount given by the axial flow iiduchn factor. Most turbines

I. BACKGROUND. use blades of aerfod section snce this is the most effTicicnt
way to develop the lift force, a component of which is then

Future developments in the understanding and computation converted to useful axial torque.
of wind turbine aerodynamics require the assembly of an The up speed raso is used to define the operating conda-
extensive data base of fundamental measurements. The data tions of the turbine. This is obtained from the ratio of the
base is required to give a quantitative description of the flow tangential speed of the blade tups to the undisturbed wind
ield wound wind turbines under operating conditions. spe- The tip speed ratio dirctly effects the angle of attack
Although established point measurement techniques such as and, through the induction factor the overall perfonmance of
hot-wire anemometry and LDA have much to offer (Wrmeer the turbine.
(1992)), their application to complex flow fields is laborious The turbine blades are aerofo in shape and the general
A major role is therefore seen for the whole fwild technique, aerodynamic principles apply to this complex rotational cae
Particle Image Wlocimety. The foil shape leads to a variation in the vorticity between the

The Reynolds number dependence of the flow over a upper and lower surfaces of the blade and a net rý.':ulation
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around it. The consequential lift forces on the blades cause the displacement on the photographic image, the particle and hence
turbine to rotate. The angle of attack, or the angle between the the fluid velocity was calculated.
approaching wind an the aerofoil central chord line deter.
mines the circulation, and hence, the lift force. 31 Laser Illumination.

A commonly adopted strategy for turbine control is stall
regulation. For a fixed rotor speed an increase in the wind The choice of the light source was influenced by several
speed ciauss a decrease in the tup speed ratio. As the tip sWoed factors, the most important being the requirement for high
ratio decreases the relative angle of attack increases and flow intensity illumination and a light pulse length and rate compat-
separation accompanied by stall inhibits any further increase in ible with the fluid velocity. In aerodynamic studies this
rotor torque. Using the flow characteristics of the acrofoil in generally results in a pulsed laser source being chosen. The
this way is a particularly reliable and efficient way to limit tie ease with which the light sheet can be formed and manipulated
electrical output of a wind turbine, was also relevant. Portability was also a requirement since the

The flow around the tip, of a typical turbine blade, from the work program was to be extended to field measurements when
underside i caused by the pressure difference. Vorticity is sufficient experience had been obtained in wind tunnel tests.
shed from the tip and rils up into a vortex tube. The rotation These constraints lead to the choice of a frequency doubled
of the turbine means that each tube from a blade is wound into Yag laser with a wavelength of 532 nm (green) with an output
the form of a helix as it convects downstream. energy of about 135 mJ. The very short pulse width of about 6

The circulation along the turbine blade reaches a maximum ns resulted in very sharp particle images. For example, a 60
at approximately 80% of the blade length measured from the micron seed particle moving at 10 m/s travelld less than 0.1%
hub. The circulation of the shed vortex tube is approximately of its diameter during the pulse. In Q- switched mode two
equal to the maximum value measured on the blade. This in pulses were produced within the pulse envelope. The energy
turn can be related to the aerodynamic forces on the blade,. associated with each pulse was kl than for single pulse. The

From this brief description of the aerodynamics of the light energy from the laser is a maximum at a pulse repetition
turbine it can be seen that flow field measurements are rate of approximately 10 Hz. Single trigger application
essential to any description of performance or loading. The resulted in significant loss of energy. These considerations
complexity of the problem means that scale model tests ar were taken into account when designing the experiments.
difficult The simultaneous requirements of scaling tip speed
ratio and Reynolds number are difficult to achieve in such a 3.2 Image Recording and Analysis.
manner that cnergy is extracted and the flow correctly mod-
elled. Model tests are thus of limited usefulness. The present The image was photographed on 35 mm film using a
investigation thus had as its principal purpose the measurement standard single lens reflex camera. For the wind tunnel work a
of salient flow features on operational wind turbines of various Nikon 105 mm numro lens at an approximate magnification of
sizes 0.25 was used. Kodak T Max film was used for the wind

tunnel experiments, developed in T Max develper at a dilution
of 1:4 for 15 minutes. For outdoor work, Wford BPS film (400

3. PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY (Pl.) ASA) was generally used with the Yag laser, being a good
compromis• between grain size (and hen resolution) and

Particle Image Vctocimertr is a branch of the discipline of sensitivity. A shutter speed was selected to encompass the
Pulsed Laser Velocimetry. When low flow seeding densities pulse separation time.
are used, most convenient for large scale and outdoor experi.. The low seeding and image densties used in the studies
mentation, it may be referred to, descripivelv, as Particle meant that particle tracking techniques were particularly
Tracking Velocimetry. For simplicity the technique is referred effective in the analysis of the images. The analysis of the
to as PIV throughout the paper photographic imagn was conducted automatically using a PC

PlY is a flow field measurement method well suited to based image scanning and analysis system.
measurement of transient or unsteady flows of the type The software used the statistical approaches, described by
encountered near wind turbines by following the motion of Grant and Liu (1989). (1990). which allowed the efficient
moving, "sed'. flow following particles introduced into the calculation of flow velocities. In regions of higher seoding
flow. Velocities are ealulated from the displwacent between density cmoehlation algorithms were available. Software to
successive inages of individual particies as they translate with allow the averaging and interpolation of flow fields and the
die flow (Grant (1994). Adran (1984), Pickering (1994), Giant calculation of derived quantities such as vorticity and circula-
and Smith (I1 )). This was an ideal method for measuring tion was also available.
tie complex aerodynamics of the turbine rotor where the In regions of high turbulence or where flow direction was
paerllel visuasation capability of the method proved rnvalu- uncertain computer control of the laser allowed intemty
abe control of the las Q- switch circuitry enabling "lagged"

A high insensity, multiply-pulsed, laser light-sheet was used images to be obtained (Grant el al (1994)) The direction was
to iltiminaae the pat .e A photgrap was taken of the then automatically extracted using customised softwar (Grant
region of *i*nros with an exposure tim which reslteid a and Liu (1990))

ansparency eontaining multiple images of the seding
pI1aa4 . From the optical magnificatmin of the camera optim
the nme betwenm successive lhght pulse and the measured 4 WIND TUNNEL EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
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laser to operate efficiently. A variable delay was used so that

Experimental work has been undertaken at Heriot-Watt in a the blade phase position during the pulse could be adjusted.
closed-return wind-tunnel, some results from which were Each time the laser was triggered a Q-switch produced a
previously presented elsewhere (Smith cl al (1991)). The double pulse within the intensity envelope (Grant et al (1994)).
working section of the tunnel was removed and the wind
turbine placed in the open working section to minimise
blockage effects. 5. RESULTS FROM WIND TUNNEL WORK.

4.1 Wind Turbine. 5.1 Flow Around an Individual Blade.

Two small commercial wind turbines manufactured by Using the synchronising electronics, described above,
Marloc were used in this pan of the study. Both had an overall photographic images were obtained with the blade instantane-
rotor diameter was 0.9 m with a hub diameter of 0.24 m. The ously in the horizontal position. Particle pairs were identifi-
turbines were supplied with six moulded synthetic blades, able. As flow conditions in the tunnel were steady, flow fields
although tests were also undertaken with three blades. The calculated from a number of images can be ensemble averaged.
blades of the first rotor had non-tapered blades, each having a Ten umages have been averaged in this way to give Figure 3.
simple cambered profile. The second model had approximate The length of the vector giem the magnitude of the in-plane
NACA section blades. component. The disturbance caused by the blade is visible but

The turbines were designed for battery charging at up to it was mor informative to transform the frami of reference to
about SO Wats. For experimental purposes the wind vane of either that of the blade or that of the fluid.
the turbine was removed and the rotor locked in the upwind From the measured blade rotation rate, and radial position
position. The generator was electrically loaded by a 12 volt the local blade velocity was calculated. Changing oo.ordinates
battery with sol state by-pass to prevent overcharging. An accordingly, the flow that would be seen by an observer in the
optical trigger was fitted to the rotor hub. This enabled rotation frame of reference of the blade was produced as shown in
rate to be measured, and was also used for triggering of the Figure 4a. The angle of attack of the wind to the blade can be
las and the camera. derived from this representation.

Alternatively by transfarming to the frame of reference of
4.2 Experimental Geometry. the fluid by removing the mean measured flow velocity at the

rotor disc, the circulation •aound the blade becomes apparent,
The Yag laser was located on the wind tunnel roof with the Figure 4b.

beam being projectd down into the working section. Suitable Contour integration provides the numerical value of the
optical arrangements were used to produce a fan shaped light blade bound circulation. This has been calculated at a number
sheet of approximate thickness Icm. Figure I shows the wind of blade stations and the results me plotted in Figure 5. Some
generar and lasr in the wind tunnel. inconsistency was evident. This arose because data was

The flow around an individual blade was examined by collected from arbitrary blades at that stage of the xperintal
positioning the laser sheet to intercept a horizontal blade at the work. Since then significant variations between the perform-
selected blade radius. The laser •h•et was positioned on the am of different blades have been identified. This mar"eais
rotor centre4ine for study of the near wake region. This is discussed in more detail in rdation to tip vortices in the next
shown together with the blade numbering in Figures I and 2. sub-section.

4.3 Flow Seeding. 5.2 Investigation of the near wake.

Flow volume rates and hence seeding requirements were Photographic imags recording a section through the near
much higher than for hydrodynamic wok. In addition, the wake were obtained. From the calculated velocity field
flow field covering a relatively r amre was to be investi- vorticity contours were produced as shown in Figure 6 with the
S-ed. At a typical wind speed of 10 m.s" about 14.4 m' of air structure of tip vortices highlighted. Contour integration
pamed through the working sectia each second. Seeding was wound individual tp vortices gave the circulation. This has
introduced to the tunnel downse um of the turbine, causing no been cakulated for a series of ooncentrc paths so a to give the
disturtane to the flow incid•et n the rotor. This was a clear dependence on the distance from the vortex core. Results,
advantage of a recirculating tunnd. Aller mine use the tunnel normaliscd by the maximum measured blade bound circulation,
accumulated enough seding to seed the flow automaticaly. for all sax blades, with the vortex in position I as given by
Seeding paricks of polycrystalline form, with a mean diameter Figure 6, are shown in Figure 7. It is clear that the tip vortex
of about 30 microns, were used. These particles were found to from blade 3, and to a lesser extent blade 5, ia weaker than for
have ih scattrinng efficiencies. the other lades. If the vortex from blade three is examined at

different positions (ages) it appears, fte Figure 8, that the
4.4 Laer Control. problem could be associated with an abnormally log role up

process.
The signal from the optical switch on the hub of the wind

tnmbine was used to tnger the laser .The rotational -pd of
th e bine wsm found to be close to 10Hz which allowed the 6 FIELD APPLICATION TO FULL SIZE ROTORS
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minutes beyond the recommended, giving a development time
6.1 Safety Considerations. of 13-15 minutes in general.

The experiment required that the laser, a class IV, be
directed into the air in an expanding sheet In the first stage the 7. CONCLUSIONS AND POTENTIAL FUTURE WORK.
beam propagated freely into the sky with no obstruction. In the
later stages of the experiment it impinged upon the rotating The application of PIV to wind-tunnel and field measure-
Made of a small wind turbine set at a heights between 7m and ments of wind turbine aerodynamics has been described and
15m above ground level. The region was seeded by small, SO- demonstrated. The results presented so far show that the
100 micron sized particles, injected some 10 -15 m upstream. technique can provide a valuable insight into the aerodynamic

The guidance at ground level, of the properte of the blades and that derived quantities, such as

unexpanded beam, used a customised contain- vodacity and circulation, can be obtained allowing a more
comprehensive understanding of the wind and turbine interac-

ment arrangement with suitable interlocks. The hon.

laser sheet left the containment system through Further refinements in technique are being developed to

a slot in the roof, at a height of approximately 2 give detailed information on the ta ip vortex roll up process a

m abve roun leel xpaningas i prpa-flow separation from the blade at high angles of attack.m above ground level expanding as it propa-

gated. No viewing directly along the line of
the beam was possible. REFERENCES
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A NEW METHOD FOR ESTIMATION OF TURBULENCE SPECTRA FOR LASER DOPPLER ANEMOMETRY

Anders Host-Madsen

Dantec Measurement Technology A/S
Tonsbakken 16-18, 2740 Skovlunde, Denmark.

of the original process, there is a bias. To use a method, this
bias should be known, and if it is not negligible, it should be

ABSTRACT possible to compensate for it. In section 1 we arrive at
expressions for the bias of the most basic interpolation: the

We introduce a new method for spectral estimation by LDA interpolation where we use only the immediate preceding
measurements and verify this by computer simulations and sample for interpolation. Even for this, the bias has a rather
measurements, complicated form. But for a special case, the exponential

interpolator, which was introdued in [191, we are able to fully
calculate the bias, and we show how this can be compensated

0 INTRODUCTION for. This compensation has previously partially been used by
Boyer and Searby (6] for sample & hold. The exponential

In Laser Doppler Anenomctty there are two major interpolator introduced here encompasses most of the
problems faced when making a statistical analysis of the estimators previously used as special cases.
measurcemt data: velocity bias and the random arrival of the The motivation for developing new spectral estimators is
particles to the measurement volume. While velocity bias is that random sampling adds variance to the spectrum, but the
the predominant problem for simple statistical values, such as amount depends on thW spectral estimator used (see also
mean and rus values, the random sampliug seems to be the 119D. Thus, the quest is to develop an (unbiased) estimator
main problem for statistical quantities that depend on the with as low variance as possible. An interesting question,
timing of events, such as spectrum and correlation functions which we will not answer here, is if there is a lower limit for
(see also (201). In this paper we will deal with methods to this added variance. Here we investigate different estimators
overcome this problem. with respect to variance, and show that in all most all cases

The first to consider random sampling were Shapiro & the estimator introduced here has the least variance.
Silvennan 115], who proved that sampling after a Poisson The theoretical developments are finally supplemented
process is free of aliasing. Further theoretical work in this with computer simulations and comparisons with hot wire
direction was done by Beutler 14,51 and Masry [11.121. The measurements showing the viability of the methods in
methods given to find the spectrum was however unfeasible practice and the limits of the methods.
for practical calculation, and Gaster & Roberts et al
developed the so-called direct method in a series of papers
[7,,13,21. In practice the so-called sample & hold method I GENERAL SPECTRAL ESTIMATION.
was also much used, and a theoretical analysis of this method
was done by Adrian & Yao Ill. In LDA context different In the following we let X(r) denote a stationary, Gaussian
methods have been investigated in the papers [191 and 1221. stochastic process as might be assiued for a turbulent

This paper is the first step towards a more general process. For simplicity we assume that X(t) has zero mean
investigation of practical methods for spectral estinmtion by and finite energy. The autocorrelation function of X(i) is
random sampling The direction we believe will be fruitful is defined as
spectral estimation through interpolation: we interpolate
between samples, and derive a new time series by sampling R( r) = E[XQ)X.( + r)]
this interpolated process equidistantly. The spectrum of the
interpolated process of course is not identical to the spectrum

II.l.1.



The (powr)spectiun or.X is defin•d as t(ie Fourier transform S S(e-) = ,(,Fpa](t
of the autocorrelation, + n(l I{S FJpall -ipa})C#V)

s(a) ii I?)= R( r)e-"*dr +2R(O(Rc{F~pal Fla)}(a')+ Imll{F{p.paF(afl)(a))

We assume that dr(r) is absolutely integrable, so thit the where I I is the I filbert transform,
spectrum can also be found directly from X(t) by (see I 8)

T 2 1 fe)d

s n-[ Thus the general form of the spectrum is
S( i) = liimnES(

T ,.-,,L S'S(o) = S(ro)-(ro)+ R(O)g(tu)+ TfS)(m)

"The variance on the spectral estimator S4(m) is (see. e.g.,[3]) (I) The last term is dure to the llilbert-transform term of theorem
1. This will in general have a complicated dependence on S

lir i [§r(e)l = S2(e) (2) so that it is difficult, if not impossible, to find S from S'. It is

T-.,,oU , also impossible in general to find the extra variance on the
estimate of S' from theorem i. so is remains open, which is
the optimal one-point interpolator. However, we can get a
guideline from prediction theory. The optimal linear
estimation of (, + A) from itt) in terms of mean square error

2 SPECTRAL ESTIMATION BY INTERPOLATION in the time-domain is X(t)R(2OIR(O) (see ecg. 11[1, example
!1-1), where R is the correlation fumction of X Thus, it is
reasonable to assume that a(t) = R(t)IR(O) will give the

2.1 General interpolation least interpolation error, and our calculations below on a
specific process makes. probable the correctness of this

We sample ,\1() when a particle passes through the assumption. There are, however, two obstacles to using
measurement volume, i.e. at times {-I"r =...-.-2,-.0.,.2....}. a(t)= R(,)IR(0): firstly, we do not know R in advance (it is
The times r, are the outcome of a stationary point process, actually R that wve want to estimate), and secondly, as stated

which we will assmne independent of X(t). This assumption above, it is virtually impossible to find S from S' for a

is true at moderate turbulence intensities. We assume that general R. We will therefore proceed otherwise.

r, = rjl + y. with the y. independent random variables
with identical probability density p(t) (as in 1151). Typically 2.2 Single Exponential Interpolation.

for LDA the process will be a Poisson process. The task is to Even when F~a) is a rational function, the expression for
estimate 01, power spectrum from the set
((.),r .....- 2,-,0,2,. Our method to pursue S'(w) is extremely complicated (see 1191). However. in the

case where F1 &I has a single root, i.e. a is an exponentially
this task is through inrear interpalatioss or linear estimation. decaying function, wvc get immediately from theotem 2
Thus, we define a new stoclhstic process X'(t) by

Tinr .m 3 Let-'"1) = 0(1 - I- ).V(t )

Where we of course may assunte a(t)= 0 for i < 0. We will X'(')= eV-r-)x(,-)

denote the spectrum of X'(t) by S'(w).
For the general interpolation we get (for a proofrsee 119]

rhmoum I For the general one-point interpolation, the

spectrum is given by

i1.1.2.



S (a)= (S()+2R(O) v+b in accordance with 18]•v+ 2)
(3) 2.3 Autocorrelation estimates.

I '~____

-2R (0 (v+b) 2+bj2 To complete the discussion, we will mention that the

autocorrelation Wr(O) of the exponentially interpolated
with process is given by (see 1191)

,+) ___ R'(O)~ = -- R(0)
R...6(0 S(I~)j +, di v+2b

2 +b? +r Rc

We will claim that really this is the only practically 3 THEORETICAL EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE
feasible one-point interpolation, practically meaning that we
should be able to find S(tv) from S'(w). And this is indeed In this section we will make a theoretical comparison of
possible for exponential interpolation. We have spectral estimation by the method of exponential

interpolation, sample and hold and the direct method. Since
S(W)= 4+() these are all variations of exponential interpolation, this

amount to evaluating exponential interpolation for different
(4) values of the decay. We will call the added standard deviation

{2R(0) (v2b)v 2I(,..(0U)-i on S' due to interpolation for the interpolatiort error.The
-v+b) interpolation error for exponential interpolation was found in

[191 to be
While we can easily find (an estimate for) R(0), we cannot in
general find R,•b(O). which is the speetrun of the process eb = 2R(o) v+b-b _R..6(o).I
X() low-pass filtered. However, notice that( 7+2b) v+b

+±( I 4t)2 (.WV F)or the special cases of sample and hold and the direct
'- ' I+- +) y )( r) method, the interpolatioq errors are (5)

,R(•r)+(T), ) + 2  )--b_- . b)1 e- =--(R(O)-R'O))2
(( V VI (v42b)v v-i-b)=RoR.(

So, to find S(.), we divide out the mulitiplicative factor, take
the inverse Fourier transform, -remove- the &-pulse, and take ed* = R(O)
the Fourier transform, V

There are to special cases of exponential interpolation
worth separate consideration. For b = 0 we get the well-know We can immediately make the following estimations
sample & hold interpolation, and for this the spectral estimate
is fiom (3) e,(v) !RLL! < 2

ed,( W e.,( v)

S'(a)= S(Wa)+.(R(O)-R(O)) ( e,-,(v)'e-,(v) - +2 for v-eO

eb(V) eM!(v) -+ 0 (Or V- D
an expression which, aller some calculation, is seen to be ce,( v) 'e,,( v)
equivalent to the expression found in I1].

The other special case is to let b tend to infinity while at So. for "low" data rates the direct method performs a little
the same time scaling with b, so that the interpolated process better, whereas for "high" data rates the exponential
approches a train of 8-pulses. We hereby get the so-called interpolation and sample and hold performs much better.
direct method 181. and for this (3) gives To quantify the terms 'high" and "low' we will compare

the methods for spectrum that is close to a typical turbulence

S.(Na) = 4rS(N)+mo-)) spectrum, a first order spectrum, i.e,

1. 1.3.



s a We see that already for a = v the sample & hold method
a + w- becomes better than the direct method. And for v< a spectral

estimation does not really give any meaning, since the
The total power of the first order spectrum is variance on the spectrum is greater than S(O)! We see that in

all cases, the exponential interpolation is best.
R If we add noise to the system, the results change2 somewhat. We consider bond limited white noise of power

aa and let the band limit tend to infinity. Asymptotically we

then have R(0) = -2 a while R,,b(O) = 0 so that the

(v+Y b I interpolation error of the first order system plus noise is

= (v+2b)v a+(v+b)
The choice of b giving the least interpolation error is

For this system the optimal choice of b will depend in a
b = a complicated manmer on a and a, but we suggest to put

Thus. the optimal interpolation function (among the
exponential ones) is a()=R(t)IR(O), in accordance with b=a+a

Sprevious prediction.______ 10
Method Interpolation error

Sample & Hold, b = 0 I a 2  Sample & Hold

v a-+v I Exponential

Optimal decay, b = a 1 a2  Direct Method

Direct method, b = coav 0"

2v

Table 1: Interpolation error of different estimators for first m 0.01
order spectrum.._ _ _ _

10 I

Sample & Hold 0.001

10 Exponential

SDirect Method 0.0001 - 1 0
,-. 0.1 1 10 100

Data rate/cut-offS0.1 -
0. Figure 2: Standard deviation versus datarate for different

methods. First order spectnrn with added noise with S/N = 2.
0.01 by the argument found below. Formulas similar to the above

table can be calculated, and the plot looks like in figure 2. We

0.001 observe that for a signal to noise ratio of 2 (where the signal
to noise is o/a) the exponential interpolation with the

0.0001 suggested decay will perform best for all data rates. For a
0.01 0.1 1 10 signal to noise of 0.5. the direct method will perform better.

Data rate/cut-off I lowever, at S/N of 0.5 is very low to do spectral estimation.
In case of very broad band noise, a filter should be used to

Figure I: Standard deviation versus datarate for different filter out the high frequency noise prior to spectral estimation.

methods. First order spectnun without added noise. Based on these experiences, we can predict the relative
performance of the exponential interpolator for other types of

Table I gives the interpolation error for the three spectra. The general rule is that the more "low" frequency

spectral estimaton and it is plotted in figure 1. (< vq2z) power the pmcess has, the better the exponential

interpolator will perform. So, If the decay of the spectrum is

I I.I.4.



stecper than -2, the exponential interpolator becomes even where At is the resampling interval.
better; if there are low frequency harmonics, the exlponential We still may find S(w) from S'(w) like in (4):
interpolator will perform better and so on.

Shapiro and Silverman proved that Poisson sampling is "( ) 1
free of aliasing so that it is theoretically possible to make F- y 1+r+
spectral measurements at arbitrary high frequencies for a b V.b

given data rate, ignoring the Nyquist criterion- How far is it R( r)+F F'{G}( I 2 R(O) 2R_. _
possible to go in practice? The statistical error on the

spectrum is the value of the spectrum itself plus the
interpolation error. We define the limit frequency . a If we know R(O) and F-'{G} (which can be calculated

the frequency where the interpolation error reaches the value analytically in the discrete version) we can then bias correct
of the spectrum. For the first order spectrum from above and without knowing the factor on F- {G}.
exponential interpolation with optimal value of the decay we Note however that the interpolation error will no longer
find (with a= ja) be given by (5), but the aliased version of it found from (6).

This increase in error on the spectral estimate can be avoided

I /a2 +2a-I I by oversampling, e.g., by a factor 2.
fw, 2x a 2z In respect to aliasing, random sampling has a clear

advantage. If we use the direct method, we totally avoid
Which is even lower than the Nyquist frequency! Of course aliasing. If we use exponential interpolation followed by
we can surparse the limit frequency by block averaging. The resampling, we do not avoid aliasing completely, but

error on the spectrum is reduced by a factor ,I" where N is exponential interpolation induces a low pass filter on the

the number of blocks. Suppose that we modestly want to process (see (3)), thereby reducing the problem of aliasing
measure up till the "Nyquist frequency, t/2. At this considerable.

frequency the interpolation error is about 10 times the value
of the spectrum itself. If we want to reduce this error to the
same order as the spectrum itself we need to average over 100 5 PRACTICAL USE OF METHODS
blocks, i.e., we need 100 times the data needed for
equidistant sampling! If we want to have a total error of less To use the method of exponential interpolation we need

than. i.e., 10 % we need to average over 10000 blocks! to know the right choice of the decay parameter b in advance.

Conclusin? Random sampling is not an advantage. it is For general spectra it is difficult to find this optimum, and we

an evil! suggest to put

R(0) =R(0) = 2E[X(`)

4 ALIASING b R(r) S(0) 2 I

.CR~r~dr'2 S(11lizni7 If1.., . )f
We have seen that the exponential method exceed the

direct method in terms of interpolation error. The exponential This inverse of this, l/b, is known as the integral time sc•i
method and sample and hold also have another advantage: we
can resample the interpolated signal equidistantly and use of the process. Note that it can easily be calculated from data

FFT on this time series, thereby obtaining an enormously gain without pre knowledge of the spectrum or autocorrelation In

in speed. Doing this, one should be aware of aliasing. Te the two theoretical examples this will give the suggested and

resampling frequency should of course be so chosen that the (in one case) optimal decays.

process itself is not aliased, but the interpolation error will in
all circumstances be aliased. Thus formula (3) should be
replaced by To chose a proper window for spectral estimation is a

-+ b science in itself: Or maybe it is not scierce, but rather
S*(-)=S(*l)-.--b I 2R(O) -2R_6(0)7- - Im) metaphysics. Some people advocate one type of window,

(r+b).+' 2  (v.2b)v other people another type. The optimal window will depend
on the concrete spectrum to be estimated.

Windows can be applied at the" 6 oints in the

estimation: on the original time series, on iinterpolated

G(w t sinh(( v+b)At) time series and on the autocorrelation function. We suggest to
v+ b) cosh(( V+ b)&,)- cos(A,,) use windowing of the autocorrelation since the other kinds of

11.1.5.



windowing will give a complicated bias due to 'interference" Figure 7-8 show comparisons between LDA and CTA
with the interpolation process. Thus, it is recommended to measurements on a nozzle. More information on the
use rather long blocks and then obtain the required reduction measurements can be found in 1211. In figure 7 the spectral
in variance by an autocorrelation window. If too short blocks analysis for LDA was done by ordinary sample and hold. One
are used, the bias will be large and the c.-ove method will observes that this completely obscures the change in decay.
give strange results, as the computer simulations below show. When the spectral estimation is done by the method discussed

The reason to use a window is to extract as much in this paper, as in figure 8, the spectrum for LDA follows
information out of the noisy spectrum as possible, while at closely the spectrum for CTA. until it reaches a noise bottom.
the same time keeping the bias low. The window acts as a This is not a proof that the spectrum measured by LDA is
low pass filter on the spectrum. By choosing a narrow unbiased, but it is a strong indication.
window more noise will be filtered out from the spectrum, 10 1

but also the bias will increase. To reach a reasonable balance
between noise and bias, some experimentation is needed.

6 SIMULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS 01

The formulas for variance calculated above are 001o
asymptotic formulas. To verify the valuations of the methods
also for finite records, we have simulated first order spectra 0o
with and without added noise. The results can be seen in
figure 3 - 6. All simulation~s were done using v = I, and I
million samples. The spectral estimation was done using the 00001-
procedure outlined above with an oversampling factor of 2
and multiplicative and additive corrections. For sample and o0 __•oo
hold the decay was put to zero and for exponential o0001 0001 001 0.1
interpolation, the decay was calculated from (7). In all Figure 3: Expouienrial estimation of first order spectrum with
figures, the solid line is the theoretical spectrumn. cutoff frequency 0.01. The data rate is 1, 1000000 samples

Figure 3 shows the result for a cutoff-frequency of 0.01 are evaluated divided into 1000 blocks.
(a = 100/2z).

Figure 4 shows the result for a cutoff-rrequency of 0.2
(a = 5/2x). It is noticeable that although the error is large we 10

are still able to determine the decay of -2 of the spectrum. If
we had not done the additive correction, the result would
have looked like the top curve in the figure- Thus. the .. .

correction incorporated in our method is essential to obtain -- t
unbiased results, and with this correction it is possible to do
spectral estimation with rather low data rates.

Figure 5 shows the variance in the estimated spectrum Wi v

by respectively ordinary sample and hold and exponential
interpolation. The increase in the calculated error over the
theoretical error at high frequencies is due to aliasing. h.1

Figure 6 shows what happens if one uses too short
blocks. The expected spectrum is identical to the spectrum of
figure 3, but in this calculation we have used only 200000
samples with still 1000 blocks and ordinary sample and hold.
We notice dtha there is a strong bias. Actually, the estimated 0.01 o0ooo 0001 001 0-i
spectrum dips consequently below zero above a certain Figure 4: F-rpotrential estimation of first order spectrum with
frequency (as opposed to the other cases presented, where cutoff frequency 0.2. The data rate is 1, 1000000 samples are
variance can make the spectrum occasionally negative). This evaluated divided into 1000 blocks.
confirms our recommendation: one should use relatively long
blocks and subsequent autocorrelation windows, since then
bias is predictable (it is a convolution).
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2 1 1 1 Figure 7: Measurements on nozzle. Spectral estimation for

LDA done by ordinary sample and hold without any bias

correction.I.•.',':?'":0.01 
1

'; .'.' s: • ;.0 
001- 

- LDAA -

1. 107- CTAA

" Sam-lA& I told
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-10_

-110

*I-111-9

I I I 1*010 4
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.3 1 Figure 8: Measurements on nozzle. Spectral estimation for
Figure 5: Standard deviation of spectral estimators. Both are LDA done by exponential interpolation with bias correction
evaluated on a first order spectrum with cutoff frequency 0.2. and using a Papoulis window on the correlation function.
The data rate is 1, 1000000 samples are evaluated divided
into 1000 blocks.

I

7 CONCLUSION

0.1 We have introduced a new spectral estimator for turbulence

measurements: the exponential estimator. We have

0.01- theoretically shown that this is unbiased and this has further
been verified by computer simulations and measurements by
CTA Therefore, we will claim that the method gives the

0001 correct spectrum, at least a low turbulence. What is still
needed is to verify the method with respect to velocity bias,

i.e. at high turbulence intensity. However, since sample and

0. 000hold is equivalent to arrival time correction, we may expect
that velocity bias will have little influence. This is also

confirmed by recent simulations in 1201.
000001 I I

0001 0.01 0.1 I

Figure 6: Bias due to too short blocks. Sample and hold REFERENCES
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The Limitations in High Frequency Turbulence

Spectrum Estimation

using the Laser Doppler Anemometer
by

Anders Host-Madsen and Chr. Caspersen

Dantec Measurement Technology

Abstract Introduction

Over the past decade, there has been very little interest in using In order to get an overview of the parameters influencing the

the laser Doppler Anemometer to measure turbulent spectra, quality of the spectrum, it is reasonable to divide these parame-

One reason for this is the requirement to instrumentation, ters into three different groups. The first group is related to the

amount of data and the requirement to low noiselevel in the re- parameters influencing the signals received from the optical
suilts. Furthermore the work that was started in the seventies by system and transmitted to the signal processor. This group will

Gaster and Roberts and by Buchhave et al. was never followed include laser noise, optical misalignment and particle interac-
up to a level of practical implementation. The fact that the ran- tion. The second group is related to the signal processing, both
dom sampling was difficult to unify with the upcoming stream in terms of processing principles and efficiency of the realiza-
of Fourier processing methods set a stop to the further develop- tion of the principle. Finally the third group is related to the da-
ment of method and algorithms for dealing with this subject. ta-processing, as a number of different methods can be applied.

However with the present slate of the art in optics, signal pro- After an estimation of the influence of these parameters an ex-
cessing and data handling facilities, it is time to renew the in- periment is performed. where the parameters can be verified
terest in this field, as a large number of applications are of inte- The experiment is set up in a jet where the degree of turbulen-
rest both in pure fluid mechanics and also in a number of in- ce can be adjusted by changing the axial position of the measu-
dustries. This paper is trying to answer the question of the re- rement point in the centerline of the jet. In this way it is also
quirements to the equipment for this type of measurements and possible to select the scale of the turbulence. The flow is very
also to set some limitations in how far. it is possible to come in low turbulent and very well conditioned before it comes to the
terms of spectral resolution and frequency. outlet nozzle grid. A series of measurements are performed

with a hot-wire in the centerline of the jet, both close to the
nozzle and at a number of locations downstream. At the same

The research is focussed on the high frequency end of the mea- locations a a Dopper o m ispstion ed in ore to

sured spectrum. The limitation in frequency is analyzed and
supported by measurements. The influence from the size of the compare the measured turbulence intensities and the spectra by

the two measurement principles. In order to understand the re-measurement volume is investigated by using off-axis observa- sutanmbrocnritostohevineofheLAda

tion angles in order to maximize the spatial resolution of the
are estimated, both from theory and from experimental verifi-
cations. The experimental parameters are evaluated in order to

find the best possible selection of optical and processing para-

Most of the work until now in estimation of turbulence spectra meters.

has been done with hot-wires, so it makes sense to do a compa-
rison with hot-wires to a certain extend, as the hot-wire also Laser noise
has it's own limitations These limitation are however %vell-
known and they are reported extensively in the literature. As In this work an air cooled Ar-lon laser is used. This can under
the hot-wire is most suitable for lower turbulence intensities, certain circumstances cause problems. The mechanical vibra-
these comparisons are performed in a well developed turbulen- tions from the blowers can in a traditional optical system con-
cc. with a degree of turbulence below 10% tribute to a movement of the measurement volume and in this

way cause an artificial contribution to the variance. This effect
The conclusion of the paper will give a franmework for the re- is eliminated by using an optical fibre between the measure-
qt, rements to spectral estimlati'nl and an1 overview of the limi- mn

tations that can be exptd ment probe and the laser. The mechanical vibration from the
blowers can also cause instabilities in the cavity of the laser
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,and in this way cause additional noise in the signal In this
work we found no evidence for the existence of such effects. The signal to noise ratio

Although a significant number of factors are influencing the
The variance generated by imperfect alignment of the op- signal to noise ratio, and as will be shown later will influence
tics. the final limitation for the generation of a spectrum. it is im-

If a slight misalignment takes place, it can result in a signifr portant to point out. that the very fundamental parameters like

cant variance of the data due to a varying distance between the particle size. laser power. intensity in the measuring volume

fringes in the direction of the measurement volume. This fact and the receiver aperture always should be optimized in order

has been verified by several authors, the latest and most tho- to have the best possible signal to noise ratio.

rough investigation has been performed by Miles and Witze in In this experiment it is possible to optimize the parameters to
ref. 1. What is interesting is. that there in many situations is a an extent, which normally will be prevented by practical con-
maximum of the variance at a relatively small misalignment. siderations.
while larger misalignments are causing less variance. In fig. I
a typical relation between relative misalignment and error.
which will correspond to variance, is shown. One method to The processing methods
reduce the variance from the misalignment effect is to reduce Although a significant number of processing methods are avai-
the observation length of the measurement volume by using lable, there are some basic limitations to the uncertainty of the
off-axis reception, and specifically using a spatially limited re- individual realizations. If the processing method is based upon
ception volume. However this will reduce the data-rate, as only a spectrum analysis of the burst, the lowest relative uncertainty
particles passing the common volume will contribute to the on the individual realization is determined from ref.3 as
signal. The influence from this will be discussed later. An esti-
mation of the effect depends on many parameters. Only one ,", _ f (1n' )
example is given in fig. I M. T.- i- I7

whereT. - The unait time
1.04 B = The bandwidth

1.03 N. = The numnber o fringes

= The invene signal to no-e ruo

I .01 From this equation it is clear, that the signal to noise ratio must
C be held at the highest possible level. On the other hand it is al-

,, so clear, that even a moderate number of fringes combined

0." with reasonable transit time will result in a very low inherent
variance on the data. An other interesting fact is the bandwidth
independence in the parenthesis. The ideal spectrum analysis

0.9g processor will be independent of the bandwidth. This statement
will not hold in the realized process as proved by the experi-

0.9 .•ments.
-6 -6 .4 -2 0 2 4 6

FringTe

fig. I Variation in the fringespacing at zO The processing methods

Particle interaction In order to compare two different realizations of processors, a
Dantec Burst Spectrum Analyzer and a Dantec Flow Velocity

There has recently been done some work by Ruck ref. 2. poin- Analyzer are compared, when they measure on the same sig-
ting at the fact, that particles in the beams outside the measure- nal. The basic processing methods for the two processors are
ment volume will cause optical distortions of the fringepattent given in fig. 2 and 3. The Burst Spectrum Analyzer is sampling
in the measurement volume, and in this wva-' increase the vari- the signal with a 4-bit resolution and performing a complex
ance of the data. It is however more likely, that these effects FFT on the signal, while the Flow Velocity Analyzer is wor-
will cause problems for the signal processor and result in re- king according to the Cross Covariance principle. The two pro-
jected signals, rather than giving validated data with an increa- cessors are described in ref. 4 and ref. 5 in more details. Besi-
sod variance. As concluded in ref. 2 the distortion effect is re- des the difference in measuring principle, the two processors
duced %•icn the number of fringes used in the determination of are also different in operation. While it is possible to optimize
the Doppler frequency is increased. The effect is minimized by the BSA on a number of parameters, the optimization of the
a low concentration of particles, which on the other hand is a FVA is relatively limited. Only the range and the validation le-
disadvantage in the further processing schemes. The effect can vel can be adjusted.
not be completely disregarded, but it is difficult to quantify.
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fig. 2 The principle operation of the BSA

,A'l• 2" (2)

where O' is the noisepower
and b is the number of bits

A litle more elaboration will give

fi. Te ricileopraio o te VASNR = 6b - _.4dB (3)
fig.3 Te pincpleopertio oftheFVAA 50dB SNR will consequently

require between Sand 9 bits

The theoretical limitations in the accuracy of the results This result is indicating the very limited value in adding bits to
based upon the resolution of the processor the output of a processor. it will only make sense if the proces-

sor itself has an extremely high accuracy. in most applications
the high resolution on the output will therefore have an insigni-

One issue that has caused great concern is the resolution on the ficant improvement on the results.
output of the processors. This is a bit strange as it will he pro-
ved to have only a insignificant influence on the results from

the process, independently if the output is used to form ordina- The influence of limited resolution on the generation of tur-
ry statistical informations like mean values and RMS values, or bulence spectra
it is used to generate turbulence spectra. A much more signifi-
cant factor is thc accuracy the processor is able to provide. The
influence of the quantization on the output can easily bc esti- The somewhat surprising result did lead to a recalculation on a
mated from ref. 6 recorded data file, where the bits were removed one after the

other. The results are given in the fig. 4a - 4d. Also here is a
clear indication, that the limitation in the spectrum does not
relate to the limited resolution, until the resolution decreases to
4 bits. With 4 bits the maximum span that can be obtained is
according to eq 3: SNR = 22.'76 dB. According to fig. ,.a - 4<d
this is also what can be obtained as the ratio between the signal
and the noise level. For any higher resohi ion than 4 bits on the
output, the resolution has no influence on the noiselevel.

1 1.2.3.
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fig .4a Turbulence spectrumi with 12 hits resoluition fig. -Id Turbulence spectrum with 4 bits resolution

The experimental set-up

Thc generation of a Low Turbulence Jet

A low turbulent jet is used to generate a variable degree of tur-
i~ia bulence along the axis. The nozzle is shown in rig. 5. Thie de-

gree of turbulcnce at the exit of the nozzle is measured by a
hot-wire system to 0,4%. The low turbulence is achieved by
using a large settling chamber with absorbing walls. This is
combined with a stronig contraction and a configuration of

S.flowstraightners and grids in order to minimize the turbulence.

The nozzle is running at an extremely constant velocity at
around 5 rnlsec. There is no facility to vary the velocity

it) 1i10 WMO i,1

fig 4b Turbulence spectrum with 8 bits resolution

-i---i --

1.1@7 The seeding s) stem

The seeding systemn is a smokegenerator "Fog 2001' from
Danec-nveit.Thegenerator is positioned at the intake to the

io %n'entilators in the box. Usiing this seeding generator. it is possi-
ble to adjust to any degree of seeding density required As it

fig.1 -k luuletice spectririi f~iltl 6 bilts resolliioii will be discussed l'ater, the maximum possible data-rate is far



below what is achievable from the seeding generator itself and mitation to the seeding density imposed by the constraints on
only determined by the transit time. Due to possible contami- the measurement set-up. It is not always possible to add see-
nation of the hot-wire probe, the seeding is switched off, when ding. Even if the seeding density can be increased, there is a
hot-wire measurements are done. and the hot-wire is removed, fundamental limit to the data-rate imposed by the measurement
when the LDA is used. It is assumed, that the seeding has no volume size. When there are two or more particles in the mea-
influence on the level or development of the turbulence surement volume at the same time. this will usually not give a

valid burst. A simple argument therefore shows that

The Hot-Wire System

The Hot-Wire system is the Dantec StreamLine System. It is
used with a Dantec POI probe. This probe is not the most ideal Dmax =IAt../&x
probe as it is relatively long (3 mm) however the active area is
onlN 1.25 mm. The probe is positioned so it is at exactly the sa-
me position as the receiving measuring volume. This is easily
checked using the large aperture receiver described in the sec- where At is the transit time. u the velocity and Ax the dimen-
tion on the LDA system. It is possible to see the image of the sion of the measurement volume in the x direction. This gives
wire on the pin-hole plate and adjust both the transverse posi- however a too optimistic estimate, since the particles usually
tion and the distance by using the focus adjustment. The bridge do not arrive equidistantly.
is the standard 1:20 bridge combined with a signal conditioner If we suppose that the seeding is uniform, the particles will ar-
and and A/D converter to the PC. The probe is calibrated by rive after a Poisson process. The probability to have exactly
the automatic Dantec calibration system in the range 0 - 10 one particle in the measurement volume is given by
m/sec.

According to specifications it can be expected that the hot-wire Pl(i) = M. M t
system is able to measure a degree of turbulence lower than
0.3%. This will be sufficient for this application

where X is the seeding rate ( the number of particles passing
The LDA System through the measurement volume per unit time). If we assume

An LDA System is established to measure the vertical that a burst is only valid, when there is exactly one particle in

component of the flow. It consists of a 85 mm diameter the measurement volume, the valid data-rate is therefore

41X820 Dantec FiberFlow Probe mounted with a 55X29 2
Beamtranslator and a 55X12 Beamexpander. The probe is able Dvalid (K) X 2Ae'Mt

to measure two components of the flow. but only one
component is used. The probe is receiving the laser light from This is maximum for
a 60X41 Transmitter Box. The focal length is selected to 310
mm and the beamseparation to 6,4 mm. This will give a
calibration factor of 2.504 m/sec/MHz The laser is an X=2/At
aircooled Ar-lon laser running at 100 moW. Due to the low
laser power, the set-up has facilities to measure in both giving a maximum data-rate of
forward and back scatter. In the forward scatter set-up a
receiving system normally used in Particle Dynamic Analyzer
is used in order to obtain a large receiving aperture. As the
purpose of this work is to find the limitation of the system, the Valid data-rate/dt
forward scatter configuration has advantages in terms of a
better signal quality and therefore less added noise to the 0.6

signals. 0. 5

0.4
Limitation on data-rate

0.3
In the spectral measurements with the LDA, there is a strong
demand to have the highest possible data-rate. As it will be 0.2
showvn later in this paper, it is realistic to measure turbulence
spectra up to i/5 of the average data-rate. Several things can be 0.1

done to increase the data-rate. The most natural thing to do is
to increase the seeding density However. the seeding density o . q
can not be increased infinitely Sometimes there is a natural Ii- Seeding rate/dt

fig 6
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Dm 4e At = 0. 5 At z 05 u &X Measurement of turbulence level and measurement of
turbulence spectra using the FVA

The figur 6 shows the validation percentage (the number of In the region close to the outlet, the flow is entirely dominated
bursts when only one particle is in the measurement volume at by the fundamental frequency from the outlet, and it is not pos-
a time ) and the valid data-rate. sible to receive information on the spectrum. neither from the

CTA nor from the FVA. There are a number of peaks existing
both in the spectrum from the CTA. and from the spectrum

In our experiment the Damtec/invent Fog 2001 seeding gene- from the FVA. The peaks can not be related to any well defi-
rator was used. With this seeding generator, it is possible to va- ned frequency in the system, so at the present time, we have no
ry the seeding rate to any level, adding more seeding, did not explanation for these peaks.
increase the data-rate. The maximum data-rate we we able to
obtain was around 13 - 15 kHz. The average transit time was
around 0.03 ms. Inserting this value into the above formula we am

get a maximum data-rate of:

Drna = 0.54/At = 8kHz

which is in very good agreement with the prediction. .,,

The Turbulence Spectrum 1"'

The spectrum is measured by the Hot-Wire system at a distan-
ce of 2 diameters over the nozzle. At this position, the turbu- o

lence has developed quite well. and it is possible to detect the '0
structure. The spectrum is in fig. 7. Even here. the spectrum is
dominated by the generating frequency on 100 Hz. The decay
has a slope of 1.89 until a frequency at 1100 Hz where the slo- fig. 8
pe increases to 3.4. The spectrum is only valid to 8 kHz. where
noise is taking over. The peak at 14 kHz is electronic noise. In order to evaluate to which limitation, it is possible to get re-

liable information from the spectrum all the remaining measu-
rement were made at a height of 2 diameters above the nozzle.
As a reference all the measurements are compared to the CTA
measurements. In the processing a number of parameters can
be changed for evaluation of the effect from different proces-

CTA Spectrum at x=2D sing schemes.

If a 2 times oversampling is used. the minimum bias window
and no noise correction is applied the result is shown in fig. 9.
Both the variance and the noise is dominating at a relatively

0.01 high level, in this case 10-

0.00011aI

000001i-

I E-08-

IE-10- a'-"

1 100 10000 1000000 ,.,0 -

Cr^ fig. 9
fig. 7 . . 3
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If 4 times oversampling is used and a minimum bias window is position. If a higher frequency should be measured, it will be

applied with a width of 0. 125 and no noisecorrection is applied necessary to reduce the probevolume further. This will howe-

the result is shown in fig. 10. The variance is now suppressed ver lead to other limiting factors.

significantly and the noiselevel is now close to 10"8. In rela- Using the information for the highest possible data-rate and the
tion to the maximum achievable data-rate at 13 - 14 kHz the 5 times oversampling mentioned in the "limitation on data-ra-
spectrum is now coming to 3 kHz. very well according to the te section", it can be concluded, that the maximum frequency.
previous statements, that can be obtained will be:

fmax=( /5)(1/2)(u I Ax)

where ux is the mean velocity and Ax is the I/e- dimension of

the measurement volume in the x direction. In the present ex-

.. 4 periment u is 5 mlsec and ax is 150 p. The predicted maxi-

mum frequency will be 3 kHz. which is also seen from fig. I 1.

3. 10" . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Summery and Conclusion

LDA

CrA The maximum frequency, that can be determined in a spectrum
based upon LDA measurements, is found from theory and veri-
fied experimentally. A number of the limiting factor in estima-

fi g 10 ltion of spectra are described. The following can be concluded:
If 4 times oversampling is used and a minimum bias window
and noisecorrection is applied, the best result is obtained. This
is given in fig. 11 1. It is possible to make reliable spectra with LDA. which will

follow those obtained by CTA to a large extent, only limited
by the data-rate and the practically obtainable SNR

"IN .2. It is important to have a good SNR

3. The arrival time registration is important.

"4. Improved resolution on the processor does not improve the
spectrum. The quantization noise is normally far below the in-

herent noise in the signal.

5. There is a maximum data-rate for a given transit time, that
can not be surpassed, additional seeding will decrease the data-

fig I I rate.

The limitations to the estimation of the spectrum 6. By proper processing, it is possible to suppress the noisele-
vel by almost one decade.

If the best possible choice is taken in terms of oversampling,

windowing and noisecorrection. and the number of samples are
limited to app. I mill. samples, the best spectrum in terms of
low variance and low noise is displayed in fig. 1i. In this figu-
re. it is displayed with the CTA spectrum measured at the same
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL ASSESSMENT OF SPECTRAL BIAS IN LDV
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evaluations of spectra including the effect of sampling

conditions and flow conditions on sampling times (Buchhave et

A three-dimensional evaluation is made of the spectral a1. 1979; Tropea 1987, Adrian & Yao 1987. Veynante &

bias in the use of a laser Doppler velocieter (LDV). An Candel 1988; Lee & Sung 1994). As the probability of

improved version of autoregressive vector model is proposed. sampling times invokes significant implicit nonlinearities into

The particle arrival time statistics are modeled as a doubly the sample function density of flow field, the theoretical

stochastic Poisson process. Four well-known spectral approach to spectral estimation is highly subjected to

algorithms, which are the sample and holds interpolation restriction. Furthermore, the exerimental verification of the

method (SH). the nonuniform Shannon reconstruction variability and the spectral bias is also limited without a

echnique (SR), the direct transform method (RG), and the confident measurement system or estimation technique.

transit time weighting method (TW). are compared with the especially in a three-dimensional high turbulent flow field.

theoretical spectra for various sampling and flow conditions. Systematic assessment of statistical estimators through

numerical simulations containing the various sources causing

broad range of data densities (0.05t;d.d.<5) and turbulence the sampling bias is. therefore, an attractive route to clarify the

levels (Li.=0.3, 1.0). The influences of the ratio of the errors and the confidence limit of estimators.

minimum number of zero-crossings to the maximum fringe In order to analyze the spectral information properly

number (Q). and the frequency shifting on spectral distortion obtained from applicable turbulent fields with LDV. a reliable

are also examined. spectral estimator appropriate to the flow condition should be,
of course, selected at first. The main purpose of this paper is
to examine available ranges of various spectral estimators and

1. INTRODUCTION to enlarge the comprehension of the spectral bias induced by

essential turbulent quantities and sampling parameters. For

The power spectral analysis of fluid velocity by laser the systematic evaluation of several spectral estimators,

Doppler veiocimeter (LDV) is crucial to the understanding of numerical comparisons are made with the known spectra.

dynamic characteristics in turbulent fields. Most of the which is obtained from the analytical derivations from the

experimental works estimating the power spectra have been given autoregressive model (Tropea 1987; Lee & Sung 1994).

made with the conventional thermal probes. However, due to Variations of sampling parameters pertaining the bias in LDV

their limitation in tracking high turbulent fluctuations and the are selected over a wide range, such as the data density

hostility to discriminating the flow directions, they are not (d.d.=;.,T5 ). the relative velocity magnitude by frequency

well-suited for the measurement of recirculating flows with shifting (R = u, / U ) and the ratio of the minimum number of

high turbulence intensity. In spite of the adequacy of LDV to

the aforestated flow situations, relatively scarce studies have zero-crossings N, to the maximum fringe number N,

been reported concerning the power spectral estimations with (Q= N. Nf). assuming a counter type signal processor.

LDV. One reason of these rarities is that the probabilistic Furthermore, the influence of turbulent quantities on spectral

nature of sampling times in a burst type LDV is conditional bias, i.e.. the turbulent intensity (t.i.=G/IU) and the

Poisson depending on the system parameters and velocity R

fields. Since Gaster and Roberts (1977) have devised the eynolds shear stress coefficients (R.,=<uw,>/(o~o*).

direct estimator based on random sampling times, which is R.=<v w, >/(o,0o) and R,. =<v, w >I(o..)). is also

basically independent of the velocity field, the attention of systematically scrutinizcd.

recent studies has been gradually moved to the precise Statistics of the particle arrival timcs with bias arc
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generally modeled as a doubly stochastic Poisson process et al. (1990) is cmployed, where the values of transit time are
which is a conditional Poisson process with the temporal utilized in the spectral estimation. In the third, the random
expected rate parameter depending on the velocity fields and sampling sequences are periodically resampled by the samplc
various sampling conditions, which include the type of signal and hold interpolation, and the resulting time series is applied
processor and the optical parameters (McDougall 1980). An to a conventional periodogram to obtain a power spectral
autoregressivc vector model with specified second-order density function (denoted by SH). The last is the nonuniform
moments, is adopted to construct a primary velocity field Shannon reconstruction algorithm (SR) for randomly sampled
(Buchhave et al. 1990; Fuchs et al. 1992). It is then utilized to data. and the way of obtaining power spectra is similar to the
construct an Poisson process conditional on the invertible above-stated SH. (Veynantc & Candcl 1988). Details
mean-value function of velocity fields and sampling parameters regarding the aforestated construction algorithms are well
by the time-axis transformation (Snyder 1975). compiled in Lee and Sung (1994).

As indicated by Fuchs et al. (1992). if the experiment is
performed in high turbulent flow fields, e.g.. the recirculating
flow behind a backward-facing step, the instantaneous data 2. THREE-DIMENSIONAL VELOCITY FIELD

rate is influenced not only by the velocity component u, to be

measured but also by other subsidiary components. i.e.. the The present section describes the three-dimensional
transverse component v, and spanwise component w. These generation procedure of velocity field using a first order

autoregressive vector model (ARV). As in the two-
subsidiary components cause the substantial nonlinear change dimensional generation process by Lee and Sung (1994). the
of the correlation between the sampling process and the first order ARV can be specified by three autoregressive
velocity field, and then, they yield statistical bias in a nonlinear parameters:
fashion. This aspect strongly calls for the three-dimensional
treatment, in which the problem of three-dimensional spectral
bias is also accompanied concurrumtly. In order to resolve this U, =0 11u,, + aw.

spectral bias, the generation process of a three-dimensional v, =0,v,, +a.,. (I)
autoregressive model should be preceded. It is notable that
two recent studies have been attempted to develop the w= w

generation procedures from three-dimensional turbulent flow
fields with the prescribed statistical parameters for evaluating where a'. a* and a* are mutually correlated random numbers
the statistical bias (Buchhave et al. 1990; Fuchs et al. 1992). with Gaussian probability distribution. The uncorrelated
However, it is revealed that the model of Buchhave et al. random numbers a,., a. and a. can be extracted from the
(1990) did not consider the dependency of spanwise component correlated random number vector a: by using a symmetric
w, on other velocity components, i.e.. u, and v. transformation Matrix 0:
Furthermore, these previous models were not adequate for a
qualitative comparison between the spectral results from one-
dimensional velocity field and those from three-dimensional u,= 1Ou,_, +0ita. +0,2a. +(,Ia.
velocity field unless the autoregressive parameters are fixed at v, = 0, 2v, + 0,,a. +022 a, +02, a.+ , (2)
certain values. In the present study, a promising three- w,= 0,,w,- +6,la, + a + a
dimensional generation process is developed. The present
model improves these prior drawbacks and the detailed In order to determine e from the statistical moments, the
generation procedure will be recapitulated in section 2.

With a view toward extending the preceding two- components of vector a, should be prescribed to have unit
dimensional approach (Lee & Sung 1994), this paper presents variance and zero mean. By forming the expected values of
a full three-dimensional assessment of spectral bias in LJV. products of velocity samples, the following relations can be
Toward this end, four well-known processing algorithms for derived for the transformation variables of 9 based on the
spectral estimation are evaluated from nonuniformly spaced preadjusted Reynolds stress coefficients and the corresponding
samples. The first is known as the direct transform of Roberts autoregressive parameters:
and Gaster (1980). This approach i- based on the random
sampling instants and the assumption of arrival process which (]-')G2 1=o _ +o +e01
is independent of the velocity field. Hereafter. this method is

(I-* )"=01 +6 + 0 1
designated by RG. In order to verify the capabilities of the ( -1, +22 231

transit time weighting method (hereafter referred to as TW) of (1-01,)o2. =(,I + 06, + 0.

Buchhave (1979) for the case of low data density and high -(-00 )Ro(o. =l 026 +8120z + (3)
turbulent intensity, TW is evaluated. In the present spectral
estimation, the transit time simulator developed by Buchhave -(I - 0,0 1,)R. roo. 0=1101, + 0,1023 + 81
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-(0- ,, R o =0e,,e,0 + e62e6, + ,0 3. GENERATION OF CONDITIONAL POISSON SAMPLING
PROCESS

where the Reynolds stress coefficients are denoted as,
In LDV measuremcnts, the conditional mean occurrence

R,,_ < uv,>. R_= < Uw, >. and RW. <vw, >W rate a' which the particles pass through the measuring volume
0.0. o.G. 0.0. is known as (Buchhave et al. 1979; McDougall 1980)

The matrix e is obtained by solving Eq. (3) iteratively.
Note that. since the left hand side of Eq. (3) may not guarantee
nonnegative definite in matrix form, it is hard to decompose X, =C1 V, IA(V,) (6)
the right hand side into two triangular matrices as the case in a
two-dimensional field (Lee & Sung 1994). The covariance where A is the cross-sectional area of the measuig volume in
functions are rearranged as one following equation by taking the plane normal to the velocity vector V, and C is the mean
product of "t-th sample and -t-k"-th sample: concentration of particles. However. Eq. (6) is constructed on

the assumption that the particles are uniformly distributed in
r,,(k)= r,,O4 . (4) space. i.e., a constant value of C, and the velocity gradient is

not seriously changed in the vicinity of the measuring volume.
where r., denotes <ap, >. If we look into the probe volume, it is approximated by an

The expected spectra can be calculated after some ellipsoid, which is enclosed by lie2  boundary of the
algebraic manipulations with the aid of Z-transformation and modulation depth of the fringe pattern existing in the
matrix techniques as follows: intersection region of laser beams. Furthermore, the condition

for a signal measurement assuming the use of a counter type

signal processor makes the precise derivation of k,
E.,(f)= 2(1-0.)O. (McDougall 1980):

1 + 0, - 20,1 cos 2xf

2(1-03 )U2 /-..4....Los(8 / 2)co(6 / 2)
E 1(ff 1+On - 20 2f"•, cos \./iu,' +v2 sec2(O/2)+w• tan2(0/2).X, XŽ0, (7)2(1 - 02 )(1!

E,,,(f)7---l+0•2 - <33 co x'(5) \0. < 0.
31 ~- 210,,cos 2if

E.(f)= (- 2 (l- O,,0,)Rc., [I + 1,, -(0,, +On)Cos 2nf where X=[I- (u0 +v, sec'(O/2)+w 2 tan2 (0/2))I.
+i(o, - 0n)sin2nf] 1/ ((I + 0,,0,)2 + 40, + 01 (U,2 + u. )2

- 2 (l +JO,0)(0,, +0 )cos2?rf+220,A2 cos 4nfI N,. d, and 0 denote respectively the number of fringe plane
intervals, the fringe spacing and the angle between the laser

E.(f)= (_2(1-0n)R o.,l+0, -(0,, +s,,)cos2nf beams. The parameter Q is defined as the ratio of the
+ing., i+02 minimum number of zero-crossings N. to the maximum fringe

i 0number N1. u. is the velocity magnitude by frequency

-2(1 4.,)(0,, + 0,, )eos2nf +20,,0,,cosshifting. If we use other types of signal processors. Eq. (7) can

be slightly modified according to the knowledge of their
E.(f)=(-2(1- +0,,)R .. oo[i+0, ,- (4b2+ ,,)cos2nf characteristics. Once a primary velocity field is made, a

+i(0.,-.)sin 2itflJ/{I((l + +2 0) 3 3+0+ Poisson sampling process with X, in Eq. (7) is generated
- 2 (l+ 4"niX0n +0,,)cos2xf+20,n0,cos4,rf} subsequently by a nonlinear arrangement of time axis of a

homogeneous Poisson process with unit intensity (Lee & SungE,.(f)= E.,(-f), E.(f)= E.,(-f), E_ (f) = E,,(-f). 1994).

In an effort to examine the relation between the mean
In the above, in order to simulate the given flow sampling rate and the effective bandwidth pertaining the

conditions. the mean velocity vector, the r.m.s. vector and the significant spectral contents contained in flow. it is common
Reynolds stress coefficients should be prescribed. The practice to define a non-dimensional data density. If the Taylor
traisformation matrix ( in Eq. (3) is obtained by an iterative micro time scale is used as a flow characteristic time scales of
method or an optimal solution procedure. second order moments, which is defined by
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T, =o, !<(du /dt)2 > . the data density (d.d.) is a measure of

mean number of sampling during the periods of one standard I 0F
deviation change of the random velocity u(t):

d.d.= ?.,T, (8)

where X.., is the mean sampling rate or the average intensity of

sampling process. Three regions of data density are defined in • 10\
this paper, as were classification by Edwards (1987); i.e.. .

Io-' -- Expect\
d.d.>5, for high data density, SH \S,
5 d.d.20.05. for intermediate data density, (9) 10-I -a SR
0.05_d.d., for low data density. RG-- TW \

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 1
6 0-2 100

Frequency[Hz]
For a quantitative measurement of spectral bias by means

of the present stochastic simulations, a large number of Fig. 1 Comparison of the computed power spectra for d.d.--0.05
secondary samples and consequent averages are required to and t.i.=1.0; R,, =0.0, R,, =0.0. R,,, =0.0. Re0.0. and
reduce the statistical variability to an acceptable level. In these Q=O.0
respects, secondary samples of 200,000 are generated in this
study. The short block with fixed length of 1.024 normalized
times is used for averaging operations, which renders final in the transit time weighting method (TW) behaves as another
spectra to be adequate for the study of spectral bias. However, sample function of the stochastic process, the spectral
as is well-known, in the first two processing methods (RG and variability is accelerated due to the variability induced by
TW) based on random sample times, a satisfactory alleviation random sampling times. As a result, the increased variability
of high frequency variability is generally difficult. Two values of TW leads to the reduction of analyzable frequency support
of turbulent intensity, based on the srreamwise components, rather than RG. The first negative values of TW are observed
are typically chosen as the low and high turbulence flow, i.e.. almost earlier than RG. As compared with the previous results
t.i.=0.3 and 1.0, respectively. In the present three-dimensional obtained from one- or two-dimensional flow fields (Lee &
calculation, the unit mean is assigned to all components of Sung 1994), it can be observed that the spectral bias in RG is

slightly decreased in the present three-dimensional field. Asvelocity. The r.m.s, values of lateral omponents (v and w) addressed by previous authors (Tropea 1987; Lee & Sung

take an equal value of the streamwise component (u,). 1994). however, it is seen that the results of SH and SR are
Standard values of several optical variables, i.e., the laser affected mainly by data densities rather than turbulent
beam half-angle (0). the number of fixed fringes along the quantities.
center of measuring volume (N,), and the fringe spacing (d,) When the data density is high enough (d.d.=5.0), while

are specified on the present calculation; 0 = 11. 04" N, = 55.93 the turbulent intensity remains unchanged (6,I.0), the
spectra from four processing algorithms are represented in Fig.

fringes and d, =3.29x10"m. respectively, where these are 2. Two resampling methods (SH and SR) and TW give
from the commercially used LDV system with He-Ne laser. allowable results in the low frequency region (f _ 0.1). A

The computed spectra obtained from the present three- global inspection of Figs. I and 2 reveals that the use of TW is
dimensional flow field are shown in Fig. I with the expected quite reasonable for qualitative spectral analysis in high
spectrum for d.d.=0.05 and t.i.= 1.0, which simulates an ideal turbulent flow. However, TW has the following problems, i.e.,
processor (Q=O.O). It should be noted that the large variation the difficulties are encountered in the exact measurement of
at high frequencies owing to variability has been trimmed, the transit time experimentally. Note that Buchhave et al.
Thus, the plotted signal lines contain high variations at high (1990) dealt with this topic through the simulation as well as
frequencies. The known expected spectrum is represented by experiment. It is shown, however, that the experiment was not
the thick solid line. Among the results, RG and TW produce well consistent with the simulation.
qualitatively agreeable results with the expected value at low Consider now the dependence of spectral estimates on the
frequencies. However, the estimated spectra from these factor Q. which is the ratio of the minimum number of 7ero-
methods are not guaranteed to be nonnegative, which generally crossings to the maximum fringe number. In this calculation,
causes the negative values at high frequencies like the we employ the count-mode in which the only one measurement
Blackman-Tukey method. Furthermore. since the transit time is validated per burst, if zero-crossings exceed a fixed number
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---- SH 1-1 SH
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S10 . RG
10 .... I -3TW
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Frequency[Hz] Frequency(Hz]

Fig. 2 Comparison of the computed power spectra for d.d.=5.O Fig. 4 Comparison of the computed power spectra for Q=057
and t.i.=l.0; R_ =0.0. R_ = 0.0. R-, = 0.0. R=0.0, and and R=5.0; d.d.=5.0, t.i.=l .0, R,, =0.0, R_ =0.0,
Q=0.0 R_ =0.0

N.. In order to disclose the effect of Q clearly, a large value of

Q is chosen (Q=0.57). As shown in Fig. 3. the large spectral acts as a strong function of changing the instantaneous

bias is displayed for the random sampling techniques (RG and sampling rate ).,. It is also observed that a finite value of Q

TW). While the two resampling methods (SH and SR) enhances significantly the sampling bias, and finally it leads to
produce relatively allowable results, it is seen that the transit an unfavorable spectral distortion.
time weighting over sampling bias is substantial. For the Inspection of spectral bias is extended to the effectiveness
spectra predicted by SH and SR in comparison with Fig. 2. the of frequency shifting in Fig. 4. Here, the required ziro-
overprediction at low frequencies and slight attenuation at high crossing for a measurement is the same as in Fig. 3. Spectral
frequencies are displayed. As apparently seen in Eq. (7), Q bias caused by the finite value of Q is profoundly reduced with

frequency shifting (R=5.0). Since most of realistic burst type
processors have the validation circuits, like a part of Q in the

io? present study, an appropriate frequency shift is required for the

consideration of the quantization error, where the
determination of Doppler frequency and transit times are
"closely related to the amount of frequency shift.

U1t Since the spectral components at high frequencies in
N .~ logarithmic scales are smaller than those at low frequencies in

an absolute sense, the quantification of averaged overall error
1d - is inevitable to analyze the spectral error effectively. In the

*q'• ".,v present study, the following averaged error base is proposed:
10 Expect \t.

----- 'H
SIR se=X.-I(E -f..)/E (RGE (10)

- TW
,s 01- O-01S 106 where E_ is the expected spectrum and L. is the estimated

Frequency[Hz] spectrum. N denotes the number of spectral components to be

Fig. 3 Comparison of the computed power spectra for Q=_.5Q; compared and the norm is defned as.

d.d.=5.0,t.i.=1.O, R. =0.0, R. = 0.0, R,,=0.0,and Since negative values are always happened in spectra obtained
R--'O.0 from the random sampling methods, it is generally difficult to
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1.6 1.6 ---- 0---- SR

. RG - RG

1.2 / 1.2 - TW
4 / V•

0.8 '. 0.8

0.4 TW 0.4

SRS------ -S

ONOo 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 8.0 0.°.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

d.d. d.d.

Fig. 5 Comparison of the averaged overall spectral errors for

one-dimensional turbulence; t.i.= 1.0. R=0.0 and Q=O.O
2.0

compare the spectral errors from the random sampling methods b) S-
with those from the resampling techniques directly. Therefore. 1.e --- D-.- S

the present error calculations are subjected to the range f 5 0.1 --. 6--- RG
for d.d.>0.05 and fsO.05 for d.d.50.05. These ranges are 1.2 -o0 TW
appropriate for a confident error estimation in the low

frequency region. However, these are not sufficient for the 0.8 \. .

study of high frequency attenuation, which is shown in the
resampling spectra. 0.4

The averaged overall spectral errors for one-and three-
dimensional simulation results are shown in Figs. 5-6. "-%.o .0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0
Comparison of Figs. 5 and 6 (b) reveals that spectral errors d.d.
produced by RG postulating the homogeneous Poisson process

in sampling times are discernibly reduced for the case of three-
dimensional flow. Since the integration of spectral
componens provides the r.m.s. value, the aforestated eminent Fig. 6 Comparison of the averaged overall spectral errors for

result may be at first glance inconsistent with the r.m.s. three-dimensional turbulence; R_ =0.0, R, =0.0.

estimates using the unweighted method by Buchhave et al. R_ =0.0, R=O.O. and Q=0.0: a) t.i.=0.3; b) t.i.=1.0
(1990). It means that larger positive bias is detected in their
results for the case of three-dimensional flow (t.i.=1.0). As is
well known in turbulent flows, most of energies are
concentrated in large scales, i.e.. low frequency ranges. For 3.0

one-dimensional case, large spectral distortion of RG is 2.5-
distributed in high frequencies. whereas the spectral bias of r
RG for three-dimensional case is relatively small in high 2.0 P.- TW
frequencies. It implies that the spectral energy for one-

dimensional case, which contains smaller energy in low 1.5

frequency region than the three-dimensional flow, increases 0
rapidly with frequencies rather than that of three-dimensional
case. Consequently, the averaged overall spectral error of 0.0 " '- --- SR
three-dimensional case is smaller than that of one-dimensional "---- -- .--- o S
case in an absolute sense. The spectral error by TW is 0.o 1.0 2.0 30 4.0 5.0 6.0
attributed mainly to the variability rather than the spectral bias. d.d.
Based on the spectral error produced by SH for d.d.=l, over
which SH gives agreeable results as previously mentioned by Fig. 7 Comparison of the averaged overall spectral errors for

Lee and Sung (1994), the TW estimation is marginally

acceptable for low data densities. In order to estimate the three-dimensional turbulence; t.i.=1.0, R,, =0.0.

specta quantitatively by TW, an appropriate smoothing R = 0.0. R 0.0. R=0.0. and Q=0.57
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estimates rather than the random sampling methods.2.0

--- 0--'- SH
1.0 -------- sR REFERENCES

- .- --- RG
1.2 TW Adrian, R.J. & Yao. C.S. 1987. Power Spectra of Fluid

0.8 Velocities Measured by Laser Doppler Velocimeter, EV.
,---. .... .. E id. vol. 5, pp. 17-28.

0.4 .-NBuchhavc. P. 1979, The Measurement of Turbulence with thc
Burst-type Laser Doppler Anemometer-Errors and Correction

0. - Methods, Ph.D. Dissertation. State Univ. New York at Buffalo.
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 Buchhave, P., George, W.K.Jr. & Lumley, J.L. 1979, The

d.d. Measurement of Turbulence with the Laser-Doppler

Anemometer, Ann. Rev. Fluid Mech., vol. 11, pp. 443-503.
Fig. 8 Comparison of the averaged overall spectral errors for Buchhave. P.. van Benzon, H.-H. & Rasmussen. C.N. 1990,

three-dimensional turbulence; t.i.= 1.0, R, =0.0, LDA Bias: Comparison of Measurement Errors from Simulated

R_, =0.0, R,,_ =0.0. R=5.0, and Q=0.57 and Measured Data, Proc. of the Fifth Int. S=2u. on A2p2. of
Laser Anem. to Fluid Mech. Lisbon, paper 29.3.

Edwards, R.V. 1987. Report of the Special Panel on Statisticaloperation, such as a frequency window, should be developed. Particle Bias Problems in Laser Anemomeuy,, Jluidng..
For d.d. 1, the spectra by resampling techniques (SH and SR) vol. 109, pp. 89-93.
present relatively good estimates. In Fig. 6 (a) and (b). the Gaster. M. & Roberts, J.B. 1977, The Spectral Analysis of
spectral bias of TW is slightly changed with the variations of Randomly Sampled Records by a Direct Transform. Proc. R.
turbulent intensity. It is thought that the stability of TW is S. Land.. Ser. A. vol. 354, pp. 27-58.
decreased as the turbulence intensity increases.

Figures 7 and 8 summarize the discussion on the finite Lee, D.H. & Sung, HJ. 1994. Assessment of Turbulent
value of Q and the usefulness of frequency shifting (R) Spectral Bias in Laser Doppler Velocimeter, ExD. Fluids, vol.
quantitatively. It is shown that the random sampling methods 16, pp. 223-235.
(RG and TW) are influenced by the finite value of Q than the McDougall, T.J. 1980, Bias Correction for Individual
resampling methods (SR and SH). Realisation LDA Measurements, J. Phys. E_ Sci. Instrumn, vol.

13, pp. 53-60.

5. CONCLUSION Roberts, J.B. & Gaster, M. 1980. On the Estimation of Spectra
'from Randomly Sampled Signals: A Method of Reducing

In order to resolve the spectral bias in three-dimensional Variability. o.c., Ser. A. vol. 371. pp. 235-258.
turbulent flow fields, a promising three-dimensional generation Snyder, D.L. 1975, Random Point Processes, John Wiley &
process was developed. The present model is adequate for Sons. New York.
qualitative and quantitative comparisons between the spectral Tropea, C. 1987, Turbulence-induced Spectral Bias in Laser
results from one-dimensional velocity field and those from Ancmometry, AIAA L. vol. 25, pp. 306-309.
three-dimensional velocity field. Four spectral processing Fuchs, W., Albrecht, H., Nobach, H.. Tropea. C., & Graham,
algorithms, i.e., SH, SR. RG and TW, respectively, were L.J.W. 1992, Simulation and Experimental Verification of
assessed numerically to estimate the spectral bias over wide Statistical Bias in Laser Doppler Anemometry Including Non-
range of data densities (0.05 5d.d.55) and turbulence levels homogeneous Particle Density, Proc. of the Sixth Int. Symp. on
(t.i.=0.3, 1.0). Furthermore, the influence of turbulent AnPI. of Laser Anem. to Fluid Mech. Lisbon. pp. 8.2.1-8.2.6.
quantities and system parameters (Q and R) on spectral bias Veynante. D. & Candel. S.M. 1988. A Promising Approach in
was also scrutinized. The spectral errors produced by RG from Laser DopplerndelocSMe DA Procesing Sin
the three-dimensional flow are reduced rather than those from Lean Doppler Velocimeary Data Processing: Signal
the one-dimensional flow. It reflects mainly the fact that the Reconstruction and Nonlinear Spectral Analysis, Sipna
spectral error from the one-dimensional flow increases rapidly Phibes, vol. 14, pp. 295-300.
with frequencies rather than the case of three-dimensional
flow. The TW estimation is marginally acceptable flow for
low data density. For d.d.?l.0, the spectra from the
resampling techniques (SH and SR) present relatively good
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ESTIMATION OF SPECTRAL POWER DENSITY OF TURBULENCE FOR FLOW FIELD IN A DEFIBRATOR

Pentti Saarenrinnc+. Heimo Ihalainen*. Sakari Soini+. Sirpa Vienola+ and Reijo Karvincn+

"lThermal Engineering, *Measurement Technology
Tampere University of Technology

ABSTRACT methods and correlogramn methods are compared in a study of
Bell (1983). He concluded that a slotted correlogram method is

The defibrator is an important process component of the suitable for LDA spectrum calculations. In another study it was
paper mill. The understanding of the pulsatile flow field in the concluded that direct transformation method is appropriate
defibrator is crucial to the quality of the pulp suspension. This method (Gaster and Roberts 1980). Periodogram method,
study concenmates on the frequency analysis of the time series correlogram method and autoregressive method was compared
of the flow fields measured by a Laser Doppler Anemometer in Rajan and Munukutla (1992). In a recent paper Lee and Sung
(WDA). To achieve results we had to apply several spectrum (1994) spectral estimates were evaluated by using direct
estimation techmiques and develop a LDA data simulator. The transform and with three different data approximation methods.
used methods were capable to analyse the frequency content of Sample and hold resampling. nonuniform Shannon
the flow up to -1 kHz. The results were very informative for reconstruction algorithm and projection onto convex sets, for
pulsative flow but highest turbulence frequencies were not data approximation and a periodogram method for spectrum
resolved, calculation.

To facilitate a proper choice of appropriate spectral
1. INTRODUCTION analysis method for the problem on hand, a comparative study

of basic spectral analysis methods was made. The spectuzm
A defibrator is a machine used in a paper mill to break estimation methods were evaluated using simulated LDA data.

up fibre bundles still existing in the pulp after the pulper. At The correlogram method were found to be best choice for the
this phase pulp exists as -1 % fiber-water suspension with defibrator analysis.
some fiber bundles. By defibering one means to fiberize a The organization of this paper is as follows. Chapter 2
mixture of recycled waste paper-. thermo-mechanical- and provides a description of the defibrator and measurement
chemical pulp, so that fibers get separated with as few grinding system. The developed LDA-data simulator is presented in
as possible. This device creates a powerful circulating flow chapter 3. Discussion about the spectrum estimates and their
field in and between the blades of rotor and stator (figure 1). evaluation is in chapter 4. The application results of the chosen
The aim of this study is to get information from defibration spectrum estimate are presented in chapter 5. Finally. some
process, what factors influence on the releasing of fibre bundles results are summarized in chapter 6.
and how to improve the releasing process?

In order to break up the fiber bundles and flocs a 2. THE DEFIBRATOR AND THE MEASUREMENTS
pulsatile flow field is needed. If one wants to evaluate different
parameter And construction combinations influence on flow The measured defibrator was composed of a stationary
field properties, a spectrum of flow variation is needed. stator and of a conical rotor which is rotating inside the stator

To meat the effectivity of different constructions and (figure 1). Both the stator and the rotor have five blade zones.
drive parsmeters, several tests were performed with pure water Every blade zone has a different number of blades. The blades
without fibers. Measurements were carried out in industrial of the stator are not parallel with the ones of the rotor and the
envirosnent with a real defibrator. axial inclination of the blades is different at every zone. The

For comparison of the different spectral estimation distance between the end faces of the stator and rotor blades is
methods one can use either real data measured from a well called the cutting clearance (Figure 2). and it can be adjusted.
known flow situation Rajan and Mumikulda (1992) or simulated The blade clearance means the average distance between the
data generated by a mathematical model of the WDA. One can blade edges and it can not be changed. The measurements were
model actual measured data and find variable parameters to made through a window at second zone.
change the properties of data Tropea (1987) or one can simulate The pulp is pumped from a zone to the next one through
the actual IDA measurement process Lee and Sung (1994). In the gap between the stator and the rotor. Most of the flow takes
this study artificially generated data sets have been constructed place in the blade channels of the rotor and the stator. The
by simulating the measurement process. channel flow is rotational, periodic and pulsatile.

Only few comparison studies about spectral estimation Instead of pulp, water with T102 panicles was
exist in the literature. They are considering data approximation, circulated in the defibrator. A Laser Doppler anemometer was
direct truisfoan or periodogram method, correlation based or applied to measure axial and peripherical velocities
correlogram method and autoregressive method. Periodogram
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__ a "flow across the measurement volume and the arrival time
Imour distribution will be a Poisson distribution weighted by the

velocity vector (Buchhave 1979).

PM (it.T) = J_-"P(u)du

The measurement volume of a LDA with a sufficient
frequency shift can be approximated to be an ellipsoid (Mc

Dougafl 1980)
(i)2(Y)2 +(1 2

" where a=blcos(9/2) and c=-b/sin(cp'2). In our case we used the

dimensions of the DANTEC 60X I1 fiber optical probe with a
f=16Omm front lens.

The volume flow V, through the measurement volume

Fig. 1 The rotor and the stator of a defibrator. is V1 =14Ws")

IVI is the magnitude of the instantaneous velocity and S(V) is
the area of the measurement volume projected on the normal
plane of the velocity vector V. and the mean number of
measurements per second X is

S-=c1v1S(V)
where C is the particle number density per unit volume.

di io•utting e rno. Because the area S(V) depends on the velocity direction, the
- arrival events are modulated both with velocity magnitude and

In - zone dirction. The arrival times can be calculated by integrating the

blae. belemne. so Rt, volume flow into the measurement volume and solving for the
times when particles enter the measurement volume.

v.- Jvs(v)dt
-- 0

The particles arriving to the measurement volume are
Fig. 2 The axial cross-section of a defibrator. distributed uniformly on the area of the measurement volume

croa section to the normal of the instantaneous velocity vector.
between the blades of the defibrator. It was not possible to The residence time of a particle (the time the particle stays
measure the radial velocity. The main propagation direction of inside the measurement volume) is calculated by assuming that
the flow was the axial direction. The measurement point was the velocity of the particle remains constant during the travel
located in the middle of the stator channel in the second zone. across the measurement volume. Therefore the residence time
During the measurements different process parameters (cutting is a function of the velocity vector and the random place on the
clearavce, rotational speed and blade clearance) were varied, cross section of the measurement volume. And the smallest

The laer beam reflections from the end faces of the scale resolved is of the order of the size of the measurement
rotor blades caused the main practical problem of the volume.
mcasuremenL Several attempts, eg. painting the blades black, The particles present simultaneously in the
were made to solve the problem. Unfortunately, even though measurement volume are rejected.
the situation improved, quite a lot reflections still remained. The essential features, the arrival and residence times,

For practical reasons only 10000 ... 16000 samples long of the LDA-simulator are expected to be close enough of those
data series were collected. The highest data-rate achieved was of a real LDA. This kind of simulation can be used when the
2800 samples per second purpose is to compare different spectral estimation methods for

given 3D velocity field.
3. TE SMULATED IDA DATA The performance of the simulation model was checked

to give a correct average for velocity when the residence time
To simulate the LDA-data a doubly stochastic Poisson weighting was used.

process has to be generated. One method to do this is to model The u, v and w velocities were calculated by a
the data with a so called "conveyor belt" model (Tropea 1987). autoregressive model
Uniformly distributed particles are spread in a tube (or in the
one dimensional ease on a conveyor-belt). The tube is then fed "M a.1u( 1) + aQu( - 2) + Es (1) + bul% (I - 1) +
with variable speed aid direction through the probe volume. So V(t) av(1 - 1)+ E(1)
the urrival rate of the particles is proportional to the volume %<t) aw(t-1)+ ,.(t)
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The third even interval approximation studied was
where au.--0.9 5. a2=-0.9025. b, 1 =0.95 and a=0.95, are motivated by bias removal with residence time weighting. We

autorcgressive parameters and E,., c, and E. are white Gaussian formed an even interval signal from pulses that look like the

processes. The mean velocity in x-direction is .u" The mean of analog signal of burst type velocity measuremenL The signal

the velocities v and w is zero and the correlation coefficients stays at measured velocity the length of the residence time at

between these velocities and between the u velocity are zeros. each sampling point. Elsewhere the signal remains zero. To

The standard deviations of r, and c. are adjusted so. that the reach pulsewidths of several sampling intervals we multiplied

standard deviations of the velocities v and w are 0.8 times the the measured residence times by a factor c - 1000. From this

standard deviation of the velocity u. even interval sampled signal we computed the autocorrelation
function by a method that discards the zeros between samples

4. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE LDA SIGNALS (Priestley 1981). The resulting spectrum depended of the used c
factor transforming towards something similar that sample and

The basic difficulty with LDA signal at medium and hold spectrum when c values arc high.

low data rates is the non-even and velocity correlated nature of The direct Fourier transform methods we applied are

the sampling of the signal. Special methods for spectral developed by Roberts and Gaster (1980). The basic method is

analysis of Poisson-sampled signals have been developed to apply direct Fourier transform to short windowed periods of

(Gaster and Roberts 1975, Gaster and Roberts 1977, Roberts measured data and average the results. With this method the

and Gaster 1980. Adrian and Yao 1987). examined (Roberts et variance induced white part of the spectrum must be subtracted

al. 1980. Bell 1983. Lee and Sung 1994) and applied to from the result.

measured data. The present application for defibrator analysis S(f) P(f) - Q where
was however quite a challence.

The signal seems to be mostly random although some ) = wQ(,)X(t)ei2xfV and
deterministic components generated by the rotating blades were
presen. The IDA signal has quite a lot of velocity correlated 2 y.2(t_)X2(t)
bias because of the high variability (1// -100 % (O is the

standard deviation of the velocity and g. is the mean velocity Here w is the weighting window (Hanning) and x the
in the measurement direction). The interesting frequency range time series to be transformed. Roberts and Gaster (1980) have
of the dissipation of the turbulence and also harmonic also given the asymptotic variance formula for the estimator
com ponents; of the blade frequency at 600 Hz were quite high falw _. r(0,LE) 1 S2 ,-40
as compared to the mean sampling rate (-I ... 2 kHz) achieved. vat S(f)-,S(f)+rO asT --

The main methods available for spectral analysis can be Here r(0) is the autocorelation function value at zero
divided into three main classes: 1) even-interval delay and Ts is the segment length. For N independent
approximations of the signal itself. 2) correlation function segments averaged the variance is multiplied by 11N. They have
based methods and 3) direct Fourier transform approach. All of also suggested a scheme with removal of the mean and some of
these were tried but most of or atenton was directed to the the largest single frequency components at each segment. This
correlation based methods that we believe to be most effective diminishes the variance induced by the mean square of the

We applied basically the types of the even interval signal itself. Hoesel and Rodi (1977) give a bias correction
We aplid bsicllythre tyes f te een nteval method by weighting with residence times

approximations. The sample and hold approximation (Adrian tith)
and Yao 1987) removes the velocity correlated bias. It can be xQt) = ( u(tj)
seen to weight mote the samples that are followed by long -"t (Oj)* (0i)
intervals by keeping their values for longer time. It is actually Here t,(tj) is the residence time at sample point Ii.The
doing post-interval weighting of the signal. The interval computed estimates seemed to have much bigger variance than
weighting can be achieved by sample and hold into reverse estimated by the variance formula. The reason was the
direction in time. The method did not give good results in this residence time weighting that introduced much white noise to
cutebecause thedatadensityachieved d-0.5 wassolow the signal by multiplying it by a quite wide band signal formed

Jj = kjjf fdf by the residence time values. It seems that smoother weighting
d -- .; where fm - factors than the residence times should be applied. We did not2p(f)df yet apply the variable bandwidth method where spectum at

higher frequencies is calculated from shorter segments to
as derived by (Lee and Sung 1994). Here m is the mean increase the number of the segments N.
sampling rate. Also the approach of Taylor m pctscale Our main effort was directed to correlation function
(Actrison and e.fdahl 1993) can be applied. The computed based methods. We see some good-reasons to this approach: 1)
spectrum contained much extra power at low frequencies as The 'slotted correlation function approach (Gaster and Roberts
predicted by (Adrian and Yao 1987). The linear interpolation 1975. Bell 1983) is quite fast to compute. 2) The achieved
between samples resulted into same kind of result. correlation function itself is also interesting. 3) The correlation
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function can be applied to either Fourier-type or parametric ceorrectdS~product
spectral estimates, 4) The method seems to provide a basis for pr-value
some improvements. Gaster & Roberts (1975) have given a
similar varance formula for the correlation method. Ar

vaS(f)} -. 2I {S(f) + arT u T product

With the basic 'slotted' method the correlation function d

is computed from the measured data using the actual sampling
time points I == ~w(i~j)x(t1 )z(t/) Ib

1(0i.j) .4 "0

Here kan is the cenderoint of the k th bin where the Fig. 3 Correcting the autocorrelation function estimate by
correlation function is cumulated. %i~j) is the applied weight adding small increnment to every lagged product based on
for the product z(t.)x(tj). The product x(iQ)x(ti) is summed to former estimate of r.

the bin where --j-,,)-k %,S< In the basic method the
weigths w<i.j)= w-i)wj) are the products of the wigths of U(t)
the samples eg. residence time tr or ,' Fi. Also the sum
w(i.j)=fw(i)+w(j) or more complicated formula can be
applied. The average number of products per bin is
(T -t)).ýAc when the time intervals are Poisson distributed.
When the autocorrelation function is computed this way an lAr 2+, 3- 4 t
error of small time shifts is introduced. Bell [Be83J has
evaluated it as UM

;=(•j ) a r2 (kAM) +At r (kMr) 2.

where At is the rounding error made. It can also be evaluated as

;1 (kt) r r.(kAt) +At ±--L-(ftt) and the estimated
autocorrelation function can be recursively corrected based on
the formerly computed estimate (see Fig 3).

This gives better estimates of the autocorrelation IM¶ 2Ar 361 46M 5A t

function at exactly the points kAt instead of giving the integral Fig 4. Minimal approximation method. The selection of
of the area under the slot. Bell has approximated this error to be the products z4 :i)x(tj) fullfilling the conditions set is illustrated
significant (Bell 1983).The error seems to be large at the small for the first two samples (marked black).
,T values where the distribution of the time lag values is not

even. We have also tried the mean removal procedure of

The second improvement to the basic method is to Roberts and Gaster (1980) to improve the basic correlation

compute the autocorrlation function 'half step shifted'. Instead method. This can be applied as a filter to the data before the

of I(t.-1)- MIS0.5M we form the bin as correlation function computation. For our data no noticeable
t)-- 0correction was achieved.

O.- 1) - (A: + 0. )A¶ < O.5Ar. This leaves out the white noise We have not yet fully examined the statistics and the

variance located at -,0 wheni= This is more practical properties of the developed methods, but the work is
I 4t continuing. Our goal is to use the developed simulator as a tool

according to the original Gaster & Roberts (1975) formula. The to test the properties of the computational methods by signals
O.3s shift is easily taken into account at the FFT phase. with spectra similar to the measured ones.

The third applied improvement takes the approach of
minimal approximation. In this method we do not cumulate all 5. RESULTS FOR THE DEFIBRATOR
x(tQ)z(sj) products that fall into the bin at hAc but only the

nearest one. Eg. for tj we compute and cumulate only the The spectra were estimated with the slotted correlogram

product z(lj)zxj) for which t i falls r t to kMt (see method and weigthed by the sum of the residence times. The
calculated axial velocity spectra are shown in the linear scale in

igl 4). the figure 5 and in the logarithmic scale in the figure 6. It can
The slot width can even be made smaller to gather less be seen (figure 5) that there is two clear peaks in the spectrmn

products. This approaches the controlled LDA measurements at when the relative cutting clearance is I. One peak is at 600 Hz
high data rates. and the other is at 40 Hz. When the relative cutting clearance is

increased (cases 4 and 6) the peak at 600 Hz is decaying and
the peak at 40 Hz is sligthly increasing.

11.4.4.
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T he kinetic erg of the turbulence decreases from that the eddy size calculated from the axial mean fluctuating
about 200 Hz (figure 6), excluding the peak at 600 Hz. 'Mere velocity is order of few millimeters at 600 Hz. which is of theexist no clear inential subrange in the calculated spectra. The same order with the characteristic length of the fiber bundles.kineti energy of the turbulence is practically zero above the The length scale calculated from the tangential meanfmequency 900 Hz. fluctuating velocity is oae order higher than the axial one.In the figures 7 and 8 are shown the spectra for the A similar phenomena is also recognised in the test rnustangential velocity in the linear andl logarithimic scale. The with a real pulp suspension. The quality of fth processed pulpkinetlic enlergy Of the flow is highest at the wide peak awound is bettr when the cutting clearance is small.
fth frequency 40 Hz in every case. The energy is highest at the

largest relative cutting clearance. There exist practically no 6. CONCLUSIONS
kinetic energy above the frequency 350 Hz. From figure 8, canbe scw that ther is no other peaks and the kinetic energy is The studied methods for spectral analysis were even-
clearly decatying atfer the 40 Hz peak. interval approximations of the signal, correlation functionThe areas under the curves (the kinetic eneries) is about the based methods and direct Fourier transform methods. All ofsamne order in figures 5 and 7 and the kinetic energy is moved these were tried but according to our tests, the correlation basedto th higher fFquencies when the cutting clearance is methods were the most effective for this signal.
deeasd. By uing the Taylor hypothesis one can estimate The calculated spectra give a good insight to ein

behaviour of the flow field inside a defibrator. The achi 'd
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result of the flow behaviour confirms and gives an explanation Priestley, M.B.. 1981. Soectral Analysis and Time Series I &
for the in practice recognised phenomena of the influence on II, Academic Press.
the cutting clearance to the fiber bundle break up. The
explanation is, that the kinetic energy is transferred to the Rajan, P.K. and Munukutla. S.S., 1992. A comparative study of
higher frequencies when the cutting clearance is reduced, three techniques for estimation of turbulence energy spectrum.
because of the increased pulsating of the axial velocity. It can Fxn-riments in Fluids, vol 12, pp. 422-424.
be said, that even the limited bandwidth spetra are valuab'e for
the development of the defibrator construction. Roberts, J.B., Downie, J. and Gaster, M.. 1980, Spectral

analysis of signals from a laser Doppler anemometer operating
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS in the burst mode, 1. of Physics E: Scientific lnsnmments, vol

13. pp. 977-981.
The measurements was conducted under a research

contract with Sunds Defibrator Jylhi Oy. Also the authors are Roberts. J.B. and Gaster, M., 1980, On the estimation of
grateful for the free computer time and use of the latest version spectra from randomly sampled signals: a method of reducing
of the MATLAB-program provided by Automation Experts Oy. variability, Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A 371, pp. 235-258.
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LAMINAR SPRAY FLAME OSCILLATION

Yeshayahou Levy and Boris Golovanevsky
Faculty of Aerospace Engineering

Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa 32000, Israel.

Abstract unaffected by gravity. This case is explained in more detail in
the paper. The present study is directed to investigate the

A spray combustor, with low velocities in the laminar governing parameters that affect the oscillatory motion, mainly
range, exhibits a unique operating model where large amplitude, the amplitude and frequency. The fact that the oscillatory
self-induced oscillations of the flame shape occur. Several motion is affected by a relatively large number of
coupled aero-thermodynamics mechanisms are resposible for aerothermodynamics phenomena had led to a parametric study,
the triggering of the flame oscillation. The phenomenon, where each time only one parameter is changeo. In the present
previously described by the first author was only qualitatively work the equivalence ratio and the momentum of the co-
analyzed. A parametric study is described directed to investi- flowing streams were changed between the maximum possible
gate the various coupled mechanisms. Two main parameters limits. Future work will include geometrical configurations as
were changed during the present work, namely the fuel flow well.
rate and momentum of the coflowing streams. The flow was
monitored using a PDA system together with a computerized The experiment
video camera. The results show an increase in the frequency of
the flame oscillations with fuel flow rate and a decrease in
oscillation frequencies with an increase in the momentum of the A schematic drawing of the combustor is illustrated in Fig. I.
coflowing jets. Both effects indicates the significance of The combustor consisted of two coaxial quartz tubes. The outer
gravity, tube had an I.D. of 71 mm with a wall thickness of 2 mm and

the inner one had an I.D. of 12.90 mm and an O.D. of 14.80
Introduction nun. The length (height) of the outer tube was 30 cm. Tests with

different length tubes or even without the outer tube, were
The equivalent of the Burke and Schumann [1] flame, performed to eliminate the possibility that the dominant

while using liquid fuel in the form of liquid droplets, was the phenomena originates from acoustic coupling, and it has shown
topic of si' r- recent studies, most of which were theoretical negligible differences in behavior. As illustrated in Fig. i, the
[2-51 and one, by the first author [6] which was experimental. combustion air entered through four radial entrance holes and
This unique experimental work indicated that gravity, a passed through a series of fine-mesh screens and flow
phenomenon neglected by all theoretical studies, may have a straighteners. The upstream length from the screens to the
most significant effect on the behavior of the laminar spray combustor (the tip of the center tube) was about 25 cm and the
flame. It showed clearly that the flame naturally obtained an total length of the center tube (from the atomizer to the tip) was
oscillatory motion under most operating conditions. It about 50 cm.
practically oscillates from very low flow velocities until
relatively high flow rates ae obtained, where it can no longer Heptane fuel was introduced into the combustor through
be considered as a laminar flow. It was assumed that gravity the center tube in the form of fine droplets. A slightly modified
causes the heavier central fuel stream to loose its momentum Sonotek ultrasonic nozzle N 8700-60 MS was used to geneate
and collapse into a mushroom shape. Thereafter it accelerate the droplets. As shown in Fig. 2, the droplets were injected
vertically by the buoyancy force generated through heat transfer towards a narrow critical spray. The droplets were then carried
from the flame. This cycle, which is explained in more detail in upwards by a nitrogen gas stream. The nitrogen was injected
[6] is repeated periodically. It was not predicted by any of the through a tube which surrounds the "horn" of the ultrasonic
theoretical work, probably due to the negligence of gravity. atomizer. As the droplets traveled upwards through the 5C cm

Flame oscillations in a gaseous flame were reported in the tube, they partially vaporized and interacted with each other,
literature. However, these are much smaller in amplitude and causing a subsequent change in their size and momentum. The
much higher in frequency. Various observations of a Burke- flow of nitrogen was always adjusted to have an equale average
Schumann type flame revealed the phenomenon of the flame tip velocity value as that of the air. The properties of the droplets
flickering at frequencies of about 10-20 Hz. This effect, which were measured at the exit of the central tube. Typical size
was observed experimentally [7-11] and also predicted distribution at the center of the inner tube is shown in Fig. 3a.
numerically [12,13], is the direct result of gravity induced Figure 3b shows the total velocity histogram and Fig 3c
buoyant forces on the flow of the reaction products, of demonstrates the size velocity correlation. It can be seen that
aerodynamic instabilities in the jet itself and of heat release velocity histogram has a nearly Gaussian distribution which
effects. ElIzey, et al. [13) presented predictions both extends to near zero negative values. As can be seen from Fig
considering and neglecting gravity. They showed that 3c, that part of the histogram is mainly originated from the large
neglecting gravity gave a steady flow field but including gravity droplets which are too heavy to be carried upwards by the
caused lg strutures to form that were convected downstream nitrogen. The small droplets (less than about 10 microns) can be
at frequencies on the order of 15-20 Hz. used to represent the carrier gas velocity. Experimental

An interesting experimental configuration is that of a uncertainty in measurements for drop size is estimated at *6.5%
combustor operating in a horizontal direction as if it is
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horizontal orientation changed the behavior of the flame
and * 0.5% for velocity [6]. The relatively low velocity of the significantly. The primary goal, which was to eliminate or
carrier gas near the wall of the inner tube was not sufficient to minimize the effect of gravity, was only partially achieved. The
carry the larger drops. This caused them to descend and come initial part of the flame obtained a constant behavior with a
into contact with the tube wall forming a liquid film that flowed nteap o flame obtaedonstant b eh with
downward. The nmber of droplets that hit the wall and the steady flame. However further downstream the flame, which
resulting fuel flow in the downward direction was significant, was horizontal at the beginning, obtained a vertical direction

especially in the lower parts of the center tube. A drain was (due to buoyancy). In conditions, where fuel evaporation was
incorporated in the combustor configuration at the bottom of the completed before the vertical part of the flame, the flame
center tube (see figure 2) for continuous removal of the liquid remained almost stable. In cases where droplets existed even at
film. The measurement of the actual fuel flow rate to the the region where the flame obtained a vertical direction (higher
combustion zone always considered the drained amount Due to flow momentum), periodic oscillations were observed only in
the high turbulence within the inner tube, caused by the the vertical portion of the flame. As indicated, this part of the
interaction between ascending droplets and the descending experiment was only recorded by a CCD camera (which will be
heavier droplets, fluctuation in the drained amount was detected presented at the symposium) and therefore no quantitative data
and hence also in the net fuel flow, see Fig.4. is given in the paper. It seems that this experiment strengthens

the hypothesis that oscillations are induced by gravity (as only
2. the vertical portion oscillates). However, it cannot yet be

considered as conclusive.
2

A major part of the experimental effort was directed to study
the influence of fuel to air ratio on the flame behavior. The

I. combustor was operated during constant air and nitrogen flow
rates while altering only the liquid fuel flow rate to the
ultrasonic nozzle. This arrangement enables to maintain
constant velocity of the fuel stream while changing the mass

0S flow rate of the fuel. Hence it allows to isolate the effect of fuel
flow and heat release on the flame behavior. Several similar sets
of tests were performed, while each set was carried out with

2 r a a 0 different air (and nitrogen) velocity. Results are given in
FUEL FLOW RATE. Iimt Figs. 5-10.

Figure 4. Variation of net fuel flow with time. Figure 5 shows a typical result of an FFT performed on the
instantaneous velocity fluctuations. A domination amplitude in
the frequency spectra is clearly observed at the value of the

Experimental measurements were obtained using two oscillation. Figure 6 shows size histogram and velocity
techniques: Phase Doppler Anemometer (PDA) which histogram of the flow at 3mm above the nozzle. A double peak
simultaneously measured the size and velocity of individual is seen, typical in oscillation flows. The histogram is distributed
droplets, and a CCD camera alternatively coupled with laser around the zero value with relative large negative velocity
light-sheet illumination for large scale observations of the two- values. This could indicate that the measurements were
phase flow and flame. The frequency of flame oscillation was performed within the core of the vortex that is responsible for
measured using the FFT routine over the instantaneous gas the descent of the flame within the oscillation cycle of the
velocity (PDA) results in the combustion zone during several flame. Figure 7 illustrates the variation of oscillating frequency
flame cycles. A special case where the combustor was mounted with height for a typical operating condition. It shows that the
horizontally was also investigated. This test was performed in frequency remains almost constant along the flame. This
an attempt to isolate the effect of gravity on the flame, indicates that the whole of the flame is oscillating as a common
However, due to accumulation of droplets on the inner tube element and that the effect is of macro-scale. The figure also
walls and the necessity for drainage, a small inclination angle shows that the frequency is reduced to zero, hence no
(2) was allowed. The special alignment of the combustor in oscillations, close to the fuel nozzle tip. This indicates that the
this case disabled the possibility for PDA measurements and oscillations are not driven by the fuel or air supply lines but
only video photography was obtained, rather are self induced at some distance downstream of the

combustor (the zero frequency value at higher levvels, above 12
Results and Discussion nun are due to insufficient measurement data). Even though the

flame oscillates, the average velocity along the center line
The oscillatory motion analyzed in the present study is increases rapidly with height (a factor of 10 within 15 mm).This

different from the conventional flame flickering commonly is mainly due to the heat addition from the chemical reaction

reported in the literature. In the present study the entire volume and the associated expansion of reaction products and due to

of the flune is affected in an expansion-contraction te entrainment from the surrounding air. Meanwhile the average

modulation whereas the reported gaseous flame flickering diameter of the fuel droplets is decreased by a factor of 4 (from
22 microns to about 5 microns over a distance of about 7 umm),affected the flow of reaction products only at a distance sefgr .A paetba feto h esrmnso h

downtrem o th nozle.Opeatig th cobusor n a see figure 9. An apparent bias effect on the measurements of the
downseanw of the nozzle. Operating the combustor in a
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mean size of the droplets indicated that the size of the droplets
increases after a certain distance. This effect is typically caused 45

by the fact that most of the small droplets evaporate and 4
disappear, leaving only the big ones, hence mathematically 35

indicating an increase in the mean size. £3
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Figure 10 summarizes numerus experimental results
Figure 6. Velocity and size histogram at 3 mmn downstream of during which parametric study of two major parameters was
the fuel nozzle, performed. The combustor was operated from the lowest

possible air flow to the maximum practical one. The nitrogen
flow in the central tube was always adjusted to maintain equal
average velocity as that of the air. it is clearly seen from the

figure 10 that increasing the fuel flow rate (and the fuel to air
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ratio) increases monotonically and significantly the frequency
of oscillations. This phenomenon occurs independently of the References
air and fuel stream velocities. The changes in frequencies is
sometimes by more than a factor of 2 in the investigated range. 1. Burke, S.P., and Schumann, T.E.W. Ind. Eng. Chem.
The reason for the latter is probably the higher associated heat 20:998-1004 (1928).
release which increases buoyancy that accelerate faster the
elevation of the flame and its separation from the fuel stream. 2. Greenberg, J.B. Combust. Sci. Technol. 75:13-30 (1991).
The fuel stream which is even heavier, due to the higher
portion of fuel, collapse faster and disengages itself earlier from 3. Greenberg, J.B. Combust. Flame 77:229-240 (1989).
the heat source. The flame consequently reduces in size and is
pulled downwards by the center part of the vortex generated at 4. Greenberg, J.B., and Cohen, R. Atomiz. Sprays 2.275-293
the wake of the central fuel stream [6]. Hence all the process (1192).
occurs
faster. 5. Greenberg, J.B., and Cohen, R., Winter Annual Meeting of

ASME on Heat and Mass Transfer in Spray Systems,
5 Atlanta, Georgia, HTD - Vol. 187, 1991, p. II.

4 "V - 6. Levy, Y. and Bulzan, D., "On the Oscillation of
.3. Combustion of a Laminar Spray", accepted for publication

in Combust. Flame (1994)
3 V. t04 mn*u

2S- 1.._.___. 7. Durao, D.F.G., and Whitelaw, J.H. Proc. R Soc. A.
S2_ 338:479-501 (1974).

18. Toong, T.Y., Salant, R.F., Stopford, J.M., and Anderson,
G.Y. Tenth Symposium (International) on Combustion,

o's The Combustion Institute, Pittsburgh, 19%5, p. 1301.
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FUEL FLOW RATE, WI. mnWl 9. Kimura, I. Tenth Symposium (International) on
Combustion, The Combustion Institute, Pittsburgh, 1965,

Figure 10. Variation of flame oscillation frequency with fuel p. 1295.
flow rate and average velocity (air and nitrogen).

10. Ballantyne, A., and Bray, K.N.C. Sixteenth Symposium
(International) on Combustion, The Combustion Institute

The momentum of the flow seems to have an opposite and Pittsburgh, 1976, p. 777.
more significant effect. The higher the air (and fuel stream)
velocities, the slower the frequencies of oscillations. This 1I. Chen, L.D., Seaba, J.P., Roqumore, W.M., and Goss, L.P.
phenomenon was investigated over a large range of velocities Twenty-Second Symposium (International) on Combustion,
and was found to exist monotonically over the whole operating The Combustion Institute, Pittsburgh, 1988, p. 677.
range. The reason for the latter is probably the fact that higher
surrounding air flows reduce and delay the collapse of the fuel 12. Davis, R.W., Moore, E.F., Roqumore, W.M., and Chen,
stream into the mushroom shape, hence it maintains a higher L.D. Combust. Flame 83:263-270 (1991).
vertical level. Consequently, it separates less from the flame,
reducing the driving force for the oscillations. 13. ElIzey, J.L., Laskey, K.J., and Oran, E.S. Combust. Flame

84:249-264 (1991).
Conclusions

The recent experimental results strengthen the hypothesis
that the naturally occurring oscillations are primarily induced by
gravity. The horizontal combustion experiment indicated that
the initial (small) zone, where the flame was still horizontal and
uninfluenced by gravity, did not oscillate. In the vertical
(normal) configuration, the increase of heat release has led to
speeding the frequency of oscillations where as increasing the
momeantm of the flows decreased the speed of oscillations.
Both effects are directly linked to gravity further highlighting
the necessity to incorporate gravity effects in the numerical
modeling.
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PHASE DOPPLER VELOCTMETRY MEASUREMENTS
IN COUNTERFLOW SPRAY FLAMES

F. Lacas and P. Versaevel

Laboratoire EM2C du CNRS et de I'ECP
Grande Voje des Vignes. 92295 Chatenay Malabry - France

ABSTRACT burner is feeded with a mixture of nitrogen, gaseous fuel and
liquid fuel droplets. The main flow is surrounded with a coaxialThe present work is concerned with an application of nitrogen screen to prevent reaction with ambient air. The

Phase Doppler Velocimetry to counterfnow spray flames. gaseous flow rates are controlled using sonic nozzles. The
Laminar counterflow flames are of great interest in the study of burners are fixed on a moving berth which enable.s exploration
flame structure, due to their stability. We arc presenting here a along radial (Or) and axial coordinates (Oz). A schematic viewsetup where the use of a droplet spray as fuel has been made of the burner is presented on figure 1.
possible. Thank to PDA, simultaneous measurements of
velocity, droplets size and number density have been pusued
on such a configuration. From these quantities we were able to
compute the trajectories of the droplets and drag coefficients.

Air
I. INTRODUCTION -

In many practicle applications dealing with energy
production and transformation. it is more convenient to store
and burn liquid fuel. This is the case in Diesel or rocket

Flameengines, turbojets. and furnaces. In all these configurations. F _ame

the interaction between the flame and the spray is a leading
phenomenum. In order to study the combustion of sprays, we Honeycomb
have build in our laboratory an experimental setup to produce
counterflow diffusion flames using liquid droplets cloud as N2 s-ie,
fuel. The size and velocity field of the droplets was studied in Atomizerthe flame using Phase Doppler Velocimetry. n - Heptane ...--. N•trooen

In the first section we briefly describe the experimental
setup and the Phase Doppler Velocimetry system used. In the
second section we present the velocity, size and droplets
density number measured in the counterflow flame experiment.
In the last pan. the experimental datas are processed to obtain Fig 1: Schematic view of the burner and of the flame.
more global parameters such as gas velocity field and drag
coefficients.

The droplets spray is produced using an ultrasonic
atomizer, which gives low droplets size dispertion and initial2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP velocity . Liquid heptane is used as fuel] It is fecded to the
atomizer from a pressurized vessel through a liquid mass flow

The counterflow laminar diffusion flame is a very rate controller, so that the liquid flow rate is measured during
convenient geometry for combustion studies (see Tsuji the experiment. A more complete description of the
1' 821). It makes possible the production of a very steady experimental setup and atomization system may be found in
laminar flame without interaction with the surounding Darabiha et al. 119931.
structure or the burners and with a very good optical access to
the flame. This is achieved with two axisymetrical converging
nozzles. The upper burner is feeded with air and the lower
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Measurements of droplets size, velocity and number per
unit volume were performed using Phase Doppler Velocimetry. so

This technique is an extension of Laser Doppler Velocimetry
(see Durst 119751). The light from a laser (HeNe) is separated E
into two beams which are separately focused by a converging 4013
lens. Interference fringes appear in the intersection volume of 0 0

the two beams. The light scattered by a particle crossing this 30

volume features a periodic signal having a frequency W Co-
proportional to the particle velocity and to the inverse of the o 20

distance between two fringes. This distance is a constant
depending on the geometry of the set-up and on the 10
wavelength of the laser. If one now observes the scattered I

light from two different angles, one detects a phase shift 0
between the two signals, which is proportional to the droplets 0 100 200 300 4300 500 600 700 800

diameter. It is thus possible to measure droplets size and Trigger level (Arbitrary Units)
velocity simultaneously. The data acquisition rate and the
velocity also makes possible to know the number of droplets
per unit volume.

In our set up, the laser beam intersection angle is 8=9030'. 12000

the scattering angle is pf=64* and the collection angle is

=--4*40' (see Figure 2 for the definition of these angles). A 10000

500 kHz phase shift was used. The laser was a HeNe laser with E 8000
a wavelength of 632 nm. The data were stored on a digital
osciloscope and transfered through a GPIB bus to a PC486 Z 6000
type computer where data processing takes place (see C
Veynante [19921). The quite slow data acquisition and 0. 4000 i
processing rate was not a problem in our case, because we are
studying laminar steady flows. E 2000

Z 0 C! -
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

Trigger level (Arbitrary Units)

-Op Fig 3: Influence of trigger level on measured droplets size
(a) and droplets number density (b) at the outlet of the

He~e L~asr Trnmsrng oPiCs burner.
'632n rim

We have plotted on figure 3a and 3b the droplets mean
Fig 2: Schematic view of the Phase Doppler Velocimetry diameter DI0 and the droplets density number as a function of
system. the trigger level of the detection of the PDA system. The fact

that the diameter depends on the trigger level is not
surprising: if the trigger level is to high, the smallest droplets
are not detected and the size distribution is modified. The effect
may also be seen on the droplets density number : the higher

3. VELOCITY. SIZE AND DROPLETS NUMBER DENSITY the trigger level is, the less droplets are detected. This effect is
to be compared to the well known "bias effect". This shows

The first series of measurements were performed in the that the trigger level has to be chosen very carefully when

counterflow of air on one side and a mixture of heptane using PDA system. The optimization of the validation rate is

droplets and nitrogen on the other side, but without in this case very important.
combustion. The purpose was to test the possibilities of our
Phase Doppler Velocimetry setup on one hand, and to check Figure 4a displays the velocity of the droplets at the outlet
the quality of the two phase flow at the outlet of the lower of the burner measured with the PDA system as a function of
burner on the other hand. the gaz velocity computed from the measured gaseous flow
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200 rOne can see that the size dispersion is rather weak, which was
one of the goal aimed at when using ultrasonic atomization.

S160 0 And as shown on figure 4c. the droplets mean diameter is
independent of the liquid flow rate, which was another design

.> 120 parameter of this system.

S 0We have plotted on figure 5 the mean diameter D and the
80 mean droplets velocity as a function of position along the

axis in the cold counterflow. One can see that the diameter
.' 40 remains constant in the flow far from the steady plane. This

F means that no evaporation takes place after the outlet of the

0 burner and that the two phases are in thermodynamic
0 40 80 120 160 200 equilibrium. The mean droplets size is increasing near the

Gaseous phase velocity (cm/s) steady plane (z=lSmm). This is not due to condensation but
this is a statisctical effect: the larger the droplets are, the more

20 .. inertia they have and the later they follow the gasous flow. So
that only the bigger droplets are crossing the steady plane and

16 the mean size is increased. The droplets mean velocity profile
shows a smooth decrease that may be compared to the case of
pure gaseous counterflows. (see Rolon et al. [1991]).

E 9 -&DIO 'iumi -- Average droplet velocity im/si
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Fig 5: Mean droplets size and average droplets velocity
along Oz axis in the cold counterflow (the distance betweenFig 4: (a) droplets velocity measured from PDA as a the two burners is 30ram).

function of gaz velocity measured from flow rate control

system. (b) droplets size distribution at the outlet of the
burner. (c) Influence of liquid flow rate on droplets mean
diameter. The same kind of experiments were performed in the

burning flow. Figure 6 presents profiles of mean diameter DI0
. droplets number density and mean velocity. The global

rawe. One can see that this curve is linear with a unity slope, behaviour is the same as for the non reactive case. The mean
This shows the good correlation between these two diameter DI0 remains constant in the main flow, and
measurements. It also shows that the droplets and the gaz have increases near the flame zone for the same statistical effect.
the same velocity at the outlet of the burner. We have plotted The droplets number density exhibits a maximum in the same
on figure 4b the droplets size distribution at the same place. zone due to the fact that the liquid phasc flow is limited by the
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counterflow and this leads to accumulation of droplets near the 4. VELOCITY/SIZE CORRELATION
flame. Droplets number density then strongly decreases to

zero after the flame front. The velocity profile is also typical One of the main advantages of Phase Doppler Velocimeny
from counterflows. A small increase in the droplets velocity measurement is that velocity and size of the droplets are
can be observed after the flame front. This behaviour is due to measurement So that velocity I size drelations
burnt gases expansion and is also observed in pure gaseous measured Simultaneously. So that velocity / size correlations

flams (ee olo etal.[1911).Thesam Prfils hve een are available. We have plotted on figure 7 such correlations for
flam es (see Rolon et al. 11991)). The sam e profiles have been t e c l n u n n a e n o ai u a u s o h xa

measured for various values of the flow velocity at the outlet of the cold and burning cases and for various values of the adial
the burner. The same general trend is observed, position z. We can see that in both cases the droplets velocity

at the outlet of the burner (z=6mm and z=3mm) does not
depend of the size: all the droplets are going at the same
velocity. Then, when the distance with the burner increases,

*D-O-D (nun -Sn (dropsim3) the smallest droplets velocity is decreasing faster than the

largest ones. This is due to the fact that the mass of the larger
droplets is considerably bigger than the one of the smallest
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Fig 6: Mean droplets size, number density and average
droplets velocity along Oz axis in the burning counterflow Fig 7: Measured velocity for each diameter class for the

(the distance between the two burners is 30mm). cold flow (top) and for the burning flow (bottom).
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one (the mass is proportionnal to d 3). And so is their inertia, the Stefan flow may be very important and change the
The small droplets are following the gaz motion better than condition of the flow around the droplets. So that the drag
the big ones. One can also notice that in the burning case, the cannot any more be interpreted as the Stokes drag.
droplets are disappearing before the stagnation plane.

In a simple flow pattern such as laminar counterflow, it is
possible to process these data to obtain the drag coefficient of
the droplets. Such measurements of the drag coefficient from
Phase Doppler Anemometry data have already been performed
by Bachalo [1994L. but in different configurations. Let us 0.s
assume that the size distribution may be splitted into M
classes (Di)i=1,M . A drop is part of class Di if its diameter is 0.6

included between D.+8/2 and D.-8/2 . If 8 is small enough, all =0
droplets of class D. have the same velocity V. For a drop of 0

class Di, the motion equation is then: 0.4

M•L = mig + C I (Vg-Vi)2 (1)

where mi is the mass of one drop of class Di, g is the gravity, a 10 M 2 30
I z (rmm)

V is the gaz velocity and Cd is the drag coefficient. Let us

now assume that the drag law may be written, following Fig. 8: Ratio of the measured drag coefficient to the Stokes
Stokes: law as a function of the axial coordinate (z)

Cd R (2)
This behaviour may be important in two phase flames.

where a is a constant. Q=I. stands for the classical Stokes where for instance a flame front is propagating in a spray. In

law. For a given axial position z in the flow, if a is considered that case the trajectory of the droplets may be strongly
constant, one can compute from the motion equation a value affected by the changes in the drag force, due to the same
(V )i of the gaz velocity for each class of droplets D.. The variations of the drag coefficient we have measured.

value of a is then the one that minimize the standard deviation

of (V )i for i=1,M. i.e. for all classes. We have then both the 5. CONCLUSION

gaz velocity and drag coefficient. Typical values of a measured

are 0.5<ac<0.6. This drag coefficient lower than the Stokes Phase Doppler Velocimetry is a very interesting technique for

law may be explained by the interaction between droplets. the study of reactive laminar flows. A great care has to be
taken of data processing parameters. But important

We have plotted on Figure 8 The ratio of the drag informations may be collected on size, velocity and number
coefficient measured in the flame using the technique described density of the droplets in a burning flow. The first interesting
above to the one given by the Stokes Law, versus the axial topic is to check the quality of the experimental setup in term
coordinate (z). This experimental case coresponds to an initial of spray flow rate, velocity and homogeneity.
velocity of the gas and the droplets of 0.9 m/s at the outlet of
the burner. The mean values of the drag coefficient is. as Measurements of Droplets size, velocity and number density
already noticed lower than the one of the classical Stokes Law. is also possible in the vicinity of a counterflow laminar flame.
One can also notice an important decrease of the drag These quantities are of great importance in the understanding
coefficient through the flame. This behaviour may be of flame spray interaction. Counterflow laminar flame is a
explained by several causes. First of all, strong variations of good configuration to study this phenomenum. Its simplicity
the thermodynamical and transport properties take place in the makes possible further data processing to compute drag
flame front. These variation may change the drag forces. The coefficients and gaz velocity. Interesting phenomena have
evaporation is very fast, and the evaporation front is very thin been noticed. In our case, the droplets vaporization is very
(se also Fig. 6). In the vicinity of the evaporation front, the fast and very well localised in space. This behaviour may be of
gaseous flow rate coming out of the droplets is very high, and special interest for the modelling of spray flames. The drag
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coefficient may encounter important variation in the same
area. These variation may cause changes in the droplets
trajectories, especially if an important velocity gap exists
between the two phases. This may also be important to take

into account in turbulent spray flames, were velocity
fluctuations may induce trajectories changes.

The work on this topic is now undergoing, and further
measurements will be pursued to study the influence of pressure
on spray flame interaction. A special care is now taken of the
way all these phenomena may be taken into account in
modelisations.
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Structure of Spark-Ignited Spherical Flames

Propagating in a Droplet Cloud
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ABSTRACT role in the flame propagation process. the planar laser-induced
fluornsccnce (PLIF) (Allen and Hanson. 1986) or

A droplct cloud of liquid fuel produced by an chcmilumincsccncc of OH-radicals should be observed to
ultrasonic atomizcr was ignited by a spark, and the flame ball elucidate the actual flame propagation mechanism in a spray.
propagating outwards was observed in detail in order to The simultaneous visualization of luminous and nonluminous
elucidate the mechanism of flame propagation and flames along with unburned droplets is also very useful for
complicated group combustion behaviors of spray flames. For understanding of the detailed spray flame behavior.
that purpose, the instantaneous images of droplet clusters. In the previous study (Mizutani ct al.. 1993), we
OH-radical chcmilumincsccncc and C,-band flame luminosity observed a flame ball ignited by a spark, propagating through
were taken simultaneously, and the light emission signals in a droplet suspension, frcely falling and entraining surrounding
OH- and CH-bands. Mie-scattering signal from droplets, and air. in order to observe in detail the flame propagation
the size and velocity of droplets were monitored mechanism and flame structure of droplet clusters burning in
simultaneously in time scrics. It w.s found that a sprays under the minimal influences of atomization process
nonluminous nlame propagated ahead of the luminous flame, and fluid motion. Firstly, the characteristics of the droplet
and that droplets disappeared in the luminous flame zone due suspension were examined for the non-burning case by the
to their rapid evaporation, and that a number of small-scalcd simultaneous measurement of the velocity and diameter of
droplet clusters were burning in diffusion combustion mode droplets with three laser beams, two Hc-Nc laser beams and
associated with solid-body emissions inside a flame ball. one Ars laser beams crossing at one point with each other.

Secondly. the behavior of the growing flame ball was
examined by comparing the local light emission signals of

1. INTRODUCTION OH- and C,-radical bands with the processed images of the
flame ball obtained by a high-sensitivity CCD camera and a

The combustion of a single droplet or a droplet array high-speed camera.
has been investigated so far by numerous researchers (for In the present study, a pair of short-exposure images
example. Williams, 1973; Law. 1982). However, detailed of OH-radical chcmilumincscencc and cithcr of flame
stnhclure and propagation mechanism of a flame propagating luminosity in the C,-radical emission band or of Mie-
through a droplet cloud has not been discussed extensively scattering by droplet clusters were taken simultaneously to
yet. A spray flame is thought to be composed of a number clarify the spacial relation between the nonluminous and
of flamclcts where droplets and fuel vapor hum in a luminous flame and unburned droplet clusters. Furthermore.
complicated manner interacting with each other (Facth, 1977; this observation was compared with local continuous
Chigicr. 1981: Nakabc ct al.. 1991). Apparently, random and measurements, where the size and velocity of droplets. signals
discontinuous flame propagation occurs in a liquid fuel spray of the light emissions in OH- and CH-radical bands and Mic-
as far as one observes luminous spray flames by conventional scattering signal from droplets were monitored simultaneously.
high-speed direct photography (Mizutani and Nishimoto. 1972; It was found that a nonluminous flame first propagated
Nakabc ce al.. 1988). This fact implies that the spray burns continuously through a coexisting region of small droplcts and
in a complicated group combustion mode (Suzuki and Chiu, gas-phase mixture and that a number of small-scalcd droplet
1971; Chits and Liu. 1977: Chiu ct al.. 1982) being divided clusters burned randomly associated with discontinuous
into many clusters and subclustcrs corresponding to the luminous flames behind the nonluminous flame front.
number density distribution of droplets. Since the
conventional high-speed photography cannot visualize
nonluminous flames which arc supposed to play an important 2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
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Preliminary observation by a high-speed video recordcr (Nac.
I-ISV-I0IM) demonstrated a ignition delay of several
milliseconds. almost spherically propagating flame ball for

Fig. I Experimcntal apparatus scveral tens of millisecond and the final deformation or flame
ball duc to buoyancy. Thcrefore. the observations were
confined in thc period of spherical flame propagation.

Figure I shows a schematic illustration of thc Throughout (he present experiment, (he fuel injection ratc was
experimcntal apparatus. An ultrasonic atomizer of ferrite kept 4.44 cm-/min and the discharge duration time was 20
magnclostriction type (resonance frequcney=18.5 kltz) was Ms.
installed at the top center of a vertical square duct (280mm The optical and image processing system used to
X28OmmX1325mm) for shielding the spray from obtain various simultaneous flame images is shown in Figure
environmental disturbances. A spark gap. 4.0 mm wide, was 2. The planar beam of an Ar' laser tailored by a cylindrical
located 400 mm below the atomizer tip. A liquid fuel lens illuminated a vertical plane involving the central axis of
(kerosene) was fed to the atomizer by a microsyringc the apparatus. The thickness of the laser sheet was
pump. The freely falling droplet suspension was ignited by approximately 1.5 millimetcrs. The light. perpendicularly
an intermittent electric spark. A pulsc-dclay-gencrator scattered by the droplets in the rectangular area (indicated in
(Stanford Research Systems. WC Model DG535) was used to Fig.2) and passed through a dichroic mirror (DM) and an
control the triggering timing of each instrument and device, interference filter (F) (transmission peak wavelength of 514.5

nm), was focused by a UV Nikkor lens onto the
photocathode of an image intensifier ([.H.). On the other
hand, Oil- chcmilumincsccnce. emitted in the same direction.

A r' I a s a r ,CL reflected by the dichroic mirror and filtered by another
==z interference filter (transmission peak wavelength of 308.5 nm).

SuL- was focused on the photocathode of another image intensifier.
'F DM In order to obtain the OH-chcmilumincsccnce image and the

spectral luminosity image of a flame in the C,-radical band
L ns F simultaneously, the laser was turned off and the optical

LC .Se n s interference filter in the droplet image path was replaced with
the one for C,-band. This system consisted of a pair of
image processors (IP) and mechanical focal plane shutters (S).
both of which were controlled by the trigger contmller (TC)

C D connected to the personal compuler (PC). Image data were

i.i. Imp ntensifier F optical Fitter transferred to the computer and stored in floppy disks. The
I P sep processor 0 M Dichroic lirror ordinary exposure were set at 1/250 (4 ms). A rectangular

T C Trier controller C L Cylindrical lens area for visualization are indicated in Fig.3.
S Shutter Figure 4 shows the optical system for local continuous

monitoring of droplet velocity and diameter. Mic-scatcring
signals from droplets and the light emission signals in OHl-

Fig. 2 Optical image processing system
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c al., 1990). The specification of the PDA system is shown

in Table I.
U l atomizer t Oichroic msrror The Mic-scattcrcd light corrcsponds to the number

I POF :Optical filter density of droplets or the passage of droplet clusters. The
P :Pinhole OH-hand luminosity indicates the existence of combustion

ue_..l FMPhotomultiplier reaction in casc of spray flames because relatively low
CL:Collection lens temperatures (less than 2000 K) prevail in the whole flamc.
PC:Personal computer On the other hand, the light emission in CII- and C,-band

, R•R. •arc biased by the continuous spectrum of solid-body emission.

""'or/ .so that they correspond to each radical emission overlapped

Optical fiber -" by the solid-body emission from soot particles (Mizutani ct

S"transmitter L "MC. al.. 1989). For luminous spray flames, the sensitivity of the

Signal- detectors for C!i- and C,-band emissions should be lowered

...roce.Ssr by an order of magnitude as compared with the OH-band

p gdetector.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
PDA rece ive

\ 3.1 Image Processing

Fig. 4 Optical system for local continuous monitoring Figures 5 (a) and 5 (b) show typical simultaneous

images in OH- and C.-band. respectively, at 35. ms after the

electrical discharge. As mentioned previously, in the case of
and CH-radical bands. The monitoring location was chosen luminous flame like a spray flamC. the light emission in C,-
at 25 mm directly above the spark gap. where the flame band is biased by the continuous solid-body light emission.
propagated upward steadily. The light source for Mic- Because its intcnsity is much stronger than that of OH-band.
scattcring and PDA transmitter was an Ar* laser (Spectra the sensitivity of the I.I. in C,-band must be lowered by an

Physics, Stable 2016. wave length=514.5 nm). The light order of magnitude than that in OH-band. Therefore, the
emissions in OH- and CH-radical bands and Mic-scattcring region where an intense OH-band emission and a weak C2-
from droplets were detected in the direction perpendicular to band emission coexist is thought to be the nonluminous flame

the axis of the PDA transmitter using dichmic mirrors (DM). region. On the other hand, the region where both OH- and

optical interference filters (F) and photomultipliers (PM). C,-band images arc strong is thought to be the luminous
The size and velocity of droplets were also measured flame region accompanied with intense solid-body light

simultaneously using a PDA receiver (Dantcc. Modcl 57XSif) emissions from soot. Furthermore. the region of intense C2-
and a signal processor (Dantec. Model 58N10). Scattering band emission not synchroni.cd with OH chemiluminescence
angle was set at 70.3 degrees. This detection angle was is regarded as the high temperature burnt gas region. It is

selected so as for the first order refracted light to be noticed from these images that the flame first propagates
dominant and the measured valutes by PDA not to he spherically, although the flame eventually drifts upward due
sensitive to the refractive index changes of droplets (Pitcher to buoyancy effect as mentioned above.

The comparison between the images in OH-band and

C,-band reveals that the region of intense OH-band emissions

TaMe I Specification of PDA system associated with weak C,-band emissions is located in the
upper poition of the flame ball, whereas the intense C2-band

Probe: Focal length 500 mo emission region is confined in the inner (lower) poltion of
Spot diameter 244.8 itm. OH image: i.e. the nonluminous flamc region is followed by
Fringe spacing 5.0 'Uil the luminous flame region. The bright dots of Cr-band
Fringe number 49 emission arc regarded as small-scalcd droplet subelusters

Range: Maximum diameter 190 'Itm buried in a nonluminous flame.
Maximum velocity 1.5 N/s Figures 6 (a) and 6 (b) show typical images of OH-
Minimum velocity -0.5 iNs hband emission and Mie-scattcring from droplets, respectively.

Focal length or receiving optics 310 Im simultaneously taken at 35 ms after the electrical discharge.
Wavelength or laser beam 514 5 nm The thin white streaks in Fig.6 (b) are (Iroplct clusters
Bandwidth of signal processor 0 4 MHil
Frequency sih if t 40 Mit?. illuminated by the Argon-ion laser sheet. Because an intense

flame luminescence can pass through the optical interference
filter for Mic-scattering (Fms) (transmission peak wavelength
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(a) OH-band imagc (b) C.-hand image (a) OH-band image (b) Mic-scattcring image
Fig. 5 Short-exposure images of OH-chcmiluminesccnce and Fig. 6 Short-cxposurc images of OH-chcmilumincscence and
flame luminosity in C,-band droplet distribution

of 514.5 nm). both Mic-scattcring image and flame length side of the CH-band. so the C.-band is more biased
luminesccnce image arc superimposed in Fig.6 (b) but they by continuous solid-body light emission than CH-band. But.
arc distinguishable from each other since the luminous flamc we have confirmed in the preliminary cxperimcnt that flame
images arc blotted ones diffcrcnt from streaks. luminosity both in Cl-I- and C2-bands show almost same

By comparing these two images, it is found that the tendency.
intense OIl emission appears in the outer layer of the flame Figure 7 shows the five simultaneous signals at a
hall and that the luminous flame is located inside the flame local point; that is, OH emission (Inu). CH-band emission
hall. Fturthenrore. in the outer region of the flame ball. i Mic-scattcring from droplets (Ims), droplet velocity (Vh)
there arc clear streaks of droplet clusters regardless of the and droplet diameter (D). The abscissa is the time after
existence of OH- emission. Consequcntly. it is considered that
a nonluminous flame is propagating continuously through the
region of small droplets and gas-phasc mixture and the
remaining droplct clusters penetrate into the nonluminous
flame. A number of droplct clusters arc ignited randomly :.
behind the nonluminous flame and burn associated with Z
luminous flames. 00I ..

3.2 Local Continmots Monitoring -: 0 ___,J_ ._._,___._-._,__-_
2.0

Although two-dimensional information can be derived -
.z0 __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _from flame images. temporal transition is ambiguous. So. let 1.0- ,

us here compare the above results with the signals monitored "
at a point continuously. The monitoring location was chosen : -0.1
at 20 mm above the center of the spark gap where the flame o90

propagated upward steadily as mentioned previously. The ." ,... ""

reason why we adopted light emission in CII-band instead of 0-
that in C,-band during the local continuous monitoring is that 0 _ 00 20
it is diff'icult to detect simultaneously both C,-band light 0 100 200 s300 360

emission and Mic-scattering because thcir bands arc so close
to each other. The C,-band is located on the longer wave

Fig. 7 5 simultaneous signals at 20 mm above spark gap
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spark initiation in milliseconds. Sincc wc know that the change considerably hctwccn (a). (b) and (c) except for the
flame propagates upward steadily at this point. thcse time slight increase of fraction of droplets over 80 pm. Thc
series signals represcnt the structure of the uppcr portion of average vclocity in Figs. 9 and 10 does not change much,
the nlame ball. The droplet number density undcr the cold but the width of fluctuation is expanded after the flame
condition was estimated about 15 particles/mm' by the arrival in every size class. This fact suggests that droplets
calibrocion mcthod by Saffman (1987). arc affected by the thermal expansion after the flame passage.

The comparison bctwccn the signals in 011-band and
CH-bands reveals that both of them appears at the same time.
if the fact is considered that the scale of I(,, signal is fifty 4. CONCLUSIONS
times larger than that ol" fil. The CIl-hand emission
synchroniz.es with OH chcmilumincscncc, so that the fonner A droplet suspension. freely failing and entraining
seems to be CII radical chemiluminescence. We have surrounding air, was spark-ignitcd and the flame propagation
checked this by using of the common scale for the signal mechanism and flame structure were observed in detail. A
intensities. Thus. nonluminous flames (Io(, signal) begin to pair of short-cxposure images of OH-radical
appear at around 50 ms after electrical discharge. followed hy chemilumincsccncc and either droplet distribution pattern or
luminous diffusion flames accompanied with solid-body light flame luminosity pattern in the C,-radical emission band were
emission from soot (I,, signal) with a delay of several tens taken simultaneously to observe the spacial relation between
of milliseconds. It well corresponds to the images in Figs. nonluminous and luminous flame regions and droplet clusters
5 and 6. distribution. These data were compared with local continuous

The Mic-scattcring signal 1,4, gives us the information measurements, where droplet velocity and diameter, signals of
on the behavior of droplet clusters during the flame passage the light emissions in OH- and CH-radical bands and Mic-
through the optical control volume. Droplets randomly fall scattering signal from droplets were monitored simultancously.
through the control volume until the luminous flame front The results were summarizecd as follows;
arrives there. Only few droplets. on the other hand. arc
detected alter the luminous flame region appears. since the (I) A nonluminous flame first propagates continuously
population density of droplets rapidly decreases due to the through a region of small droplets and gas-phase
thermal expansion, evaporation and combustion reaction. mixture.

Thus. we arrive the same conclusions as already
derived from the image processing that a nonluminous flame (2) Remaining droplet clusters arc swallowed into the
is propagating continuously through the region of small nonluminous flame and then a number of droplet
droplets and gas-phase mixture and that remaining droplet clusters associated with luminous flames appear
clusters are swallowed into the nonluminous flame and then randomly and discontinuously behind the nonluminous
a number of" droplet clustc associated with solid-body flame front.
emissions appear randomly and discontinuously behind the
nonluminous flame front.
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SIMULTANEOUS IN-SITU MEASUREMENTS OF SOOT PARTICLE SIZE AND OF ITS TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT

OPTICAL CONSTANT FOR THE DIAGNOSTICS OF SOOTING FLAMES

B. Mandel and B. Ineichen

I.C. Engines and Combustion Technology Laboratory
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology

Zurich
Switzerland

ABSTRACr The methods based on G. Mie's light scatter theory have
made it possible to measure with some accuracy the diameter,

On the way to understand the soot origin mechanisms in number and density of soot particles in steady and non-steady
diffusion flames it is necessary to determine the time diffusion flames. However, the optical constant of soot parti-
dependent size of soot particles in-situ. The combination of cles is an uncertain element in determining their diameter. A
laser light scatter and transmission methods on the soot particle is an absorptive substance, its chemical compo-
experimental side and the G. Mie's theory on the theoretical sition is unclear, it changes in lifetime, and moreover its opti-
side has been used to investigate the behavior of soot particle cal constant differs with the temperature of the soot particle.
diameter, number and density in steady and non-steady It is very difficult to determine accurately the complex tern-
flames. Accurately determination of the temperature perature dependent refractive index (the optical constant).
dependent optical constant of soot particles in flames is a The temperature measurement of soot particles is an impor-
substantial part of the diameter measurement. tant foundation of the determination of the refractive index.

The linked usage of two different methods, one called The existence of spherical particles is a strong require-
opto-acoustic laser beam deflection technique for ment for the use of the Mie theory (Mie (1908)) to reduce the
determination of the soot particle temperature, and a light data. In combustion systems the particles depart after their
scattering/polarization extinction ratio method to measure formation from sphericity because of coalescence and
the refractive index, size and shape, was investigated, subsequent agglomeration into non-spherical aggregates. This

The scattering/polarization extinction ratio method, has been pointed out by several investigators (Jones (1972),
together with a diffraction pitch factor method to consider the Lee and Tien (1983), Drolen and Tien(1986), Drolen and
influence of non-spherical particles, determines the refractive Tien(1987)). The aggregates may have various shapes such as
index, size and shape of soot particles in diffusion flame. clusters, straight chains and / or random structures. The

To consider the temperature impact onto the refractive knowledge of the number of primary particles that constitute
index measurement, the opto-acoustic laser beam deflection the agglomerate, their largest dimension, as well as the
method, based on the relation between temperature and refractive indices and the size of the primary particle
acoustic wave velocity, was examined, represent the first step for a detailed characterization of a

given agglomerate. In addition, since in general the aggre-
gates are elongated structures with different largest

1. INTRODUCTION dimensions, their aspect ration distribution needs to be de-
termined, and when their total mass is required the number

The techniques used for particle size measurements in a density must also be known.

flame system can be divided into two categories: ex situ and
in situ. Extracting the particles from the flame by a mechani-
cal probe or a water-cooled plate introduces other sizing 2. CHARACTERIZATION OF SOOT PARTICLES
techniques, such as electron microscopy. These ex situ tech-
niques have been criticized because the flame is disturbed
during sampling, and therefore the morphology of the ex- 2.1. Determination of the Refractive Index
tracted particles can be different from that of the primary par-
ticles in the flame. With reference to Figure 1, let us consider a beam of

For in situ particle size measurements optical techniques light passing through a cloud of spherical particles. The
are used with the advantages of non-intrusion of the flame scattering plane is defined as the plane containing the
and real-time analysis. Soot particle sizing in flames incident light beam and the line of sight to the detector. The
(Erickson et.a. (1964), D'Alessio et. a. (1972), D'Alessio et. measured scattered light Ps is related to the properties of the
a. (1975)) utilizes the average scattered light intensity as a particles and the parameters of the optical system by the
function of the wavelength and scattering direction. expression
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P,.p = 1,.p AVK . .rPT; (12v+ 2

- -jv"vv (5)
V- V=VI " A

where s,p is the incident energy flux, A dthe solid angle ap-
erture of the collection optics, AV is the scattering volume
and Y1. accounts for the efficiency of the optical and elec- . , 2n(+6
toanic components comprising the detection system. The sub- ip1 = + b(
scripts s and p denote the polarization state (vertical or hori-
zontal) of the incident and scattered beams, respectively. The
parameter .K, (cm-'sr-l) denotes a differential scattering co- The functions a, and b, are the electric and magnetic
efficient and is defined as the energy scattered per unit time multipole coefficients of the scattered light expressed in terms
and per unit volume into a unit solid angle about a direction of the size parameter x = 2irr/X and complex refractive index
e. Since the scattering intensity is attenuated as the light n = m -ik. The functions xv and rv are expressed in terms of
travels between the scattering volume and the detector, the the associated Legendre polynomials and depend only on the
factor cx is introduced to account for this attenuation. scattering angle e. The function P(r) represents the size

distribution of the particles and for the flame soot is usually
taken to be the zero order log normal distribution function
(Kerker (1957)). For a distribution of sizes with average
particle radius r0 and geometry width o, P(r) may be ex-

S-PolarizatiOn pressed as

Dye-as \ e er £,(_ 2(OY/2)) 3 n(/o] (7)1., PC,) = --/2° ).,-
4R-rO0n(y 2/n2oj

Extiaction~o Extinction
P-Polarizatim volume scattering detecto

volume As mentioned earlier the angular and size parameter
dependencies of the scattering cross section in combination
with the extinction cross section and an experimentally

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for the scattering measurement of determined refractive index can yield the particle size and
soot particles particle size distribution. However, it is essential to determine

not only the soot particle temperature but also the temperature
The mean scattering coefficient for a size distribution of dependent refractive index of the soot particles as a first step

particles is given by in particle size measurement.

1,.p = NID.p (2) 2.2. Measurement of the Soot Particle Temperature

The strong impact of soot particle temperature on the
where N (cm"3 ) is the particle number density and D refractive index requires an exactly determination of the
(cm2sr"1) is the mean scattering cross-section for all sphers flame temperature close to a particle.
in the scattering volume given by This experimental technique is based on the

thermodynamic dependence of the acoustic wave velocity
- from the temperature T (Eq. 8). The change into Eq. 9 shows

"=I D,,pP(r)dr (3) the implementation: The measurement of the acoustic wave
0 velocity a, linked with a calculation of the thermodynamic

parameters of the gas at the measurement volume, leads to the
The differential scattering cross-section for a single determination of the temperature T at this point in the flame.

homogeneous spherical particle of radius r is given by the ex-
pression a (8)

zD,,p '" (4)
-W T=a 2 M(9(4) M , (9)

where i are the Mie scattering amplitude functions
(lDohren and 'Huffman (1983), Van de Hulst (1957), Kerker(1969)) The measurement of the acoustic wave velocity wasrealized by deflection of two parallel HeNe laser beams based
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on the change of the local refractive index in the flame. The components had a 100:1 extinction ratio. Pulse energy and
propagation of a spherical acoustic wave through the flame pulse width were approximately 15 mJ at 10 ns.
produces this change of the refractive index and, furthermore, The wavelength dependence on the form factor
the deflection (Figure 4). determined by measurement of the scattered light under two

Computation of the thermodynamic parameters like angles is shown in Figure 3. This is an agreement with the
specific heat cv and molecular weight M requires an theory described above.
information about the local consistence of the flame at the
measurement point. This will be discussed in more detail in Monochromator
Section "Modeling". Photomultiplier 2

3. EXPERIMvENTAL SETUP 
Sotpril

Ci Polarizr Dy-L I

3.1. Soot Particle Detection by Light Scattering Tchniques Pom u ple r D-1a

Phcotmultiplier I

The experimental methods in determining the refractive
index can be divided to the light scattering method and the PC
transmission law method.

The light scattering method is an application of the A li
polarization ratio method. The refractive index is measured by
determining the polarization ratio between two polarized light
components vertical and horizontal to the incident light at a Fig. 2. Experimental setup for soot particle characterization
position where the incident light is at an angle of 1200 (the
scattering angle: 0 = 600) to the scattered light from the
measured object and as an function of at least two different
las wavelengths with the absorption factor kept constant. 1.30

The tramismsion latw method estimates the refrative 1.20 .-- Measurement 1
index by measuring how much light is reduced, (the ....... Measurement 2
attenuation factors of the light at two specific wavelengths X1 • 1.10 -- Measurement 3
and X2) after it has passed through the measured object, then .00- Measurement 4

determining the specific ratio E 1.00

.2 0.90 0
(10)

In T JX2 0.80

0 .70 - , , , I , , I ,,, I , , . , . ,-

of the logarithmic decrements of the wavelengths determined 560 562 564 566 568 570
through the monochromator and the CCD camera. Since wavelength XW Inm]
arbitrary incident light passes through e.g. the flame, the
specific ratio between the logarithmic values of the two
attenuation factors is equal to their attenuation coefficient Fig. 3. Intensity ratio under two angles for different
ratio wavelengths, scattered at a diffusor

_(11) Single-shot scattered intensity of the focused dye laser
i.x2  was acquired by use of photomultipliers. Required for

polarization ratio and extinction measurements, but this
enables normalization of the scattered intensity measurement

Here the particle diameter changes when the refractive by the laser energy for each single-shot. Furthermore thisindex changes relative to the attenuation coefficienit ratio. lIn provides a useful check on the alignment of the soot particle

this way we obtain the particle diameter and the refractive srea and the llinai n f the same

index common to the measured values of both the polarization scattered intensity after normalization by the laser

ratio and the attenuation coefficient factor ratio. illumination should result. Single-shot spectral-intensity
The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 2. The profiles will be monitored with a spectrograph system.

output of a Nd:YAG frequency-doubled pumped broad band A typical spectrum showed, that shot-to-shot variations

dye laser is polarized at 450 and is focused to a width of in the spectral profile will not affect the accuracy of the
approximately 400 pam into the slit burner. The polarization measurement (the magnitude of residual oscillation did not
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change appreciably). A small fraction of the energy from the of s = 4 mm with an accuracy of As=+ 0.02 mm using a
532 nm pump beam split off and focused into the slit burner. diffraction technique.
This focus with a width of approximately 150 lin is aligned
collinearly with the propagation axis of the focused broad beam separation
band dye laser beam. The 532 nm focus serves as a
conditional sample volume that indicates whether particles flame
were in the larger focus volume of the broad band laser beam. flame

This is necessary, because the illumination intensity will
presumably cancel out in the polarization ratio. However, the
position of the soot particle within the focus not only affects
the intensity of the scattered light but also influences the
polarization ratio by changing the relative contributions of the HeNe-0aser
different scattering mechanisms. To our knowledge particle beams
position is an important effect that limits practical application slit burner
of the technique to particle sizes smaller than the beam waist aget
width. width. Nd-YAG laser beam

3.2. Temperature Measurement by Opto-acoustic Laser beam transit time
Deflection

To determine the acoustic wave velocity in the flame Fig. 4 Experimental setup for the temperature determination

close to a particle, two parallel HeNe laser beams were of scot particles in a flame

focused in the flame using long focal-length lenses (f = 500
umm). The position of the beam waist diameter (less than 1

nmm) defines the measurement plane. 4.2. Measured Profiles
For the detection of the deflection two position-sensitive

detectors, each having four quadrants, were used. The
accurate setup of the diodes guarantees the detection of only For this study a slit burner (acetylene-air-flame, dimensions
one direction of deflection, parallel to the plane of the two of the slit: 1 mm x 50 mm) with a pre-mixed equivalence ratio
HeNe laser beams (Ineichen et. a. (1992), Ineichen, Mandel of X - 0.7 was used. This burner produces a rather
(1993)).

A frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser pulse (532 rn), Acetylene-air-flame
focused onto a target, produces the spherical acoustic wave by
local heating of the gas. The propagation of the acoustic wave
through the flame changes the refractive index of the gas. The
deflection signals of the two parallel HeNe laser beams are
compared to determine the transit time of the acoustic wave
through the flame (Figure 4). profiles

4. MEASUREMENT x Slit burner
x

The first part of out experiment belongs to the
determination of the temperature in the flame very close to Fig. 5 Traces of the measured profiles

the particle. Under the assumption that the radiation of the
moot particles produces a negligible drop in temperature 2-dimensional flame. Figure 5 shows the position of the

relative to that of the surrounding gas, the temperature of the measured profiles. Each profile consists of approximately 15

soot particles is determined by the following molts. measurement points along the y-axis; 5 measurements were
made at each point. Figure 6 shows typical deflection signals

4.1. Critical Parameters of the Temperature Measurement with a statistical deviation less than 1% by measuring the
transit time in the flame. The exact y-position of the profiles

The target used for the acoustic wave source should be is defined by the focal plane of the two HeNe laser beams.

placed inside the measurement plane defined by the two
parallel HeNe laser beams. A target outside of this plane
would results in a deflection that contains a component 5. MODELING
outside of the main deflection plane. The distance between
the two HeNe probe beams was carefully adjusted to a value The determination of the temperature inside the flame

based on acoustic wave velocity measurements demands the
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calculation of the thermodynamic parameters of the gas at the
measurement volume. Furthermore, an acetylene-air-flame 6
burning in an environment of air, produces a diffusional
stream of air into the flame changing the local equivalence 5 _
ration. The model described in this section considers this = 4 A 0.5
diffusion. I ), 0.7

3 " =0.9 ii

601 -5 0 5 10
40 miUed fm an

20 10SE 20A 1040 5

2000

"- 0 --

0 -10 -0.5 5800

5 _.** 07__ 0
-20 Y

-60 V 0STLANCE - 3 MM
-60 -- __Fig. 8 Loc9 l computed equivalence ratios X for different pre-

nmixed flames, at 45 nn above the burner exit plane

0 ... ... I .... .........
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t [microsec]
2800

Fig. 6 Multiple deflection signals at the same measurement 2600
volume ,24oo

moen 6 cotnut eqato .ece et a.(192.0e

A 0. Boo

5 ... X =0.7 0.
7k'*• 0.9 6

Fig. 9 Temperature profiles in different heights above the
1 burner exit plane for a global equivalence ratio of
02 .. .iL..O".. . . = 0.7
-10 -5 0 5 10

Fig. 7 Ccal c omputed velocity profiles for different a hemixed &REiFgr9

flames, at 45 tn o above the burner exit plane

made uderuthetuse of the local jetvelocone fme is a. 6.1. Measurement of the Local Particle Temperature in the

(192)) correspondingofotthelprediteonsefcthe model. Figurei1

bacmd on the continuity equations for the fuel mass and on the

momentum continuity equation (Ineichen et. a. (I992), KeeIet. a. (199), ineichen, Mandel (1993)). The consideration of eqivlnc ratfios sesofe X p.7wroies mnadfae with diff renthights
the boundary conditions (u_=O) gives a similarity between the eauivaenhe bunr hati df . were modldescnrdifferenthe sciont
local jet velocity and the local fuel mass concentration. above wahued tourn er mn hd.the local desqrivaencd ai in theseio

(Fiurter7 moigre, 8).acltono h aioo h ie flame considering the temperature dependent consistence of
Furtherm, oreC:, 1ca0cHulatind oHfi the bratoofned rgiveno the flame. The measured profiles are shown in Figure 9.

spees C.aCO, C02, H20 ri2e aond lOH ineqburvnced region ofwa In the center of the flarme, belonging to the parameter
thde Rum.e theased on the known loaqiaece ratio ew.as "thickness" = 0. a typical temperature decrease is shown,

madeundr te ue oftheCHEKINcode(Ke et a. corresponding to the predictions of the model. Figure 10
(1992)). compares the predictions of the model and the experimental



results. A final comparison, Figure 11, was made with the Financial support for the current work was provided by
same flame under the same conditions with holographical the Swiss Federal Office of Energy (BEW), Grant Nr. EF-
interferometry. FOS (89)004.
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL MIE SCATTERING TECHNIQUE FOR SPRAY DIAGNOSTICS
UNDER RUNNING ENGINE CONDITIONS

K.-U. MWinch and A. Leipertz

Lehrstuhl flU Technische Thermodynamik
Universitit Erlangen-Nurnberg; 91058 Erlangen, Germany

ABSTRACT 7 W at a wavelength of 488 tun. By means of an irradiation
optics the laser beam was formed to a thin light sheet with

A two-dimensional Mie scattering technique was thickness of approximately 200 microns and focused into the
applied for spray diagnostics inside a real direct injection measurement volume. The light sheet was positioned 5 mm
Diesel engine. The engine was provided and driven by below the five hole nozzle. Perpendicular to the light sheet
Volkswagen and was modified to allow an optical access to plane the scattered light was detected by an intensified CCD
the piston bowl. The light sheet was positioned slightly below camera. The temporal resolution of the measurement system
the five hole nozzle. Therefore the liquid fuel distribution of corresponded to the camera shutter time of 100 ns. The
each individual spray jet inside the light sheet plane could be spatial resolution was 0.1 mm x 0.1 mm. Due to constructive
determined by the detection of the scattered light from reasons not the whole area of the piston bowl could be
droplets. The measurements were performed with an detected. The limited observation area is indicated in
intensified CCD camera. The temporal resolution Figure 2.
corresponded to the shutter time of 100 ns. The spatial
resolution was sufficient to determine the shape of the liquid -
fuel distributions and their position inside the light sheet
plane. The spray penetration process inside the engine could
be investigated under running engine conditions and 2
compared to empirical and theoretical results from literature.

1. EXPERIMENTAL SET'UP 10

The measurements were performed inside a transparent__
four cylinder 1.9 1 direct injection (DI) Diesel engine which
was provided and driven by VOLKSWAGEN. The optical
access was achieved by windows inside the piston and
cylinder walls. A schematic of the setup is given in Figure 1.
In order to generate a light sheet inside the piston bowl an
Ar-Ion-Laser was used. The irradiation power was adjusted to Fig. 2 Light sheet area inside the measurement field of the

ophics camera

side windows o In order to suppress the flame luminosity during the
combustion process an interference filter was applied in front

piston bowl of the detection optics. The image intensifier operated as a
pislon window cam to fast shutter without setting the gain option in order to retain

the whole dynamic range.

Inet vave -v 2. EVALUATION PROCEDURE AND MEASUREMENT
exhars vRESULTS

njecIion no zzlee The Mie scattered signal detected from the camera

piston bowl system contains three signal portions which have to be

Fig. I Schematic of the experimental setup separated. Figure 3 presents the measured intensities along a

line from the orifice of the nozzle to the spray tip.
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"I'lte strongest signal porton %was detected fromn the light "he strong fluictuiiiaine helu iour cani be expressed h% A
sheet signail generated by dro plets stayinlg inside the l ight frequency distribut ion of1 the l ocal apipearance 11' iliqu id fuelI
sheet during the exposure timec. The other signal portions inside the light sheet. The binary liquid Fuel distributiu'nN of a
occur due to miuiltiipie scattering. di ffuse ill uminat ion of. the certain inject ion time can be superposed by imiage pro cessing
piston howfl, reflections: on engine components and sensor in order to achieve statistical information. Subsequently the
noise denoted as integral scattering and background signal in result can be normialized by the number ol distributions taken
F:iguire 1. The integral scatttering swiiiml can be exploited to into account to obtain probability values between 0) and 1.
determine the spray parameters like the spray tip penetration Figure 5 presents a calculated Appearance F~requency
and the cone angle. IDi stribut ion (All) fo~r a certaiin i ntection timie at top dead

center.

iiqtlCi 7,7/,li / \ici

F~ig. 3 lntensitiv profile along a line inside a measured liquid
fuel distribution

Fig. 5 Calculated appearance frequency distribution of the
To distinguish the light sheet signal fromt the other liquid fuel at TI)(

signal portions a steep intensity gradient at the edges of the hprbiltvausnceefotdrkobgt
liquid fuel distributions can be used. The intensity gradient ofThprbilyvausnces rmdkto rtt
the increasing intensities can certainly be rccogni7.ed. In ordler colours. The whole injection process can be described with
to distinguish between the signal portion tangents can be AFDs by scanning the injection process in successive tine
applied to the light sheet signal and the integral scattering steps. The experimental effort foir such a description is very
signal providing a point o f intersect ion wvhich can be used to high, but it provides valuable inforniation (if the spray
define an intensity threshold. liv means of this threshold a penetration process and the results can be compared with
binary liquid fuel distribution can be- calculated fromt the numerical calculations.
measured initensity distribution. see MUnch and Front the ADFs oif each let also the centers of gravity
Leipertz ( 1192t1. were determnined. They define the points of- intersection

The measurements show, that strong cycle fluctuations between the jet axis and the light sheet plane. A comparison
occur at the samne injection time in successive cycles, of these points with the points ol'iniersection umiven from the
F~igure 4 presents as an exaniple four di ffrent measurements geometry oif the noz/.le holes has indicated that deviations in
for the same crank angle position. Thei black areas inside the the direction of the spray penetration occur in dependence of1
bright ranges of the spray jets correspond to the determnined the injection time and the engine operating point under
binary liquid fuel distributions oif the individual jes investigation. It has been pointed out by Miiinch and Lcetper17

(1993 and 1994) that these deviations cannot be determined
N with conventional imiaging techniques integrating the

detected signal over the path of observation

q The already described integral scattering signal can be

easi ly dist ingumished firo m the Ilight shieet signal (see Fi gure i
ad can be used for the ini.estugatioi tofthle spray penetration1

with the often used shadowgraph% techiiique. Figure t% show.:

comtparison its calculated cuir~c e' rom empirical anid
theoretical equations by Wakuri et al i I 'Ii ii. Tay'lor and
Walshant ( 1970). Deiti I] 9 IM . Im.ustgaintet 1094 t, Fu im mto ,I
It/ 11991). Iltroyasu and Aram i '10901, and Yule et a (1( 1091 )

In comparison it, tte "calcilat ed curves smallecr % a I es of
ithe spray tip peniteratio'i were nitmeasmred inside the engine lor

Fig. 4 Fluctuations i-t the l~iqud fuel distributions inside tlte
light sheet plaiie Mlack areas t in successive cycles
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may separate in the lee of curved surfaces for 8/R <1 due
ABSTRACT to strong adverse pressure gradients. In general, analysis

has been focused on flows over a curved surface free of
Laser-Doppler measurements of velocity characteristics the influence of additional shear or of other flow
are presented for the turbulent channel flow established boundaries (Buckles et al, 1984; Patel et al, 1990).
between two wavy surfaces (top and bottom) with an
amplitude-to-wavelength ratio of h/)= 0.22 and mounted The presence of an additional interacting shear layer mny
downstream of a fully-developed channel flow for alter the pressure distribution along the flow and,
Reynolds numbers up to 3.6x105 . The study involves consequently, minimize the effect of S/R mentioned
analysis of the flow for two different channel heights, above. This paper is aimed to quantify this phenomena,
namely H2/h= 2.55 and 3.55, with the latter being in that the flow established between two parallel and out-
associated with the occurrence of flow recirculation in the of-phase curved surfaces is studied for different interacting
lee of the concave surfaces. The results reveal a flow levels of the shear layers formed in the vicinity of each
structure qualitatively similar to that found in other surface.
turbulent curved flows and include analysis of the
turbulent stresses in order to identify the effect of extra The work follows that of Almeida et al (1993) for the
rates of strain on the mean flow. Their implications for channel flow over a large amplitude wavy surface (i.e.,
the calculation of recirculating and non-recirculating the bottom wall) and is centered on obtaining a basic
turbulent flows over curved boundaries using turbulence understanding of the conditions for which a recirculating
models we discussed through analysis of the terms in the zone is formed in the wake of the surfaces. The previous
conservation equation of turbulent kinetic energy. flow field has been strained by a geometrically-similar

wavy surface, so that it resembles the flow in a wavy
channel.

The next section describes the experimental method,
1. INTRODUCTION gives details of the flow configuration, of the laser-

Doppler velocimeter and of the errors incurred in the
Turbulent flows distorted by imposed boundaries, namely measurements. Section 3 presents the mean and
those under the influence of longitudinal streamline fluctuating velocity characteristics of the flow between
curvature, experiences large positive and negative wavy surfaces, and discusses the results in terms of their
pressure gradients and have been the subject of intensive contribution to improve knowledge of complex flows.
experimental research in the last two decades, with the The last section summarizes the main findings and
common aim of improving knowledge of the effect of conclusions.
extra strain rates (i.e., rates of strain additional to simple
shearing) on the behaviour of turbulent flows.

It should be noted that it has been recognized for many 2. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION
years (e.g. Bradshaw, 1973; Bradshaw and Johnston, AND PROCEDURES
1988) that a small amount of streamline curvature can
have a significant effect on the behaviour of a turbulent The experiments were conducted in the long horizontal
flow. The magnitude of this effect is obviously dependent water tunnel made of perspex, 0.170 m in depth, 0.2 m
upon the ratio of the shear layer thickness, 8, to the ratio in width and 7 m in length, of Durao et al (1989). The
of curvature, R, of the imposed boundaries and, for facility has a recirculating system whereby the water is
example, Baskaran et al (1987) have shown that the flow drawn from a constant-head discharge tank and pumped
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into a pressurized tank. The water is then passed through cells). The resulting frequency shift was normally set at 2
straightners and screens upstream of the duct inlet, which MHz. The principal characteristics of the laser-Doppler
assures the uniformity of the flow. velocimeter, and in particular those of the transmitting

optics, are summarized in Table 1.
The curved surfaces were made of plastic and its shape is
that of the plane of symmetry of the 3-D hills used by
Hunt and Snyder (1980) which, ideally, is the inverse of
a fourth order polynomial. The height and radius of the Table 1 - Principal characteristics of the
base of the wavy surfaces are respectively equal to h= 29 laser-Doppler velocimeter
mm and R= 67 mm (figure 1):

"* Argon-Ion laser (IW,
nominal); wavelength 514.5 nm

"" local length of focusing lens 310 mm

"* laser beam diameter, at e-2
intensity 1.5 mm

"* measured half-angle of beam
intersection (in air) -- 4.850

_ calculated half-angle of beam
intersection (in water) 3.640

S'• , calculated dimensions of
measuring volume, at e-2
intensity, (major and minor 1.107;
axis of ellipsoid in water) 0.136 mm

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the flow • velocimeter transfer constant 0.315 MHz/(ms- 1)
configuration.

their wavelength is 7.= 134 mm= 2R. The measurements The light scattered by naturally-occurring centers in the
reported here were obtained for two different channel water was collected by a lens (focal length of 200 mm)
heights, namely for H2/h= 2.55 and 3.55. The origin of and focused onto the pinhole aperture (0.3 mm) of a
the horizontal, x, and vertical, y, coordinates is taken on photomultiplier (OEI, type LD-0-810) with a
the top of the bottom surface, and the results are magnification of 1.0. The output of the multiplier was
presented in terms of a dimensionless channel height. band-pass filtered and the resulting signal processed by a

purpose-built frequency counter operated in the single-
The measuring section was located about 6 m measurement-per-burst mode with fixed cycles (N=8)
downstream of the tunnel inlet, where laser-Doppler validated in the time domain within 1%. The validated
measurements obtained in the absence of any data were transferred to a laboratory 8-bit minicomputer,
perturbation, and along several vertical profiles, have where the time-averaged moments of velocity were
identified a fully developed channel flow, which has been evaluated.
analyzed in detail by Almeida et al (1990). The upstream
mean reference velocities for the two flow conditions The complete LDV system was mounted on a three-
studied were respectively equal to <UG>= 1.487 and dimensional traversing unit, allowing the positioning of
1.340 m/s, with the centerline turbulence intensity of the laser-velocimeter control volume within ± 0.25 mm.
3%: the friction factor is Cf=0.0035 and the wall friction Spectral analysis of the LDV velocity signals was carried
velocities were Ur = 0.13 and 0.10 m/s for H2/h= 2.55 out by sampling and holding the velocity at each new
and 3.55 respectively. The Reynolds number of the flow Doppler burst until another valid signal arrives. A high
for these two conditions, based on the mean reference mean sampling frequency up to 2 KHz was used,
velocity in the wavy channel, <U>, and its hydraulic suggesting that structures of the order of 1.0 mm and
diameter, was kept constant at 3.6x 105. above can be resolved. This is at least one order of

magnitude smaller than important length scales in the
Velocity was measured by a laser-Doppler velocimeter duct, which implies that the energy containing motions
operated in the dual-beam, forward-scatter mode with are resolved by the counter. It should be pointed out thatoperaitiited i the dual-b ieam, on for rd-s oded wlighth in the present study we are particularly interested in the
sensitivity to the flow direction provided by light- low range of the spectrum and that the power spectral
frequency shifting from acousto-optic modulation (Bragg density could be accurately reconstructed up to about 300
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Hz. Sample results are presented in figure 2 for a typical (random) errors were of 0.5 and 3% respectively for the
point of the shear layer for flow conditions associated mean and variance values, for a 95% confidence interval,
with the separation of the flow in the lee of the concave Yanta and Smith (1978). Systematic errors incurred in

.f," ... and show tl- ahlb•.ncc ,, discrete flow the measurementsof Reynolds shear stress can arisc from
oscillations, lack of accuracy in the orientation angle of the normal to

the anemometer fringe pattern, Melling and Whitelaw
(1976), and can be particularly large in the vicinity of the
zones characterized by zero shear stresses. For the present
experimental conditions the largest errors are expected to
be smaller than 2%.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

UA-2
This section presents the detailed laser-Doppler

_ measurements of the flow between the wavy surfaces
-3 described before. The results include the comparison of

the flow for two different channel liFights, namely H2/h=
2.55 and 3.55, which allow to analyze the conditions for

-41 which a recirculating zone is established in the wake of
-1 0 2 the concave surfaces.

lgFreq.(z 3.1. The Mean Flow

Some of the salient features of the two flows considered
Figure 2. Power spectral density of a measured signal are summarized conveniently by the vectorial distribution

in a typical point of the shear layer for the presented in figure 3. which quantify the mean flow
wavy channel with H2/h=3.55 along the central plane of symmetry.

Detailed laser-Doppler measurements of the flow were The measurements have been preceded by a detailed
obtained along fourteen vertical profiles in the central analysis along the traverse direction of the measuring
plane of the duct, namely at x/h = -1.034; -0.69; 0.0; cross-section, which confirmed that the results presented
0.345; 1.034; 1.379; 1.724; 2.310; 2.586; 3.276; 3.793; here are free of any 3-D effects, in that the flow in the
4.138; 4.621 and 4.966. The measurements were centre of the channel can be considered as two-
performed with the laser beams in the horizontal and dimensional.
vertical plane and at 450 to allow the determination of the

horizontal, U and vertical , V. mean and turbulent The results reveal a considerably thin boundary layer

velocities and of the distribution of the Reynolds shear along the upstream part of the concave surfaces, which
e accelerates strongly as it approaches the top zone with an

stress, u'v' , Durst et al (1981). The measuring volume increased deflection of the mean flow for the narrower
was located up to 1 mm from the surfaces with the channel. The two cases studied exhibit similar flow
transmitting optics inclined half-angle of the beam patterns, with the deflection of the mean flow over the
intersection and with the scattered light collected off-axis. curved surface being affected by the level of flow

confinement. For H2/h = 2.55 the flow does not separate
The errors incurred in the measurements have been in the valley zones and the mean horizontal velocity
discussed in detail elsewhere, and only the major sources above the top of the concave surfaces is increased by
are summarized here. Non-turbulent Doppler broadening U / < U > = 1.71. On the other hand, for the larger
errors due to gradients of mean velocity across the channel height the deflection of the mean on the top of
measuring volume, Durst et al (1981), may essentially the surfaces is comparatively smaller with
affect the variance of the velocity fluctuations, but for the U / < U> = 1.61, and flow separation occurs between
present experimental conditions are at least five orders of x/X = 0.22 and x/X = 0.56 in a way qualitatively similar
magnitude smaller than the values of the variances and, to that found by Almeida et al. (1993).
therefore, sufficiently small for their effect to be
neglected. In the experiments the number of individual Following the analysis of Buckles et al. (1984), the flow
velocity values used to form the averages was always for H2 /h = 3.55 separates in a region of unfavourable
above 10 000 and, therefore, the largest statistical
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U/<u>=l of the turbulent flow, which is quantified by the
a) 1.0 -distributions of the contours of normal and shear stresses

of Figures 4 and 5, although the present results do not
convey any information on the turbulent levels along the

0.6 -_ transversal direction. The results indicate a region of high
* z•, -~-- : velocity fluctuations along the shear layer downstream of

4the top of each wavy surface, in a way qualitatively

0. similar to that found in other turbulent curved flows.
Peak values of normal stresses occur in the zones

0.-- characterized by the highest mean velocity gradients and
are associated with near-Gaussian velocity probability
density functions, typical of the absence of discrete
frequency oscillations.0.e OMo 0.40 0.60 O~M A 1.20 e 1.40

XO. The turbulent flow in the two conditions studied is

Lu<u>-l anisotropic with values of u'2 consistently higher than
b) 1.0 those of V2 . In the freestreamn, the levels of turbulence

anisotropy reach those of the undisturbed flow, with
vertical velocity fluctuations half of those in the

b- . longitudinal direction.
X 0.4 • •

0" . --. The distribution of the shear stress, uv . quantify the
turbulent diffusion along the shear layer and is consistent

0.0 with the direction of the mean flow. The maximum
values occur along those of the normal stresses and are
similar to those found over the wavy channels of Buckler

00 OMo 0.Uo MM A 1.00 1.2 1Ao et al. (1984) and Almeida et al. (1993).

In agreement with other flows over curved boundaries,
the turbulent kinetic energy increases with the distance

Figure 3. Vectorial distribution of the mean flow. from the top of the concave surface up to the upward
tilting of the flow at the upstream face of the following

a) H2/h= 2.55 wave. This is because downstream of the top of the
b) H2/h= 3.55 curved surfaces the overall effect of positive shear strain

is to increase turbulence intensity by the destabilizing
effect of streamline curvature, while along the

pressure gradient and reattachs upstream of the pressure approaching faces of the waves the opposite signs of the

maximum at an oblique angle. The extent of the flow shear strains suppresses turbulence by stabilizing
reversal zone is comparatively smaller than those found curvature effects, (see Bradshaw, 1973). This explains

for the flow over wavy surfaces by Almeida et al. (1993) the attenuation of the Reynolds stresses in the case of

and Buckler et al. (1984), respectively, between H2/h= 2.55 compared with the values found for the

0.16<x/7<0.76 and 0.14<x/!<0.69, which is explained recirculating flow associated with the flow in the channel

by the level streamline curvature experienced by those for flow 3.55.

flows. For comparison, typical flows over sharp for H2/h= 3.55.
obstacles (eg. Durst and Rastogi, 1980) separate for
considerably larger zones, as the transfer of momentum 3.3. Discussion
across the shear layer is different from that found here.
The maximum measured values of the reverse velocity is The analysis of the previous sections was based upon
equal to U / < U = - 0.29 and, again, this compares results presented in laboratory coordinates, but this does
with the values of U > < U• - 0.33 of Almeida et al. not affect the main conclusions of the work as noted by
(1993). Almeida et. al. (1993). The results have identified that

the shear layers formed in the downstream part of the
concave surfaces are zones of intense velocity

3.2 The Turbulent Flow fluctuations, with increased values for the recirculating
flow found in the case of the largest channel height. The

The previous paragraphs have considered the mean flow aim of this discussion is to analyze the implications of
over the 2-D wavy surfaces. We now turn to the analysis the results presented above for the calculation of
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Figure 6. Budgets of turbulent kinetic energy for H2/h= 2.55. Re= 3.6 x 105.

recirculating flows between imposed curved boundaries. + - •-i K-j' + - . + A -e
The approaches used here consist in the analysis of the +P + P
convection and production terms in the conservation
equation of the turbulent kinetic energy, k, which in a
rectangular coordinate system for stationary, 5
incompressible, isothermal and a two-dimensional flow
(Rody, 1970), is given by: The terms 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 represents, respectively, the

convection, the turbulent production by the interaction of

uaK + vaK, T- ._ - V-2-av - .[aIu +avI normal and shear stresses and the diffusion and
a - x a- dissipation terms, which are represented in figures 6 and

-. .---- 7 respectively for H2/h= 2.55 and 3.55, in a way that! 2 3
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Figure 7. Budgets of turbulent kinetic energy for H2Ih= 3.55. Re= 3.6 x 105 .

negative convection represents a gain of turbulent kinetic - 2 u• U which is a negative quantity, and represents a
energy. At the top of each bottom concave surface and ln

downstream of this zone up to x/;,=0.3, turbulence turbulent gy

production by normal stresses is the largest term, which The results also quantify the large rate of production of
is balanced by convection and diffusion. This is also turbulent kinetic energy by the interaction between shear
shown in the vicinity of the top surface for x/X=0.7 and tressentand strains in thc "valley" zone. Further
is associated with the occurrence of flow separation for downstream, with the approach of the top of the concave
H2/h= 3.55. The observation accounts for the large surfaces, c ioh the argest te and is balance
turbulence anisotropy in these zones since, although surfaces, convection is the largest term and is balanced byturbulent diffusion.
production of ; represents a gain, production of is
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A remarkable observation is that the occurrence of zones value of 0.18 usually considered for plane shear layers
dominated by the intreaction of normal stresses and with zero velocity on the low-speed side. This value
strains is not strictly associated with the separation of the increases for H2/h= 2.55, and although the results show
flow and occurs for the two cases studied. This is that there is not a complete interaction between the top
important in that it is necessary to calculate the and bottom shear layers for the two flow conditions
individual normal stresses adequately (using an studied, analysis of the differences between the present
appropriate turbulence model) if the correct turbulent spread rates and those typical of plane free shear layers
kinetic energy is to be obtained, suggests that the shear layers reported here cannot be

modelled entirely as unbound layers. Direct comparisons
Finally, figure 8 identifies the locus of the maximum of growth rates are subject to uncertainty because of their
velocity fluctuations for the two conditions studied and dependence upon the boundary conditions, but the
%ows that the wall boundary layer formed at the rising previous analysis agrees with that of Castro and Hague

surface of the wavy surfaces remains quite thin up to the (1987) and is important to establish a suitable model to
top of the concave surfaces. Then it spreads as it predict flows along curved surfaces.
approachs the wake region, where it becomes a free shear
layer detached from the surface similar to that analyzed by
Buckles et al (1984). The rate of spread, define as the
ratio of distance between the shoulder of the shear layer
and the distance along the locus of the maximum
intensity, is about 0.164 for H2/h= 3.55 mm on the
upper side of the shear layer and, therefore, similar to the Laser-Doppler measurements of the flow field established

between large-amplitude wavy surfaces mounted in a
water channel in a region of fully developed channel flow

a)H =2..i2 for a Reynolds number up to 3.6x10 5 , have provided
detailed information about the turbulent structure formed
in the lee side of the obstacles. The study includes
comparison of the flow in a wavy channel for two

a, 7' different channel heights and provides a set of benchmark
data for the evaluation, in turbulent flows over curved$A U-,2 % % -- boundaries, of numerical solutions of the equation of

&2a motion which use turbulence models.

The results reveal a flow structure qualitatively similar to
that found in other turbulent curved flows and include the

•0 , • • o. ". , ' 14 analysis of the recirculating flow formed in the wake of" .00 1the concave surfaces for one flow condition. In general, aXAX thin boundary layer is established on the rising surface of

b)H lb3.M the curved surfaces and accelerates up to their top. The
I curvature of the flow imposes mean velocity effects on

1•. the turbulent flow, resulting in the establishment of a
U zone of high intensity velocity fluctuations along the

to8 shear layer downstream of the top of each wavy surface.
This is rapidly suppressed with the approach of the

-_ - - .•following concave surface, in a way that suggests that
&2 the response of the turbulent boundary layer to convexiU; ,, curvature is faster than that relative to concave curvature.

- - - -, The evidence suggests that the calculation of turbulent

GO A'..L.- flows over curved boundaries of the type considered here
must be found from a modeled transport equation rather
than from a turbulent -viscosity hypothesis.

U.P0 020 0.40 0.60 0.a0 G a O0 1.20 1.40x/x
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ABSTRACT boundary layers formed around the base of a cylinder. The
presence of multiple vortices was observed from the

The structure of a fully developed turbulent flow in the photographs of smoke- and oil-flow visualizations. A "four
plane of symmetry upstream of a vertically mounted circular vortex" model was developed to correlate these observations.
cylinder is. being describedL The Reynolds numbers for this Eckerle and Langston (1987) reported pressure probe
study, based on the channel height and the channel bulk mean measurements in the front of a cylinder. They demonstrated
velocity are 10000 and 40000 respectively. Detailed of time that the four-vortex model is not clear for turbulent boundary
averaged mean flow properties, turbulence intensities and layers. Merati et al (1991) used hot-wire probes to make
Reynolds stresses were obtained using a mobile fiber-optic int-2ior measurements in the vortex formation region. Their
laser Doppler anemometer (DFLDA). Pressures were results gave similar indication as those obtained by Eckerle
measured on the channel floor with surface static pressure and Langston (1987).
taps. The main flow characteristic upstream is a system of Typically, with three-dimensional separated flow
vortices which are shaded quasi-periodically. The shedding of situations, very large velocity fluctuations occur. This include
these vortices are associated with bimodal velocity complete flow reversals, and the question of probes may
distributions as well as large contributions to the Reynolds interfere with the flow field can be raised. Pierce and
shear stress. Tee(1990). as well as Eckerle and Awad(1991) used IDA to

examine such separated flow field. They reported LDA
velocity field measurements in a turbulent junction vortex.

1. INTRODUCTION Devenport and Simpson (1990) examined the Turbulent flow
near the nose of a wing-body junction. They showed that the

The flow field of a fluid approaching a three-dimensional flow in the plane of symmetry immediately upstream of the
body mounted vertically on a wall is not only complicated but junction is characterized by large scale, low-frequency
also an important problem in many engineering applications, unsteadiness.
e.g. in the flow field in turbo-machinery, junction of While the three-dimensional separation of a boundary
arplane wings, and around the base of bridge piers. The layer approaching an obstacle is well documented , very little
complication of such flow is resulting from the secondary data has been published on the separation of a fully
flows caused by both skewing and blockage effects that arise developed channel flow. Larousse etal (1990) investigated
due to the interaction between the two-dimensional the flow field around surface-mounted prismatic obstacles
approaching flow and the adverse pressure gradient set up by using two-component LDA to gain detailed information about
the upright wall mounted body. This is essentially a three- the time -averaged and time-resolved turbulence parameters.
dimesitonal separated flow and the developed vortex system Their data reveals a distinct unsteadiness of the upstream
is generally referred to as a horseshoe vortex, flow and very high values of the Reynolds shear stress.

The phenomenon of the horseshoe vortex is well known Generally, in most studies the scale of the experiment was
and a vast amount of experimental work concerning this too small for accurate and detailed measurements. In this
pheomnenon has been reported by many investigators. Baker paper the experimental data of the flow upstream of the
(1979,1980) studied the separation of laminar and turbulent intersection of a circular cylinder mounted vertically on the
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floor of a fully developed channel flow is presented and the has been implemented for the first time with such
results are discussed. The Reynolds numbers for this study, experimental set up. The DFLDA system is portable and
based on the channel height and the channel bulk mean mobile measurement system with low power consumption,
velocity are 10000 and 40000. Detailed of time averaged easy handling and high signal quality. The laser source is a
mean flow properties, turbulence intensities and Reynolds 100-mW single-stripe, monomode laser diode operating at
stresses were obtained. 828 mu and packaged with a temperature regulator (:-0. 10)

and correction optics for astigmatism and for achieving a
circular beam profile. It is working in back-scatter mode with

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND sensitivity to flow direction provided by a double Bragg cell
INSTRUMENTATION arrangement for achieving frequency shift of up to 10 MHz.

The output of the system is 94 mW and the beam is nearly
The experimental measurements were made in an open, circular with a diameter of 5.6 umm. The complete details ofblower-eper air channel in the Lehrstuhl fur the DFLDA system is given in Stieglmeier and Tropea

Str -tmungsnechanik at the Universitht Erlangen- tirnberg, (1991); the optical system is illustrated schematically in

Germany. The test section of the channel which made of Figure 2.

plexiglass, has a rectangular cross-section of 600 mm wide by Wr Coilima.or Ooic, B.- . Brag Dibr,

50 mm height and 3900 nun length. The boundary layer was -.......................... Cds ou...r

tripped at the inlet of the air channel to avoid any
unsteadiness or uneveness in the flow that may result from L J I L F. i---
natural transition, also to obtain a fully-developed flow I
conditions well ahead of the obstacle. Air from the blower is
supplied to the test section after first passing through a fixed- APD Fibe 2lOptic.P,0 11 in t Io
setting damper, a section of honeycomb to remove the mean Reeiving S ) all
swirl of the flow and several screens to remove much of the
turbulence intensity. Further details can be found in Larousse Fransditial system

etal(1991). Fig. 2 Block diagram of DFLDA optical system

To perform velocity measurements in the separated flow
upstream the cylinder/floor junction, the 25 nun probe was
mounted on an 2-D traversing system which was located on
top of the test section. The traversing, mounting and rotation

S. H of the probe allowed measurement of, U, U-W components,
including Reynolds shear stresses. Data were acquired with a
computer controlled data acquisition system via a counter-

,,• e.U processor (TSI, Inc., 1980). Data of ensemble sizes of 1000 or
Fig. I Sketch of the cylinder geometry in a channal more were typical. Several seeding materials were tried. The

ultimate choice of seed was atomized from a solution made
The experimental setup consisted of a cylinder of 25 nun up of 25 percent di-ethylglycol and 75 percent water (by

volume). The seed was generated by a medical nebulizer. Sixdiameter by 25 mm height mounted vertically inside the test nbuieswritodcd pteaofhehnelnetn

section. Because of the simplicity of the cylinder geometry, thesettin c er of the blowe

the approaching fully-developed flow separated the setting chamber of the blower.

symmetrically on each side of the cylinder. Therefore, here,
the data were reported for, only, the plane of symmetry
upstream of the obstacle. Figure 1 illustrates the channel and 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
the cylinder that have been used.

Pressure taps of 1.0 mm diameter were provided on the The experimental data of the flow upstream of the
channel floor in order to carry out static pressure intersection of a circular cylinder mounted vertically on the
measurements. These measurements were conducted using floor of a fully developed channel flow is presented and the
Betu water manometer with a measuring range of * 0.05 umm. results are discussed. The measurements were obtained using
The static pressure coefficient Cp was based upon the a DLFDA probe. The Reynolds numbers, Rh, for this study,
channel bulk velocity UB, and the atmospheric pressure. based on the channel height, h, and the channel bulk mean

In order to avoid uncertainty due to the probe interfere velocity, UB, are 10000 and 40000. These Reynolds numbers
with the flow field a mobile fiber-optic laser Doppler were obtained at UB = 3 m/s and 12 m/s respectively.
anemometer (DFLDA) was used. This type of anemometers
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1,3 -U--1--i 0.00o0"11 
Velocity distribution in the plane of symmetry were

41, .R- 40.000 obtained from x/d =1.0 to the cylinder leading edge between

0.7 y/d = 0.0 to 0.3. Figures 4a and 4b show the normalized

0.5 streamwise velocity U/UB, for Reynolds numbers, based on
the height of the channel, 10000 and 40000 respectively. It

0.3 appears that the reverse flow regions are not symmetric. for
0.1 the Reynolds number, Rh= 10000, the region of reverse

-0.1 velocity flow is 40% greater than that region observed when
0.15 0.5 0.13 0.2 0.3 the Reynolds number is 40000. The main feature of the figure

_ x/d is the presence of a single relatively large vortex structure. It
Fig. 3 Cp vs x/d upstream of the cylinder was noted that the flow in the cylinder floor comer was

allusive and agreeable with the presence of a small, counter
Floor static pressure measured in the plane of rotating corner vortex.

symmetry are shown in Figure 3 for the two Reynolds Figure 5 shows bimodal (double-peaked) probability-
numbers tested. The static pressure is highest next to the density functions (p.d.f.s) of the stream'wise velocity, U,
cylinder leading edge, which indicates the stagnation of the which were measured during the traverse performed with the
approaching flow at the cylinder/floor junction. Figure 3 high Reynolds number, Rh= 40000. This phenomenal is
shows that, as x/d increases from the cylinder the coefficient associated with the very large turbulent stresses. The bimodal
Cp drops rapidly which is associated with the reverse flow were observed in the range x/d o -0.18 to -0.4 and correspond
accelerating away from the cylinder leading edge toward the to the reverse velocity measured between x/d v 0.0 to -0.25.
saddle point region. The trends shown by the pressure data The bimodal b.d.f.s also occur in the W- and (U-W)-
are similar to the results reported in Eckerle and Awad components but over slightly different regions (Figure 6).
(1991).

xM .0.. -022 03 04

03 03 03 03, 0.3
0251 025 [0.25 025ý 0.51

IV'02 02 02 02. 0.21

IM.1 0.15 I0.15 0.15 , 0.St

"OO 0.0. 0,1

403 gj.48 0 010.5 0 01 -0. 0 0531 0.1l 0.3 0.5

(a) Rh -10000;

_ ,1 '.0 18 ..- ,, -. 4

03 0 0.31 0.3 4

a.m 0am OM 0.25J 0."5
Oi Oi" l 0"I 01

0 1 0.151 0.35

O 0.1. 1 . 0.1

0.3 j.0 j 0c0f 0 0..i... , -o .6... o'o, a,. '

(b) Rh ,40000.

Fig. 4 Streamwise velocity distributions upstream of a
'cylinder, (a) Rh -10000; (b) Rh -40000.
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Howlever, when the measurements where made at Rh=
10000, no bimnodal regions were detected. Probably no
previous work has conclusively demonstrated the presence of
bimodal velocity probability-density functions in a fully

developed channel flow circular cylinder/ floor junction.
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fraction of u

Reynolds shear stresses, uw, are presented in Figure 9 for
Rh =40000. Also, the high values of Reynolds shear stress,
uw, in the region of measured bimodal velocity distributions

1 suggesting that this production is associated with large-scale

".48 unsteadiness.
The vortex pattern deduced from the experimental data

0.6 suggested that a two-vortex flow model is existing, which is
0.4 y/d in good agreement with the recently published data by

Eckerle and Langsten (1987), Pierce and Tree (1990) and
0.2 Eckerle and Awad (1991). This vortex pattern, however, is in

contrast to the four-vortex modal reported in the most earlier
-006 publications for low speed turbulent junction vortex flows,--0.04 0.02 WIUB 0 0.02 and mainly based on surface flow visualizations (Baker

Ba (1980); also see the reproduction of the well known
photograph by Sutton in Thwaites (1960)). Evidently, the

02 fully developed turbulent flows generate enough turbulence0.0 w /UB2 stresses to prevent the formation of multiple vortices.
0025 Although, further experimental work, using laser-sheet flow

0.02 1visualization as described by Martinuzzi (1992), is needed to
0.0154 check the existence of any extra vortices which may form
0.014 away from the cylinder/floor junction.

0.005 f In addition, the present data shows a substantial quasi-

0 periodic unsteadiness within the vortex system. Similar
observations were reported by Devenport and Simpson0 0.2 0.4 y/d 0.6 0.8 1 (1990) , Larousse et al (1991) and Olcman and Simpson

8b (1994). However such phenomenon was observed with data
obtained at high Reynolds number (Rh = 40000) only. This isFig. 8 Spanwise velocity measurements, at Rh = 40000; (a) in turn was associated with the size of separation regionmean velocity; (b) rns velocity, upstream of the cylinder stagnation; the larger the size of the

separation region the more space exist for a steady junction
Turbulence intensities, u2/UB2, for Rh = 10000 vortex to be developed.

and 40000 are presented in figure 7a and 7b. It was observed
that the fluctuating velocities peaked in the bimodal region
and only a small peak was measured with no bimodal
presence. In the bimodal region the measured values of
turbulence intensities are many times larger than those
normally obtained in turbulent separated flows. Above the
junction main vortex (y/dŽ. 0.15) the turbulence intensities
fall with distance downstream, perhaps as a result of the 0.002
distortion of the flow structures in the junction region. 0

As a reference for data measured in the bimodal and -0.002 .•2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
reverse flow regions, spanwise mean and rms velocities as -0.004
well as Reynolds stresses (W, w, uw respectively) were .0.006
meastred in the plane of symmetry at x/d - -o.22 and Rh .0.008 Wu /UB2
-40000. The normalized2 data of the sanpwise and rms -0.01
velocities, W/UB and w /UB 2 are presented in Figures 8a
and 8b respectively. These figures reveal an interesting -0.012

three-dimensional effect which is, partially, due to the
removal of fluid from the plane of symmetry by the secondary
flow acting on ei~er side of the cylinder/floor junction. Close
to the junction w remains approximately consrft at its peak
value becoming equal to, if not exceeding u very close to
floor, in two-dimensional separated flows w remains a small Fig. 9 Rcynolds shear strcss uw, at Rh -40000.
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4. CONCLUSIONS Matinuzzi, R. 1992, Experimentelle Unersuchung der
Umstromung Wandgebundener, Rechteckiger, Prismatischer,

The flow field upstream of a circular cylinder has been Ilindemisse, Ph.D. thesis, University of Erlangen-Nirrnberg,
investigated experimentally in a fully dcveloped turbulent Erlangen, Gremany.
channel flow. The measured pressure distributions showed
little variation with Reynolds numbers. A single junction Merati, P., McMahon, I.M. & Yoo, K.M. 1991,
saddle point was observed while a multivortex model was not Experimental Investigation of a Turbulent Flow in the
present. Analysis of the experimental data reveals that in the Vicinity of an Appendage Mounted on a Flat Plate, J.
vicinity of the wall-cylinder junction vortex a distinct Fluids Enn.erinerng Trans. ofthe ASME, vol. 113, pp. 635-
unsteadiness of the upstream flow field and the turbulent 642.
stresses become very large. This unsteadiness is bimodal in
nature, with streamwise mean velocities near the wall Ol9men, S.M. & Simpson, R.L. 1994, Influence of Wing
alternating between large negative values and near-zero Shapes on Surface Fluctuations at Wing-Body Junctions,
values. In addition, a relatively weak, counter-rotating AIAA Journal, vol. 32, No. 1, pp. 6-15.
recirculation pattern exists near the wall upstream of the
primary recirculation. Pierce, F.J. & Tree, I.K. 1990, The Mean Flow Structure on

the Symmetry Plane of a Turbulent Junction Vortex, J. Fluids
Engineering, Trans. of the ASME, vol. 112, pp. 16-22.
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FLOW STRUCTURE NEAR THE FRONT EDGE OF AN ICE COVER
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Vattenfall Utveckling AB, S-810 70 Alvkarleby. Sweden

*) also the Royal Institute of Technology. Department of Mechanics/Hydromechanics, S-100 44. Stockholm. Sweden

ABSTRACT within and outside this region are studied in detail.
Basically the geometry is that of a forward-facing blunt

Simultaneous 2-D LDV measurements have been plate, studied by e.g. Cherry et al. (1984), and Kiya &
made in a laboratory flume simulating the flow field Sasaki (1983, 1985), with the added complexity of the free
immediately upstream of and beneath the front edge of an surface. These authors made extensive pressure
ice cover on a river. Mean velocities, turbulence measurements in the separation region and used hot-wire
intensities, and the turbulent shear stress were determined. anemometry (standard or split-film probes) for the velocity
A comparison with hot-wire data after reattachment shows measurements. An intermittency measure was used
that LDV data generally give higher turbulence levels, together with the split-film probe data by Kiya & Sasaki to
which is ascribed to the inability of the hot-wire technique obtain limited velocity information in the separation
to cope with the high local turbulence intensities and region. The flow reversal and the large velocity
instantaneous flow reversals present in this flow. fluctuations does however make hot-wire anemometry

A separation bubble occurs beneath the ice cover, unsuitable for this flow case. An alternative technique is
and the flow field inside and outside of the separation pulsed-wire anemometry (Castro & Dianat, 1990), which
bubble is mapped in detail. The mean dividing streamline was successfully used by Castro & Haque (1987) in a
is determined, and a size/time-duration map of the separated flow. We, however, chose to use the LDV
separation bubble is constructed from the velocity-vector technique, since it is extremely well suited for obtaining
and -angle histograms. The results clearly verify the accurate mean velocity and turbulence data in separated
unsteady nature of the separated flow region. flows. Besides presenting new mean velocity and

turbulence data in- and outside the separation bubble, some
interesting general observations concerning the flow

I. INTRODUCTION structure in separated regions have been made and will be
presented in the paper.

The prnblens of ice formation, frazil ice transport
and growth of the ice cover in rivers are important factors 2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
for optimal use of water power during wintertime. Except
in streams with low velocities, the first ice cover to form is 2.1 Test facility
drift ice that accumulates under the action of hydrodynamic
forces (Ashton. 1986). Under certain circumstances an ice The experiments were performed in a I m wide
cover is formed with the front edge perpendicular to the laboratory flume with a free-stream velocity U0 of 0.6 m/s.
mean flow direction. Such a simplified flow case in which see Fig. 1. Separate roughness elements and roughness in
the ice cover is a rectangular block with sharp edges is the form of a grating with a height of 25 mm on the floor
studied in the present work. Of course a real ice cover has a of the flume were used to enhance the boundary-layer
rounded edge: the sharp edge in the experiment was chosen growth. so that the boundary-layer thickness corresponded
in order to obtain a geometrically fixed separation point, to the water depth 0.535 m after a development length of

The primary aim of the work was to provide a 13.2 m. Here the ice cover (in the form of a sharp-edged
comprehensive set of experimental data for comparisons wooden block) was situated and fixed relative to the flumr.
with numerical computations, with the further aim of being The wetted height of the ice cover was 55 mm. The
able to calculate the paths of frazil ice particles convected Reynolds number of the boundary layer, based on the
with the flow. streamwise length. was about 7.9.106. The correspording

The sharp edge of the ice cover creates a separation Reynolds number based on thc wetted height of the blunt
region beneath the ice cover, and the properties of the flow plate and the free-stream velocity was 33 000.
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Fig. I. Experimental facility: laboratory flume with simulated ice cover.
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Fig. 3. Cross section of the flume with the ice cover.
0.0+1 showing the optical set-up.

0.0 0.5 1.0
U/U 0  Flow visualizations of the side-wall boundary layers

confirmed these figures. Thus, there exists a region about
Fig. 2. Mean velocity profile through the boundary layer 0.5 m wide at the center of the channel where the flow is

0.5 m upstream of the ice cover. (Note that the closely two-dimensional. This gives an aspect ratio of
origin of y here is at the crest of the roughness about 10 based on the wetted height of the ice cover and
elements) about 12 based on the depth of the separation bubble,

which is generally considered sufficient (Kiya & Sasaki.
1983) to assure a reasonably uniform separation bubble in

2.2 Flow qualification the spanwise direction. With the relatively small growth
rate of the side-wall boundary layers at the position of the

Pitot-static tube measurements and flow visualization ice cover, it is reasonable to assume that the changes in the
by means of dye were used to check that the floor boundary flow over the axial distance (0.74 m) studied in detail in
layer had reached the free surface at the position of the ice the paper is caused by the ice cover only and not by the
cover. A mean velocity profile taken 0.5 m upstream of the side-wall boundary layers. Therefore, all LDV
ice cover is shown in Fig. 2. One can note that the measurements were performed on the centreline of the
maximum mean velocity occurs just beneath the water flume.
surface, which is typical for open-channel flows with
limited width. The friction factor Cf was determined for 2.3 Instrumentation
this profile by the method of Perry and Joubert (1963),
which gave Cf=0.00 7 9 . Although this method, as well as A two-component TSI LDV system was used for the
the experimental data, has limited accuracy, the value measurements. The focusing lens had a focal distance of
obtained is consistent with the measured head loss. 750 mm. The total beam expansion ratio was 8.5. A

The limited width (I m) of the flume gives a non- central-lower beam arrangement, as shown in Fig. 3. was
negligible effect of the side-wall boundary layers on the used in order to simplify measurements of the vertical
flow. Calculations (Karlsson, 1985) of the boundary-layer component under the ice cover. With the optical set-up
growth in the flume shows that the displacement thickness used, the resulting measuring volume sizes are (0.75 *
after 13 m of development length is about 0.025 m and the 0.05) mm for the horizontal component (X = 488 nm) and
physical boundary-layer thickness is less than 0.25 m. (1.5 * 0.05) mm for the vertical component (X = 514.5 nm).
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Fig. 4. Mean velocity field in the x-y plane. Note the double scale in the streamwise direction: the lower scale (in num) gives
the x-coordinate and the upper scale A-X, used in subsequent figures, defines the position of the measured profiles.
Solid line €= mean dividing streamline.

The corresponding fringe spacings were 3.0 gIm and 5.9 •t cover started about 1 mm from the surface. The maximum
m, respectively. TSI 1980 counters were used as signal depth at which measurements could be taken was limited
processors. Standard TSI software was used for all by the traversing system.
statistical evaluation. Mean velocities, turbulence
intensities, the turbulent shear stress uv, and higher order 2.5 Experimental methodology
moments were evaluated from the data.

It should be noted that the central-lower beam The velocity measurements were made in
arrangement used causes a non-orthogonality in the coincidence mode, permitting multiple measurements per
experimental set-up, with the consequence that the burst. The number of samples in each point was 20 480 and
measured vertical velocities will be influenced by the the measurement times were typically 10 minutes per data
spanwise velocity component. This was thoroughly treated point. Very close to the ice cover, however, the number of
by Karlsson et al (1993). who performed an analysis of the samples were 10 240 and the measurement times were
influence on the measured quantities for a 2-D flow (zero considerably longer. Silicon carbide particles with a mean
mean spanwise velocity). They concluded that for a tilt diameter of 1.5 itm were used as seeding particles.
angle of the order of 30, which is what we have here, the Frequency shift was used for all measurements in order to
influence can safely be neglected except for (near-wall) avoid directional bias and to resolve the flow field in the
regions where (w') 2 is significantly larger than (v') 2 , where separated region beneath the ice cover.
there is an increase in the measured v'. When taking measurements close to the upstream end

of the ice cover, at axial positions F. G and H in figure 4.
2.4 Measurement positions the optical axis of the LDV-system was tilted

approximately 50 relative to the y-z plane. This results in a
Measurements were made in 21 streamwise positions further non-orthogonality. meaning that the measured

(A-X in Fig. 4), with the first profile 230 mm upstream of horizontal velocities will be influenced by the spanwise
the front edge of the ice cover and the last profile 510 mm component. Performing an analysis similar to that of
downstream of the front edge. In total, about 500 data Karlsson et al (1993), one finds that the influence on U and
points were acquired. The measurements beneath the ice uv is negligible. The influence on u' is significant only
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when (w') 2 is significantly larger than (u')2. Close enough depths. Just downstream of the front edge (x = 10 mm). the
to the upstream end of the ice cover, this will certainly be shear stress exhibits a negative peak which disappears
the case. Comparing measured values of u' and v' at the further downstream and is replaced by a large positive peak
axial position H, we find that those are of the same order. outside of the recirculation zone. The highest peak value is
Assuming that v' - w'. we conclude that we are nowhere about 0.058 at position N. After reattachment the peak
close enough to the upstream wall to have a noticeable gradually decreases in magnitude, and the flow relaxes
influence on u'. towards a more "normal" turbulent boundary layer flow.

The negative peak in the shear stress distribution at
3. RESULTS position J, 10 mm downstream of the front edge of the ice

cover, is caused by the unsteadiness of the instantaneous
3.1 Mean flow and turbulence characteristics dividing streamline. The peak is situated 8 mm from the

surface, just outside of the mean dividing streamline. When
The mean velocity field is presented in the form of a this point is outside of the instantaneous dividing

vector plot in Fig. 4. The mean dividing streamline (see streamline, there is a drastic increase of the (positive) u-
section 3.3) is included in the figure in order to simplify velocity and the negative v-velocity decreases futiher, thus
the interpretation of results. giving a negative shear stress contribution which is larger

As can be seen from Fig. 4, a flow separation occurs than the positive contribution emanating from the situation
beneath the ice cover. The separation starts at the sharp when the instantaneous dividing streamline is situated
front edge of the ice cover (x = 0 mm, y = 0 mm) and outside of the point. An inspection of the velocity- and
extends to x - 275 mm, which gives a separation length of angle histograms also shows that the u-velocity histogram
about 5 times the displacement (55 mm) of the water is strongly skewed towards positive velocity fluctuations.
surface. It can be noted that this is considerably shorter Thus, the large negative contributions to the shear stress
than the corresponding length for a rearward facing step. dominate over the small positive contributions, which
(Or using a different terminology, the separation length for together gives a negative shear-stress peak.
the single-step contraction under investigation here is The positive peak is easily interpreted as an upward
considerably shorter than that for a single-step expansion.) transport of u-momentum, by the vertical turbulent
For a rearward facing step, the flow usually reattaches at fluctuations. In this area, fluid transported upwards, i.e.
about7 step heights, cf. Stevenson et al (1984). emanating at positions having more or less free-stream

Maximum negative mean velocity in the recirculation conditions, carries an excess of u-momentum. During this
zone is about 0.25 m/s, which is about 1/3 of the' maximum movement, the v-fluctuation is positive, which gives a
velocity outside the separation bubble, and the maximum positive shear stress. Similarly, fluid transported
height of the mean dividing streamline over the surface is downwards, coming from the wall region, has a u-
about 38 mm. momentum deficit. The net effect is an upward transport of

The turbulence intensities u'/U 0 , v'/U0 are shown in u-momentum and a positive peak in the shear stress.
Fig. 5 and 6, respectively. The data are made dimensionless
with the undisturbed mean velocity upstream of the ice 3.2 Flow conditions upstream of the ice cover
cover. Note that the horizontal distances are not to scale. It
is observed that the peak intensities lie within the The LDV-measurements start at position A. x = -230
recirculation zone in the upstream part of the region and mm. Here, the axial mean velocity is slightly lower than
outside the recirculation zone further downstream. The the free-stream velocity from y - -60 mm and upwards.
shear-stress distribution (Fig. 7) shows the same trend. The The vertical mean velocity is negative for the whole
peak value is about 45 % for the longitudinal turbulence profile. Taken together. this shows that the influence of the
intensity and 30 % for the normal turbulence intensity. To ice cover is felt at the current position. The turbulence
compare these values by those found by Stevenson et al intensities are about 8%. the longitudinal turbulence
(1984) for a single-step expansion, we have also intensity a little higher, the normal turbulence intensity a
normalized u' for both flows by a bulk velocity based on little lower. Close to the water surface, a slight increase in
dimensions after the area change. It is interesting to note u' and a clearly visible decrease in V is found.
that using this scaling, the observed peak longitudinal When the ice cover is approached, the upper part of
turbulence intensity is the same for both flows, namely the flow is deflected and its velocity reduced. From y = 0

40%. and upwards, the turbulence intensities increase in
The shear stress distribution uv/U 0

2 for the whole magnitude. Close to the front edge and just below the free
region studied is shown in Fig. 7. (Note that V is positive surface, a vortex with its axis horizontal and normal to the
upwards). Far upstream of the ice cover the shear stress is x-y-plane is found.

close to zero and becomes negative (as it should) for larger
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3.3 Flow structure in the separation region
RELATIVE NUMBER OF SAMPLES

An interesting obseration regarding the flow in the
I .0 separation region is that the instantaneous flow field is

0.8- identical to the mean flow field for only a small fraction of

0.6. the total time. This is exemplified by the horizontal

velocity and total velocity vector angle histograms in Fig.

0.4 8a-b, taken on a radial position very close to where the

axial flow reverses. A mean velocity vector constructed

from the mean component velocities has, naturally. an

0.0 almost vertical direction. The angle of this mean velocity
-0.5 0.0 0.5 . 1.0 vector is - 1000, using the definitions given in figure 8.

HORI ZONTAL VELOCITY (m/s) This can be compared to the instantaneous values shown in

Fig. 8a. Histogran of the instantaneous horizontal velocity, the histograms. The horizontal velocities are distributed

U. at x =150 mm, y - 20 Tmm. over a broad range of values, whereas a bimodal

distribution can be clearly seen in the angle histogram. The

maxima in the angle histogram are situated at - 250 and

RELATIVE NUMBER OF SAMPLES 1950, with the angle of the mean velocity vector at a
1.2. minimum almost right between the peaks. This shows that
1.0. the position in question most of the time is either well

inside or well outside the position of instantaneous flow
0. 8. reversal.

.6- 'MThe reattachment point has been determined as the
horizontal position where a data point taken close to the ice

0.4 cover, vertical distance - I mm, contains 50% samples with

0.2. positive horizontal velocities and 50% samples with
negative horizontal velocities. Fig. 9 shows a plot of the

0.0 fraction of samples with positive horizontal velocities as a
-90 0 90 180 270 function of the distance from the front edge of the ice

ANGLE OF VELOCITY VECTOR
cover. From this plot the reattachment position is

Fig. 8b. Histogram of the directional angle for the determined as x - 275 mm. being equivalent to 5 times the
instantaneous velocity vector at x = 150 nun, wetted height of the ice cover. The data points taken close
y= - 20rmm. 00corresponds to U>O, V=0, 1800 to this position shows the same bimodal distribution in the
corresponds to U < 0, V = 0. angle histogram as was seen in Fig. 8b, meaning that the

instantaneous flow separation region most of the time is
either longer than or shorter than the time-averaged flow

Fraction separation region. The histograms contain samples with
0 -negative horizontal velocities until the position x = 430

.0-- -- -- -- -- mm is reached. The maximum instantaneous length of the

recirculation zone is estimated to be slightly shorter than
rl this, say 7.5 wetted heights. None of the histograms from

El the data points taken close to ice cover are free from
samples with positive velocities. A physical interpretation

0.5 of this observation is that the separation bubble now and
El then is totally "blown away" by the external flow field.

0] In Fig. 10. the size of the separation bubble is

10 sketched. Several different measures are used. These
measures are: mean dividing streamline, zero horizontal

0.00 100 200 300 400 mean velocity, 50% of the samples having positive
0 100 20velocities, 25% of the samples having positive velocities
X |m and 75% of the samples having positive velocities. The size

Fig. 9. Fraction of samples having positive horizontal according to the zero horizontal mean velocity criterion
velocity versus distance from front edge of ice and the 50% samples having positive velocities criterion is
cover. y = - ram. almost identical. The position for the 25% and 75% curves

differs considerably from the 50% curve. For the more
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eý Aprobably somewhat larger.) Nevertheless, we think that it is
0.

0- possible, with a reasonable degree of accuracy, to interpret
the "fraction of samples-curves" in figure 10 as a size/time-

- 0- A duration map.

-20- B D 3.4 Flow structure in the reattachment and recovery
" ,regions

-. 301 The profile at x=310 mm (position T). just

-40 downstream of the mean reattachment point, has been

0 100 200 300 chosen for some comparisons with the data of Kiya &

X (mW) Sasaki (1983), who present results on turbulence intensities

and turbulent shear stress at the reattachment point. The

Fig. 10. Size of separation bubble defined as: peak longitudinal turbulence intensity is about 25 % in

A: 25% probability for positive horizontal velocity their measurements, whereas we have about 35 %. The

B: zero mean axial velocity - normal turbulence intensity is about 25 % lower and the

50% probability for positive horizontal velocity turbulent shear stress is 35 % lower in the measurements of

C: mean dividing streamline Kiya & Sasaki compared to our data. Thus, there is a

D: 75% probability for positive horizontal velocity systematic difference in results between hot-wire and LDV

measurements. This difference must be ascribed to the

inability of the hot-wire to cope with large local turbulence

downstream position shown, the vertical positions for the intensities and instantaneous flow reversals (rectification

75% and 25% positive samples curves differs by ± 50% effects), which is typical for this flow (Hussein et al.,

from the position for the 50% positive samples curve. (The 1994).

75% positive samples position almost coincides with the The flow in the two most downstream positions,

mean dividing stream line.) For the more upstream x=430 mm (position V). x=510 mm (position X), is

position, this difference is about ± 25%. It is obvious that recovering from the flow separation, and a "normal"

negative velocities prevail for a considerable fraction of turbulent boundary layer is forming. This process is by no

time at positions quite far outside the line of zero mean means finished, as can be anticipated from the high excess

axial velocity, and, for the downstream part of the values of the turbulent shear stress and the turbulence

separation region, even for positions on and outside the intensities in position X compared to a fully developed

mean dividing streamline, turbulent boundary layer (Karlsson & Johansson. 1988).

In the foregoing, we have mainly discussed in terms

of fraction of samples instead of fraction of time, although 4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

we, when determining the position of the reattachment

point, implicitly assumed that 50% of the samples having An experimental study of the flow structure near the

positive horizontal velocity is eqivalent to the horizontal front edge of a simulated ice cover in a river has been

velocity being positive 50% of the time. It is not generally performed using LDV. This geometry is basically that of a

possible to assume such a simple equivalence, due to the forward-facing blunt plate. and therefore also of a more

fact that the probability of taking a sample is not general fluid mechanical interest.

independent of the flow velocity. If the true probability The sharp front edge of the ice cover creates a

density function of the variable in question is symmetrical separation region beneath the ice cover, and the properties

around zero, this is no problem since then the higher of the flow within and outside this region have been

probability for high-velocity samples will increase the studied in detail. Data for mean velocities, turbulence

probabilities for positive and negative velocity samples intensities and the turbulent shear stress have been

equally much. If, on the other hand, the pdf is displaced presented.

relative to zero velocity, there will be unproportionally 0 The mean reattachment position was found to be at -

many samples having the sign of tle direction of 5 wetted heights of the ice cover. The maximum

displacement. Therefore, the 50% positive samples - instantaneous length of the recirculation zone is estimated

position is probably a good representation of the "positive to - 7.5 wetted heights.

velocity 50% of the time" - position, whereas for the 75% 0 No data points taken in the recirculation zone

positive samples - position, the time fraction having contained only samples with negative horizontal velocities.

positive velocities is probably somewhat smaller. (And for Our interpretation is that the separation bubble now and

the 25% positive samples - position, the time fraction is then is totally "blown away" by the external flow field.
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That is, the minimum instantaneous length olf the Karlsson. R.I. 1985. Boundary Layer in a Flume. Report
recirculation zone is zero. UL-FUD-B-85:3, Vattenfall. Alvkarleby Laboratory. (In
* A size/time-duration map of the separation bubblc Swedish).
has been constructed using total velocity vector angle
histograms. The large variation in size of the separation Karlsson, R.L.. Eriksson, J. & Persson J. 1993. LDV
bubble. as indicated by the 25% and 75% time-duration Measurements in a Plane Wall Jet in a Large Enclosure, in
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* Comparisons (made in the reattachment region) with Eds. RJ. Adrian et al. Springer Verlag, Berlin Heidelberg.
HWA data shows that the latter gives consistently lower
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TURBULENT SHEAR FLOW OVER THE REPEATED TWO-DIMENSIONAL
SQUARE RIBS ON GROUND PLANE

Shiki Okamoto, Kazumi Tsunoda, Tomohide Katsumata,
Daichi Suzuki and Nobuaki Abe

Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Shibaura Institute of Technology, Tokyo, Japan

ABSTRACT and Sheriff(1961) studied the heat transfer on the inner tube
of an annulus and the ground plane in the test section of a

This paper describes the detailed study of the flow wind tunnel using wires as promoters for various values of

structure over the repeated two-dimensional square ribs, of SID. Optimum values of SID to augment the heat transfer

side length D, placed at a pitch S on a ground plane for var- were given at SID = 7 by Rao and Picot(1970), and SID =

ions values of SID, and the optimum value of SID to aug- 10 by Edwards and Sheriff(1961), and Han et al(1978).

ment the turbulence intensity near the ground plane. The In the references mentioned so far no information is

pitch between the centers of two adjoining square ribs was presented on the detailed flow structure. This was under-
varied at SID = 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 17. The time- taken by Hijikata et al(1984) and Mori et al(1985) who stud-

mean velocity and turbulence intensity were measured by ied the flow between adjoining ribs among repeated two-
Laser Doppler Velocimeter. The static pressure was mea- dimensional ribs on the ground plane for the single case of
sured by the Pitot and static pressure tubes. As a result, SID = 15. Ichimiya et al(1983) measured the flow over re-
it is concluded that the pitch ratio SID =9 is optimum to peated ribs on the lower insulated wall of the duct whose
augment the turbulence intensity, when the two-dimensional upper wall was heated for cases of SID = 5, 7 and 15. How-
square ribs are aligned on the wall as a turbulence promoter. ever, these studies were performed for limited cases of SID

and did not, as a consequence, describe the variation of flow
properties with the pitch ratio S/D. Okamoto et al(1993)

1. INTRODUCTION reported the detailed study of the flow properties above the
repeated two-dimensional square ribs on the ground plane
for various values of SID and the optimum value of SID to

The flow over rough walls has been hitherto investi- augment turbulence of the free stream.
gated in relation to the drag of a rough wall as well as early The present paper describes the experimental study
establishment of a turbulent boundary layer which augments of the flow structure around the repeated two-dimensional
the heat transfer. Nikuradse(1933) studied first the turbu- square ribs on the ground plane and especially in the groove
lent flow in pipes roughened by sand, and Schlichting(1936) between two adjoining square ribs, for various values of S/D.
investigated the resistance of a wall with repeated roughness
elements. Perry et al(1969) studied the turbulent boundary
layer that develops over a rough wall and proposed to divide 2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND MEASURE-
them into two types: "d-type" , independent of the size of MENT PROCEDURES
roughness element for a value of SID < 4, (where S is the
pitch between adjoining roughness elements and D is the The experiment was carried out in a circuit type
height of the roughness element) and "k-type" which is de- wind tunnel having a 200mmn x 200rLim working section of
pendent on the roughness size for SID > 4. Antonia and 2000mm length. A half-ogival forebody of 100mm length was
Luxton(1971) studied the "k-type" and Osaka et al(1984) placed on the leading-edge portion of the ground plate(as
investigated the "d-type" boundary layer. shown in Figure 1). Two-dimensional square ribs with side

In connection with the problem of augmenting the heat length D = 10mm were aligned at regular pitch, S, on the
transfer, Nunner(1956) measured the heat transfer and the lower wall of the test section and were varied to provide
pressure loss in the pipe where the inner wall was roughened S/D = 2, 3,4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 anid 17. The trough thus created
by wires of various sizes. Webb et al(1971) studied the re- between two square ribs will be referred to as a groove. The
lation between the heat transfer and the resistance of tubes time-mean velocity and turbulence intensity were measured
roughened by the repeated ribs for the cases of 10 < S/D < by Laser Doppler Velocimeter. The Laser Doppler Velocime-
40, and Berger and Hau(1979) measured the mass and heat ter used in this experiment is as follows (forward scattering
transfer in pipes roughened with the repeated square ribs for dual beams mode, 2 colors 4 beams, power: 4 watts argon-
cases of 3 < S/D < 10. Rao and Picot(1970), and Edwards ion, operating power: 300mW, wavelength: green 514.5nin,
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blue 488nm, beam spacing: 50mm, focal distance: 250mm,

measurement region: diameter 0.08mm, length 0.82mm). I .

The smoke of the joss stick was used for seeding the air --

flow. Auto-correlation was obtained using an F.F.T. Ana- 1 4
lyzer connected to a hot wire anemometer. The static pres-
sure was measured by Pitot and static pressure tubes. The
previous work by Okamoto et al(1993) describes the flow "

structure over the two-dimensional square ribs on the ground
plane by using Pitot-tube and hot wire, and the flow pattern
in the groove between two adjoining square ribs by a three -:

hole cylindrical yawmeter. Use of the anemometer in the "ooO
recirculation zone was avoided by restricting measurements 0"

above the top of the ribs. Therefore the present work is
focused on investigating the flow structure in the groove be- .1
tween two-adjoining square ribs on the ground plane. Mea- 05
surements were made at 7 axial locations corresponding to 05 U.

the centers of the groove and 5 locations in the groove be- Fig.2 Velocity profile in shear layer for SID = 9 ( D/h =
tween two adjoining square ribs for a free stream velocity of 0.1, Re = 7500
U, = 6 - 18m/s corresponding to Re = UooD/v = 3750
112.50.

s/a

Uý 0

SI • 01

S X I 0a

2000 25 _-- .-

Fig.1 Apparatus and nomenclature

-05 05 I IC

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS Fig.3 Velocity profile in shear layer in region of similarity

( Dlh = 0.1,X/D = 104, Re = 7500)

3.1 Velocity Profiles in Shear Layer around the Repeated

Square Ribs

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the velocity in the 25 - - 0 t I A
%ection at the center of grooves between two adjoining square
ribs for the case of SID = 9, D/h = 0.1 and Re = 7500. It
can be seen from this figure that the turbulent shear layer is . M. op
developed in the downstream distance and the velocity pro-.

files tend to be similar in the region of X/D > 86. Figure -05 0

3 and 4 show the variation of the velocity profile in a sec- u/U,
tion at the groove center in the similar profile region, near Fig.4 Velocity profile in shear layer in region of similarity
X/D % 104 for D/h = 0.1 and 0.3 with pitch ratio SID ( D/h = 0.3, X/D 2 104, Re = 7500
respectively. The difference between the velocity profiles
for the various values of SID is concentrated in the region
of YID f< 1, namely in the groove between two-adjoining 3.2 Turbulence Intensity in the Shear Layer around the Re-
square ribs. The velocity profiles are almost similar in the
region of Y/D > I outside the groove for the various values peated Square Ribs
of SID except S/D = 3 and 5 at D/h = 0.1 as shown in
Fig.3. However for the case of D/h = 0.3, the velocity pro- The turbulent shear layer is developed over the square
files become similar in the region of Y/D > 1 independent ribs along the downstream distance. It can be assumed that

of values of SID, as shown in Fig.4. the mixing phenomenon in the shear layer becomes strong
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due to the existence of square ribs. Figure 5 shows the X- in order to establish the optimum pitch ratio to augment
component of turbulence intensity in the shear layer at the the turbulence intensity as a turbulence promoter. It can be
groove centers for the case of S/D = 9, D/h = 0.1. The seen from this figure that the turbulence intensity attains
turbulence intensity in the shear layer decays with an in- the maximum at SID = 9 independent of values of D/lh,
crease in the downstream distance, and moreover tends to and the turbulence intensity increases at the constant value
achieve the self-preserving profiles, like the velocity profiles of SID as the value of D/Ih increases. Moreover the effect
at the same position. In order to examine the variation in of the Reynolds number on the optimum pitch ratio S/D
the turbulence intensity with the pitch ratio SID, profiles seems to be few study since Rao and Picot(1970) reported
of turbulence intensity were measured at the position near that the optimum pitch ratio was almost the same in the
X/D = 104 at the groove centers. Figure 6 and 7 show the range of Re = 6 x 10' - 1.2 x 10s. Figure 9 shows the varia-
variation of turbulence intensity in the shear layer at the tion of turbulence intensity at Y/D = 1 in the groove center
positions in D/h = 0.1 and 0.3 with pitch ratio SID. It can near X/D = 104 for the case of Re = 3750,7500 and 11250,
be seen from these figures that the turbulence intensity in-
creases for SID < 9 and decreases for SID > 9 as the values SC
of SID increases. Figure 8 shows the variation of turbulence 5,0 S 0

intensity at Y/D = 1 in the groove center near X/D = 104 ° s .I [ I 3
for the case ofD/h = 0.1 to 0.4, with the pitch ratio SID, ' .I

X/O
_.__-_" 23 0

eS0 0 0 IU 010
104 2/50

so , Fig.7 X-component of turbulence intensity in shear layer

04, °0 104, Re = 7500)

* w6% :I 40 for various values of SID (D/h =0.3, XID

OAh.
04

2 0__ 03
0 0OS OOO 0

Fig.5 X-component of turbulence intensity in shear layer 0'
for S/D= 9 (D/h =0.1,Re=7500)
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iS - Fig.8 Variation of X-component of turbulence intensity
0 5wihSD('D 1A If* at groove center with SID (X/D :z 104, 11D =

1, Re= 7500)
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Fig.6 X-component of turbulence intensity in shear layer Fig.9 Variation of X-component of turbulence intensity
for various values of S/D ( D/h = 0.1,X/D at groove center with SID ( D/h = 0.1, X/D Z
104, Re =7500) 104, Y/D = 1)
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in order to investigate the effect of Reynolds number on the
optimum pitch ratio to augment the turbulence intensity. It
is found from this figure that the optimum pitch ratio is a

constant SID = 9 in the range of Reynolds number for the
present experiment. It therefore appears that the effect of
the Reynolds number may be insignificant. Hence, when the
two-dimensional square ribs are aligned on the wall as a tur-

bulence promoter, the pitch ratio S/D = 9 is optimum to

augment the turbulence intensity. (a) SID 2

3.3 Flow Pattern and Turbulent Eddies in the Groove

As described in Section 3.2, when the two-dimensional
square ribs are aligned on the wall as a turbulence promoter,

the turbulence intensity attains the maximum at SID = 9,
which means that the mixing phenomenon is more active for "-

the pitch ratio. S/D = 9 than that for other values of SID.
Flow visualization are presented first in order to provide a

qualitative picture of the flow field. Flow visualization was
performed in a water channel with flow corresponding to
Re .t 2000. Figure 10 shows photographs of the flow and (b) SID 5
vortices generated behind a rib for the cases of SID = 2,5,9
and 11. A small stable vortex exists in the groove for SID =
2 and for SID = 5 a larger stable vortex occupies the entire

groove, without reattachment of the separation streamline
on the floor of the groove. For SID = 9 and 11, in contrast,
this streamline reattaches to the floor of the groove at about

4D. This result was confirmed in the wind tunnel, at the
Reynolds number used later. Figure 11 shows the velocity
profile in the groove between two adjoining square ribs for
the case of SID = 5,9 and 13 in order to investigate the J1

features of the flow in the groove between two square ribs.

It is seen from Fig.II(a) that the backflow occupied the area (c) SID = 9
near the floor in the groove for SID = 5. In contrast
there is a backflow near the floor in the region of X/D <

4.5 behind the upstream square ribs and favorable flow in
the region of 4.5 < T'/D < 7.5 for SID = 9 as shown in
Fig.11(b). For the case of SID = 13, it can be seen from
Fig. 11(c) that there is backflow in the region of X/D < 4.3

behind the upstream square rib and favorable flow in the
region of 4.3 < X/D < 10.8. Hence, the free streamline
left from the edge of the upstream square rib encloses the
recirculation region and reattaches to the ground plane at

X/D = 4 as shown in Fig.II(b) and I1(c). (d) SID 11

The length of the recirculation region, namely, the dis-
tance from the rib center to the reattachment point for the Fig.10 Photographs of vortices

pitch ratio SID. is shown in Fig.12. The abscissa DIS is

selected to simultaneously show the result for the case of the
single rib. The existing experimental results are denoted in

this figure for the sake of comparison. Mantle(1966) reported to a plane boundary and pointed out that the turbulence in-

that the free streamline left from the edge of the upstream tensity is largest immediately behind the reattachment point

square ribs does not reattach in the groove for the case of and decreases gradually in the downstream flow. Figure 13

SID < 6.6, but reattaches at X,,1D = 4 for the case of shows the turbulence intensity in the groove between two

6.6 < SID < 12 and at Y,-/D = 8.5 for the case of infinite adjoining square ribs for the case of SID = 5,9 and 13. The

pitch ratio, namely, the case of a single rib. Mori et al(1985) turbulence intensity has almost the same low value in the

showed XT/D = 4.5 for the case of S/D = 15. Their re- groove as for the case of S/D = 5. However for the case of

suits and the present results are plotted on a single curve in SID = 9 and 13, the turbulence intensity attains a maxi-

Fig.12. Therefore the present result is consistent with the re- mum near the reattachment point. For the case of SID = 5,

suits of Mantle(1966) and Mori et al(1985). Okamoto(1979) the square ribs are close together arid stable vortices arise

previously reported the shear flow behind a flat plate normal in the groove and hence, the recirculation region occupies
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Fig. 11 Velocity profile in the groove between two adjoining square ribs
( D/h = 0.1, Re 7500)

the entire groove between the square ribs without reattach-
ment, because the length of the recirculation region is nearly
4D(see Fig.10(b)). Hence the turbulence intensity becomes _0

low as compared with those of SID = 9 and 13. On the other
hand. for the case of SID > 5, there is a recirculation region
behind the upstream square ribs, and the reattached flow
goes downstream from the reattachment point(see Fig. 10(c) * N-onr- (Re Mantle)

* Mantle ,b ate
and 10(d)). The reattachment point which corresponds to & Mor. et &L
the position of the maximum turbulence intensity near the 0 Present result
ground plane is near the midpoint of the groove for the case 0 1 o1S
of SID = 9. Furthermore, for the case of SID = 13, the
turbulence intensity decreases as compared with that for
SID = 9. The distance from the reattachment point to Fig.12 Reattachment point

the next downstream square rib is longer for the case of
SID = 13 than for SID = 9. Hence, the turbulence in-
tensity decays with an increase in the distance downstream
behind the recirculation region, so that it becomes larger for
SID = 9 than for SID = 13.
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Fig. 13 Turbulence intensity in the groove between two adjoining square ribs
D/h = 0. 1, Re = 7500
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10 3.4 Pressure Distribution in Shear Layer over the Repeated

W" Square Ribs

3 VWhen the repeated square ribs on the ground plane
0 -are utilized as the technique of augmenting turbulence, the
C pressure loss due to the square ribs is the practically impor-

C _tant problem. The pressure distribution on the floor in the

0 _ groove between two adjoining square ribs was investigated.
! 'Figure 16 shows the pressure distribution on the floor in the

0 13 groove for the case of SID = 9, 13 and 17. The pressure
0 17 distribution becomes negative due to the existence of the

vortices behind the upstream rib for the case of SID 9

0 s , M
02-

Fig.14 Auto-correlation at Y/D = 1.5 above groove center I 0000FS 00 0 -oi
-02 oooo00

J (a) S/D 9

0 0Z
2 6 10 14 18 C o5/D 5...oo

Fig.15 Integral scale at Y/D = 1.5 above groove center 0 o o 1

This phenomenon can be explained from the feature
of the turbulent eddies in the flow above the groove between (b) SID 13

two ribs. The auto-correlation of the X-component of fluctu-

ation velocity was measured in order to investigate the struc-
ture of large-scale turbulence. Figure 14 shows the auto- _.__ ..

correlation coefficient of u' in the shear layer at Y/D = 1.5 02 I
at the groove center near A/D = 122. There is no large " 1 ,0
negative correlation in the curves due to the existence of the J L / iS
periodical vortex shedding. The time delay of the first zero i i

correlation increases in the range of SID < 9 and decreases 0o
0

in the range of SID > 9 as the value of SID increases. The _ o, 0

time delay of the first zero correlation attains the maximum 000000 i-

at SID = 9. The time delay which first becomes the zero
correlation lengthens with an increase in the value of SID for (c) SID 17
SID < 9, which shows that the correlation vanishes slowly
and that the decay of a large eddy is slow. The average scale
of the large turbulent eddy is predicted to be the largest for Fig.16 Surface pressure distribution on ground plane in

SID = 9. the groove between two adjoining square ribs

The integral, which identifies the average scale of the
large eddy, is obtained by integrating the auto-correlation 50 100
function _ 05o0

Lx = U " Ru(r)dr 3
where the convection velocity is estimated by thke local time- 11 , ]

mean velocity according to Taylor's hypothesis. Figure 15 9

shows the integral scale in the shear layer at Y/D = 1.5

at the groove center. The integral scale becomes largest at

SID = 9, which means that the average scale of the large Fig 17 Pressure distribution at Y/D = 1.5 above groove

eddy is maximum. centers
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and then has gradually a high value with an increase in the '6) The average scale of the large eddy, deduced from the

downstream distance as shown in Fig.16(a). However for the integral scale, is largest at SID = 9.

case of S/D = 13 and 17, the pressure distribution which

is low behind the upstream square rib in similar manner of (7) When the optimum pitch ratio SID = 9 of the repeated

the pressure distribution on the ground plane behind the flat square ribs is used as the promoter, the pressure loss

plate normal to the free stream, and increases again in front attains its maximum.

of the downstream square rib. Therefore it seems that the

pressure at the groove center is close to the average value

among the pressure variation in the groove between two ad-

joining square ribs. Figure 17 shows the pressure distribu- NOMENCLATURE

tion at Y/D = 2.5 at the groove centers. The pressure is

reduced with an increase in the downstream distance inde- Cp pressure coefficient = (P - Po)/(pU./2)

pendently of SID. it is found that the pressure decreases in D side length of square section of two-

the range of SID < 9 as the value of SID increases, and the dimensional ribs

loss is largest at SID = 9. Furthermore the pressure loss h height of test section of wind tunnel

for SID = 13 and 17 become slightly smaller than that for LX integral scale in X-direction

SID = 9. Hence, when the optimam pitch ratio, SID = 9 of P static pressure

the repeated square ribs is used as a promoter, the pressure P_ static pressure in free stream

loss is maximum. 
Re Reynolds number = U.D/v

Ru auto-correlation coefficient of u'

S Pitch between the centers of two adjoining

square ribs

4. CONCLUSIONS U time-mean velocity
Ul velocity at outer edge of shear layer

This paper presented the flow structure over the re- U0, velocity in free stream

peated two-dimensional square ribs, of side length D, placed u' X-component of fluctuation velocity

at a pitch S on a ground plane to find the value of SID which X, Y; Z co-ordinates with origin at the center of the

most augments the turbulence of the free stream. The re- leading edge of the ground plane(see Fig. 1).

suits of the present study are summarized as follows: X is chosen along the ground plane, Y and

Z for the vertical and horizontal directions
(11 The velocity profiles tend to be similar at the groove respectively.

center with an increase in the downstream distance. distance in X-direction from the center of the

The difference between the velocity profiles for the var- rib

ious values of SID is concentrated in the region of distance from the center of square rib to the

YID < 1, namely in the groove between two adjoin- reattachment point

ing square ribs.

v :kinematic viscosity of air

(2) The turbulence intensity in the shear layer decays with p : density of air

an increase in the downstream distance, and moreover
tends to achieve the self-preserving profile. The tur-
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INVESTIGATIONS OF FLOW-FIELD
FOR SUDDEN-EXPANSION PIPE WITH

TRANSVERSE SIDE-FLOWS

A.B. Wang, S.P. Jow and C.C. Lin

Institute of Applied Mechanics,
National Taiwan University,

Taipei 10764, Taiwan, Republic of China

ABSTRACT or increase the efficiency of the heat transfer and
A new constructure, combining the side-flow combustion process, thus significantly redu:e the

and sudden-expansion pipe, to enhance the mix- cost.
ing phenomena in pipe was designed and investi-
gated in this paper. This construction produces By careful analyzing many high-efficient mix-

a fixed separated shear layer from pipe sudden- ers, it was found that the turbulence generated

expansion on the one hand and the adjustable by the flow separation caused by the baffles, stir-

lateral shear layer(s) from the transverse of side- rers or many other complex geometries is the main

flow(s) downstream of the sudden-expansion plane mechanism for the process of mixing enhancement

on the other hand. Three basic types of arrange- in such mixers. However, they introduce the prob-

ment for the transverse side-flow(s), together with lem of high cost, maintenance of moving parts and

different side-flow intensities (defined as volume- very often also high pressure drop. From these

flow ratio of the side-flow to main flow), relative considerations, a back-facing sudden-expansion

intensity ratio and injection angles of two side- nozzle-block (with expansion ratio 1.67) combined

flows, were tested to analyse their influences on with the side-flow(s) configuration, as shown in

the flow. Experiments, measured using LDA, are Fig.1, was designed and investigated in this pa-

concentrated on the effects of weak side-flow in- per. This construction basically produces a sep-

tensities and the optimal design. Results show arated shear-layer from sudden-expansion of pipe

that this new constructure, especially using a sin- in the streamwise direction on the one hand and

gle side-flow injection, is recommended to improve also the shear layer(s) of side-flow(s) from the

the mixing phenomena. There is a critical injec- lateral pipe-wall just downstream of the sudden-

tion intensity for such a flow. The mechanism of expansion plane on the other hand. The interac-

side-flow injection is to cause a momentum trans- tions of shear layers caused by this construction

fer away from the jet-plane of side-flow. The re- were used to generate high turbulence in order to

suits offer not only a useful guide-line for the flow enchance mixing.

control design, but also a good bench mark for Highly turbulent three-dimensional flow field
testing the numerical modelling. This design has produced by three basic arrangements of side-
the benefits of simple, low cost and high flexibility. flows, which were combination of positive (injec-

tion) and/or 'negative' (suction) side-flow(s), de-
INTRODUCTION fined as case 1, case 2 and case 3 shown in Fig.

Performance of mixing of different fluid flows 1, were experimentally investigated. The results
determines the efficiency of many chemical reac- were compared to the case without side-flows (de-
tions, heat transfer operations and combustion noted as case 0) to evaluate ettects of the present
processes in industry. Many successful examples design. To optimize the design of injection, the ef-
show that effective use of turbulence may dramat- fects of the influential parameters including side-
ically enhance mixing (e.g. Schetz(1980), Old- flow arrangement (case 1 to case 3), side-flow in-
shue(1986), Forney(1986)). They reduce reaction tensity (q/Q, defined as volumetric flow ratio of
time and eliminate excessive corrosion in reactor the side-flow to main stream), the injection ar-
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gle (a, defined as the angle between two separate shows that the axial mean velocity along the cen-
side-flow) and the relative intensity ratio of two ter axis drops iery quickly to its "asymptotic final
side-jets were studied and concluded in this paper. value" when the side flow was used. Increasing
The results offer not only a good guide-line for the the value of q/Q enhances this trend. The dimen-
design of a mixing-enhancer but also a data-base sionless axial mean velocity along the centerline
for the numerical modelling of highly turbulent reaches the final value (about 0.4) at around 20 H
complex flows. for the q/Q = 2.78% rather than 30 H for the case

without side-flow (q/Q = 0). Fig. 2 (b) is the

EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTIONS corresponding axial r.m.s.-velocity for the same
conditions. By the case 0 (without adding side-The experiments were performed in a closed- fowhe/•/0aontecnerxsicess

circuit pipe system at flow-control lab. of the in- flow), the vds/Uo along the center axis increases

stitute of applied mechanics, Taiwan University. im vle 0.144 ataou 18 rawher th free

The working fluid was water. The test-section imum value 0.144 at aboe t o18 H, where the free

comprised a 1 m long, 50 mm diameter (D) glass shear layers from the exit of the nozzle interact to-

pipe and a nozzle-block which was located ax- gether, and then asymptotically decreases to the

isymmetrically at the beginning of test-section to final value. However, by the case q/Q = 2.78%,

form the sudden-expansion geometry. The test- the V/u2/Uo reaches 0.262 (about double value of
section was immersed in a plane-wall glass trough the case 0) at x/H = 4.5. Similar phenomenon
filled with water to minimize the refraction and can be found for the other arrangements (case 2
reflection of the laser-beams caused by the circu- and case 3, but not shown here) except somewhat
lar pipe-wall. The Reynolds number of the main different 'approaching rate' toward the end value
flow, based on the nozzle-exit diameter and aver- of the mean and r.m.s. velocities.
age mean velocity at the nozzle exit, was remained
as 15,200. Side-flow was conducted into the test- Distributions of VJ72/Uo in the normal plane for
section after the pipe sudden-expansion by con- different side-flow arrangements at x/H=4.2 are
necting with the junctions of the nozzle-block. In- plotted in Fig. 3. Almost all the data of v/U2/U 0
dependent reliable pump(s) and flowmeter(s) were for three cases with side-flow(s) locate within the
used for the side-flow system. region with the values of 0.21 ± 0.05 U0 , which is

Different tracer-techniques were used to visual- about a factor 10 higher than that of the case 0
ize the flow-field to get an overview of the flow- (about 0.02 Uo) in the center region of the flow.

field. Measurements of the axial mean veloc- It is worthy noting here that the value of 0.21 for
ity components and their turbulent fluctuations V72f/Uo was concluded as the 'general' maximum
were obtained with a dual beam laser-Doppler value in the whole flow-field for the flows after
anemometer operated in the forward scattering axisymmetric sudden-expansion pipe by compar-
mode. The size of the measuring control vol- isons of different investigations (Wang & Durst
ume was approximately 46900•m x 0.43mm. The (1993)). From results of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, this
TSI-counter 1980B was used for the signal pro- means that side-flow(s) may effectively increase
cessing. Mean velocity and r.m.s.-values of veloc- turbulent fluctuations of the flow in order to en-
ity fluctuations were calculated from around 3,000 hance mixing.
to 30,000 samples, depending on the locations of
measurements. Each measurement was repeated 2. Velocity-field in the normal plane
at least three times. Detailed descriptions could
be found in Jow (1994). Left hand side (LHS) of Fig. 4 shows the flow

field of the axial mean velocity in the normal plane
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS for (a) case 0 (without side-flow), (b) case 1, (c)

case 2, (d) case 3 and (e) case 3' (with double
1. Flow properties along the centerline side-flow intensity of case 3). The effect of the

side-flow causes the decreasing of velocity in the
Fig. 2 (a) shows the distributions of the axial center part of the flow field and the increasing of

mean velocity along the centerline under the case velocity near the pipe wall. No reverse flow is
I arrangement. Data of four different side-flow found in the normal plane within the measured
intensities (q/Q) are compared in the figure. It region (z/H > 4.2) for all the cases with side-
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flows. found that the higher the injection flow-rate, the
less the mass-flux remains in the jet-plane. From

Comparisons of the flow fields between case 1 the physical viewpoint, this means that the higher
and case 2 in the LHS of Fig. 4, it reveals that the injection of side-flow, the more mass flux is
they both display quite similar distributions in the transfered from the jet-plane to the other planes.
streamwise direction, although case 1 and case 2
represent quite different control type of the side- 4. Effects of injection angle
flows. Further comparing these two sets of data
with (d) case 3 in Fig. 4, it is surprisingly found Fig. 5 shows the axial mean velocity along
that all the three cases show roughly similar dis- the centerline for different injection angle by
tributions of the flow field for each corresponding dual injections with equal side-flow intensity
cross-sections. However, the case 3 in (d) is the (qi/Q=q2 /Q=q/Q=2.78% for each). The data of
arrangement with only single q injection, but both case 3 with single injection intensity q/Q=2.78%,
case 1 and case 2, as shown in (b) and (c) of Fig. 4 shown as solid line in the figure, is also displayed
respectively, have double value of side-flows (2q) for the purpose of comparison. It is important to
from the opposite walls. This reveals that, the note here that the axial mean velocities along the
'extra suction' in case 1 or the 'extra injection' in centerline are relatively insensitive to the varia-

case 2 does not play an important role for the flow tions of injection angle except for the case of a=O,
development of axial mean velocity in the normal which is basically the case of case 3' metioned
plane. above. This result clearly reveal again that the

side-flow intensity is the dominate factor for the
The effect of side-flow intensity can be shown side-flow injection, but not the total amount of

by comparing the results of single injection cases the side-flows. By changing the q /q2 ratio for dif-
of (d) and (e) in the LHS of Fig. 4. There exists a ferent injection angle (results are not shown he:e
reverse flow region in the center part of the case 3' dute to the limiting space), we may get the same
for z/H < 6, however, none is found for the case conclusion as above.
3. This means that the injection of side-flow with
only 2q/Q (=5.56%) is strong enough to penetrate 5. Effects of side-flow intensity
the main stream. Fig. 6 shows the axial mean velocity along the

It is important to note about (c) case 2 and centerline for different side-flow intensities by case
(e) case 3' in Fig. 4 that although the case 2 has 3 arrangement. For the injection intensity less
the same value of total injection of side-flow as the than 1%, the injection has almost no effect on
case 3', however the flow-field of case 3' in the nor- the axial mean velocities in the centerline region.
mal plane has changed much more significant than However, when the intensity increases but less
that of the case 2. This means that the magnitude than 3%, the centerline velocity decreases mono-
of side-flow intensity from a single side-flow, but tonically very quickly to its final value (,0.4 UO)
not the total amount of the injection, dominates at about x/H -10. This is evidently shorter than
the changing of the flow field in the normal plane. that of case 1 (x/H -20) and of case 0 (z/lH -30).

If the intensity increases further, the velocity de-
3. Velocity field in the jet-plane creases still quicker and forms a minimum value

Right hand side (RHS) of Fig. 4 shows the flow before it increases to approach the final value. The
field of the axial mean velocity in the jet-plane. minimum value of U/Uo decreases and its corre-
Flow fields of (b), (d) and (e) display the skewed sponding position shifts towards upstream for the
velocity profiles due to the asymmetric injection further increase of injection intensity. It is found
of side-flows. It reveals again the similar distri- that, as the q/Q> 4.17%, the flow has a reverse
butions for the case I and case 3. Increase of the velocity in the centerline region. As shown in
intensity of side-flow pushes the axis of the main the previous figures, if the side-flow penetrate the
flow (defined as the connection line of the posi- main stream in the center region of the pipe, the
tions where the maximum axial mean velocity of flow has quite different character than the cases
each cross-section locates) closer towards the op- without penetration. That is to say that the in-
posite wall. Comparing the maximal mean veloc- jection intensity q/QOt4.2% could be considered as
ity at the section x/H=4.2, it is found that the the critical injection intensity for the construction
case 2 has the minimum value (about 0.78 Uo) of case 3. The critical velocity ratio (defined as
than the other cases (about I U0). Also, it is the bulk velocity of side-flow to the bulk velocity
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of main stream) for this case is about 1.3. - The mechanism of injection a side-flow is to

6. Flow structure of the flow-field by a sin- cause a momentum transfer away from the

gle jet injection jet-plane.

To get a better overview of the flow in such a - Increasing the intensity of a single side-
three dimensional complex structure, as a exam- injection larger than 4.2%, (or velocity ra-
pie, a superposition of the mean velocity distribu- tio > 1.3), the side-flow penetrates the main
tions in the jet-plane, normal plane and 45°-plane stream and form a reverse flow in the center-
for the case 3 is displayed in Fig. 7. Although the line region. This value could be considered
flow is quite three-dimensional in the near field, as the critical injection intensity.
however both the mean and turbulent velocities
of the flow are approximalely symmetric again at It is recommended to use single side-flow in-
z=52H. jection instead of using many side-flows with

the same total amount of side-flow injection.
It could also be found from Fig. 7 that the

axial mean velocity on the jet-plane has almost
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DIRECTION SENSITIVE LDA USING A SINGLE HIGH-FREQUENCY PULSED LASER DIODE
AND A SINGLE PHOTODETECTOR

H. Wang, H. Muller, V. Strunck and D. Dopheide

Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstait (PTB)
Laboratory for Fluid Flow Measuring Techniques

Bundesallee 100, D-38116 Braunschweig
Federal Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT divide the output beam of the HF-pulsed laser diode into
several beams to realize:

Conventional directional LDAs are based on the
frequency shifting technique. In this paper a technique has been 1) a multi-component LDA as described by Wang et al
proposed for the realization of a direction sensitive HF-pulsed (I 994b);
LDA on the basis of switch demultiplexing and quadrature 2) a directional HF-pulsed LDA.
signal processing. This technique allows one to take advantage
of HF-pulsed LDAs and to use only one high-frequency pulsed In this case, only a single laser diode is required to
laser diode and one detector for directional flow velocity measure more than one component of a directional flow velocity
measurements without frequency shifting. The first simultaneously.
experimental verification of this technique has been made. This paper describes the technique used to realize such a
Improvements to the experimental set-up and practical direction sensitive system with a single laser diode and a single
miniaturized realizations of a directional HF-pulsed LDA using photodetector and without frequency shifting. The first
light fibres and integrated optical devices are described, experimental results are reported. Improvements made to the

experimental set-up and practical realizations of this technique,
I INTRODUCTION for example, miniaturized directional LDAs, using fibre optics

and integrated optical devices are also outlined.
It has been reported that high-frequency pulsed laser

diode LDAs (HF-pulsed LDA) can be realized by using only 2. METHOD
one detector, one data processing chain and laser diodes at an
identical wavelength for simultaneous multi-component flow 2.1 Experimental set-up
velocity measurements (Dopheide et al. 1990). In addition to
this, the single pulse emitted from the HF-pulsed laser diodes As shown in Fig. I. the PTB's two-dimensional HF-
has a high peak power, giving a better signal-to-noise ratio pulsed LDA has been modified to consist of a single laser diode
(SNR). Experimental investigations on these systems have been (Dopheide et al, 1990 & 1993. Wang et al, 1994b). The two
described in detail by Dopheide et al. (1993) and by Wang et al. equidistant fringe patterns are parallel in the measuring volume
(1994a). At present, the HF-pulsed multi-component LDAs instead of being placed orthogonally like the fringe patterns
need more than one laser diode and are not capable of discrimi- used for multi-component measurements.
nating the direction of velocity components. As shown in Fig. 2. the fringe patterns do not coincide

Frequency shifting is generally the most convenient exactly but are locally shifted relatively to each other in the
method used in realizations of direction sensitive LDAs. In direction parallel to the flow direction. A particle flying through
principle, this can also be applied in HF-pulsed LDAs for the measuring volume now results in two individual Doppler
direction discrimination. A technique for the realization of a signals whose phase difference indicates the direction of the
directional LDA without frequency shifting has been described flow velocity. In order to use the quadrature signal processing
by Kohler et al (1993). but, two detectors and a variable technique described by Czarske et al (1993). the two
attenuator are required. equidistant fringe systems are locally shifted relatively to each

Since the peak power of laser diodes can be enhanced by other by a quarter fringe spacing. The experimental realization
the high-frequency pulsing technique, it becomes possible to of such an arrangement will be discussed later in more detail
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Fig. I Set-up of the direction sensitive HF-pulsed LDA with received electrical pulse trains are switched into

only one laser diode and one photodetector. One channels I and 2 synchronously by two reference

80 MHz electrical pulse train is applied to the laser signals at 80 MHz. The peak detector is optimized at

diode driver to trigger the laser diode, giving the first the peak of the signal pulses at 80 MHz (coherent

laser pulse train at 80 MHz (black line, main beam). sampling) which converts the burst signal behind the

By means of the beam splitter and mirrors, a second switch into the standard Doppler signals. This allows

laser pulse train which is phase-delayed to the first one the conventional LDA signal processor to be used for

is obtained (dashed black line, by-pass beam). The signal processing in HF-pulsed LDAs.

phase difference between the first and the second laser

pulse train can be optimized by adjusting the mirrors,

so that two 80 MHz pulse trains are observed in 2.3 Quadrature signal processing

sequence in the measuring volume. The switch

demultiplexer is explained in Fig. 3. If the conditions in Fig. 2 are satisfied, the Doppler

signals after switch demultiplexing are actually a quadrature

signal pair and can be processed using the quadrature signal

processing technique (Czarske et a], 1993, Miller et al 1994).

St• In such a case, the two Doppler signals have a 90@ phase differ-
ence and the same amplitude A (Q):

d T aI =A 0 )sin t) (1)

"".2 =A (t)cos d(t) (2)

The phase angle O( ) is given by the quotient of signals

Fig. 2 Cross sections of successive fringe patterns in the a1 and a 2 and becomes independent of the amplitude A Y):

measuring volume and the generation of a quadrature

signal pair by two equidistant fringe systems locally 00t) =arctan (aIla 2 ) (3)

shifted relatively to each other by a quarter fringe

spacing d. Such an arrangement allows the quadrature Based on the measured time series of phase angle values

signal processing technique to be used (see Fig. 4). during a burst, an estimation of the Doppler frequency can be

made by using the least-squares method. A linear regression by

2.2 Switch drmultiplexing 00 ) = o +21 2D (4)

The scattered light is collected on an APD using a lens. allows a direction analysis of the averaged tracer particle
'Me pulse signals from the amplifier are connected to a switch velocity in the measuring volume. This velocity is proportional

demultiplexer which converts the pulse signals modulated by to the center frequencyfo in Eq. (4).

the Doppler signals into two standard Doppler signals for the The pair of quadrature signals can be considered as the

laser pulse trains I and 2. By optimizing the phase shift of these real part and the imaginary part of a complex rotating vector

two reference signals through the delay, either channel I or where the rotation describes the time dependence of the phase

channel 2 can be switched on and off, thus separating the angle 00) As shown in Fig. 4. the rotation direction gives the

Doppler signal of every component. The separated Doppler sign of the flow velocity and the rotation number is equal to the

signals can be processed using a conventional LDA signal fringe number in the measuring volume.

processor (see Fig. 3, Wang et al. 1994a).
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Fig. 4 Phase angle measurement by a quadrature signal pair. Time

The signal pair sin(2 nfDt ) and cos(2 Af• ) curve in the
left hand shows one direction, while the signal pair Fig. 5 The Doppler signals after switch demultiplexing. The
sin(2 --fD)t) and cos(2 n(-fo)y) in the right hand sign of the flow velocity is determined by the sign of
represents the opposition direction. the phase difference between the Doppler signals I and

2 and its magnitude by the power spectrum of either of

the two Doppler signals. An inverse flow direction will
3. RESULTS result in an opposite phase difference. In order to

obtain better SNR, the forward scattering has been
Referring to Fig. 1, the direction sensitive HF-pulsed detected.

LDA consists of practically two dual-beam LDAs which have
two similar fringe systems. These two fringe systems are
r e l e v a n t t o t h e m a i n a n d b y -p a s s b e a m s , a n d a r e i l l u m i n a t e d F rI g ssae t e b u o h p i l a e t d r n0__1 1

alternatively because of the optical path length difference 08 rnessu
between the main and by-pass beams. During experiments, an 0.6
optical path length of about 1.5 m is used due to the pulse 0.4
frequency of 80 MHz. In such a case, the main and by-pass /
beams become two conjugate pulse trains and allow the switch 0.2
demultiplexing technique to be used (Wang et al, 1994a). A
shorter optical path length is required if a higher pulse -0.6

frequency is used. For example, an optical path length 0
difference of about 0.3 m is required if a pulse frequency of 13 0.4
I GHz is used. 0.2

In priaiciple, the main and by-pass beams have the same 00 20 40 60 80 Is 100
beam diameter in the measuring volume if the diode laser Time-
output is collimated to have a very small divergence. During
experiments, however, divergent laser beams have been Fig. 6 Fringe patterns measured in the measuring volume
obtained due to the limitation of the experimental conditions. when the optical path length between !he main and by-
The main and by-pass beams have therefore different shapes in pass beams for the fringe systems I and 2 is reduced to
the measuring volume due to their different optical path about 0.3 m. The laser beam of fringe system I is
lengths, resulting in two different Doppler signals (Fig. 5). This blocked when fringe system 2 is measured, and vice
makes the use of the quadrature signal processing technique versa. The phase shift is obvious if the parts of
impossible. but, the direction and the magnitude of the flow enlarged fringe patters shown in the insets are
velocity can be easily determined. compared.

In order to show the influence of optical path length
differences between main and by-pass beams on the shape of
fringe patterns, experiments have been done after the optical 4. IMPROVEMENT OF THE EXPERIME-NTAL. SFT-UP
path length difference is reduced from 1.5 m to 0.3 m. As USING LIGHT FIBRES
shown in Fig. 6. such main and by-pass beams allow two
similar fringe pattern (i.e. two similar Doppler signals) to be Referring to Fig. 7, the mirrors and beam splitters are
obtained and the quadrature signal processing technique to be replaced by light fibres in order to produce the optical paLh
used. length difference between the diode laser beams. The HF-
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pulsed laser beam is coupled into the light fibre, which in turn It should be pointed out that
is split into two light fibres of different lengths. The short light
fibre is used to obtain one dual-beam IDA, while the other long I) Referring to Fig. 7, there is a coupling loss of more
light fibre produces the second fringe system. The time differ- than 50% if a conventional beam combiner is used.
ence between these two parallel fringe patterns can be The use of beam-splitting and beam-combining
contolled by the length of the light fibres. In such a cae, the polarizers, and of polarization maintaining light
two similar equidistant fringe systems can be generated by fibres, supplies also two orthogonal linearly
adjusting collimators to ensure that the fringe patterns have the polarized beams in the measuring volume, reduces a
same properties and allow the quadrature signal processing coupling loss and gives a better SNR
technique to be used. 2) As an alternative to the polarization optics described

Fig. 8 shows the Doppler signals obtained using the above, the experimental set-up in Fig. 7 can be
set-up in Fig. 7. It is obvious that these Doppler signals form a further improved if, instead of the beam splitter, a
quadrature signal pair and can be processed using the quadra- mirror is used. As seen in Fig. 9, the use of the
ture signal processing technique described in section 2.3. mirror can reduce the coupling loss such as occurs

with the set-up in Fig. 7. Such an amngement can
also be applied to the experimental set-up in Fig. 1

X/4 plate beam splitter 2 to reduce the coupling loss and to enhance the SNR.

3) The use of pigtailed laser diodes would be an
AMadvantage to reduce the requirments for

adjustments to the optical system in Figs. 7 and 9.
1W tibr cnr nor 4) Difficulties have been met in keeping the stability of

two equidistant fringe systems in the set-up shown
I80 Nz Ide�wrrd�t rcssorl in Figs. 1 and 7. Better results have been obtained if

short optical path length difference is used. It is

Fig. 7 Set-up of the direction sensitive HF-pulsed IDA with hoped that such instabilities can be reduced using

only one laser diode and light fibres. The fine adjust- integrated optics.

ment of the collimators allows the two equidistant
fringe systems to be shifted locally relatively to each mirror
other by a quarter fringe spacing and the quadrature ;L44 plate m
signal picessing technique to be used. lase

ean flowf
SJ conmbiner

0.6. light fibreUI
0.2 Fig. 9 Set-up of the direction sensitive HF-pulsed LDA with

Sonly one laser diode and light fibres. Instead of the
C 0.- Bw sid 2beam splitter, a mirror is used to reduce the coupling

S0loss and enhance the SNP The integration of the
OA mirrors and light fibres would ensure the stability of

0.2. the shifted fringe systems.

2 .. . . . 4 . . . . . . .6 9 . . .
Time-- As described by Wang et al (1994b) and Stieglmeier et

al (1993), the cw laser can be used as the light source in HF-
Fig. 8 Quadrature signal pair obtaied ists shwi prsot- pulsed LDAs if an optical amplitude modulator is applied.

tiplexing in Fig. 7. The insets show parte ofth When a control voltage is applied onto the central plate of a
enlarged burst signal. In order to obtain better n hybrid Mach-Zehnder modulator (Fig. 10), an incoming cw
the forward scattering of a rotating light fi. h light beam can be modulated up to 20 GHz and used as an -F-
measured, pulsed laser source for the realization of LDAs.
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BRILLOUIN FREQUENCY SHIFT LDA

H. Tobben, H_ Miller and D. Dopheide
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38116 Braunschweig, Germany

ABSTRACT fibre spoil

fibre coupler
In the laser Doppler anemometry frequency shift S _. _

techniques are used to determine the magnitude and sign of - - PT

fluid velocities. These techniques require two coherent light PI_

beams with slightly different frequencies. Using stimulated (-
Brillouin scattering as frequency shift mechanism, an 2

adjustment-insensitive fibre optical system has been realised as

a noval laser Doppler anemometer for directional velocity Figure I Principle set-up for the generation of Stokes light with
only fibre optical components

INTRODUCTION in the backward direction, will be transmitted through the fibre
coupler to port 4 and port 1. An optical isolator in front of the

In fibre optical communication systems the output laser source prevents the incoupling of Stokes light into the
powers of the laser sources are limited in the lower mW-range. laser resonator and ensures stable laser radiation. At last, half
The emergence of stimulated Brillouin scattering restricts the of the frequency shifted Stokes light, which is transmitted to
signal transmission in single-mode fibres up to a distinct signal port 4, is usable.
power level. Using pump powers above this threshold, the
emergence of SBS can be used for other applications like the
generation of a frequency shift in a direction sensitive laser 30
Doppler anemometer (LDA), which will be presented. mW

SBS can be described as a coupled three-wave 25
interaction involving the incident pump wave, the generated .
acoustic wave, and the scattered Stokes light wave. The pump • 20 PStokes

wave creates a pressure or acoustic wave in the fibre due to
electrostriction, and the resultant variation in density changes 9 15
the optical susceptibility. Thus the pump-induced index grating 10r
moves to the fibre end, away from the incoupling side, and : 10
scatters the pump light. This scattering mechanism is called
Brillouin-scattering. As a result of the conservation of energy, 5
the Bragg-condition and the guiding nature of the fibre, the
pump light is scattered in the backward direction and is 0
simultaneously downshifted in frequency by an amount equal to 0 15 30 45 60mW 75
the frequency of the acoustic wave as described by Agrawal launched pump power -a-
(1996)

A principle set-up producing Stokes light with only fibre
optical components is shown in figure I. The pump laser power
1' is launched into port I of a fused fibre coupler. Using an ideal Figure 2 Stokes light power Pstoke and transmitted pump

3 dB coupler and ideal connections without losses, 50% of the power PTrans measured with the set-up shown in fig I

pump power is transmitted to port 2 and is launched into the
fibre coil The launched pump power can be simply measured at A typical input-output characteristic measured with the
port 3. At the end of the fibre coil the pump power, PT, which set-up presented in figure I is shown in figure 2 Above a

is transmitted through the fibre coil, is measurable. The Stokes distinct input power level, Brillouin scattering changes from the

light wave S, which is generated in the fibre coil and propagates spontaneous to the stimulated condition with saturated
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transmitted power /TraM and a linear increase of the backward
scattered Stokes light power Pstkes with increasing pump 13 G~lz
power. The behaviour shown in the Stokes light power ,80ý
characteristic looks like a typical laser characteristic well pump
"known from laser diodes, for example. It must be mentioned, 4
that the presented Stokes light power values in figure 2 are the/I
power values measured at port 4 and not the calculated values
generated in the fibre coil.

The threshold primarily depends on the fibre parameters N
and the line width of the pump source Aoki et at (1988) have "6 Stokes .

Eshown a simple equation for estimating the threshold level.
Assuming a Lorentzian profile for both the laser spectrum and
the Brillouin gain curve, the SBS threshold power Pth can be
calculated for the continuous wave mode condition with

Pth = 21 AjEK A VP+ A V (1)

gBLE At ( frequency -- O-I

where LE is the effective interaction length which
considers the attenuation of pump power due to the fibre loss. Figure 3 Typical Fabry-Perot spectrum oa the emission lineg of
Particularly in long fibres, to the end of the fibre the reduction the pump laser and the Stokes line generated in a
of pump power results in a decrease of the generated Stokes single-mode fibre at a laser wavelength of 1.3 pm
light power. This behaviour takes the effective interaction
length into account which can be calculated from communication single-mode fibres at 1.3 pm pump wavelength.

fA lies in the range of 13 GHz as shown in figure 3.
- exp(-a1) For a reduction of the frequency shift out of the GHz-

LE = (2) range into the cost-saving MHz-range, the beat signal of two
Stokes waves was used. The Stokes waves were generated in
two single-mode fibres with different refractive indices. Both

AE is the effective core area of the fibre calculated with fibres were pumped simultaneously by the same pump source
the mode field diameter of the fundamental mode in a single- Figure 4 shows the beat signal of the Stokes lines generated in a
mode fibre. a is the linear absorption coefficient, I is the length fibre with a SiO 2-GeO2 core with n = 1.463 and a second fibre
ofthe fibre, K is the polarization factor (1 Ks 2; K =2 for with a SiO 2 core and n = 1.45 1. In the plotted figure the beat
complete polarization scrambling), gB is the peak Brilioum gain frequency, which has been used as shift frequency, lies atcomplente Asinscrambling),B is the peaktaneou rioandwinh gand 257 MHz. It must be pointed out that the peak position of the
coefiicient, AvB is the spontaneous Bnlloum bandwidth and beat signal fluctuated stochasticly in the range 250 MHz to
Avpisthe laser liewidth. 265 MHz where spontaneous Bnllouin scattering is also

A typical standard telecommunication fibre with a core detected. This fluctuation does not appear to be a problem for
diameter of 8 pm has at a wavelength of 1.3 prm a mode field the evaluation of the Doppler shift frequency by using mixing
diameter of approximately 9 gm. The attenuation coefficient at techniques as presented by Moller (1993).
this wavelength is typical 0.34 dB/km, which results in a linear
absorption coefficient of a = 7.8-10-5 m-1. The spontaneous -
Brillouin bandwidth has been considered by Cotter (1983) to be
approximately 20 MHz in a single-mode fibre at a pump
wavelength of 1.3 gm. The Brillouin peak gain coefficient was
determined to be 4,5.10-l1 m/W calculated by Stolen (1979).
Thus, for generating Stokes light with low SBS threshold t
powers it is necessary to use a long and low loss single-mode .,
fibre which is pumped by a laser with small line widths. t ; ___

The frequency shift or rather the frequency of the 7;
acoustic wavefA can be esttmated from :0_

2 vA 11.01
A A ,P (3)

• oo oi
an 0,-.t no 0-t flS o~l

where vA 5960 ri/s is the velocity of the acoustic wave
in fused silica, as presented by Cotter (1983), neff is the frequency --u--
effective relractive index of the fibre and Ap is the vacuum Figure 4 Beat signal of two Stokes waves which is used as shift
wavelength of the pump laser beam. Applying typical frequency for direction-sensitive Brillouin-LDA
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Figure 5 Experimental set-up of the Brillouin frequency shift
LDA exclusively based on fibre optical components Figure 6 Quadrature burst signal pair included the velocity and

the flow direction of tracer particles

set-up presented in figure 5. The phase relationship of these

EXPERIMENTAL quadrature burst signals, +90* and -90", corresponds to the
velocity direction. In the figure presented, the burst pnnted •ith

The experimental set-up of the noval Brillouin frequency the dotted line follows the burst with continuous line A change

shifl velocuneter is shown schematically in figure 5. A pigtailed of the flow direction is indicated by a change in the temporal

1.32pm Nd:YAG laser with a non-planar ring oscillator design, order of the burst signals. Therefore, quadrature mixing

5 kH1z linewidth and 150 mW fibre output power, P, was used technique allows simple evaluation of flow velocities and flow

as pump source. Via 3 dB fibre couplers nearly a quarter of the directions with the Brillouin frequency shift LDA independently

pump power was launched into fibre coil I (n = 1.463, 1= of frequency shift fluctuations of the Brillouin waves.

64kkm) and fibre coil 2 (n= 1-451, 1= 6kmn). Again via the
fibre couplers, nearly 20 mW of the Stokes-light, S, and S2,
was focused into the measuring volume by pigtailed gradient CONCLUSION
index (GRIN) lenses.

The measured signal of the scattered light from tracer
particles passing through the measuring volume is detected by A' new method exclusively based on fibre optical

an APD photo diode and consists of the beat frequency of the components was presented as a frequency shift mechanism for

two Brillouin waves fSh, as shift frequency, and the Doppler directional velocity measurements. Stimulated Brillouin

frequency fD, which is proportional to the velocity of the scattering occurring in two different single-mode fibres was

particles. The frequency of the measuring signal is higher or used for the development of a noval anemometer The influence

lower than the shift frequency according to the sign of the of Brillouin wave linewidths and frequency shift fluctuations on

velocity u of the particles passing through the measuring the measuring signal have been eliminated by correlating the

volume, measuring signal with the beat signal of the Brallouin waves.

Because the beat frequency of the Brillouin waves Employing quadrature demodulation techniques, the amount

fluctuates over a range of 15 MHz, as mentioned briefly in and sign of velocities can be precisely determined.

figure 4, it is not possible to determine exactly the frequency
part of the Doppler signal included in the measuring signal. An
elegant method of eliminating the shift frequency fluctuations is
the correlation of the measunng signal with a reference signal REFERENCES
generated by the beat signal of the two Briliouin waves and
detected by a PIN photo diode. Agrawal, G.P. 1989, Stimulated Brillouin Scattenng, in

To retain the directional information when eliminating Nonlinear Fiber Optics, Academic Press, Boston-London-
the shift frequency with all its fluctuations by the mixer stage, Toronto, pp. 263-288
the measuring signal has to be mixed with a quadrature
reference signal pair. This signal pair can be produced by a Aoki, Y., Tajima, K. & Mito, I., 1988, Input power limits of
phase shifter which generates from the reference signal a signal single-mode optical fibres due to stimulated Brillouin scattenng
pair with a phase relationship of 0" and 90* corresponding to in optical communication systems, J. of Lightwave Technology,
the input signal, as reported by Maller (1993), (1994). Vol. 6, No. 5, pp. 710-719

The resulting burst signal pair behind the correlator unit,
is directly given the Doppler frequency in the base band con- Cotter, D. 1983, Stimulated Brillouin Scattering in Monomode
taming the information about the velocity of the tracer particles. Optical Fiber, J. of Optical Communications, Vol. 4, No. I, pp
Figure 6 shows a typical burst signal pair measured with the 10-19
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ABSTRACT 2. PROPERTIES OF ND:YAG-MICRO CRYSTAL

LASERS
The paper presents a novel shift technique without using

additional optoelectronic components for the generation of a Micro crystal lasers can be specified such that the
difference frequency between the two LDV beams focused into resonator length is as short (0.3 mm up to 0.8 umn) that only one
the measuring volume. The technique utilises the frequency lasing mode can be amplified inside the gain bandwidth of the
difference of two orthogonal polarised modes of a diode pumped lasing medium (see fig I).
micro crystal laser which are separated into two laser beams as

Iongitudinal
frequency shift. The optical frequency difference of the two L g,-- ,oo,
modes can be tuned via the crystal temperature and lies in the curve mod.s

range of up to 100 MHz. Detecting the difference frequency (beat threshold

signal) of the two laser modes and the signal frequency
simultaneously the Doppler frequency can be evaluated
independently of frequency shift fluctuations. For the signal
processing FFT as well as mixing techniques can be employed.
Using mixing techniques it is possible to eliminate the frequency frequ.ncy

shift with all its fluctuations but retaining the directional ^ 'C/•,I

information in a quadrature signal pair.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fig. I The micro crystal laser concept
LDV systems with frequency shift usually are realised with

Bragg cells or rotating gratings. Alternative techniques have been
demonstrated using two frequency adjustable single mode laser Furthermore the line width of such lasers are below
sources for the generation of the LDV beam pair as reported by 10 kHz and they are tuneable in wavelength by changing the
Miller et al (1993). The application of two single mode diode temperature of the crystals. Schmitt el al (1993) reported that the
lasers as sources of the two intersecting beams of a LDV system tuning range without mode hops is more than 130 GHz.
requires mixing techniques to eliminate the influence of the laser
diode line width of up to 100 MHz to the signals for the
realisation of direction sensitive LDV as shown by Miller and
Dopheide (1993). In contrast to the techniques which have been Laser coating

presented up to now, the use of Nd:YAG micro crystal lasers diode lenses HT S09 PR 1064 pufplght

allows to utilize a frequency shift which is generated in the laser LHý-i6

resonator itself without employing additional optoelectronical
com po nents. ---

Due to the optical frequency difference of the two .........
orthogonally polarized states of a single lasing mode in the laser
crystal. two frequency shifted LDV beams can easily be
generated by the use of polarizing beam splitters. Thus it will be
possible to realize very compact low cost directional LDV iempalweontroll Nd:YAG

systems. lhermo-eeclrric cooler crystal

Fig. 2 Nd:YAG-micro crystal laser arrangement
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A laser diode array emitting 250 mW at a wavelength of The polarization of the two laser modes is in general far or
809 run is used lbr pumping the laser (Fig. 2). The output power less elliptical which depends also from the adjustment of micro
in a single line mode can be more than 20 mW. crystal laser and the crystal temperature.

It is assumed that caused by the crystal growing and the Using appropriate adjustments and working temperatures
production process of the small crystal pieces stress is induced it is however possible to generate a single line emission with Iwo
into the crystals. Consequently the crystals are local birefringent orthogonally polarized modes whose frequency difference can be
so that it is possible to realize a single line emission of the micro used as frequency shift for a novel directional Laser Doppler
crystal lasers in two orthogonal polarized modes as shown by Velocimeter.
Schmitt et al (1994). The frequency separation of the two modes
depends from the adjustment of the crystals because the amount 3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
of birefringence is local different. Depending on the adjustment of
the pump laser diode and laser crystal the frequency difference A set-up of a LDV system based on a micro crystal laser is
can be tuned in the range up to 100 MHz by altering the shown in Fig. 5. A quarter wave plate in the output beam of the
temperature of the Nd:YAG crystal (see Fig. 3). micro crystal laser generates two almost linear polarized

so- orthogonal light waves which are separated and splitted by a

' T Scug F , ay-P.rC Wollaston prism into two frequency shifted orthogonal polarized
70 -&-- 200 me/d, ws C23.25 laser beams. Behind the first lens the laser beams are parallel. A

W Fnae le6 half wave plate is inserted into one beam path to provide the
go- ----I scareV rFaw pa,,t same polarization for the two beams being focused into the

. measuring volume by a second lens.

""" An~zM-wave

plan plate Wolaston plate lens

00 -- - I 1
_____________--___________ _____ plate0 0 20 30 40 so0 W PIN- I €t to

Crystol Temperature [dog C]

Fig. 3 Difference frequency of the two modes trelodnt I
for several adjustments tr-neteni 2

Figure 3 shows that the tunting slope as well as the
difference frequency offset varies with the adjustment. The Fig. 5 Set-up of the realized LDA system using a two channel
difference frequency was measured by a scanning Fabry perot transient recorder for signal processing
cavity as well as by observing the beat frequency between the
modes with an rf analyser. Depending on the adjustment (adj. 3 in
Fig. 3) the modes also can be degenerated (frequency difference The scattered light of particles passing through the
equal to zero) at one temperature (see Fig. 4). measuring volume is detected in backward direction and focused

onto an avalanche photo diode (APD) which generates the
measuring signal. The measuring signal is given by the carrier
frequency which is identical to the frequency shift and the
Doppler frequency determined by the particle velocity to be
measured. To avoid an influence of shift frequency fluctuations
on the evaluation of the Doppler frequency a reference signal has
to be detected simultaneously. Therefore a plan plate is inserted
into the output beam of the micro crystal laser which reflects a
fractional part of the micro crystal laser output beam onto a PIN
photo detector, where the two orthogonal laser modes are
superimposed to generate a beat signal.

The small linewidth of the beat signal allows to employ a
two channel transient recorder for the signal evaluation in the
signal processing chain. The measuring signal (burst signal) and
the reference signal (beat signal) are detected simultaneously and

frequenyMn I o~ freqencyoan I oHZ FFT procedures are used to calculate the Doppler frequency.
Fig. 6 shows the unfiltered signals sampled with a two channel
transient recorder.

Fig. 4 Fabry-Perot spectra of a micro-crystal laser

for one adjustment and different temperatures
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The signal spectra calculated with a FFT algorithm sho%%

- peaks with a small line width which exceed the noise floor more

0• than 20 dB. The shift frequency was 22 MHz.

O Furthermore the simultaneous detection of a measuring
-002 -. -------------------------------------- o6 signal (APD detector) and a reference signal (PIN detector)

Soos5 allows to employ mixing techniques for the correlation of the
0oo.¶ measuring signal with the reference signal to eliminate the

So03; influence of shift frequency fluctuations onto the evaluation of the
10 measuring information. By mixing the measuring signal with a

S001 reference signal the carrier frequency which is given by the
- 0 frequency shift can be eliminated with all its fluctuations. In order

I_ to retain the directional information when eliminating the shilt
0 04 08 12 16 iMS 2 frequency, the measuring signal has to be mixed down with a

.30 reference quadrature signal pair. The phase relationship of the

d~n "resulting sine/cosine signal pair in the base band contains the
'5 ----------- ---- ~---- 4----- 4 ---- information of the velocity direction.

E -7o .. .------------- 4. --- ---..... iin

SE beamsplntler ions

-collimator - - - -

PIN- a

d diode * 2-wav highpass
10 20 30 40 50 MHz 00 SHp

frequency "n

002 hybri C -ranslnt

2 ----- - ----------------- 0 Fig. 7 Block diagram of a micro-crystal laser Doppler
0oplerVelocimeter using mixing techniques for the signal

----------------------------------------------- 0e04 evaluation
barer 0a 0 03

WO00 Fig. 7 shows the complete block diagram of a micro-crystal laser
Doppler Velocimeter employing mixing techniques for the signal

0__ 0__._____0____1___________ 2 evaluation. The only difference in the optical set-up shown in
0 0n 2Fig. 5 is the application of a conventional polarizing LDA beam

.30 , splitter instead of a Wollaston prism. The high pass filter in the
' : ; :measuring signal path provides the possibility to eliminate the

-so ..--- - - - ---_4_--------_4 -------- influence of an optical cross talking caused by an incomplete

E .7,- ----------- separation of the orthogonal polarized laser modes diflering in
E their emission frequencies.

- ' - Fig. 8 represents intervals of two typical burst signal pairs

.bu "u°.cba K behind the mixer unit detected for different flow directions. The
- -- -------------- so signal pairs are drawn as x-y plot as well as signal-time plot In

*the x-y plot a rotating phaser given by the quadrature burst signal
-. 70 pair describes a spiral with a rotating direction depending on the

din .,sign of the velocity to be measured. The phase relationship in the
0 10 20 30 40 so 0M~z so quadrature signal pair, especially the temporal order of which

frequency - channel leads the other, gives the directional information.
b) Due to the small line width of the resulting carrier

Fig. 6 Unfiltered reference and measuring signal of the realized frequency signal the mixing technique has not necessary to be
LDV system in the time and in the frequency domain, used. The advantages of generating and evaluating quadrature
represented for different velocity directions signal pairs in the base band by eliminating the carrier frequency
a) the tracer particle has the same direction as the in the measuring signal are discussed by MUller el al (1994),

moving fringe system, the burst frequency is lower especially for measuring signals having instable carrier frequency
than the reference frequency with high band widths.

b) the velocity of the particle is opposite to movement
of the tracer particle, the burst frequency is higher
than the reference frequency.
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processing based on t~ransient recorders as well as miuxing
techniques are applicable to realise a direction sensatuvc lAI)V

- - -- - - -system.
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Fig. 8 Intervals of two signal bursts corresponding to opposite
velocity directions of tracer particles a) and b).

CONCLUSION

The described LDV system based on a Nd:YAG micro
crystal laser allows to realise direction sensitive flow
measurements. Using two separated laser modes with suitable
frequency distance no additional components for the shift
frequency generation are required. The output power of up to
25 mW is interesting for many applications especially for the
detection of the scattered light in forward direction. Signal
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ABSTRACT Furthermore, the small dimensions of solid state lasers and
the low power consumption are advantageous in comparison with

In contrast to LDV systems based on established Ar+-ion lasers.
techniques for the generation of a frequency shift between the
LDV beams being focused into the measuring volume the 2. FREQUENCY DOUBLED ND:YAG RING LASERS
presented LDV system employs two tunable frequency doubled
Nd:YAG ring lasers, one for each LDV beam. The shift 2.1. 1064nm-Nd:YAGringlasers
frequency is continuously adjustable in an extremely wide range
up to some hundred MHz according to the requirements of the The frequency doubled lasers are based on tuneable
flow and the signal processing. An output power of more than Nd:YAG ring lasers which are designed as monolithic blocks of a
100 mW in both laser beams allows the detection of small Nd:YAG crystal with four reflecting facets (Fig. I). The dielectric
particles. Furthermore, the visibility of the laser beams coated front facet serves as output mirror of the laser. The three
(L = 532 ram) is useful for the aligning and positioning of the other facets have total internal reflection faces. Caused by an
LDV system. applied magnetic field the crystal acts as a Faraday rotator. In

addition with the non planar beam path in the resonator and the
I, INTRODUCTION polarization sensitive front facet coating an internal optical

isolator is realized. In this way the effects of spatial hole burning
LDV measurements in high turbulent flows as well as in are eliminated and very small line widths are achieved as reported

flows with high velocity gradients require shift techniques for the first by Kane and Byer (1985). The lasers operate in a TEM1 1
discrimination of the flow direction. Well known are LDV spatial mode with an oval beam and in a single longitudinal mode
systems based on Ar+-ion lasers incorporating bragg cells or with a linewidth below 10 kHz. In contrast to laser diodes they
rotating gratings to realize a frequency shift. These techniques are ae insensitive to optical feedback.
reviewed by Durst el al (1987).

The application of two superposed 300 mW Nd:YAG ring
laser beams at 1064 nm reported by MQller etal (1993) allows to
realize LDV systems with an adjustable frequency shift by tuning Nd:YAG
the emission frequency of one laser. By the use of two lasers the Piet@
light intensity in the measuring volume can be doubled and the 106 nm
signal to noise ratio increases.

To overcome the disadvantages of using infrared light at a
wavelength of 1064 nm emitted by Nd:YAG ring lasers,
monolithic ring frequency doublers are applied. The frequency tmoleri cool
doubled laser light of 532 nm allows (in comparison to infrared Las doe

light at 1064 nam) amrn

"* the use of photo detectors with a higher quantum
efficiency and a low thermal noise,

"* to measure in water flows over long working distances Fig. I Nd:YAG ring laser
(the absorption coefficient in water is small at 532 nm)
and

" an easy alignment and positioning of the LDV system. In the set-up shown in Fig. I the ring resonator is pumped
by a GaAIAs laser diodes array with an output power of I W B%
matching the emitted wavelength of the laser diode to the
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Nd:YAG absorption band at 809 rum the output power of the ring Fig. 4 shows the mode chart of a ring laser. The tuning ranges
lasers reaches 300 mW. The output power can be increased up to without mode hopping arc about 10 Gliz in a total range of more
1. 1 W by applying two pump diodes as reported by Freitag et al than 50 GlIz.
(1993). As shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 the beams of the two pump
diodes are combined by a polarizing beamsplitter.

10646C

diode potaraing Hngl"se5
bemsplite, ------ 06 S

o ele r c 10645 -
I cole a

collimator 1064 45 P

1064 nmn

so .1064A 41 .~ .c .so..

Crystal TerPeratiure -

Fig. 2 Nd:YAG ring laser pumped with two Laser diode arrays Fig. 4 Mode chart of a Nd:YAG ring laser

The temperature of the Nd:YAG crystal is controlled by a To realize a fast frequency tuning a piezoelectric element
thermoelectric cooler and allows a slow tuning of the cmission is bounded to the upper face of the monolithic resonator which
wavelength with a tuning coefficient of -3 GHzIK. exerts a force on the crystal face that slightly changes the

Fig. 3 Photograph of a Nd:YAG ring laser with a output power up to 0.7 W with two I W pump diodes
(manufactured by the Laserzentrum Hannover)
I, 2 - Laser diodes on thermoelectric coolers 3 - polarizing beamsplitter 4 - Nd:YAG ring crystal
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dimension of the resonator as well as the refractive index of the Fig. 6 shows the mode charts of two frequency doubled

crystal . The tuning coefficient is approximately 2 Mllz/V in a ring lasers. By changing the start temperature T, of the control

range of ± 50 V. The modulation bandwidth which is limited by unit as specified in Fig. 6 three different resonator modes of the

the mechanical properties of the system, i.e. the piezoelectric doubler can be used. Since the phase matching of the crystal

element and the crystal, surpasses more than 100 k-lz. depends on the temperature the tuning ranges are limited by the

In order to reduce relaxation oscillations as well as noise, decreasing conversion efficiency. The half power width (FWHM)

a feed back circuit is implemented which controls the current of is about 12 GHz. Due to mechanical differences of the two

the pump diode. In this manner the rms noise value of the output doubler crystals the tuning ranges do not overlap exactly.

beam is reduced to less than 0.05 % in the range up to I MHz
and is small in comparison with gas lasers.

2.2 Set-up of the frequency doubled Nd:YAG ring laser Laes
-•--. Lasr.• 1

nm T. = 4M Laser 2

As shown in Fig. 5 a monolithic ring resonator with 5W-.27-- ---

triangular beam path doubles the frequency of the ring laser. The T. !r-----------

front facet is curved polished and coated to get a reflection of -V * -2C
98.5 % at 1064 nm for the polarization of the incident laser beam. rS325 ---.. .. "-- -

The phase matching of the magnesium-oxide-doped lithium --- - -
niobate (MgO:LiNbO 3 ) crystal for second harmonic generation is 5=4---- ST. = 22eC
realised for one of the longer parts of the optical beam path by an 53223 % =
adequate crystal cut and a small oven which stabilizes the crystal . -------
temperature at 107 *C. To achieve a high conversion efficiency a sU2z- ,
coincidence of the laser frequency with one of the mode Temperature Control Voltage -

frequencies of the doubler resonator is necessary. To avoid photo
refractive damage of the doubler crystal a control unit is Fig. 6 Mode charts of the used frequency doubled Nd:YAG
implemented to match the ring laser frequency to a resonance of lasers
the doubler cavity without an electro-optically timing of the
doubler crystal. To achieve a frequency locking firstly the
temperature of the ring laser is changed periodically in a range of To achieve large temperature intervals for heterodyne
± 2.5 K around a chosen start temperature TK (see Fig. 6) by the experiments, the manufacture of doubler crystals demands a high
control unit If the ring laser frequency is identical to the precision.
resonance frequency of the doubler the conversion efficiency
increases and a fast control loop which acts on the piezoelectrical 3. REALISATION OF A LDV SYSTEM
tuning input of the ring laser allows an optimal conversion as
reported by Gerstenberger et al (1991). The experimental set-up of a LDV with adjustable shift

frequency is illustrated in Fig. 8. Two 100 mW lasers at 532 rm

are used for the LDV. The shift frequency su of the LDV is
monolithic nng -monitor given by the difference of the emission frequencies f, and f 2 of

oruen g -I mi the laser beams

'npi 0emperatur I " i:------632

oven bealimc r The detection of the reference signal which is necessary
splitterfor the signal evaluation and the shif frequency stabilization is

ring laser ,m pump diode carried out by the superposition of small fractions of both laser

,, r4 , ,-:m beams on a PIN diode. To achieve a beam diameter of about

'dort 60 gsm in the measuring volume the output beams of both lasers

are matched with two collimators. The chosen beam distance is
thermoelectnc i-•-"--- ePzn 65 mrn and the focal lengths of the front lens amounts to

coder element 310 mm. A Si-avalanche photo diode (APD) detects the scattered

Fig. 5 Schematic of a frequency doubled Nd:YAG-lasers light of the particles passing the measuring volume. Fig. 7 shows
a photograph of the optical set-up (including both lasers). The
dimensions of the optical head are (460 x 245 x 150) mm 3 .

It is possible to achieve from a 300 mW Nd:YAG ring The calculation of the signed Doppler frequency Iollows
laser more than 100 mW green light in a oval TEMo0 mode and a by the equation:

line width of 50 kHz (I ms). A slowly frequency tuning of the
green laser up to I MHz/s is possible by altering the temperature A = A. tfu (2).

of the doubler crystal.
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Fig. 7 Photograph of the realized system

Furthermore, the large control deviations require
unconditionally a second signal processing channel for the

In order to eliminate shift frequency fluctuations, caused measurement of the reference frequency simultaneously to the
by drift influences of the lasers, the LDV burst signalsf, and the bursts. This is disadvantageous in comparison to the application
reference signalf, have to be detected simultaneously by a two of ring lasers at 1064 nmn for LDV systems presented by
channel transient recorder. Applying FFT procedures to bo0th Dopheide and Kramer (1993) which allow the application of a
signals, the shift frequency as well as the signal frequency can be one channel signal processing unit for the burst signal evaluation
evaluated. Furthermore the two channel signal recording in the by using a PLL for the shift frequency stabilisation.
time domain allows an elimination of the influence of the laser ~ The upper limit of the shift frequency is given by the
line width on the evaluation of Doppler frequencies by digital bandwidth of the photo diodes and the applied transient
correlation techniques. This is necessary for precise recorders. Measurements were carred out with shift frequencies
measurements of Doppler frequencies in a range below the up to 200 MHz.
bandwidth of the reference signal.

Caused by environmental influences like mechanical bI cimti

vibrations and temperature changes the emission frequency of the tnmg ----

lasers drifts up to I MHz&s To maintain the desired shift ~i P

frequency a software control loop is employed. By using the Lae 1I AP

evaluated reference signal frequency an error signal is calculatedUA )( -

tJflwmu HS

and fed back to the tuning input of one laser by aD/A- Lassr 2
converter. Because of the slow tuning coefficient of the laser
emission frequency, the shift frequency deviations of the control coever cnr

loop are in the range of some hundred kHz. To guarantee an t erA-
exact determination of the Doppler frequency the lower limit of convent htfe

the shift frequency must be approximately two times the highoest
estimated Doppler frequency independently of temporary shift
frequency deviations. Therefore the lower limit of the ste Fig. 8 Schematic of the realized LDA system using a two
frequency range of the LDV-system is about I MHz. channel transient recorder for signal processing
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Fig. 9 shows typical unfiltered burst signals measured in
003 an air jet and the simultaneously recorded reference signals. A

. VVVVIragVmVV v~v1V~niM VIVIVIViVi111111: ITSI 9302 atomnser with a cyclone to achieve particle diameters in
SVthe range of I p±m was used as particle generator. Although the-- - - - - - - - - - - - - 5U i4: - - - - - - - - 0,06

.- V power of both beams was attenuated to 5 mW, the signal peaks

---- -- 'a exceed the noise level more than 30 dB.-- - - - - -- - -- - -- - - - - 0 .04 c.P

S- -.03 The calculated signal power at a laser wavelength of

2532 nm as well as at 1064 nm is plotted in Fig. 10 for the realized
-oooptical arrangement. For the interesting particle diameters below

44oo0 1 pm the signal power shows large fluctuations for both

0 0wavelengths, however the signal power at 532 rim is predominant

0.01 02 o03 04 , 0.5 more than 5 times higher as the signal power at 1064 nim.
time-

.4 ----- -------- -- ---------- 10--------

t
0 -------- ---- 0 I AE n 4 - 104 F

a).|..icai, 301

-80~~~~~pald --- ia-me----- -- .e2 1-

010.

---- ......... i-..... o vs0 ptl m

da ine t 1.12 101 W1 w

U For th cmai on ofth ligh powe scttre4a

0 100 20 300 JI0M z 500A Sao od in a r • 4 m

0.3uency -iv spera peftrts e a t

a) 0d t h t osded hi4le f te u"m emi
101 local ih f 31 w

o0o 1 152

parficle m lter tel
003

0 Vo Ira Fig. 10 Calcula l ostt wit p e tm red by oil particles in air

.0o03 ..... -,. . ................. 4.- -C...... flow versus particle diameter

--------- - - CONLUSON

- ------- 0. For the comparison of the light power scattered at

0..03 c differentio wavelength the spectral properties, especially the

e.ey.8 quantum efficiency, of the photo diodes used for the signal

0.0 detection have to be considered. wc a ile the quantum efficiency of
-----------------------------------------...0 infrared enhanced Si-diodes at 1064 rnm is ulp to 40 %, the

F 91 oD b a r n i i m quantum efficiency at 532 u nm reaches 75 %. Tmhereforen the
fr2 timn d.ma0n system based on fiequency doubled Nd:YAG ring lasers delivers

. ao for particles with a diameter below I pm a better signal to noise

Sratio than a system with up to more than 5 times higher output
f -4 ..... .,w,• ,••'m,... • ... --" .... power at 1064 rim.

-- - - - --.. .-- - - - - l- . . . . -40 . . . . .i . . . .- . . . . T h e hi g h o u tp u t p o w er o f m o re than 10 0 m W o f b o th
, m•,Mm lasers at a wavelength of 532 nim. as well as the low intensity

noise of the lasers. allows to achieve high SNR values. In

sombination with the adjustable frequency shih v the system is

0 00 200 -3 " 400 11044 s5 suitable for measuring high turbulent flows seeded with small
frequency particles.

b) 'Me applied signal processing is based on a two channel

transient recorder which samples the burst signals and the

Fig. 9 LDV burst and reference signal in the time and reference signals simultaneously. The small dimensions and the

fr~equency domain low power consumption of the lasers are advantageous for the

a) Particle flow direction is in the direction of moving application of the developed LDV system.

fringe system
b) Particle flow direction is opposite to the direction of

the of moving fringe system
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higher. Thus there exists a requirement for optical fibre
ABSTRACT delivery systems for P[V capable of delivering peak powers

which are orders of magnitude greater than those found in.
We demonstrate the design and implementation of a fibre- for example, LDA delivery systems.

optic-bundle (FOB) beam delivery system for particle image
velocimetry (PIV) applications. The system is designed for In this paper we show that when a single fibre is used in
the transmission of high peak power pulses from a the beam delivery system, then a compromise exists between
Q-switched and frequency doubled Nd.YAG laser, it is thus the maximum transmittable power and the quality of the
suitable for illuminating high speed fluid flows. A fibre output beam. We further show that the compromise may be
bundle offers advantages over a single fibre in beam delivery significantly improved by using a bundle of fibres rather than
systems for light sheet formation. The damage-limit- a single fibre, and demonstrate that a FOB delivery system
maximum power that can be transmitted is greater for the may be used for PIV applications requiring pulsed laser
bundle than for any of its component fibres, and the quality of illumination. By considering the optical damage threshold of
the derived light sheet is higher than that obtainable from a the FOB, we determine the maximum energy from a
single large core fibre of power handling capacity equivalent Q-switchcd and frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser which may
to that of the bundle. The beam delivery .system was be transmitted through the bundle. By characterising the
demonstrated in PIV measurements on a premixed propane- output beam from the FOB, we demonstrate the formation of
air flame. a light sheet suitable for PIV applications.

PIV measurements have been demonstrated on
combusting flows by Armstrong et al (1992) using

1. INTRODUCTION conventional beam delivery optics; however in these studies
we describe a PTV experimental set-up incorporating a FOB

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) has been developed in delivery system which was used to obtain PIV images of a
recent years as a technique to provide two-dimensional laboratory-based propane-air flame seeded with 3 lm A1203
velocity measurements in a fluid flow. The use of an optical particles.
fibre delivery system minimises the free space laser
transmission, improving safety and reducing the possibility of
stray light reflections which could compromise image quality.
In addition the fibre delivery system eases the problem of 2. DESIGN OF FIBRE OPTIC BUNDLE BEAM
optical access, allowing P!V to be used in test rigs where it DELIVERY SYSTEM
would not be possible with a bulk optic delivery system.
Pulsed lasers, such as the frequency doubled Q-switched A single-mode step-index fibre suitable for use with
Nd:YAG, are essential for illuminating high velocity air flows visible light has a core diameter of about 3 tlrn and has been
as reported by Kompenhans and Hocker (1988). Such lasers used to transmit at least 500 mW from a CW argon ion laser
can deliver high energy pulses ( - 150 mJ ) in a few as reported by Jackson et al (1984). However, to transmit the
nanoseconds, and while the average output power of such a high peak powers present in Q-switched lasers, in the order
laser may be less than the average power output of a of 3 MW in the present experiments, we must consider using
continuous wave (CW) laser, the peak power is considerably large core multimodc step-index fibres with core diameters
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ranging typically from 200 to 1000 ptm as described by 2.1. Construction of Fibre Optic Bundle

Allison et al (1985). Previous research by Anderson et al

(1994) has successfully used single mulimode optical fibres The fibre-optic bundle was constructed using nineteen
to deliver high peak power laser radiation for PIV sheet fused silica step-index fibres (Manufactured by CeramOptec)

illumination; however, systems based upon single multimode with core and cladding diameters of 200 and 220 pjin

optical fibres are limited by the maximum power transmitted respectively; the fibre core material was pure fused silica

and the relatively poor beam quality at the fibre outpuL with a doped cladding and the fibres were coated with an

acrylate buffer. At the input, the individual fibres were
The laser-induced-damage threshold (LIDT) of multimode bound together mechanically into a round bundle. Adhesives

fibres increases as the core diameter of the fibre is increased were not used because they would not be able to withstand
as reported by Anderson et al (1994). The output beam the high peak laser powers prtoent at the launch. The first

quality from a step-index multimode fibre is given step in the construction of the fibre bundle was to cut the
approximately by the product of the output beam numerical nineteen individual fibres into 5 m lengths, then the input

aperture and the fibre core diameter after Su et al (1992). faces of the fibres were cleaved to avoid excess scattering and
For the transmission of a high power beam, a sufficiently absorption of the laser radiation. Both the fibre bundle and
large fibre core diameter must be specified to avoid damage. the cleaver were clamped to an optical table, allowing all of
Thus, the output beam quality is generally much lower than the fibres to be cleaved with equal lengths to an accuracy of
that of the input laser beam. Hence, the poor beam quality at ± 0.5 mm at the input. The fibres were then guided into a
the output of a large core multimode fibre prevents the tapered pyrex capillary tube to mechanically hold the fibres
formation of a well collimated and "thin" light sheet as into a circular bundle; the internal diameter of the pyrex
required for PIV illumination. In one practical example, a capillary at the output was approximately 1.2 mm.
step-index optical fibre with a core diameter of 600 pim,

Anderson ct al (1994). resulted in an output beam quality of At the output of the bundle, the fibres were arranged
- 72 nun mrad, which when imaged into a light sheet 2 mm without correlation between positions at the input and output
thick remained collimated over a relatively short distance of ends in a line - 4.2 mm long. The fibres were placed in a

22 mm. Hence, the choice of optical fibre for laser beam channel machined from an aluminium block and were
delivery must therefore be a compromise between output secured in place using UV curing glue and a rubber clamp.
beam quality and peak power transmitted. The fibres were carefully polished, using a special polishing

rig, with various grades of abrasive paper down to a
To improve the compromise between output beam quality minimum abrasive grit size of 0.3 pm; this ensured that the

and peak power transmitted we have investigated the use of a output facets were accurately aligned. The complete fibre
fibre-optic-bundle. The maximum power transmission of the bundle assembly was sheathed in polythene tubing to protect

bundle will scale with the number of component fibres used the bundle from mechanical damage.

in its construction; because the fibres are arranged into a line
at the bundle output end then the beam quality depends only 2.2. Launch Optics for the FOB

upon the core diameter of the individual fibres.
A single piano-convex lens with a focal length of 400 mm

An additional concern, when using large core multimode was used to launch light into the fibre bundle, see figure 1;
optical fibres, is that the output beam profile may show the lens was chosen to ensure that the numerical aperture of

considerable small scale intensity variations, or speckle, the input beam (12.5 mrad) was less than the numerical
arising from interference between the many guided modes of aperture acceptance angle of the individual fibres (220 mrad).

the fibre. Ideally, variations in the light sheet intensity must To match the outer diameter of the bundle, - 1.1 umm, to the

be such that all the particle image pairs can be analysed. beam diameter, the input face cf the fibre bundle was

That is, even in those regions of the sheet where the power positioned upstream of the lens focus at a distance of 325 mm
density is at its lowest there must be adequate illumination to from the lens resulting in a beam diameter of - 1.4 mm at the

produce satisfactory images on the photographic film. The input of the FOB to give a reasonably uniform illumination.

resulting image intensity of the particle seeding on the

photographic film should meet the detectability criterion The launch efficiency depended upon the packing density of

discussed in Adrian and Yao (1985), i.e. that 45 % of a the fibres at the input and the size of the laser beam relative

Gaussian image spot should exceed the gross fog level of the to the bundle diameter. The maximum launch efficiency

film. achieved was 31%.
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Fig. 1 Launch optics for the fibre optic bundle. LENS

2.3. Laser Induced Damage Threshold PLAN VIEW

The laser used in the experiments described in this paper
is typical of those used for air flow measurements using PMV.
The laser was a Spectra-Physics GCRI2. which is a SHEET

WORKING THICIC\TSS

frequency doubled Nd:YAG giving an output with a DISTANCE

wavelength of 532 rnm, a pulse duration of 6 ns at a repetition COLliMATION

frequency of 10 Hz and pulse energy up to 150 ml. In LENGTH

previous studies reported by Andersen et al (1994) the laser Fig. 2 Output optics for light sheet formation.

induced damage threshold (L[DT) of three step-index fused
silica fibres was determined for fibres with core diameters of The sheet thickness, as measured at the lie2 intensity
400, 600 and 1000 n, using the above mentioned laser, as points, is displayed in figure 3 as a function of the working

7, 9 and 14 mJ. In addition the LIDT for the optical fibre distance from the cylindrical lens. The collimated distance,

used in the construction of the bundle. i.e. 200 pun core i.e. the distance over which the sheet thickness is less than

dianieter step index fibre, was found to be - 1.5 ml. In these 42 x t, is 105 nun. see figure 3. Using the beam waist tw

previous experiments using individual fibres and also for the and the far-field divergence angle a (18.2 mrad) as shown in

FOB, the LIDT was taken as the transmitted power level figure 3, then the beam quality of the light sheet is

achieved before there was a catastrophic drop in the approximately 24 mm mrad.

transmitted power, 600 Q-switched laser pulses were used at

each power level in each damage test. All the observed fibre 6 .

damage was internal, occurring within - 40 nun of the input E 5

fibre facets, generally at the core cladding interface. The j 4 4,

launch optics for the LUDT tests of the fibre bundle were as ., 3 . • -

described in section 2.2 . The LIDT for the bundle was 2 ..

measured as 21 mJ. There is evidence reported by Merkle et ji1 M w_ .____::

al (1984) of accunulative damage occurring in optical o

materials at power levels lower than the LIDT, and hence it is 300 400 500 600

recommended that for prolonged operation power levels Working Distance (mm)

significantly below the LIDT level are used.

2.4. Light Sheet Characteristics Fig. 3. Light sheet thickness as a function of working

distance.

A single cylindrical lens with a focal length of 75 mm was

used to form the light sheet for PIV illumination, see figure 2. With many modes guided at the output of each of the

The light from the fibre array was allowed to expand freely in multimode fibres, interference will lead to the formation of

one dimension, with an angle 0 of 104 mrad, whilst the speckles in the far-field intensity distribution. In addition

cylindrical lens focused the sheet in the other dimension. there will be interference between the modes from the fibres

With the lens positioned 92 mm from the fibre array, then the in the array. As an illustration. figure 4 shows the far-field

light sheet waist was formed at a working distance of intensity distribution at the output of a 100 ;im diameter core

460 mn from the lens. The width of the light sheet at the step-index fibre which clearly demonstrates the presence of

waist position, 1.. was 1.3 mm. specklcs.
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and was introduced to the air flow using a cyclone aerosol
generator as described by Glass and Kennedy (1977).

•A••LIGHT SHEET

CYIJNDRICAL
LENS -

COMPRESSED SEEDER

AIR

Fig. 4. Typical far-field intensity distribution at the output BYPASS
of a 100 pm diameter core fibre.

Fig. 5 Experimental arrangement.

The visibility, V, of small scale, speckle-induced intensity

variations in a region of the fibre far field can be defined as

V = ± (ITmax - mi) (1) 4. PIV IMAGE RECORDING
2Iav

The dimensions of the light sheet used for illumination of

Where 6a,, Tmn and lay are the maximum, minimum and the propane flame are identical to those described in section

average intensity values recorded in the intensity distribution 2.4. The laser was operated in double-pulsed mode; the

of the fibre far-field, respectively, pulse interval was set to 100 Its. The energy of each pulse

was measured at the output of the fibre bundle to be 12 ml.

A CI) (Charge Injection Device) camera was used to

capture images of the output beam profile of the fibre. A Nikon camera and a 55 mm MicroNikkor lens were

Measurements were made of both the full output beam and of used to image the particle-laden flow-field onto the 35 mm

the central region of the expanded beam. The speckles in the film. The magnification from the light sheet to the film was

light sheet formed with the fibre bundle had a visibility of set as 1/3. In order to remove the flame luminosity. an

15 %: however, even with the speckle induced intensity interference filter (bandpass wavelength of 532 nm and

variations in the light sheet it is still possible to obtain PIV 10 nm bandwidth) was attached to the front of the lens.

images of sufficient quality to create a 2-dimensional velocity Kodak Tmax film with an ASA rating of 400 was used. the

vector map, as illustrated in section 4.1. aperture of the lens was set at f/2.8, and the camera shutter
timings were synchronised with the pulse output of the laser.

4.1. PIV Analysis

3. BURNER AND FLOW SEEDING
The PIV photographic images were analysed using the

The burner design used in these studies was based upon a Young's fringe technique, Robinson and Reid (1993). to give

torch used for glass blowing which had been modified to give a two-dimensional velocity vector map of the flow. Figure 6

an outlet nozzle diameter of 9 nun. Propane (commercial shows a typical uninterpolated velocity vector map of the

grade) and compressed air were mixed before entering the propane flame; the mean velocity component in the vertical

nozzle. The air flow is seeded prior to mixing with the direction was measured as 3.1 m s-1 . The analysis software

propane. Aluminium oxide powder has been used by various was used to subtract a velocity of 2.5 m s-1 from the vertical

researchers, such as Kennedy (1982) and Witze & Baritaud velocity vector components; the resulting vector map qhown

(1986). for seeding combusting flows; in the present in figure 7 reveals the changing nature of the flame flow

experiments the A12 0 3 seed used had a mean size of 3 pim field.
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Fig. 6 Uninerpolated velocity vector map of dhe propane Fig. 7 Velocity vector map of the propane flame. A

flame, velocity of 2.5 m s"1 has been subtracted from the velcity
vectors in dhe vertical direction.

5. SUMMARY
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Instantaneous Velocity Measurements in Laminar and Turbulent Premixed Flames Using On-Line PIV

M. G. Mungal. Mechanical Engineering Department, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305

L. M. Lourenco & A. Krothapalli, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Florida A&M University and Florida State Universin.,
Tallahassee, FL 32316

ABSTRACT

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is used to measure approach with color film as the recording medium. A hybrid
the instantaneous velocity field in laminar and turbulent pre- vector finding algorithm that combines elements of PIV with
mixed flames formed at the exit of a round Bunsen burner, that of particle tracking (see Adrian 1991) is used. The
The seeding levels were adjusted to provide data in both the seeding density was relatively low, and as such, the velocity
unburned as well as burned gases. The PIV system employs a field is obtained at only discrete particle-pair locations in the
double-pulsed laser with a solid state sensor as the recording flow with interpolation used to fill in the velocity field.
device. Customized image acquisition is used to quickly pro-
cess the data. thus rapidly providing the velocity field. Two- In the present work, we extend the earlier reacting PIV
dimensional, instantaneous velocity fields are measured in a studies in two ways: first, we use the technique of "On-line
steady laminar flame and captures the sudden change in flow PIV" (Lourenco et al. 1994), whereby the film camera is
speed at the flame sides as well as the high speeds sustainable replaced by a high resolution CCD array and customized data
at the flame tip. A wake profile downstream of the flame acquisition, thus eliminating the wet step; this leads to imme-
cone is revealed. Turbulent flame tips show similar phenom- diate turnaround and analysis of data. Second, we utilize a
ena occurring instantaneously on convoluted flame shapes. sufficiently high particle seeding density that allows velocity
VoTticity and strain rates are possible with these datasets and data to be obtained simultaneously in both the (cold) pre-
are also reported, with the strain rate seen to be providing a flame and (hot) post-flame gases. Given the volume expan-
close approximation to the instantaneous flame shape. sion associated with the combustion process, and the strict

seeding requirements of PIV, this represents a challenge to
INTRODUCTION the application of PIV in reacting flows. In fact, it is fair to

say that'it is the on-line feature of the present arrangement
Particle Image Velocimetry (PlV), from its early that allowed us to achieve the proper seeding density, in

beginnings in the seventies (Dudderar & Simpkins 1977, reasonable time, thus allowing good data in both the pre- and
Grousson & Mallick 1977, Meynart 1977) is now becoming post-flame regions of the flow.
the technique of choice for the measurement of fluid velocity
in a planar region (Pickering & Halliwell 1984, Adrian 1984, The work is described below in three stages. First PIV
Lourenco et al. 1989, Goss et al. 1991, Adrian 1991. Willett is applied to a cold, non-reacting jet at high seeding density.
& Gharib 1991, Dong et al. 1992, Molezzi & Dutton 1993). Next, it is applied to a laminar Bunsen flame to demonstrate
The technique uses planar laser sheet illumination and multi- several features of the technique in acquiring velocity data
pie exposures of fine particles seeded into a flow; an image is throughout the field of interest. Finally, the technique is
captured on film or a CCD array for subsequent analysis. applied to the tip region of a turbulent premixed flame which
Interrogation of these images over small regions via correla- is inherently unsteady owing to the high flow speed used. We
tion techniques yields the local velocity averaged over the begin by first describing the experimental setup and details
interrogation region. While the approach has been mostly relevant to the PIV approach.
applied to non-reacting flows, there have been some attempts
to apply the technique to both premixed as well as non-pre- EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
mixed flames. Reuss et al. (1989) studied laminar Bunsen
flames while Reuss et al. (1989) investigated IC engine com- Flame Facility
bustion. In both of these studies, velocities were reported in
only the cold flow, ahead of the flame, owing to the reduced Premixed flames were produced using the arrangement
density of seed in the post-flame gases. Both studies also shown in Fig. I. Commercial grade propane is supplied from
used film as the recording medium. Thus, film development a tank, pressure regulated and metered using a standard
and the subsequent processing and analysis represent a rela- rotameter. House air is similarly metered before entering a
tively long step in the conversion to velocity. These seeder containing alumina powder (0.3 micron diameter).
pioneering studies however do demonstrate that PIV is a Multiple feed holes into the seeder and use of steel wool at
viable technique in combustion studies. the seeder exit were used to produce good seeding character-

istics. Both streams are mixed at a tee using an ejector design
Additional studies involving reacting flows have been to promote steady mixing. The gas mixture then proceeds

performed on the near-field of jet diffusion flames (Post et al. horizontally to complete mixing before turning into a vertical
1991) and combusting. premixed vortex rings (Driscoll et al. L.I cm ID tube of length 46 cm. Before entrance to the tube.
1993). Both of these studies used the same two-color a honeycomb and two stations of fine mesh screen are used to

remove the effects of the turning elbow. For laminar
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conditions, air was flowed at 7160 sccm while propane was of the technique is described in greater detail in Lourenco et

flowed at 223 sccm. This yields an average flow speed of al. (1994), where the accuracy of the technique is shown to be

127 crm/s at the tube exit. with a tube Reynolds number of of the order of +/- I to 2% full scale.

940. Under these conditions, the equivalence ratio was € = RESULTS & DISCUSSION
1.35. Yu et al. (1986) give an unstretched laminar flame
speed of 31.5 cm/s for this condition. The temperature in the Figure 2 shows sketches of the flow patterns believed
post-fame gases (Mizomoto et al. 1984) would vary from to be occurring at the side and tip of a laminar flame. For the
consisCeat withaLewtip to mbe lessCa then lety fle rdius, gside, the normal component of flow velocity is equal to theconsistent with a Lewis number less than unity for this gas laminar flame speed and is increased due to volume expan-
mixture. For turbulent conditions. the flow speeds were lairfamspeanisncaeduetvomexa-
increased; the corresponding conditions were: average flow sion. while the tangential component remains unchanged; this
speed = 243 cm/s, Re = 1800 and 1.34, with a laminar classical picture is described in most combustion texts. e.g.
flame speed of 32 cm/s. Lewis & von Elbe (1961). At the tip however the flow

pattern is quite different as lateral streamtube divergence

For these experiments, we found that a small amount occurs. Echekki & Mungal (1990) have shown experimen-

of vibration applied to the seeder was sufficient to generate tally the flow speed can t -up to an order of magnitude higher

the required seeding densities. The ability to immediately than the laminar flame speed at the tip. The mechanism for

view the data and process into velocity allowed us to quickly the increased flame speed involves heat convergence and

determine an optimal seeding density which allow simultane- reactant leakage at the flame tip. It is also shown that
ously valid data in both the cold and hot regions of the flow: increasing tip speed requires a decreasing flame radius of

overseeding led to invalid data in the cold regions, while curvature. Poinsot et al. (1992) have performed numerical

underseeding led to sparse data in the post-flame regions. simulations which confirm the experimental findings of

The determination of proper seeding. which is crucial to the Echekki & Mungal (1990) at the flame tip. These character-
success of this application of PIV as will be seen later, takes istic features sketched here will be used to interpret the results

only a few minutes with on-line operation. With film opera- to be presented later.
tion. the process would be considerably more difficult before
optimal and repeatable conditions could be found. We found Cold Flow
that the system described here produced sufficiently uniform Cold flow images of the non-reacting, laminar jet were
seed for good and repeatable results. Accumulation of larger first obtained at a range of seeding densities, but are not
seed particles was observed in the horizontal portions of the shown here for brevity. A high seeding density is required so
flow train; thus it was necessary to disassemble and clean the that here for bevity n A high seeding densi -
system after every few hours of operation. Finally, we found that valid data would be obtained at "typical" seeding densi-
it necessary to surround the flame by a 15 mesh per inch ties in the hot, expanded post-flame gases under reacting con-
screen enclosure to avoid draughts due to the room ventila- ditions. It is also required that the cross-correlation algorithm
tion and exhaust system. would not fail in the cold premixture, thus yielding simulta-

neously valid data in both the unburned and burned gases.

PIV System We do note however, that use of lower, more typical, seed
densities produced essentially the same results in the non-

The PIV system utilized in this study is shown is reacting cases.

described in Lourenco et al. (1994). It consists of a double- Laminar Flames
pulsed Nd:Yag laser (Lumonics Model HY400) as the light
source with appropriate sheet forming optics. The camera Figure 3 shows an image of a laminar premixed
(Kodak Videk Megaplus) utilizes a CCD array of 1320 x Bunsen flame at Re =940. taken with a pulsewidth separation
1035 pixels. Each pixel is 6.8 x 6.8 micron in size with 100% of 60 B sec. Immediately apparent is the strong volume
fill factor. The imaging lens was a standard Nikon lens using expansion associated with the presence of the flarne. The
f/I I optics for most of the results shown here. The data eavier se ed with the resen of the flow the
acquisition occurs on customized A/D boards on a 486-type heavier seeding level marks the region of the flow up to the
PC platform. Customized software on an array processor is preheat region of the flame, before significant flow turning
used to speed up the data reduction process. Since there was occurs. Figure 4 shows velocity vectors along select lines in
no velocity ambiguity (due to flow reversal) in these results, the flow; these vectors were all computed over a box size of

no image shifting (Adrian 1986, Lourenco et a:. 1986, 56 x 56 pixels (1.2 x 1.2 mm). The initial velocity profile
Landreth & Adrian 1988. Lourenco 1993) was used. Since shows the parabolic shape expected for this Reynolds
image shifting has the additional, beneficial effect of resolv- number. As we proceed towards the flame tip, the lower
ing low velocity regions. the results shown below will have velocity portions of the approach flow have been consumed
this limitation; however as will be seen. this is of little conse- by the flame leading to a considerably more top-hat velocity
quence for the present arrangement. profile. Corroborating evidence for this can be seen by

carefully examining the results of Reuss et al. (1989). where
The processing software used to convert the data to data for the cold regions of a Bunsen flame at similar

velocity vectors involves subdividing the image into sub- conditions are presented. The post flame gases show the
regions of (n x n) pixels. In each subregion an autocorrela- profound effects of the expansion associated with heat
tion technique is used to identify the average particle dis- release, with velocity magnitudes easily exceeding the maxi-
placement within the subregion. corresponding to the local mum incoming speeds.

fluid velocity. The present system performs this operation in
about 20 msec for each velocity vector. For the results shown The velocity vectors at the sides of the lame show the
below, a subregion box size of 56 x 56 pixels was generally strong euming associated with conservation of the tangentialused corresponding to a physical dimension of 1.2 x 1.2 mm. component and increase of the normal component consistent

usedcorespndin toa pysial dmenionof 12 x1.2mm. with the volume expansion. Fig. 2(a). As noted by severalThis box size was determined mostly by the requirement for a auth the for expa w 1988). As notea bypsent
minimum of 5 particle pairs in the post-flame gases. While authors (see for example, Law 1988). the normal component
smaller box sizes were possible in the pre-flame gases (owing of velocity at the flame side for this round configuration is
to the higher seed density), we did not change the box size not the laminar flame speed as the flame is negatively
there simply as a matter of convenience. The implementation stretcheds thus the flame angle must adjust to both thether simly s a attr ofconeniecechanges in the incoming velocity profile as well as the effects
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of stretch. The expansion effect of the flow is seen to be interpolated and used to extract the vorticity and strain fields
essentially similar along the sides, until the tip region of the seen in Figs. 6-8. The vorticity is defined as w = ov/'ax -
flame where streamtube expansion becomes the dominant alu/ay with the strain rate defined as Sxx = au/cix, Syy =
effect, Fig. 2(b). The profile furthest past the flame tip shows c3v/ay, Sx - (au/ay + clv/ax)/2. The strain rates are seen to
that the post-flame gases evolves into a slight wake-like pro- be highesfat the flame surface and preheat zone, and indeed
file with a velocity minimum on the flame centerline, even serve as a good marker of the flame location. Sxy is seen to
though the incoming profile is jet-like with a central maxi- be the best marker of the flame location among the three
mum. This post-flame wake was observed for all laminar strain rates shown. Poinsot (private communication) has
flames which we examined at similar conditions, and must be noted that the dilatation V-u = au/cx + av/cy should be the
characteristic of the overall flame evolution. Poinsot et al. best marker of the flame zone, as it is directly related to the
(1992) show that a low pressure region exists immediately change in density; however the plots show that S is an
downstream of the flame tip and serves to curve the post- equally good indicator. This finding is somewhat different
flame gases back towards the centerline. Such a pressure from the results of Driscoll et al. (1993) for a combusting
distribution is consistent with the formation of a wake-like vortex ring where the correspondence between the flame
region downstream. Poinsot (private communication) has position and strain is not as close. We do however note that
noted that the two-dimensional flame computation described the seeding and hence data density of Driscoll et al. is rela-
in Poinsot et al. (1992) also shows a moderate wake profile in tively light compared to the present studies, so that the
the post flame gases; since buoyancy is not included in the required interpolation tends to smooth the original data which
computation we can conclude that the phenomena reported may lead to more diffuse strain rate contours.
here are therefore associated with the nature of premixed
combustion and not with buoyancy effects per se. To our The vorticity. Fig. 6 shows some interesting results.
knowledge, the far wake has not been shown before The positive and negative vorticity associated with the post-
experimentally. flame wake are revealed, as is the vorticity associated with

the incoming flow. Of most interest however is the
The centerline velocity for this flow has been com- accumulation of vorticity in the region just past the flame tip.

pared to the corresponding non-reacting case. The cold flow Poinsot (private communication) notes that a similar accu-
shows an essentially non-decaying value consistent with a mulation is also found in the numerical simulations
potential core. The flame on the other hand shows an (associated with the local low pressure region just past the
increase of 15% in the tip vicinity with a subsequent decay to tip), thus lending credence to the present findings. A limita-
about 75% past the flame tip. Comparable results have been tion of the present approach is also revealed in the vorticity
found by Echekki & Mungal (1990) who used particle track- and, to a lesser extent, the strain plots. Namely, the interro-
ing in a two-dimensional Bunsen flame and by Poinsot et al. gation box is larger than the preheat zone and sometimes
(1992) in a two-dimensional computation. Somewhat differ- overlaps the flame zone at an inclined angle. The velocity
ent results have been reported by Wagner & Ferguson (1985). field is thus averaged within the box leading effectively to a
who performed LDV measurements in a round bunsen flame; resolution error which is reflected in the vorticity and strain
they report a gradual decay in the potential region, followed feld. We do not believe that the small-scale variations at the
by the sudden rise and subsequent decay at the tip. Wagner flame sides are real; however it would require an adjustable
& Ferguson conclude that the presence of the flame affects box size and orientation to overcome this problem in future.
the entire flowfield, while the present results suggest that the
region of influence extends only to the preheat zone. The Turbulent Flames
main difference between the two experiments lie in the
measurement techniques: LDV for Wagner & Ferguson, PIV To illustrate the further capability of PIV in the study
for the present studies. It is unclear at present why the results of transient flame phenomena, some images of turbulent
are not in closer agreement. flames were acquired. For the examples reported here, the

flow speed was increased to the point where the flame tip was
Several PIV images of laminar flames were acquired. oscillatory, and the flame was on the verge of blowout with

By adjustment of the exposure of the camera system it was ary further increase in speed. This corresponded to a mean
possible to capture both the PIV image as well as the feint flow speed of 243 cm/s at € = 1.34. In this case the sides of
image of the blue flame, just visible outside of the heavier the flame adjusted their angle to the incoming flow. Fig. 2(a),
seeding core. The distance between the heavier seeding and resulting in a tip now located about 2.5 cm above the burner
the flame image is indicative of the preheat zone thickness. lip; this region was imaged by translating the burner relative
This zone is measured to be relatively constant at the flame to the optical setup. One example of a turbulent tip is shown
sides and equal to 0.3 mm, but of much larger extent at the in Fig. 9; a 760 x 640 pixel (17.3 x 14.6 mm) region is high-
flame tip, 1.4 mm. where the merging of the zones leads to lighted for later use in extracting the velocity. Figure 10
velocity changes well before the visible flame. Similar shows the corresponding set of 40 x 30 velocity vectors
results are found in the results of Echekki & Mungal (1990) which were extracted on a regular grid using a 56 x 56 pixel
and the numerical results of Poinsot et al. (1992) where the (1.2 x 1.2 mm) box. This image (and others not shown)
effects of heat focussing on the central streamtube is dis- suggest that similar phenomena are occurring instantaneously
cussed, leading to a much larger preheat zone and diffusion of on the turbulent tips as was seen in the steady, laminar flame
reactants at the flame tip. These observations suggest that the tips. For example, the sudden change in velocity is seen on
heavier seeding density regions must be regarded with some the flame sides, while the tip allows a considerably higher
caution as they mark the boundary of the preheat zone and velocity associated with the volume expansion phenomenonm
not the location of maximum reaction rate (the blue flame). the mechanism of a reduced radius of curvature (Echekki &
Further caution is required in the highly curved, concave por- Mungal. 1992) leading to higher tip speeds appears to be at
tions of the flame (e.g the tip) where the dense seeding would work in the turbulent tip. We do note that since the turbulent
not be a good approximation to the local flame radius of cur- tip is highly unsteady, the velocity may appear to penetrate
vature. planar portions of the flame at speeds exceeding the laminar

flame speed; however this is not the case as the velocity of
The velocity field on a grid of 60 x 40 points is shown the flame itself is not known. The strain rate. Fig. 10, again

in Fig. 5 using a 56 x 56 (1.2 x 1.2 mm) box. The purpose shows good correspondence with the instantaneous flame
here is to illustrate the type of data possible with the On-line shape.
PIV system at the seeding levels used. These data have been
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CONCLUSIONS Landreth, C. C. and Adrain. R. J. (1988) Electro-optical
image shifting for particle image velocimetry. Appl. Opt. 27

This work has demonstrated the applicability of On- (20),4216.
line PIV to the study of laminar and turbulent premixed
flames. The technique, with judicious seeding. is able to Law, C. K. (1988) Dynamics of stretched flames. Twenty
reveal several details about the flow into and out of premixed Second Symp. (Int.) on Comb., The Combustion Institute.
flames. The present results agree with previous studies which 1381.
performed measurements at the flame side and tip using par-
ticle tracking and continue to show the high speeds sustain- Lewis, B. and von Elbe, G. (1961) Combustion, Flames and
able at the flame tip. Our results show that the potential core Explosion of Gases. Second Edition. Academic Press.
is largely unaffected by the presence of the flame while the
region of influence is primarily the preheat zone; this obser- Lourenco, L. M. (1993) A velocity bias technique for PIV
vation is different from LDV measurements on a similar measurements of high speed flows. Appl. Opt. 32, 12.

burner. New findings are: the velocity profile becomes wake-
like past the flame tip, a vorticity concentration occurs just Lourenco, L. M., Gogineni. S. P. and LaSalle, R. T. (1994)

past the flame tip and that the strain and dilatation serve as "On-line PIV": an integrated approach. To appear Appl. Opt.

good flame zone markers; these results have now been Lourenco, L. M., Krothapalli. A., Buchlin, J. M. and
observed in numerical simulations. The present measure- Reithmuller, M. L. (1986) A non-invasive technique for the

ments can be near instantaneous, occurring within a few tens measuremen of ue ve tecity foelds.
of mcroecods.The echiqu reealsplaar eloity measurement of unsteady velocity and vorticity fields.

Of Microseconds. The technique reveals planar velocity AGARD CP-4 13, Aerodynamic and Related Hydrodynamic
measurements as well as quantitative information on the Stud Using aer Related Hydroiynamic
location of the flame surface through the change in seeding Studies Using Water Related Facilities. 23-1.
density. The vorticity and strain are determined to within the Lourenco, L. M., Krothapalli. A. and Smith, C. A. (1989)
accuracy of the measurement subregion. In principle, we see Particle image velocimetry. Advances in Fluid Mechanics
no reason why this approach cannot be used in non-premixed Measurements. M. Gad-el-Hak. Ed. (Springer-Verlag, Berlin)
flames with equal success; our own preliminary efforts have 127.
already led to promising results.
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Fig. I. Experimental arrangement for premixed flames. Fig. 2. Flow path at flame (a) side. (b) tip.
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Fig. 4. Velocity vectors at select locations of Fig. 3.Fig. 3. PIV image or steady Bunsen flame. Re =940. illustrating flow development.
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Fig. 6. Vorticity computed from Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. Velocity vectors on 60 x 40 grid for steady Bunsen
flame. Re =940.
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SIMULTAENOUS 2D MEASUREMENTS OF FLAME FRONT
PROPAGATION BY HIGH SPEED TOMOGRAPHY AND

VELOCITY FIELD BY CROSS CORRELATION

B. Lecordier - M. Mouqallid - M. Trinit6
URA CNRS 230 CORIA

Universiti de Rouen
76821 Mont-Saint-Aignan Cedex (FRANCE)

Abstract separated images of the flow. and applying cross-correlation
to them. An advantage of the cross-correlation PIV method is

Premixed flame propagation has been studied in a its capability to determine a velocity field from a large range
simulated engine. A premixed flame is ignited in a constant of seeding concentration and thus it can be directly used from
volume chamber with different characteristics of turbulence. laser tomography records
High speed laser tomography is used to visualize the flame
propagation. To extract quantitative informations from laser Our objective is to developed high speed tomography
tomography records (flame front location), a high resolution with a copper vapor laser. With this technic, the evolution of
film acquisition device has been employed. In addition, cross- flame front parameters such as flame surface, fractal length
correlation Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique has and radii of curvature, can be studied. In addition cross-
been developed to perform velocity field in fresh gases from correlation PIV method can be used from two successive laser
two successive tomography images. Next an adaptative grid tomography records to measure detailed velocity vectors in
constructed from the flame front coordinate has allowed to the neighborhood of the flame front. Next an adaptative grid
obtain a local burning velocity, is realized to measure the local burning velocity. These

simultaneous measurements of the flame front location and
1. Introduction fresh gases velocity field close to the reaction zone permit to

increase the knowledge on the process of interactions
In engine cylinders, the turbulence is highly unsteady between the reaction zone and the turbulence.

and the life time of the propagation is only of few
milliseconds. In an aerodynamical point of view, the flame 2. Experimental facilities and High speed tomography.
propagation is different at each cycle of combustion. These
cycle to cycle variations are principally introduced by large A schematic diagram of experimental setup is shown on
eddies which are different from one cycle to another. Thus to the figure 1. The combustion device presented by Floch et
define the characteristics of the turbulence, Hall. and Bracco a.(1989) is composed of two main parts : a combustion
(1986) had shown that cycle-resolved studies are necessary in chamber of 60 x 60 mm square cross section and 100 mm
order to dissociated the cycle to cycle velocity fluctuations length, and an axisymmetrical, pneumatic driven, single shot
from fluctuations found in each individual cycle. Actually, a piston mounted in a cylinder. Both parts are connected by
large number of studies have been realized with one point means of interchangeable perfored blocks. Initial turbulence
time resolved velocity measurement (LDV). In order to is generated in the combustion chamber by interaction of the
contribute to increase of knowledge of interactions between jets due to the piston movement towards its top dead center.
the turbulence and the combustion, two or three dimensional Energy and scales of turbulence can be modified by varying
time resolved diagnostics are necessary. number and diameter of holes in the interchangeable

turbulence generator, by adjusting the piston velocity or by
Up to now, the laser tomography has been extensively igniting the mixture at different time after the piston arrival.

developed for many combustion studies. It allows to visualize
and characterize the reaction zone thanks to different The chamber is initially filled by a propane-air
parameters such the fractal dimension or the local curvature, mixture. The piston is then activated and locked on the inlet
These parameters affords informations on influence of the surface of the flow generator by means of an electronically
turbulence on the combustion but any on the influence of the controlled two stages compressed air supply on its rear face.
flame propagation on the turbulence. Nowadays. the Particle The compression occurs in 90 ms and produce a compression
Image Velocimetry is in full expansion. This technics ratio of 2.54. Optical access are provided by three rectangular
permits to obtain a quantitative flow mapping and it used the quartz windows. A detailed view of the combustion chamber is
same principle of seeding that the flow visualizations. The shown in figure 1. The axis of the piston is monitored by an
combination of the PIV method and the laser tomography electronical sequencer. The output of which provided variable
seems really suited to to study the interactions between the trigger pulses to control the timing of the ignition, cameras
combustion and the turbulence. and laser pulses. The reproducibility of the piston motion is

analyzed in real time by means of an opto-electronic position
The PIV method is based on two investigation methods. transducer installed on the piston rod.

When the successive flow exposures are stored on the same
physical support, the auto-correlation is performed. The Up to now, the reactant is seeded with silicone oil
second approach consists in recording successive and droplets generated by a blast atomizer. These particles are
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evaporated at the flame front. Thus, oil droplets enable To obtain a time following of the flame propagation.
velocity measurements by LDV or PIV method only in the high speed Cordin camera model 351, able to take up to
reactant mixture and they allow to obtain the location of 35000 frames per second has been used. The film used to
instantaneous flame front. Refractory particles (ex : record the LST is Ilford HP5 Plus (400 ASA). This device
zirconium dioxide particles) can be used to simultaneous associated with the copper vapor laser allows cycle resolved
measurements of velocity in both reactant and product flow. studies presented by Hall and Bracco (1986). A typical
With these particles mixed with oil droplets Armstrong et a. photographic record of a propagating flame is shown on the
(1992) had shown that flame location can be indicated by the figure 2.
differing densities between reactant and product gaseous
mixture. The mixture is spark ignited and can take place at To extract quantitativc informations of photographic
two locations in the chamber. The spark can occur either at records, a high resolution film acquisition device has been
the center of the chamber using thin tantalum wire electrodes used. A film scanner Kodak RFS 2035 connect with
(d = 0.3 mm) or at the center of the chamber wall opposite to Macintosh computer (Quadra 950) digitizes each film picture.
turbulence generator to simulate a wall ignition. Its area array sensor provides six millions pixels per scan.

Each frames (24mm*36mm format) is digitized in a
In our study, the laser tomography (LST) is used. This 3072*2048 pixels either 24 bit (16 millions of colors) or 8

method is based on the visualization of a flow by bit (256 grey scales). This device is able to conserve the high
illuminating micronic seeding particles within the flow with photographic film resolution and thus provides a powerful
a laser sheet. For the most part in combustion studies, silicon digitization film process to perform cross-correlation PIV
oil droplets which evaporate at the flame are used. Thus, the algorithm from two successive images
instantaneous flame is differentiate on the [ST records by the
boundary between light (cold reactant) and dark (hot product) The instantaneous flame sheet on the tomography
regions. To illuminate the flowfield an Oxford copper vapor record is shown to be the boundary between burned and
laser (45 Watts) is used. It delivers 6.5 mJ per pulse with 100 unburned regions (Figure 2). In order to separate the two
ns pulse width at adjustable repetition rates up to 10000 Hz. regions, a threshold algorithm is applied.
The laser can also operated in the burst mode down to single
pulse operation. The laser beam is focused with spherical and The LST pictures have a very good contrast between the
cylindrical lenses and directed to produce a 0.6 mm thick laser burned and unburned regions. By using a simple thresholding
light sheet across the mid plane of the combustion chamber. procedure each picture is reduced to a bipolar image

containing dark and bright areas representing burned and
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unburned states respectively. The burned gas "area" on the Up to now. the cross correlation PIV method has not
record is computed automatically by summing the number of been extensively developed. The lack of separate images in
pixels that have intensity values above a chosen threshold. experimental research and the experimental difficulty to
This area is used to define an equivalent flame radius which obtain two separate images in high speed flows has limited
can be linked to the mass fraction of burned gases. this technic to studies of relatively slow flows (ex : water

flows). Nowadays, some acquisition devices permit to
The flame front coordinates are detected by simple acquired two or more successive images with very short time

intensity thresholding followed by an edge detection delay and in the future, they will become more and more
algorithm. An example of flame fronts for both laminar and democratic. As an example, an original storage method on
turbulent flame are shown in figure 3. Next, each two two half frames of a CCD camera has been developed by
dimensional flame contour is analyzed to characterize the Lecordier et a.(1994). The time delay between the two flow
influence of the turbulence on the shape of the reaction zone. exposures can be decrease to 10 gis and thus permits to study
All the treatments, such as fractal analyze, local radius of high speed flow.
curvature or mean flame radius, used to characterize the flame
front are presented by Mouqallid et a. (1994). The efficiency The use of the cross-correlation PIV algorithm affords
of the high speed tomography is the possibility to have a significant advantages in comparison with auto-correlation.
time evolution of all the flame front properties. A presentation of these two methods has been realized by

Gray (1992) and a comparison has been made by Keane and
The purpose of this paper is not to describe the flame Adrian(1993) . The most significant advantage of the cross-

properties but it is to show the capability of the high speed correlation is the measurement of a large range of velocities
tomography to simultaneously obtain the flame front on the same flow which automatically includes zero and
location and the fresh gas velocity. The flame front reverse velocities without have recourse to an external "image
properties will be exposed in other paper shifter", "image labelling" or other. In addition Rouland et a.

(1994) has shown that the cross-correlation can be used from
3. Cross-correlation PIV method, high density of seeding particle whereas the auto-correlation

t--.32 ms t--.16 Ms t-0.O0 Ms t-&.16 Ms

t-=.32 m 1-.18 ma u064 ma t-8mMs I= 1.6 ms

t-0.32 ma 1-8 tm-.12a w1-.28 ms t-1.44 ms . ...1 " ins

' "%.• ... ',

ql I

tM-AO M tal.76 ms t-1.92 ms 144.06 ms

a) u'- 0.1 m/s. 2..m b)u O5m/s*

Figure 2 - Example of laser tomography records.
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Figure 3 - Time evolution of laminar and turbulent flame fronts

with the same concentration of seeding is not applicable, shown by Rouland et a.(1994 ). The self-correlation peak

Thus for a same seeding concentration and the same spatial introduce a dead zone of around five square pixels which
resolution of acquisition device, the cross-correlation doesn't permit to measure particle displacement lower than
provides a larger investigation area than the auto-correlation, around five pixels. Thus, the cross-correlation PIV method is

more appropriate to study low displacement and therefore the
Actually the determination of the velocity field is studies of turbulent flows.

principally realized from numeric correlations, using Fast
Fourier Transform. This choose is due to important Nevertheless, when the correlation is numeric, the
developments of computers which now compute a velocity decreasing of the maximum particle displacement reduce the
field in a reasonable time. In few cases, the treatment can be range of velocity components (u.v) and it produces
considered as a pseudo real-time processing. The massive use discretization effects on the velocity field. The figure 4-a
of numeric pictures (High resolution film scanner, frame shows an experimental velocity field with velocities included
grabber, numeric video...) and the convenience of "on-line" between ±2 pixels. The discrete values of velocity
capture of PIV images associated to pseudo real-time components are significant and the velocity field is not
processing have also contributed to full expansion of numeric clearly resolved. The areas without vector represent a zero
treatments. But initially, an optical treatment of particle displacement. The cross-correlation treatment of the
photographic images was the one mean to resolve the spatial two particle images is realized with window size of 64 pixels.
scales of flows. Now, the difference between optical and The figure 4-b presents the same velocity field computed with
numeric treatments is less important, thanks to the increase an interpolation of the correlation peak to obtain the particle
of the spatial resolution of numeric acquisition devices. In displacement with a sub-pixel accuracy. A two dimensional
addition, numeric methods presented by Willert and Gharib gaussian curve is used to interpolate the correlation peak.
(1991) to measure the particle displacement to sub-pixel This velocity field is shown without smooth or extraction of
accuracy permit to increase the range of velocity determined spurious vectors. In this case, the velocity range included
from numeric correlations. between ±2 pixels is resolved and the discretization effect on

the velocity components are not observable. In addition, we

4. Necessity of short particles displacements to study the can notice that the sub-pixel method doesn't introduce a
turbulent flows, modification of velocity field in its whole as the smooth but

increase the accuracy of each individual vector.
The most important problem to study turbulent flows is

the 3 dimensional effects which introduce out-off pattern To conclude this part, we can say that the cross-
motions and thus decrease the correlation between the two correlation PIV method affords significant advantages to

particle images. To reduce these 3D effects of flows, the study turbulent flows thanks to the possibility to determined
maximum particle displacement should not be greater than the low particles displacement. Afterwards. all the velocity field
thickness of the laser sheet. Thus, experimentally it is presented will be obtained by cross-correlation algorithm of
necessary to store the successive flow exposures with very two successive tomography visualizations and the particle
short time delay and work on low displacements. In addition, displacement will be determined with sub-pixel accuracy.
to have a good correlation, the maximum of particle
displacement should be included in ±N/4 pixels on the 5. Application of cross-correlation PIV
acquisition device, where N is the size of the correlation
window. The first case studied is a laminar premixed flame

propagation in a propane-air mixture with an equivalent ratio

One of advantages of the cross-correlation PIV method equal to unity. The initial turbulence in the chamber is weak (
is the possibility to obtain very low particle displacement - 0.1 m/s) and the mixture is seeded with fine oil droplets.
including zero displacement. This is due to the absence of the The laser tomography images are recorded with a high speed
central peak. The effect on the very low displacement of the camera. The repetitive rate of frames recording is 6250 hz

self-correlation peak for the auto-correlation treatment is (laser frequency) and thus the time between two successive
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Figure 4-a without sub-pixel Figure 4-b with sub-pixel interpolation
Figure 4 - Two same velocity field computed with and without sub-pixel interpolation

acquisitions is 160 lis. To computed the velocity field and the evolution of the velocity field and the flame front location is
flame front location, a part of each flame picture is digitized similar.
in a 1440*1740 pixels and analyzed on a workstation (SUN).

In the framework of our study, it seems that the
The figure 2 illustrates the type of images which can be turbulent velocity field is well resolved in spite of a large

recorded from the f-owfield within the combustion chamber window of analyze (64*64 pixels - 1.8 mm*l.8 mm). To
during one cycle of combustion. The zero time reference illustrate our point of view, the figure 6 shows two turbulent
corresponds to the spark. On these pictures, the flame front velocity fields corresponding to flame pictures exposed figure
exhibits weak wrinkled patterns principally introduce after 2-b. The treatment is realized with 64*64 window size. The
the spark in the early stage of the flame. After the flame front velocity field seems well resolved. Nevertheless, an treatment
structures stay similar. The Time evolution of this flame and with 32*32 window size will be better to appreciate the
its velocity field are shown in the figure 5. The velocity field, strong velocity gradients. The limitation of 32*32 treatment
as for it. is computed with a cross-correlation PIV method and is the decreasing of the noise/signal ratio when the velocity
each vector is obtained with the sub-pixel accuracy. The is large. To solve this limitation, the velocity field can be
window size of treatment is 64*64 pixels. The figure 5 serves computed with 64*64 window size to estimate the first
to illustrate the efficiency of the cross-correlation PIV velocity field without determinate the strong velocity
method used to determined the velocity field. The time gradients. Next, the velocity field is compute a second time
evolution as well as the spatial distribution of the velocity with 32*32 pixel windows. But to increase the correlation,
vectors are simultaneous obtained. All the results are the two windows, corresponding to the first and the second
represented without smooth or extraction of invalid data. exposure, are spatially shifted of velocity vector previously
Only a validation criterion is used during velocity obtained (64*64 pixels).
computation. It consists in locating the highest peak in the
correlation window, in assuming this peak corresponds to the To conclude this part.we want focus your attention on
correlation peak, compares it to the second tallest peak the capability of the cross-correlation PIV method to obtain a
(maximum noise of correlation). If the ratio of the tallest velocity field with high particle concentration and thus it
peak to the second tallest peak is less than 1.05. the velocity allows to simultaneous measure the flame front location and
vector computed is not retained. In the figure 5. we can the fresh gas velocity. Nevertheless, the figures 5 and 6
noticed that this validation criterion only affects a small indicates that the fresh gases velocity near to the flame front
number of vectors. Added to that, the majority of velocity are not measured. This problem is due to the large difference
vectors are determined with a signal/noise ratio higher than of intensity between the reactant and product which is a
1.2. disruptive factor for the correlation. To remedy to this

problem, we present a new approach of the PIV based on an
The second study is a case of premixed flame adaptative grid

propagation in the combustion chamber with a larger
turbulence intensity than the previous case. The equivalent 6. Principle of an adaptative grid.
ratio is equal to unity and the velocity fluctuations are of order
of 0.5 m/s. Contrary to the previous case. all the flame All the velocity field previously presented ( Figure 5
pictures are not exposed in this paper (Figure 2-b) but the and 6) had been computed from a regular mesh (Figure 7). This
principle of recording and treatment to obtain the tlime technic are not suited to resolve the velocity field close to the
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Figure 4 - Simultaneous measurements of flame front location and fresh gas vweoci-y

reaction zone. Up to now, the seeding particles are burned in oriented with its normal direction. The correlation of these
the reaction zone and thus the flame Pictures exhibit an two windows gives the fresh gases velocity in front of the
important difference of intensity between the burned and reaction zone. From this adaptative grid, the flame speed (Uf)
unbpuned regions. When a window of analyze contains this and the normal and tangential components of the fresh gases
threshold. the correla1ion is disrupted and thus the velocity velocity (Ugt5.Ugn) in the flame front coordinate system (2,v)vector can not be retained. This problem explains why on the aeotie.Tu.tedfeec CU-g ie hall velocity fields previously presented, the instantaneous burenbting eloit. Tutedfeec U-g ie h
velocity near to the reaction zone are not determined. In these bungveoiy
conditions, it seems difficult to characterize the interaction I h is lc.t elz aiaino l h

betwen he ombutio an th velcit fild.velocities computed from this adaptative grid, synthetic
. . .. . .images have been used. Two synthetic images are created to

obtain a vortex velocity field. The contour used to perform

Figure 7 - Principle of regular mesh. •nndsn

To resolve the velocity field close to the flame front, we
have used an edaptative grid constructed with the directions
perpendicular to the flame front. Figure 8 illustrates theI
principle of this adaptative grid. Each window of analyses is
placed on the two successive nlame fronts and their are Figure 8 -Principle of adaptative grid.
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Figure 9 - Validation of the adaptative Figure 11 - Velocities versus curvilinear coordinate
grid from synthetic particle images.

The adaptative mesh has been used from flame
tomography visualizations presented figure 2-b. The figure
10 shows a treatment on a part of turbulent flame front. The

F.G. longer vector perpendicular to the flame front represents the
flame front velocity. The other vector is the fresh gases
velocity. On this plot. we can noticed that when the flame
front is flat, the fresh gases velocities is brought into

B.G. alignment with the flame front velocity. On the other hand,
as soon as, the radius of curvature of the flame front decreases.
the tangential components of fresh gases velocity modified
this alignment. Thus it appears that this approach to study

- the interaction between the reaction zone and the turbulence
- F...,w • gem is very promising.

From this adaptative grid. at any point of the flame
front, we can computed the tangential and normal velocity of

_fresh gases. The figure 11 shows the evolution of all these

Figure 1O-Example of the adaptative grid on a part of velocitics in a case of a laminar propagation, versus a
a turbulent flame front (u'=0.5 m/s. 0=1, P=2.3 bar) curvilinear coordinates of the flame front. On this plot, we

can see that all the velocities are about constant and that the

the adaptative grid computation is a circle centered on the tangential velocity is approximately equal to 0. From these
vortex center. The analyze windows go round the circle and velocities computed all around the flame front, we can deduce

thus the normal component should be equal to zero whereas mean velocities. An example of time evolution of these mean

that tangential component should be constant. The figure 9 velocities obtained in a laminar propagation is shown figure

shows the variation of these two components (Ugt.Ugn) all 12. On this plot, we can noticed that the tangential

around the circle. This plot shows that the normal component component of fresh gas is negligible and that the flame front

is equal to zero and that the tangential component is speed is constant. On the other hand, the burning velocity

constant. The behavior of these two components validates decreases. This indicates that the PIV method based on an

the measurements of the velocities in a no regular mesh. adaptative grid allows to estimate the effects of the local
curvature modifications of the reaction zone on the burning

In addition, the velocities computed without sub-pixel velocity. For this case, the decreasing of burning velocity is
inte addition, the velocitiesrcmputed wi thpout (dsub-pie due to the increasing of local radius of curvature of the

interpolation have been superimposed on the plot (dash- o u to the during of locag ation.

lines). These velocities show the discretization effects of reaction z gone during the propagation.
numeric correlations. The draw of the components (Ux.Uy) The tangential and normal velocities of the lame front
obtained from (Ugt.Ugn) exhibits the efficiency of the sub- afford significant knowledges on the process of interaction
pixel interpolation. The component variation (Ux.Uy) should between the reaction zone and the turbulent field. In the
be sinusoidale. This variation is not resolved without sub- future, we hope computed new flame characteristics such as
pixel interpolation. The continuous curves are obtained the strain rate or the burning velocity.
without smooth but only by a increasing of the accuracy of
each individual vector thanks to the correlation peak 8. Conclusions
interpolation.

Compared to auto-correlation. cross-correlation is more
7. Results appropriate to study turbulent flows. The ability to measure
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VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS IN TURBULENT PREMIXED FLAMES:
DEVELOPMENT OF A PIV MEASUREMENT SYSTEM AND COMPARISON WITH LDV.

Nicola PaoneL

Dipartiniento di Meccanica. UniversitA di Ancona.
via Brecce Blanche. 1-60131 Ancona. Italia.

ABSTRACT. turbulent structures in space and therefore exctract infonnialtioll
related to convective mass and heat transfer inside the flame.

The development of a PIV system for measurements in The inherently instantaneous nature of PIV velocity field data
premixed turbulent flames is presented: it is based onl allows to freeze motion; measurements on a turbulent flow are
photographic acquisition of double exposed images. employing a therefore different from one image to another and clearly show
doulble oscillator Nd-Yag laser. Seeding of the flow is how a turbulent flow is due to the convection of vortical
discussed. The PlY system is applied to two different flames: its structures superimposed to the mean flow. These structures.
performance is optimized on a premixed unconfined LPG llame whose dimensions are spread across a wide range. are
produced by a Bunsen burner, then it is applied to a larger responsible of convective phenomena. Spatial resolution of PIV
confined CH4 flame burning inside a transparent combustion measurements constitutes the major limitation to the detection of
chamber. Comparison with LDV measurements is presented. spatial structures within the flow; in fact. by PIV it is only
Processing of the velocity measurements by the two techniques possible to resolve structures whose dimension is at least twice
allows observation of turbulent structures in space and time; the distance among two adiacent measurement locations in the
results are presented with main attention to the measurement grid of points laid upon the measurement plane, according to the
techniques and to the comparison of the results achievable by Shannon sampling theorem. PlY measurements are therelore
employing each of them, low pass filtered in the spatial frequency domain of the image of

the flow. This limitation is more and more stringent when PlYV i,
applied to large scale flows and when seeding density is foor.

1. INTRODUCTION. this is the case of large industrial combustors.
With the aim to develop a PIV system suited for velocity

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) has become at present a measurements in flames of industrial interest and in order to
powerful measurement technique suitable for the experimental develop the necessary experimental skill in performing such
investigation of a large variety of flows. The study of turbulent experiments. at University of Ancona it has been initiated a
flames, at industrial scale, is a field of great interest. due to the program devoted to LDV and PlY measurements on different
more and more demanding requirements for the decrease of premixed flames. It has been chosen to develop the PIV
pollutant production and emission from the combustor and to the measurement chain onl a small scale flame produced by a bunsen
neýcssity of increased efficiency. The measurement of the flanme burner and then to extend the application to a comnbustioti
velocity field is significant for the evaluation of mass transport chamber operating with a larger premixed combustor.
and heat transfer phenomena which act within the Ilame. A
rather large experience is already available on velocity
measurement in flames by Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV). 2. DEVELOPMENT OF A PlY SYSTEM FOR
This non-intrusive measurement technique can provide the MEASUREMENTS IN FLAMES.
three-dimensional velocity field, in terms of mean velocity
components and turbulent fluctuations. measurements are local When considering the design of a PlY measUtrement system
and are performed in time. according to an eulerian observation to be applied to a combusting flow. the weak block of the
of the phenomena. Turbulent structures are measured by measurement chain clearly appears to be the image acquisition.
processing the time records of local velocity: time scales can be Being image acquisition the step in which information is
computed if velocity data are sampled at a sufficiently high recorded, all related measurement problems need to be
repetition rate. Such an approach. although feasible. implies very addressed with particular attention: in fact it is fundainental to
high data rates which arc rather difficult to achieve in stress that, as in any other measurement procedure, no data
combusting flows, where seeding problems are particularly processing technique will ever be capable of extracting
difficult to solve. information which was not previously recorded. Data processgin

PIV therefore appears as a very useful technique for will then be important in terms of minimutm signal to noise le% cI
measuring the velocity field in combusling flows, which can which can be processed. but the quality of the results. in terms ol
provide complementary results to those obtained by LDV. Sorme uncertainty and resolution. relies mostly onl the qlualitN ol the
examples are reported in Armstrong et a. (1992). Lewis et a. recording at the very first stage in tile measurement procedure.
(1987). Logan and Smith (1989). Reuss et a. (1989-1990). The Therefore main attention in this work is devoted to the procwes
measured vector field can he used to observe directly large of image formation and recording.

Three elements play their role in image Il•ri 1omll ,• a,
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seeding particles. b) pulsed light sheet illumination. c) scatter light and images are recorded with an higher contrast

photographic acquisition. They are closely related to each other thian what would be produced by flashing the laser in absence of

and need to be addressed together. pre-exposure. Of course the pre-exposure duration has to be

As in any other large scale flow. PIV image acquisition in optimized for each experimental set-up.

large flames suffers of limitations related to the necessity to All previous considerations have been employed for the

resolve very small particle images over a rather large field of design of a PIV measurement system which proved to

view. In this work the objective was to be able to measure effectively record particle images in combusting flows. (fig. 2).

velocity ovcr flow fields having up to 20 mm width, employing Light sheet dimensions and seeding particles were optimized for

standard 24x36 mim camera, therefore minimum magnification each case.
between image and object is M = 1/6. In a comnbusting flow Once images are recorded, they arc ri 3cessed by an optical

usually metal oxide particles are employed, which have the bench operating in the Young's fringe mode. Digitized fringes

capability to survive to the high temperatures across the flame are analysed by an autocorrelation algorithm and velocity results

front and are available at diameters of the order of I gin. Witze are stored in files for further processing and visualization.

and Baritaud (1986). Their aerodynamic behaviour is sufficient

to follow turbulent velocity fluctuations in the frequency range P rona 4 - U00

which is measurable by LDV and therefore are also suited for
PIV applications. Film resolution should be chosen after
evaluation of average particle image dimension: diffraction.
image blurring due to motion. focussing etc.. impose the choice
of films having at least 100 line pairs/min. Particle dimension so-
affects also scattering efficiency and the total amount of energy
available to form a particle image depends on density of

incoming energy. on scattering efficiency and again on M. In I
order to record images of small tracers with a small M it is
necessary therefore to employ very high energy for the
illuminating light source. Pulsed laser illumination is
consequently the only possible choice.

In this work it has been employed a double oscillator Nd- . a

Yag laser, which operates on its second harmonic, producing 2.e V0 0.0

two green light pulses (?,=532 nm) having an energy of 105 Fig.1-Film exposure curve.

mJ/imp and a duration of about 12 ns. The two lasers have been
synchronized by controlling the cavity Q-switch by a variable INTERFERENCE

delay pulse generator. which has an accuracy of 10- 12s. and can LSR 1&2SCN A C LE

therefore produce light pulses with a variable time delay At I -- 1 IERA
which can be very precisely set to the desired value. The system
is triggered by the flash signal of a standard photographic

camera. In order to maximize light intensity, the light sheet is
expanded to the minimum necessary lateral dimension and it is
focussed in order to minimize its thickness: according to the
dimension of the scene this implies the use of different
cylindrical and spherical lenses. LASH

For given particle dimension, image magnification and SIGNAL

laser energy. other parameters can be used to improve sensitivity Q-S% TCHES SYNCHRONIZING UNfT

of the recording system; they are film sensitivity and recording Fig.2- Scheme of PlY system.
optics numerical aperture. Previuos experience showed that a
good compromise between film sensitivity and resolution is 3. MEASUREMENTS IN A BUNSEN BURNER.
achieved with Kodak TMax 400 ASA. which is employed in all
the following measurements; a 60 mm focal length macro The development of the PlY system has been accomplished

objective has been employed at its maximum aperture f1/2.8. on a simple combusting flow. a Bunsen burner operating with

Special attention has to be paid to filtering out background LPG coming from a pressurized bottle. Thie bunter has a nozzle

illumination coming from flame radiation. In fact any flame having 17 mm internal diameter; gas is injected upstream of a

produces a broad spectrum radiation. which constitutes pipe whose length is 80 mm and air is driven into the flow by the

background noise on the recorded images. As in LDV. it is negative pressure differential produced by the gas motion.

necessary to remove unwanted light frequencies; therefore light Complete mixing of air and gas is achieved along the pipe. Fig.

is recorded only within a narrow band. about tO nm wide, 3 shows the facility; it can be noticed the settling chamber

centered around the laser line, in this case at 532 nin. by around the air intake. Seeding particles are injected in the

adopting an interference filter on the receiving optics. There is settling chamber, so that air is uniformly seeded before entering

still a residual amount of noise produced by the flame within this the pipe. Particles are therefore available all across the flame.

narrow band; it should be observed that it has sotme positive due to the mixing of air and gas. In these experiments, seeding
effects due to the non linear behaviour of film emulsion when particles arc introduced into the air flow by an atomizer, which

exposed to incoming radiation. In fact at the opening of the produces a fine spray of liquid droplets contaiting sparse

camera shutter the film is esposed to light fromn the flame, which particles. Particle concentration and spray dilution are opt iized

brings the eposure level towards the notch on the exposure for each experimental condition. Main criteriutn is to observe

curve, as reported in fig. 1: when the laser flashes the particles tracers both upstream and downstream the flame front. In fact.
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when observing tracers in flames. it appears that image radial expansion continues across the flame front. but its effct i,%
concentration drops when crossing the Ilame front; Ilame front ieduced by acceleration in vertical direction, which contribuite,
can actually be identified by observing the change in particle to organize the flow along the burner axis. Processing of ithe
number per unit image surface. This is due to the thermal and images to yield relative velocity vectors offers a clearer insight
chemical action of the flame on the particle and to the large into the flow structures. For this purpose. in all pictures. inean
thermal expansion of the gas across the flame, which strongly vertical velocity has been subtracied. figs. 6-a and 6-b show two
reduces tile volume concentration of residual tracers. Tracer examples of relative velocity field computed from data of figs.
concentration upstream thie flame has therefore to be increased. 5-a.b. The two vector fields show the uniformity of the flow
in order to have particles also in the coinbusting region. but downstream the flame front and the presence of vortices at the
attention should be paid to avoid overlapping images in the nozzle exit and at tile lateral borders of the combusting flow.
unburned region. which could interfere and form speckles, raLher The dimensions of the vortices are of the order of several mim.
noisy and difficult to process. They contribute to the entrainment of air from the outer region.

only primary air was seeded, therefore measurements int the
SETTUNG BUNSEN mixing region are not possible. Vorticity component

CHAMBER BURNER perpendicular to tile plane of measurement can be computed for
each velocity field. Figs.7-a and 7-b show restilts of processing
the previous velocity fields: vorticity is larger where vortical
flow occurrs. Figs. 8-a. 8-b and 8-c show the results computed
by averaging 10 different velocity fields. these plots therefore
should be more representative of the steady state behaviuor of
the flame. In fact flow symmetry appears enhanced by the

GAS -- PARTICLES averaging process and the whole flow field appears nmore
homogeneous; vorticity is concentrated in the conical region
upstream the flame front. where mixing between prinary air and

Fig. 3-Scheme of the Bunsen burner and settling chamber. gas is still occurring. Crossing of the flame front produces a
sharp decrease in turbulence intensity.

3.1 Measurements by PIV.
3.2 Comnparison with LDV measurements.

It has been used a series of lenses in order to shine a light

sheet having 70 mm lateral width and about 100 gin thickness. In order to verify performance of the PIV system and to
The light sheet is shone across the symmetry plane of the exit better describe the different observations that such measurement
nozzle. Images are recorded with magnification M-0.435 technique allows with respect to conventional techniques. results

of instantaneous and averaged measurements have beenflashtng the lasers at a tunge interval •.t 9 O3M. TsO2 particles c paetoLDVmesrnntprfmd tieaeflw
compared to tit easuremtents performed it lthe same flow.having polidisperse diameter around 0.2-2.0 pin are employed Axial velocity measurements by LDV have been performed

At this magnification ratio, with the PIV system described along the vertical axis of the burner, while radial velocity
above, they produce about 50 particle image pairs per mm2 component is measured along a radial direction 20 mit
upstream the flame front. each image having about 10 pm downstream tile nozzle. Grid points are 2.5 mm apart from each
diameter. Fig. 4 shows a typical PIV picture; tile flame front can other; 1000 LDV velocity samples are averaged at each
be easily identified as the region across which the number of measurement location. Uncertainty on LDV mean velocity data
seeding tracers drops significantly. Its complex geometry. is evaluated to be about ±-I%, while it is about ±3% for PlV
typical of premixed turbulent flames can be observed. It should data. Paone and Riethmuller (1989). Figs. 9-a and 9-b show
be noticed that this is the two-dimensional section of a really comparison among instantaneous PIV data from fig.5 and LDV;
three-dimensional flow field, which shows axial symmetry only differences are due to the convection of large eddies within the
when considering mean values computed over time windows flame. as observed previosly. Comparison shows better
much longer than the turbulent time scales. agreement when PIV averaged data are used. as in figs. 10-a andA series of images has been acquired and processedl only 10-b although statistics of PlV data is still very poor. being
some results will e shown here. Figs. 5-a and 5-b show two available only 10 data sets. Nevertheless. comparison shows that

examples of absolute velocity measurement; oil each picture it Pec is capable of capturing instantaneous structures very
has been interrogated a regular grid of 31x61 points (1891 effectively. and it show% that istantaneously the flow field

structure can differ significantly from what observed as nlieatpoints), over an area equal to 69.0x34.5 mit positioned 4.5 mm flow. Again this confirms that PIV and LDV are strictly
dowstream the nozzle of the burner. Measurement points are complementary measurement techniques.
spaced 0.5 mm on the picture, therefore velocity samples are
measured with a spatial resolution equal to I. 1 mit. Successfull
measurements are obtained on about 7017( of tile grid points. 4. MEASUREMENTS IN A PREMIXED CH4 COMBUSTOR.
Each velocity field differs significantly from the others, although
it is possible to observe common features: in particular it is In order to apply tie developed PIV system to industrial
evident that the flow is accelerated across the flame front and Inuorse t ap he deeled i IV system o itd
velocity vectors show lower scatter in tile bUni region. Although Ch4 inside a confined coibusfion cliamber. The test rig it
some simmetry is maintained in the instantaneous flow fields. it i
is visible the presence of large vortical structures which schematically represented in fig. 1I . The gas flows through a
dominate the region upstream tile flame front and also cause the no7zle of a Venturi pipe: air is driven into tile flow by thie lo
signiicznt loss of data in that region. The flow is dominated by static pressure caused by gas itotion. Mixiig of air aid gas
convection: flow diverges from the axis at the exit of the nozzle. occuirs along the diffuser Of the coiibustor. whose outlet

diameter is 60 mi. The flame develops inside at cylindrical
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combustion chamber built in transparent silica, having internal structures mnacroscale; therefore informations oil mass transport
diameter Di=180 mm and length L=1000mm: its thickness is 5 in the flame can be derived by MV data. These considerations
mm. its refraction index is 1.46. Such a material can operate again put in evidence complemcniarity of LDV and PIV.
with no damage at temnperatures of the order of 500*C. therelore
is well suited for combustion measurcments. Its optical
coefficient of transmission for visible light is about 0.92 for 5. CONCLUDING REMARKS.
5mm thickness. The combustion chamber is connected to a
vertical chemney I m high for smoke exhaust. it can therefore be This paper has presented criteria followed in the design and
considered as operating at atmospheric pressure. Gas flow rate is experimental test of a PIV measurement system tor conhiustsng
monitored and it results Qg=I.5 2 Nm 3 Ih; the combustor flows. The choice of seceding particles, light source. imnage
operates at a power P=13700kcal/ih=15.9kW. acquisition device is discussed. Measurements in a Bunsen

burner are performed and compared to LDV results. They put iii
4.1 Measurements by PIV. light the different information obtained by PIV. an instantaneous

measurement of flow velocity, with respect to what norinall•
Being the measurement area much larger than before, the observed by eulerian techniques. as LDV. The complemeniarity

PIV system must be operated at Mm0.12?0.18. imaging on the of the two approaches is enhanced. Measurements performed in
photographic film a light sheet 200 mm wide. Air is seeded by a larger combustor. operating ii a closed combustion chamber.
tracer particles injected in the settling chamber upstream the show the difficulties in application of PIV to large combusting
combustor air intake; seeding is produced by atomizing water flows. Nevertheless results prove tile potential that such
droplets in which ZjO2 particles are diluted. Partclc diameter is measurement technique offers in the investigation of comnbusting

flows. Again comparison with LDV data shows that PIV canpolidispersed. with an upper limit about 5frm. PIV pictrures are measure very efficiently spatial flow structures responsible of
acquired by firing the lasers at At=150sS with 105mJ/pulse. mass transport phenomena connected to combustion.

Fig. 12 shows a typical PIV negative. The photograph
shows the sudden decrease in particle concentration across the
flame front, as already observed on the Bunsen burner. Large 6. REFERENCES.
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ABSTRACT

Visualization of the location of the flame front is from the two cones merge to form a broad region of OH

important in combustion studies, and is generally obtained by intensity, the C2 image remains sharp. This study has

using natural C2 and OH emission. For a better compared the role of OH and C2 radicals in flame front

understanding of the meaning of these two flame front location. It has also shown that imaging of C2 Spontaneous

"tacers, and a more precise description of the flame front Emission is an accurate and easy experimental method for

concept, two optical diagnostic techniques are compared in instantaneous flame front visualization. This technique does

this work: Laser Induced Fluorescence of OH and not require a large investement compared to LIF and gives

Spontaneous Emission of C2. These methods are applied to quantitative tomographic information of C2 concentration in

an axisymmetric laminar methane-air premixed flame for a axisymmetric laminar flames

range of flow rates and fuel-air ratios. Images of C2 radicals
in flames are obtained using an intensified CCD camera with INTRODUCTION
a narrow band interference filter centered at the (0-0) band of
the Swan system. The response of the camer has been Flame imaging provide important new insights in the

calibrated with a uniform source, taking into account the understanding of combustion processes and provide useful

actual local sensitivity of the imaging system as a whole information on complex chemical and fluid mechanical
(CCD, intensifier, lens, filter) from zero to the maximum phenomena typically found in combustion devices. Different
level of illumination. The local intensity at the CCD is a techniques can be used to visualize reacting flow or to
finction of the total C2 emission integrated along the optical measure selected flowfield parameters. These parameters
path. An Abel transformation is performed on each row of the have to be related to some property that can be measured by
instantaneous images after filtering with a spatial low pass means of a light beam. For many years the most common
filter to obtain an image of the cross section. A spectroscopic imaging techniques used in combustion have been schlieren,
study relates the resulting amount of light to the C2 holographic interferometry and shadograph based on changes
concentration. OH images are obtained by Laser Induced in refractive index and in flows of constant or nearly constant

Fluorescence. The QI(7) line in the X211 (v"=0) -> A2 Z+ pressure. One may interpret the resulting images in terms of

(vo=l) transition is excited and the emission m the (1,1) band temperature gradients. The boundary separating the fresh and
is detected. The OH signal is averaged over 100 laser pulses burnt gases may be located and can be used to identify the
and collected on an intensified diode array. Finally, the aprproximate position of the flame front. The major
images are generated by translating the laser beam and the limitations of these visualisation methods concerns their
diode array in the vertical direction in steps of I nun using spatial resolution in flows which are not two-dimensional
precision positioners. The results show that, for low flow with respect to the optical axis, and the difficult distinction of

rates and fuel-air ratios, the location of the maximum of OH a simple interface between gases of different density from an
and C2 intensities are in good agreement. In these lean active flame sheet. Other methods are based on the amount of
reactive flows, the flame front is accurately defined by the light scattered by the fluid elements, Mie scattering (see
two radicals. For higher flow rates and fuel-air ratios, OH is Boyer (1980)) when particles are required and Rayleigh
produced in the secondary diffusion reaction zone resulting scattering (see Escoda (1983)) for molecules.
from the reaction of the ambient oxygen with the hot fuel rich In most of hydrocarbon flames, the reaction zone is
combustion products of the primary flame front. C2 radicals characterized by a luminous shape, which is associated to
are not preponderant in the outer diffusion flame. A spontaneous emission of excited molecules and radicals
comparison between OH and C2 concentrations profils in the produced by chemical reactions and the heat released by
region where the inner and outer cones are seperated shows combustion. It is admitted that the maximum of this luminous
that the maximum of OH concentration is no longer regions zones correspond to the maximum of the heat release
representative of the primary premixed reaction zone location density and defines a flame front position. It is then possible
whereas it is more accurately determined by C2 Spontaneous to detect the flame front location by imaging the spontaneous
Emission method. Close to the burner, the OH distributions emission of the flames.
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This problem is solved for laminar or turbulent two
dimensional flames using a time resolved camera (high speed
camera or intensified CCD camera). In this case the flame y
front location is spatially well resolved.

For three dimensional flows, the information is integrated
over the optical path along the line of sight and the image is D
not easily deconvolved. In axisymmetric flows the Abel X P(VXy
transform is used to deconvolved the data (see Rolon and al /
(199 1), Bennaghmouch and Perrin ( 1992)). -.

The geometry and motion of the flame front can also be
gathered by LIF imaging. In this method the laser light
illuminates the reactive flow and excites the fluorescence of a
species which is present in the flow. The light radiated by this
species may be detected by a diode array or a CCD camerar" phcalsystC n
(see Hanson (1986) and McManus and al (1993)).

In this paper, a new experimental method is investigated
based on the imaging of spontaneous emission of C2 radicals
with a reconstruction algorithm based on the Abel
transformation in order to obtain the quantitative C, methane air flame
concentration field in the flame. This technique is compared
to results provided by OH Laser Induced Fluorescence.

The two diagnostics were applied on a laminar
axisymmetric premixed methane-air flame for several flow Figure I : Space integration of a beam of light throught the
rate and fuel air ratios. The C2 Spontaneous Emission cross section of a flame

Spectroscopy Method (C2 SES) is detailed in the first section
of this study. A few elements of OH LIF spectroscopy are The number of p otnra ing eapiof a
also briefly presented. Then the experimental apparatus and image has consequently the following expression:
the calibration of the C 2 SES and OH LIF experiments are
described in the second section. Finally the results are P(x,y) = T f Il(x,y,z,t)exp(-oz)dzdt

compared and discussed leading to a better understanding of ,i,,,.*

the flame front behavior by C2 and OH imaging techniques. l(x,yxz,t) is the number of photons emitted per second and

THEORETICAL STUDY OF C2 SES AND OH LIP unit volume by C2 radicals in the solid angle determined by
the aperture of the optics. The variations of this angle are less
than 15% in the axial and radial directions of the flame. aThe quantity of photons per unit volume emitted by takes into account the absorption of the beam throughout the

excited radicals during the combustion reaction depends on flame and r its attenuation throughout the optical apparatus.

the population of the chemical species produced. For stationary laminar and optically thin (a < 1) flames this

To chose an efficient flame front tracer, a spectrum of a exression lads to:

premixed laminar propane-air stretched flame has been

performed.
The most intense emission corresponds to the (0-0) P(x,y)=rxtimeexposurex Jl(xy~z~t)dz

transition of the C2 Swann system (d3 ng-a3 zu). The
corresponding wavelength (516.5 nm) belongs to the visible
spectrum and this transition can be efficiently isolated using a y
narrow bandwidth (I nm) interference filter centered on 516.5 a b
nm.

The image of a flame throughout the filter described below
provides an integrated information in time and in space. The Z
integration time corresponds to the exposure time of the
optical system whereas the space integration deals with the
optical path followed by the emitted beam of light (Figure 1).

Figure 2 Cross section of an axisymmetric flame
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Finally for an axisymmetric flame the newv variablesshwdinally fire 2n givflame the following rel (% '=I) manifold is excited with pulse energies in excess of 10mj. The emission (I.I) band is isolated and detected. The

R broadband fluorescence includes contributions from other
P(x,y) = 2 x r x time exposurex fl(xr) dr rotational states populated by collisionnal transfer. The

r _yemission from these other states is susceptible to quenching.

The expression is known as Abel integral whose exact The analysis made is restricted to regions where the
inversion gives: temperature and the concentration are expected to vary slowly

and quenching corrections have not been applied to the data.
a Pxr, ) dy In addition, loss of' population to the (0,0) is considered to

"t x time exposure x n o-) have little effect on these results.

We can now obtain by image processing the intensity of DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTS
light locally emitted by C2 radicals. Due to the finite filter
bandwidth, the collected light is composed by different The C2 SES and OH LIF diagnostic methods are applied
rotationnal lines. in an axisymmetric premixed laminar methane air flame for

A spectroscopic study of C2 spontaneous emission based fully rich (1.46) and slightly rich (1.25) fuel air ratios. The
on Boltzmann equilibrium and taking into account the totai flow rate has been adjusted in order to obtain a stable
spectral window of the inteference filter leads to this final laminar flame. The flame is produced by a laboratory burner
expression: of I meter long and 9.5 mm inner diameter studied at Gaz de

France Research Center and EM2C Laboratory for C2 SES
I(x,r) = N. x %F(T) and Gazunie Research for OH LIF.
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Figure 3 : Variations of w with the temperature Figure 4 : Experimental set up for C2 SES method

Using the spectroscopic constants already tabulated (see The images of C2 radicals (Figure 4) are obtained using an
Piar (1993)), a study of wp(T) is possible. The curve in Figure intensified CCD video camera (Proxitronic HFI). The
3 shows its variation with temperature. C2 radicals are located exposure time is 20 ms. The other elements of the

in the flame front. In laminar premixed methane-air flows the experimental set up are:

temperature varies in this zone between 1500 K and 2200 K. - a narrow band (Inm) interference filter (Melles Griot)
For these values the dependence of Wi with T is slight (less centered at the (0-0) band of the Swan system (516.5 nm)
than 15%). With these approximations quantitative values of - a video digitizer board Matrox PIP 1024 performing frame
C2 concentration can be obtained from the expression above, grabbing on the video signal from the camera. It has a

resolution of 512x512 pixels with 8 bits ADC depth.
For OH LIF, the QI(7) line in the X21g(v"=0)-.+A2 E+ - an imaging software (Visilog 3.11) which incorporates both

image processing and analysis libraries.
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In order to obtain quantitative images of C2 radicals, the
iresponse of the CCD camera has to be calibrated from zero to J

the maximum level of illumination. This calibration has been

performed with the whole imaging system (CCD, intensifier,

lenses, filter) to take into account the global system response.

The experimental method used for this calibration consists in ':: b
taking images of a uniform planar source of light. The offset •.,.,.•,•,"•.
and gain of the frame grabber is adjusted with the following • • -:.• •. b'

procedure. The camera shutter is closed and the signal level
(0.3 V) is digitized. The offset value is decremented until the •inlfEe• 0fthe

corresponding digital value has the averaged value of 0. bew C01• fr0m b

The same procedure is performed for the gain adjustment. •[l•lep• e

The level of the light source is increased until the signal level
reaches IV. The corresponding digital value is incremented me•lle •'•1m€

until it has an averaged value of 255. Then the grabbed op•a]systm

images are divided by the maximal value reached by the

pixels leading to a corrected image taking into account the

vignetting and the pixel response. This experiment provides

also the conversion range between the level of gray scale and

the number of photons reaching each pixel of the CCD by
adding between the light source and the camera several Figure6:Viewoftheeffectofthedeptoffield

calibrated density filters (Figure 5).

zuu .- The image of the collected light along the optical axis

corresponds to an area of pixels. This area has been

. experimentally evaluated to 9 pixels. Aside from this effect,

Sthe information is blurred in the image plane due to the
1.60 .- system resolution (less than 2 pixels).

OH images are obtained by laser induced fluorescence.
-4 The OH signal is averaged over 100 laser pulses and collected

1.3)- on an intensified diode array (Figure 7). Finally the images

', are generated by translating the laser beam and the diode
•' array in the vertical direction in steps of l mm using precision

O.lO -- positioners.

-: € rqd
-- :

0.00 ..... .... ... ... ... . •

0.00 50.00 IO000 150.00 _•!100 2•.0•

Figure 5 : C2 SES imaging system calibration curve

In the theoretical study, we made the approximation that • -'•/I •'• l

the light emitted by each probe volume along the flame's cross X
section is focussed at the same location on the image plane.•"
This approximation eliminates the effect of depth of field. The, di0(k • mu•Jch• d• IIC• ll lid

actual phenomena is shown in Figure 6. y g0cessig

Figure 7 " Experimental set up of the OII LIF method
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results (Figures 8 and 9) show that, for low flow rates

In this study we have used C2 spontaneous emission and and fuel-air ratios, the location of the maximum of OH and

Ott LIF to vizualise the flame front. For C2 SES we have C2 intensities are in good agreement. In such slightly rich

shown that the local intensity on the CCD is a function of the reactive flows the flame front is accurately defined by these

total C2 emission on the optical path integrated along the line two radicals. We can notice that the better flame front

of sight. The raw images are filtered with a spatial medium resolution evaluated by the C- SES method is due to the short

filter to take into account the diffusion effect described above, lifetime of these radicals compared to OH. This last specie are

The convolution is performed on each raw of the convected by the flow whereas C 2 emission is only detected

axisymmetric image by the Abel integral transform. in the flame front region.
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1230 .1334

114"2 1239

1144less
967 1019

U 954
792 .S

70S 765

617 670

442 480

3S4 38S

979 195
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Figure 8 : OH image in an axisymmetric premixed methane Figure '10 : OH image in an axisymmetric premixed methane

air flame (total flow rate -6.75, fuel air ratio-l.25) air flame (total flow rate =6.78, fuel air ratio=l1.46)
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1 170
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Figure 9: C2 image in an axisymmetric premixed methane air Figure I I : C2 image in an axisymmetric premixed methane

flame (total flow rate -6.75, fuel air ratio-1.25) air flame (total flow rate =6.78. fuel air ratio=1.46)
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For higher flow rates and fuel ratios, OH is produced in the CONCLUSION
secondar% diffusion reaction zone resulting from the reaction

of the ambient oxygen with thc hot fuel rich combustion
products of the premixed flame front. C2 radicals do not exist spontaneomission Setr of Cg rads ain te oterdifusin fame Figres10 nd I).shown to be, in combination with Abel integral transform, ain the o uter d iff usion flam e (F igures 10 and I I ). g o i g o t c t c n q e f r p e i c l m r n

At a height where the inner and the outer cones are go igotctcnqefrpeie lm rnsAted themaximm or Ohe cnentratond ie notute d iones avisualisation. This study has compared the distribution of OHiseparated the maximum of OHl concentration is not located in

the premixed reaction zone but in the secondary zone (figure and C2 radicals in the flame.
The short chimical lifctime of C2 compared to OH. wvhich

12). On the opposite, C-2 peaks sharply in the primal') zone .Tesotciia i~m fC oprdt N hc
where On exihibits a smCl, plateauk is convected by the flow, provides a better spatial resolution.

In rich reactive flows OH is an accurate tracer of the

16 secondary diffusion reaction zone whereas C2 emission is
- ,only detected in the premixed flame front.- - (.2

C2 SES diagnostic can provide accurate quantitative

12Mo tomographic information in flames and is an interesting

complement to the information obtained by the LIF method.
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LIST OF THE SYMBOLS
Figure 12 : OH and C2 profiles at the upper region (15 mm
from the burner) of an axisymmetric premixed methane air I( x, y, z), I( x, r ) emitted intensity in each point of the
flame (total flow rate=6.78, fuel air ratio= 1.78) flame in photons per second and unit volume in the solid

angle ofcollection
Close from the burner the OH distribution from the two T : attenuation coefficient by to the optical system

cones merge to form a broad region of high OH P(x, y) number of photons received by each pixel
concentration, the C2 profile remains sharp (Figure 13). Then cz(x, y, z) : absorption coefficient

only C2 is specific of the premixed flame front. r and R : current and maximal radius of the flame

Nv: total fundamental vibrationnal population of C2 (m-3 )

).: wavelength in nm
i- Oi k Boltzmann constant

12 . c celerity of light
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TAYLOR VORTICES IN SHEAR-THINNING LIQUIDS

M P Escudier, I W Gouldson and D M Jones

University of Liverpool, Dept of Mechanical Engineering,
P 0 Box 147, Liverpool, L69 3BX, England.

ABSTRACT Newtonian case with a significant radial shift in the
location of the vortex eye towards the centrebody. It was

The flow structure in a concentric annular geometry also found that the vortices exhibit a slow axial drift in the
with a radius ratio of 0.506 has been investigated for inner direction opposite to the centrebody rotation vector
cylinder (centrebody) rotation rates below and above the whereas there was zero drift for the Newtonian case.
critical Taylor number for one Newtonian and two non- Due to the thixotropic nature of the second shear-
Newtonian fluids. thinning fluid, a Laponite/CMC aqueous blend, it was not

For the Newtonian fluid, an aqueous solution of possible to identify a transition point from plane Couetct
glucose, the azimuthal (tangential) velocity component is flow to Taylor flow. Three tangential velocity profiles
in excellent agreement with theoretical predictions for measured in plane Couette flow at low Taylor numbers are
Taylor number Ta < Ta, (i.e. plane Couette flow). The characteristic of a yield-stress fluid, with a layer of gelled
transition from plane Couette flow to a flow exhibiting fluid surrounding a region of rotating fluid close to the
toroidal vortices (Taylor vortices) is clearly identified by centrebody. A detailed mapping of a vortex pair at one
the abrupt development of a component of axial velocity. Taylor number revealed a vortex cell structure very similar
Detailed velocity mappings of one vortex pair in both the to that for the Xanthan gum suggesting that the shear-
axial and tangential directions at one Taylor. number above thinning aspect of the fluid rheology for both non-
the critical value have been made, together with Newtonian fluids was far more significant than either
measurements of the magnitude of the maximum axial and thixotropy or viscoelasticity. However, an axial drift was
tangential velocities at two other Taylor numbers. The again apparent but in the opposite direction to that for the
tangential velocity component exhibited a periodic Xanthan gum suggesting that this effect is associated with
structure of the same wavelength as that observed for the the differences in the rheological characteristics of the two
axial component with the extrema corresponding to zero fluids.
axial velocity. Higher values of the maximum axial
velocity and velocity gradient are observed closer to the I. INTRODUCTION
centrebody than at the outer wall whilst the radial location
of zero axial velocity in the vortex interior (i.e. the eye of The cellular motion that develops in the fluid
the vortex) moves towards the outer wall with increasing contained between two concentric cylinders when the
Taylor number. rotation speed exceeds a critical value. strongly dependent

The first non-Newtonian fluid, an aqueous solution of upon the radius ratio, was discovered and analysed
Xanthan gum, which is strongly shear thinning and theoretically and experimentally by Taylor in 1923. The
slightly elastic, exhibited a slight deviation from the review of Stuart (1986) lists nearly a hundred subsequent
theoretical tan'gential velocity profile for a power-law fluid papers concerned in one way and another with Taylor-
in plane Couette flow attributed to the sensitivity of the vortex flows whilst Koschmieder (1993) puts the total at
profile to the power-law index, n. The transition to Taylor about three hundred. Although some quite remarkable
flow determined by the increase from zero in the axial experiments have been reported, starting with those of
velocity component is much more gradual and less well Taylor himself and including the definitive work of
defined than for the glucose solution. The detailed Donnelly (1958) and Coles (1965), almost all have been
mapping of a vortex pair conducted at a single Taylor limited to either torque measurements or visualisation of'
number revealed a similar structure to that observed for flow structures through the outer cylinder wall %%ith
the Newtonian fluid although the asymmetry in the considerable emphasis on transitions between flow states
maximum axial velocities is more marked than for the rather than the internal details of a particular flow state.
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Hot-film, laser Doppler anemometer and electrochemical 2. E X P E R I M E N T A L R I G A N D
current measurements of power spectra have also been INSTRUMENTATION
employed to detect departures from the axisymmetric
structure of the primary Taylor state to increasingly The annular test section comprises six precision-bore
complex wavy vortices as the Taylor number is increased. borosilicate glass tubes (ID 100.4 ± 0.1mm) with a
In view of the interest in Taylor vortex flow which has 50.8mm diameter thin-wall stainless steel inner tube giving
continued for more than 70 years. it seems remarkable that a radius ratio of 0.506. The outer glass tubes are
no measurements of the internal structure of Taylor assembled into modules with matching male/female
vortices have been reported hitherto. stainless steel flanges at alternate ends. There are five

So far as non-Newtonian fluids are concerned, the modules each of 1.027m length and one of 0.64m, which
Taylor-vortex literature is very limited. Recent theoretical gives an overall length of 5.775m and a length-to-
work includes the finite-element study of the stability of hydraulic diameter ratio of 116. The centrebody rotation
inelastic non-Newtonian fluids in Couette flow by Lockett speed may be infinitely varied up to a maximum of
et al (1992) based upon the far more extensive numerical 126rpm.
work of Lockett (1992) which also includes the influence Mean flow velocities were determined using a Dantec
of an imposed axial flow and eccentricity. The latter Fibreflow laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) system
topics are also being investigated experimentally in the comprising of a 60X 10 probe and 55X 12 beam expander
wider research programme of which this study of Taylor in conjunction with a Dantec BSA 57N 10 Burst Spectrum
vortices is a part. Previous experimental work on non- Analyzer signal processor and Hewlett Packard 286/12
Newtonian liquids has been concerned either with microcomputer. The length of the principal axis of the
detecting the critical rotation speed for the onset of Taylor LDA measurement volume is estimated as 0.193 mm in
motion or using the critical speed to determine rheological water. Vortex mappings in the axial direction were made
properties. by traversing the probe head along the axis of the annulus

As was Lockett's (1992) work, the present study was at discrete radii within the annulus gap. Tangential vortex
motivated by the need for a more complete understanding mappings were achieved by rotating the probe head
of the flow of drilling fluids in the annulus created through 900 and again traversing along the annulus axis at
between drillpipe and wellbore during oil- and gas-well discrete radii. The traversing system was controlled by a
drilling operations. The selection of the two non- microcomputer (IBM XT PS2 model 30) and had a spatial
Newtonian fluids used for the work described here was resolution of 0.015mm. A flat-faced optical box containing
strongly influenced by the viscometric characteristics of a castor oil (R. = 1.478) was positioned over the pipe at the
typical drilling fluid: shear thinning, thixotropic. measurement location to minimise refraction of the beams.
viscoelastic and formulated to gel below a critical shear . Rheological measurements were made on a CarriMed
(yield) stress. To permit the use of laser Doppler controlled-stress rheometer (CSL 100) using a combination
anemometry for the detailed flow measurements, it was of cone-and-plate and parallel-plate geometries and
essential that the fluids were also optically transparent. Of employing CarriMed's flow equilibrium software for the
the two fluids selected, one, Xanthan gum, is shear Laponite/CMC blend. Fluid refractive indices were
thinning and elastic whilst the other, a Laponite/CMC determined using an ABBE 60/ED high accuracy
blend, is shear thinning with a low yield stress and refractometer.
thixotropic. A second aspect of the present work which
was influenced by the relevance to drilling situations is the 3. TEST FLUIDS: PREPARATION AND
geometry of the apparatus. The radius ratio is 0.506 and RHEOLOGY
the aspect ratio (i.e. annulus length/gap width) is 233:1,
which is considerably higher than any previous wide-gap The first (purely polymeric) non-Newtonian fluid was
Taylor-vortex apparatus. Such a high aspect ratio was an aqueous solution of Xanthan gum and the second a
essential since the main aim of the research programme Laponite/CMC blend. For comparison purposes, a series
was the investigation of fully developed flow through the of experiments was also carried out for a representative
annulus, i.e. a combination of the flow produced by an Newtonian fluid, a mixture of glucose syrup and water.
imposed axial pressure gradient and centrebody rotation. A working quantity of each fluid was prepared by

Measurements are provided which reveal the influence filtering tap water prior to the addition of the glucose or
of fluid rheology on the tangential velocity distribution for polymer and, for the blend, the Laponite powder. To retard
Couette flow and on the tangential and axial velocity bacteriological degradation. a small quantity (80-200 ppm)
distributions within Taylor vortices. Variations in the of formaldehyde was added. Seeding particles (Timiron
internal vortex structure with increasing Taylor number are MP-1005, mean diameter -20 pIm) at a concentration of'
investigated by determining the changes in the radial I ppm were added to improve the LDA signal/noise ratio
distributions of the maximum and minimum axial and the data rate.
velocities within a Taylor cell. Viscometric measurements were made at temperatures

bracketing those observed in the experimental rig and
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viscosity .alues used in data reduction arrived at by linear stress (from 0 Pa to 15 Pa) with a resulting breakdown of
interpolation. Measurements were made immediately structure. The lower curve corresponds to the buildup of
before and after each flow run to check whether structure when the shear stress is suddenly decreased (from
degradation of the polymer solutions had taken place, and 35 Pa to 15 Pa). The timescales for both buildup and
the fluids discarded if this was the case. breakdown are seen to be about 3.000 s. so that the time

The Newtonian fluid used was a 2:1 w/w glucose to establish an equilibrium flow for this fluid is very long.
syrup (Cerestar) and water mixture with an initial viscosity 4.97

p = 0.065 Pa.s at 20"C. Due to water evaporation, the Wau?
viscosity gradually increased to a value of 0.08 Pa.s with
no measurable change in either density or refractive index,
which were 1,265 kg/m3 and 1.436, respectively.

The purely polymeric non-Newtonian fluid was a 0.0"

0.15% aqueous solution of Xanthan gum, for which the 4.65
viscosity data (Figure 1) are well represented by the Sisko .00
model: _

P= Pf(Xs')' -÷ 0.04

0.635
with )s = 11.0 s, n =0.437, p. = 0.001 Pa.s and prf = I m e(s)

Pa.s. For shear rates between about I and 1000 s", ,.03
Xanthan gum at the concentration used here essentially 4000

behaves as a power-law fluid. n 2. , vs a mforL~n,--tK24C

0 tOO 200 M 00 4-1 me 41
1-- --. 1 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

O pa(r) • tt ow to

-9 4.1 Newtonian Fluid

I For the glucose solution, monitoring the development
6 of an axial velocity component at a fixed radial location
s close to the centrebody (ý = 0.8) as the centrebody
4 rotation rate was progressively increased proved to be a
3 very sensitive and repeatable indicator for the onset of
2 Taylor flow: the results of two separate runs for this fluid
I are shown in Figure 3. For a radius ratio of 0.506, a
. critical Taylor number of 4,500 would be consistent with

Ot t to mt, Sm the experiments of Donnelly (1958). The lower value of
Frlpta L Vh~mmlu, secamereNIu d imba.- pm -- Lqacc.

3,700 found here is thought to be a consequence of the
departures from straightness of slight centrebody geometr%.The Laponite/CMC blend solution was nominally a

blend of aqueous solutions of 0.5% Laponite and 0.07% 014
CMC which produces a thixotropic, shear-thinning fluid SARff a
with a low yield stress (Figure 1). Due to the known
difficulties of characterizing thixotropic fluids (Alderman -.... .. , .- ...
et al, 1988), for this fluid the CarriMed flow-equilibrium / * Newteis laRn A
procedure was adopted whereby a shear stress is selected 0.0- - - Nwlemiam a.. a- .

X Undiesc gom
and maintained and the shear rate monitored until steady- V I
state conditions are achieved. In this manner, excellent SM - - .................
reproducibility of viscometric data was obtained. The data am - - .................
are well modelled over the shear-rate range considered by
the Casson equation: - -.0.....................

- XXX T
* .... • ••X x Ta

T Ty + T% (4 ) 0 sO00 tOOD tSOOO
Fgprt 3. Axail w'ady vf Tayhr" monbe.

with Ty = 0.99 Pa, -c = 7.55 x 10 "3 s and Tr. = I Pa.

The thixotropic behaviour of a typical Laponite/CMC
blend is illustrated in Figure 2 which shows two curves of
viscosity versus time. The upper curve represents the
response of the fluid to a sudden increase in imposed shear
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Once the transition point had been identified, a minor perturbation of the underlying Couette flow.
tangential velocity profiles were measured at sub-critical Re

Taylor numbers of 427 and 2,910 and, as seen from4b
Figure 4 found to be in excellent agreement with the Ra
Newtonian Couette flow profile. 0.11 * +U

0.7 .... -+., --------.......

-Tma.ka wti.pre . •, - _ .+..._+. - ,. *h A + a

- X ,a-,-•u ..Ta "O ak - - -?aa- - -,- - e 0 0

0 New-L• -n T o"*- 0,5 • 0,Xetniea'"1 •, Pe + + R 0

0A -r o. =P - --- -- -- 0. -,tl O X X
-. - - - -0.l- - -sI - - E -

O
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0 602 0 06 1 1-a

Liifqiim 4. TelpoW wleyprellin fr Nwalesnokidand Xo.., S-amJ - -t Re

A detailed mapping of the axial and tangential velocity + ++--+ + ++
components over an adjacent pair of counter-rotating M EN- +++ + "* +
vortices was carried out for a supercritical Taylor number " 1 a M we
of 15,400 which is well below the second critical Taylor ' M '

number at which the axisymmetric Taylor vortex flow •o 0, 0 91-

becomes unstable: for a radius ratio of 0.5, Synder and 0

Lambert (1966) put the second critical value at at least an O.4 Vz.-

order of magnitude higher than the first. Flow was •.2 a _ _,__ _,,,_.

established by pre-setting the rotation speed to the required T • ' T 6
609. OO , 00 p 0.

value and then switching the system on to produce a o p 1liIi ,ir

sudden start (full rotation speed reached in a few seconds). QO3 " 0, -u- 'W 0o-nu
The mapping was then performed as a succession of ....

-IS -I . 0 Us I Us
traverses along the axis of the geometry at fixed radial Fipra 5. Vely eeema wilia Taylo venk*e far Owen maIo& a
locations. The vortices were found to be stable over the Ta- mlb.r of 5460a) •axal (b) Iaomal. Tb -ImmMk dhpm ubei

timescale of the experiment and to exhibit no drift along li emr ugh. radalhdazla , eau• hla.w

the axis of the geometry. The data are presented in Figure The overall structure of the motion within a Taylor
S with a schematic diagram indicating the sense of axial- cell is clearly revealed by the streamlines (Figure 6),

radial circulation within the vortices. The tangential computed from the measurements shown in Figure 5(a).
velocity component (Figure Sb) exhibits an axial The axial asymmetry with the eye of the vortex closest to
periodicity of the same frequency as the axial component the radial outflow boundary, would seem to be consistent
(Figure So) but lags the axial component by 900 (i.e. the with the asymmetry in the tangential velocity commented
maximum and minimum tangential velocities correspond on above.
to zero axial velocity). From Figure 5b it is seen that the I
tangential velocity at any radial location is highest at the
boundary between adjacent Taylor cells where there is
radial outflow and lowest on the inflow boundary. This
observation is consistent with considerations of angular-
momentum transport with reference to the base Couette as
flow. In contrast with a potential vortex, fluid transported
radially outward carries an excess of angular momentum
leading to a velocity overshoot, whilst the reverse is true
for fluid transported radially inward. It may also be
remarked that at any radial location the departure of the -4 •s
tangential velocity from the theoretical Couette-flow Figm 4. •l•rmIm laue. wkillbb Taylor vert*e for ilacen "Julies
variation exceeds the axial velocity at that location: it is of a Taylor member of ISM4 (111° MrsaI Iumelbu V varie1 iron aes

clearly inappropriate to regard the Taylor vortex motion as a r so a s ainowofI Ir O 'erk or).
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The maximum axial velocity compoacts at Taylor stabilization times predicted by Snyder for a geometry of

numbers of 4,460. 15.400 and 25,100. presented in Figure this length and fluid viscosity it was initially thought that

7. confirm that both velocities and velocty gradients are the drift might be due to inadequate settling times. Other

higher in the vicinity of the centrebody than at the outer possible causes were thought to be imperfections in the

wall of the annulus, and that with increasing Taylor flow geometry or the rheological characteristics of the

number the position of zero velocity (the eye of the fluid, particularly its elasticity. However, as will be seen

vortex) moves towards the outer wall. in the next section, vortex drift was also observed for

Laponite/CMC, but in the opposite direction suggesting

4.2 XANTHAN GUM that fluid rheology rather than geometry or settling time

was the underlying cause. As for the Newtonian case. the

Since Xanthan gum may be comsidered to be tangential velocity component (Figure 8b) exhibits a

essentially a power-law fluid, the Taylor number was periodicity of the same frequency as the axial velocity

defined as suggested by Sinevic et al (1986) with the component (Figure 8a) but lags the axial component by

effective viscosity determined from the theoretical shear 900 (i.e. the maximum and minimum tangential velocities

rate prevailing at the rotating surface for Couette flow of correspond to zero axial velocity).

a power-law fluid, i.e. *c = (2(o/n) [I - Oer" with values RI
of n in the range 0.44 to 0.47. L u_

The critical Taylor number was agai, determined by Re
monitoring the development of an axial velocity AGURI s o

component at a fixed radius with chnging centrebody -- -- ............
rotation rates. The data shown in Figure 3 reveal that the

onset of Taylor flow is much more gradual than was the A .- O- ...........
case for glucose. This is at variance with the conclusion 011"O'*
of Green and Jones (1982) who found dot the increase in 0.3 " line -. .." " no
torque which accompanies the onset of Taylor flow was 0 X X ,

just as abrupt for Xanthan gum and polyacrylamide as for 0.2 ---- ,----- ------------
a Newtonian fluid. From the present work it may be OOX , o*X

concluded that the critical Taylor number for 0.15% 8.1 , '9 - - -- . - - -- - -

Xanthan gum is about 10,000.
The two tangential-velocity profiles measured in plane

Couette flow (Figure 4) correspond to sub-critical Taylor I IS 2 2J

numbers of 1,360 and 9,800. Agreement with the

theoretical profile appropriate for a power-law fluid of Re

index 0.44, is very good, although the data fall slightly a

closer to the curve for an index of n = 0.5. R-

- I*7 + ~ +

a . ... ,. .- - - --- ~r - -= - - ' l ,

0.X.

000

-.2 -. -1 4.5 0 0.o 1 1. 2 23

S, , ,... ........... ra Ver l 8.ol mpoak e wkub Taylor vwtk., for Xmameha Snms a
p 02 0.4 u t Taylor Im&.r of 4M00 (a) auoll (b) sa.udaL

4rp. 7. n d odem.-adw-ul•-ll-, y Una Tqhrwvmm Streamline patterns. (Figure 9) determined from the
"r Nul• .,e .,,,,•I,,,•X m,, axial velocity measurements again reveal the overall

Mappings of the Taylor vortex structure in the axial structure of the interior motion. The essential difference

and tangential planes were conducted at a supercritical compared with the observations for glucose is the radial
Taylor number of 46.000 after a stabilization time of about shift of the vortex eye towards the centrebody, i.e. in the

240 minutes. It became apparent during the mapping that direction of higher shear stress and lower viscosity. The

the vortices were drifting at approximately 3-4 nm/s along maximum axial velocity components, also measured at two
the axis of the geometry opposite to the direction of the additional Taylor numbers (Figure 7), confirm the

centrebody rotation vector. Due to the exceptionally long increased radial asymmetr% compared with the Newtonian
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fluid with significantly higher velocities and velocity consequence of the differences in fluid rheology, since all
gradients in the near centrebody region. other influences were the same for the two fluids. The

streamline patterns (Figure 12) are remarkably similar to
those for Xanthan gum suggesting that the global structure
of the Taylor vortices is determined by the shear-thinning
characteristics of these two fluids and not significantly
influenced by either elasticity or thixotropy.

45v•oRi ,

-1ur 0 S 4eanb . .$!l, , , &.
at £ Taldkr member . 4450."•

0 .5 . +: 'I- . . ... .
4..0 LAPON+TE/CMC m mm

0 cm '0---------------

times asoiae
Given the long equilibrium times associated with the o. - , .

thixotropic character of the Laponite/CMC blend, it was *is _ 0411090
not practical to investigate the precise onset of Taylor flow 0.1 . . .9. . .

by progressively increasing the rotation speed. Three .
profiles were measured in plane Couette flow together -2 -1.s -1 .-0.5 0 as 3 1.3 2

with one detailed vortex mapping at the highest possible - a ItI
centrebody rotation rate. As for Xanthan gum, the Taylor (a) _

number has been defined by evaluating the apparent Re t JR.

viscosity at the centrebody surface at a shear rate *c A

corresponding to Couene flow. The three velocity profiles 0.3 .... +....

in Figure 10 are well represented by the theoretical results +- - - +
for a yield-stress fluid with flow restricted to the inner GIs 0" ON A- -_ +

region of the annulus. stationary fluid in the outer annular .Z 0 .+ m a +

region and the yield surface located progressively closer to * ' I a
the outer wall as the centrebody rotation rate increases. Us* e ,.,,4,^^.-v 0.00, 00i >O<Xx, ' . ', ,,ky2.8 _,,_,_,0,___,_",' _____X_,_o o ________X

WORI 000 7 • -0v

* af(R.-ROs' - - - -- -

7 0 -2 -Ls -1 .0 0 0.5 1 IB 2
* ' • Flomr 11. Vdaew romponamb •'Ma Taylor vWotk. fr- LapoaMCMC as a

wi Taylor Iemier o4 40 (a) asial M samdmolt

0 0.2 04 0.4 &8 I 5 0
Fiearo M Taxpalal veleity praMr.o fer &II5%.Llpo**I#JCMC.

Taylor m Irof 0 2260 a 1" * lis

The vortex mapping conducted at a Taylor number of
54,000 (Figure II) shows similar trends to those seen uat-Ru

previously for the Newvtonian fluid and Xanthan Gum. o 0. i- i i

with no region of gelled fluid in evidence. Again the Figure IL Saramib* poltos within Taylor ortiess for Lapo.Ite/CMC

vortices were found to exhibit a slow drift (3-4 pmls) at a Taylor nmber of 54r60
along the axis of the geometry but now in the direction of
the centrebody rotation vector. This contrast with the
behaviour for Xanthan Gum suggests the drift is a
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5. CONCLUSIONS Lockyear and Dr D Ryan. BP Research. Ms B Kampman.

Shell Research BV and Dr W J Worraker. AEA

For plane Couette flow of a Newtonian fluid, the Technology, were of considerable benefit to the research.
measured azimuthal (tangential) velocity component is in
excellent agreement with theoretical prediction and the NOMENCLATURE

transition from plane Couette flow to a flow exhibiting
Taylor vortices is clearly identified by an abrupt increase n power-law exponent for iluid viscosity

from zero in the axial velocity. Detailed velocity mapping r radial distance from pipe centreline (m)

of a vortex pair showed the tangential velocity to exhibit R, outer radius of centrebody (m)
a periodic structure of the same frequency as the axial R, refractive index

component but out of phase by 900. Higher values of the R. inner radius of outer tube (m)

maximum axial velocity and velocity gradient are observed Ry radial location of yield surface (m)

closer to the centrebody than the outer wall with the eye Ta Taylor number
of the vortex moving towards the outer wall with Ta, critical Taylor number
increasing Taylor number. Streamline patterns determined u axial component of velocity (m/s)

from the measured axial velocities show that there is an u=, maximum axial velocity (m/s)
appreciable axial asymmetry in the vortex structure, with v tangential component of velocity (m/s)
the eye of the vortex closest to the radial outflow z axial distance along annulus (in)
boundary where the tangential velocity was found to lie y shear rate (s")
above the Couette-flow profile in contrast to the inflow Yc shear rate at centrebody (s")
boundary where it was lower. K radius ratio Ri/R 0

Measurements for 0.15% Xanthan gum were again in )-c constant in Casson model (s)

close agreement with the theoretical tangential velocity )-s constant in Sisko model (s)

profile for a power-law fluid in plane Couette flow p dynamic viscosity (Pa.s)
although there was evidence of sensitivity to the power- Pref reference viscosity (I Pa.s)
law index, n. The transition to Taylor flow was marked by pX infinite shear-rate viscosity (Pa.s)

a more gradual increase from zero in the value of the axial E non-dimensional radial location (R. - r)/(Ro - R,)
velocity component. A slow drift of the vortices along the r shear stress (Pa)

axis of the annulus was attributed to the elastic character Tref reference shear stress (I Pa)

of the fluid. The tangential and axial velocity components TY fluid yield stress (Pa)
exhibited similar periodicity to that observed for the W non-dimensional stream function
Newtonian fluid. The radial asymmetry in the vortex o0 angular velocity of centrebody (rad/s)
structure was more marked than for glucose with the eye
of the vortex closer to the centrebody. 7. REFERENCES
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Leibovich (1977), Escudicr and Keller (1983). and Bornstein
ABSTRACT and Escudier (1984). Escudicr and his co-workers have also

used another apparatus (Escudier el al. 1980 and Escudier et
LDV measurements of the three-dimensional velocity al. 1982). the slit-tube arrangement, exhibiting the
flowfield in the confined swirling flow generated by a advantage of a resulting vortex core which was relatively
rotating cone are presented. The reported measurements thin. although the swirling flow has been found to be
covered two particular regimes exhibiting bubble-type of slightly asymmetrical. A third experimental device which
vortex breakdown. The corresponding Reynolds numbers has been employed in many investigations was the
were Re = 2200 and 2570. with values of the confinement cylindrical container, where the fluid motion is produced by
parameter HIR = 2 and 3. respectively. The former regime a rotating endwall (see, e.g., Escudier, 1984 and Spohn el al,
displayed single breakdown, while the latter regime was 1993). Mainly due to the fact that for this configuration the
characterized by double breakdown. The present boundary conditions are precisely specified, successful
measurements and flow visualization have corroborated the numerical simulations have been recently also performed for
axisymmetry of the flowfield associated to bubble-type of this geometry. These were reported in a series of papers by
vortex breakdown already observed in different flow Lopez (1990). Brown and Lopez (1990). and Lopez and
geometries. Perry (1992). Despite the fact that the flow visualization

studies have probably played the dominant role in this line
of research, detailed and very reliable measurements of

1. INT•ODUCTION bubble-type breakdown have also been carried out (Faler and
Leibovitch, 1978 and Bomstein and Escudier, 1984) using a

The words "vortex breakdown" (VB) are nowadays non-intrusive technique, laser-Doppler velocimetry (LDV).
assentingly used to describe an abrupt change in the It is undeniable that the complete and accurate mapping of
structure of the core of a swirling flow. When a certain the internal structure of VB flows represents an invaluable
critical state, determined by the Reynolds number and the contribution towards the understanding of the underlying
geometry of the swirl generator, is reached, the flow in the mechanisms.
axis undergoes a drastic deceleration, leading to the From the practical viewpoint, the relevance of the
occurrence of a stagnation point with the concomitant aforementioned studies cannot be neglected. as VB occurs
enlargement of the core, often associated to regions of not only in unconfined flows, as in the above cited case of
recirculating flow. The phenomenon may, however, present delta wings, but particularly in numerous confined swirling
distinctive features, depending upon the case, as it has been flows, such as those inside furnaces and combustion
reported to occur in a panoply of circumstances. chambers, in draft tubes of water turbines and in the outlet

The major general classification of the different forms of casing of axial turbomachinery. While in the mentioned
VB divides them into two categories: the "bubble-type'" and cases where combustion is present the occurrence of VB may
the "spiral-type", the former usually displaying a high be beneficial, as the zones of turbulent recirculating flow are
degree of axisymmetry and the latter being intrinsically suitable for flame stabilization, in the remainder cases it has
non-axisymmetric. Nevertheless. since the first recognized pernicious consequences as it results in undesirable pressure
observation of VB. by Peckham and Atkinson (1957). in the loss and structural vibrations.
tip vortices of a delta-winged aircraft, the problem has The above referred variety of cases and associated
received the attention of many other researchers, giving rise geometries suggested the idea of investigating the behavior
to the discovery of a number of sub-categories. The of VB structures generated inside a slightly more
complexity of VB flows and its sensitivity to external complicated geometry. In the present paper an experimental
disturbances advised the implementation of experimental study of confined swirling flow generated by a rotating cone
apparatus where the phenomenon might be accurately is described. The main objective of the reported
investigated under controlled conditions. The tube flow with investigations is to apply LDV techniques to accurately
swirl generated by an upstream guidevane arrangement was characterize the core structure of the flow. with special
widely used. first by Harvey (1962) and later by several emphasis put on the occurrence of VB and its consequences
others. e.g., Sarpkaya (1971). Faler (1976). Faler and in the surrounding flowfield.
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Herein. detailed measurements of the three-dimensional carried out. In ordCr to ensure stable operating condition,
velocity field associated to bubble-type VB arc (constant viscosity and refractive index) it was necessary to
complemented with flow visualization. The next section immersc the cylindrical container in a thermostatically
describes the experimental arrangement. presents details of controlled bath of the same working fluid, with temperature
the flow configuration, of the laser-Doppler velocimeter and adjusted up to ± 0.1 °C, using a GRANT TD immersion
flow visualization. In Section 3, the results of the present thermostat and water cooling. The viscosity values have
work are shown and discussed. The last section summarizes been obtained employing a digital viscometer
the main findings of this study. BROOKFIELD model DV-1l. Due to the pureness of the

working fluid, it was further necessary to add polystyrene
spherical particles (d = I gLm) to the oil, so that a reasonable

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT signal-to-noise ratio could be obtained.
After flow visualization two regimes were selected to be

2.1 Flow Configuration studied in detail. covering the aspect ratios HIR = 2 and 3.
The Reynolds numbers characterizing these cases wereThe essential features of the experimental setup are Re = 192/~v = 2200 and 257/0. respectively.

schematically shown in Fig.l. The swirling flow is

generated inside a DURAN glass cylinder with an inner
radius R - 50 mm and the length II may be adjusted, up to
HIR = 4. using the screw fixed to the top wall. The rotating
cone. (HIR),., = 1. is driven by an electronically controlled The measurements were obtained using a two-component

motor which velocity is adjustable in a continuous range up LDV system. A 3W (nominal) Atr-ion laser was employed as
laser source for the velocimeter, which was operated in the

to 1500 rpm (Q = 157 rad/s). The working fluid employed dual-beam (two green and two blue) backward-scatter mode
for the LDV measurements was "baby oil", a colorless oil and included acousto-optic modulator to provide sensitivity
mixture, aiming to avoid the loss of applicability of LDV to the flow direction. A shift frequency of 200 kHz was used.
due by changes of position of the measuring volume which The principal characteristics of the velocimeter are
occur when the light passes through solids and fluids of summarized in Table I.
different refractive index. By refractive index matching, this
fluid allowed to eliminate the problem of distortion of the Table I Principal characteristics of the
optical paths through the curved surfaces in the liquid flow. laser-Dopplcr velocimeter
so that reliable measurements close to the walls could be

TEMPERATURE 3W (nominal) Ar-ion laser - wavelengths:
CONTROL green: 514.5 nmI blue: 488.0 nm

Virtual beam waist diameter. @ I/eZ points: 1.4 nmm
No "Focal length of focusing lens: 350 mm

DYE Half-angle of beam intersection:
FLUID meaisured (in air): 4.0860
LEVEL calculated (in working fluid): 2.7740

Fringe separation in working fluid:
green: 5.315 gm

blue: 5.042 gim
Number of fringes within the control volume: 31
Calculated dimensions of measuring volume. @ 1We2
points, in working fluid:

major axis of the ellipsoid:
green: 3.384 mm
blue: 3.210 mm

minor axis of the ellipsoid:
green: 0.164 mm
blue: 0.155 mm

Velocimeter transfer constants:
green: 5.315 (ms-1)/MHz
blue: 5.042 (ms-l)/MHz

The backward-scatter light (green and blue) was collected
through the transmitting and receiving lenses and focused
into the multimode receiving fiber. The received light from
the multimode fiber was collimated with the double-input
coupler. The collimated received light was directed into a

FLUID IN P FLUID TO color separator to separate the light of the two velocity
CONTAINER components. Then, the photomultiplier output signals were

monitored in a two-channel oscilloscope, filtered and

Fig. I Geometrical flow configuration processed using a double counter (TS! 1990C) interface with
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F O a a n s prcesingd

-s i9W I Test, Secio

a digital computer. as shown in Fig. 2. The velocity valucs rotating boundary laycr on the cone surface which caused a
ware evaluatd by ensemble averaging, calculated from 5000 centrifugal pump effect, sending the fluid radially outwards
samples, using the TS1 FIND Software. This software was in spiral trajcctories. Duc to the presence of the cylinder
also used to control an ISEL three-dimensional traversing walls, the fluid was then forced to spiral up them, giving rise
system, where the fiberoptic probe containing the to the establishment of a sidewall boundary layer. Except for
transmitting and receiving optics was mounted. The test the losscs caused by viscous dissipation, the fluid conserved
section was held stationary. In order to map the three- its angular momentum, until reaching the top stationary
dimensional velocity flowfield, two traversings through wall. Then, another boundary layer is formed, decelerating
centerplanes of the test section were carried out for stations the fluid in the vicinity of the wall. As the radial pressure
along the axial direction. In the first traversing, the axial forces had to be compensated by the centrifugal forces, the
and radial components (u and v) were measured, while during fluid trajectory radius was reduced, directing the flow towards
the second traversing, performed in a direction normal to the the axis. Then, by continuity, the spinning cone further
previous one, data to compute the swirl component (w) was sucked the fluid from the axis of the top wall, again in a
acquired, spiral motion downwards to the tip of the cone. These

The velocity measurements may be affected by non- features were observed during the flow visualization that was
turbualent Doppler broadening errors, due to gradients of carried out prior to the detailed measurements. It guided the
mean velocity across die measuring volume (see, e.g., Durst selection of the regimes to study and also the choice of the
a aL, 1981). The maximum error in the mean velocity value measurement locations.
was estimated to be normally at least four orders of Figures 3a and 3b show the flow patterns inside the
magnitude smaller than the maximum velocity in the flow, cylinder, for/I/R = 2. Re = 2200 (case 1). and for h/R = 3.
On the other haned, random errors associated to the statistical Re = 2570 (case 2). respectively. The photographs reveal
evaluation of the mean velocity values werc found to be fully developed recirculation bubbles in the core flow,
below 3%, according to the analysis referred by Yenta and indicating single breakdown for case I and double
Smith (1978) for a 95% confidence level, breakdown for case 2. It was possible to observe that, close

to Re = 1350, in case I (single breakdown), and Re = 2240
2.3 Flow Visualization in case 2 (double breakdown, simultaneous). spiral structures

were formed. With a small increase in 12. these structures
The fluid motion inside the cylinder was made visible by were radially stretched, giving place to the aforementioned

lightt reflecting the seeding particles in the oil. A lateral recirculation bubbles, as a central stagnation point
laser light illuminated the cylinder centerplane and appeared.
photographsu were taken at right angle to dic sheet of light. Figurcs 4a and 4b display the velocity vectors formed by
Still photographs were obtained with 3200 ASA film, using the measured axial and radial velocity components.
exposure tunes of 1/15 to 1/2 seconds. corresponding to case I and case 2. respectively. As in the

flow visualization study, case I was characterized by the
presence of a significantly stretched (radially) single

3. RESULTS bubble, while case 2 exhibited a regular bubble near •he top

wall and a second more elongated (longitudinally) one closer
The angular speed 12J of the cone was gradually increased, to the cone. Throughout the bubbles interior it can be seen

starting from rest. This originated the development of a that the fluid velocities are very low, which implies that
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these are regions of practically uniform pressure. The
measurements further confirmed thc axisynlmetry of thc a
present flow cases.
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b) 0H/R=3
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Fig. 5 Pcofiles of w-velocity component

a) Studied regime for IIR = 2; b) Studied regime for i1/R = 3

The evolution of the swirl component along a a Two-Stage Transition. AGARD CP-342. Paper 25.
centerplane is portrayed in Figs. 5a and 5b. The most
remarkable features are the high gradients in the cone region Escudier. M.P.. Bornstein. J. & Maxworthy. T. 1982. The
and. moving upwards into vortex breakdown locations. the Dynamics of Confined Vortices. Proc. R. Soc. Lond.. Ser. A.
development of double-zoned velocity profiles. It is no. 382, pp. 335-360.
discernible that the presence of a recirculation bubble yields
a region of low swirl velocity, while an outer region with Escudicr, M.P., Bornstein, 1. & Zehnder, N. 1980,
higher swirl can also be identified in these profiles. Both Observations and LDA Measurements of Confined Turbulent
regions display almost constant values of swirl velocity. Vortex Flow, LJ.Eluid Mech., vol. 98. no. 1. pp. 49-63.
The magnitude of this effect was observed to be correlated
with the strength of the recirculation bubble. Faler. I.H. 1976. Some Experiments in. Swirling Flows-

Detailed Velocity Measurements of a Vortex Breakdown

4. CONCLUSIONS using a Laser Doppler Anemometer. NASA CR-135115.

Faler. J.H. & Leibovich. S. 1977. Disrupted States of Vortex
Flow visualization and detailed LDV measurements of the Flow and Vortex Breakdown. Phys. Fluids, vol. 20, no. 9.

three velocity components in the confined swirling flow pp. 1385-1400.
generated by a rotating cone have been presented for two
distinct flow conditions. These were characterized by the Faley, J.H. & L, eibovich, S. 1978, An Experimental Map of
presence of bubble-type vortex breakdown. For I1/R = 2 and the Internal Structure of a Vortex Breakdown. J. Fluid Mech.
Re = 2200. single breakdown was observed, while for vol. 86. no. 2, pp. 313-335.
HIR = 3 and Re = 2570 the flow displayed double breakdown.
Both the flow visualization and the measurements have Harvey,. J.K. 1962. Some Observations of the Vortex
shown that the flowfield was axisymmetric. Breakdown Phenomenon, J. Fluid Mech.. vol. 14. no. 4, pp.

The features exhibited by the present flow problem were 585-592.
similar to those reported for the rotating endwall (disk)
problem. However, the investigated geometry have shown Lopez, J.M. 1990. Axisymmetric Vortex Breakdown. Part 1.
different stability characteristics. Confined Swirling Flow, J. Fluid Mech.. vol. 221,

pp. 533-552.
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LDV-MEASUREMM 1 ON THE LAMAR-TU UL TMANSITION IN SPHERICAL COUETrE FLOW

Christoph Egbers, Wolfgang Beyer, Alexander Meijering and HansJ. Rath

Center of Applied Space Technology and Microgravity (ZARM)
University of Bremen, 28359 Bremen, F.R.G.

ABSTRACT In this study some new aspects of the dynamic
behaviour in the spherical Couette flow during the

The laminar-turbulent transition of a viscous incom- transition to turbulence for a wide range of Reynolds
pressible fluid flow in the gap between two concentric numbers and for the case of wide gap widths are pre-
spheres, where only the inner sphere rotates (spherical sented. The instabilities arising are in contrast to
Couette flow), was investigated by laser-Doppler- Taylor-instabilities (Taylor 1923). They occur in the
velocimetry and slmultanously flow visualization form of non-axisymmetric secondary waves with spiral
measurements for the case of two relatively wide gap arms, which break the spatial symmetry-behaviour of
widths (0 = 0.33 and 0 a O.S). where Taylor vortices do the basic flow. With increasing the Reynolds number,
not exist. At the stability threshold, where the laminar the number of secondary waves with spiral arms de-
basic flow loses its stability, the first instability mani- creases, before the flow loses its stability to turbulence
fests Itself as a break of the spatial symmetry and non- (Egbers 1994). In earlier works, this transition was
axisymmetric secondary waves with spiral arms occur, thought to be a direct transition into turbulence without
They spread from the pole to the equator. With In- the existence of instabilities (e.g. Munson & Menguturk
creasing the Reynolds number above the critical one, 1975).
the number of secondary waves with spiral vortices
decreases. During the laminar-turbulent transition, Therefore, in this work we want to give some additional
these secondary waves are periodic In time, quasi-perio- quantitative estimates for the existance of a transition
dic and then they lose their stability to turbulence. region during the laminar-turbulent transition and for

the onset of turbulence.

I lI 0DUCToN

We consider the flow between two concentric spheres
as Illustrated In figure I with the inner sphere rotating r

and the outer one at rest. This flow can be characterized 0

by the following control parameters: The aspect-ratio
(.-R,)/RN and the Reynolds number Re = (R 2-w )/Vt

where R, and R2 are the inner and outer radii, w, is the
angular velocity of the inner sphere and v is the kine-
matic viscosity. /

Earlier experimental Investigations on spherical Couette___
flow were restricted to small and medium gap widths,
where Taylor vortices exist as reported by Sawatzki & - -Zierep (1970), Munson & Menguturk (197S), Wimmer
(1976), Yavorskaya et A1. (1980), Wimmer (1981), BUhler
(198S) and BUhler & Zlerep (1984, 1986).

Although spherical Couette flow is more relevant to
astrophysical and geophysical applications, in compari-
son with the Taylor-Couette flow system (e.g. Fenster- Meridian
macher et al. 1979, Andereck et al. 1986, Buzug et al.
1992, 1993, v. Stamm et A. 1993), the dynamic behaviour 0 J-
during the laminar-turbulent transition of the flow be-
tween two concentric spheres has been studied less
(e.g. Delyaev et al. 1984, Nakabayashi &Tsuchida 1988). Fig. 1: Principle sketch of the spherical Couette flow
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Experimental results connected with the problems of plane or not.The inner sphere is made out of aluminium
stability, bifurcation, non-axisymmetry. periodicity and having the five various radii R, shown in table 1. to va-
turbulence in the spherical Couette flow will be dis- riate the aspect ratio 0 In a range between 0.08 1 s •O.S.
cussed. These experiments can serve on one hand as a
quantitative Improvement of our previous experiments No. radius R, of inner spheres aspect raUo 5
(Egbers 1994) and on the other hand as a test for
future quantitative measurements connected with the (R2- IVI
characterization of period-doubling phenomena. 1 37.00 * 0.01 0.08

Nevertheless, the model of the concentric spherical 2 33.96 * 0.02 0.18
Couette flow is of basic Importance especially for the 3 32.03 * 0.02 0.2S
understanding of the chaotic behaviour as observed in
geophysical and astrophysical motions. 4 29.95 * 0.03 0.33

S 26.70 * 0.01 0.SO

2 M MENU rAL METHODS Table I- Dimensions of Inner spheres and variation of
aspect ratio (radius of the outer sphere:

2-1 ]hp"mdtal appaula R2 = 40.00_0.02 mm)

An experimental set-up for spherical Couette flow
was constructed, conslsUng of an inner sphere rotating
concentrically inside another rotating outer spherical
shell. A principle sketch of the experimental apparatus . ,.... ,

Is illustrated In figure 2:

north pole outer sphere
(e = 0") (piesisaoss)

equator
(9 =90"1 in' " ner sphere

outer sphere)

hFeh-piecotmn.ot r c
beroatos r mea .s e T on

1 2 56 79

pulbey esliv-ric

The out ner sphere)(2 =0.000 mitenIIcopsdooteaninespreoudbmnmzeto*.1m

Sc ,onite," orW control-unit I
tF

twotasparen acri p c he . Te uFig. 3: Schematic view of the experiment control

(principle of temperature control and
rotation rate measurement)

Fig. 2: Principle sketch of the experimental apparatus Generally. both spheres can be rotated independently
by means of two belt-drives. The eccentricity between

The outer sphere M2• z40.OO_1O.O2 mm) Is composed of outer and inner sphere could be minimized to MOOISmin
two transparent acrylic plastic hemispheres. The upper using high precision bearings and shafts. Two different
hemisphere has a spherical outer surface of about synchronous motor drives were adapted, which provide

O e G A 110 0 to investigate whether the occuring flow a uniform and stable rate of rotation up to n max = 850
patterns are symmetric with respect to the equatorial re,/min with fluctuations of less than I .S%. They variate
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the Reynolds numbers of the inner and outer sphere illumination technique is employed. In addition to the
respectively in a range from 0 to Re = 10S. The revo- slit illumination technique, a system with a fiber-optic
lutions were calibrated using an optical tracking is applied to visualize the front flow region with azi-
system (optical coupling). Most of our experiments muthal waves. Furthermore, for characterizing the
were carried out by Increasing the Reynolds number non-axisymmetric instabilities in wide gap widths, two
quasistationary from zero. However, because the occu- cameras were simultaneously used for the observation
ring flow structures depend also on initial conditions, of the polar and equatorial region. In practice, the
the acceleration rate for both spheres can be variated. angle of observation of the azimuthal and meridional
A schematic view of the experiment control is illustrated flows is of about 900 In this way, the cellular structure
in figure 3: of the occuring vortices in the meridional plane as well

as the azimuthal and polar behaviour of the arising
Experiments with the spherical Couette flow system flow pattern can be obtained. Photographs or print
were carried out in a laboratory condition, where the sequences from video-records (videoprints) were taken.
temperature could be kept uniformly up to * 0.3 CC.
Since the viscosity of the silicone oils. which were used
as working fluids, vary by approximately 2" / o C, the 2.3 Lar-Doppler-yelocimeter mesurilng system
temperature must be precisely controlled and measured
in order to have a well-defined Reynolds number. A For the application of laser-Doppler-velocimetry (LDV)
temperature accuracy of * 0.1S 0 C was achieved for on the spherical Couette flow experiment, a special
all six temperature sensors (PT 1000) used In our traversing system has been constructed to mount the
experiment: For measuring the fluid temperature, three optic probe on the spherical Couette flow experiment
temperature sensors are installed just below the outer as depicted in figure 4 (a), while the laser and the
surface of the inner sphere at latitudes e It = 10 o , transmitter are mounted apart from the experiment
e 12 O 80 o and = 13 = 160 0. These temperature data on a mounting bench. The traversing system consists
were transferred from the rotating sphere to the of a high-precision bow with a traversing sledge and
stationary part by a slip-ring system. For investigations a traversing table. The traversing sledge is capable
with only the inner sphere rotating three other tempera- of moving the optic probe in meridional direction
ture sensors are Installed at the inner surface of the (0 s e : 1100) and the traversing table Is capable of
outer sphere at latitudes eot0o°, eo 2 =4So and _o3:90°

as depicted in fig. 3. Most of the measurements were
made with the silicone oil M3 at a temperature of 2S°C. 0) Experiment with . tVv-

LDV-1raversing-unitFlui data Daysllo-ollO .,

desalty P [kg/m 3
] 910

kin vilscolIty v [10'6=2/a] 3.30

refractive index n a -] 1.394 b) Optical system

Table 2: LUst of characteristic fluid data (25°C) C=4ipob

W-,,.C (w,•W) b-mii

As tracer particles small aluminium flakes were used. la

The wonentrarion by weight wac O.OSX. The VISCOwetie-
of the working fluids with tracer puftiCles were med- _L

sured with a VOR-rheomneter (BOHLIN-Reologi AM, - -_
Sweden). An effect on the viscosity was not detected. , ,. • m
The physical properties of the working fluid M3 are

listed in table 2 for the temperature of 25 °C. c) ueasuriq system

L,2 Flow vstl llzao M U computer

Because some of the observed flow structures appea- d """
ring in the spherical Couette flow are non-axisymmetric
mid non-equawrialsymmetric, it was necessary to develop , 1 1
a new observation-technique, which provides a simulta-
neously flow visualization of both the azimuthal and the
merldional flow. Therefore. a combination of the fol- Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of the applied laser-Doppler-
lowing two visualization methods was used: velocimeter (LDV) system:

(a): Traversing system for the LDV optic probe
To investigate the flow structures occuring in the (b): Optical system
meridional cross-section of the spherical asnulus, a slit (c): Measuring system
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moving in radial direction over a range of 60 mm in
order to determine the meridional dependence of the .. 0 "-
velocity and to obtain velocity profiles. The laser-
Doppler-velocimeter system used in our experiments,
consists of a 100 mW Ar-laser, a transmitter unit and
a I-D fiber-flow optic-probe (DANTEC-Electronics,
Denmark). A frequency shift is added by the Bragg-cell-
unit to one of the beam pair to allow for measure-
ments of reversing flows. The optic probe with a fibre
optic cable Is connected to the transmitter via manipu-
lators. The optical part of the laser-Doppler-system,
which uses the dual beam backscatter geometry, is
shown schematically In figure 4 (b). The backscattered
light Is focussed on a photomultiplier tube. All LDV
measurements were made with the traversing system
mentioned above. Data records of each measurement in Fig. S: Ray tracing for measuring the azimuthal and

the centre of the gap consisted of 32000 validated meridional velocity component (Meijering 1993)
Doppler bursts, while for each location along the pro-
file, a sequence of 8000 validated Doppler bursts was
accumulated in the buffer Interface. A principle sketch limit frequency
of the data processing technique with the laser- -

Doppler signal-processor, which is based on FFT-
technique, Is shown in figure 4(c). Parameters charac- "-A "
terizing the laser-Doppler-velocimeter and traversing -
data are listed in table 3.

Ar-laser 100 mW],
focal langth 160 (mm] hi

Wavelength 514.S ( )am]
beam spacing 38 [mm]
beae diameter 2.2 [mm]
number of fringes 22 [-]
probe volume: length 0.4 [mm]
frg spai .diameter 00 [m] Fig. 6: Frequency limit as a function of particle diameter:

Bragg-cll frequency 40 [uIz] Aluminium-flakes in silicone oil M3: dp I SO pm

mridrional traversing angle 0 a ' a 1100 (Meijering 1993)

radial traversing distance 0 i r' a 60 mm
The LDV-technique requires the addition of particles

Table 3: Parameters characterizing the laser-Doppler- to the working fluid. For this study of simultaneously
velocmeter and traversing data LDV- and flow visualization-measurements, we were

able to use the same smallaluminium particles as tracer
The application of the LDV-technique on the spherical ranging between 1Oand SOpm by calculating the particle
Couette flow experiment requires an optical correction adaption capability, which was improved with the
for the accurate determinations of the probe volume formulas given by Ruck (1990). For an amplitude ratio
locations and for the interference fringe spacing due ia 99X, which defines the accuracy with which the
to refraction effects of the spherical outer surface. particles follow the fluid fluctuations, the calculated
Because the probe is adjusted in radial direction, the limitation frequency as a function of particle diameter
optical axis of the front lense of the probe passes and for the tracer/fluid combination used in the ex-
perpendicular through the spherical outer surface. periment is Illustrated in figure f. As can he seen
Thus, the correction for the two laser beams, which from this calculation, the frequency limit for SOpm
are in the same plane, could be calculated for a cylin- particles is only of about SO0 Hz, which is % times
drical surface. However, the fact, that a small probing higher as the measured frequencies of the power
volume is needed to produce sufficient spatial resolu- spectra. As a result of this calculation, the position A
tion, which could be obtained only by a large inter- of the laser beam intersection relative to the centre of
section angle, the small-angle approximation cannot be the sphere In radial direction Is determined by Mei-
used in this case. The correction method used in this wring (1 ).
work for the case of large intersection angles, is illu-
strated In figure S. The ray tracing begins at the front A = d 2 / tan(a/2) - r 2 .
lense of the LDV optics. The equations describing the
beam propagation follow immediatly from Snells law The interference fringe spacing Ax at the laser beam
and from geometric considerations. For further details, intersection that is traversed in radial direction is
the reader might be referred to Kekoe & Desai (1987),
Gerdavskl & Hrbek (1989) and Meijering (1993). Ax = (X/i)/ 2sin(a/2).
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The azimuthal velocity will be

V zfDAx.

The refraction corrections for the probe volume loca-
tion and the fringe spacing are shown in figure 7.

A•
A (am) A ' (am) I

.• , ~~0,0021 . :" ""i-2s1- 0.00205

-- 0.•

I- 0.0019

_-0,00195

S 2 4 6 8 10

zl ( Fig. 8: Visual observations of the secondary waves

with spiral vortices (0 z O.S, Re - IS83. n = S)

Fig. 7: Refraction correction for the optic probe volume
location A and the Interference fringe spacing Ax
"as a function of the radial traversing position
(Meijering 1993 Furthermore, the spherical Couette flow in wide gap

widths shows the well-known transition phenomena
of hysteresis and non-uniqueness, depending on the
acceleration rate of the inner sphere (Egbers 1994).

in order to give some quantitative estimates on the dy-
3 E M ALR ILTS namic behaviour of these secondary wave instabilities.

for. a wide range of Reynolds numbers, the azimuthal

3.1 i l eSi of wide gap aintabl~tles velocity components were recorded as a function of
time in the center of the gap. From these records, the

In a previous Investigation on the stability of spherical mean azimuthal velocity component, velocity profiles,
Conatte flow (Egbersa 1994) It was found, that the laml- the turbulence intensity (r.m.s value), the autocorrelation
nor basic flow between two concentric sphat the whmre coefficients and the power spectra were calculated.
oanlbasicflowrbetwererotaten two concentr eroneIs, whe Some of the results will be presented in the following
only the inner sphere rotates and the outer one is atchpes

rest, loses its stability not only In the form of Taylor- chapters.

Instability. The Instabilities occuring depend strongly
on the aspect ratio. For wide gap widths (P a 0.33) con- 32 VelocIt distributioa
sidered here, the first instability manifests itself as s
break of the spatial symmetry and a new non-axisym- During the transition region, the azimuthal velocity
metric secondary wave mode was observed, which profiles as a function of the radial coordinate were
spreads from the pole to the equator. With increasing measured at e 480 n0 = 0.33) and e = 520 (P = O .d ) withthe Reynolds number, the number of secondary waves murda 8 1 .3 n 2 1 .)wt
with Reynoldspira mbvor.tihes numberse. Fof s r wdavs increasing Reynolds numbers. As can be seen in figure 9,
with a spiral vortices decreases. For P 0.33. secondary the non-dimensional mean velocity profiles become
waves with n a six. five and four spiral arms were mh e con caven(upwa r we in re asi ng the Reyome
found, while in the gap with an aspect ratio of 1 = O.S more concave (upward) with increuaing the Reynoidswaves with n a five, four or three spiral arms exist. As number in comparison with the theoretical one for the
waves withmnla fortive. f or instebipityahessexondsry Alaminar basic flow calculated from Ritter (1973). Fur-
an example for this type of instability, the secondary thermore, with increasing the Reynolds number, the
wave flow with n a five spiral arms - observed from the profiles exihibit a typical boundary layer characteristic
pole - Is depicted in figure S. with a minimum near the inner sphere and a maximum

The flow regimes, their spatial states with non-axi- near the outer sphere. The velocity gradients become

symmetric and non-equatorial symmetric secondary greater near the inner sphere in comparison with the

waves were characterized by measuring the phase outer sphere.

velocities and the displacement between the northern
and the southern hemisphere of the arising secondary
waves (Egbers 1994).
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V/(R1l) 3.3 Velocity fluctuatUona

0,8
The temporal dependence of the azimuthal velocity

-- Re=286 component in the centre of the gap (d O.S) as a

-- Re=572 function of the Reynolds number during the laminar/

-* Re=857 turbulent transition for the flow in the gap with an
aspect ratio 0 = 0.5 and at the latitude 6 52' are

0,6- Re= 1428 illustrated In figure 10:
-- Re=1714

4- Re=R1999 ;Y |m

-- Re =2285

-Ritter ('73)

0,4- _______115_1_Lose__Re_-_1131

0,2 -"•

MuAAMkviiAMMMAAkAA)ýAAMAAiAI

0
0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1 VTIISS Ret1i1

V/(R1 wai

0, -.

.Re=226 L ue.m. - . ,•

Re=452

*Re-679

0,6 -Reai,31 VI ,, Re 45:4

Ii I.

4Re-1357 m.fj
-6, Rea 1810 a~Ij .4'i I.tj
*Re-2262 fi-

LU

C I I is " 1 1 '

Fig. 10: The temporal dependence of the azimuthal
velocity components in the centre of the gap

0,2- (d= O.5) as a function of the Reynolds number
during the laminar/turbulent transition
(P = O.S, 6 = 521)

For Re-90S and Re = 1131 the flow is laminar stable. But
with increasing the Reynolds number above the critical

01 value (Recrat 2 1244) up to Re a 1357 (corresponding to
0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1 visual observations shown in figure 8), the velocityshows a sinusoldale fluctuation, which corresponds to

Fig. 9: The dependence of the azimuthal velocity the phase velocity of the secondary waves. As already
profiles in the gap as a function of the observed by flow visualization measurements, the
Reynolds number in the transition region: secondary waves are periodic in time (Re = 1357, Re
(a) P = 0.33; 8 2 480 (b) p z O.S; a = 520 IS83), quasi- periodic with noise (Re a 1810, Re = 2262)
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and finally they are fully turbulent (Re = 4S24). These contains six frequency peaks, which corresponds to the

results could be improved by calculating the correspon- quasi-periodic motion. For Re • 2262, the frequency

ding autocorrelation coefficients as depicted in figure It. spectrum is filled continiously with noise and the flow

From these records it can be seen, that the periodicity becomes turbulent as it is shown in the corresponding

is also available for Re = 1357 and Re a IS83, but for visual observations. The transition to turbulence is cha-

Re a 1810. the autocorrelation coefficients are quasi- racterized by the development of small scale structures.

periodic and damped, while for Re a 2262 they are

strongly damped.

A (T) .sRe- 1357

.kit.,

A(t) R1.0

a'.R - Im.s

Fig.l: The autocorrelation coefficients of the azimuthal M
velocity components in the centre of the gap
(d" a 0.5) as a function of the Reynolds number
during the laminar/ turbulent transition

3.4 Power-spectra

The calculated power-spectra of the azimuthal velocity
and the corresponding simultaneously observed flow
pattern are illustrated in figure 12. For Re - 1583, where Fig. 12: Power-spectra of the azimuthal velocity corn-

the secondary wave flow with five spiral arms exist, the ponents in the centre of the gap (do = O.S) and

power-spectrum contains a single frequency peak, corresponding observed flow regimes as a
which corresponds to the rotation frequency of the function of the Re-number during the laminar/
wave mode (Egber 1994M). The spectrum for Re 1809 turbulent transition (13 = O.SO; e = S2*)
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IDA AND LIF EXPERIMENTS ON THE QUASI-PERIODIC AND COMIPLEX FLOW IN A
CYCLONE

M.G.D. Fokke, T.L. Liern, JII. Derksent and ILE.A. van den Akker

Kramers Laboratorium voor Fysische Technologiec Delft University of Technology
Prins Bernhardlaan 6

2628 BW Deift The Netherlands

ABSTRACr Most eqxpements were conducted in a water
cyclone, completely filled with water due to water

An experimental study on the flow field in a head. Its georetiy is depicted in figure 1. With WDA
reverse flow cyclone operating at Reynolds nuwubers and visualisation technkiqus the flow field was
of the order of 104 was performed. Under all investigated at several flow rates fed through eother
orwunstanme the flow showed low frequency one inlet or two inlets. A water instead of a gas
luctuatia.. due to so called vortex pueession. Wihh
laser doppler anemommty (WDA) radial profiles of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

both mada and tangential velocity were measured. A
le inue uo= = OJ experuimnetoult70

visulisd, he lowin he oreregion of the cyclon. ue 70
In case the cyclone was fed through one inlet (i.e. at
stronget swirl conditions) the experimental results...
demontafte backflow fiam outside the cyclone rear ... inlet 37x75
itscete

605
InTRODUCFON

Swirl flows are important, both in scienc
and in engineering. From a fluid dynamicist's point of
view, swirl flows exhibt interesting peomena such
as precession, recireulation, and non-isotropic 150___ _ _ __ _ _ _

turbulece. Pro1 s industry utilises swial flows in a fig. I The geometry of the water cyclone.
wide rapg of applications (e~g. cyclone separators,Sieinu.
burners, spray nozzles). When optimising such ~i m
p o-e. equipmen it is essential its fluid dynamics be
well imadersood. cyclone was used because water facilitates

7ke separato peformance of reve:s flow visualisation0 and continuous WDA measurements
Ps cyclones strongly depends on details of the flow The flow can be roughly characterised with a
field. Coarpagnional fluid dynamics (CFD) can be a Reynolds number and a swirl numnber (Sw), the latter
very heipM Wd t in cyclone optimisation (se e eg. being the ratio of axial flux of angular momentum
Boysan et at, 1982). However the complexity of the and axial flux of axial momentumn times cyclone
turbulent flow in cyclones necessitaftes experiments in radius. In general the (overall) swirl number is
mider to guid and verty the computations. In this determined by the geometry of the cyclone. The water
context we peformed experimental studies on flow cyclone can be operated at Reynolds numbers between
flelds in everne flow cyclones. 1410' and 4x104 with either Sw=.3 (one inlet) or

'author to whom correspondence should be addressed
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fig. 2 Two LDA time series. (a) Time series in the water cyclone at Re-2x 104, (b) time series in a gas cyclone
at Re-3x 10'.

S•,1-.5 (two inlets). In order to check the similarity near the centre line of the cyclone, requires velocity
with gas cyclone flow we also present exeiental profiles that am resolved for the vortex core position.
rtsults from an air cyclone (with different geometry) The WDA experiments were supplemented with a
operating at almost practical suprficial velocities. vislisation study using LIF in order to obtain mor

Under all circumstances the vortex core insight in the flow near the vortex core.
ihoVWd a low frequency processing motion.
Throughout the flow field the precession of the vortex
core was flt. This is demonstrated infigure 2 where LDA EXPERIMENTS
typical LDA measuremet am depictedL The first
time series (fgure 2a) was obtained in the water The WDA set up we employed was a one-
cyclone. Its low fiequecy fluctuations are due to component reference beam system manufactured
vonex precemmi. For refeence we also present a by TPD. A laser beam emanating from a 32 mW
IDA time serim measured in the gas cyclone at a HeNe laser was diffracted and frequency shifted at
much higher uperficial velocity (figure 2b). The a rotating grating. A 400 nun focal length lens
signals re quasi-peiodic. Terefore we could not, as focused the beams into the measuring volume
in truly periodic flows like the flows in stirred vessels which had dimensions 4.24x.16x0.16 mm3. Light
or combustion engines, perform phase resolved from the reference beam mixed with scattered light
mesmnm t Such techniques are useless gre the was detected with a photodiode. The photodiode
random phase jumps of the prcsmg vortex core. signal was processed by a frequency tracker. The
However, detailed knowledge of the flow, particularly tracker signal was sampled with a frequency of
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512 Hz. At several flow rates through the cyclone 1 N k12

fed through either one inlet or two inlets (ranging v(+J)
from 14.5 m3/h to x6 m%/h and from 24.5 N(k + 1)
mIh to 2x8 m3/h) radial profiles of the axial and
tangential velocity at two vertical positions were with v., the corrected averaged velocity at an
measured extremum (the minima yield v.,,.. , the maxima

Spectral analysis of the IDA time series v.,...), v(n,+j) the individual velocity
showed that the principal frequency of the measurements and n, the sample numbers of the
fluctuations induced by vortex precession was extrema (minima or maxima) of the filtered signal.
proportional to the flow rate with a proportionality
constant depending on the number of inlets,
corresponding to results found in literature (e.&
Gupta et at, 1984). The Stroulal numbers, defined 1 (a)
as S=fpJ/I• (with fp,. the precession frequency,
D the cyclone diameter and 0, the volume flux 0.8
through the cyclone) were found to be 5.22 and
2.92 for one inlet and two inlets respectively. The 0.6
latter value corresponds quite well with S=3.04 for 0.4
a cyclone with two inlets operating at ReŽ3 xl04
reported in Gupta et al (1984). 0.2

It is known (see e.g. Escudier & Zehnder,
1982) that under strong swirl conditions backilow 0
in the core of the cyclone can occur. The time -0.2
averaged axial velocity profiles we measured with
LDA do not show bacilow near the centre, i.e. the -1 -0.5 0 0.5
time averaged velocity in the cyclone core always (b)
had an upward component Due to precession 0.6
however these time averaged profiles are smoothed
versions of the profiles centred on the actual
(moving) vortex core position: backflow could 0.4
have been obscured by spatial averaging.

Based on W=preseted by Liem & van
den Aidar (1992) a procedure to corrt the time
aveged rlpaes ofthe axial velocity for the influence
of pmession was developed. The assumption was 0
made that an extremum in the velocity time series
com spods to a more or less fixed position of the -0.2
votex core relative to the measuring volume. The
extrem in the IDA signals were determined by -1 0 0.5
filtering the original time series with a double riRO [-]
moving average filter, the second filter having a m - -i
width about 1.5 times the width of the firm filter mean vel. - ..... cor. mi.
(the width of a moving average filter equals fO,, ................ conr. max.
withf, the sampling frequency and N. the number M disc - dark ring
of samples within the average). The filter's widths
were chosen to lie within the spectral gap between fig. 3 Radial profiles of axial velocity at z-228
pinduced and turbulent fluctuations. The min. (a) Flow through two inlets (2x8
average of a mmdber of small sets of measurement m3/h).(b) Flow through one inlet (Ix1
points near the extrema is interpreted as an m3/h). In the bottom part the dimensions of
averaged velocity at a specific (yet unknown) the disc observed with LIP are displayed.
position relative to the vortex core:
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The total number of points within the average
equals N(I+]), N is the number of extrema and V, = Cr"
(k+]) the'number of points per extremum. The
choice of the parameter k is a compromise between with ve the tangential velocity, r the radial position
accurate statistical estimates (large k) and and C and a constants. The values of a range
sufficient temponl/spatial resolution (small k). In
practice a value of about 20 sufficed. (a)

4
VEocrr PROFILESR.M

Mao dMirnces between flow strctres 2
in the cyclone operating with one inlet (SW-3) and
two inlets (Sw-L5) ame obsemd. This is
demonstrated in thefigures 3a and 3b which show -• 0
radial proiles of the axial velocity in both opeating
modes. he results of the pre•sso corection
prcedure are also depicted. Only for the one inlet -2
me, ie. for stongest swirl, the corrected |A
measurements show baddlow near the vortex cor.
FRw 4 is a radial profile of the time averagedaxial -4
vloy in the gas qcone at Re=.3xO' and Sw=3.- 0 0.5
The data corected for vortex precession indicate

-' 
(b)

2.5

.3

o 1 -05o I

r/RO [ -2.5

n mmid -. . . mn .............. amrjmm. -1 .0.5 0 0.5
r/RO I

fig. 4 Radial profile of the axial velocity in the - mean vel.
gas cyclone.

M disc dark ring

baddlow, fig. 5 Radial profiles of tangential velocity at z=228
The radial profiles of the tangential nun. (a) Flow through two inlets (2x8 m/h).

velocity (figure 5) can be divided in a forced (b) Flow through one inlet (Ix8 m3/h). In the
vortex (inner) and a free vortex (outer) region. bottom part the dimensions of the disc
The profiles in the outer region can be adequately observed with LIF.
described with
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VISUALISATION

In addition to IDA, the cylone flow was
cin igat with a LIF experiment Fluorescent dye

was injected at the bottom of the cyclone. A 4 nm
lasershee emerging from an Argon-ion laser excited
the dye in a horizontal plane about halfway in the
cyclone. The image was recorded with a digital
camera (with a resolution of 254x252 pixels) from
underneath the flat bottom of the cyclone. The flow
rate in the cyclone was 8 m3/h through one inlet.
Figww 6 is a tpical example of a grey value picture
we obtained with this set up. At firt sight one would
expect uapd mixing of the dye throughout the cyclone
due to the turbulent conditions (Re=2x111). To our
surprise however, in the core of the cyclone a highly
coherent structure was observed There is a dark (low

fig. 6 Grey value pictur from a LIF fluorescent dye concentration) outer region that can be
visualisation in a horizontal plane in the cearly distinguished from a light (high fluorescent
cyclone. The centre of the picture dye concentration) disc with a diameter of about 0.3
roughly corresponds with the cyclone's tines the cyclone diameter. Within this disc is a dark
centre ring. Apparently, the flow within the disc region

hardly showed mixig in radial direction. Once the
dye had entered this region it stayed there and was
transported towards the exit pipe. The dye in the outr
region mixed rapidly. We conclude that the flow can

from 0.71 to 0.78, depending on operating be divided in a laminar centre region and a turbulent
conditions. The measurements very close to the outer region. The dark ring within the centre region
core of the vortex were hindered by air bubbles suggests baddlow from outside the cyclone near the
which are trapped at this low pressure location and vortex core. The three suocessive (binary) camera
by very large velocity fluctuations due to steep frames depicted infigure 7 give a clear view on vortex
gradients and vortex precession. precssion.

MO s f-0.02 s t1O.04 s

fig. 7 Sequence of three (binary) camera frames demonstrating precession of the vortex core.
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DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK REFERENCES

Mwe precassion of the vortex core, the Boysan F., Ayers WA & Swiftenbmn 1. 1982, A
velocity profiles obtained with WLA and the results of flindamental mathematica modeling approach to
the visualisation expenmeat clearly demionstrate the cyclone desin. Trans~~m vol. 60, p 222.
compIleity of the flow in a cyclone. The flow
structure: strongly depend on the cyclone geometry, Escudier MRi & Zehnder J. 1982, Vortex-flow

g.the mur of inlets emplmciu In case the water reIms Filuid iec. vol. 115, p. 105.
cyclon was fed through one minlt the strong swirl
caused backilow near the vortex core Gupta A.X, Lilley D.G. & Syned N. 1984, Swirl

For a flow rate of 8 mh/ through one inlet flows Abacus Press Tunbridge Wells.
vie can compare the WLA data and the results of the
LWF visualisation. In the figwvs 3b and 5b the ijem T.i & van den Akker R.E A 1992, WDV

aveagd position and dimensions of the disc, measurements of the turbulent flow in gas cyclones.
observed with LF are drawn within the radial profiles Thirteenth SvoMosiM on Turbulence. , l
Of the axial and tangential velocity resptivel. A Mj ,p B12.
simple slaility analysis (Sloan et al, 1986) shon that
rapid mixing in the free vortex region was to be Sloan D.G., Smith PJ. & Smoot LD. 1986,
expected. Tis is in good agreement with our result Modelling of swirl in turbulent flow systmis, I!E&
that the radial position of the transition betwveen EmM Comb. Si. vol. 12, p. 188.
fMOrd and free vorte measurd with IDA
. .1 pnvond with the radius of the stable disc (see

Jlgwwe Sb).
Figww 3b coritines the axial velocity profile

with the visualisation results. Here a clear discrepancy
ex=t between the position and the size of the
backflow region identfied with the correcewd WDA
mieasumremas and the vistialisation expeiment The
camn of this deviation is not yet dear. It might be that
the flow structure within the disc region is still far
mome complex than weC expec it to be and that for
instance the ring within the disc is part of the
bmckflow region only, the rmaindier of this region
becing obscre by local radia mixing. Experimuital
work on this intriguing problem is currently in
PIOgrelL
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SCANNING LASER DOPPLER PROBE FOR PROFILE MEASUREMENTS

V. Strunck, G. Grosche, D. Dopheide

Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstah
Laboratory for Fluid Flow Measuring Techniques

Bundesallee 100, D-38116 Braunschweig

ABSTRACT inclined by the half angle of the beam intersection to the

dual-scatter LDA volume.
To measure velocity profiles in a boundary layer, the To operate a reference scatter LDA it is not necessary to form

measuring volume of common Laser Doppler Anemometers an intersection of both beams. But, using the reference beam
(LDA) has to vary its position in the layer. The spatial method in combination with the dual beam method, the beams
resolution of such velocity profile is limited in principal by the must intersect. Furthermore, the two beams should have equal
size of the probe volume. The method proposed reduces the intensities. Detecting Doppler signals in such a strong beam is
positioning actions, increases the spatial resolution of the made possible by PIN diodes, operating at a high optical power
measuring volume by an order of magnitude and measures (ml mW), see Dopheide at al. 1991. In the configuration used
whole profiles inside the classical measuring volume while both measuring volumes have the same fringe distance and the
leaving the sensor fixed. Moreover, spreading fringe distances same fringe orientation.
and similar distortions inside the measuring volume can be
corrected.

Pin dio•de

1. THEORY

The method presented is a combination of a two
illuminating beam dual-scat•ter Laser Doppler Anemometer - .
(LDA) and a cross-beam reference-scatter LDA. Both LDA -systems offer the possibility of measuring the speed of a----
scatterer, but the chronal appearence of both LDA signals is Reference - - I--__.-n

beam Iluintn
different. This time difference is determined by the time of e bemnn
flight of a scatterer frow. one 'fringe' system to the next.
Assuming a one dimeuaional flow, the time lag of signals from
both measuring volumes is proportional to their spatial Lens
sqparation and to the speed of the scatterer. By geometry, their Avalanche
separation is a finction of the distance from the crosspoint of
the two beams in the on-axes direction of the optical system. Fig. ! Schematic of the measuring volumes of a combined

Fig.cate I efrchemsatiofthmeasrin voueDoAomie
I I Dual Beam and Refenmce Beam Method dual-scatter reference-scatter LDA

As outlined by Strunck et al (1993). contributions from
Figure I shows the two measuring volumes, as they are both measuring volumes are distinguishable due to different

'seen' by the detecting photodiodes. The avalanche diode detector positions. The dual scatter LDA receiver generates
(outside the beams) detects only scatterers inside the crossing Doppler signals with a pedestal. The reference scatter LDA
region of both beams. The maw axis of the ellipsoidal volume receiver generates Doppler signals without a significant
is pait of the optical axis of the dual beam LDA. The main axis pedestal. Contributions of the dual scatter set-up to the
also locates the maximum amount of 4g scattered from a reference-scatter LDA signal are some orders of magnitude
particle crossing the volume. lower and thus negligable

The PIN diode heterodynes continous light from the Because the size of the dual beam LDA probe volume is
refamce beam with light scattered out of the illuminating bounded by the I/e2 contour of both beams, the reference
beam to generate the Doppler signal. The main axis of the scatter LDA is seen to have a l/e contour and is limited in
measuring volume in this reference-scatter set-up is the axis of addition by radiation alignment (Drain. 1972). Therefore. tI,-
the ilhuiatming beam. The reference-scatter LDA volume is strength of the heterodyned signal obtained depends on the

anigular separation of the scatterer in the illuminating beam and
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the source of the reference beam, and of the diameter D of the oscillations. For simplicity, we only use the cross correlation
light collecting aperture (detector area) and the distance I of the method.
detector to the cross point. The maximum length y of the
reference-scatter LDA probe measured in direction of the 1.3 Particle Size Effects
optical axis of the two beams is

2 AlI The curved surface of a scatterng particle not only
Y = - changes the direction of light, but also changes the phase of

D E light. A summary of particle sizing effects is presented by
X is the wavelength of the laser and E is the angle between Tayaly and Bates 1990. As the particles are small compared to

the two beams. In our configuration, the probe volume spans up the wavelength, maximum light is scattered from the axis of the
to about 3 nun along the optical axis of the set-up. Because of beams (dashed line in figure 3) and the phase is not changed.
the li/e contour, the reference probe volume is thinner, but With increasing size of the scatterer, the centre of the particle
longer than the dual beam probe as outlined in figure 1. is virtually shifted to the beam axis by an amount of h ( about

one third of the radius of a water droplet in air):
1.2 Considerations to the Combining Method h= stm[ E/2 n

In order to measure the time of flight of a scatterer from n- c r os( 2 )
one probe volume to the next, we have to evaluate the centre of
the Doppler signals. This can be done by calculating the This influences the refei-ence-scatter sigma; and the travel
envelopes of the signals and finding the maxima. Instead, we time t of the particle in the combined probe. In figure 2 the time
prefer to use cross correlation to calculate the time lag. Cross of flight gets longer on the left side from the crosspoint and
correlation locks to the Doppler oscillations, the result of the shorter on the opposite side. In consequence, all positions
procedure is the time of flight from the strongest fringe in the measured on the optical axis are shifted (to the right).
illuminating beam to the strongest fiinge (i.e. the optical axis)
in the dual-scatter LDA as shown in figure 2.

Apath hoe?

I d-

42-7- axis of tie
S I iiusrninating beam

Fig 2 Travel time and geometric considerations Fig. 3 Particle size effects on the time of fligth measurement

While the dual-scatter probe can be reduced to a single The dual-scatter method will only not be affected, when

fringe in figure 2, the reference-scatter probe is provided with a the light collecting system is located on the optical axis of the

staircase-like geometry. The length of the travelled way s of a set-up. Therefore a time of flight measurement using the

scatterer at a velocity u and a time of flight I is envelopes of the Doppler signals is sensitive to particle size.
How is the phase delay of large particles changing the

" s = - t. t- ..... -' O--f -#& ----rt ,.i k., . . T1rocedure? The
cross correlation is extremely sensitive to phase changes in the

The distance d to the cross point of both !;"ms thus is Doppler signals. The phase dependence on particle radius r is
well known for dual-scatter probes from phase Doppler
anemometry (PDA). According to Bachalo 1987 and using

d geometric optics and figure 3, the path length difference A, of
tan(s) the beam in the reference-scatter system is

Because the distance s is digitized by the correlation 4 F = - AC+C-), n refractive index, or
method in units of fringe distance, the distanced to the centre
of both probes is, too. From measurements, we will not get a I
Gaussian type of density distribution of particles along the s= Hn and
optical axis. but a distribution at discret points along the axis. 2
Thus, other methods getting the centre of the Doppler signal by
using the envelope (i.e. Hilbert transform) will result in a
higher spial resolution. Another simple method to increase
resolution by a factor of two is to square the Doppler signal s rco aani .
data before processmg it, hence doubling the number of n-coa 0'2)
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In our set-up the phase path length is changed by about The first step was to test the combined LDA in the middle
one third of the diameter d. i.e. a 3pm particle would shift the of the nozzle. About 2000 velocities were attached to the
fringe system by a fringe spacing. distance from the cross point of the two beams in figure 5.

Compared to the phase sh A2 of a dual-scatter 3.40
component with a detector at the same place, the reference A
scatter probe is about 50 times more effective: M/s

A2 = A - d(n- 1). 3.35

Potentially, the probe is able to measure small sizes of .2

particles, because the envelope of Doppler signals as well as the I" : ,
fringe system are shifted by curved surfaces. 3.30 " " . "

However, for small particles not only refraction, but also
diffraction must be considered. For this reason, only particle
sizes smaller than the fringe distance will not stress to locate 3.25

the trajectory of a scatterer through the optical axis in the -d.00 -0.50 0.00 0,50 MM 1.00

method presented. distance to centre

Fig. 5 Velocity distribution along the optical axis in the

2. SET-UP AND CALIBRATION middle of the nozzle

Remark that the turbulence intensity measured is 0.4 %.The sensor was adapted to the. nozzle used to calibrate Most of the velocities have been measured at the cross point. In

high gas flow rates at the FFB. Figure 4 gives an impression on st of 106 pmlfromithehcrossepointsagainavelocitiesshavenbeen
geometry and size. steps of 106 tun from the cross point again velocities have been

collected. Each step also can be expressed in terms of frmge

units. A distance of I fiinge unit means a travel way of the
particle from one fringe in the first probe to the next fringe in
the second probe. This distance is proportional to the location
on the optical axis, i.e. one fringe step in direction normal to

Emitn 4fringe system corresponds to a distance of 106 pm along the
system •: optical axis. The particle diameter was 3 p&m ±10 %, r.o phase

shift can be observed. The distribution appears rastered in
space, the velocities distribute mainly at full fringe unit
locations. The width of a single structure is about one tenth of a
fringe unit. A better procedure than the one used to calculate
the centre of both LDA signals would be able to increase the

g-.1 spatial resolution by a factor often.
To get an impression of the length of the combined probe. a
velocity distribution based on 8000 velocities has been

Lens •converted to a histogram (PDF) in figure 6:

Avalanche-'7 Pin diode 1.0-
diode 1.0o,8 -uaw

Fig 4 Test nozzle and combined LDA system o 0,6

The nozzle has a high contraction ratio of 11:1 to .. 0,41
establish a flat profile in the nozzle except at its boundary. One "
beam of the emitting system is blocked inside the nozzle, the 0 0,2 -
second beam is aligned parallel to the exit plane and I mmn
away from the plane in the streamwise direction. Tibs is the 0.0
reference beam of the reference-scatter system and inside there -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
is the receiving PIN diode. The dual-scatter receiver has a light distance to centre
collecting lens, which focusses the scattered light from both
beams to an avalanche diode. It is located outside the axis with
an angle of twice the half angle of the crossing beams. Fig 6 Probability density distribution along the optical axis

A second two-beam dual scatter system not shown in
figure 4 has its probe volume orientated perpendicular to the Instead of a Gaussian envelope the distribution shows an
combined probe to have the same spatial resolution when exponential decay from the centre. For simplicity, the distances
moving the systems vertically. We will proof the coincidence are now shown as fringe spacing units. A reason for this
of beth system when measuring the boundary layer. behaviour is the cross correlation method to calculate the tune
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of flight. Because the maximum of the envelopes of the Doppler 3. BOUNDARY LAYER MEASUREMENTS
signal is reiatively flat, noise on the signal can shift the centre
of a burst in terms of Doppler periods. Common mode noise on The combined probe was moved in steps of I mm in the
both signals will shift the locations to the centre at the expense boundary layer at the exit plane of the nozzle 120 mm in
of neighboured locations. Under this view the full width at half diameter. The boundary layer itself has a thickness of 3 mm,
maximum of distribution is about 300 pm or half the length of when the main flow has a speed of 3,3 m/s. This takes place at
the dual-scatter probe volume. Because the distribution is not a flow rate of 256 m3/h. Figure 8 shows 8000 velocities.
constant all along the probe, to sample the same ensemble of sampled in 4 steps along the optical axis.
velocities 300 pam away from the middle of the probe,
acquisition time has to be increased by a factor of ten 7
compared to the time needed in the middle ofthe probe. r /s "

Next we calculate the average velocity of each pattern of 6
figure 5. Because we use two Doppler sensors, we compare the 5
velocity from the dual-scatter probe and the velocity from the
reference-scatter probe with the velocity of the flow in figure 7:

_5 3
0.50 - iTi
0,o mm6 O

-0.25 56 57 58 59 mrm 60

distance from middle of the nozzle -----

"-O'0 Fig. 8 Velocities sampled in four steps along the optical axis
U
o Again the structured distribuiion generated by the cross

>0,25 correlation data reduction is exhibited. Because of moving the
S-wdual scatter whole system in the boundary layer in steps of 1 mm, the

structures nearly overlap. Looking at the outer flow (left side in
I-reference figure 8), the velocity distribution is very small due to a small

-0,50 1 , , , I , , , turbulence scale. Inside the boundary layer, spreading occurs
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 with increasing turbulence towards the boumdary.

distance to centre
Again we will look at the probability density distribution

Fig. 7 Velocity deviation along the optical axis of the same ensemble of velocities in figure 9.

As figure 7 shows, the velocity deviations are less than
0,3 % and lie within the turbulence intensity of the flow. As
shown above, deviations outside ±300 ;Ami from the centre are60
not as representative as deviations inside. The dual-scatter 0
probe shows the fringe spreading of the 'real' fringe system, the 500
reference-scatter probe 'virtual' fringe system depends on the
angular position of the particle and the reference beam as I
shown by Strnmck et al. (1993). This effect compensates partly 3C
and only in the experiment the fringe spreading of the 'real' • 200k
fringe system. k AL

The error curve can be used to calibrate fringe distance of
the probe at each step along the optical axis. However,
tubulence measured will not be effected by the calibration, as 56 57 58 59 mm 60

long as turbulence is higher than the deviation, distance from the middle of the nozzle >

Inside a laminar and plane flow, the confidence in Fig. 9 Probability density distribution of the probe in the

locating the passage of a particle in the probe volume cannot be boundary layer

approved, because all particles have nearly the same speed. To
investigate exchanges of locations to be measured, we moved The density distribution shows, as already outlined in

the probe into the boundary layer of the nozzle. figure 6, four independent distributions of four sensor positions
in the boundary layer. The distance in the plot is measured
from the centre of the nozzle, the nozzle border is a: 59,9 mm
No velocities could be acquired outside the nozzle region.
when the probe was I nun downstream the exit plane. The
shape of the distributions with the probe centered at 59 mm and
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more at 60 nun reflects the dilution of particle density at the 4. CONCLUSIONS
nozzle boundary.

The peaks at 57, 58 and 59 nun can be seen as produced A new LDA method has been developed to measure (parts
by common mode noise in the semiconductor GaAIAs laser. of) velocity profiles while leaving the measuring apparatus
Reflected light from surfaces into the diode can result in an fixed. The technique described is able to resolve within the
intensity modulation of the diode itself thus shifting some measuring volume and allows improvements by an order of
velocity locations to the centre of the sensor. Common mode magnitude. Using a cross beam LDA, the time lag of Doppler
noise in the acquisition system will produce the same effect. signals, corresponding to the time of flight from the dual-scatter

Compared to figure 6. the sensor exhibits now in figure 9 probe to the combined reference-scatter probe, yields the
twice the full width at half maximum, especially at 57 nun. on-axis distance from the centre of the probes.
Here it has a total span of 2 nun. The fringe distance of the system can be corrected

After averaging the velocities at each part of the individually along the optical axis of the probe to increase the
distribution in figure 8, we compare them with velocities accuracy of the sensor.
obtained from a dual-scatter Doppler probe volume oriented Particle sizing with the probe is possible, but needs
perpendicular to the optical axis of the combined probe. This further investigation. Therefore, the above application was
probe is a two-dimensional probe illuminated by the green and restricted to monodisperse particles of less than 5 pm in
blue line of an Argon ion type laser. The thickness of the probe diameter as well as to particle diameter distributions around
is about 100 pm and thus comparable with the spatial 1,5 Jim.
resolution of the combined probe. The length of the probe is The enhanced system allows to measure boundary layers
800 pm, but now oriented parallel to the boundary layer.We and whole profiles within a span of up to 2 nun. Potentially, the
vary the location of the probe in 40 steps of 100 pm in the spatial resolution inside the measuring volume can be increased
boundary layer. In figure 10 the results are exhibited. again by an order of magnitude (to 10 pum) using better data

reduction methods than shown.
The poorer signal quality (SNR•I0 dB) of our

SK........... reference-scatter system compared to the dual-scatter signal

6 0e 257 M / (SNRm20 dB) and its influence on the time of flight
5 -measurement can be improved by selecting more noiseless
S4 lasing and sensing devices.
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more at 60 mm reflects the dilution of particle density at the 4. CONCLUSIONS
nozzle boundary.
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by common mode noise in the semiconductor GaAIAs laser. of) velocity profiles while leaving the measuring apparatus
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obtained from a dual-scatter Doppler probe volume oriented Particle sizing with the probe is possible, but needs
perpendicular to the optical axis of the combined probe, Ibis fuither investigation. Therefore, the above application was
probe is a two-dimensional probe illuminated by the green and restricted to monodisperse particles of less than 5 pm in
blue line of an Argon ion type laser. The thickness of the probe diameter as well as to particle diameter distributions around
is about 100 pm and thus comparable with the spatial 1,5 pm.
resolution of the combined probe. The length of the probe is The enhanced system allows to measure boundary layers
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vary the location of the probe in 40 steps of 100 pm in the spatial resolution inside the measuring volume can be increased
boundary layer. In figure 10 the results are exhibited. agin by an order of magnitude (to 10 pum) using better data

reduction methods than shown.
The poor signal quality (SNR1I0 dB) of our
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shits away from the centre will succeed in being acquired by Techniques in Multiphase Flows: A Review, Flow Mess.
the data acquisition. Particle signals shifted by noise towards hitrum Vol. 1, pp. 7-105.
the contre have smaler amplitudes and signal to noise ratios
cmpaed to particle signals from positions shifted away from
te centr• . Far fom the centre of the sensor, the boundary
layer gradient is meamed smalle ia a system with noise
I tha wiho•
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SIMULTANEOUS MULTI-POINT LASER VELOCIMETRY USING HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL ELEMENT LENS

Medhat Azzazy

Science Applications International Corporation
Torrance, California

ABSTRACT special beam splitter optics techniques [51. The laser sheet
illumination method is inefficient because it requires powerful

A technique for simultaneous multi-point formation of lasers to illuminate an area much larger than required for the
measurement volumes has been developed. The technique, measurement points. The drawbacks of the scanning method
which uses a holographic optical element (HOE) lens, can be include measurement position uncertainties, and measurement
used in conjunction with any laser measurement system, bias due to continuous movement of the measurement volume.
including laser Doppler and laser transit anemometry, and laser The beam splitting method is limited to a few applications
induced fluorescence. The technique is based on recording the because the number of measurement volumes are restricted by
locations of the measurement volumes on a hologram. When the the optics. and the quality of laser beam at the measurement
hologram is illuminated by a collimated beam, the images of the volumes is insufficient for LDV measurements.
measurement volumes (foci) are reconstructed. The foci can be The present study reports on a new technique for multipoint
arranged to fall on a line, a plane, or within a volume. Two HOE formation that avoids the drawbacks of current methods. The
lenses, 3 foci and 9 foci, were designed and fabricated. The technique depends .on recording the locations of the foci on a
measured spot size using the HOE lens was comparable to the hologram which, if illuminated by a collimated beam.
diffraction limited spot size. The maximum laser intensity reconstructs the images of the foci. Consequently. the
fluctuations were ±13% over the 9 foci. measurement volumes are generated where they are needed, thus

Two sets of measurements were performed using the HOE optimizing the laser power. The technique has the advantage of
lens. The first set included measuring the velocity using a wire high laser beam splitting efficiency while maintaining equal laser
attached to a rotating disc. The second set involved measuring intensity at the multiple foci. Simultaneous multiple
the velocity profile in a fully developed turbulent pipe flow. The measurement volumes are produced without any mechanically
uncertainty of the measured velocity using the HOE lens moving pans. The hologram lens can be used in conjunction
compared to an achromatic lens was within ±0.1%. with any laser measurement system such as laser Doppler and

laser transit anemometry, and laser induced fluorescence.
The technique was first applied to measure the velocity in a

L INTRODUCTION controlled testbed using a wire attached to a rotating disc. The
velocity profile in a fully developed turbulent pipe flow was then

Simultaneous multi-point velocity measurements are measured. In the following, the principle of multi-point
desirable in many diverse applications such as studies of formation will be discussed followed by an analysis of the probe
turbulent and unsteady flows, and measurements of volumetric volume characteristics using HOE. The experimental set -up is
flow rates. Investigations of turbulent flows, such as interference described and laboratory evaluation of HOE performance is
of jets, flow swirl, and associated fundamental eddy structure given.
require knowledge of time-space correlation profiles. The
spatial velocity profile must be measured instantaneously to
resolve time-space correlations. Studies involving unsteady 2I PRINCIPLE OF MULTI-POINT FORMATION
flows or in wind tunnel applications where steady state
conditions exist only for a short period of time, e.g.. shock tubes Simultaneous multiple foci are generated using a
or blow down tunnels, require instantaneous measurements of holographic optical element (HOE) lens. The function of the
the velocity at multi-points, Volumetric flow rate measurements HOE lens is to focus a collimated laser beam into a number of
which are essential to many applications such as custody transfer foci. The foci can be arranged to fall on a line, a plane. or within
and distribution operations in gas pipelines, and air intake for the a volume. The line arrangement can be either off-axis or on-
combustion process in gas turbine engines and internal com- axis. as shown in Fig. I. The plane configuration is similar to a
bustion engines also require multi-point velocity measurements. two-dimensional off-axis line application. The volume

Techniqu,,s to measure velocity distribution rely on one of arrangement is a combination of plane configuration and on-axis
the following concepts: I) illumination of the measurement area line geometry. Other geometrical arrangements for the foci ma.
by a laser sheet. e.g., particle image velocimetry (PIV) [1.2]. 2) be conceived.
scanning the probe volume over the measurement area. e.g.. The versatility of the HOE lens to achieve different
scanning laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) [3]. and 3) splitting geometries for the foci locations is due to the process by which
the laser beam into a number of beams and duplicating the the hologram is constructed. A light source located at the
transmitter optics. e.g.. diffraction grating method [41, and required focal point is used to record the hologram. By mo'inL
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the light source to the second focal point, a second picture can be manufacture a HOE lens with a beam quality at the measurement
recorded on the same hologram, and the process is repeated for volume approximately the same as an aberration free lens.
all the focal points. When the hologram is reconstructed the
images of the foci are reproduced. 2.2 Beam Splitting Efficiency

The key issues in constructing the HOE lens are: (I) image
quality at the focal point, (2) beam splitting efficiency, and The hologram diffraction efficiency is defined as the ratio
(3) shadow effects for on-axis applications. In the following, an of the useful image forming light intensity diffracted by the holo-
analysis of these key issues will be given, gram to the total light intensity used to illuminate the hologram.

The efficiency of splitting the incoming laser beam into multiple
2.1 Image Quality at the Focal Point foci largely depends on the holographic recording material

[8-101. High efficiency HOE lens is obtained by recording the
Image quality at the local point is of particular importance hologram on a dichromated gelatin (DCG) material. Efficiencies

to laser velocimetry optics because it determines the resolution of approximately 75-80% have been reported in the literature
and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the instrument. The ability I I 1]. The quality of the images formed by a DCG hologram is
of the HOE lens to generate diffraction-limited spot size requires best when a visible light in the 400-500 nm range is used to
special considerations during the fabrication of the hologram, record the hologram. When such a hologram is constructed
First, the light source used to record the hologram must be free using a laser diode in the 700-900 nm range, a correction of the
from spherical aberrations, and must be of a size equal to the location of the foci due to chromatic aberration must be made.
diffraction-limited spot size. Second, the wavefront distortion Silver halides allow holograms to be recorded and reconstructed
introduced by the holographic material must be eliminated or in the near infrared wavelength range. thus avoiding chromatic
reduced, aberrations when laser diodes are used. However. silver halides

The amplitude A of the reconstruction wave in the primary have poor diffraction efficiency, i.e., 5-10%.
focus of a HOE lens of focal length f is described by the Since the signal-to-noise ratio of optical instruments is
relationship [61, proportional to the square root of the laser intensity. a uniform

laser intensity at the HOE foci is required. To achieve this
jk -2 2 condition, the exposure time for each foci must be adjusted to

A(4,rl, f C e2 F(b(x,y)) (1) take into account the effects of subsequent exposures. Foci-to-
foci intensity variations of the order of 10% are expected due to
variations in the holographic plate modulation transfer function

where b(xy) is the aperture function, F denotes Fourier (MTF) which affects the exposure time. For a 10% laser
transform, 4 and T1 are the coordinates in the focal plane, and x intensity variation, the signal-to-noise ratio at the different foci
and y are the coordinates in the hologram plane. will fluctuate by 5% which is well within the acceptable

During the holographic recording process, variations in the tolerance range of most optical instruments.
layer thickness of the holographic recording material introduces

phase distortion qi(x,y) to the original wavefront. Although (p is 2.3 Shadow Effect

usually very small, it can result in a substantial deformation of
the measuring volume. Introducing phase distortion to the The building block for any geometrical arrangement of the

primary focus of HOE modifies the amplitude described by foci is the on-axis and off-axis line configurations. For large off-

equation I such hat axis angle applications, i.e., off-axis angles >50. lens aberrations.
including spherical aberrations, coma, and field curvature, result

JLk (2 +n7 2) in large spot size. In these applications an additional lens can be
S= Ce 2' (F(b)+ F(b) * F(j r. y))/ (2) used to correct the aberrations and generate a spot size about the

A(,,f) eb+ bFsame as the diffraction limited beam waist. The spatial resolut-
ion of the on-axis configuration is limited by the shadowing

The resolution of the holographic lens, described by equation effect that occurs due to interference from the superposition of
(2), is determined from the aperture function and phase distortion light generated by diverged beams upstream of the focal point
of the reconstructed wave. For a lop hat aperture function, (shown in Fig. 2). Beam divergence after the upstream focal
equation (2) shows that if the distortion (p(xy) contains low spa- point casts a shadow on the subsequent focal points This effect
tial frequencies, i.e.. order of the inverse of aperture diameter, is equivalent to the existence of background noise. Therefore. a
the resolution of the spot size formed by the holographic lens signal to shadow ratio (SSR) can be defined as:
will be equal to the diffraction limited spot size. The hologram
spatial frequency S f can be found from the relationship SSRI NF(4)

A0 L (3) k=

where I i is the laser beam intensity at point i. NF is the number

where X. is the wavelength of incident wavefront. and AxIL is of on-axis focal points, and 41, is the diverged laser beam

the thickness variation per unit length. Therefore. for a I cm intensity at point i due to a beam focused at point k. The
diameter aperture. diffraction limited spot size can be obtained tolerable level of the SSR, which is a function of the number and

when the maximum thickness variation is 5 0.5 pm/cm. It has location of the focal points, varies with the applications

been demonstrated in the literature [71 that it is possible to depending upon the signal-to-noise ratio and the data acquisition

fabricate HOE lens with a thickness variation of 0.2 plm/cm. and processing system. Experimentally. an SSR of about IM0 is
Therefore. for most optical configurations it is possible to adequate for most applications. however, an analysis of

acceptable SSR must be conducted.
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3 HOE PROBE VOLUME CHARACTERISTICS .L

I=B e 2 (cot)-.X I-t2 6
Two HOE lenses were designed and fabricated: 3-point and e I B-ct 2&X -A- ) N.()

9-point HOE. The optical quality of the measurement volumes i= bo

is characterized by the size of laser spot. laser beam intensity
variations and signal to shadow ratio (SSR). The laser spot size where b0 is the laser beam waist at the probe volume. N[. is the
at the foci was determined using a ray tracing technique. The number of laser spots (sheets). and rect is the rectangle function.
relative intensities of the foci were measured using a silicon There are some similarities between the intensity described
photodiode. The SSR was calculated using equation 4. by equation (6) and LDV signals after completely removing the

Table I describes the characteristics of the probe volumes pedestal component through a high pass filter. First. the
using the 9-point HOE. The maximum focal point to focal point exponential term is the same: the origin of that term is the
laser intensity fluctuations was within ±13% resulting in Gaussian intensity distribution characteristic of most lasers.
maximum variation in the SNR of ±+6.7%, which is well within Second. the periodic component in DAV is described as a
the capabilities of most detectors' dynamic range and signal summation of rectangle functions, while in LDV it is described
processing systems. by a cosine function. The summation term in equation (6) can be

The spot size using HOE as determined from ray tracing approximated by a cosine function when the beam waist b0
was comparable to the diffraction limited spot size at the same equals the beam separation &. In this case. the periodic term in
location as described in Table 1. High optical beam quality (spot LDV is modulated by an exponential factor, while in DAV. the
size is of the order of the theoretical diffraction limited spot size) periodic term is not modulated. Therefore, high signal visibility
at the measurement volume is important to the overall instrument can be obtained with DAV, without the stringent requirements
signal to noise ratio. Spot sizes much larger than the diffraction that have to be satisfied to achieve the same visibility usine an
limited spot size reduce both the laser power per unit area and LDV system.
the resulting signal, and degrades the instrument spatial
resolution. 4.2 Experimental Setup

Table I shows that the SSR at the first focal point is the
highest because the laser beam rays that are converging to form The output of four individually addressable laser diodes
the focal points (downstream of the first focus) have smaller
power per unit area than the laser beam that is in focus. The (3 jimxi im) was collimated using a 12.5 mm focal length lens.
SSR decreases as the contribution from the upstream foci The collimated laser beam was then used to illuminate the HOE
increases. At the 5th foci, a balance is achieved between the lens. The separation of the laser beams at the foci was 85 Jgm.
contribution of the out-of-focus and in-focus points. The min- The DAV receiving optics, and data processing are similar to the
imum SSR occurred at the 8th foci, owing to its close location to LDV technique. The DAV optical system is schematically
the 7th and 9th foci (dictated by the nature of the fully developed illustrated in Fig. 4. Combining the DAV technique and the
turbulent pipe flow). In general, the SSR can be optimized by HOE lens results in an optimum procedure for multi-point
taking into consideration the nature of the fluid flow and the velocity measurement applications. The DAV optical transmitter
distance between the foci. does not need the stringent optical requirements of an LDV. and

relies on the use of collimated beam to illuminate the HOE lens.
However. the HOE technique pan be integrated with the optical

4, HOE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION train of an LDV, a laser transit anemometry (LTA). or a laser
induced fluorescence (LIF) system.

4.1 Velocity Measdrement Technique Two sets of velocity measurement experiments were
conducted to determine the performance of the HOE lens:

The HOE lens was combined with diode array velocimetry controlled tests and wind tunnel tests. The controlled tests were
The OE enswascombnedwit dide arayvelcimtry performed using a wire which was projected from the edge of a(DAV) technique to measure the velocity at multiple points [12]. rotat ing w wire which simulated prticle psg

The basic concept of DAV is to create a number of laser spots or rotating wheel. The vue, wahich simulated particles passing
sheets at the probe volume as shown in Fig. 3. As a particle through the probe volume, was 75 m it m in diameter. The signals
crosses the optical pattern, it generates a signal analogous to that from the wire had fixed amplitude, frequency and arrival time.

The flow tests were performed in a low speed wind tunnel.
of fringe LDV. By measuring the frequency of the signal o), and schematically shown in Fig. 5. The test section was 10 cm in

by knowing the spacing between spots 8. the velocity u is diameter and located 60 diameters downstream the tunnel inlet
determined from the relationship Reynolds number, based on centerline velocity and test section

diameter. varied from 3x14 to 2x105. The flow field at the test
u = .a (5) section was fully developed turbulent pipe flow.

Measurements in the frequency domain allow the separation of
the noise from the signal. thus improving the accuracy, repeata- 5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
bility and the detection of low SNR. The incoherence feature of
the technique relaxes the stringent requirements imposed by 5.1 Rotating Wire Velocity Measurements
LDV and, thus, permits the utilization of laser diode arrays.

The intensity distribution at the focal plane of a perfect lens. The velocity of the rotating wire was measured using the
i.e.. aberration free lens. due to laser diode array illumination is HOE lens and an achromatic lens at each focal point. The
describtI by the relationship velocity statistics. i.e., average and standard deviation (RMS) of

the rotating wire, were determined using 10.000 velocity
samples. Since the sampling process is Poisson distributed, the
corresponding statistical error was ±0.1%. The rotating %%ire
RMS velocity using an achromatic lens was ±f), I ch. i.e.. within
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the statistical error. The RMS velocity using the HOE lens was no Index of refraction in air
also +0.1%. Therefore. the velocity uncertainty due to using the NF Number of foci
HOE was dominated by the repeatability of the experiment nH Index of refraction of holographic material
which was within ±0.1%. A conservative conclusion would be NL Number of laser sheets
that the velocity error due to using the HOE lens is much less Sf Hologram spatial frequency
than ±0. I%. SSR Signal to shadow ratio

I time
5.2 Wind Tunnel Tests u velocity

The HOE-DAV method was used to measure the centerline nd y Hologram coordinatcs

velocity in the tunnel in the Reynolds number range 3x I04 to Greek

l.7xlos, which corresponds to a velocity range of 4.5 to
25 m/sec. The particle average size was 5 gtm. The tunnel Ax Thickness variation of holographic material
velocity statistics were obtained using 4,000 velocity samples at (1 Phase distortion introduced by the holographic
each point. The tunnel centerline average velocity was measured recording material
using a HOE lens and an achromatic lens. The two velocities
were within ±0.1%. Figure 6 shows the average velocity profile X0 Wavelength of incident wavefront

obtained by 3-points HOE lens at 5 mm, 15 mm and 50 mm from • and TI Focal plane coordinates

the pipe wall, at a Reynolds number of I.7x l0s. The turbulence Laser sheet-to-sheet separation
intensity was calculated from the ratio of the root mean square DAV signal frequency
value of the velocity samples normalized by the local mean
velocity. The measured centerline turbulence intensity using the
HOE lens was compared to the intensity measured using an ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
achromatic lens, showing that the two intensities were within
+0.1%. A plot of the turbulence intensity profile at 5 mm, The work was supported in part by Gas Research Institute
15 mm, and 50 mm from the pipe wall, at a Reynolds number of (GRI), under contract No. 5092-260-2449. Mr. Ferol Fish.
1.7x 10, using the HOE lens is shown in Fig. 7. The turbulence Program Manager. and by the Gas Company of Southern
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Table 1. Foci Location, Laser Intensity, and Spot Size

Foci Location (mm) Foci Location (mm) Relative Laser Spot Size SSR
(relative to hologram) (relative to pipe w1a11) Intensity (Jim)

60.00 50.00 113 4.8 664
68.42 43.18 102 5.4 411
76.04' 35.56 109 5.9 321
83.66 27.94 135 6.5 252
91.28 20.32 121 7.1 144
96.36 15.24 131 7.5 105

!01.44 10.16 149 7.9 94
106.52 5.10 146 8.3 73
110.33 1.27 149 8.5 101
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THE EFFECT OF LASER BEAM ORIENTATION ON THE ACCURACY OF 3D LDA

MEASUREMENTS WITHIN AN ANNULAR TEST FACILITY

J. F. Carrotte and K. M. Britchford

Department of Aeronautical Engineering,
University of Technology,

Loughborough, Leicestershire, LEI 1 3TU, U.K.

ABSTRACT velocity data has to be transformed in order to derive 3 mutually
orthogonal components. One such application using these

Often when making 3D coincident Laser Doppler techniques is described by Carrotte et al. (1993), in which
Anemometry (LDA) measurements, restricted optical access methods have been developed for obtaining coincident 3D LDA
means that the measured velocities have to be transformed into measurements on a facility that simulates the flow within gas
orthogonal components to fully define the flow field. This turbine engines. These geometries are characterised by
paper is concerned with the errors that can occur during this relatively small annular passages in which the optical access to
process. Errors in the derived orthogonal mean velocities are the measurement region is severely restricted. Thus, both the
determined by the accuracy to which the laser beam alignment transmitted light and the reflected signals have to pass through
can be obtained. In addition the finite resolution, to which each an outer casing with the measured velocity components being
processor determines the measured velocities, can lead to errors highly non-orthogonal. Of particular difficulty is the accurate
in the derived Reynolds stresses which may be amplified by the definition of the velocity in the radial direction.
transformation process. A method is presented that estimates This paper concentrates on the errors which occur, in
the relative experimental error that occurs as the direction of the derived quantities, due to transformation of the measured
the measured velocity components is varied. These predictions velocities into 3 orthogonal components. Particular attention is
are compared with measurements, obtained on a fully annular paid to the way in which the transformation process gives rise
facility, in which these errors were observed. Whilst their to a poorer resolution of the derived orthogonal velocities,
magnitude is a function of the alignment of the measured compared with that of the components measured by each
velocity components, the significance of these errors depends processor, which can lead to errors in the derived turbulence
upon the particular application and the flow field being quantities. A theoretical analysis is presented and compared
measured. with measurements obtained in a fully annular S-shaped duct

facility. This simulates the flow within a passage connecting
the compressor spools of a gas turbine engine. Although these

INTRODUCTION errors will be present in a wide variety of applications, they
could be of particular significance for annular duct applications

In a wide variety of applications a better understanding because of the limited access to the measurement region.
of the physical behaviour of turbulent flow may be obtained
through more detailed and comprehensive measurements. At
the same time this information may be used to validate and ANALYSIS OF TRANSFORMATION ERRORS
improve turbulence models for the accurate prediction of the
flow. Thus, in addition to the mean velocities, it may be Various factors determine the direction of each
desirable to evaluate the time-averaged Reynolds stresses and measured velocity component and hence the transformation
higher order velocity correlations. Such information can be matrix that must be applied to convert the measured velocities
obtained using LDA, with an additional advantage being the (CI. c2- c3) into the orthogonal components (u, v, w). i.e..
non-intrusive nature of this measurement technique. Although
a well established method, significant complications can arise -utal a2- 2
since, in order to obtain all the time-averaged velocity data, it is u a2 a22 a13 ir cI
necessary to simultaneously measure velocity components in 2  a 2  CC 2

3 different directions. Furthermore, optical access to the w La3l a3 2 a 33 C3
measurement region is often limited, and so the measured Alternatively, this can be written as,
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u, = a, c1  (2)

where the i th. component of velocity is obtained by summing Flom Frim

forj=13 = 1 3
Clearly, errors in the derived velocity components will Contraction

occur if the terms in the transformation matrix (a,,) are not of
the correct magnitude. Systematic errors of this type are a IBundary

function of the orientation of the laser beams, with respect to .iyer .r

the orthogonal axes of the fig, and the accuracy to which these Trips

can be measured. Knowledge of the limits to which laser beam
alignment can be determined allows the terms in the inlet

transformation matrix (aij) to be varied to correspond with these Length
limits and the effect on the mean orthogonal velocities
(U. V, W) evaluated. However. this paper is more concerned
with the errors that arise due to the finite resolution to which Compressor ..
each velocity sample can be determined and the influence of the Stage 0.- -

optical transformation upon these errors.. ..
In converting each Doppler burst into a velocity \\ -shapedSBearing il Duct

measurement, the finite resolution (Aci) of the processor means,\ /pct
that ci can only be determined to within ±Aci of its true value. u1 -
(N.B. This is common to all processors.) Hence, each derived . I
orthogonal velocity will also be subject to a finite resolution
(Aui), but this is of different magnitude to that determined by Drive Shafi ScitlinR t.e,,th

each processor and is given by,

Au1 =U-iAct +'-i-AC2 +'-3AC3  (3) ,_.. ... I

But c•ui/acj = aij therefore,

Aui =aij Acj (4) 1Motr , I

Since the resolution error of each processor is random it will Figure I Experimental Facility
have no effect on the mean orthogonal velocities (Ui) obtained

the terms in the transformation matrix (aij). Thus, althoughfrom averaging over a num ber of bursts as Aci = 0 . H ow ever,er o si th va an e f e ch m su d c m p e t w ll l ayerrors in the variance of each measured component will always

since (Aci)2 # 0 all the measured Reynolds stresses (uiuj) will occur, due to the finite processor resolution, the transformation
process can give rise to errors in all the derived Reynolds stress

contain errors (Auiuj ) which are given by the product Au1Auj. components which may be amplified to much higher levels.

The amplification is dependant upon the optical transformation
Using equation (4) and assuming that AciAcj = 0 leads to, and can be significantly larger for one Reynolds stress

2 ]component compared with others. Further, equation (5) shows
Aujuj = aik ajk (Ack )2 L (5) that the derived normal stresses are always greater than their

true values, whereas the shear stresses may be subjected to
For example, the uv error (Auv) is given by, errors of either sign.

2 2 2
Auv =(aI a 21 )(AcO) + (a 12 a22)(Ac 2 ) + (a 13 a2 3)(Ac 3 )

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY
and the vv error (Avv) is given by.

- 2 _22) 2 Measurements have been made on a fully annular
Avv = (a 21)(Ac) +(a 22 )2(Ac 2 )2 + (a (Ac 3)2  facility which simulates the flow within the duct connecting the

The resolution is a function of the type of processor and compressor spools of gas turbine engines. Optimisation
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) associated with a given necessitates that each spool is of different diameter and so the

measurement. However, it should be noted that the Reynolds interconnecting duct takes the form of a complex S shape. The
experimental facility (Fig. I) is vertically mounted with air

stress errors (Aujuj ) are also determined by the magnitude of being drawn from atmosphere into a large plenum before
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60x fibreflow series of optical elements. Light from a 5 watt

Argon Ion laser was separated into the green. blue and violet

///wavelengths within the transmitter box, each channel also

/7 / /incorporating a 40 MHz frequency shift to eliminate fringe bias

Fibre optic links connect the transmitter box to the optical

probe heads, which are mounted on an instrumentation plate

/ attached to the side of the test rig (Fig. 2). Both I D (violet) and

S/ 2D (blue. green) probe heads, of diameter 14 mm. areS ' V J simultaneously used to obtain 3 component measurements. In

" \addition to the transmitting optics, each probe also incorporates

.. •-- , . >-/ ,"' receiving optics and a multi-mode fibre for signal transmission

.4. to the photomultipliers. For the data presented here beam

, .expanders were also used resulting in each channel having a

beam separation of 16 mm at exit from the expander, a focal

length of 120 mm and a receiving optics aperture of diameter
/ -22 mm. In back-scatter operation this gives a control volume

,L - size of approximately 0.1xO.1xl.5mm. However, off-axis

, ..detection was used in all the results presented. with the ID

"probe being used to detect signals from the blue, green velocity

components and vice-versa. For the typical included angle used

, this gave an effective control volume size of 0. 1 xO. I xO.3 mm.

The fully annular test facility meant that both the
Figure 2 Optical Arrangement transmitted light and the reflected signal have to pass through

the outer casing with optical access being provided by several
passing through the intake which also contains a honeycomb curved perspex windows as detailed by Carrotte et al. (1993).

flow straightener. At the end of the inlet section, 7 hydraulic In order to initially align the laser beams each window, along

diameters long, an axial compressor can be incorporated with the instrumentation plate supporting the probes, must be

immediately upstream of the annular S-shaped duct to generate removed from the test rig. All six beams are then projected

engine representative inlet conditions. However, all the through the window and aligned to simultaneously pass through

measurements presented in this paper are with the compressor a 50 pm diameter pin hole. In this way the required

removed so that entry conditions to the duct are determined by coincidence of the control volumes and receiving optics can be

turbulent boundary layer development along the inlet length. In achieved. In addition, the pin hole was also used to track the

this case air is drawn through the facility by two centrifugal path of each beam which allowed the beam alignment, relative

compressors located in the exhaust system. The test section to the rig axis, to be determined to within _+0.2'. This

geometry is outlined in detail by Britchford et al. (1994) but is information is required for obtaining the value of the terms (ai,)

of constant area with an exit to inlet mean radius ratio of 0.8 in the optical transformation matrix. As described by Carrotte

and an axial length to inlet passage height of 3.4. Within the et al. (1993), the ±+0.20 angle variation can lead to errors in the

duct 4 laser windows allow measurements at up to I I traverse measured mean orthogonal velocity components (U, V, W) of

stations. All results were obtained at a Reynolds number, based up to 0.1 m/s for data similar to that presented in this paper.

on inlet hydraulic diameter and mean passage velocity, of Seeding was provided by a TSI six-jet atomiser using a

2.8x10 5 . Results have already been presented by Britchford relatively low viscosity oil. The resulting particles of

et al. (1994) with the mean velocity profile indicating a central approximately 0.5 pm diameter were injected by a single radial
'potential' core region, along the entire length of the duct. which pipe, with multiple outlet holes, located in the plenum above

isolates the boundary layers that develop along each wall. It the measurement position. Signals received from each channel

should be noted, from consideration of the upstream geometry. due to the passage of particles through the control volume were

that within the central core region the turbulence is isotropic processed in the frequency domain using 57NI0 Burst

(i.e. uu = vv = ww) and that the shear stresses are all of zero Spectrum Analysers (BSAs). All measurements were

magnitude (i.e. uv = uw = vw = 0). performed with hardware coincidence filtering i.e. data was
only recorded when a burst was simultaneously registered by

the detector circuits of all 3 BSAs. In this way the three

INSTRUMENTATION AND SIGNAL PROCESSING velocity components recorded for each measurement were
associated with the same particle passing through the control

Measurements have been obtained using a Dantec volume. However. after coincidence filtering some bursts were

colour separated 3 channel LDA system incorporating the rejected by the internal validation tests conducted by each
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Probe Angles Reynolds Stress Error
40 uerror(Unity Resolution)

.1 xJL (ct-13) 0.5(a+13) A 'uu 4V Auv

-0.4 42.50 1 .80 0.58 3.80 -0.08

.. 0.02 -38.10 -28.40 1.48 3.76 1.720 . as 0.125 42.60 -3.60 0.59 3.76 0.19

W_ __ -to_ 38 -0.24
S0.25 42.30 4.10 0.59 3.84 -02

0.375 42.3 3.80 0.60 3.88 -0.24.30S 0.5 42.3° 4.0° 0.61 3.89 -0.26
"40 0.625 42.0- 4.40 0.61 3.94 -0.29

,9040.70 40-50o 40-30 20.10 0 to 20 30 40 50 70 80 90 0.75 42.30 4.10 0.59 3.83 -0.23

Included Angle (deg) 0.875 -40.20 -2.30 0.57 4.24 0.15

1.0 -40.20 -2.30 0.57 4.24 0.15

40 y err" I.4a 40.40 -2.50 057 4.15 014

I0 S4b 67.70 -0.90 0.73 1.62 0.02

V s0 Table 1 Probe Angle Combination and Reynolds Stress
10 Errors (Unity Resolution) for Each Traverse

S.0 M
a -20 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

.( 30

40 The flow field is to be defined relative to orthogonal
axes in the axial (x), radial (y) and circumferential (z)

-S0 . 400 . -3o 40 20 .- 10 0 10 20 30 40 50 ( 70 8o 90 directions (Fig. 2). However, the measured velocity

Included Angle (deg) components are determined by the alignment of the optical

probe heads on the test facility. The ID and 2D probes are at

40 -veror angles of a and 03 to the traverse direction and lie in the
30 1" axial-radial plane. In addition, whereas the violet beams are

2 S constrained to also lie in this plane, the planes containing the
.t . I green and blue beams are rotated about the 2D probe axis by
J angles yg and yb respectively. All the angles and associated sign0 -.

conventions are defined in Figure 2 and produce a
.5 .transformation matrix with terms.

* 2A.3-0 sin(az) sin('ytb)
"40 7 an= sin- -)sin -yb) (6.1)

-90-0 -7040 .S0AO 430-SO--10 0 10 2O 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Included Angle (deg) a1 2 sin(a) sin(y¥ (6.2)

Figure 3 Variation of Reynolds Stress Errors (Unity sin(a - 13) sin(Cy - Yb)

Resolution) with Probe Angle Combination
sin(13) (6.3)

processor. For this reason off-line software coincidence a3 = sin(a-13)
filtering was also performed in which a data point was only

accepted as coincident if the arrival time registered by each cos(a)sin(Y)
channel was within the time estimated for the particle to pass a, 1 = (6.4)

through the control volume. Some 10,000 bursts were collected - ( )ciy - 7b)

at each point but the internal validation process and software

coincidence filtering meant that a reduced number (typically cos(a) sin(y,)

4.000) of coincident velocity samples were available for a 2 =-sin(o-)sin(y ) (6.5)
deriving the timc averaged quantities.
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latter assumption is not realistic and so for the different angle
a23 = COO) (6.6) combinations it is the relative size of the errors, rather than

sin(c( - 0) their absolute values, that can be assessed. Thus, a value of 1.0
(normal stresses) or 0.0 (shear stresses) indicates the error in

a3l = cos(yb) (6.7) the stress component that would occur, due to the finite
sin (6g.7Y) processor resolution, if transformation were not necessary.

However, angle combinations that give rise to errors much

greater than these indicate a significant amplification of the

a32  -cs() (6.8) resolution errors, due to transformation, leading to larger errors
sin(yg -Yb) in the derived Reynolds stresses. For the case described, only

the Reynolds stress errors Auu, Aw and Auv vary with Ca. 13a33 = 0 (6.9)
(Aww = I and Auw = Avw = 0 for all a. 13) and therefore only

The measured velocities UBsAI, UesA2 and UBSA3, which are these are presented in Figure 3. It should be noted that the
associated with the green, blue and violet control volumes contours are not at equal intervals and the values are different
respectively, are then related to the orthogonal velocities on each plot.
u. v and w via, For the normal stresses it can be seen that the radial

component (w) is subjected to a larger error compared with theIul= [a11  : 12  a13  UBSA2 axial component (uu). For example. at zero average angle and
= a21  a2 a23 UsA. (7) an included angle of 200 the error in w is 16.6 (for unity

La3i a32  a33  UBSA 3J resolution) compared with 0.52 for uu. However, halving the
included angle to 100 will increase the w error value to 65.8.

Predicted Probe Angle Effects whereas it will reduce to 4.27 if the included angle can be
doubled. These errors reflect the nature of a fully annular

In order to asses the relative magnitude of the Reynolds facility, where access is through the outer casing, so that large
stress error associated with each component, the actual terms in differences in alignment occur between the measured velocity
the transformation (6) were included in equation (5) and used to components and the radial direction. Thus the error in radial

normal stress is mainly a function of the included angle
calculate Auiuj for a wide range of probe angle combinations between the probes, with closer alignment of the measured

(ca. 03). The errors are presented as contour plots (Fig. 3), with components to the radial direction occurring at larger included
each angle combination being defined in terms of the included angles. For the axial normal stress (uu) the average angle of
angle between the probes (cz-P3) and the average angle made by the probe heads, as well as the included angle, can influence the
the probes with respect to the traverse direction 0.5(a+p3). It error magnitudes. The shear stress (uv ) can have errors of bothwas assumed that the green and blue fringe angles (rc. , Y) were positive and negative magnitude which are mainly a function of
at 450 and --450 respectively. as was approximately the case in pstv n eaiemgiuewihaemil ucino

the average probe angle. In this case, the error for a wide range
the experimental measurements, and that the resolution of each of included angles can be minimised by having the probe heads
processor (AU.k) was of unity magnitude (i.e. I mls). This
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stress levels. However. within each boundary layer although
symmetrically located about the traverse direction, resulting in the error magnitude may increase, due to changes in the
a small average angle. processor resolution, the higher stress levels mean these errors

Although errors can be predicted for a large number of are of relatively less significance. Hence the importance of
angle combinations, in reality the choice is restricted by the processor resolution, and its amplification through the
geometry of the optical windows and test facility. However, the transformation matrix, needs to be assessed relative to the flow
above analysis is useful in assessing which combination of field being measured. For the shear stress component (uv)
angles (a, P3, yg, yb), that are practical, will minimise the errors values of finite magnitude were recorded within the central core
associated with all 6 Reynolds stresses or those stresses which region, as indicated at x/L = 0.02 (Fig. 7). despite the true
are of particular significance to an investigation, values being zero. Here a probe configuration with a relatively

large average angle was used and the errors are again thought to
Experimental Measurements be due to the transformation error.

Measurements have been made at I I stations within the Estimate of Processor Resolution
annular S-shaped duct, with local variations in geometry
resulting in several probe angle combinations (a, 13) being used In the central passage region it is known that the
(Table I). Within practical limitations these angles were turbulence should be isotropic with normal stress components
chosen to minimise the effects of transformation on the of equal magnitude (uu = w = ww) and a shear stress (u') of
Reynolds stresses, but errors are still evident in the o . W ith thi ino vaton th actu a reso of ef

experimental data. zero. WYith this information the actual resolution of each BSA

experimenta dat1.4 tprocessor can be calculated. For all the measurements, in the
At x/L = 1.4 the mean velocity profile (Fig. 4) indicates central region, resolutions of approximately 0.14 m/s. 0.21 m/s

the presence of boundary layers which have been subjected to and 0.28 m/s were typically indicated for AUBsAI. AUBsA2 and
both streamwise pressure gradient and curvature effects during AUBSA 3 respectively. The original error plots (Fig. 3) were
their development within the S-shaped duct. A central core based on a I m/s resolution on all processors and therefore
region is also present and occupies some 35% of the passage allowed only the relative errors between different probe angles
height, with the turbulence in this region being of relatively low to be assessed. Using the resolutions determined from thc
int6nsity and isotropic. Here, due to the higher transformation experimental data, the actual errors expected for each Reynolds
errors in the radial direction, the measured radial normal stress stress component over a range of probe angles can calculated.

(vv) is over twice that of the axial (uu) and circumferential The components corresponding to the original plot are

(ww) values (Fig. 5). This was confirmed by increasing the presented here (Fig. 8), although now only the circumferential
included angle (ct-10) from 40' to 680, although this precluded normal stress (ww) is invariant with probe angle (a, 13). Note
measurements being obtained close to the inner wall. Figure 6 also the change in contour magnitudes due to the actual
shows that with the larger included angle. lower radial normal resolutions being much smaller than the unity values originally
stresses are obtained across a large portion of the passage due assumed. Furthermore, the shape of the contours are modified
to the reduced transformation errors, This data also indicates since the resolution of each processor is different, with errors
how in regions of low turbulence the errors are of greatest being relatively larger for Reynolds stress components that are
significance. since they are of similar magnitude to the actual more dependant on the velocity measured by the 3rd. processor
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tOprocessor resolution = -s-(8)
0.2 16 RI

.0- lwhere Ca is the fringe spacing or calibration factor (mis/MHz)
Ith ght wavelength and the angle

S"30 beteenthe airof bamsforming the control volume.

40- oweer, quaion 8) nlyapplies to regions in which a good
.90'40.-7040 .50 40 .30 -20 .10 0 to 20 3M0 a0 0 70 "0 90 be achieved, with the resolution

Included Angle (deg) becoming worse as the noise content of the signal increases (i.e.

SNR). The relationship between record interval and

resolution for various noise levels is indicated in Figure 9. with
40 Vero-o the calibration factor (Ca) used approximately corresponding to

•Sp that in the present investigation. It should be noted that the

S,20 record interval selected should reflect the time taken for the

0 particles to cross the control volume and hence the duration of

40 the bursts. Dantec (1991) recommend a value of two-thirds the

Inluetransit time of the fastest particles. For the data presented here.

*l -20oe this resulted in a record interval of 1.333 ans which for 3D

S-(30 -coincident data, must be the same for all processors. For the
40 green component (BSAe), it can' be seen (Fig. 9) that the

calculated resolution corresponds to that which should be

inluded Angle (deg) techniques used. However, the poorer resolution of the other

Figue 8 Varat~o ofReyoldsStrss rror wih Pobe processors appears to indicate operation at a lower SNR. This
Figue 8Varatio ofReyoldsStrss rror wih Pobe may be associated with the laser characteristics and the

Angle Combination different amounts of light power present in each of the control

volumes. As described by Carrotte et al. (1993) the green
(U2•0. It can be sen that the minimum shear stress error novaer w r the

to All partclues toAI cros tis the onrolvo ume and wene eea theduaino

longer occurs at zero average angle but at some finite value copntwihhelatoersvoet(S ).otiig
dependent upon the included angle. comon en with the .l t power)is voa l uet of onthat the

The resolution of each processor is a function of the ol 02%o hsvle ti loitrsigt oeta hpoorer SNR may b trane ty o e faet proportion of data validated

record interval (RI). this being the period over which a Doppler by each processor dunng acquisition, this being I00%. 75sf and
burst is sampled and is therefore determined by the number o 5 o D

< .30 coincident dataimust bert dthesaed for Ball prcssors For the

samples and the sampting frequency. Due to various signal b

analysis techniques used by the processorg the accuracy to respectively.

which a particular hurst can be resolved is a function of the RI.

as given by.
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Optimum Laser Beam Alignment of the terms used in the translormation matrix and can lead to
errors in the derived orthogonal mean velocities.

Errors will occur in the Reynolds normal stresses due to 0 The finite resolution associated with each measured
the finite resolution to which velocities can be measured, but if velocity can be amplified, during the transformation process.
the measured data have to be transformed then such errors can and thereby significantly affect the derived Reynolds stresses
be significantly amplified and affect all the Reynolds stresses. Such errors will increase the normal stress values recorded but
However, it should be noted that minimising these errors is the shear stress errors may he of either pOSitive or negative
difficult since the selected measurement directions, in addition
to determining the transformation matrix, can also affect the
processor resolution. For example, the magnitude of the terms The magnitude of the errors is a function of the included

(aij) in the transformation matrix can be minimised by angle between the measured velocity components and the

measuring, if it were possible, along each orthogonal axis. average angle made by these components with each orthogonal

However, the higher velocities associated with the measured axis.

streamwise component and the much lower values of the other * In a region of low isotropic turbulence errors due to
two components changes the velocity signal analysed by each transformation have been observed experimentally on a fully
processor. The resulting alteration to processor filter settings annular facility. In such a geometry access is restricted and
and other parameters thereby affect the SNR of the bursts being results in the radial normal stress errors being of largest
analysed. Furthermore, the selection of certain measurement magnitude.
directions can also increase the noise content of the analysed 0 Any experimental investigation of turbulent flow should
signals due to reflection from nearby surfaces etc. (Carrotte be e xpeR enol stressig rrors that ulen o w sh eir
et al., 1993) Thus, in addition to determining the be aware of the Reynolds stress errors that can occur and their
transformation matrix, the selected measurement directions significance should be assessed with respect to the level of
affect the signal-to-noise ratio at which each processor operates
and the associated processor resolution. It also follows that not The effects of laser beam alignment on the quality of

only is the quality of the data affected by the selected beam data obtained is the subject of a continuing investigation at

alignment, but also the ability to obtain any data in regions of Loughborough.

high noise such as close to solid surfaces. Hence, in addition to
the transformation errors consideration should be given to the
likely SNR of the measured components. This is of particular REFERENCES

significance for the violet component since, due to the relatively
low power in the control volume, it has nominally the poorest Britchford, K. M., Carrotte. J. F., Stevens, S. J. and
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ABSTRACT component laser-Doppler anemometers it is important to guar-
antee a priori coincidence in space of the three measuring

The paper presents a general mathematical procedure for the volumes and to estimate the required velocity correction.
calculation of the measuring location of three pairs of laser The passage of the three beam-pairs through a curved
beams, their diplacement and corresponding velocity component interface can affect:
inclination due to refraction of the laser beams at curved in- a) the position of the intersection of each beam-pair
terfaces. The beam equations are solved, without any small-angle (i.e of the measuring volume),
approximations, for an arrangement corresponding to a three b) the relative position in space of the three measuring
component laser Doppler anemometer. Refractive index vari- volumes, which in the general case may not cross any more after
ations of the media, due to temperature or pressure variations, sucessive refractions,
are taken into account. c) the shape of each of the measuring volumes and,

The proposed formulation has been validated by comparison consequently, the fringe spacing (the calibration factor between
with experimental results. The correction procedure has been fringe crossing frequency and seed particle velocity may
applied to a typical configuration for measurements in a turbo- change),
machinery passage and representative beam displacement d) the orientation of the measured velocity component.
calculations are presented. Possibilies offered by the method in The radius of curvature and the thickness of the walls of the
designing experiments as well as correcting obtained results are flow enclosure, the intersection angles of the laser beam-pairs,
discused. the angle of incidence of each beam on the interface surface

influence the above four factors, together with the refractive
indices of the inner/outer fluid(s) and of the wall. The resulting

1. INTRODUCTION beam displacements can become significant in turbomachinery
configurations, as for example reported by Strazisar (1986),

In laser-Doppler anemometry, when beams pass through where the three velocity components are generally resolved in
transparent curved windows, it is necessary to make corrections non-orthogonal coordinate systems.
for the refraction of the laser beams at the interface boundaries. The analytical solution of the beam transmittance equations
Simplified or simple case calculations have been reported in the for the general case is difficult without, for example, small-angle
literature, e.g. Bicen and Whitelaw (1981), Boadway and approximations, employed by Bicen and Whitelaw (1981). Gar-
Carahan (1979), Parry et al (1990) and the required correction davsky et al (1989) reported corrections in three dimensions
has become a standard procedure for measurements performed resulting sy solving the general system of equations for a pipe
with a single-component laser-Doppler anemometer. configuration inserted in a rectangular box, an approach which

In recent years the application of two and three-component is commonly applied together with refractive index matching of
laser-Doppler anemometers has become increasingly popular, the fluid and enclosure wadls.
especially with the advent of laser diodes and fibre-optic links It is the purpose of this work to present a mathematical
which allow the production of small-size optical probes. Such procedure solving the general beam transmittance equations to
three-component laser-Doppler anemometers find particular allow calculation of the displacement in space due to refraction
application in turbomachinery flows, where optical access and during simultaneous three-component LDA velocity measure-
size of available window is normally limited, the measuring con- ments. The displacements result from the three pairs of laser
trol volume has to be of small size and the resulting angle beams meeting a curved window at different angles in three
between the beam pairs forming the 3-D arrangement has to be dimensions. The procedure examines coincidence in space of the
generally small. three measuring control volumes and can provide estimates of

Additionally, in turbomachine applications alternative the required corrections.
methods such as refractive index matching techniques, Durst et In order to validate the developed procedure, the calculated
al (1993), or use of correction lenses, Durrett et al (1985), displacements have been experimentally verified in a simple
cannot be generally applied, due to the nature of the flows under configuration.
investigation. It is, therefore, necessary to calculate the displace-
ment of the beams due to refraction. Especially, with three-
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MATHEMATICAL The density, p, is calculated as a function of the pressure, p,

PROCEDURE the temperature, t, and the humidity ratio, H, providing values

of nn and no.

The proposed correction procedure has been developed for The proposed method involves two basic procedures:

a typical configuration of a three-component laser-Doppler a) The path of a single refracted beam, issuing from one incident

anemometer comprising of two probes, as shown in Figure 1. laser beam with arbitrary orientation with respect to the interface

The two-component (2-D) probe transmits two orthogonal pair waU, is determined.

of beams and the one-component probe (1-D) transmits the third b) Using the available geometrical parameters for the 2-13 and I-

pair of beams and it is positioned at a certain angle with respect D probes, the refracted beams issuing from each individual

to the 2-13 probe. The optical parameters of the two probes and incident beam are determined. From the corresponding equations

the system of coordinates used in the calculations are shown in the intersection points of the refracted beams are determined as

Figure 1. well as the direction of their bisectors.
Each procedure is described below.
The following steps have been adopted for the calculation of

11 the beam displacement due to refraction:
"•2D Probe Step 1.1: Definition of the beam eauations: The equation

........... •...... describing an incident beam is defined by the vector r,(a,,b,,c,

parallel to the beam and the point of origin A(x,,y,,z), Figure

2. The equation of a line in 3-13 space has the form:

01 (x-x,)Ia, = (y-y,)/b, = (z-zj)/c,

The calculation of x,,y,,z,,a,,b,,c, for one beam is done from

the data of the corresponding probe and its position.

x
R

XPXP A1,1041)

Figure 1: Layout of the probe configuration and the coordinate a

system used for the calculations

For the derivation of the general equations of the

transmittance of the laser beams, the optical parameters of each ;Z3

probe, the geometry of the two-probe assembly and its position

are known (Figure 1), namely:
- The focal lengths f, and f4 of the focusing lens of the 2-D and

of the 1-D probe and the respective half angles 0, and t%,

- the angle a between the two probes,
- the point (XY,,Z) corresponding to the point of intersection

of the horizontal and vertical lines connecting the four beams of Figure 2: Path of a single refracted beam-Displacementbetween

the 2-D probe on the focusing lens and initial and final point of intersection

-the angles 0 and K the 2-D probe forms with the horizontal and

the vertical planes respectively.
The geometrical data and properties of the interface window

are also known: Step 1.2: Calculation of the point of intersection on the

-its radius of curvature R., outer interface surface: The point of intersection, B(x,,y2,zJ, of

-the thickness, t, and each beam with the outer wall of the window is calculated by

-the refractive indices n., n., n., of the external, the internal solving the system of equations of the initial beam and of the

fluid and of the wall material respectively, curved surface, S(x,yz) = 0. The equation of the curved (cy-

The calculation of the refractive indices of the internal and lindrical) surface has the following form in the chosen system of

external fluids, considered here to be air, takes into account the coordinates:

different conditions of the air inside and outside the window

(namely the pressure, the temperature and the humidity ratio). x2 + y2 + c' = R,?

The refractive index of the air is related to its density

according to (Allonso-Finn, 1967): The resulting 3 X 3 system of equations is solved analytical-
ly, taking into account all possible cases for the parameters of

n, = 1.0 + 0.00024 p the equations. This system of equations may have two solutions,
corresponding to the two points of intersection of a cylinder and

S i mmmm a~mm maam m mwmm . • 2.



a line. The point B(xj,y2 ,z1 ) which corresponds to the geometry system of equations.
of our problem is chosen as the correct solution. At this point it should be mentioned that the beam axes, after

Step 1.3: Calculation of the vector parallel to each beam: passing through the window, may not intersect any more. This
The unit vector'7,2(a,b,,cJ parallel to each beam after the first is examined in the procedure, and if it happens, instead of
refraction on the outer wall of the window is then calculated, defining the intersection poinz (which does not exist), the
This is done by solving again a system of equations, which are magnitude of the vertical distance between the two axes is
derived as follows: determined.

- Refraction is considered to take place on the plane created Step 2.2: Calculation of velocity component inclination. The
by each original beam and the corresponding radius of curvature vector of the final bisector of each pair of beams is finally calcu-
of the surface at the point of intersection B(x,,y,,z,). Thus, the lated, again by solving a system of equations. The bisector lies
inner product of the vector r-a,b,-,c) and the vector (L,M,N) on the plane of the two beams and, as a result, the inner product
perpendicular to this plane must equal zero: of the vector (a,,b,,cj) of the bisector and of the vector per-

pendicular to the plane of the beams must be equal to zero.
La + Mb + Nc N 0

Calculations presented here have been performed in
The vector (L,M,N) is calculated from the equation of the Cartesian coordinates, but the coordinate system can be trans-

plane, which is known, since it is defined by the incident beam formed to a turbomachinery system of coordinates employing
and the radius of curvature of the outer surface at the point of axial, radial and peripheral coordinates. The Cartesian system of
intersection with the beam. In this approach the definition of the coordinates has been chosen because it offers the lower complex-
plane is done by one point and two vectors parallel to the plane, ity of the resulting equations in comparison to the corresponding
namely the point (0,0,z2) and the vectors (x2 ,y2,0) and (x,,y,,z,- equations in cylindrical coordinates.

- Snell's law, Durst et al (1976),relates the values of the
angles a, and q2, between each beam and the radius at the point 3. VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED CODE
of intersection before and after refraction, respectively.

The developed code has been compared with calculated
na cos(a,) = n, cos(a.) beam diplacements provided by Bicen and Whitelaw (1981) and

with our own experimental results obtained in a simple arrange-
This equation provides values for the unknown %2, since a, ment. For the theoretical verification the refraction correction

can be calculated from the inner product between the initial equations provided by Bicen an,4 Whitelaw (1981) have been
beam and the radius of the curved surface at the point of inter- considered. The beam displacement for axial, tangential and
section: radial velocity measurements in a straight pipe configuration has

been calculated and compared to the results of the current study.
(60- (X2.y 2, 0) (a11b1 C1) All calculations agreed very well but, for reasons or space, only

) (x2 ,Y2, 0) II (alIb, IcC) I the comparison between initial radius and final position of the
point of intersection (radius and angle of displacement in

while cylindrical coordinates) for the case of radial velocity measure-
ments are shown here in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. The

coo(60 - (X 2.,y 2 ,0) (a2 #b 2 , c 2 ) optical parameters and wall thickness used for the calculations
I (X 2 1 7 I ,y o) II(&,b2,c) I are shown in the respective figures.

- The final equation employed is the trigonometric equation: T - BICEN-WHITELAW
E 200.00 .. CURRENT TUD

a21+b12+c22 = 1 0

C-t s.O0

Solution of this system of equations provides the vector _

r2(a2,bh,,c. Again two solutions can be calculatedi and the one _z/1o0.00

that is compatible with the given geometry is chosen.
Step 1.4: Calculation of the oint of intersection at the inner

surface Steps 2 and 3 are similarly repeated for the inner
surface of the curved wall,and the intersection point, as well as
the direction of the refracted beams are derived. 0

.0001'7 0 ooo6 566' r0
INITIAL RADIUS OF INTERSECTION (mm)

The second procedure consists of the evaluation of the Figure 3: Calculated radius for radial velocity
measwing volume position and orientation, for each pair of component measurements in a staight pipe - Coin-
beams, after they have crossed the wall. This procedure is parison with results by Bicen & Whitelaw (1981).
applied to each pair of beams of the two-probe arrangement and (f,= n00rm,t=2mm,Y, =200mm,Z,=0,=0,c= 0)
consists of two steps:

Step 2.1:Determination of the new point of intersection of
h bampair By applying Procedure I to each one of the

beams of one pair, the equation for each beam after passing
through the window is determined. Having these equations, the
intersection point is determined by solving the appropriate
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BICEN -WHITELAW PREDICTION
2.50 .......... C ENT STUDY 20 MEASUR;MENTS

-. :,2.000

'-1 .50 L .j

Eo: 1.0 0

10~
LAtJ 1.00O-

(/7~0.50
<0.50a

0.00 0.00 . . . . . . . . .0. 8000 0000 10o00 200.00 0.0 10.0 20.00 30.00

INITIAL RADIUS OF INTERSECTION(mm) ANGLE OF INCIDENCE(deg.)
Figure 4: Calculated angle (cylindrical coordinates) for radial Figure 6: Comparison between calculated and measured dis-
velocity component measurements in a straight pipe-Comparison placement(f,= l20mm,t=5mm,R,=324mm)
with results by Bicen & Whitelaw (1981).

The angle of incidence of the laser beams to the curved window
For the experiments, the two component (2-D) probe has has been varied by rotating the window.Displacements have been

been aligned as shown in Figure S. A thin glass plate, fixed on recorded for various angles of incidence and are shown in Figure
the traversing mechanism, has been used as a scattering medium 6 in comparison to the calculated results with very good agree-
to produce an artificial Doppler burst. The beams have been ment.
initially focussed on the glass plate without the presence of the
window. Subsequently, the window has been placed between the IN APPLICATION OF THE DEVELOPED PROCEDURE
thin glass plate and the 2-D probe. The window could be rotated IN A TUROMACHINERY ANNULUS
and translated in the vertical direction relative to the 2-D probe,
with the use of a second traversing mechanism. After positioning The developed method has been applied to a configuration
of the window, the probe has been focussed again on the glass representative of an actual turbomachinery geometry (Figure 7).
plate and the displacement has been recorded. This displacement Calculations have been performed for an annular paosage with
corresponds to the displacement of the laser beams due to ref- 324 mm outer radius of curvature. Calculations are presented
raction as they cross the window. in Cartesian coordinates as a percentage of annulus height from

the casing and towards the centreline where the hub is placed.
ME , -W' M hM010110 The focal lengths of the I-D and 2-D probes have been conside-

Fo j iplate red equal to 120 mm each and the angle between the two probes
- is 30 deg. The axial and circumferential velocity components are

"measured by the 2-D probe (U-beams and V-beams, respect-
ively) and the third, non-orthogo-al, velocity component is
measured by the I-D probe (W-beams) at the original positioning
of the probe carriage(position 0:#0, g=0)

2.0 TPAVESM• ME(O SM

2, Pro

Figure S: Layout of the experimental arrangement for the
verification of the calculated displacement

In order to locate the centre of the measuring control
volume, the backcattered signal has been recorded, time-
averaged and stored on a digital oscilloscope. The point of focus Figure 7: Layout of the configuration used for the calculations
has been defined as the point where the maximum amplitude has
been measured on the oscilloscope.

Figures 8 and 9 present the effects of varying air temperature
and pressure inside the configuration. The beams are considered
to intersect at a fixed position inside the configuration(with the
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absence of the window) and the total displacement is calculated.
In both caem the effects on the calculated displacements are very.....dvi --- d V.W
small. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0.805jWIdW.U

CI__ 
-_ ------- ---

E 0.64 Z0.50

MU 0.40

L 0.62 C1.

0.60 n 0.20

C_ .C f 0 . 20

C-)ý 0.10

Q_ 0.00 1 10 20 30 410 50 60 70 &I go~1
U) .56 - -- -- - - - -HUB st OF CHANNEL HEIGHT AING

0.54 Figure 10: Calculated displacement in space between the three
0.52 20.0 40b Goo eooo locobeam-pair points of intersection- Bisector of probes lies on Y-

0. 0 W axis.(X,=-31.O58mn,Z,=O,0=-15deg.,ic=0,t=2mm)
TEMPERATURE OF AIR INSIDE WINDOWF(C)

FgureS8: Wffec of air temperature variations on the calculated
beam displacement.d 

(.
M(UEPx .---- d(V.IPjy -dxWI~(X,=40mn,Y.=400mm,Z1 =0,0= l5deg.,g=O0t=2min) 0.1 P -- d Ua P yz d-w d(.Yl

E 0.00

0.14-d'U -0.20

-0.30

E 0.12 . ... ..... .. 0.40
E LUJ

M 0.10 -0.60
LU )
L.U 0.06 08

150.07
CL0.06 109 .. 20d 30; 40 50 60 70; 806 i;0 1i

Ln~o ------------------ HU3 OF CHANNEL HEIGHTCASING
0.04 -------- Figure 11: Calculated displacement of each beam-pair from its

000 . 00100'2 0 400100 initial point of intersection -Bisector of probes Jies on Y-axis.
PRESSURE OF AIR INSIDE WINDOW(Po) t(I,=-31.058mm,Z=0,*=-15deg.,gc=O,t=2mm)

Figure 9: Effect of air - pressure variations on the calculated
beam displacement

(X,=40mm,Ym-400mmZ4=O,#= l5deg.,x=0,t=2mm) 1.00-clv'I --- dý U.W

Figure 10 presents the calculated displacement in space -. 0
between every two beam-pair, together with the displacement E 0 .00
fromn the initial Point of intersection for each beam-pair, as a E
function of the distance of the measuring volume from the hub 1-07 --------------------------

of the annulus for the case where the bisector of the probes lie LM 0.50
on Y-axis and the angle 4 equals to -15 deg. Additional informa- L1U

tion is presented in Figure I1I showing the displacement for each fi0.40

of the three pai of beams from their initial point of ifntere-M 0.30

tion, in Cartesian coordinates. E50.20
Similarly, Figures 12 and 13 present the same information 0.10

for the case where the axis of symmetry of the 2-D probe lies on 0.0o .....
the Y-axis and* 0 deg. In both cuses, beam non-coincidenceHU105 OFCANL EI T
in space becomes more significant as the two probes are tn- CSN

versed from the cusing towards the hub, although relative Figure 12: Calculated diplacement between points of intersection
diplacements for each beam-pair from the initial point of - Axis of symmetry of 2-D probe lies on Y-axis.
intiersection are more important towards the casing. OO,4='00'C0,.Ot=2mm)
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and other similar calculations.

:;UIP - d~P -The procedure has been applied to a layout for measure-
.d. u.,P y - V.P d W menus in an annular passage, where coincidence in space of the

. .VAPz displaced beams has been examined.
ý~*0.00

E -0..0.-The code can serve as a tool in order to determine a priori
E -0.20 coincidence in space of the three measuring volumes with three

.-.. -. 3 component laser Doppler anemometers. It can also serve for
Z-040• minimizing the refraction effects by optimizing the optical (e.g.

M -0-s0 focal length) and flow (e.g. thickness of wall) geometrical
C,) -0.so0 characteristics.Furthermore, by calculating the new velocity

-0.70 component inclination due to refraction effects , it is quite easy
(-0.s0 to correct the velocity components measured. In the cases
C: -0.90 r -oo -. presented this correction was not deemed necessary, because of

-,._._0 _______.___the small angles calculated between the initial and final
-1.0 l Y 0 Yd " " i;6 70 " 60 FC 14 bisectors, but in several cases that were also examined for the

ECASING verification of the applicability of the code in all possible
Figure 13: Calculated displacement in Cartesian coordinates - geometries(e.g. very small radius of curvature), the angles
Axis of symmetry of 2-D probe lies on Y-axis. calculated are quite significant(even more than 3-4 deg.) and,
(X,=0,Z,=0,*=0,c=0,t=2mm) therefore, the corrections are necessary.

-Finally it should be quoted that the presented code can
serve as a general tool for the calculation of refraction effects,

In Figures 14 and 15 the effect of increasing the curvature of the since it can be applied to every possible geometry of window, if
window on the calculated displacement is presented. In this case, the equation of the surface of the window is known.
the focal lengths of the two probes are equal to 200 mm. The
Figures demonstrate that significant displacement occurs for the
beams measuring the W - velocity component (I-D probe). As d(UIP)
anticipated, higher values of displacement are calculated for the d -V, d JP)
small radii of curvature. 2.00

Figure 16 shows the calculated angle between the initial and -1-75

final bisector of the beam-pairs for the case of 0= 15 deg, which E
proves to be insignificant for the examined case, whereas Figure E 1.o

17 shows the corresponding displacement. : 1.25

Finally Figures 18 and 19 show the effect of the thickness .............

of the window on the calculated angle between the initial and C- 0 0  Z,
final bisector, as well as the corresponding displacement of the 0.75
beams.Calculations of this kind are very useful during the design on- -0..

of an experiment. For example using figures 18 and 19 allows O 2 .
determination of the maximum acceptable window thickness for 0.25
keepg displacements in predefined limits. o.oo 0

In all the above figures d is the distance between points of RADIUS OF CURVATURE(mm)
intersection and IP is the initial point of intersection.

A general remark that can be extracted from the current Figure 14: Effect of the radius of curvature on the calculated
study is that, even when two beams cross between them, the bestdisplacement(tdo2mm,is lOdeg.,nsO,dtstancbetween2-
three sets of beams do not coincide in the same point in space,
and the displacement is quite significant (it can reach a value of
1mm for thepresented cases). When the two beams of a pair are -dU,V)

found not coincidental in space, this does not necessarily mean d V,Wj
that they do not coincide in reality, because the beams are not 2.50- - ----------- dW U
mathematical fines but have a Gaussian shape. Thus the vertical ..---. 2.25 I

distance between the beams should be compared, for instance, E 2.00

with the beam's diameter.In the current calculations, for a cer- E-E .75
tain configumtion a distance of 20 pm was found for the W-
beams, that have a beam diameter of 44,tm. This means that the , .50

beams are partly coincident, but the shape of the probe's volume L' 1.2S

is deformed. 1.0o
CLt 0.75

CONLUSIONS 0.2 .
-A mathematical procedure for solving the general beam o.oo 2" - 6 70 10,00 1250 1500

transmittanceequations, in orderto calculate beam displacement RADIUS OF CURVATURE(rnm)

dueto refraction, has been presented for a three component laser
Doppler anemometer. Figure IS: Effect of the radius of curvature on the calculated

-The procedure has been validated with experimental data beamdisplacement(t=2mm,#=10deg.,x=o,distancebetween2.
D probe and surface of window is constant)
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS ON THE EFFECT OF
TRAJECTORY DEPENDENT SCATTERING
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ABSTRACT I. INTRODUCTION

The phase-Doppler particle sizing method is well Phase Doppler particle sizers make use of the light
established for the characterization of two phase flows, pattern generated by a droplet illuminated by two crossed. fo-
Originally the principle was developed based on the cused laser beams. For this, a receiving unit with two or more
assumption of a uniform intensity profile of the laser beams detectors is used to determine the spacing of the scattered
forming the probe volume. However, recent studies pointed fringe pattern at a distinct position in the farfield of the drop-
out the necessity to take into account the effects of lets. With the known correlation between the fringe spacing
nonuniform droplet illumination due to the Gaussian intensity and the droplet diameter, reliable particle sizing is possible.
profile of the laser beams. As a result, recent papers [Naqwi From Naqwi et al. (1990) it is known that the perfor-
et al. (1990), Haugen et al. (1993)] have considered a range mance of the phase Doppler instrument strongly depends on
of different design parameters for the optical layout of a the optical layout. In the first part of the following analysis
phase Doppler instrument. basic layout criteria applicable for uniform illumination of the

In this study, layout criteria considering both uniform droplets will be applied to the AEROMETRICS counter based
and nonuniform droplet illumination were applied to the standard instrument. Based on this analysis, in the second part
standard AEROMETRICS counter-based equipment. Based of the paper extended criteria considering nonuniform illumi-
on this analysis, experimental investigations with nation will be applied.
monodisperse droplets of known size will show, how reliable Finally, measurements with monodisperse droplets
these basic methods are and which errors actually have to be will illustrate the reliability of these methods and indicate
expected from nonuniform droplet illumination; which effects and errors actually can be expected from the

Gaussian beam intensity profile.
NOMENCLATURE

2. BASIC PHASE DOPPLER LAYOUT
d m droplet diameter
daminm minimum droplet diameter with detectable In the following the basic layout criteria of a phase

scattered light from non-dominant modes Doppler configuration considering uniform droplet
do= m droplet diam. with same intensity in scattered illumination will be discussed, specifically with respect to the

light of dominant and non-dominant modes AEROMETRICS instrument. This analysis is performed in
do m droplet diam. with minimum in signal visibility order to understand the limitations of this specific instrument
d.m m largest diameter of measured distribution as a base for the further investigations considering non-
dv mn diameter of probe volume uniform illumination of droplets.
g - intensity ratio between scattering modes
n - real part of' refractive indexnr - numeaart of lens/tracktcobinan 2.1. Off-axis angle between transmitter and receiverNr - number of lens/track combination
p - scattering mode
R - intensity range of detectors The off-axis angle between transmitter and receiver
R /s ofstven ity rangeofoptics is the most relevant parameter of a phase Doppler con-
vy m distance between incident rays of different figuration. It must be selected considering the optical pro-sce modes perties of the participating fluids and the optical access to thescattering odes flow regime under investigation. Fig. I illustrates the relative

ointensity distribution of scattered light around a water droplet
0 0 off-axis angle (n--.33) in air. Following van de Huist (1981) it is calculated

yL2.3 0 elevation angle of' detectors 1,2 and 3 based on geometrical optics. From this approach, it is possible

to distinguish between the different scattering modes p=O, I. 2
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and higher orders. Since the mode p=2 has two parts in the strument detects the fringe pattern in an angular range of

backscatter region, in Fig. I it is divided into the two sub- approx. AM=-100. From the above discussion, the following
modes p=2a and p=2b. criteria have to be satisfied over this angular range:

* one dominant mode or submode

high ratio of intensity to non-dominan modes

10E0 n=1.33 p-2b Forward scattering setups with 0=30' or 4=-74' are
-• - - - - - - I therefore favorite configurations for sizing water sprays. The

I0E-2 4- 1 \ - - . / - - - - =150' backscatter configuration has a great advantage when
o - J- - - applied to complex, real machines. since limited optical

10E-4 - L --- -access often precludes forward scattering configurations.
-4-L4- - J [Kneer et al. (1993)]. Fig. I indicates that in backscatter the

104 _ratio of intensity from the dominant mode to the following
-- ' - modes is much lower than in forward scattering

0 s13 configurations. Therefore the light from non-dominant modes
of i0wol will disturb the fringe pattern of the dominant mode p=2b.

Fig. I Gain diagram for water droplets in air (n=1.33) However, all three configurations are considered in the
following.

The light scattered from the two laser beams interferes
in the farfield of the droplet and produces a fringe pattern on 2.2. Polarization of the laser beams
the detector plane. This scattered light consists of parts from
different scattering modes produced by each of the two laser
beams. A fixed, linear relation between the detected spacing The polarization of the laser beams strongly influences
of the fringe pattern and the droplet diameter only exists when the scattering behavior of the droplets. The gain curves of
the interference pattern is dominated by the light of one single Fig. I are valid only for light polarized parallel to the plane of
scattering mode from both laser beams. Scattered light from the laser beams. This direction of polarization is used in the
other modes disturbs this linear correlation. Like most stan- standard AEROMETRICS instrument, since it offers the most
dard configurations, the receiver of the AEROMETRICS in- flexible configuration.

Nr Coll.- F.- - Track Intersect. Fringe spacing max vel. max. Offset do [prm] do [fpm do [pm]
Lens .Lens Angle (*1 [im] [msis] [s] 0=-30* (p=l) =-74" (p=l) =-150* (p=2b)

I 160 200 I 1.49 19.8 200 31 720 1059 581
2 2 3.01 9.8 200 33 346 500 290
3 3 5.95 4.95 100 35 173 257 146
4 495 I 0.60 49.1 200 77 1800 2571 1385
5 2 1.23 23.9 200 80 857 1285 720
6 3 2.38 12.37 200 88 439 643 367
7 1016 I 0.30 98.2 200 154 3600 4500 3000
8 2 0.60 49.0 200 164 1800 2570 1500
9 3 1.19 24.7 200 166 900 1286 720
10 300 200 1 2.81 10.5 200 16 375 545 310
11 2 5.50 5.4 100 18 188 277 158
12 3 11.17 2.6 50 19 93 135 78
13 495 I 1.12 26.3 200 41 900 1385 783
14 1 2 2.20 13.4 200 45 473 692 391
15 _ 3 4.48 6.6 100 47 234 333 194
16 1016 1 0.56 52.6 200 82 2000 2571 1636
17 2 1.10 26.8 100 89 947 1385 783
is 83 2.24 13.1 100 94 462 692 391

Table I Basic layout parameters of the AEROMETRICS standard instrument.

2.3. Beam Intersection angle The AEROMETRICS transmitter uses a rotating gra-
ting as beamsplitter unit. Here, tracks with different numbers

The intersection angle between the two laser beams of grating line pairs can produce three different angles
forming the probe volume primarily controls the range for ve- between the laser beams. These beams are made parallel by a
locity measurements since it fixes the fringe spacing in the collimating lens and then are focused in the probe volume by
probe volume, the focusing lens. With the standard lenses delivered with the
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instrument and the three tracks on the rotating grating 18 calculated from this assumption for the incident light.
different configurations are possible as listed in Table I. The Corresponding to Fig. 2b, real laser beams have a typically
rotating grating is also used as frequency shift unit. The Gaussian intensity profile and therefore especially large
frequency shift between the two laser beams produces an droplets are illuminated non-uniformly. On critical trajectories
offset velocity and is necessary to perform direction sensitive through the probe volume, depending on the ratio between
measurements. In Table I the resulting maximum velocities droplet diameter and probe volume diameter, the ratio of
and maximum offset velocities are listed for the different intensity between the different scattering modes may differ
configurations. Low values for the offset velocities often limit from that calculated from the ideal assumption of uniform
the applicability of the instrument to complex, highly- illuminated droplets. Therefore the interference pattern will
turbulent two phase flows. also differ from the expected ideal one and errors in the

determination of droplet diameters occur. In the following.
2.4. Elevation angle and shape of detectors several parameters will be presented that characterize the

effects of non-uniform droplet illumination. Since most of
Standard phase Doppler instruments make use of three these parameters have a more estimative character,

detectors to analyze the scattered fringe pattern. These measurements will show how reliable these estimations are
detectors are positioned at different elevation angles perpen- and how these effects actually influence measurements.
dicular to the scattered fringes in order to measure their spatial
distance. The manufacturer of the AEROMETRICS Phase 3.1. Beam diameter
Doppler instrument fixed the elevation angles to approx.
tf1.3=± 3.8* for the outer pair of detectors and 12= 1.1° for a It is obvious from Fig. 2 that the ratio between droplet
single inner one, with slight differences between different in- diameter and Gaussian beam diameter of the probe volume is
struments. The detailed shape of the detectors is described in the most important parameter governing effects due to
Sankar (1991). Together with the selected fringe spacing, the nonuniform illumination. In general. this ratio should be as
position and shape of the detectors limit the resolution in high as possible. The increase of dv on the other hand is
diameter measurement of the instrument. Following Naqwi limited especially in dense sprays, since the Phase Doppler
and Durst (1990), the local phase on the extension of one instrument can only interpret the scattered light of one single
detector should not exceed 3600 to avoid phase jumps in the particle. The maximum diameter of the probe volume
calibration curve due to bad visibility of the integrated signals therefore has to be found experimentally for each application.
over the detector plane. Considering the dominant scattering However, the parameters discussed in the following
mode of each off-axis configuration, (i.e. p=l at 0=30° and characterize the sensitivity of a chosen configuration to
0-=-70* and p=2b at 0=150°) the maximum diameters do have nonuniform droplet illumination. For the AEROMETRICS
been determined from scattering calculations based on instrument, the beam diameter at the probe volume is mainly
geometrical optics. These values are listed in Table I for the determined by the diameter of the laser beam entering the
different off-axis configurations. transmitter optic and the selected combination of lenses. With
It is essential that the largest diameter in the measured size a typical laser beam diameter of approx 0.8 mm the resulting
distribution does not exceed de. Nevertheless the range should waist diameters dv are listed in Table 3 for the different lens
be used as wide as possible to reach a high resolution in drop- combinations. The following analysis will quantify the
let sizing. The software of the AEROMETRICS instrument expected effects due to non-uniform droplet illumination for
enables the operator to size up to approx. 2/3 of do. various beam diameters.

3. EXTENDED PHASE DOPPLER LAYOUT 3.2. Intensity ratios of dominant and non-dominant modes

d lThe critical maximum diameters dmax in Table 3 are
based on the assumption that the dominant scattering mode is
only disturbed by a less dominant mode when the intensity of
the scattered light of both modes is in the same order of

P-1 P-1 magnitude. Depending on the probe volume diameter dv
therefore a maximum particle diameter dmax can be calculated
for which the two rays of Fig. 2b leave the droplet at the same

Fig. 2 droplet illumination a.) uniform b.) non-uniform level of intensity when the droplets pass the probe volume on
a critical trajectory:

The analysis performed yet is based on the ideal

assumption of uniform droplet illumination. The limits
obtained from this analysis are valid in the following, but are
supplemented by some more restrictive criteria concerning d'
droplet sizing in a probe volume produced by laser beams with d max = ln(g)
a nonuniform intensity profile. f8 ( )

Fig 2a shows a droplet which is illuminated with an d
ideal uniform intensity profile. The gain curves in Fig. I are
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Following Fig. 2b Ayld is the distance Ay of tw7o assumption, that the intensity of scattered light increases with
incident rays of different scatter modes normalized by the d 2 of the droplets, the ratio dmn/ldsat can be calculated, which
droplet diameter. The ratio g of intensities between these two characterizes the range where errors may occur, when the
rays is calculated assuming uniform droplet illumination. It is critical diameter dmnax is exceeded.

obvious from Fig. I that especially at (P=-740 the value for the
ratio g depends on the angular extension of the detectors. For dm f.
the AEROMETRICS instrument with an extension of about -

A4-=10*, the values for g and Ay/d are listed in Table 2 for the &R,
dominant modes of the three off-axis configurations.

It is obvious, that this ratio should be as close as possible to

4-=30* 0.=74 1 4?=150' 0--150* unity. This could be reached with a lower dynamic range in

(I/0) (1/0) (2b/0) (2b/2a) detection, which on the other hand would result in a loss of

it 52 217 7 3 information from small droplets in the spray and therefore is
Ay/d 0.85 0.9 0.65 0.25 impractical. Especially for the backscatter range it can be seen

dm__dd_ 0.83 0.91 0.76 1.48 from Table 2 that this ratio is very low. From this. non-

duin/dat 0.21 0.42 , 0.08 0.05 dominant modes will disturb the fringe pattern of the
dominant mode in a wide diameter range. From this point of

Table 2: Ratio of intensity and normalized distance of view, the 74°-configuration is the most suitable configuration

incidence and resulting critical droplet diameters. due to the high ratio of intensities between dominant and non-
dominant modes.

It can be seen, that the 74°-configuration has a slight
advantage compared to the 30°-configuration. In backscatter 3.5. Rejection algorithms
configuration, all three dominant modes have to be
considered, since here not the mode p=2a, but the mode p=o From the above discussion it is obvious, that wrong
limits the upper diameter of this configuration. signals may be received due to non-uniform illumination of

the droplets when dense sprays with a wide diameter
3.3. Dynamic range of detectors distribution are under investigation. The performance of a

phase Doppler instrument can be improved by the detection
Photomultipliers used as detectors have typically a and rejection of signals from particles on critical trajectories.

dynamic range in intensity of R=1200. The upper limit of this Here several suggestions from Bachalo et al. (1993), Aizu et

range is fixed by scattered light from the dominant mode of al. (1993) or Grehan et al. (1993) exists, where most of them
the largest particles (dsat) of a measured distribution. Errors are not practical with a standard instrument. The equipment
due to nonuniform illumination certainly occur, when droplets under investigation makes use of two algorithms to reject
larger than dmx pass the probe volume on critical trajectories, errors due to non-uniform illumination.
and when the intensity of scattered light from these
trajectories is high enough to be detected. With the

Nr d, dimax [pm] dmax [pm] dmax [pmm failing phase comp. failing phase comp. failing phase comp.
["mI 30 (1/0) 74* (I/0) 1500 (2b/0) 0=30° (I/0) *,=-74° (1/0) 0=-150* (2b/0)

1 133 110 121 101 0-211 (542-284) 0-492 (828-426) 0-304 (456-377)
2 133 110 121 101 0-105 (271-141) 0-236 (392-203) 0-152 (228-186)
3 133 110 121 101 0-53 (135-70) 0-116 (201-104) 0-77 (115-94)
4 330 273 301 250 0-530 (1411-726) 0-1134 (2005-1030) 0-727 (1090-924)
5 330 273 301 250 0-263 (672-346) 0-574 (1012-520) 0-378 (566-460)
6 330 273 301 250 0-132 (343-177) 0-299 (503-259) 0-192 (288-237)
7 677 560 617 514 0-976 (2864-1471) 0-2323 (3581-1839) 0-1555 (2332-1826)
8 677 560 617 514 0-530 (1411-726) 0-1134 (2005-1030) 0-786 (1180-986)
9 677 560 617 514 0-275 (705-363) 0-625 (1012-520) 0-378 (566-460)
10 71 59 65 54 0-112 (293-152) 0-254 (428-220) 0-162 (243-199)
II 71 59 65 54 0-57 (146-76) 0-127 (217-112) 0-83 (124-101)
12 71 59 65 54 0-28 (71-38) 0-62 (105-55) 0-41 (61-50)
13 176 146 160 134 0-287 (705-363) 0-625 (1089-560) 0-410 (615-507)
14 176 146 160 134 0-143 (370-191) 0-327 (541-279) 0-205 (307-254)
15 176 146 160 134 0-70 (182-95) 0-156 (261-135) 0-101 (152-125)
16 361 299 329 274 0-574 (1566-805) 0-1134 (2005-1030) 0-857 (1285-1055)
17 361 299 329 274 0-287 (742-381M 0-687 (1089-560) 0-410 (615-507)
18 361 299 329 274 0-143 (361-186) 0-312 (541-279) 0-205 (307-250)

Table 3 Diameter of probe volume and characteristic diameters concerning non-uniform droplet illumination
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In the first rejection algorithm a phase comparison setup are chosen in order to simulate measurements on a
between the two pairs of detectors is used to distinguish polydisperse spray. Three different droplet sizes of approx.
between the fringe pattern of different scattering modes. The 50 pm, 100 pr and 200 pm in diameter have been
diameter values determined from the signals of the two pairs investigated, representing a polydisperse diameter
of detectors must agree to within some specified tolerance. distribution.
This tolerance is necessary to allow a slight ellipticity of the From the previously discussed layout criteria a focal
measured droplets. From Haugen et al. (1993) it is known that length of 495 mm for the focusing lens offers a wide velocity
the phase comparison may fail for large tolerances in droplet- measurement range and sufficient accuracy in droplet sizing
ellipticity check. For the AEROMETRICS instrument, the with respect to the range of diameters studied here. With the
result of the analysis of this rejection algorithm is presented in selection of the 300mm collimating lens the probe volume
Table 3 for the suggested 15% level in droplet-ellipticity diameter is limited to 176pm. This selection is chosen with
check from the manufacturer. The values in brackets show the respect to the discussed difficulties when sizing dense sprays.
limits of the linear redistribution due to the erroneous The instrument was used on track 2 of the rotating grating
interpretation of scattered light from non-dominant modes. In (Configuration Nr. 14). In every case detector sensitivity and
the 300 off-axis configuration of combination Nr. I for laser intensity were selected such that saturation of the
example, a very small droplet is interpreted as a 565 Pm one detectors just occurs for the 200pm particles passing through
and an actually 214 pm droplet as a 292 pm one, when they the center of the probe volume.
pass the probe volume on critical trajectories. It can be seen
from the analysis, that this rejection algorithm fails up to dirdlmi

almost the first half of the measuring range. For the of betcs

backscatter configuration only the interaction between the d' rOn7 oifft dietctimiof dehictor al detectorp=2b and the p=0 mode is analyzed, since due to similar 18off-,3din Mr 0ofl.l-od
slopes of the modes p=2a and the p=2b phase-comparison fails
here for the whole diameter range.

The second rejection algorithm, intensity validation,
checks, if signal intensity and measured diameter correspond dmiactlra
to each other. Usually many droplets pass the probe volume 0lnt 30
on non-critical trajectories away from the center, and therefore arnr beams
scatter light with the correct phase information but a low
intensity. Since these particles should be validated, the Fig 3 Experimental setup
intensity validation algorithm is suitable only to reject
particles which are erroneously sized too small. From the Fig 3 shows a schematic of the experimental setup.
values in brackets in table 3 it can be seen, that particles not The arrow on the left illustrates the direction of the incident
rejected by phase comparison are usually sized too large, and laser beams which form the elliptic probe volume. A
therefore even with intensity validation no complete rejection schematic grid is added to indicate the positions of
will be accomplished, investigated droplet trajectories. The arrows in the top of the

probe volume show where the receiver optic is positioned for
4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS the three different configurations. The droplets were produced

with a piezoelectric driven monodroplet generator, described
The above analysis clearly demonstrates the limits of by Anders et al. (1986), which is fixed on a microtraverse. A

the different optical configurations of the AEROMETRICS distance of approx. 50mm between droplet generator and
instrument. Since most of these parameters have a more probe volume ensured that the droplets were spherical when
estimative character, in the following, results will be entering the probe volume.
presented from measurements, in order to analyze actually
occurring errors. These measurements are performed with 4.1. 30°-off-axis configuration
monodisperse droplets, where laser intensity and instrument

direction of direction of direction of
-detector 1- detector detector A

Z -100~

N" 3W 21 I no

y-Position (lirn] ,/-Position [pml y-Position [Ipn]

Fig. 4 Positions of validated trajectories (30* off-axis) a.) d=6000m b.) d= 10pm c.) d=200pm
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The data points in Fig. 4 illustrate for the 30° off-axis probe volume along the laser beams is ubtained by a slit in the

configuration trajectory positions for which droplets have receiving optics. The projection of this slit is added

been accepted by the instrument, regardless of acquisition schematically in Fig. 4. For the small droplets in Fig 4a. the

rate, validation rate and measured diameter. The area from probe volume is limited only due to these basic effects. The
where signals can be obtained is limited due to several effects. larger droplets show a different behavior which arises due to

The incident laser beams are parallel with the y-axis and for non-uniform droplet illumination. Here an additional area in

that reason the decreasing intensity of the beam profile limits the lower right edge can be observed where data are accepted

the detection of signals in the x-direction. A limitation of the by the instrument.

d=6Opm d=11Opm d=200pm

y=120/pm *y••240pm

V 
m a

Ei .5 the m • y2OY=m m

I 0Y-•IO 9.2m I...___________.
-i a 400 - 6 y2 160 400 00-0

x-Position [Jum] x-Posifion r•um] x-Postiron [/um]

Fig. 5 Measured diameters for different droplets at different positions in probe volume (300 off axis)

In Fig. 5 the measured diameter values at different For the 200pm droplets, sizing errors are observed as
positions in the probe volume illustrate effects due to the well, but the validation rate is strongly reduced by the phase

Gaussian intensity distribution, As expected from the layout comparison algorithm. Therefore from the diameter range

criteria no significant errors occur for the 60tm particles, where phase comparison works, no statistically relevant errors

These droplets are much smaller than dmax and therefore are are expected.

sized correctly. Validation rates are reduced only slightly in
the regions near the projections of the slit. 4.2. 74W-off-axis configuration

The most significant errors occur for the I 0Mpm
droplets, despite the fact that this diameter is lower than dmax. From the theoretical analysis it is clear that the 740 off-axis

The erroneous diameter of 245 Mm corresponds to the configuration shows many advantages in comparison to the
scattering mode p=O. Since the phase comparison fails for this 300 off-axis configuration.
size class, the validation rate is not reduced for these
trajectories.

direction of direction of direction of
detector detector /detector/
.. I"--" so ,,

iiii .:i . ,,

y-Positlon [pm] y-Position [pm] y-Position (pm]

Fig. 6 Positions of validated trajectories (740 off-axis)a.) d=55pm b.) d=90pm c.) d=l90pm

The diameter dmux is higher, which means that with the exceeded. In summary, this configuration should have a much
same diameter of probe volume larger droplets can be sized better performance. even without rejection algorithms. It can

without Gaussian beam effects. In addition, the ratio daun/dsai be seen from the measurements that areas with uncertainties in

is closer to one and therefore non-dominant modes will disturb the sizing result occur at the edges of the measuring volume.

the dominant ones only in a small diameter range when dmax is In contrast to the 30* off-axis configuration, erroneous values
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do not correspond to the p=O mode. In addition, for large With the relatively small area of misinterpretation, and

droplets, the area of misinterpretation is not at the lower edge since erroneous measured diameters do not differ much from

of the probe area but rather on the side nearest the receiver. It actual values, this configuration seems to be suitable for spray

is obvious from Fig. I that the p-=3 mode is the relevant mode, measurements. On the other hand it is obvious that with

disturbing the fringe pattern of the dominant p=l mode. Since standard instrumentation no significant improvement in

both modes have almost the same slope factor, no rejection by accuracy can be obtained.

phase comparison can be obtained.

d--55pm d--90,m d=1 9Ocm

"Y"120m a y=80im 1._y=8_m"

00 y--44= Uy=OBm

-. -i is _, lo - i " " _i. 6 is 110

x-Paton Jum] x-Position jIrmn] x-Poeion [UM]

Fig. 7 Measured diameters for different droplets at different positions in probe volume (740 off axis)

4.3. 150*off-axis considerations, this configuration shows the worst results. dqb
and dmai show the lowest values and therefore the dominant

As mentioned above the backscatter arrangement has mode is disturbed in a wide diameter range. Additionally,
its great advantages when applied to real machines with rejection algorithms for the two p=2 modes fail.
limited optical access. From the above discussed theoretical

g~l :t:t 0,.t...
is"U

y-Poietion lof y-Podition of m] y-Podition of

Fig. 8 Positions of validated trajectories (150d off-axis) a.) d=6Oecm b.) d= r I Otm c.) d=200m

'Me area of validated trajectory positions for the backscatter in contrast to above discussed configurations no distinct area
configuration shows especially for the large droplets similar with misinterpretation occurs and no rejection can be
irregularities of the probe area as the 30* off-axis observed. In addition, no distinct levels of erroneous measured
configuration, diameters like the forward-scattering configurations can be
The poor performance parameters of the backscatter observed. For large droplets rejection algorithms fail, since
configuration are manifested in sizing errors. For small the two dominant modes p=2a and p=2b show similar slopes
droplets the measured values vary in the order of 50%. where and can not be distinguished.
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Fig. 9 Measured diameters for different droplets at different positions in probe volume (1500 off axis)
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1 Introduction particles trajectory inside the measurement
control volume.

To measure particle velocity/particle size corre-
lations, the phase Doppler Anemometer (PDA) The latter effect has been studied in detail
represents one of the most versatile and accurate by using geometrical optics (Bachalo & Sankar
techniques available today. (1988), Sankar & Bachalo (1991)) and Gener-

Nevertheless, like any technique, the PDA is alized Lorenz-Mie Theory (GLMT) (Gr6han et
not without limitations: al. (1991,1994)). Various solutions to remove or

at least minimize the trajectory ambiguity have
When the size of the particle under investiga- been proposed for classical geometries (Gr6han et
tion is of the same order as the incident wave- al. (1992)) or using more original designs such as
length. the phase shift/diameter relationship the Planar geometry (Aizu et al. (1993), Modi-

fied Standard geometry (Xu & Tropea (1994)) or
is no longer linear because of Mie resonances.
This leads to ambiguity in the size determi- the dual burst technique (Onofri et al. (1994)).
nation, see Sankar et al. (1990) and Naqwi Nevertheless, these studies have been focused on
et al. (1992). refractive particles, i.e. water droplets and PDA

configurations in which refraction is the dominat-
e When the particle size is not small compared ing scattering mechanism to be considered. In

to the focused beam diameter, the phase the present paper the trajectory ambiguity will be
shift/diameter relationship is also nonlinear examined for reflective dominated systems. typ-
because of the nonuniform incident inten- ically systems for the measurement of particles
sity across the surface of the particle. The with a relative refractive index less than one, i.e.
nonuniform illumination leads to a change in air bubbles in water.
the ratio of refracted and reflected light re- This paper describes a study of trajectory ef-
ceived by the detectors and thus modifies the fects in the phase Doppler technique taking into
intended phase shift/diameter relationship. account all the properties of the optical signal
This effect is known as trajectory ambigu- (phase shift. visibility, and pedestal) and is orga-
ity or Gaussian beam defect, since the aris- nized as follows. Section 2 reviews the GLMT and
ing error depends on the particle positions or simulation model as well as the geometry under
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study. Then section 3 displays computational re- where P•, v, 4 and A,-, are the signal pedestal.

suits for the classical geometry and discusses simi- visibility, phase and heterodyne Doppler fre-

larities and differences compared with the droplet quency, respectively. The parameters P.. v'. and

case. Sectioni 4 is devoted to modified standard 4t are functions of the complex scattering ampli-

geometries while section 5 is devoted to the dual tudes S, and S2. which are provided by GLMT

burst technique. Section 6 is a conclusion. (Gr~han et al. (1994)).

2 GLMT, simulation model 2.3 PDA setup

and geometry under study

2.1 GLMT I
off-axis

The classical Lorenz-Mie Theory (LMT), which is aX ngle D3

about one century old. describes the interaction
btevieei, a picuitc wave and a huinugeiteuu, sphere.
It has been widely used to design instruments and
to analyze data in optical sizing. Unfortunately,

most techniques use laser sources which produce elevation. ,ie
finite cross-section light beams so that when the

off.uzis a~.-
particle diameters are not small enough with re-
spect to the beam width, LMT is inevitably mis- - 30.

leading. Therefore, the research team at Rouen .. 0........

worked out a generalization of LMT. A descrip-

tion of the analytical work is given in Gouesbet
et al. (1991), where earlier references may also

be found.
The physics behind GLMT is very simple. It

solves Maxwell's equations with the appropri- Figure 1: Geometry of phase Doppler
ate boundary conditions at the surface of the
sphere and at an infinite distance from the sphere.
GLMT introduces two new series of beam shape In order to be able to compare with results
coefficientsgn ,Tm and g'.TE, which describe the previously published, the geometry selected is as

incident beam. For practical computations spe- close as possible to the layout studied in Bachalo
cial algorithms have been developed for the case & Sankar (1988). Sankar & Bachalo (1991), using
of circular and elliptical Gaussian beams. The geometrical optics or Gr~han et al. (1991.1994).

more powerful technique is based on the so-called using GLMT. The optical layout is illustrated in

localization principle (Gouesbet et al. (1990)), Fig. 1, where various angles are defined, the size
which has been recently rigorously demonstrated and location of the rectangular receiving aper-

(Lock and Gouesbet (1994)). Only codes based tures used for detectors DI. D2 and D3 . are also
on the localization principle are used to carry out shown.
computations in the present paper. Two laser beams, polarized parallel to the OX

axis, propagate in the (YOZ) plane. The two

2.2 Simulation Model beam waists are centered at point 0. The results

presented here pertain to an angle of 1.3.5' be-The scattered light, signal from a dual-beam sys- tentetobas h emwitdaee

tem may be expressed in the following form is 8 ma the waelent is 04 am At
is 80 pm and the wavelength is 0.4747 jim. At

(Naqwi & Durst (1991)): the centre of the measuring volume, each beam

P(t) = P" [I + v cos(AWi t + $)] (1) has an intensity of 107 WI/in 2 .
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Detector T 6

Di 4.10 4.390 1.57010 -40 0 40 80
S1.27 5 .710 1.27 0 80 0

D3E -4.10 4301 5 7 ~ 0' V

Table 1: Elementary detector parameters 40 1 4-40 V/ ... .0\

Each detector is defined by: its center location, CI 1 0an off-axis angle 0 in the plane (ZOX) and an el-Eahdtetri!dfndy t"cne-

evation angle TI. and its aperture size. Parallel ,
to the fringes, the receiving aperture subtends a / -40

half-anglo i. aid normal to tho frinwýs thi half- 40 -40

angle is denoted by ý. Table 1 gives the values •\,•,';,.----• • ,

used in this paper. Air bubbles in water with a /
complex refractive index of 0.75 - 0.0i are consid- -80 - -80

ered as the scattering particles.' -80 -40 0 40 my., microns

2.4 Computation domain Figure 2: Iso-pedestal lines for detector D1 and a
bubble of I ttm diameter

The computation domain in this paper is limited
to the plane (XOY), where the particle center
was moved in steps of 16 Am parallel to the OX
and OY directions, describing a square with each
side of 160 pm using 121 grid points. For each
of these 121 locations, the pedestal, visibility and -80 -40 0 40 80
phase recorded by each of the three detectors were 80 -- -
computed. "8---

Each component of this lIxll matrix was in- -..7

terpolated onto a 25x25 grid and used to draw 40 -4 0 "
maps as in Gr6han et al. (1994).

0
3 Standard geometry 0 0

3.1 300 detection -40

The collection unit is in the plane (XOZ), with \ \\ . /

an off-axis angle of 0 = 300. The main particle ,_

trajectory is parallel to the Y axis. N .
Figures 2 and 3 display iso-pedestal lines (more -80 -80

-80 -40 0 40 80
exactly iso-level of logio(P,), where P, is ex- y, microns

pressed in Watt). corresponding to detector D1 ,
for bubbles of I and 40 lim diameter, respectively. Figure 3: Iso-pedestal lines for detector DI and a

Figures 4 and 5 display iso-phase shift lines be- bubble of 40 nm diameter

tween detector pairs 1-2, 012 and 1-3, $j3 respec-
tively. for a bubble of 1 usm diameter. Figures 6
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and 7 show $12 and 413 but for a 40 pm diam-
eter bubble. Maps of visibility are not presented
because the visibility is always very good.

Figure 2 and 3 show that the pedestal is a
strong function of the bubble diameter and lo-
cation in the control volume. Furthermore, the 30 l0 0 0

location of the maximum value of the pedestal
depends on the particle size (and detector loca-
tion). For example, for the 40 pm diameter bub- [ /
ble (Fig. 3), the maximum is located at (Y = 0,
x m -16 pm). The location of the maximum of I
the pedestal r.,oves opposite than for the droplet
case (Grihan et al. (1994)). Rfww *@*

Figures 4-5. for 1 pm diameter bubble. show
that tlie phabe 61sift iz nearly indepeadent of the
particle location in the control volume. The gra-
dient of illuminating light intensity onto the par-
ticle is very small. Hence the, assumption of a
uniform illumination of the particle is verified and Figure 8: Rays contributing to the scattering pro-
the classical Lorenz-Mie theory could be used suc- cess at an off-axis of 300, for a water droplet in
cessfully (the phase shifts predicted by LMT are

*12 0.480 nd ~3 =1.330).air or an air bubble in water-I12 = 0.468° and 4ý13 = 1.338").

Figures 6-7, for the 40 pm diameter bubble,
show that the phase shift is strongly dependent
on the particle location. At 300, for a water droplet as well as for an air

If we want to measure at the same time 1 pm bubble the two main contributions are due to re-

and 40 pm diameter bubbles, the level of mini- fraction and reflection.

mum pedestal must be -7.5 (see Fig. 2). Then For example for a 40 pm diameter particle, by
from figure 3 and figures 6-7, the measured phase reflection, the ray which is collected corresponds
shift for a 40 pm diameter bubble evolves (i) to an impact parameter Pr/1 of : 19.3 pm for
from 200 to 280 for D12 (ii) from 58* to 820 both cases (droplet or bubble). But by refrac-
for t13. Note that the plane wave prediction tion, the ray which is collected corresponds to an
for a 40 pm bubble are f 12,LMT = 24.100 and impact parameter Prfrb of -Z 10.- pm for the

t13XLMT = 69.170. bubble, and Prfrd of ; -9.7 pm for the droplet
Then for this standard geometry, as the mean (see figure 8). Then the modification of the rel-

particle trajectory is parallel to the Y axis, ative importance of rays reflected and refracted
the measured diameter for a 40 pm bubble involves rays separated from : 9 pin for the bub-
could vary from about 37 to 53 pm, if the ble, but • 29 pm for the droplet.
measured phase shift are interpreted with the
plane wave relationships Phase shift/diameter 3.2 700 detection
(dp = 0.658 f13). For bubbles, the trajectory am-
biguity overestimates the bubble diameter in con- Nevertheless, a 30* detection is really only an
trast with the droplet case where it corresponds to attractive solution when the optical access is lim-
an underestimate at the droplet diameter (Grihan ited, it is not the best choice for measuring bub-
et al. (1994)). bles. When possible a location of the detector

Nevertheless, the trajectory effect is less impor- unit at ,: 70' is recommended.
tant than for the droplet case. The difference can Figures 9 and 10 correspond to such a detection
be explained as follows, angle of 700. From Figure 9 the shift of the lo-
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cation of the maximum of the pedestal toward
-80 -40 -0 40 80 negative X is close to the one predicted for a80• 1-. - . ,i 80

0- 2 30' detection. Comparing Figs 7 and 10. it is
-8-. .clear that the trajectory effect is much less se-

-7--- vere for the 700 detection: contour lines are not
40 .. -... , ,40 present in the bottom of the figure due to the in-

"L " ', /variance of the phase shift. The phase shift pre-

/t / , '"- 0 •dicted by LMT for a 40 pm bubble is of 42.790.
•- -0 • / ,. . -0 As the phase shift/particle relationship diameter

is dP = 1.058 413, the measured diameter of the
40 jim bubble varies from 42 jam to 4.5 pm across

-40 \ "\/ 4, \,the measurement volume.
-40 / / e

4 Modified standard Geometry-8 0 \NV,-8
80 -40 -0 40 80 The modified standard geometry corresponds re-

taining the same optical design that was previ-
ously computed, but the main particle trajectory
is now parallel to the X-axis. and the signal pro-

Figure 9: Iso-pedestal lines for detector D1 and a
bubble of 40O jim diameter, 700 detection cessing is only carried out on the part of the signal

corresponding to the maximum of the pedestal
(Xu & Tropea (1994)).

Re-interpreting the series of Figures 2-7. we
conclude that when the mean particle trajectory
is parallel to X, and the signal processing is lim-

-80 -40 -0 40 80 ited to the maximum of the pedestal, the bubble
80 . 80 diameter is measured with a good accuracy. in-

____________ cluding detection at an angle of 300.

41 i41
40 ___40 5 Dual burst technique

SThe aim of the dual burst technique is to mea-
-0 -0 sure the size, velocity, and refractive index of a

,~ particle by using only one detection unit and a
continuous analysis of the phase shift evolution

-40F -40 during each burst. The principal of the tech-
nique is fully described, in the case of refract-
ing droplets, by Onofri et al.(1994). The aim

2 of this section is to discuss the similarities and
-80 -40 -0 40 80 differences with the droplet case, in order to de-

y. microns scribe the applicability of the method to liquid
flow with solid (refractive or strictly reflecting)

Figure 10: Iso-phase shift lines 413 for a bubble particles and bubbles.
Fig. 11 displays the evolution of the phase shift

and pedestal for three bubbles of different size

travelling parallel to OX. Taking into account a
variation of the intensity limited to 106.the pres-
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(a) evolution of the phase shift along X (b) evo- Figure 12: Dual burst geometry. 2 w, = 40pin.
lution of the pedestal, the particle diameter is the (a) evolution of the phase shift along .X (b) • cv-
parameter: bubble case lution of the pedestal, the particle diameter is the

parameter: perfectly reflecting particle

ence of a second burst is not clear, in contrast to
the refracting droplet case, - but for a perfectly reflecting particle (m=1.5-5i).

Nevertheless, from Fig. 11, GLMT phase shift The particle is so absorbing that no light can cross
predictions for AT = -80 jm are 46.6, 95.4 and through it. Again, we limit our attention to the
192.7 * , and for X = 0, 34.3, 64.6 and 119.2 negative abscissa, as for Fig. 11. The main be-
0 for the bubbles of 20, 40 and 80 ttm, respec- haviour is that now the phase is exactly constant.
tively. To compare, the phase shifts predicted by corresponding to geometric optics predictions for
geometrical optics for such bubbles with this ge- a reflecting particle. Then, especially for big par-
ometry are (i) by reflection 48, 98, and 195 0, (ii) ticles, the difference between bubbles and strictly
by refraction 30, 60, and 117 0 for the 20, 40, and reflecting particles can be extracted from the con-

80 gm bubbles, respectively. tinuous evolution of the phase in the burst of bub-

Then, for example with the 80 jm bubble, the bles.

phase evolves between approximately the value
predicted by geometrical optics for a reflective 6 Conclusion
scattering process to a refractive scattering pro-
cess. The gradient of light on the particle is In the present paper, the influence of the trajec-
strong enough to shift the "refracted burst" and tory effect on size measurements of bubbles by
the "reflected burst" but not enough to separate phase Doppler technique has been discussed for a
them. This evolution is limited to the negative classical geometry, a modified standard geometry.
abscissa, for the positive abscissa another scatter- as well as for the Dual Burst technique. In the
ing process is prevailing, but not discussed here later case, possibility of distinction between bub-
because the level of the corresponding pedestal is bles and perfectly reflecting particles has been di-
very low. cussed. These results will help to understand the

Fig. 12 displays the same evolution as Fig. 11 physical effects which are at the origin of the inca-
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Abstract it - index of flux direction
i index of droplet size

A new PDA measurement system is introduced and N, - number of particles in size class i
analysed in this paper. The system has been called the ULJ(D,) - velocity of particles in size class i
Dual-Mode PDA, since it combines a conventional or and direction n
stz.ndard PDA optical arrangement with a planar PDA A(D,) - size dependent cross-sectional area
system. Using four detectors and measuring two veloc- D, - droplet size
ity components, the new system eliminates completely Of these parameters, the droplet velocity and the num-
ambiguity in the size measurement due to particle tra- ber of droplets (Ni) are probably the most secure, al-
jectory. Design considerations and first results using though very low SNR values, for example through ob-
mono-dispersed droplets are presented. scuration in dense sprays, may lead to non-validation

and thus to counting errors in N.. Recent work has
attempted to extend signal processing to multiple scat-

1 Introduction terers in the measurement volume to improve this es-
timate (Sankar et al. 1993). The reference area over

Of increasing interest is the application of the phase which the passage of particles is counted, A(D,), is size
Doppler anemometer technique to the measurement of dependent and has led to a numer of algorithms for
mass flux and concentration, especially in sprays. Such in-situ determination of the quantity (Saffman 1987).
measurements are essential when studying droplet Recent work has shed doubt on how well defined the
evaporation, paint spray deposition, droplet splash- length dimension of A(D,) is for large particles, usually
ing on a wall, etc., where a mass balance at different expected to correspond to the slit aperture image inter-
measurement planes is the primary quantity of inter- secting the beam crossing (Loffler-Mang 1992, Schone
est. Experience in measuring mass flux with the PDA 1993). The cross-sectional area may also lack in ac-
technique has however, been varied, notwithstanding curacy due to inaccuracy of the transit time or the
the considerable effort required to integrate over nu- particle trajectory being truncated by the projected
merous measurement points to obtain a total mass flux slit. A promising approach to correctly estimating the
comparable to a reference value monitored at the spray effective area has been proposed by Qiu and Sommer-
input. Whereas some investigations have reported val- feld (1992, 1994) for a steady flow or for an unsteady
ues which are too low, especially with very fine droplet flow.
distributions (Bulzan et al. 1992), an overestimation Clearly however, the accurate measurement of
of the mass flux is more typical, sometimes reaching droplet size (D,) will be of utmost importance, since
many hundreds of percent in simple pressure driven this parameter enters the computation to the third
atomizers. It is therefore instructive to consider the power. Unfortunately there are often conflicting de-
primary measurement quantities required to compute inands on the layout of a PDA system to achieve high
the local mass flux, eg. for a uni-directional flow: accuracy in size measurement. For dense sprays the

single realization condition can only be met by de-
SD 3 N creasing the measurement volume size, examined in= p . D, N U,_(D,) detail by Edwards and Marx (1992). On the other

=6 , _= A(D,). gU.(D,)I hand the Gaussian beam defect or trajectory effect. as
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recognized by Saffman (1986) and outlined further by tern in a single receiving unit. The optical layout is
Grdhan et al. (1991) & Sankar et al. (1992) will lead to pictured in Fig. 1. The transmitting optics differ in
larger size errors as the ratio of droplet size to measure- no way from a conventional PDA. Typically, the main
ment volume diameter increases. Even without alter- flow direction is along the Y-axis. however deviations
ing the measurement volume size, the trajectory effect from this direction do not lead to errors, but at most
may well vary significantly in its influence, as a spray a non-validation of the size measurement.
evolves downstream through agglomeration (Domnick
et al. 1993). It is therefore the elimination of the
trajectory effect that was the prime motivation of the x
present paper, with the aim of improving concentra- hiam FU-. D.or.

tion and mass flux measurements.
There have been many suggestions for eliminating 0 0

trajectory effects in PDA, ranging from the judicious
selection of system parameters (Haugen & von Ben- 40.. ai2

zon 1993, Naqwi 1993, Sankar et al. 1991) to more 5 1 a

complex optical arrangements involving additional de- s.. '
tectors (Grdhan et al. 1992). Two more recent sugges- 4 a

tions appear to be more practical from an instrumen-
tation point of view and form the basis for the present V = VP
developm ent. ......................

The first of these is the planar PDA (PPDA),
named for the fact that the detectors lie in the plane ____

of the intersecting laser beam (Aizu et al. 1993). Al-

though both reflective and refractive scattered light is Figure 1: The optical geometry of the Dual mode PDA
received with the PPDA, the contributions come with System.
a time-delay and furthermore the refractive contribu-
tion is much higher in amplitude. Thus a clear distinc-
tion at the signal detection stage can be made to elim- The receiving unit provides four apertures for the
inate sizing errors. A second method of eliminating four detectors, detectors V, and V2 for the PPDA and
trajectory effect when using a two-component system, the velocity compopent aligned with the Y-axis and
is to change the flow direction of droplets perpendicu- Uh velo r a ligned with the ve-
lar to the beam intersection plane, termed a modified Ul and U2 for a sont dard PDA (SPDA) and the ye-standard PDA (MS-PDA) (Xu & Troea 1994). Both locity component aligned with the X-axis. Interfer-
the PPDA and MS-PDA suffer however, from the con- ence filters are used in front of the detectors to sepa-the PDAandMS-DA uffr hoeve, fom he on- rate the scattered light from each of the beam pairs.
straint that the flow must be aligned either with the X
or Y axis respectively. In a turbulent flow, trajectory
errors can still be expected with these systems. Receiving Optics

Before describing the new development, it should
be mentioned that still another promising approach U1
has been introduced to avoid trajectory errors. Proper ,
orientation of the receiving optics and judicious choice U,
of the measurement volume diameter can also lead to a
more distinct separation of the reflective and refractive v,.v2:•m•,a 4,,,.s,,n Ilk
contributions over a large range of droplet diameters. ul, v 2 ,v, + V2: Iadmad-d SW

This effect, used by Hess & Wood (1993) and Lading & 4-on)

Hansen (1992) in their Pulse Displacement Technique,
has also been recently adapted to PDA as the Dual '-, P0

Burst Technique (DBT) (Onofri et al. 1994)., colo fifer,(,flm) PM

;color fUwl (514.SNm) /

beam separator (0%)
2 Description of the Technique , ocusin VsystemI U, V1 V2 U1 U3- V,+ V,

The Dual Mode PDA is a four beam, two-
component system, which combines two detectors of Figure 2: Schematic of receiving aperture and detector
a standard system with two detectors of a planar sys- system.
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The segmented collecting lens and the receiving optics Small Size Range: 0-40m f=160mui
is shown scheniatically in Fig. 2, using a fiber optic UI , ti \1 V2

implementation. Conceptually, a fifth detector could Geometric Centerjmm] 11.51 -11.51 10.5 -10.5
easily be incorporated, for instance as U3 , providing Area[rmm 2

] 407 407 200 200
redundancy in the 27r phase determination and thus
the possibility of refractive index measurements in ad-
dition to a sphericity check. The receiving aperture
sizes and shapes can be easily modified by placing a
mask in front of the segmented lens. The optimization the system characteristics. In Fig. 3 the phase conver-
of the mask for a given application constitutes much sion factors of a refracting particle for the SPDA and
of the design work in achieving the results presented PPDA are shown as a function of relative refractive
below. index (m) and off-axis angle (0s), whereby some cau-

tion must be given to these G.O. results at extreme
values of m. This figure indicates that scattering an-

3 Design Computations gles beyond 400 would severely limit the PPDA system

Having defined the DM-PDA, an optimization for at low m. Values below 20' would lead to disturbances

a given size range and refractive index must consider through diffraction. The scattering angle of 30' shows

the choice of: a flat behaviour for the PPDA for 1.3 < rn < 2.0, while
the SPDA conversion factor decreases monotonically.S- intersection full angle This behaviour of the two systems may be attractive

-s off-axis angle (SPDA) for future systems designed for the measurement of

eP - mean elevation angle (PPDA) refractive index. At m=1.33 the ratio of phase conver-
A -S detector separation angle (SPDA) sion factors SPDA/PPDA is approximately 3.

and the receiving aperture size and shape. The wave-
lengths are considered fixed at A=514.5nm used for the 35
PPDA and A=488nm for the SPDA. The present study WP,
was limited to relative refractive indexes in the range o-

1.1 < m < 2.0. Furthermore, only geometries of the E-
transmitting optics corresponding to a standard DAN- 1i 500

TEC 60X11 probe have been considered, as summa- 2 o-5 400

rized in Table 1. Other values are achievable through 0 MStBicdard System 200

the use of beam expanders or alternative.front lenses. C 20 2

The receiving apertures are more tedious to describe,
however they are designed on the basis of a modified
Dantec 57X40 FiberPDA receiving probe with a focal t

length of 160mm, as summarized in Table 2. System

60X11 Probe s #0.
Beam Separation[mm] 38 - ......--

Beam Diameterjmmi 1.35 .. _ ....0,

Focal Length[mm] 160 400 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 11 2.0
Intersection Half-Angle] 6.77 2.72 3:PRefractive Index
MV Diannterset rn 75 190 1 Figure 3: Phase conversion factors as computed ac-

cording to geometric optics, (a/2=6.770).

Table 1: Specifications of transmitting optics used forcomputational study. In Fig. 4 maps of constant phase conversion factor
are given for the SPDA and PPDA as a function of
off-axis/mean elevation angle and detector separation

3.1 Computations According to Geo- angle. Also from these figures it is clear that scattering
metric Optics (G.O.) angles near 0s = %P=30' are advantageous to allow

good sensitivity in the PPDA receiving mask design.

Some initial computations were performed accord- The SPDA will remain equally sensitive at all scatter-
ing to geometric optics, to have a general overview of ing angles.
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Pnes Con ver, ton Fec tLr [tdog/mtcron ] behaviour for small particles, which is well known from

28.9 2e.9 40.0 50.0 69.9 7e.e 80.0 Aizu et al. (1993). In this range the SPDA must be
6.3 6.3 used for the size measurement. Similar results could

Sbe obtained for m = 1.1 and 1.6 as well as for a mediunta4S.3 
5 4.3 size range, D < 240jm (see Table 2). At in=l.1. al-

4-.3 .3 though a scattering angle of OS= 2 5 ° was used, there
. 3 was still some deviation of the phase/diameter relation

.2 "9 from the G.O. result, calling for special treatment in
S2.3 7 2.3 the processing software.

91.3 4.5

1.2 Dual Mode System. Planar(514.5 nm). Standard{488 nm)

28.0 29.9 48.0 59.8 60.8 70.0 8990 'a330

270 300 C s.1ý dI6 .. A'

,210 $/

a¶2 - O O7.~d~ - .7

80

-.-, Phase Conveo,- ton Factor (deg/mtcron (L 30 .~lC'
S0D 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.9 60.0 70.0 8 0. 0. 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so

a7.1

6.16*

C,

c 'S \ . Planar systemo -5.1

0Z

. 5 10 15 20 25 035 40 45

2.1 2.1 .

a~~ 0.6 '~'
L 0.4

9. 0.1 0.2
28.8 39.0 48.8 W9.e 60. 79.9 89.8

Ul) MonEettnage(o]0.00 ....
Mea I•On lE t. ton Ongle 1 0 dog 0.0 ,5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so

Droplet Size [psm)
b) SPDA

Figure 5: GLMT computations of the phase diameter

Figure 4: Maps of iso-phase conversion factor relation: m = 1.333, 0S = V - 30.

(at/2=6.77°, m=1.333). One essential feature of the DM-PDA is to elimi-
nate the trajectory effect. This is illustrated in Fig. 6,

3.2 Computations According to GLMT in which the spatial distribution of the SPDA/PPDA-
phase ratio is mapped as a function of the position of

Further computations have been performed with the droplet center in the measurement volume. These
the Generalized Lorenz-Mie Theory (GLMT), de- computations have been carried out for a 40pji wa-
scribed by Gouesbet et al. (1991), where earlier refer- ter droplet and for an optical arrangement similar to
ences may also be found. tat used in section 3.1. Droplets passing through the

With some optimization of the receiving mask, re- measurement volume parallel to the Y-axis (trajectory
sults like those shown in Fig. 5 have been obtained A in Fig. 6 will yield a constant SPDA/PPDA-phase
for the phase/diameter relations, the signal inten- ratio over the positive y half of the control volume. At
sity and the signal visibility. These calculations were negative y positions, this ratio will vary from the ex-
performed for a small size range, nominally 0-40pm. pected values according to refractive dominated scat-
Therefore the short focal length transmitting lens was tering. Assuming however, that the phase differences
used (f=160mm) to achieve a higher light intensity are determined froni those portions of the signal hay-
in the measurement volume. Fig. 5 indicates that ing the maximum amplitude, a correct size mea-sure-
measurements up to 40Am should be achievable, with ment will be made. Should a droplet pass through
very linear behaviour of both the SPDA and PPDA the volume at a glancing angle or parallel to the X-
phase/dianieter relations. One exception is the PPDA axis, but at a negative y position (trajectories B or
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C in Fig. 6), the SPDA/PPDA phase ratio will devi- 4 Experimental Verification
ate from the expected value and will not be validated.essetialy o onl accpt-Whereas the computations have beeni t)(rfornled
This validation step consists essentially of only accept-based o a commercial PDA iei probe
ing measurements for which the size determined using the initial experimental verification was carried out for
the SPDA agrees with the size determined using the a initory ex p.ri he vecifications carris outor
PPDA, within tolerance limits. Note that the vali- a laboratory set-up. The specifications of this system
dation also effectively reduces the y dimension of the are summarized in Table 3.
measurement volume.

Planar Standard

C B Wavelength [nim] 514.5 488.0
Front Lens [mmIl 310.4 310.4
Beam Spacing [mm] 21.68 21.68

- 40 20 40 60 Be Half Beam Angle [deg] 2 2
7 ........ w MV Diameter [lim] 130 125

60 6 Receiving Lens [mm] 310.4 310A4
"Scattering Angle [deg] 0 30

440 40Elevation Angle 1 [deg] 31.85 5.063
Elevation Angle 2 [deg] 28.15 -5.063

120 Phase Factor* [deg/gm] 1.225 6.942
1 Phase Factor Ratio [-] 5.67

* for m=1.333

-40 1-40 Table 3: Specifications of DM-PDA for experimental

-- verification.

-. ... . . .. To study the DM-PDA in more detail, a 4-channel

-80 -8 0 .40 -28 8 2 4. 60 8 transient recorder was used to record the signals from
SC ,, ..... ]each of the four photodetectors(APD). It was then pos-

sible to. track the phase difference of the SPDA and
PPDA subsystems as the droplet traversed the mea-

surement volume. This was done using a zero crossing
detector.

-80 -60 -. 0 20 0 20 40 60 Be. In Fig. 7 the results of such an analysis for a 66pm
water droplet crossing parallel to the Y-axis is shown.

60 -------- 60 The y position is shown as traversing time with an ar-
/40 'A bitrary origin. This figure indicates that the portion

S40" __ of the burst with the maximum amplitude also yields
2/ // / 2 0 an SPDA/PPDA size ratio of approximately one. and

/ /t. ,. / that the size determined at this position agrees well
I , ,with the actual droplet diameter (63gm vs. 6 6pin).

The portions of the signal used to determine the par-
S-20 2- ticle size are designated in Fig. 7b and correspond to

"O*• * the maximum signal amplitude.
'0 -0In Fig. 8 similar results are shown for a 64pni water

droplet traversing parallel to the X-axis, the first dia-
"-6 -. .* gram corresponding to an invalid trajectory for which
8 , -,- - 6 88o the SPDA/PPDA size ratio does not equal one and the
-Be .8 , -22 0 20 40 6 90 second diagram resulting in a valid measurement with

L [ lCrO * I

good agreement to the expected size (61gm vs. 641tm
The results in Fig. 8a show a situation in which the
PPDA phase is very close to the 21r size period of the

Figure 6: Iso-maps of a) SPDA/PPDA-phase ratio and SPDA, causing sudden jumps in the size ratio for small
b) SPDA signal intensity for 40pm water droplet. variations in phase.
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Figure 7: Signal analysis for a 66pin water droplet Figure 8: Signal analysis for a 6 4 mm water droplet
traversing parallel to Y-axis. traversing parallel to X-axis: a) negative y value (in-

valid); b) positive y value (valid).
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5 Conclusions and Grdhan, C., Gouesbet,G.. NaqiA.. Durst, F. 1992, Trajec-
Final Remarks tory Ambiguities in Phase Doppler Systems: Use of Polar-

izers and Additional Detectors to Suppress the Effect. in
Proc. 6th Int. Syrnp. on Appl. of Laser Anemom. to Fluid

A novel PDA optical arrangement has been intro- Mech., Lisbon, paper 12.1.
duced with the aim of eliminating the trajectory ef-
fect, thus improving concentration and mass flux mea- Haugen, P., von Benzon. H.l. 1993, Phase Doppler Niea-
surements. Initial design work indicates that suitable surement of the Diameter of Large Particles, in Proc. .rd
layouts can be found to meet these requirements for Int. Conf. Optical Part. Sizing '93, Yokohama, Japan. Ipll.
particles in a wide range of relative refractive indexes. 301-306.
Validation in the system consists of comparing the Hess, C.F., Wood, C.P. 1993, The Pulse Displacement
measured size using a standard PDA system with the Technique - A Single Particle Counter with a Size Range
simultaneous size measurement of a planar PDA sys- Larger than 1000:1, Proc. 3rd Int. Conf. Optical Part.
tem. The system offers the advantage of combining the Sizing '93, Yokohama, Japan, pp. 475-482.
SPDA and PPDA in one receiving unit, thus simplify-
ing alignment. The dual mode PDA has been demon- Lading, L., Hansen, B.H. 1992, A Complementary Method
strated in a laboratory set-up, in which the elimination for Simultaneous Measurement of Size and Velocity. Ill
of the trajectory effect was confirmed. The modifica- Proc. 6th Int. Symp. on Appl. of Laser Anemom. to
tions to a standard 2D PDA to implement the DM- Fluid Mech., Lisbon, paper 15.1.
PDA appear to be minor and are presently being un- Loffler-Mang, M. 1992, Duseninnenstromung. Tropfenen-
dertaken with commercial equipment. stehung und Tropfenausbreitung bei rucklaufgeregelteti

The authors wish to acknowledge the financial sup- Drall-Druckzerstaubern, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Karl-
port of the Commission of the European Communities sruhe.

and the French and German governments through the
PROCOPE program. Naqwi, A.A. 1993, Innovative Phase Doppler Systems and

Their Applications, Proc. 3rd Int. Conf. Optical Part.
Sizing '93, Yokohama, Japan, pp. 245-260.
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CORRECTION OF PARTICLE SIZE D)ISTRIBI3UTIONS FROM Pl)A-MEASUREMENIS FOR

CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTIONS LESS 11]IAN I() pm

S. Schabel. A. ID)oicu. F. ibert

UJniversilt Kaiserslautern. Lchrstuhl for Mcchanischc Verfahrcnstcchnik und Stromungsmechanik. Postfach 3049. Dl.67653

Kaiscrslautern

ABSTRACT differcuicc of lthcsc sig.ila I hc coiccl optic.al sctlup i% one of
the major problems with this measuring method. In the best

In thve phas-l)opplcr-anemomctry the (liameter of a particle case. the sctup should result in a linear relation between phase

can be calculated from the measured phave difference of two difference and particlc diameter. 1tiii condition can he

signals. Thc phase response is given by the Lorenz-Mie theory. realized,. if one mechanism of light scattering dominates ithe
I partles others. "ibis means either reflexion or refraction or diffractionl~or particics less than about 10 pm this correlation i oiac.Ii salyntpsii oge uhalna hs

nonlinear but oscillating so that one phase difference can result respnse fo is u elow posbeto get w uth commerial'A

from several diameters. Some Pi)A systems solve this problem responts for particles below n5 - 10 lhe with commercial nnineA

by the usc of three or more detectors. lcre, two evaluation aquinomcnt. In so that one the phase respcsan is nonlinear

methods will he presented which can correct the measured adoclaigs htoepacdfeec a eutfo
marthodwic ll be pistresented which cna npopriatect w e mseveral particle diameters. Tlhis leads to a broadening of the
particle siT~e distributions in an appropfriate way. sui.e distribution in the case of evaluation with a linear

Ile first method is based on the assumption that the density approximation.

distribution of the particle size has the form of a parametric rrevious solutions of this problem use additional

continuous distribution. 1"he parameters are calculated with a Poetcors sll whathis c oule m wit adtra ios an

least-squares method. The criterion is that the phase density a&(itional hard- and software. We have developed two

distribution calculated from the presumed distribution must fit aluation hods whc aoware c of the measoring
to he easredphae dnsiy dstrbuton.evaluation methods which allow a correction of the memsmingto the measured phase density distribution.

The second method is based on the phase response resulting results. The first method is based on the assumplion of a

from Mic-calculations. too. Because this correlation is not parametric distribution for the particle size distribution. The
single-valued all possible diameter% should be equiprobahle for parameters of this distribution are calculated by a least-.sqUares
senchc-honudallepossibleWdiaetes shoundin h qiparo le fmethod and lead to sufficient values for the mean diameter and
each phase difference. With this condition a particle the standard deviation of a particle size distribution. The
distribution is calculated in which each phase difference is second method presumes the equiprobability of all possible
aompared with each other and wite light-scattehing- particle diameters for each phase difference. This method leads
cmpasredm ith. eIn results which are comparable with those from computations

with a linear phase response as it is known from the
geometrical optics. Both methods are compared with optical
particle counter measurements

I. INTROI)UCi1ON

"h'lie phase-IDoppler-ancmometry is a modem method for 2. MATIII;MAIICAI. FlUNI)AMI-IN'rAl•;
simultaneous measuring of the size and the velocity of
spherical particles. "lis measuring method is an extention of "llbis section will be concesned with the decriplifn of two
the laser-l)oppler-anernometry which allows the measurement mathematical methods which are used for the particle Si7e
of the velocity only. The ID)A is extended at least with one analysis. "hiese are the parametric continuous distribution
additional photodeteclor for detecting the particle diameter. method, which assuunes a parametric and continuhous
1he diameter of the particle is then calculated from the phase distribution for the particle sizes, and the equiprobability
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method, which assumes the equiprobability of all possibic
particlc diameters for each phase dirffrcncc. Two variant-; arc
possible for the parametric continuous distribution method.
*Mhc first one. thc probability dcnsity function method, is a o
poiniwise evaluation andl the second one. thc probability
method, is an integral evaluation.

2.1 'MTh Parametric Continuous D~istribution Method.

We consider the continuous random variables *and a.
where # is a continuous function of a:

*=#(a); *eC'([aivi.a,,J) M-) Figure 1: Probability D~ensity Method

If 4ýt.) is a monotonic funcLtion we obtain The probability method 0; hased on the probabilitv with
which the random variable # occurcs in the interval 1

p M = P .[ a ( * J ' * ( 2 ) AN ( f , < ý < 2 )

for the direct problem and 11001 < 2 ) N = (-0102)

#1 N q N.1 (6)

P. a) P,#(a]ý'a) 3) Jp.( Ydv(q) Jp. (a)da
41q-I 1 ,

for the inverse problem. where

In this case of phase-Doppler anemometrie. we desired to (II A~ A ) 1
-7)

compute the inverse problem which is the calculation of the q1 -qY.Y'q-qYI.*Z =~q -N ".*)S,2

probability density function (PDW) pa(') respectivley the
particle size distribution for a measured PDF p,(#) of the is the ordered set of solutions for the equation *'(a) =,and

random variable # (the phase distribution). In the case of a f(a W= #2. This is plotted in Fig. 2. The function v(q) is a
monotonic function *= #(a) the evaluation of the direct and validation function and is given by
of the inverse problem is possible. Since. *(a) is a
nonmonotonic function in our case of application, we can I if ((bq E S., ) b E S$2 es,)V
evaluate p,(#) from a given PDF pa(a) only. lbhus we have to I

assume a particle sizec distribution resp. a PDF Pa(a). compute V (bq r= S., ) b -, E S,)v
the corresponding PDF p, (*) and compare the calculated and ((bq. bq -eS #I A

the measured p,,(4). Two algorithms for this regression arc vIv

available. The first one operates with the probability density (q), N.,[b [1) 0) (8)V
function and the second one with the probability of the random
variable # . (q bqi -IE)A

We introducev 
N N.1))

S.={ak(+).k=k(+)=I..Nk I4#(ak)=#l (4) 0

for the PI)F-method as, the set of solutions for the equation
#(3) = # if # is fixed. Then we rind in each point *,. as ist is

shown in Fig. I

po(#) p~ak(#)]F(5).
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' a,=a+ (o' ,,2)

' iL.. ' The computer code devcloped for this calculations has two

input paramcters: the number of classes in the phase domainc
N, and the increment of the particle diameter Aa. For a given

-I 6 0 phase distribution between *40, and *m,, wc compute the

maximal searching interval [a,.,a,.I with

iiUa• = r11in,{ak(*mir())

k #,N~l(13)

Figure 2: Probability Method a k()max {a( )}

111e invcrwe problem can be reolved if the form of the PDF Then for ca-h interval of part'icc (tiainlers
p,(a) is apriori accepted. We assume the PDF of the particle
size as a parametric continuous function 0,(a.x.). The '= .... =[i-3o1 .i+3o2Icta,,..a,, (4

parameters x. of this function are calculated with a least- i= mAa; ,Ot = nAa: 302 = pAa: m.n.p e N (14)

squares method. This leads to a phase-PDF or a phase-
probability histogram calculated from the presumed the functions (9) or (10) will be evaluatcd. 'he parameters of
distribution which fits to the measured phase associated the distribution parameters assure the minimum of the
functions as follows: functions LI respectivley 1.2 .

The probabilty density function p,(#) is approximated by
Lt(X,.)= J."[p,(, (*)J do= the measured frequency density of the random variable # - A

realistic approximation of the PI)F requires% a great number of[r Nr r" 1 data points and a fine grid for the phase domain so that the

-a [ --) ,r "f phase oscillations are correctly pursuited. The PDIF-method is
practically a pointwisc method and leads to sufficient results

(9). for tight-size distributions.
i"his method was tested with a particle size distribution
=( 2 pm,01 = 0.2prm. o2 = 0.4p tm) for water droplets. We

"A,2,'1-t 2 used the phase response for a planar PI)A layout given by

Ii( .m) fII(OjOpi.)-l•((4 Ojtl)j =Naqwi III as shown in Fig. 3. This planar layout allows lo
-1l obtain large phase shifts from small particles while

N, v-i" F)a x. ] 12 maintaining small angles between the laser beams.

J=iL q=1J. .b°' ,. ..... .. ._. _ . . ... ... ........ .......... ........ .. O W--,-, &,- "
(10). bra t@we #S........... ; ... .;- ...... i......... .. ........... • .....

I lere. the assumed PI)F is a combination of two G;aussian PDF.
and is defined as: S... .... ............... .. . ...... ..... ...... ...... .: .... .. ..... ;... . s.. ..

2 1
2 .....~~~~~. ..... ...... ÷ .. ........ • ..... ............ ........ :......... • ...... . .......

S , (20a)+e- O(a ) ..........

S. - i -4 - -.4 .......

2 t 4 4 7 6 1 Iti

The mean value of the random variable a in the PI)F (II) is V food
given by Figure 3: Phase Response for the Planar PDA I.ayout 121
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The phase distribution was calculated from the particle size
distribution with this phase response and then taken as an
input distribution for the Pli-method- As a result the mean ......... .

square deviation of thc input size distribution and the detected.......
one -I" "

0 = jpi,,(a)- pd,(a) da (15) .-.-PJ
=I-

is plntlcd in Fig.4. The results which we have obtained with ........... .

the Pl)l:-method arc generally satisfactory for a large number -..-

of classes No in the phase domain and small increments of -..

particle diameters Aa. The detected distribution for N, 40 -.. .u...

and Aa = 0 116 lm was - . . .

i = 21pm;u ° 0 1 85p1m. 2 = 0.416pm 3 2 s 4 5 6 7 Is Ig

&--t~Bu Nsaufdk~.3

-. iFigure 5: Phase Responses computed with S'I'R F.I 1 21
0,--O ft~ll of pka diI 30

amb .1 ... ..
*... Wq o bW d,- a In this case the linear method and the probability method both

- ---- - lead to appropiate results If the size distribution is tight. the
o . ....... ...... .. ................... .......... .. influence of the particularity of the phase response becomes

............. H . _ _ ....- '...... significant and the standard deviation of the distribution

......... .... detected by the linear method is different. Fig. 6 shows the siOe

______ ______distribution which was computed with the probabilty methodThere is a good correspondence to the input distribution.
S!- .. ... .... ... 1 -- m I s d f

Io34 d......... -- --- : --.-- - -.... .

Figure 4: Mean Square Deviation of the Input Size

Distribution and the Detected Distribution .
II ............ i - - .: ... "... ... ... . .. .. . . .

i based.. on th...tve... ._ .. __ .. .... -......... ...... ..
Thc probability (P) method is based on the relative 0 . :

frequency of the random variable # and can be considered as 101
an integral method which leads to sufficient results even for a
rough division of the phase domain. I:or the analysis with the P
method we have considered a standard optical layout of a PI)A T T 1 a 4 4 S

I as t 13 2 253 35 4 4
system with a large angle between the laser beams. The phase -WWW, owi-

response for water droplets was computed with a MIE Figure 6: The Probability Method
computer code which was developed for axissymetrically

particles in the generalized Iorenz-Mic theory. We have 2.2 'he FEquiprobable Distribution Method.

obtained identical results for spherical paricles with the
STRuI') 121 computer code which is shown in Fig.5. We build the size probability function for each measured

phase difference
The example input distribution has the parameters

i = 2.1 gm: (st = 0.Spm: Y2 = 0.Spm. The particle size

distribution computed with a linear response characteristic 2o'
leads to a detected size distribution which is broader than the p.(a. 7- e *'(a) (16)

input distribution. This effect does not have a great importance

if the size distribution corresponds to the whole interval of so that the PI)F p,(a) can be computed as follows:
analysis.
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p,(a)= Jp,(4)p,(a.j)dj (17). with results from the optical particle counter

In equation (16) the standard deviations of the uncertainties of -4 -

the phase mcasuremcnLs arc represented by a,. These X-XOpuodP cMM

paramcler should be set to the estimated experimental lU18 NO.th "I h..un

uncertainties in the phase measurements so that the process of 3 ........a... ......... 9--W utio SqipW

computing the probability function will be realistic. We use 1 0-. V1 I1 .re... °ty "Ad
(6-4 0 as a first approximation. Thcn .g .... ....

02 - ... .. .. ..-. . .... .......... .-........... ...... .. ....... .......... . . ...

Sa , (a) °is ... i ......- ......... ....... ... ... : ........... ......... .... . .

... .. .. .. ... ...With the assumption a ...... -----/ ... --- ........... ............ '.......... .........
j -*'h(a) = N-Y, (1N k k(j)" I - , ; "• •- -r •T -- -•- - , • -,--•

6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 16
we can consider a as a discret random variable with the values ownetB bL

a, = ak(*j) j=L..N,: k=k(*j)= I..Nk: s=1,2... (20) Figure 7: Application of the E'valuation Methods to

Droplet Mcasurcment

and the associate probabilities Fig. 7 shows a typical measurement result from the (describcd

condensation experiments. The commercial PI)A-softwarc
P. (21). evaluates the phase data with a linear method. In the case of

Nh small droplets and oscillations of the phase response this leads
to a broadening of the particle size distribution. Thbe use of

W ith this assumption the particle size distribution is calculated s dr ibution s f mas ba lanes is prob lti c. Fig 7
in wicheachphae dffernceis ttriute toall ossble such distributions for mass balances is problematic. Fig. 7

in which each phase difference is attributecd to all possible compares the described evaluation methods with an optical
diameters. For each phase diffrence we consider that all particle counter measurement. It is obvious that the

roots of the equation 0(a) =j are equiprobable with the equiprobable evaluation leads to the same results as the linear

probabilly A method. ihis is because the phase response oscillates around

the linear approximation. 'he bcst result is obtained with the

probability method. The broadening of the size distribution
can be corrected and the method gives correct amounts for the
droplet mean diameter and the standard deviation of the size

distribution. Ibis amounts arc within the accuracy of the

Our application of the phase--Doppler-anemometry is the optical particle counter. "lhe probability density method leads

measurement of the size and the velocity of water droplets in a to similar results if the number of classes is sufficient. But

experimental setup for the separation of fine particles by because this is a pointwise method a lot more than 40 classes
heterogeneous condensation. In this experiments we like to are necessary. Thus the probability method is the best one for

measure the size of the droplets at any point within the cross practical application.

section of the glass tube. In-situ measurement is absolutely

necessary because sampling would cause additional

evaporation or condensation and change the diameter of the 4. REFERENCES

droplets. We measured with an optical particle counter so far

which allowed the measurement in the centre of the tube only. III Naqwi. A. Zicma. K. Durst. F:"Fine Particle Sizig

But this is not satisfactory because mass balances are only using an extended Phase Doppler AnemmtleSr"
possible if the mass flow over the entire cross section can be

measured. For this reason we developed the described Symposium on Particle Characterization, Nuremberg. 1992

evaluation methods. Those allow the measurement of the 2
droplet sizes, which are between I and 10 pm. ant any point properties of Spherical Particles

within the tube. Additionally we can compare the distribution Proertie hil Parles
INVEiNT Gm blI, I)-8520 Firlangen. Germany'
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ROUTE TO CHAOS FOR A SWIRLING FLOW IN AN OPEN CYLINDRICAL CONTAINER
WITH A ROTATING BOTTOM

Horn-Jiunn Sheen', Der-Liang Young 2 and Tzong-Yih Hwu 2

'Institute of Applied Mechanics
2 Department of Civil Engineering

National Taiwan University, Taipei 10764, TAIWAN

ABSTRACT has drawn tremendous attention from both experimental-
ists and numerical modellers.

In this study, the period-doubling (subharmonic cas- In the category of a closed rotating disk-cylinder flow
cad.) route to chaos is investigated for a swirling flow in system, Vogel (1968) and Escudier (1984) were the pioneers
an open cylindrical container driven by a rotating bottom in conducting flow visualization experiments to establish
disk after vortex breakdown has occurred. A glycerine- the boundaries of steady separation vortices in a parame-
water mixture with about 85% glycerine in volume was ter space by using the laser-induced fluorescence technique.
used as the testing fluid. A non-intrusive optical method One, two, or three steady breakdown bubbles on the rotat-
by using laser-Doppler velocimetry was used to investigate ing twere serd. brea ownebubbles onhe ro
the physical characteristics of the swirling flow transition ing axis were observed. On the other hand, Ronnenbergfrom the laminar to the turbulent regimes. Measurements (1977) used laser-Doppler velocimeter to perform detailed

measurement of flow structure for the case of one vortex
were made for the circumferential velocity component with breakdown bubble. The undulating flows were also re-
one of the parameters of the aspect ratio (height to ra-dius) fixed at 2. The other relevant controlled parameter ported for higher Reynolds numbers. From these results,
waus) theeyd s numb.Theother, whehewast aotlloed topvarythe regimes for steady and unsteady vortex breakdown werew as the Re ynolds num ber, w hich w as allowed to vary bycl si ed a or ng t th sy em p a e e s of R n l s
adjusting the rotating speed of the bottom disk. Results classified according to the system parameters of Reynolds
depicted that the flow was steady when the Reynolds num- number and aspect ratio. Recently, Roesner (1990) re-
ber was below 1850. The onset of periodic flow was found examined the salient features of the recirculation bubbles
when the Reynolds number ranged from 1850 to 1900. As for a wide range of nondimensional parameters. What dis-
the Reynolds number was increased to a value between tinguished Roesner's findings from those of previous studies
2100 and 2200, the flow was subharmonically bifurcated was the existence of vortex breakdown under the unsteady
into a period-doubling motion. The flow bifurcated again or nonsymmetric modes for the onset of secondary flows.
through a subharmonic cascade mode with four peaks as With the advent of computer technology, numerical solu-
observed in the power spectra diagrams when the Reynolds tions of finite geometry using the Navier-Stokes equations
number reached between 2300 and 2400. With a further under the assumption of an axially symmetric characteristic
increase in Reynolds number, the flow finally became a of the flow were undertaken. For example, Lugt and his col-
chaotic motion. laborators (1982, 1987) mainly confirmed the steady vortex

bubbles observed from experiments, although some oscillat-
ing vortex cells were found. A similar steady and unsteady

1. INTRODUCTION numerical simulation of recirculation bubbles of a vortex
breakdown was also performed by Neitzel (1988). Lopez

A swirling flow in cylindrical containers (closed or and his collaborators (1990a, 1990b, 1992) also simulated
open) with a rotating bottom disk as the endwall is an the steady as well as periodic modes of vortex breakdown
advantageous model for investigating the phenomenon of for As-2.5 with Re up to 4000. To illustrate the chaotic
a vortex structure and its breakdown. The superiority of behaviors, the concept of Lagrangian chaotic advection was
studying a vortex break in a rotating container flow to in- introduced. Daube & Sorensen (1989) also found a criti-
vestigating those commonly observed in delta wing trailing cal Reynolds number (Rec=2400 ± 15) for the criterion
vortices (Peckham & Atkinson, 1957) or swirling vortex to distinguish the steady and unsteady vortex breakdown
tubes (Sarpkaya, 1971) lies in its lower Reynolds number with As=2. When Re reached as high as 5000, oscillatory
and aspect ratio. The aspect ratio, As = H/R, is defined flow still prevailed. Besides the critical Reynolds number,
as-the ratio of the height of the fluid in the container above they also reported findings for the period-doubling phe-
the bottom disk, H, to the inner radius of the container, nomenon as well as a hysteresis effect on the frequency of
R. The rotating speeds, 0, are adjusted to obtain various periodic oscillations. Young & Liao (1991) even extended
Reynolds numbers, Re - R 2 11/i, where v is the kinematic Re to as high as Re= 10000 and revealed the highly chaotic
viscosity of the working fluid. Due to its technological rele- characteristics of a flow field through a supercritical Hopf
vance, the study of a swirling flow in a cylindrical container bifurcation process,
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As far a• an open cylindrical container with a rotat- The plate was mounted on a table through six steel rods.
ing disk is concerned, only a very few studies are avail- The cylindrical container was surrounded by a rectangular
able to the knowledge of the writers. Spohn et al. (1993) tank, which was also fixed on a bottom plate with inner
conducted a thorough investigation with a glycerine-water dimensions of 420 x 320 x 600 mm. The region between
mixture via the flow visualization technique to establish the test section of the cylindrical container, and the rectan-
a vortex breakdown diagram similar to Escudier's closed gular tank was filled with water. The water temperature is
system. They found that when the aspect ratio was less kept constant within ±0. V0 C by using a constant temper-
than 2.5, the flow became unsteady as the Reynolds num- ature bath. A perspex plate was utilized as a cover to close
ber reached a critical value of 2200. Similar trends were also the rectangular tank and, in the meantime, to prevent the
found by Lin (1992). Hyun (1985) carried out a numerical testing fluid from coming in contact with ambient air. A
calculation of an open tank with a free surface driven by a rotary bottom disk with a diameter of 182 mm, also made
rotating bottom. No evidence for the formation of vortex of perspex, had a clearance of 1 mm to the container wall.
breakdown was found for the case of As=0.5 and Re= 100, The disk was driven by a 1/4 Hp DC motor connected to
however. Lin (1992) also extended his numerical simulation a worm-gear reducer to adjust the rotating speed. The ro-
to the conditions of As=2.0 and Re=1325 and found one tating speed of the bottom disk, fl, was varied from 25 to
steady vortex breakdown, which compared favorably to his 500 rpm. For the measurements of rotating speed, burst
experimental results. Two steady separating vortex bub- counts were generated by an optical shaft encoder and fed
bles were simulated by Young & Liao (1992) when As= 1.0 into a frequency-to-voltage counter. The voltage was then
and Re= 1000 was adopted. Both experimental measure- compared with the command voltage closing the loop. The
ments and numerical simulations also indicated that the accuracy for the rotating speed readout was within ±0.5%.
free surface had a destablizing effect, in that it promoted A glycerine-water mixture with 85% glycerine in vol-
the onset of periodic flows and chaotic motions. ume was used as the working fluid. During the measure-

Observation of the filling and' emptying processes of ments, the temperature of the surrounding water was kept
the vortex breakdown bubbles conducted in flow visualiza- at 250 C by using a constant temperature bath. The dy-
tion experiments in general precluded measuring quantita- namic viscosity and mass density of the working fluid were
tively the unsteady coalescence and separation of the vortex 114.4 cP (P=g/cm sec) and 1.232 g/cM 3 with a probable
structure as Re became higher and higher. This drawback error of 0.1 cP and 0.002 g/cm 3 , respectively, at the begin-
was overcome by the introduction of an optical measure- ning of the experiment. Since the dynamic viscosity of the
ment method using laser-Doppler velocimetry (LDV). The testing fluid was sensitive to the variation in temperature,
non-intrusion and non-interference of the flow field made the value at the end of the experiment was carefully checked
LDV very suitable for this study, since any ascertainable again. The aspect ratio was kept at 2 in this study. The
disturbance introducing any antifact of hydrodynamic in-
stability in our swirling system would be minimized. LDV
also has a relatively small measuring volume and offers pre-
cise measurement for the velocity component with a proper
optical arrangement. Further, the LDV system has very
high frequency response compared to the characteristic fre- * ,
quency of the flow motion in the present study. Unlike the
axisymmetric vortex breakdown numerical models and flow C

visualization techniques (Lugt & Hauuling, 1982; Neitzel, To View I Tenperature

1988), LDV provides more accurate detection of the flow Bpthe u
field, as far as the unsteady and asymmetric characteristics
of higher Reynolds number swirling flows were concerned.
In the meantime, the measured velocity field enables us to 10 o
study the flow transition from the laminar to the turbulent
regimes. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to in-
vestigate the transient process from a steady laminar flow
to chaotic motion and the associated route to chaos for a
swirling vortex flow in an open cylindrical container with a Sde v ~ew R- 92ým

rotating bottom. H= .s4n,, & 368--

LDA ootel pyltem

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Experimental Set-up

The schematic diagram of the experimental set-up is
shown in Fig. 1. A perspex cylindrical container, with an
inner diameter of 184 mm, thickness of 8 mm and height
of 563 mm, measuring from the bottom disk, was fixed on Fig. I The schematic diagram of the experimental set-up.
a flat perspex plate, which had a size of 550 X 470 mm.
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controlled parameter of the Reynolds number ranged from second, which was much higher than the characteristic fre-

1500 to 4000. Since we paid more attention to temporal quencies in the flows. In other words, we had a very high

response than to spatial variations, velocity measurements Nyquist sampling rate in this study. Since the LDV signals

at a fixed position were performed. The measurement po- were randomly sampled, the data recorded by the com-

sition for LDV was selected to be on the meridional plane puter included both the velocity information and the dura-

about 50 mm above the rotating disk and 32 mm from tion between data. The histograms were then obtained by

the rotating axis of the container and away from the solid using the above-mentioned information. In order to per-

boundary and the free surface. form spectral analyses, the data needed further processing.
Equal time-interval data were retrieved by using a linear in-

2.2 Measurement '-ihnique terpolation method. We employed 4096 points to calculate
the power spectra of velocity fluctuation and applied the

Dual-beam to• ward-scattering laser-Doppler velocime- Hanning window to reduce the leakage effect of the Gibbs

try (LDV) was employed to measure the circumferential ye- phenomenon.

locity component. We adopted a 300 mW Argon-ion laser
as the light source with an output beam diameter of 0.82

mm. A green light beam with a wavelength of 514.5 nm 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

was obtained by using an optical filter. The focusing lens

had a focal length of 350 mm and--klf angle of 3.9830. A In this study, flow conditions with twelve Reynolds

2.27X beam expander was used to reduce the measuring numbers ranging from 1500 to 4000 were faciliated. Figure

volume dimensions and to increase the signal-to-noise ratio 2 shows the histogram of the circumferential velocity in a

(SNR). The dimensions of the ellipsoidal measuring volume clockwise direction, which coincides with the direction of

were estimated to be about 123 /im in diameter and 1.77 the rotating bottom disk. In the figure, all data are de-

mm in length. A Bragg cell, frequency shifter, was uti- picted in a duration of fifteen seconds. The velocity power

lized to extend the measurement range for low speed flow spectra are shown in Fig. 3. The diagrams of Poincari sec-

even with a reversed flow and, further, to minimize the tions diagrams, obtained from their phase planes, in which

fringe bias errors. A photomultiplier was used as the photo z and y coordinates are circumferential velocities and their

detector with p~roper amplification. One counter-type sig- associated accelerations, respectively, are sketched in Fig.

nal processor with DMA interface connected to a personal 4. All Poincard sections diagrams are plotted with the local

computer was then employed for data acquisition and data maxima of their circumferential velocities for a duration of

processing. The uncertainty for the LDV optical and elec- ten seconds. Detailed descriptions are given below.

tronic sysitem was estimated to be less than 2%. 3.1 Steady Flow

Measurements were made for the swirling flow with

various Reynolds numbers. For each measurement, 5120 Figure 2.1 shows the histogram of the flow for Re =

data were sampled. The typical sampling rates in this 1500, which confirms that the flow field can be regarded as

experiment were from about 100 to 200 data points per a steady laminar one. The power spectrum in Fig. 3.1 only
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Fig. 2 The histograms of circumferential velocity with various Reynolds numbers.
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Fig. 3 The power spectra of circumferential velocity with various Reynolds numbers.

shows very low-level noise and, therefore, characterizes the those of previous studies by Escudier (1984), who reported

steadiness of the flow pattern. The Poincari section dia- about 2500 for a closed container, and by Spohn et al.

gram for a steady flow should ideally have only one point. (1993), who reported about 2200 for an open container.

However, the Poincart section in Fig. 4.1 provides other The free surface had a destablizing effect and promoted the

neighboring points since it was very difficult to obtain ex- onset of periodic flows. Spohn et al.'s results may be aý-

actly one point as far as this experiment is concerned. tributed to the difficulty of exactly distinguishing the crit-

Results for Re=1850 similar to those for Re=1500 ical margin between steady and unsteady flow by using a

were obtained. The diagrams of the histogram, power spec- flow visualization method.

trum and Poincar6 section are shown in Figs. 2.2, 3.2 and As the Reynolds number increased to 2100, the peri-

4.2, respectively. It can be seen that the fluid motion still odic motion was more vividly observed from the histogram

maintains a laminar and steady regime. as shown in Fig. 2.4. The amplitude of the velocity os-

cillations increased gradually. In the power spectrum di-

3.2 Periodic Flow agram of Fig. 3.4, one peak is found at a frequency of

c f=2.345 Hz and is higher than that of Re=1900. The

The sinusoidal oscillation of circumferential velocity Poincari section diagram in Fig 4.4 shows a similar trend.

was observed for Re=1900. The histogram in Fig. 2.3

reveals a periodic motion with a small amplitude. An iso- 3.3 Period-doubling Flow

lated peak with frequency f, =2.094 Hz is clearly identified

from the power spectrum diagram shown in Fig. 3.3. The For Re=2200, a distinct period-doubling phenomenon

Poincari section diagram for this periodic flow should also through subharmonic bifurcation was observed. From the

theoretically possess exactly one point. Nevertheless, some histogram, as displayed in Fig. 2.5, the period was found to

neighboring points which are similar to those for steady be about twice that for the case of Re=2100. The power

flow cases can be seen in Fig. 4.3. The critical Reynolds spectrum in Fig. 3.5 shows two distinguishable peaks at

number for the onset of periodic motion is conjectured to f, =2.473 Hz and 14 = 1.255 Hz. The value of f is about

be in a range from 1850 to 1900. half that of fl. From the nonlinear dynamic system theory,

Under the condition of aspect ratio 2, the critical Rey- the Poincari section for this phenomenon should theoret-

nolds number associated with the onset of periodic motion ically have only two isolated points. However, the result

for this measurement was found to be much lower than for this experiment, as shown in Fig. 4.5, has some extra
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points. This may be due to the weak coherent relation number from which the flow will bifurcate through subhar-

between the flow's velocity and acceleration, which are used monic instability to excite another double-period motion.

in the phase plane. When the Reynolds number ranged When Re was increased to 2500, the histogram, power

between 2100 and 2200, a critical Reynolds number should spectrum and Poincar6 section diagrams were as depicted

have existed wherein the periodic motion bifurcated into a in Figs. 2.8, 3.8 and 4.8, respectively. The four peaks shown

double-period motion. in the power spectrum are f1=2.914 Hz, fa=2.137 Hz,

When Re reached 2300, the flow characteristics were f =1.438 Hz and fL =0.738 Hz, respectively. The results

the same as those for Re=2200. The amplitude of oscillat- for this case are similar to those for Re=2400. Moreover,

ing velocity further increased, and the period was almost these four peaks also show a slight down-shift as compared

invariant as shown in Fig. 2.6. The power spectrum, shown to those for Re=2400. The intensities of the oscillating

in Fig. 3.6, also identifies two peaks at .f=2.645 Hz and modes near f obviously increase, and the distribution of

f i = 1.322 Hz, while fI is exactly half of fj. These two fre- the power spectrum density (PSD) around/3 is broadened.

quencies are slightly higher than those for Re=2200. The

intensity of peak f.L became higher as Re increased and 3.5 Chaotic Flow

eventually dominated fI. The Poincari section in Fig. 4.6

reflects a similar trend to that for Re=2200. The wave form of the histogram, shown in Fig. 2.9,

lost regularity gradually as Re was increased to 2600. The

3.4 Period-quadrupling Flow broadband power spectrum shown in Fig. 3.9 indicates

the behavior of chaotic motions. The Poincari section in

A conspicuous period-quadrupling phenomenon oc- Fig. 4.9 also exhibits some nearly non-coherent points. For

curred when Re reached 2400. The histogram shown in Re=3000, the histogram in Fig. 2.10 shows that the flow

Fig. 2.7 displays a composed wave form, and the period has almost lost its regularity. The power spectrum in Fig.

of the motion is about twice that for Re=2300. In addi- 3.10 does not confirm any periodicity. The Poincari section

tion to the original two peaks, f, and fi, in the power in Fig. 4.10 also reveals some random points. The flow

spectrum, two extra ones, fj and f , are generated. The develops into the chaotic regime.
4 4

power spectrum in Fig. 3.7 obviously shows these four For Re=3500, the wave form in the histogram in Fig.

peaks with fl=2.729 Hz, fa= 2 .009 Hz, fl=1.365 Hz 2.11 has totally lost regularity. The power spectrum and

ad 2 Poincarg section, as shown in Figs. 3.11 and 4.11, respec-
fn =0.720 Hz, respectively. The values of 2 and '• tively, obviously demonstrate that the flow moved in a ran-

were also slightly higher than those for Re=2300. The in- dom way.

tensity of the peak at f t became higher as Re increased When Re was increased to 4000, the fluctuations of

and eventually dominated the flow. As discerned from this velocity, as shown in Fig. 2.12, were further amplified. The

figure, f and f1 were about half of fj and f + fl, re- power spectrum and Poincire section results show clearly

spectively, and the results are in agreement with the period- the chaotic characteristics of the swirling flow, as is shown

doubling phenomenon. Similarly, the Poincari section di- in Figs. 3.12 and 4.12, respectively.

agram in this case should theoretically have only four iso- In the study of this swirling vortex flow, the inherent

lated points. The results as illustrated in Fig. 4.7 are route to the onset of chaotic flow with successive period-

approximately in agreement with the expected outcomes doubling bifurcations exhibited phenomena similar to those

for this case. For a Reynolds number in the range between obse, led in other flows, e.g. the Rayleigh-Binard con-

2300 and 2400, there should also exist one critical Reynolds vection problem investigated by Gollub & Benson (1980).
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Fig. 4 The Poincari section diagrams with various Reynolds numbers.
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They exnlored the same scenario of route to chaos in one Gollub, J.P. & Benson, S.V. 1980, Many routes to turbulent
case in their experiments, which had an aspect ratio of 3.5, convection, J. Fluid Mech., vol. 100, pp. 449-470.
and a Prandtl number of 2.5 and used Rayleigh number Hyun, J.M. 1985, Flow in an open tank with a free surface
as the control parameter. Other routes to chaos were also driven by the spinning bottom, J. Fluids Eng., vol. 107,
explored such as quasi-periodicity and phase locking, three pp. 495-499.
frequencies and intermittency. Notably, in this study, the Lin, G.H. 1992, Vortex breakdown in a circular tank with
original frequency changed from 2.345 Hz to 2.729 Hz as free surface, M.S. Thesis, National Taiwan University, Tai-
the Reynolds number increased from 2100 to 2400. This pei, Taiwan.
frequency-shifting phenomenon was also found by Gollub p, T .
& Swinney (1975) in their experimental study of a Taylor- Lopez, J.M. 1990a, Axisymmetric vortex breakdown: Part
Couette vortex flow system. 1. Confined swirling flow, J. Fluid Mech., vol. 221, pp.

533-552.

Lopez, J.M. & Perry, A.D. 1992, Axisymmetric vortex
4. CONCLUSIONS breakdown: Part 3. Onset of periodic flow and chaotic

advection, J. Fluid Mech., vol. 234, pp. 449-471.
The period-doubling route to chaos for a swirling vor- Lugt, H.J. & Haussling, H.J. 1982, Axisymmetric vortex

tex flow in a open cylindrical container with a rotating breakdown in rotating fluid within a container, J. Applied
bottom disk and an aspect ratio of 2 was studied by using Mech., vol. 49, pp. 921-923.
laser-Doppler velocimetry. When Re was in a range be-
tween 1850 and 1900, the onset of periodic motion for this Lugt, H.J. & Abboud, M. 1987, Axisymmetric vortex
flow was found. The period for the flow with Re=2100 breakdown with and without temperature effects in a con-

was 0.426 sec. The flow was subharmonically bifurcated tainer with a rotating lid, J. Fluid Mech., vol. 179, pp.

into a double-period motion when Re was between 2100 179-200.

and 2200. The period for the flow with Re=2300 was Neitzel, G.P. 1988, Streak-line motion during steady and
0.756 sec. When the Reynolds number varied in the range unsteady axisymmetric vortex breakdown, Phys. Fluids,
from 2300 to 2400, the flow bifurcated again through the vol. 31, pp. 958-969.
period-doubling mode with four peaks as observed from Peckham, D. H. & Atkinson, S. 1957, Preliminary results
the power spectra diagrams. The period for the flow with of low speed wind tunnel tends on a Gothic wing of aspect
Re=2400 was 1.389 sec. When the Reynolds number was ratio 1.0, Aero. Res. Counc., CP-508.
further increased, the flow eventually showed chaotic mo- Roesner, K.G. 1990, Recirculation zones in a cylinder with
tions. rotating lid, in Topological Fluid Mechanics, ed. H. K.

Moffatt and A. Tsinober, pp. 699-708, Cambridge Univ.
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CONFINED MIXING BETWEEN A COMPRESSIBLE CENTRAL JET AND A SWIRLING

CO-FLOWING OUTER STREAM

by

S.C. Favaloro and E.A. Brizuela

Aeronautical and Maritime Research Laboratory
Defence Science & Technology Organisation

Melbourne, Australia

i. SUMMhA Y A common feature of the comparisons between LDV
data and numerical predictions (eg, Nejad et al, 1989) is that in

The mixing between a compressible central jet and a turbulent swirling flows, some computer codes underpredict
swirling co-flowing outer stream in an axisymimetric the turbulent kinetic energy while making reasonable
isothermal rig has been studied using a two component laser predictions of mean velocity components. These differences
Doppler velocimeter (LDV). The experimental results were may not be entirely due to inadequacies in the computer code,
compared with the predictions of a computational scheme since LDV systems themselves can contribute to the
which used the k - a closure model. The comparisons discrepancy by over predicting the turbulence levels,
confirmned the poor performance of the k - a model in especially in regions of high shear. This effect is most
predicting mean velocities in recirculation regions and pronounced when the experimental flow is either unstable, or
turbulence quantities across shear layers. The limitations of the LDV system has a spatial resolution comparable with large
using on-axis LDV systems with long measurement volumes turbulent length scales in the flow. The current study
to perform measurements across flow regions with large compares the predictions of a computer program, which uses
velocity gradients and length scales comparable to the volume the k - e closure model, with LDV measurements obtained
length was demonstrated. In addition it was found that LDV from experiments in a confined axisymmetric co-flowing rig,
measurements of meam and fluctuating quantities may not be which has a compressible centre jet emanating from a bluff
sufficient to describe and reproduce cases of strong shear; body and surrounded by an isothermal swirling flow.
consideration of other stochastic properties of the measured
ensembles is also required to separate large scale motions fromr
conventional turbulence. 3. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

2. INTRODUCTION A schematic of the axisymmetric experimental rig is
shown in figure 1(a). Plots of the streamlines and velocity
vectors from the numerical simulation (see below) are shown

The use of computer codes to pnrdict the gas flow in figure l(b) to illustrate the flow pattem along with the sign
through gas turbines nd ramjet combustion systems has bee convention adopted in this study. The rig was designed to
widely recognised as a valuable aid in the design of more provide two independently controlled, co-flowing,
effoient cor bustns. The flowfuleds in these systens o an axisymmetric air streams which mix with each other in a
contain regions of highly turblent recirculating flow dnd cylindrical test section of length 1.5 m and diameter 152.4
comprentsble free shear layers with large velocity and dense mm. The test section was fabricated from a number of
gradients. In addition, swirl is usually implemented in these different pipe lengths and an optical access section which
systems to improve overall combustor performance inch as enabled LDV and total pressure measurements to be performed
increased combustion efficiency and reduced formation of at axial intervals of approximately 37 mun.

pollutants. Accurate numerical simulation of these flows still The central jet was formed from air issuing from a

remains a problem due to their inherent complexity and the onvergent nozzle, of exit diameter 147 mm, which was

requirement for turbulence closure models, which are used in centrally located in an axisymmetric centre body of diameter
the time mewn solution of the equations governing the cnrlylctdi naiymti etebd fdaee
thetime Iean solustion es of th ese eqtons, g ning tha en 80 mm. The outer co-flowing stream passed through a swirler,
flowfleld. In exterimetal studies of these flows, it has ber fabricated from 12 circular arc guide vanes, and through a
well documented that laser based methods, such as laer tapered annular passage, 500 mm in length and 25 mm in
Doppler velocametfr (LDV), are the most viable for obtaining width, before passing over the centre body at the start of the
accurate data for code validation p , since the problems test section. Rig total pressures were set to provide nominal
of directional ambiguity, flow disturbance and indqut axial velocities of 52 m/s (U02) in the outer flow and 200 m/s in

frequency response to high level turbulent fluctuations, which the central jet.

can occur with non-optical techniques, are avoided.
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2.75 beam expansion and a 750 mm focussing lens gave
Test Semon ellipsoidal measuring volume dimensions of approximately

Outer Autfoow Cetbwr (diameter D - 152 4 mm) 0.13 mm diameter and 4 mm length. The frequency/velocity

........ 1 conversions for both channels were usually around 8 m/s/MHz,

" .but depended upon the final beam half angles that were
---------- measured once the crossing point was established. A 0.l mm

aperture in the field stop system reduced the measurement
volume diameter seen by the photomultipliers, but the on-axis
"collection forced velocity realisations to be made over the full

Centreo Swid ves Ne LDV (x - 0)P length of the measurement volume. Both channels had BraggC~a A~wPiae, (x" -0) Window (see below)

Ie Wcells in one beam which provided a frequency shift of 40 MHz.

(a) - Schematic of experimental rg The combination of 40 M1-z frequency shifting against the
mean flow direction and 45 degree beam orientation
effectively eliminated any fringe bias, and allowed the
maximum expected Doppler frequencies (around 55 MHz) to

"__ __ be well within the detectable range of the photomultipliers.
_ ___.Y. V. W The whole system was mounted on a milling machine

base which enabled the measurement volume to be located
inside the test section with an accuracy of 0.05 mms. Radial

_X' U and axial velocity components were obtained by locating the
-W =mE . measurement volume on the rig centreline and traversing the

,. a milling machine along a vertical radius (y direction, figure
Ib). Tangential and axial components were obtained by

Z Z Z traversing the final focussing lens along a horizontal radius (z-
direction, figure lb), using a TSI model 9400 traverse table
controlled by a TSI model 9430 positioner,.

Two TSI 1990 counter processors, a TSI 1998 interface
(b)- Expanded region showing flow pattern and a PDP-11 computer constituted the data acquisition and

processing system. The 1998 interface was set in !non-priority'
Figurv I -Erpenmensal Rig and Flow Pattern mode and provided coincident velocity measurements from

both channels within a time interval of Ims. The data transfer
To enable LDV measurements to be performed, the to the computer, via DMA, proceeded at a much faster rate

outer flow was seeded with polydisperse sugar particles, which than the velocity realisation rates in the two counters; hence,
were generated by the atomisation of a 5 per cent sumgar and the data in most sections of the flowfield was fully velocity
water solution in a Thermo Systems Incorporated (TSI) model biased.
9306 six jet atomiser. The seed was introduced to the flow in Corrections for velocity bias were made by particle
a settling chamber, well upstream of the test section, through a interarrival time weighting (Nejad et al, 1989) with the time
six-point manifold to provide a uniform particle distribution in between velocity realisations transferned to the computer along
the test section. Data published (Agarwal and Johnson, 1981) with the velocity data. This was the preferred correction
for the model 9306 atomiser suggests that atomisation of a 5 method, since the possibility of low data rates inhibited the use
per cent salt/water solution will produce particles ranging in of constant time interval sampling, while the likelihood of zero
size from 0.5 to 3 micron, with a mean around 0.8 micron. - velocity components in both channels (and the lack of
slightly larger particles can be expected with the equivalent simultaneous 3D velocity measurements) prevented the use of
sugar/water solution. A high pressure version of the TSI velocity magnitude weighting.
seeder was used to seed the central je A 50 cP Dow Coming
fluid was used as the seed base, and was introduced to the flow
upstream of the exit nozzle. To ensure equal concentrations of 5. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
particles in both streams, the seeders were controlled so their The flow situation was reproduced by means of solving
output was in the same ratio as the volume flow ratio of the Tme-aeae conseron uations nuerclly.tw sram.the time-veraged conservation equations numerically.
two streams. Turbulence closure was modelled by the two-equation k - t

model. Standard Dirichlet and Neumann conditions were

4. LDVSYSTEM applied at the boundaries. Logarithmic law-of-the-wall
relations were enforced for the k - t model at solid boundaries.

The LDV used in the experiments was a TSI 9100-7 The set of discretised conservation equations was solved using

two channel, two colour system which was optimised for high a finite volume technique (Cope, 199 1, and Vanka et al, 1989),
speed flow measurement in the range -300 to I 100 m/s. The which features a co-located grid, the hybrid differencing
system operated in backscatter mode with frequency shifting scheme, and a pressure correction relation for the continuity

on both channels. The combination of 13 mm beam spacing, equation (Patankar, 1980).
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and assuming solid body rotation, ie.,- - * and for the

Axiaol Distance f4rom N~ozzle Exit Pla ne (t4EP) an PV
ti ane (case ofaxisymmetric swirl, where Rc r, and U =W then

6 ... ....... ..... ............. ......................................

i O .40mm - -2(Wlr)
5 ............. .............. ............. ..... ........ . ............. .............. ............. i............. G /I(p vt)

+ 75 mm

156 mm For a recirculation zone in the plane of motion,

4...... ............ ............. U +V. The radius of curvature is given by Durst and
312 mm

Rastogi (1979) as:

3 ............ ............ .............. ......... .. ........ ............. .............. .............. 2• - +- •
ay ar at ay

2 ............. ;......... ..................... .. . . ....... .............. ........... ..............

whence the recirculation Richardson number (Srinivasan and
Mongia, 1980) is

o.. ... ..... D-2[(V(. ±U +U2 __V24l.)1(U2 +V

Then, following Rodi (1979), the constant C! in the ic -
-1 - z model is modified as:-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80

r (rm) / r (Mm) J C1 - l.42e-alRiee-"2i, c
Horizontal Trovers Verticol Troverse with empirical constants a1 = 0.2, and c.2 = 2.0.

Figure 2 - Axial Mean Velocities
6. RESULTS and DISCUSSION

An attempt was made to improve the performance of
the K - a model in the recirculation zones by modifying the 6.1 Measured Mean Velocities
consats in the a equation using Richaulson numbers. For a
curved seamline the Richardson number, R,., is defined by: Mean and turbulence data were collected by the LDV

system at six axial locations at selected intervals in the parallel
Production qfturbulent KE due to cwwmure mixing region. Figure 2 shows profiles of mean axial velocity

Total production of turbulent KE components at five of these locations which were gathered
from traverses along horizontal radii (left side of the figure)

From Leshziner and Rodi (1981), the production and along vertical radii (right side of figure). The profiles
e r oms onLacredsc ineofrandRodius (191), the: prodillustrate the overad symmetry of the mixing flow field except

terms on a curved streamline ofradius Re are : for minor differences in the recirculation region close to the

(-27uu + 4u- + 2u- -u2 ')_ U. nozzle exit plane (x = 3mm). Other notable features include a
£ 'centreline flow acceleration between 3 and 40 mm downstream

of the nozzle exit, and a progressive broadening of the jet after
where a and n identify directions tangential and normal to the 40 mm. In addition, there are high axial velocity gradients at
streamline respectively, the edge of the jet and the surrounding flow (65m/s/mm) and

Retaining only the shear terms, at the edge of the bluff centrebody (25m/s/mm).
Figure 3 shows profiles of tangential (left side of

2uju, U, / P& figure) and radial (right side) mean velocities at the same five
G I ' axial locations. The swirl number of the flow entering the test

section, calculated from the formula given in Nejad et al
where G is the production of turbulent kinetic energy (1989), was approximately 0.3. The tangential velocity
appearing in the standard k - e model. profiles for the outer flow are typical of free vortex flows ( ie.,

SubstitutingBoussinesq shypot s: W a l/r) and remain relatively constant throughout the
measurement regime. The high levels of swirl still in evidence

-~ - - - a-. - , for U - 0 300 mm from the nozzle exit plane indicates that the angular
-;.u. " Vt + as an momentum of the outer flow has been maintained and

relatively unaffected by the spread of the central jet. Near the
boundary of the central jet the motion tends to a forced vortex
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flow (it., W c r) which is then maintained to the centreline 1.5 - - -

(ie., at r =0). Maximum tangential velocities of around 1.25 to A*oI distance Irom IEP
1.5 times the axial mean flow occur at the jet boundaries x i 3rtim
which is consistent with the large static pressure gradients "-"
observed therein. The radial mean velocity profiles correctly
depict the flow in the recirculation region and its subsequent + 7$mm
wake downstream of the bluff centrebody; ie.,radial outflow
3mm from the bluff body, inflow 40 mn downstream before
reverting to a radial outflow as the central jet expands. In the V/U2
outer region, the flow is directed towards the centreline up to
75 mm from the bluff body which is consistent with the
approach angle of the flow entering the test section.

1 ; i i i i i- .5 .. .... ..... .. . . . . .

1 .

3i2 • Figure 4 - Expanded Vaew of Radial Mean Velocities

w/u2 •• • 'U • :••" (1.6.and ti• ( ..! 1.2 - -----

I 1 - - -

I I (u/U2.

-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80

r~~ (mm)6m)

H lorizontoI Trover e-- Verticol Traverse--

Fi2r 3iur 4 T-gnta andade Viewo Meanur Velocitiesft

in the centre section of the flow. On both sides of the ...

centreline, the velocities are directed inwards in the cnrljet .2•
region up to an axial distance of 40 mm after which they are 0 • • "______
directed outwards. These features, along with the centreline -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80
axial flow acceleration (figure 2), indicate the presence of a Ir (mam) r (mam)
vena contracta with minimum cross section between 40 and 7]5 I oiotlToes • etclToes
miifrom the nozzle exi.J.-. oiotlTrvre VriclTaes

6.2 Measured Turbulent Velocities Figure 5- Measured Axial Turbulent Velocities

Figure 5 shows profiles of axial turbulentt velocities at Local maxima are evident in the shear layer between
the same five axial locations norrmaised with respect to the the central jet and the surrounding flow, and in the shear layer
outer flow inlet velocity. The levels of turbulent fluctuation emanating from the edge of the bluff body. This latter feature
are fairly low immediately downstream of the nozzle exit, bit is apparent only at axial locations up to one half of the
increase rapidly as the central jet expands, before decaying centrebody diameter (40 mam) from the nozzle exit plane and is
slowly in the streamwise direction. more pronounced in the results from the horizontal traverse.
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Figure 6 - Comparison ofMean Anial Velocities Figure 8 - Comparison of ean Tangential Velocities

1.0 1.0
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r/R 5000 m2 /sec2

r/R '"Sc__•
r, 1 R.Scale

Experimet 60 m/sec

0.5 * 0.5

Comp.ted

I. * Computed

0.0 '0.

0.1 0.4 x/D 0.75 0.0 0e25 0.5 x/D 0.75

Figure 7 - CompaIsm of Radial Mean Velocities Figure 9 - Companion of Turbulent Kinetic Energies

Rapid decay of turbulent fluctuations are usually indicative of which corresponds to the region of maximum turbulence levels
high diffusion and dissipation rate. The apparent slow decay (figure 5) and maximum axial and tangential velocity
of the fluctuations in the shear layer at the boundary of the gradients. Richardson number corrections (as outlined in the
central jet suggest the presence of large scale turbulent previous section) were attempted and are shown on figures 6
structures which maintain their integrity and only dissipate through 9 as dotted lines. Although the mean velocity
slowly in the streumwise direction. predictions were somewhat improved, the corrections failed to

yield levels of turbulent kinetic energy closer to the
6.3. Numerical Comparisons experimental data.

Figure 10 shows the LDV velocity histograms through
Figures 6, 7, & 8 show comparisons of calculated and the shear layer between the inner and outer flows 40 mm from

experimental mean velocities up to x/D - .75 (x = 112 mm) the nozzle exit plane. Although the data has been corrected for
from the nozzle exit plane. The numerical simulation of the velocity bias, the axial and tangential velocity distributions are
axial mean motions (figure 6) was generally satisfactory, but skewed across the shear layer with very high turbulence levels.
the predictions of the radial and tangential mean velocities It is likely that these levels are not accurate indicators of the
(figures 7 & 2) were unsatisfactory especially in the true local turbulence due to velocity realisations being
recirculation region. This was not unexpected since the poor achieved over the entire length of the measurement volume
perfoinance of the k - c model in strong recirculatin flows is which spans a region of very high velocity gradient; ie.,
well documented. between r/R = .067 and r/R = .134 (which corresponds to a

The results of the simulation of the shear layer between radial distance of 5 umm, only 1 mnm longer than the measuring
the inner and outer flows were clearly unsatisfactory, as volume length) the measured mean velocities change by
demonstrated in figure 9 which shows calculated and measured approximately 120 m/s (axial) and 42 m/s (tangential). Off.
turbulent kinetic energy profiles. Maximum discrepancies axis collection, in conjunction with smaller receiving
between the calculated and experimental results occurred apertures, would give greater spatial resolution and hence
around 40 mmn from the nozzle exit plane (ie., at x/D = .26) provide more accurate data on the shear layer structure.
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Figure 10 -Shear Layer Velocity Histogamms at x = 40 mm

An additional cause for discrepancies between 8. NOMENCLATURE
computed and measured results may possibly be found in the
non-Gaussian nature of the histogram on the shear layer (r/R D = Test section diameter
-0.1 , figure 10), wherein its stochastic properties depend on k = Turbulent kinetic energy
factors other then local factors. A phenomenon of this nature r = Radial co-ordinate
cannot be reproduced by a turbulence model which assumes R = Test section radius
the length scale to be determined by the local values of U,VW = Axial, radial, and tangential mean velocities
turbulent kinetic oergy and its dissipation. The suggestion is u,v,w - Axial, radial and tangential fluctuating velocities
that fluctuating quantities measured by the LDV system x,y,z = Spatial co-ordinates
include elements of large scale stritures. This is consistent
with the pattern of turbulence decay discussed in 62 above. = Dissipation rate

vt = Turbulent viscosity

7. CONCLUSIONS ty

The use of early generation LDV systems, which REFERENCES
require long measurement volumes to measure high speed
flows, can, in some flow situations, contribute to discrepancies AGARWAL, J.K. and JOHNSON, E.M., 'Generating
between experimental results and the predictions of computer Aerosol for Laser Velocimeter Seeding', TSI Quarterly,
codes which model turbulence. As outlined above, artificially Volume VII, Issue 3, pp 5 -12, July-Sept 1981.
high turbulence in the measured values can aise when velocity
realisations are made over shear layers with high velocity COPE, W.K., 'On the Numerical Simulation of
gradients and length scales comparable to measurement Turbulent Flows in Complex Geometries!, M.S. Thesis,
volume dimensions Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering,

University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, 1991.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF CONFINED TURBULENT

SWIRLING FLOWS

M. Wessman, J. Klingmann and B. Nordn

Department of Heat and Power Engineering
Lund Institute of Technology
P.O. Box 118, S-221 00 Lund

Sweden

ABSTRACT absence of axial mean reversal flow in or near the vortex core:
no reverse flow, a central recirculation zone, a torrodial

Two component LDV-measurements have been made in a recirculation zone, and a long backflow region or columnar
turbulent flowfield following an axisymmetric confined sudden flow. The central recirculation zone seems to occur at about a
expansion, followed by a contraction. Three swirling flow cases swirl number of 0.35, e.g. Hallet and Gunther (1984). The
and one non-swirling case are presented. Mean velocities and torrodial recirculation zone consists of cones having a hollow
Reynolds stresses were measured at axial positions ranging from core shape, with positive axial mean velocity on the vortex
x/H= -2.1 to 19.5 and for a radial position range of r/R ± 0.99. centre line, e.g. Owen et al (1978). Juang et al (1990) and Yoon
For this radial range the comer eddy recirculation zone is clearly and Lilley (1984).
present in all cases. Its extension decreases with increasing swirl A further complex and little understood phenomenon
number. To characterise the influence of the periodic which occurs in swirling flow, is an unsteady and periodic
disturbances that are associated with swirling flows, an asymmetry in the flow field, known as the precessing vortex
integration of an estimated power spectrum around the core (PVC), Gupta et al (1984). This periodic and unsteady
frequency of the periodic disturbances was made along the behaviour has been observed by different investigators. Hallet
centre line. It was found that as much as 50 % of the turbulent and Gunther (1984) found the presence of a low frequency
kinetic energy is associated with the periodic disturbances, oscillation in the flow below the critical swirl and with

increasing swirl the periodicity became weaker and less distinct,
until just before the onset of the vortex breakdown it

I. INTRODUCTION disappeared. Cassidy and Falvey (1970) found that the Strouhal
number increases with increasing swirl number and that the

The application of this experiment is a simplified dump Strouhal number appears to be independent of the Reynolds
combuster. It is interesting to study how different inlet number above 105.
conditions influence the size of recirculation regions for flame
holding, and how the mixing rate is enhanced by the swirl
number. The objective of the present investigation is to provide 2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
an accurate database for turbulence model validation.

The swirling flow through a sudd&n axibymmetric 2.1 Flow geometry
expansion is a complex flow, pocessing several different flow
regimes. The production of turbulence is increased above that of The test rig is a closed loop in which the test section is
a non-swirling flow by the presence of the tangential velocity constructed of glass and is surrounded by a glass box. A picture
component, which results in additional velocity gradients. The of the test rig can be seen in figure 1. Both the expansion ratio
flow phenomenon that is produced is found in a wide variety of and the conutaction ratio are 1.93. Three different constant-angel
important applications. In combustion systems, turbulent axial flow-type generators have been used to generate the swirl.
swirling flow is introduced to increase the mixing rate and The vane angle for the three swirl generators is 26, 48 and 66
reduce the flame size. degrees and with a hub of 16 mm in diameter. For a Reynolds

When the swirl is introduced, the wall bounded number of 104 the swirl generators produce a swirl number of
recirculation zone decreases and for a certain critical swirl 0.33, 0.58 and 0.99 in the inlet. The swirl number is defined as:
number a central recirculation zone occurs, a phenomenon
known as the vortex breakdown. The recirculating fluidr d
generates regions of high turbulence in the shear layer between JUwr2dr
the reverse flow and the surrounding flow. There are at least $= (I)
four classes of mean flow fields. Gouldin et al (1985), that can R, U'rdr
be recognised in swirling flows, depending on the presence or J
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To allow velocity measurements near the wall and measuring volume. The measurements have been made in a
measurements of the stresses of axial and radial velocities a region of -2.1 < xJH < 19.5 and -0.99 < r/R < 0.99, where x is
refractive index matching fluid has been used, which means that the axial direction from the expansion. H is the step high
the fluid has the same refractive index as the glass tube. This (H=(D 1-D2 )/2) and R the radius of the different sections. The
fluid is used both as working fluid and as surrounding fluid in inlet and outlet profiles have been measured in all cases and the
the box. The fluid that has been chosen is a mixture of dibutyl condition for axisymmetry has been checked in four different
phthalate (80 volume percent) and ethanol, which is a cross-sections in each flow cas:. The measured variables are U,
newtonian fluid. This makes the whole test section an optically V, W, uu, ww, VV, uw and uv in all cases. The values
homogeneous unit. For easy measurements at different presented are the transit time weighted values. This is based on
locations, the probe is mounted on a traversing system. The the standard deviation of the flow volume of each cross section.
resolution of the digital scale was 0.01 mm. The standard deviation for flow volume is 4%. To obtain the

volume flow of each section, an integration over velocities in

each radial section has to be made. The transit time weighted
3 value and time between data weighted value give almost the

2 same results. The unweighted properties showed influences of
velocity bias. The effect of the scattering light of the laser by the
wall has not caused any trouble, but problems arose with

particles attached to the surface. In the data this can be seen as a
spike at zero velocity.

a) D3 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

............ D2.........3.1. Mean velocity distribution

In figures 2 to 5 the non-dimensional velocity vector plots
712 415 are shown i. the axial and radial plane for the non swirling case

b) and for swirl numbers 0.33, 0.58 and 0.99. All velocity values
Fig. I a) Experimental setup. I-Flow conditioner. 2-Swirl have been normalised with the inlet axial bulk velocity, Ub. In

generator. 3-Test section. 4-Pump with an adjustable AC the figures the recirculation zones are marked with a line for the
drive. 5-Heat exchanger. axial zero mean velocities. For swirl number 0.33, no central

b) Geometry of the test section. (D, = D3 , D2 /DI = recirculation zones occur. In figure 3 it can be seen how the
1.94). velocity .decreases after the expansion in the centre of the pipe,

but the deceleration is not strong enough to cause vortex
breakdown, which is in good agreement with the results of

2.2. LDV system Samimy et al (1987). For swirl numbers 0.58 and 0.99, a
torrodial central recirculation zone occurs, and the vortex

The velocity measurements were made with a two- breakdown occurs upstream in the inlet pipe. For these swirl

component Dantec fiber-flow LDV system. The light source numbers the flow consists of a reversed flow along the centre
was a 4W Ar-ion laser operated at 0.5 W. The system operates line followed by a second stagnation point, after which the
in backscatter mode with a lens with a focal length of 310 amm. central zone is surrounded by a reversed flow, which can be
The size of the measuring volumes, based on l/e 2 intensity seen in figures 4 and 5. The fluid in the centre of the breakdown
points, was roughly 50 microns in diameter and 600 microns in structure moves continuously downstream until a second, spiral,
length, with a fringe spacing of 2.2 microns. For seeding breakdown is reached. This has also been found by Bornstein
material, metallic coated particles with a mean diameter of 4 pm and Escudier (1982). This secondary stagnation point occurs

were used. The signals from the photomultiplier were processed after the expansion for swirl number 0.58 and before the

in Dantecs Burst Spectrum Analyser (BSA). expansion for swirl number 0.99. The secondary breakdown of
a spiral can exlpain the appearances of the velocity plots for the
swirl number 0.58 and 0.99, where asymmetric behaviour can

2.3. Experimental procedures be seen, especially for swirl number 0.99.
The torrodial central recirculation zone that occurs for

The measurements have been made with a data rate of swirl numbers 0.58 and 0.99, has also been found by Yoon and

about 200 Hz and with 20000 bursts in each location for each Lilley (1984) and by Juang et al (1990). These experiments

velocity component. To measure the stresses uv and uw, the have a convergent exit in common.
measurements were made in coincidence mode. The matching The central recirculation zone occupies 3D per cent of the
of the refractive index of the fluid makes it easy to measure the diameter (D2) for swirl number 0.58 and 51 per cent for swirl

number 0.99. The peak value in the reversed torrodial central
stresses, specially uv. Another advantage is the linear relation recirculation zone also increases with increasing swirl number.
between the translation of the orobe and the translation of the
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For swirl number 0.99, it reached a value of 0.59 Ub located showed that in this range of Reynolds number there is a great
before the expansion. Reynolds number dependency.

The outer recirculation zone decreases with increasing In figure 2 to 5 a secondary recirculation zone -a comer
swirl number. For no swirl the outer recirculation zone has a eddy can be seen. The extension of the comer eddy for the non-
reattachment point at 10.4 steps and for swirl number 0.99 at 1.9 swirling case is 0.09<x/H<1.56 and the peak velocity in this
steps. The reversed axial mean velocity peak in the outer area is U/Ub=0.0 3 . For swirl number 0.99 the extension for the
reciculation zone increases with increasing swirl number for the comer eddy recirculation zone is 0. 11 <x/H<0.42 and the peak
four cases. Figure 6 shows the extension of the outer velocity in this area is U/Ub=0.0 4 . In figures 2 to 5 it can be
recirculation zone as a function of swirl number, compared to seen that the extension of the comer eddy decreases with
other expeiments. The extension of the outer recirculation zone increasing swirl number. The comer eddy recirculation zone has
in the non-swirling case is larger compared with the other also been measured by Szczepura (1985) for a non-swirling case
experiments. One explanation can be the low Reynolds number and by Ahmed et al (1992) for a swirling case.
compared with the other experiments. Durst and Tropea (1983) In figure 7 the axial central velocities are plotted. The

most significant part of this figure is the jet-like behaviour for
swirl number 0.58. For swirl number 0.99, figures 5 and 7, a

14- 1 1-.............. .! * third breakdown can be recognised in the contraction.
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Fig. 2 Velocity vectors in axial and radial plane for swirl 6-- Klingman
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3.2. Turbulence distribution

"i. .. , "Figures 8 to I I show the evolution of the non-dimensional

turbulent kinetic energy through the geometry. The turbulent

Fig. 5 Velocity vectors in axial and radial plane for swirl kinetic energy is calculated as k=(uu +ww+ vv)12. The

number 0.99. turbulent kinetic energy in the inlet increases with increasing
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swirl number. At the core at the inlet, a peak value of 0.3% for centre line, there seems to be a production of turbulent kinetic
the non-swirling flow and for swirl number 0.99 a peak value of energy. The production of this turbulent kinetic energy at the
37% is reached. The kinetic energy after the expansion increases centre line can depend on a secondary breakdown that occurs in
from 6% for the non-swirling case to 95% for swirl number a spiral and that a periodic disturbance precess about the axis.
0.99. The location of this peak value moves upstream with The axial mean velocity gradient is also great in the centre of
increasing swirl numbei. After the contraction, behind the the flow. In the non-swirling case, the production of turbulent
corner, there is a peak value near the wall in all cases. kinetic energy is associated with an axial mean velocity gradient

at the outer shear layer. In the swirling cases, the turbulent
production of kinetic energy is also associated with the shear

"- --- layer at the centre where the production is greater. Even for|I I swirl number 0.33 the production of turbulent kinetic energy isgreater in the centre than at the outer shear layer.m* ' ,_.ll 1 I 1 ],__.i_,1• -- The effect of swirl on isotropy was examined. This is

particularly important because the majority of the closure
models assume isotropic turbulence. In the zero swirling case, it

al.... - . - -a was found that the entire flow field was anisotropic. In the
swirling case the magnitude of radial turbulent velocity was 25-

Fig. 8 Non-dimensional turbulent kinetic energy profiles 300%" of the axial turbulent velocity. The magnitude of the
(k/Ub2) for the non-swirling case. tangential turbulent velocity was 60-300% of the axial turbulent

velocity. This implies the possibility of isotropic regions. For

I V swirl number 0.33 small pockets of isotropic turbulent flow
0.5 iexisted, particularly in the developing region. For swirl number

~0.58 and 0.99 only small pockets of isotropic turbulent flow
at, , •were found. Therefore one can conclude that these four flow

cases were anisotrpic throughout the whole field.

.5.s.. SI? am Ii na a. J1 .. S. 5* 5e . . ..f.. . ..

1* 3.3. Shear stresses
Fig. 9 Non-dimensional turbulent kinetic energy profiles

(•L/Ub2) for swirl number 0.33. The value of the shear stress in the shear layer for the non-
- - - -swirling case reaches a peak value of uv/Ub2=0.018. This result

agree well with those obtained by Gould et al(1990) where a
Snormalised peak value of 0.015 is measured. The shear stress

&Li uw remained insignificant. For the swirling flows two peaks
were associated in the UV plane. The high stress values
occurred at regions of maximum velocity gradients. For S=0.33,
the shear stress is greater in the corner recirculation shear layer~~' al....... . . . . than in the core flow where there is a decrease in axial mean

Fig.10 on-imesioal urblentkinticenegy roflesvelocity. For S--0.58 and S--0.99, the peak value is located at the10 Non-dimensional turbulent kinetic energy profiles shear layer between the central recirculation zone and the main
flow. The peak values located to the expansion increase with

- -- - - - - -increasing swirl number from uvIJb2=0.05 for S=0.33 toI j_ uv/Ub 2=0.19 for S=0.99. The location of the peak value in theI UV plane moves upstream with increasing swirl number, from
Nei x/H=2.1 for the non-swirling case to x/H=0. 17 for swirl number

0.99. The peak value in the UW plane is of same magnitude as
in the UV plane. in figures 12 and 13, the stress in the UV and

S, . ,, , ,,UW planes is shown for swirl number 0.99. It is interesting to

Fig. I I Non-dimensional turbulent kinetic energy profiles note that after the reattachment point the shear stress values are
(k/Ub2) for swirl number 0.99. insignificant, apart from a small degree of stress at the centre

line region for swirl number 0.58 and 0.99. This is probably
associated with the spiral and the periodic disturbance. Peak

The peak values of the turbulent kinetic energy are values in uw and uv were also found in the area after the
generally coincident and lie in the region bounded by the edge contraction. For increasing swirl number, the maximum peak
of the shear layer and main flow. It can be seen that the value increases and the location of the peak value of the stress is
turbulent fluctuations have apparently dissipated faster for moved upstreams in both the UV and UW plane.
larger swirl numbers, but for swirl number 0.58 and 0.99 at the
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The Cu, positive peaks are associated with the central torrodial
Srecirculatic.i zone and with the deceleration of axial mean

velocity fo. swirl number 0.33. For Cu, at the centre line, the
correlation becomes negative after the secondary stagnation
point.

1. a, .525 U i a i . 1 Mi*5,
V11 3.4. PVC

Fig. 12 Normalised shear stress profiles for swirl number 0.99
(uV/Ub2). A characteristic of swirling flows is the appearance of a

large scale oscillation. The central part of the flow becomes,,, _••...•_.i••unstable and a periodic distrubance starts to precess about the

0.5 axis of symmetry. This is known as the precessing vortex core
--- "> (PVC), Gupta et al (!1984).

(PVCIn order to characterise the influence of the periodic
distrubances, the power spectrum was estimated as the cosine
Fourier transform of the slotted auto correlation. Due to the low
data density of the measurements, only the low frequency part

. . 1 tof the spectrum could be obtained. Estimates of the auto
Fig. 13 Normalised shear stress profiles for swirl number 0.99 correlation are sensitive to velocity bias where transit time

(uw IUb). weighting was used. An indication of the energy induced by the
precessing can be obtained by integration of the power spectrum

The correlation coefficients defined as C, -wu'ld and over frequencies near the frequency of the precessing, fPvc,

C,,,- are shown in figures 14 and 14 for swirl number equation 2,
0.33. The correlation coefficient describes whether or not a 1.2 ,vc
change, due to turbulence in one component of the velocity, Epvc= fP(f)df (2)
depends on a change in the other component. For the non- O.SfwC
swirling flow the correlation of C.w is almost zero in the entire
flow field and the correlation C., is positive except for small where P(f) is the power spectrum of one velocity component.
regions in the corner after expansion and before contraction. In This measure of the precessing strength is obviously crude
the swirling cases the correlation coefficient peak value is in the sense that it does not differentiate between the energy
higher compared with the non-swirling flow. In all cases there is induced by the precessing and the energy induced by the
a positive C. peak in the region of the outer recirculation zone. turbulence, but it has the advantage of being applicable without
In the swirling cases there is a negative peak in Cr that is knowledge of a spectrum without the precessing.
associated with the central torrodial recirculation zone, or for
swirl number 0.33 with the deceleration in axial mean velocity.

I Swirl number I 0 I0.33 I0.58 10.99 I
fvc (Hz) 5.5* 24.5 17.9 6.9

*A chosen value to calculate the EV
_.., Table 1. The frequency of periodic disturbances.

Through the auto correlation and the power spectrum, the
frequencies for the three swirling cases were found and can be
seen in table I. Periodic disturbance is found in all the swirl

.............. . .. . . ....a.a iaacases. The low swirl number produced the highest PVC
YA frequencies and for increasing swirl number the frequencies

Fig. 14 Correlation coefficient Cv for swirl number 0.33. decrease. It seems that fpvc would disappear if the swirl number

were to increase further. The energy, Epvc, for the central line
measurements for the four cases were investigated. Figures 16-

2_3_ 18 show the normalised Epvc, where Epvc/u'u' is the axial and
SEPvc/w'w' is the radial respective the tangential energy
component for the swirl cases. For the periodic disturbances
most of the energy is located in the radial, respectively the
tangential directions. For swirl numbers 0.33 and 0.58, the peak

S..... 1 .i. a ... ... . . ....a,, £5 5, avalue for the radial and tangential energy is located at the
Fg expansion and for swirl number 0.58 it seems to have

Fig. 15 Correlation coefficient Cr for swirl number 0.33. disappeared at the point where the central recirculation zone
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disappears. For swirl number 0.99, the periodic disturbances
seem to continuc futher downstream. 0.6 6

kpvc/k - S-0
--- S=0.33

0.4- -- S=0.58
- Epvctu'u'-0.33 0.4 -- S--0.99

0.3- 
-Epvdw'w-0.33

0.2-

0.2-

-3 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21
x/H

0- 0 3 6 9 1 Fig. 19 kpvc/k as function of x/H.
-3 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21

x/H In figure 19 the normalised turbulent kinetic energy
Fig. 16 Normalised Epvc along the centre line for swirl number produced by the periodic disturbance is shown for all cases.

0.33. The strongest influence of the precession is found for

swirl number 0.58 and it is located in the torrodial recirculation
zone.

0.8 For swirl number 0.99 the peak of the PVC influence is
- - Epvc/u'u'-0.58 not located in the torrodial recirculation zone, instead it is

0.6-- Epvc/w'w'-0.58 located in the spiral, see figures 5 and 11. For swirl number 0.58
the turbulent kinetic energy is large at the centre line, figure 10,
but the influence of the PVC is rather small after the torrodial

0.4-- /recirculation zone.
After the contraction, it seems that the influence of the

PVC reaches the same level in all cases, figure 19, or that it has

0.2- disappeared.

0 ... 5. CONCLUSIONS

-3 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21
x/I- The purpose of the present study has been to obtain

Fig. 17 Normalised Eprc along the centre line for swirl number detailed experimental data for mean velocities and Reynolds

0.58. stresses as a function of different inlet swirl numbers. For this
purpose a refractive index matching fluid has been used, with
good results. The measurements have indicated a number of

0.4- interesting features of axisymmetric vortex breakdown. For
- - Epvcu'u'-O.99 swirl number 0.58 and 0.99, a central torrodial recirculation

Epv/w'w'-0.99 zone occurs, followed by a second stagnation point on the
0.3-- centre line.

The peak value of the turbulent kinetic energy increases
dramatically in the swirling cases compared to the non-swirling

0.2. case. The influence of the PVC on the turbulent kinetic energy
at the centre line has been investigated. The greatest influence is

0..- . detected for swirl number 0.58. As much as 50% of the
turbulent kinetic energy is associated with PVC influence.

0
-3 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

x/H
Fig. 18 Normalised Epvc along the centre line for swirl number Financial support from the Swedish Board for Technical
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AXIAL AND TANGENTIAL VELOCITY COMPONENTS AT THE EXHAUST END OF A HIGHLY COMPLEX CYCLONIC
FLOW

Mr. P. A. Yazdabadi, Dr. A. J. Griffiths, Prof. N. Syred

Division of Mechanical Engineering and Energy studies, University of Wales College of Cardiff, UK

ABSTRACT which both tangential or swirl and axial velocity components
are important. The radial velocity component is an order of

A laboratory scale cyclone dust separator with swirl magnitude lower, as illustrated by Syred and O'Doherty (1993).
numbers varying from 3.043 to 1.790 was used to examine the The resultant flow conditions have been accepted as being
effects of different downstream pipework configurations, that of a Rankine or Burgers vortex superimposed on a mean
flowrates and swirl numbers upon the size, shape, and position flow in the axial direction. This model suggests that
of the precessing vortex core ( P.V.C. ). Also examined was conservation of angular momentum exists according to the law
the effect the precessing vortex core had on the reverse flow w.r--constant. In practice the conservation follows the
zone, and the relationship between the two. relationship w.ra= constant, where Douglas et a. (1983) state

It was concluded that the reverse flow zone displaced the that a w 0.7 typically for cyclonic flows.
central vortex core, so that it is off-set from the geometric Under particular flow conditions the vortex precesses at
centreline, to create the preocessing vortex core. The reverse some frequency away from the central region. The structure is
flow zone would then provide feedback for the precessing coherent and its offset from the central axis determines the
vortex core, and precess around the central axis about 30 extent of the reversed flow region ( recirculation zone ). This
degrees behind the precessing vortex core. flow geometry is called the precessing vortex core ( P.V.C. )

The size and position of the P.V.C. was effected by changes and Yazdabadi et a. (1992) showed that its feedback
in Reynolds number, and any additions of downstream systems mechanism is the reversed flow region.
to the cyclone would also affect the strength of the P.V.C. The resultant effect of this type of flow regime, especially

The P.V.C. would squeeze and accelerate the flow through at the exhaust of a cyclone, is akin to a large out of balance
a constriction set up between the outer limits of the core and of mass of fluid / particles rotating at a high swirl velocity.
the exit diameter wall. Yazdabadi et a. (1993) highlighted that vibration may be

Spiral engulfment vortices were produced on the outside of encountered, caused or initiated by the flow instability set up
the flow and served as the initial entrainment mechanism for by the P.V.C.
external flow. This paper, therefore, investigates the naturally occurring

three dimensional time dependent instability associated with
strongly swirling cyclonic flows, using laser doppler

I. INTRODUCTION anemometry ( L.D.A ) techniques. Clarification is given to the
"cause and effect" of the P.V.C., especially in relation to the

1. 1 Cyclone Dust Separators reversed flow zone.

Cyclone dust separators are used in a wide variety of
industrial and manufacturing sectors, where there is the need to 2. THE PRECESSING VORTEX CORE ( P.V.C.)
separate dust from gas streams prior to the exhaust. In many
petrochemical industries these devices are used in a continuous The formation of the recirculation zones in a swirling flow
mode to improve both product recovery and conversion within device depends upon the swirl number of the device and its
a process. geometry. It is now well documented that the assumptions of

The geometrical shape of the cyclone is simple; however axisymmetry in such flows are only true for a very low swirl
Yazdabadi et a. (1992) have shown that the pattern of the gas and Reynolds numbers. At a critical swirl number of about 0.6
flow is extremely complex. This flow is usually classified as as the Reynolds number is increased an instability develops
swirling or cyclonic i.e. an axisymmetric turbulent flow in called the vortex breakdown phenomenon. As the ReynoldF
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number is further increased, a large three dimensional time synchronised square wave, used to reset the LDA time base

dependent instability, called the precessing vortex core after each cycle of the P.V.C.
develops. In this the central forced vortex region of flow is This meant that for a specific radial position the
displaced from the axis and starts to precess about the axis of instantaneous velocity variations with time for several cycles

symmetry. It has been reported by Syred and Beer (1972) and of the P.V.C. could be superimposed over one another. Thus

Syred 't a- (1973) that this phenomenon is very regular in representative mean and r.m.s instantaneous rotating velocity
nature and can cause other instabilities to arise, values for an averaged single P.V.C. cycle could be produced.

The P.V.C. appears to be a mechanism for the rapid This is commonly termed phase averaging and is a technique

transport of fluid from the wall opposite the exit of the swirling derived from LDA work in reciprocating engines.
device to the downstream end of the reverse flow zone. For it The laser control volume was traversed from the centre of

to be a stable oscillation, there must be feedback, and it has the flow radially outwards to beyond the extremities of the

been suggested by Chanaud (1965) that this is provided by the cyclone exhaust/pipe bend configuration under consideration,

reverse flow zone. It has also been suggested by Syred and taking axial and tangential velocity measurements every I mm.
Beer (1973) that the reverse flow zone displaces the central At each Imm step axial and tangential velocity components

vortex core giving rise to the P.V.C. of the flow were recorded, and the data was presented as a

It is known that the P.V.C. has a regular frequency and mean instantaneous velocity time curve for a complete cycle of
amplitude, simply dependent upon the system configuration the P.V.C. From this data derivations of rotating mean axial
and flowrate. For certain steep cyclone cone wall angles it has and tangential velocities were made by digitising each velocity
been observed that the P.V.C. can be considerably excited / time curve for a complete P.V.C. cycle. Nine identical radial

making contact with the wall, stirring up fine dust and reducing paths were chosen and velocity data tabulated as a function of
dust / material separation. The 7 degree half angle cone used in radius.
the well known high efficiency Stairmand unit, described by Finally, the processed data was plotted as spatial
Stairmand (1949), was noted by Shariet (1990) to minimise distributions of rotating mean axial and tangential velocities in
this vortex core precession.

The P.V.C. can also cause many other problems by locking
onto other system instabilities and resonating (or driving) with Table I. Dimensions and equivalent lengths of downstream

them. This can be a severe problem in large installations where pipework configurations
low frequency high amplitude oscillations can easily arise.

Putnam (1971) and Guptael a. (1984) stated that beside being downstream pipework Equivalent length
undesirable from a 'noise' aspect, this may easily cause configuration /cyclone exit diameters
sufficiently large pressure fluctuations to overstress the outer Cyclone exhaust tube 1.3
shell of both the cyclone and the downstream interconnecting Straight pipe 6.5
systems. 600 angled bend 2.7

900 angled bend 3.2

3. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

Table 2. Test apparatus set-up and flow conditions
Experiments were carried out using a laboratory scale

cyclone dust separator. Particular attention was paid to the exit test number Sg Re experimental set-up
of the cyclone and thus the effects of downstream pipe 1 3.043 28500 cyclone only
configurations on the velocity components of the swirling flow flowrate= 1000 I/min
were examined. Table I highlights the equivalent lengths of 2 3.043 14250 cyclone only
those pipework configurations attached to the cyclone. The exit flowrate=500 I/min
diameter was also varied by the application of inserts allowing 3 1.790 25600 cyclone only
the cyclone to have two distinct geometric swirl numbers, flowrate--900 I/min
1.790 and 3.043 respectively. Seven test configurations were 4 3.043 42750 cyclone only
executed, and are listed in table 2. flowrate=1500 I/min

A laser probe was carefully aligned such that the control 5 3.043 14250 cyclone + 6.5 exit diameter
volume was located at the central axis of the exhaust / pipe flowrate=500 I/min
bend configurations under consideration. 6 3.043 28500 cyclone + 3.2 exit diameter

A hotwire probe, utilising linearising and filtering flowrate= 1000 I/min
equipment, was positioned close to the outer edge of the 7 3.043 28500 cyclone + 2.7 exit diameter
exhaust nozzle. A clear sinusoidal P.V.C. signal was obtained, flowrate= 1000 I/min
this was input into a triggering unit, which output a
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a plane. Also derived were the associated r.m.s profiles, these do not coincide. It appears that the centre of the vortex is
have not been examined in detail in this paper as they are displaced to one side of the geometric centre of the system and
known to be prone to P.V.C. 'jitter' causing slight changes in precesses about this axis. This is well illustrated by figure I,
the trigger point from cycle to cycle. Obviously this also which shows mean rotating tangential velocities through the
affected the mean rotating axial and tangential profiles as did precessional centre of the vortex ( P.C.O.V. ) and the
the size of the control volume ( effectively 2mm long ). By geometric centre of the device when allowance is made for a
using methods described by Kline and McClintok (1953) the change in the sign of velocity as one passes through the true
accuracy of these rotating mean phased averaged velocity vortex centre.
measurements is estimated to be ± 5 % for velocities > 4 m/s, Calculation of the angular momentum flux balance along
+ 10 % for velocities < 4 m/s. this line clearly showed that there was a balance on both sides

of the precessional centre of the vortex to within k 0.2%. As

discussed later this gives a clear explanation of the form of the
4. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF RESULTS mean rotating tangential velocity fields measured. For

convenience the mean rotating tangential velocity has been
As discussed in the last section the flows at the exhaust collected, processed and presented using the geometric centre

nozzle of the cyclone dust separator freely exhausting to of the device as the centre of the co-ordinate system.
atmosphere have been characterised for the mean rotating axial
and tangential velocity for two swirl levels, a range of
Reynolds numbers, and three different exhaust configurations 5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
as illustrated by the spatial distributions.in figures 2 to 8.

In order to interpret the data it is useful to be able to Using the model of figure I detailed interpretations of the
postulate a model which can explain the very unusual results various results obtained can be undertaken. Figures 2a and 2b
obtained for the mean rotating tangential velocities, figures 2a illustrate results from the normal cyclone configuration, with
to Ua, namely the area of negative tangential velocity extending Sg=3.043 and Re=28500 with a precessional frequency of 150
from the geometrical centre of the device, to typically Rw0.25. Hz. Figure 2a shows the mean rotating tangential velocity
Careful examination of data from work reported, herein, field. The approximate centre of the vortex has been marked
detailed measurements at various distances downstream of the and it can be seen that this displacement from the geometric
exhaust and indeed from swirl burners ( where similar centre is sufficient to accelerate the tangential velocity to a
phenomenon occur ) reported by Claypole et a. (1986), maximum of 25 m/s from a typical mean level of 10 to I I m/s.
Yazdabadi eta. (1992), and Sato et a. (1993) indicates that the In effect the swirling flow is accelerated as angular momentum
problem is caused by an inappropriate choice of co-ordinate flux is conserved by being squeezed through a narrow region
system. between the precessional centre of the vortex and the wall. The

Figure I illustrates a model for the motion of the vortex formation of reverse flow zones in swirling flow is well known
which explains the measurement of the negative tangential to be caused by,
velocity close to the normal axis, this being due to the fact that (a) The formation of strong radial pressure gradients due to
the geometrical centre of the unit and the centre of the vortex dp W 2

the te -p- which give for cyclonic units
dr r

operating at near to atmospheric pressure sub atmospheric

precesiuonal geometric pressure levels on the axis
centre of centre of (b) Axial decay of tangential velocity level ( as occur at
the vortex the system sudden enlargements etc. as in this work ) which translates via

the radial pre:ure gradient term in (a) above into negative

S- x axial pressure gradients which induce reverse axial flow
posive Since the P.C.O.V. is clearly shown in figure I for
flow tangential velocities, it must be logical to assume that the axial

velocity profiles will have a similar centre of flow, i.e.negative _Bfowfoow displaced from the geometric centre. Indeed this does infact

occur, as shown by figure 2b. The central reverse flow zone
x t x encompasses the P.C.O.V., as to be expected, and also extends

velocity prolile through x-x am to a non dimensional radius of up to 0.25 to 0.3R infront of the
P.C.O.V. Several other very important flow features are
evident in figures 2a and 2b viz.

Figure I. Schematic diagram of the offset vortex (i) Not only are high mean tangential velocities generated
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Figure 3a. Spatial distribution of rotating mean tangential
Figure 2a. Spatial distribution of rotating mean tangential velocities for test number 2. Re=14250, Sg=3.043
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Figure 2b. Spatial distribution of rotating me axial velocities

for test number I. Re-28500, Sg=3.043 Figure 3b. Spatial distribution of rotating mean axial velocities
for test number 2. Re=14250, Sg=3.043

by the P.C.O.V. effect over a sector extending some 200 ahead
and 60° behind the P.C.O.V., but also are high mean axial velocity is of similar area, but of a slightly different shape.
velocities over a similar region. Clearly it is in this region that (b) The lower Reynolds number flow produces a slightly
the largest mass fluxes of flow are occurring, larger area of reversed axial flow, comparing figures 3b and

(ii) Just beyond the exhaust lip of the cyclone at R11:.05 a 2b. For both regions it is noticeable how the largest area of
sector of reverse axial flow extending over 3400 on the outer reversed axial flow occurs behind the P.C.O.V.
periphery of the flow has developed as shown in figure 2b. (c) The reverse flow zone on the outer periphery of the flow
Flow visualisation studies have revealed that this region is has virtually disappeared at the lower Reynolds number,
associated with the formation of engulfment vortices and high comparing figures 3b and 2b, this is because of the reduced
initial entrainment rates ( a well known phenomenon with velocity levels.
swirling flows ). Indications are that these engulfment vortices The effect of swirl numb4er on the mean rotating flow fields
are spiral or helical in nature and break-up after about 0.25 to is shown by comparing figures 4a and 4b (Sg=l1.790) with
0.5 exit diameters. figures 2a and 2b (Sg=3.043) for similar Reynolds numbers.

Figure 3 shows the effect of halving the flowrate ( or The region of high tangential velocity ( upto 26.9 m/s ) for
Reynolds number ) on the flow. The broad features of the flow Sg=1.790, figure 4a, can be seen to extend over more than 180°
are similar to figure 2, although some important differences as compared to 60' for the high swirl number result, figure 2a
emerge for Sg=3.043. The region of negative tangential velocity is

(a) The peak tangential velocity when compared to the reduced somewhat, but there are still clear indications of the
average over the section is somewhat reduced, comparing presence of the P.C.O.V. effect. Again there is evidence of an
figures 3a and 2a, whilst the region of negative tangential uneven region of reverse flow in the centre of the flow, but
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Figure 4a. Spatial distribution of rotating mean tangential Figure 5a. Spatial distribution of rotating mean tangential
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Figure 4b. Spatial distribution of rotating mean axial velocities Figure Sb. Spatial distribution of rotating mean axial velocities

for test number 3. Re=25600, Sg=1l.790 for test number 4. Re-42750, Sg=3.043

again off axis, identified in figure 4b. The outer section of the better triggering by the now sharper P.C.O.V. signal ( at higher

flow between the wall and the P.C.O.V. is more uniform in the velocity levels ). The extent of the influence of the P.C.O.V. in

0 direction, figure 4b ( i.•R_0.6 ). 'Mere is again evidence of the 0 direction is more limited, but its relative magnitude is

large scale engulfment vortices on the outside of the flow much greater. The pattern of axial velocities has also altered

( Rý I ), as shown by the intermittent ( in the 0 direction ) considerably, when comparing figures 5b and 2b, with an even

reversed axial flow in this region, whicii is of far greater extent larger area of off centred central reverse flow. Again the

than with the higher swirl number; compare figures 4b and 2b. squeezing effect of this reverse flow on the forward axial flow

The effect of increased Reynolds number from 28,500 to is evident, figure 5b. However the flow is complicated by a

42,750 for Sg-3.043 is shown by comparison of figures 2a and further region of high axial velocity forward flow about 70° to

2b, with 5a and 5b. Figure 5a shows that a substantial 90° infront of the centre of the central reverse nlow zone, again

enlargement of the area of negative tangential velocity has indicative of the formation of asecond P.C.O.V.

occurred at the higher Reynolds number, compared to that The effect of a sharp 90° bend on the P.V.C. is illustrated

shown in figure 2a. The highest tangential velocity region, by figures 6a and 6b for the same swirl and Reynolds numbers

figure 5a, is clearly located close to the outer wall in a thin as figures 2a and 2b. This bend has smoothed out the axial

narrow sector. Evidence of a second P.C.O.V. forming can be velocities in the 0 direction, creating a far more uniform profile

clearly seen in P region of flow 120* infront of the main as shown in figure 6b. But not so with the tangential velocity

P.C.O.V., figure 5a. Spectral analysis of the P.C.O.V. signal as seen in figure 6a, where there is still typically, close to the

shows this to be a higher frequency or harmonic of the main outer wall, a variation in tangential velocity by more than a

P.C.O.V. This is more representative of the true flow due to factor of 2 in the 0 direction over 3600. Large areas of negative
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Figure 6b. Spatial distribution of rotating mean axial velocities Figure 7b. Spatial distribution of rotating mean axial velocities
for test number 6. Re=28500, S= 3.043 for test number 5. Re=-4250, Sg'=3.043

tangential veloity still exist near to the central axis ( infact e ere

Figure ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~h 6b pta itiuino oaigma xa eoiis FgueomeSptrial distribto of rotatingwor eanThus alhe elcitessn

larger than in figures 2a and 3a ) indicating the presence of a the geometric centre of the pipework. Thus the precessing
phenomenon has been destroyed across the bend. The velocity

precessing off centre vortex. The sharp bend has destroyed any phnm onasbedstydacssheed.Tevliypareerssing loff centrevortex.k T echarndss hase destroe ao profiles are symmetric in both the tangential and axial planes.
axialntifybutmayarisefrm reverse flow. F k m m st a edfrt tos The peak velocities in both cases cover a greater percentage of
identify but may arise from reverse flow in or just before this

the flow field, again indicating a redistribution of thesharp bend and not detected by these measurements.

The effect of a 6.5 exit diameter straight pipe on the momentum flux. Hence large flow reversal zone exists in the

tangential flow field is illustrated in figures 7a and 7b for central core.
Table 3 highlights the radial position of the P.C.O.V. for theSg=3.043 and Re=i4,250 and is best compared to figure 3a and diernRyolsum rgoetcswlnmbsadxt

different Reynolds numbers, geometric swirl numbers, and exit
3b. Although the actual maximum velocity levels have3b. considtherlyb ac factortouforngental maxu v t e rls hpipe geometries under consideration. Most notable is that for a
declined considerably, by a factor of 5 for tangential and nearly geometric swirl number of 3.043, an increase in Reynolds

4 for axial, the main features of the flow have scarcely altered,P.C.O.V.
with a small region of negative tangential velocity combined number from t45 to 42750 ov the ente of e 0.211outwards from the geometric centre of the system by over 0.2R
with an outer high velocity area covering nearly 1800. Here the (0.281 - 0.4911
region of reversed axial flow is clearly off centre and closely
correlates with the P.C.O.V., highlighted in figure 7b.

It has been previously shown that the length of straight
downstream pipework does not effect the shape and existence
of the P.V.C. The introduction of a 600 angled bend as shown
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a wo •the actual displacement of the centre of the vortex from and
precession around the geometrical centre of the system. For
tangential velocities a new rotating co-ordinate centre is
needed, based on the precessional centre of the vortex. Angular
momentum flux considerations based on this new co-ordinate
centre clearly show why the tangential flow is accelerated by
the P.V.C. phenomena, thus creating the 'classic' P.V.C. signal.
The central reverse flow zone is always associated with the

" -centre of the vortex in swirling flow and this work has been
R clearly shown to be correlated with the rotating precessional

centre of the vortex.

+ uiimmc cmo The addition of external pipework has been shown to affect
the P.V.C. and unique new information on the effect of a hard

Figure 8a. Spatial distribution of rotating mean tangential bend produced. Axial velocity contours were shown to be

velocities for test number 7. Re=28500, Sg-3.043 much smoother in the 0 direction; whilst reverse flow is
destroyed. The P.V.C. phenomena propagated around the bend,
albeit with much lower velocity levels.

The size and radial position of the P.V.C. is also effected by
R a change in Reynolds number. An increase in Reynolds number

shrinking the P.V.C. size but increasing its amplitude and
moving it further from the central axis of the exhaust.

Finally reverse flow on the outside of the flows points to the
existence of large scale engulfment vortices on the outside of
the flow, the level of this dependant upon the geometrical swirl
number of the system. These can be concluded to cause

R vibration in the system which could increase the amplitude of

+" com e the already present vibrations.

Figure 8b. Spatial distribution of rotating mean axial velocities
for test number 7. Re=28500, Sg=3.043 7. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Test Re Sg cyclone P.C.O.V. radial

attachments position
I 28500 3.043 none 0.35R 8. NOMENCLATURE

2 14250 3.043 none 0.28R
3 25600 1.790 none 0.30R Re - Reynolds number, defined as (4 Q / ( 7 Dv) }
4 42750 3.043 none 0.49R Sg - geometric swirl number, defined as {71 Rx Ro I At
5 14250 3.043 straight pipe 0.33R At - tangential inlet area ( m2 )
6 28500 3.043 900 angled bend 0.44R D - cyclone exhaust diameter ( m)

Q - flowrate (m 3 /s)
R - radius (im)

6. CONCLUSIONS Rx - radius of exhaust ( m)
Ro - radius of cyclone main body ( m)

This paper has provided information via phase averaging r - radial position ( m )
techniques of the three dimensional time dependent flows w - time-mean swirl velocity (im / s)
formed in the exhaust region of a cyclone dust separator. The p - density ( kg / m3 )

work has produced a new model to describe vortex core v - kinematic viscosity ( m2 /s )

precession, clearly showing that the phenomena is caused by a - vortex exponent
P.C.O.V. - Precessional Centre Of the Vortex
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P.V.C. - Precessing Vortex Core burners and their interaction with the combustion process,
Proc. Anglo-German Combustion symposium. Cambridge, pp.
116-119
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PURE ROTATIONAL CARS METHOD FOR TEMPERATURE OF GAS MIXTURE

Y. Hard, S. Ito, T. Ni-imi and T. Fujimoto

Department of Electronic-Mechanical Engineering

Nagoya University, Japan

ABSTRACT be deduced from the best fitting of the theoretical spectra to

the experimental one, like the usual method used in Q-branch
Q-branch vibrational Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman vibrational CARS. However, this fitting procedure is rather

Scattering(CARS) has been often applied to high temperature complicated and a set of the theoretical spectra must be
measurement (about 2000K) of gas flow in combustion and calculated exactly in advance. By the way, when the gas
plasma diagnostics and so forth(e.g., Taran, 1987; Eckbreth, consists of only a few species, the spectrum could be
1988 ). To the contrary, or as a compensatory technique, separated into the spectra of each species. Magens and
pure rotational CARS is useful at low temperature range, Leipertz (1993) applied Fourier analysis technique to
particularly at room temperature and below. If the gas evaluating of pure rotational CARS spectra, where the
contains only one species, rotational lines of a pure different contributions of nitrogen and oxygen were able to be
rotational CARS spectrum are separated enough so that they separated in the Fourier space. However, even with that
are distinguishable. Consequently, rotational temperature can technique, a best fitting procedure between experimental and
be calculated more easily from the pure rotational CARS calculated spectra has to be used in the Fourier space.
spectrum by means of Boltzmann's plot. However, it's not In this study, an easier method to deduce temperature
the case for gas mixture which consists of some species, from a pure rotational CARS spectrum of gas mixture is
because the rotational lines of each species overlap each other proposed assuming equal temperature values of constituent
partially in the spectrum. species. In addition, for simplicity, we assume that the ratios

In this paper, an easier method to deduce temperature from between number densities of constituent species are known in
the pure rotational CARS spectrum of gas mixture is any other way. Particularly, air is selected as an example of

proposed. In order to investigate the effectiveness of our gas mixture in this study, because it's considered to be very
method, we apply it to evaluating of pure rotational CARS important as the carrier gas for experiments of compressible
spectra taken along the centerline of supersonic free jets of flow and so on. In our method, a spectrum of gas mixture is

air and gas mixture which consists of 50% nitrogen and 50% partitioned into some sections and the ratios of line
oxygen, using multiple four-color interaction method. intensities in each section are calculated theoretically

1. INTRODUCTION

Pure rotational CARS is very useful as a tool of gas
thermometry in low temperature range(e.g., Murphy and P2
Chang, 1981; Dick and Gierulski, 1986), because its
rotational lines can be isolated with rather large line - WCARS
spacings even using multiplex method or relatively poor

spectral resolution apparatus, when gas consists of single

species dominantly. For example, the line spacings for W P 0i
nitrogen molecules are about 8 cm"1. According to this fact, 

St

rotational temperature can be easily calculated from the slope

of a Boltzmann's plot by using integrated line

intensities(Murphy and Chang, 1981; Harashima, 1988). J +2 -

However, when the gas consists of multiple species like air J jJ+2

which can be regarded as gas mixture of nitrogen and oxygen, -

the rotational lines of each species overlap each other

partially in the spectrum. So. in that case, temperature could Fig. I Pure rotational CARS transition process
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assuming a proper temperature. Once the spectrum of gas
mixture is separated into the spectra of each species, 1.0
temperatures of each species can be easily determined from
the Boltzmann's plots by the iterative way, respectively. - 0.8Cd1
2. PROCEDURE OF TEMPERATURE DEDUCTION06

Figure I shows pure rotational CARS transition process
in multiple four-color interaction method(Alden et al, 1986; -
Eckbreth and Anderson, 1986), where the rotational energies - U0.2
are excited with two photons of different frequencies (opr, ws) , -
from a broadband dye laser. If the frequency Wop. of a 0.0
narrowband laser is rather different from cop, and cos, the 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
CARS signal with frequency (WCARS ( W)ARS = WoPI + WOP2 - oS) Raman Shift (cm-l)can be acquired very easily by separation of it from the

broadband laser using a dichroic mirror. As well known, the Fig- 2 Pure rotational CARS spectrum of nitrogen
CARS intensity is proportional to the square of the third-order
nonlinear susceptibility and is given by

l(WOCARS) = const. I X43)(COe -(0s)p Iptt21s (I) 1.0
' 0.8

where Ipi, i12 and Is are the laser intensities at the frequencies
oiN, oP2 and ws, respectively. The nonlinear susceptibility --

is the sum of resonant terms for transition I --+J +2 ( here, J 0.6
means rotational quantum number),

J•,3Y n N(J)b(J)(l -exp( -(O1.J.2 / kBT)) (2) _0

O)J., . 2 -(( , - w )- i ri12 0 .2
and the nonresonant background (e.g., Dick and Gierulski,
1986). In Eq.(2), y, n and rj are the anisotropy of the 0.0
molecular polarizability tensor, number density and the 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
linewidth of the Jth's rotational line, respectively. Then, Raman Shift (cmV1)
N(J), b(J) and h 0)j .j. are given by

Fig. 3 Pure rotational CARS spectrum of oxygenN(J gj%(2_!+ 1)exp{-FE,(J) /keTt (3)

Qr

b(J) ( + )(J + 2) (4) 1.0
(2J + 1)(2. + 3) 0.8

and
11(0)1. J 2 = E,(J + 2) - E,(J). .) 0.6

where Q,, g,, k, and T are the rotational partition function, the U"
nuclear spin degeneracy factor, Boltzmann's constant and - 0.4
rotational temperature, respectively. The rotational energy "
E,(J) is expressed by - 0.2

E,() = hcBJ (J + I), (6) 0.0
20 40 60 80 100 120 140

if the centrifugal effect can be neglected. In Eq.(6), B is Raman Shift (cm-1 )
molecular rotational constant, h is Planck's constant
(1T=h/2x) and c is the speed of light. Neglecting the laser Fig. 4 Pure rotational CARS spectrum of air
intensity distribution, the Jth's rotational line intensities 1I
are given by

f Substituting Eq.(6) into Eq.(7) and transforming a little, the
Ii= const. xP•J3'd(opt - wos) following equation can be obtained

Y 4n2N(J) 2 b(J)2C I - exp ( -1R Oj i. I/ kT) (7) here aJ + ) + ons.
= const.(
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F(J) =I It 1-1 r1 (9)
"b(J 2 gi(2J + •)-( I- exp( -- Tj wJ .2 /k.T))-: 15(02)

and i

I -h (10) 0.2 12(N2)
kBT 13(02)

Figure 2, 3 and 4 show the spectra of N2, O2 and air, 3 (02)

respectively, taken at room temperature and atmospheric 3 (N2)
pressure. In the case where the gas contains only one species -'""
as Fig.2 or Fig. 3, the obtained spectrum is constructed of " I.
some isolated rotational lines and the line intensities are able jK r
to be calculated easily. Then, using the line intensities, the [ 11:T1".1
values of F(J) are calculated and are plotted to the values of 0. 1 . " I I
J(J+l) as indicated in Fig. 5. The rotational temperature can 4.*I 14.+ 4
be calculated from the slope (Eq.(10)) of a straight line which 6 6 86
can be obtained by a least squares routine. This is called = 2.81 cm- 1I2
Boltzmann's plot method. This method is rather easy because 2
the calculation of theoretical spectra and the best fitting
procedure ae not necessary. 23.07 30.82 cm -'

However, as illustrated in Fig. 4, the spectra of gas
mixture like air is complicated because of the superposition of Fig. 7 Section I and section 2
the spectra of constituent species. In this case, the
Boltzmann's plot method can not 'be applied as it is.
Therefore, we propose to sectionalise the spectra of gas are not considered. The spectrum is separated into 12 sections
mixture as illustrated in Fig. 6. Figure 6 is a calculated in Fig. 6 in accordance with the rules as follows: The adjacent
spectrum of air, where the intensity distribution of a rotational lines with less than 5 cm tl separation are put in the
broadband laser and the line broadening due to slit function same section and the both ends of each section are located at

2.81 cm-t outwards from the each extreme rotational line in
the section. Here, the value of 2.81 cm-t accords with 6

0.0 elements of photodiode detectors in our apparatus. For

-2.0 example, as seen in Fig. 7, section I includes two rotational
- 2.0 .lines, i.e. the third 02 line 13(02) and the second N2 line 12 (N2).

and its region is from 23.07 cm-t to 30.82 cm"t in Raman
-4.0 shift. The section 2 includes 13(N2) and 15(02), having the

region from 33.20 cm-' to 40.19 cm'.
-6.0 -- I By the way, using the Eq.(7), the ratios between the line

-8.0 L . intensity of nitrogen and that of oxygen can be calculated by

t0A.0 L Ii (N2) =(Yt.N2 )J'Jr-J.
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 1; ((O) y 1o2)J nop2))1 r, I

J(J÷I N(ibJ 2)1-ep(1C0J2/kH

Fig. 5 Boltzmann's plot N(j)2b(j)2( 1- exp (-1IYJlJ.2 / k(T)12

N(JO) b(J2 1- exp (-1rOJ.,.. 2 / ktT))

20 40 60 80 100 120 (cm if the proper temperature is given. The ratio between the
1.0 1 anisotropy of N2 and that of 02 was calculated by comparison

I with a measured spectrum of air and several theoretical spectra
= 0.8 [with different ratios, and the value of Y 172) : Y = I 2.6 is

,5 gained. This value is in good agreement with the values quoted
0.6 in the paper by Vaughan et al (1993). In this study, the values

"of linewidth r1 are taken from the literature by Jammu et al
€ 0(1966). and are assumed, for simplicity, to be independent of

0.2 temperature and pressure.
-- In our method, the integrated spectral intensttv in each

0.0 section is shared among the rotational lines in its sectton
according to the ratios given by Eq.(l I). After this shanng.

Section Number all line intensities of each constituent species can be

Fig. 6 Sectionalization of spectrum of gas mixture determined relatively, and like the case of simple gas.
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Table I Regions of each section and ratios of sharing in rough shape of spectrum is set at first, and using it the ratios
the case of air with room temperature of sharing are calculated in each section. Then, the

temperatures of nitrogen and oxygen are calculated from the
slope of each Boltzmann's plot. However, usually, the three

Section No. R 0gio 13m0) Ra2io of ShaN2ng values of the calculated temperatures of nitrogen and oxygen

233.207 -30.82 13(N2):15(0 2) = 0.: 1 and the initial temperature are different each other. Therefore.

2 33.20 40.19 13(N2):1t5 (O2 )=0.22:1 the initial temperature is replaced by the mean value of the
3 41.18 - 54.81 14(N2):1 7(02): 15(N2) = 0.8I : I : 0.34 calculated temperatures of nitrogen and oxygen, and the ratios
4 57.19 - 63.17 16(N2):19(02) = 1.3:1 of sharing are calculated again with the mean value. This
5 65.18 - 78.79 17(N2 ): I11(O2):1(N 2 =0.382 : 1 :1.89 process is repeated until the differences among the

6 80.48 - 86.78 113(02): 19(N2 ) = 1 :0.53 temperatures TN ,To and T., become less than a temperature

7 89.15 - 97.12 Ito(N2 ):11 5(02 ) = 2.55: 1 difference criterion A. Figure 8 displays the flow chart of this

8 97.13 - 102.75 III(N 2) temperature determining process. Obviously, this method

9 103.36 - 110.73 117(02 ):1 12(N2 )= 1:3.25 can not apply to the case when the temperatures of the

10 113.06 - 120.40 113(N2):119(02 ) = 1.17: 1 constituent species are different like in non-equilibrium.

II 121.06 - 126.67 11 4 (N 2 )

12 126.68 - 134.64 12 1(0 2 ):1 15 (N 2 )=" : 1.34 3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

In order to investigate the effectiveness of our method.
we apply it to evaluating of the pure rotational CARS spectra

(•ý taken along the centerline of a supersonic free jet of air or of
gas mixture that consists of 50% nitrogen and 50% oxygen.
Figure 9 illustrates our CARS apparatus. We adopt the
multiple four-color interaction method by Alden et al (1986)

Calculate Integrated Spectral intensities or Eckbreth and Anderson (1986) to capture the pure
for Each Section rotational CARS spectra. A pan of the frequency doubled

output from a Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-Ray DCR-3D, 532 nm)ESt Initial Termperture (T,) pumps a broadband dye laser (Quanta-Ray PDL-2, 607 nm,F =+bandwidth is about 60 cm'l). The output of the dye laser is

Set Calcule Ratio, of Slhming at To, separated two beams (opn and ws by a beam splitter. The rest of
T = (TN2+ T02)2 the YAG laser output, i.e. c0P2, is superimposed onto one of

Calculate ine•tensi (1,) J the dye laser beams using a dichroic mirror. The three beams
are focused on a spot on the axis of the supersonic free jet by
a 300 mm focal length lens. The signal CARS beam generated

Calculate Clculate Ifrom the sample region can be separated from the incidentNitrogen T-entemure ( T,,,) Oxyge.n Temirwrviure ( Toil)

by Boltzmann's Plot by Boltzmam's Plotc laser beams with an aperture and a dichroic mirror, because the
signal beam is scattered in a laser-like manner in a different

4 direction from the YAG laser beam and its frequency is rather
No Idifferent from that of the dye laser beam superimposing it.

The CARS signal dispersed by a double monochromator
(JASCO, CT-40D, f = 400 mm) is detected by an optical

No multichannel analyzer (TN-6143, 512 channels). The crossed-
beam configuration (i.e., BOXCARS) mentioned above gives

Y a spatial resolution of about 2 mm in the direction of line of
sight.

I - <On the other hand, the gas is expanded from a source
chamber with higher pressure to a expansion chamber with

es lower pressure through a nozzle whose diameter is D=I mm
and produces a supersonic free jet. In order to measure the
temperature at different positions, the expansion chamber can

Fig. 8 Flow chart to determine temperature of gas mixture be moved along the centerline of the jet using a motor-driven
stage.

rotational temperature can be calculated using the
Boltzmann's plot method. As an example, the regions of each 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
section and the ratios of sharing of spectral intensity between
nitrogen and oxygen are shown in Table I in the case of air Figure 10 and I I show the examples of CARS spectra
with room temperature. measured in the supersonic free jet of air. These spectra are

Practically, a proper initial temperature selected with the accumulated by 250 laser shots. In this case, the pressure of
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Abbreviations
P Prism BS : Beam Splitter DM : Dichroic Mirror
L :Lenz A: Aperture M: Mirror BD: Beam Dumper

OMA Optical Multicbannel Analyzer
MDS Multipurpose Data Processing System

Fig. 9 Experimental apparatus of pure rotational CARS

the source chamber is 8.66X 104 Pa and that of the expansion theoretical values are found to be smaller than 6 K and the
chamber is 5.3XI0 2Pa, respectively. Although the ratio agreement between them is rather good. By the way, when the
between the number density of nitrogen and oxygen in air is temperature difference criterion A is set to I K. non-
78 : 21, the polarizability anisotropy of oxygen is larger convergence of temperature difference has occurred in some

than that of nitrogen. therefore in the spectra of air the cases, therefore the value of A is set to 2 K in our study.
rotational line intensities of each species are comparable. The To confirm the effectiveness of our method when the ratio
rotational temperatures along the centerline of the supersonic between the number density of nitrogen and oxygen is
free jet are calculated from these spectra using our method after changed, we also measured the temperature of gas mixture that
correcting the spectra with an averaged distribution of dye consists of 50 % nitrogen and 50 11 oxygen. The spectra
laser intensity. As seen in Fig. 10 and Fig. 1I, the rotational captured in the supersonic free jet of gas mixture are showed in
lines hardly appears in high Raman shift region because of Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. In this case, the pressure of the source
low temperature due to rapid expansion. In such cases, only chamber is 8.44X 104 Pa and that of the expansion chamber is
the rotational lines with lower rotational quantum numbers are 5.3XI02 Pa, respectively. Because of higher oxygen number
used for calculation of temperature in our code. The mean density and large polarizability anisotropy for oxygen, the
values of 5 measurements at the same position are designated intensities of the rotational lines of oxygen are rather strong

by circles in Fig.12. Not indicated explicitly in the Figure, and dominant in the spectrum as seen in Fig. 13 or Fig. 14.
the differences between the maximum and minimum of In addition, the S/N ratios in the spectra of gas mixture are
measured temperatures at each position are less than 4 K. The larger than those in the spectra of air. As shown in Fig. 15,
dotted line indicates theoretical temperature given by however, the result of the temperature measurement in gas
Ashkenas and Sherman (1966) . The deviations of the mean mixture is almost the same as that of air Therefore. our
values among the 5 measured temperatures from the method for deduction of the rotational temperature from the
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pure rotational CARS spectra of gas mixture is effective in Eckbreth, A. C. & Anderson. T. J. 1986, Simultaneous

any ratio between the number densities of constituent species Rotational Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy and
when the gas consists of only a few species. Coherent Stokes Raman Spectroscopy with Arbitrary Pump-

Stokes Spectral Separation, 0 vol. Ii, pp. 496-498.

5. CONCLUSIONS Eckbreth, A. C. 1988, Laser Diagnostics for Combustion

Temperature and Species, pp. 220-3(X), ABACUS PRESS.
We proposed a method for deduction of the temperature

from the pure rotational CARS spectra of gas mixture. The Harashima, Y. 1988, A Study on Gas Thermometry using Pure

method uses the sectionalization of spectra and Boltzmann's Rotational CARS Spectroscopy, Master's Degree Thesis.

plot method. It is rather simpler than the fitting method used Tokyo Univ. of Agri. & Tech, TokyoJapan.

in general. The method was applied to the temperature
measurement in the supersonic free jets in order to confirm its Jammu, K. S., John, G. E. St. & Welsh, H. L. 1966. Pressure

effectiveness and the experimental results agreed well with the Broadening of the Rotational Raman Lines of Some Simple

theoretical ones. However, it is necessary to be conducted the Gases, Canadian J. of Phys.. vol.44, pp. 797-814.

verification in the high temperature range in future. Also in
this study, the ratios between the number densities of the Magens, E. & Leipertz, A. 1993, Evaluation of Accumulated

constituent species were known in advance and were constant, Pure Rotational CARS Spectra taken in Mixing Regions of

but the values should be det,- mined from the identical spectra Flames, in Coherent Raman Spectroscopy, ed. Castellucci. E.
with any other method. For example, Fourier analysis M. , Righini, R. & Foggi. P. , pp. 141-146, World Scientific.

technique may be used to determine the ratios between the
constituent species. Murphy, D. V. & Chang, R. K. 1981, Single-Pulse Broadband

Rotational Coherent Anti- Stokes Raman Scattering
Thermometry of Cold N2 Gas, Opt. L. vol.6. pp. 233-235.
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COMPARISON OF THE LIF AND DFWM TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTION AND
IMAGING OF NITROGEN DIOXIDE

B. A. Mann and R. F. White

CSIRO, Division of Building Construction and Engineering, PO Box 56, Highett, Vic. 3190, Australia

ABSTRACT known to occur in this molecule with the addition of
modest pressures of buffer gas, reducing the

The spectroscopic techniques of Degenerate Four- effectiveness of fluorescence techniques. Techniques
wave Mixing and Laser Induced Fluorescence have such as CARS (see for example, Greenhalgh 1987) are
been applied to the detection of minor species for useful only at concentrations greater than 1%; in the
combustion diagnostics. In this paper we compare the case of NO2 the suspected levels are less than 10 ppm,
results obtained from these techniques when used to so this technique is not suitable.
detect the nitrogen dioxide molecule. Previous results In previous work (Mann et aL 1992) we have
have been obtained which show that DFWM signals applied the non-linear laser method of DFWM to NO2
increase for NO2 when buffer gas is added (Mann et aL in nitrogen at atmospheric pressure, achieving good
1992), and that LIF signals are greatly reduced under detection limits in quantities ranging from 10,000 down
the same circumstances (Mann and White 1993). In this to 1 ppm. In addition two-dimensional DFWM images
paper we make direct quantitative comparisons of the were obtained of NO2 seeded into a propane/air flame.
two techniques in NO2 and discuss the application of An unexpected result of this work was the apparent
these techniques for making measurements in insensitivity of DFWM to collisional quenching, since
combustion environments. the addition of buffer gas increased the DFWM signals.

Further work (Mann and White 1993) has established a
qualitative comparison of the LIF and DFWM

1. INTRODUCTION techniques for detection of nitrogen dioxide in
increasing quantities of buffer gas. These results showed

In recent years there has been a great deal of the expected reduction of the LIF signal with increasing
interest shown in methods of detecting minor species in buffer gas (up to 760 torr) and the corresponding
combustion environments. Parameters of concentration increase of DFWM signal. In these particular
and temperature are often required in these measurements direct comparison could not be made as
circumstances, but are traditionally difficult to obtain in different detectors were used, so only the trends could be
situ in hostile environments. Optical methods offer the compared. In addition the DFWM results were taken
advantages of non-intrusive measurements, while laser under conditions of saturation, so these could not be
methods offer in addition high spatial, temporal (pulsed compared directly to former results.
lasers) and spectral resolution. In particular we are In this work we report quantitative measurements
aiming to detect nitrogen dioxide, which is a combustion for bok techniques using the same detector, so that the
product known to cause air pollution, photochemical res't's can be directly compared. The DFWM
smog, acid rain, depletion of the ozone layer and eperiment was established in a non-saturating format to
respiratory complaints (Bowman 1992). Levels of NO2  es able comparison with previous results.
of 0.1 -(.25 ppm by volume are considered dangerous for
prolonged exposure (Streeton 1990).

To detect nitrogen dioxide in situ in a burner, in 2. DFWM TECHNIQUE
particular lox NOx burners, we need to be able to detect
low concentrations of NO2 in an environment at DFWM is a third order non-linear technique, used
atmospheric pressure. Severe collisional quenching is primarily as a source of phase conjugation (see Fisher
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1983). A typical beam geometry is shown in Figure 1. It photomultiplier tube (PMT) situated a few metres from
is also an excellent spectroscopic technique, producing the experiment. An improvement on previous signal to
high resolution sub-Dippler spectra. The three input noise levels was obtained by using polarisation
beams and the output phase-conjugate signal are all at techniques. The laser light is polarised using a standard
the same wavelength, hence the term "degenerate". The polariser. The back pump polarisation is then arranged
probe beam may be at any convenient angle since phase- to be orthogonal to that of the other in-going beams by
matching is automatic, hence the technique is suitable use of a quarter wave plate, in this case a non-
where optical access is limited. There is no need for a wavelength specific rhomb. The signal emerges with the
900 window as is required in LIF. polarisation at the same orientation as the back pump.

Use of an analysing polariser in front of the detector

Non-linear medium allows efficient discrimination of the signal beam from

Non-l m -9411-I A2 () any forward pump or probe light. Additional DFWM
forward pum backward detection was performed using a gated (5 ns) dual

pump micro-channel image-intensified CID camera (ITU
Ap probeý signal F4573/11123) for comparison of signal strength and

Sc" signal detectibility with the LIF signals. The LIF experiments
were performed by blocking the DFWM probe beam and

Fig. 1 Typical beam geometry for DFWM. back-reflected pump and detecting the signal at 90 * to
the beam using the same PMT and two collection lenses.

3. In the LIF detection a coloured glass filter (Schott
3 LWF TECHNIQUE OG590) was placed in front of the PMT to eliminate

scatter from the exciting laser. Essentially the
The LIo technique involves the resonant laser experiments were designed to investigate the effect of

excitation of a molecular transition followed by isotropic buffer gas (air or nitrogen) on the signal intensity of
fluorescent decay. The fluorescence may be detcted over both DFWM and LIF in NO2.
a known waveband by use of a suitable optical filter. In a For both techniques the cell was initially filled
typical experimental set-up the detection is at 900 to the with pure NO2, to a pressure of 7.6 torr. Buffer gas
laser excitation. Inherent problems with this technique (nitrogen) was then added in incremental steps and a
are the occurrence of Rayleigh or Mie scattering at the measurement or image was recorded for each pressure.
resonant wavelength and the quantification of results, Previous DFWM buffer gas dependences have been
which requires a detailed knowledge of quenching rates carried out using nitrogen and air for comparison (Mann
and other spectroscopic terms. The problem of scatter 1991). Further LIF experiments were then performed
can be eliminated by detecting off-resonance, although using air as buffer gas to see if the presence of oxygen
this reduces the signal intensity. Quantification requires modified the behaviour of NO2 fluorescence.
a number of approximations and assumptions to be In later experiments a PMT was used to detect both
made. LIF has become a more common diagnostic in LIF and DFWM signals (Figures 2 and 3). A calibration
recent years due to simplicity of experimental set-up, of the PMT was performed to enable comparison of gain
detectibility of minor species and its more recent levels. LIF and DFWM experiments were performed as
extension to a two-dimensional imaging format. before, investigating the buffer gas dependence of the

two techniques. In the case of DFWM the experiment
was performed under conditions of non-saturation

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD intensities and using polarisation discrimination to
improve the signal to noise ratio.

The LIF experiment was set up as in Figure 2. Simultaneous DFWM and LIF spectra were taken
Detection was achieved from the side window of the by tuning the laser in increments of 0.001 nm and
same cell used for DFWM. The DFWM experiment was collecting a signal averaged over 32 shots. A photodiode
set up using the format shown in Figure 3. A fused silica was used for DFWM signal detection and the PMT for
cell was used with a window at each end and one on the LIF detection. Both signals were processed via a boxcar
side to allow LIF detection. This cell was connected to a and computer. The process was computer controlled
vacuum pump, pressure gauges and gas inlet manifold. using in-house developed software.
A Questek XeCI excimer laser was used to pump a dye In a further experiment the intensified CID camera
laser using Coumarin 460 dye in methanol giving a was used in place of the PMT to capture independently
tunable range of 450-480 nm. The DFWM signal was the images produced by the DFWM and LIF signals.
redirected with a beam-splitter and detected using a
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These were repeated for pure NO2 and for NO 2 with 5. RESULTS
buffer gas (nitrogen or air) at atmospheric pressure.

A dependence of DFWM signal against laser
cell intensity was performed using NO2 in buffer gas at

laser atmospheric pressure (best signal situation). It was found
::1 ,, [to have a gradient of 2.1 (not shown). The dependence

iris beam dump of DFWM signal on laser intensity gives an indication of
iri . power saturation of the experiment In DFWM a cubic

ur ndependence is expected in a non-saturated region due to
Sfluorescence the three input beams. The quadratic dependence of the

leDFWM signal on the lase intensity is consistent with
lenses that observed by Garman and Dunn-Rankin (1993) and

is indicative of the regime where thermal gratings are
glass filter the dominant source.

0(590 photomultiplier Figure 4 shows a calibration curve for the PMT
[tube used in the experiments. This has been used to compare

Sto CRO signals obtained at different PMT gain settings.

PMT Signal / V
Fig. 2 Schematic of LIF experiment Is.

12.5.

WO.

beam stop
M3 7.5

CR0 5

back pump 2.5

PMT 0O5 0152

PMT Gainto vacuum mr•NO 2FW
system cell2 signal Fig. 4 Calibration curve for the PMT detector

d54 Figure 5 shows the dependence of (a) DFWM
pup. iris signal and (b) LIF signal on buffer gas pressure for

i pbe 20% nitrogen dioxide. In DFWM experiments the PMT gain
setting was only 7 compared with 20 required for the

B2 M2 LIF detection. In terms of trends the DFWM signal
increased slightly then decreased at low buffer gas
pressures, then rises after 150 torr of buffer gas,

laser increasing until measurements were stopped at
M1 atmospheric pressure. These results are consistent with

p •those seen in previous experiments (Mann et aL 1992;
Mann and Proctor 1992). The LIF signal decreases
continuously as buffer gas is added. The effect is greater

Fig. 3 Schematic of DFWM experiment. M l, M2, M4 when nitrogen is replaced by air. At atmospheric
are high reflectors at 45°. M3 at 900. BS is a beam- pressure the signal to noise ratio (S:N) is -1:1,
splitter and P is a polariser. compared with S:N of 1000:1 for DFWM at the same
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pressure. However for pure NO2 the signal to noise ratio However previous individual spectra were normalised to

was 5000:1 for LIF compared to -4:1 for DFWM. laser intensity and tended to show the same spectral
features with only slight intensity variations. The laser

a) intensity variations were minimised by collecting data

DFWM 'W I MV over 32 shots for each laser grating position.
"40

Sa 450 3720

~DFWM
I *.TI N02 v LI. 3700

19 40 ,3630
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300 IA3660

U 1 3640
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0 363006
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0 2503560
Tolmwel Ton"
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Wavdefla I
LIF-I illy

Fig. 6 Simultaneous DFWM and LIF excitation spectra

s in NO2. The LIF lines are coincident with the DFWM at
some peaks and are difficult to distinguish.

4

3 Figure 7 shows images taken of LIF and DFWM in
NO2 to demonstrate the signal to noise ratio obtained in
each case. Figures 7a and b are LIF images in pure NO2

K and NO2 with nitrogen buffer gas respectively. Camera
gain has increased from 4.2 to 6.4 with an increased

200" .background noise level. When air was used as buffer gas

TeW Ip=mwI ITWr the LIEF signal could not be distinguished from
background noise for pressures above 250 torr. Figures

Fig. 5(a) Graph of dependence of DFWM signal in NO2  7c and d show images of DFWM signal in pure NO2 and

on buffer gas (nitrogen) pressure, PMT gain 7. (b) NO2 in atmospheric pressure of nitrogen respectively. In

Graph of dependence of LIF signal in NO2 on buffer gas this case the gain of the camera was reduced from 4.0 to

pressure (air or nitrogen), PMT gain 20. The lines 1.4. Although the signal to noise ratio was poor (about

shown are lines of best fit. In both cases the same 2:1)inFig7c, with the addition of N2 in 7dthesignalto

quantity (7.6 torr) of NO2 was used. Buffer gas was noise ratio was greater than 2000:1.
added in small increments up to 760 torr total pressure.

6. DISCUSSION
Figure 6 shows a DFWM spectrum of 5 torr of

pure NO2 taken over the 455 nm region, which appears The initial decrease in DFWM signal with
to be consistent with previous DFWM spectra (Mann ei increasing buffer gas pressure (Figure 5a) is thought to

al. 1992) in terms of line positions, although intensities be due to the effect of pressure broadening. This effect

appear to vary. A simultaneous LIF spectrum, recorded has been qualitatively modelled (Mann 1991; Mann and

with the PMT, is shown on the same figure. Proctor 1992) and shows such a decrease for low

Unfortunately it was not possible to monitor laser pressures of buffer gas. The decreasing signal would

intensity simultaneously as only two channels were continue with increasing buffer gas, but as more buffer

available on the boxcar and data collection system, so gas is introduced the effect of thermal gratings becomes

these spectra are not normalised to laser intensity, the dominant signal-producing process.
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a) These longer-lived gratings are produced by molecules
in the ground state with different Boltzmann
temperatures, and are not subject to the collisional de-
excitation which is the dominant process in washing out
the initial population grating. (The assumption made
here is that the molecular motion is a slower process
than collisional de-excitation. Calculations using our
particular configuration suggest a forward-grating
spacing of 6 x 106 m which is large compared with the
mean distance between collisions for low pressures.) A
model of these processes is being developed in
conjunction with R. J. S. Morrison, Monash University.

b) While the exact process causing this increase in
DFWM signal has yet to be definitively modelled, the
result is the improved detection of NO2 at higher buffer
gas pressures up to atmospheric pressure. This increased
signal gives DFWM an advantage over LIF detection of
this molecule for higher pressure/atmospheric pressure
environments. In particular applications such as imaging
of NO2 seeded into an atmospheric pressure flame/flow
have been achieved (Mann et aL 1992), whilst LIF
imaging and detection of this molecule have tended to
be at low pressures or in rotationally cooled conditions
(Sugimoto el al. 1984).

c) For low pressures of buffer gas, less than 100 ton"
for example, LIF would still be the preferred method of
detection.

Figure 6 shows simultaneous DFWM and LIF
spectra in pure NO2. Both spectra are in good agreement
with that of Mann et aL. (1992) and Sugimoto ef aL
(1984),'which was used to assign the original spectra in
Mann et al. (1992). For spectroscopic purposes, DFWM
gives sub-DOppler spectra, and the DFWM lines in
Figure 7 are observed to be narrower than those of the
LIF trace.

d) In Figure 7 we aim to show the advantages or
disadvantages of the two techniques for imaging
purposes. Although the LIF technique is the simplest to
set up in an expanded form (we have just taken line LIF
images here, not in a planar format) the signal to noise
ratio deteriorates rapidly with increasing buffer gas
(Figures 7a to 7b). The gain of the camera had to be
increased from 4.2 to 6.4 in order to obtain an image for
buffer gas pressure of 760 torr (Figure 7b). According to
the camera gain information the gain indicated on the
camera dial is equivalent to a gain increase by a factor of
10. In contrast the DFWM images, which were taken by

Fig. 7 Images taken with intensified CID camera. (a) aiming the signal beam into the camera, had an initial
Line LIF in 7.6 torn of NO2 , camera gain 4.2. (b) Line gain of 4.0 (Figure 7c) decreasing to 1.4 for the
LIF in 1% NO2 in nitrogen at 760 torr, gain 6.4. (c) atmospheric pressure case (Figure 7d), which is a
DFWM signal in 7.6 ton" NO2, gain 4.0. It is difficult to decrease in gain required by a factor of approximately
distinguish the signal (brighter area) from the noise. (d) 15. At atmospheric pressure this reflects the much better
DFWM in 1% NO2 in nitrogen at 760 torn, gain 1.4. In s.gnals obtained for DFWM compared to LIF but for
this image the central white zone is all signal. pure NO2 the similar gains required for LIF and DFWM
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indicate similar signal levels for the two techniques for Fisher, R.A. 1983, Optical Phase Coniugation,
this condition. However the background noise of the LIF Academic Press.
in pure NO2 is virtually zero, whereas with the DFWM
some scatter has been observed. This scatter could be Garman, J.D. and Dunn-Rankin D. 1993, Dependence of
minimised by a more careful imaging set-up and the use NO2 Degenerate Four-Wave Mixing Signals on Buffer
of polarisation to eliminate forward scatter, as in the Gas Pressure. SPEvol 1862, 133.
experimental arrangement shown in Figure 3.

Greenhalgh, D.A. 1987, Quantitative CARS
Spectroscopy, Ch 5 of Advances in Non linear

7. CONCLUSIONS S eds R.J.H. Clarke & R.E. Hester, John
Wiley and Sons.

The usefulness of LIF for certain molecules is
limited by factors such as quenching, or lack of a Mann, B.A. 1991, Novel Coherent Laser Spectroscopic
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to collisional quenching. However DFWM appears to be
a viable alternative, with increased sensitivity at Mann, B.A. & Proctor D. 1992, Poster presentation,
atmospheric pressure. In addition DFWM provides a 24th International Symposium on Combustion, The
sensitive method for 2-dimensional imaging of NO2  Combustion Institute, Sydney.
particularly under atmospheric pressure conditions. As a
spectroscopic technique in pure NO2 the DFWM Mann, B.A. & White R.F. 1993, Detection of Nitrogen
spectrum shows narrow, easily identified lines when Dioxide Using LIF and DFWM: Effect of Buffer Gas,
compared with the corresponding LIF spectrum. Proc. DSTO Workshop on Laser Dianostics. Pa=er 15.
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effects and the three dimensional nature of the
ABSTRACT phenomenon alter the thickness measurements. Up

to the present time, to obtain quantitative informations,
When a shock wave passes normally through an such as thermodynamic parameters, new techniques

interface between two fluids of different densities, the are undertaken as X-Ray densitometry (Bonazza et al.
hydrodynamic instability leads to turbulent three- 1993 and Rodriguez et al. 1993) or Planar Laser
dimensional mixing zone. 'Temperature and Induced Fluorescence (Jacobs, 1993). In our
concentration are determinated through this mixing experimental study, a multidirectional laser absorption
zone by a multidirectional laser absorption technique, technique (Wang, 1976) is developed for simultaneous
in a double diaphragm shock tube. Absorption determination of temperature and concentration
coefficients of two characteristic vibrational-rotational profiles within a Richtmyer-Meshkov gaseous mixing
lines of the CO2 bending mode are measured using a zone. This experimental method is essentially based on
continuous wave CO2 laser as a diagnostic probe. the measurements of the absorption of 2 continuous
Average thermodynamic parameters have been wave CO2 laser lines by the CO 2 in C0 2 /Ar or
previously determinated across the mixing zone by a CO2/He mixing zones.
monodirectional laser absorption method. Here,
temperature and concentration within the mixing zone
are obtained in different regions of shock tube cross 2. PRINCIPLE OF MEASUREMENT
section, in order to get some information on the
influence of the wall effects on the development of the The absorption of an isolated line (frequency v) is
mixing zone. related to the absorption coefficient av by the relation

1=I0 exp(-aovL), where Lo and I are the laser intensities
before and after absorption respectively and L is the

I. INTRODUCTION length of the absorbing medium. The absorption
coefficient depends on the temperature and the density

One of the fundamental problems of nuclear at a determinated frequency of the absorbing medium.
fusion by inertial confinement is the birth and growth = a(p, v)
of a turbulent mixing zone between the shell material
and the combustible. This mixing zone, connected to With two measurements at 2 different frequencies,
the hydrodynamic instability, called Richtmyer- the resolution of a system of 2 equations with 2
Meshkov instability, contributes to decrease the unknowns (temperature and density) allows the
efficiency of the nuclear reaction. Our shock tube determination of mean temperature and density
experiment is the monodimensional application of this profiles within the medium.
phenomenon. We study the evolution of such a mixing a V a(pT, v)
zone originated from the shock wave acceleration of a
plane interface, which initially separates two gases of a = , a(p, T, v,)
different densities. Most of experimental works carried
out in the framework of the Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability give only qualitative informations of Absorption coefficient calculation is made with a
turbulent mixing zone such as Schlieren photographs. Voigt profile hypothesis for the CO2 laser line. This
This technique has been used to observe the evolution expression also take into account the CO 2 hot bands
and the thickness of the mixing zone. But the wall absorption and is defined by (Fortes et al. 1994)
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K' v! a n (2Q regions where, in each one, we consider the mixing to
a, (pR T)- -= be homogeneous. Figure I shows the different laser

3KT IrAv, V (i)± cross beams in the 9 regions with 5 different

Pco2 J2 exp(-y) dY'' a(J, T) experimental configurations.

with -,. -% ,i ....

a~, )(i-B I+ I R i.1,21 %

1+4 
_R_

12

I'M %

B, =b, exp -b(J+•f)( iT O" L. J ..

KT Ti I 4
-b2(ji+f)(Ji+f~l)hc 03)-o

S= b2 exp KT T5

Figure I: The different cross beam configurations
where p and T are the density and temperature of CO 2  through the shock tube cross section

respectively.
The different used symbols are : vo the frequency of Using 2 different laser lines, the total experiment

CO 2 laser line, IRl212 a spectral characteristic equal to number is 10. The measurements must be solved in a

1.37 10-39 erg cm3 (Strilchuk & Offenberger 1974), j proper order. For example, in the present arrangement,
the rotational number, regions (1,1), (3,3), (3,1) and (1,3) can be solved
lRj_.j±I[2 j +1 for a R line, independently, but the other zones (1.2), (3,2). (2,1),

2jI +3 (2,3) and (2,2) may only be processed in that order.
2j For the last case (2,2), we determine the absorbed

- for a P line, energy.through 2 different optical ways (Configuration
2j -•1 5), in order to evaluate the validity of the present

Q7" = {, -4-•-)} diagnostic method.

(_LexpL Ji T ex12 11 T 3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
the vibrational partition function Of C02. a the Voigt Experiments are performed in a double diaphragm
thefvibrationt(2<al ), p itheio ntin mof chractheoigtic shock tube about 8 m total length. The test chamber is
coefficient (2<a<4), ei the i"' mode characteristic 8.5 cm by 8.5 cm square cross section and its length is
temperature, ji the rotational number of ith the hot variable from 80 to 150 cm. The test gases are CO 2 ,
band, j'=0 for a R line and j'=1 for a P line, ki is the because of its spectroscopic properties, and Argon or
difference between the CO 2 laser line centre and hot Helium because they present no infrared absorption in

band centre, IR'1212 the power of ith hot band (i=0 for the domain of our experiments. They are initially
the central band and then ki=0), Avc and AvD the separated by a thin plastic membrane (I .51gm
collisional and the Doppler spectral width thickness). The SAT C7 continuous wave CO 2 laser
respectively. (8Watts, beam diameter 2mm and 3. 1 mrd divergence)

Previous temperature and concentration profiles is stabilized on a suitable chosen line, Ge and ZnSe
have been determined within a C0 2/Ar mixing zone attenuators are used so that the incident beam power is
(Houas et al. 1987). But these thermodynamic less than 10mWatts. The infrared detectors type
parameters were integrated through the mixing zone, CdxHg1 Te centred on 10.61im are cooled with liquid
along a thin cylinder which represents, in fact, the nitrogen. A frequency analyser gives a check on the
laser beam across the test section In the present work, used band (P20 and R12 lines). The absorption signals
since the mixing zone is of course non homogeneous, are recorded by a digitising oscilloscope and processed
we have divided the test chamber cross section into 9 by an IBM PC 486 DX 50MHz for temperature and
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concentration calculations. Figure 2 presents a sketch have been realised at the 550 mm abscissa, for 2
of the general experimental set-up. couples of test gases : CO2/Ar and C0 2/He with Mach

number 5 in the CO 2.

CO. L@.C, - Shock wow - Mixing znc - -- Rarciactnm %aws

- - -•,_,,,,- 2 ,H-T-------T-- i YZ--t-

-I,, I00 -550 0 550 t I 00

Bc~~~~~~m'•~~~~~ SpA1" '¢lw( I,. . •mm)

Figure 4a (x,t) diagram CO-,/Ar Mach 5

Sbckub•earon, sfon - Shockm - . Mvxming moc - -- w ,ui m ,c b

2.5

Hg(ddi" Dewcaoo, 2 -

WaWbgrm meeonl, skk -a5ft

by d I"gum.g "WI aku"ho E .

Ira"- ! Et-,' .,0 ., 5,o
45GI n-1100 5530 0 550 1100

F1 AL Wý" PCC M.A.W m.n",,•, \/"(mm }

h10 PC. 4• DX .0.H, Figure 4b (x,t) diagram CO2/He Mach 5

Figure 2 : Sketch of the experimental set-up 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 5 and 6 present mass concentration
Figure 3 shows typical absorption signals. profiles and normalized temperature of CO2 in the

C0 2/Ar and CO 2/He mixing zones for an incident
.0.02o- shock wave Mach number in CO2 of 5. As preliminary

0 results have shown that the mixing zone presents a
significant symmetry in the 4 corners of the shock tube
and near the walls (Touat et al. 1993), we present here

>--. only results obtained in one comer, near one wall and
in the centre of the tube.

@0.0 S

P20 lin
0.00~c*,W, S:, .i .. ,- ... ..L )..

. 0 6.00 4 1.0(03 .1..40E03 t.6014..E ._

timel($) t '

Figure 3 : Example of absorption signals for the ,.. l ............. .............

C02/Ie mixing zone at Mach number 5

Figure 5a : Concentration profiles - C0 2/Ar Mach 5

Figures 4a and 4b give the experimental wave Mixing zone velocity = I IOOm/s
diagrams. where x=O and t--O correspond to the initial Initial pressure PCO2 = PAr = 2000Pa
interface position and the instant of oscilloscope Atwood number = -0.34
triggering respectively. Absorption measurements
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As we can see, each concentration profile in the centre

of the tube (Figures 5a and 6a) can be devided in 3
c.-... different regions. In the first one, which corresponds to

about 5% (for C0 2 /He mixing zone) to 20% (for

Ifta 7 OA C0 2/Ar case) of the total thickness of the mixing zone,;•.o_ t•_tl..•.• .,]. .I •I ;1 °-t i•,!" 'the monatomic gas is preponderant. The third region,

" about 40% for the 2 mixing zones tested, shows a
o 0.0 0. 'o $ 00 00 'a ' o

............. .......... preponderance of C0 2 since in this region we obtain

more than 95% of CO2 . In the second region, which is
between the first and the third one (approximately half

Figure 5b: Normalized temperature profiles of the mixing zone thickness for the 2 cases) we
CO2/Ar Mach 5 observe a variation of the concentration from 5% to

95%. In our opinion, this region corresponds to the
effective mixing zone far from the influence of the
wall effects. With these considerations, we can

,, , .1 ,. 0,, conceive 2 three dimensional aspects of the mixing
zone shape in the shock tube compatible with the

" • .=[ , 'concentration profiles and which point out the wall

effects. The mixing zone develops between 2 regions
"0 "at Swhich are directly governed by the wall effects as

0. I I ° S. show below:

Figure 6a: Concentration profiles - C0 2/He Mach 5 Flow
Mixing zone velocity = 1485mns No

Initial pressure PCO2 = PHe = 2000Pa
Atwood number =-0.83:

'Mixing A
CO 2  Zone Ar

i' or
~ ..... 2 He

% *S 3 2S soo s 0.00 0 S° ..... W all effects
4P.l') t. I~

Figure 6b: Normalized temperature profiles
CO-/He Mach 5 The normalized temperatures T* for the 2 tested

mixing zones are presented on figure 5b and 6b, where
T - Tco 2

First, the 2 profiles obtained in the centre for 2 T* is defined by : T* = , X = Ar or He. In

different optical ways in C0 2/Ar mixing zone, are TX -Co

very similar and validate the multidirectional the centre, the influence of shock tube walls is really

diagnostic laser method. From an other hand, the negligible and the associated profile are almost linear.
different profiles obtained in each zone, give some Near the walls, the influence of the boundary layer,
information on the influence of the boundary layer and probably turbulent for C0 2/Ar mixing and probably
the three dimensional aspect of the turbulent mixing laminar for C0 2/He mixing, and the corner effects
zone. Effectively, the mixing zone thickness is not can explain the different temperature profiles in the
homogeneous. As we can see, the thickness of the first case and the similar ones for the CO 2/He mixing
C0 2/Ar mixing zone is about 30 mm in the comer, 12 zone. Thus, it is probable that in the first case the laser

mm near the wall and 10 mm in centre. For the beam near the walls (Configurations 3 and 4 - Figure
C0 2/He case, we obtain 25 mm in the corner, 16 mm 1) crossed close to boundary layer and is more far

near the wall and 15 mm in the centre. Furthermore, from it in the C0 2/He case. Presently, in the corner,
with this new technique, we can observe that thickness the superposition of boundary layer and angle effects
measurements by Schlieren visualizations were over with the complexity of the laser cross beam do not
evaluated (Houas et al. 1994). warrant to explain correctly the results.
Let us consider now the mass concentration profiles.
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5. CONCLUSION Physics of Compressible Turbulent Mixing,
Cambridge (U.K.), p223.

The multidirectional laser absorption technique is
available for thermodynamic parameters study in Rodriguez, G. Galametz, I. Croso, H. & Haas, J.F.
shock tube experiments. The different profiles 1993, Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability in a Vertical
measured within different regions of the shock tube Shock Tube, Proceeding of the 4th International
cross section give some informations on the wall Workshop on the Physics of Compressible Turbulent
boundary layer and shock tube corners influences. Mixing, Cambridge (U.K.). p260.
These profiles also constitute a data basis for
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability numerical simulation Strilchuk, A.R. & Offenberger, A.A. 1974, High
codes. Moreover, mixing zone thickness measured at Temperature Absorption in CO2 at 10.6 g±m, Aplied
this abscissa by Schlieren technique can be corrected Qpli, vol 13, nl 11, p2643.
by a factor 0.5. The quantitative influence of wall
effects, difficult to evaluate by Schlieren techniques, Touat, A. Chemouni, 1. Jourdan, G. Labracherie, L. &
are clearly pointed out with the multidirectional laser Houas, L. 1993, Simultaneous Temperature and
absorption method. Simultaneous measurements with Concentration measurements in Richtmyer-Meshkov
3 detectors are presently undertaken to provide the Mixing, Proceeding of the 19th International
time delay in the 3 signals and to obtain a real three Symposium on Shock Tubes and Waves, Marseille
dimensional view of the mixing zone thickness. (France).
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ABSTRACT 20 %. The main component is Nitrogen which may
be up to 90 % in Titan's atmosphere composition.

The CN radical is present in a wide variety of The temperature of the flow field behind the
complex gaseous environments at temperatures up to shock wave is high enough to transform the gas in
10,000K and is of prime interest In many instances the shock layer into an ionised plasma composed
of astrophysical and terrestrial interests such as mainly of N2, N, C, CH, CN, H, NH, Ar and their
stellar atmospheres, afterglow discharges, associate ionised species as well as electrons. The
combustion processes and planetary entry probes. shock stand-off distance is small so that the shock
The Huygens probe will enter the Titan atmosphere layer plasma is not in thermal equilibrium (Park,
which is mainly composed of Nitrogen (up to 90%), 1992), and the assumption of thermal equilibrium
Argon (more than 10%) and Methane (nearly 5%) leads to underestimated radiative heating compared
and will be submitted to conditions corresponding to to experimental data (Park, 1988). The CN molar
a Mach 20 flow. Emission and absorption fraction in the plasma is such that the radiative heat
measurements of the main electronic transitions of flux is mainly due to spontaneous emission of the so-
CN molecules have been planned to determine the called CN violet band (B2 +-4X2 ÷).
different thermochemical properties such as non- The Marseille free-piston facility can be
equilibrium temperatures and concentration. Tests easily tuned to match the entry conditions of the
are performed in the shock-tube of the Marseilles Huygens probe. The non-equilibrium shock layer
free-piston hypersonic facility which allows to conditions are produced behind a normal shock v.ave
produce high Mach numbers without any combustion propagating in the shock tube. An example of the
or pre-heater device that might contaminate the test non-equilibrium temperatures calculated behind a
gas. Mach 16 incident shock wave is g~ven in figure 1

(Baillon et al., 1992).

I. INTRODUCTION

The NASA-ESA planetary mission "Cassini" low
planned to explore Saturn and its satellites, consists
of an Orbiter and a Probe. The so-called Huygens
probe will be released from the Orbiter and enter __

Titan's atmosphere at a velocity of about 6 km/s. The
probe will be submitted, during its deceleration, to a 4=

high temperature environment that generates a severe 2=

radiating heat flux. Titan's atmosphere is composed
of Methane in amounts that do not exceed 3 or 4% in 0.0 02 0.4 0.6 o .e 1.0
the most portion of the atmosphere, but could reach ,stanw *om Ow wo (Cm)
10 % near the ground. Argon is also present in the 0 T A To- Tv (N2
atmosphere but the exact concentration has not been
exactly determined, and could be in the range of 0 to Figure I: Evolution of the non-equilibrium

temperatures in the normal shock layer
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platinum resistance gauges and the downstream
The aim of this work is to determine the non- pressure with a PCB piezoelectric gauge model

equilibrium radiative heat-flux of the CN molecules A I13-A2 1.
in the shock layer and to deduce temperatures and
concentration evolution for different mixtures by
means of emission and absorption measurements. 2.2 Optical system
For moment, only emission measurements are
conducted and a set of different mixtures are tested The optical apparatus for emission recording
to find which can be the most severe radiative is shown in figure 3. The emitted light is focused
environment for the Huygens probe. into an optical fibre through a rectangular slit of 500

gim width by a 50 nun focal lens. The solid angle of
light collection is less than 15.10-1 sr and the spatial

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP smearing at the centre of the shock tube is about 0.8
mm. The reception rectangular optical fibre, which is
200 gim width, is imaged on the entrance slit of the

2.1 Facility description Cherny-Turner 640 mm monochromator.

Experiments are conducted in the TCM2 free-
piston shock tube which is presented in figure 2. Testcharlibr
Initial pressures are 40 bar in the air reservoir and 3 tical fibres
bar of helium in the compression- tube. The piston PM tubes
weight is 12 kg and the burst pressure of the
diaphragm separating the shock tube from the driver
tube is 120 bar. Different upstream compositions
have been tested which correspond to four different si
concentration of Argon: 0%, 5%, 10% and 20%. The
methane molar fraction is constant in each case and os•louo
is equal to 3% and the nitrogen molar fraction
correspond to the strechiometric composition. The
mixtures have been previously prepared with an
accuracy of less than 2 % for the molar fraction of
each species. Before the filling of the shock tube, a
vacuum of i0W mb is generated by a turbo-molecular GPIB bus

pump. The initial filling pressure of the test mixture
is 2 mb so that the theoretical Mach number is about
18. Bursting pressures have been shown to be
reproduced within 1% by a special scoring device
(Labracherie et al., 1993). The test section is located monmrnmatnrJobin-Yvon HR
in the shock tube 3.5 m downstream of the IBM PC
diaphragm. The shock tube is 70 nmm internal
diameter and 6 m long. The windows of the test
chamber are BK7 glass 10 mm thick and 20 nun Figure 3: Optical apparatus
diameter.

The dimension of the grating is 10 cm x 10

in on testmnw cm, ruled to 3200 lines/mm; thus the linear
dispersion is about 3.7 A/mm at 4000A. A special
apparatus has been designed for the monochromator
exit and consists of three rectangular optical fibres
which materialize three exit slits. This system is

Air Reservoir Compresnio tube Shock tube Dump tank shown in figure 4. The width of each fibre is 200 gIm
and the horizontal spacing between the slits has been

Figure 2: Scheme of the Marseille facility fixed to fit in with three spectral lines of interest.
This system is particularly attractive in reducing the
number of shots needed and especially because the

The shock velocity at the test chamber three scanned wavelengths correspond to identical
location is measured with three wall-mounted experimental conditions.
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of the peak value to the plateau value is about 4,
which is in good agreement with previous analyses
(Park C.S, 1991).

fibres Emission signal /(Volts)

1.50'

1.20-

0.90.

0.60-
1.0 I3 t m• I. m.n 

0.6

0.30

Figure 4: Exit slit system for simultaneous

wavelength measurement 0.000 E
-5.0E-06 5.0606 1.5E!05 2.5E-O5 3.5E.05 4.5E.05

time /(s)

The light emission is measured with three Figure 5: Typical emission signal
photo-multipliers tubes Hamamatsu RI05 UH which
have been chosen for their great sensitivity in the
ultraviolet region and because of their very fast rise These measurements are used to calculate the
time (< 10 ns). Amplifying circuits have been rotational and vibrational temperature evolution
designed to produce a current/voltage conversion of within the shock layer. The three scanned
4 mV/p±A on a 50 Q2 load resistance with a rise time wavelengths are set to belong for two of them to the
smaller than 100 ns. The PMT signals are recorded (0.0) band and the third one to the (1,1) band so that
by a four channel Tektronix 150 MHz bandwidth the rotational temperature can be determined from
oscilloscope, the ratio of two intensities recorded in the same

vibrational band and the vibrational temperature
from ratio of intensities measured in different

3. EMISSION MEASUREMENTS vibrational bands. The figure 6 shows the three
simultaneous emission measurements.

Emission measurements of the electronic
transition B2+---X2Z- of CN molecules are first
conducted behind the incident shock wave Emission signal /(Volts)

propagating in different test mixtures. The Av=0 1.50

band is especially recorded because of its emission 1.20 3879.5 A
magnitude compar, d to the other vibrational 3g75.sA

transitions. Moreover, no overlapping spectrum from 0.90 3m.7 A

other species is present in the violet system of CN
except from the first negative band of N2+ which is 0.60
very low due to the weak concentration of the
ionised species (Baillon et al., 1992). 0.30

Figure 5 shows a typical signal obtained at o
3880 A with a 10% Ar mixture for typical run -Lo.0-6 OE.0-6 30E.O6 54-06 7.oE06 9E0.06
conditions with an initial low pressure of 2 mb. The time l(s)
emission signal increases until the electronic
temperature reach a maximum. Then, the electronic Figure 6: Simultaneous measurements of emission
temperature, just as the rotational and vibrational signals
temperatures, decreases until a plateau value is
reached. In fact, this plateau value cannot be
explained by an equilibrium value because the The intensities ratio in the P branch of the
distance behind the shock is too small to allow (0,0) band depends theoretically only on the
thermal equilibrium. Wall boundary layer and rotational temperature but practically, overlapping of
deceleration of the shock velocity seem to be the the rotational lines prevents from obtaining a
main cause for this early stationary plateau. The ratio relationship between measured intensities ratio and
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temperature. Thus, the ratio of measured intensities comparison with emission calculations of CN
have to be compared with the calculated one for a molecules.
given rotational temperature. The true emission Absorption measurements which allow to
spectrum of the molecule is calculated by a line by deduce both electronic temperature and CN
line method (Arnold et al., 1969) and is convoluted concentration, will be conducted afterwards.
with the measured slit function of the optical system.
The rotational temperature is iterated in the synthetic
spectra calculation until the theoretical intensities ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
ratio is equal to the experimental one. The ratio of
experimental intensities (I3879.7A/13875.SA) and This work is supported by AEROSPATIALE

(13879.7A/I3869.SA) are plotted in figure 7. "Espace & Defense" (Contract 250064-32319Z)
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Figure 7: Experimental ratios 13879.7A1.3875.8A Houas, L. 1993, On the compression process in a

(normal solid line) and 13879.7A1I3869.SA free-piston shock-tunnel, ShockWav.C, Vol. 3, pp.
(bold solid line). One of the emission 19-23.
signal is shown for time reference (dashed
line) Park, C. 1988, Assesment of a two-temperature

kinetic model for dissociating and weakly ionizing
nitrogen. Journal of thermophysics and heat transfer,

In the same way, for a given rotational Vol. 2, No. 1, pp. 8-16.
temperature, the ratio of two intensities that belong
to different vibrational transitions, is a function of Park, C.S. 1991, Studies of radiative emission from
the vibrational temperature and of the rotational the stimulated shock layer of the huygens probe,
temperature which has been determined from the P.H.D, Stanford University.
previous ratio.

At the present time, a disagreement in
experimental intensities has been found and the total
spectrum of the Av=O system is actually recorded to
find the origin of the discrepancy.

5. CONCLUSION

As a provisional conclusion, the CN emission
spectrum of the violet system is recorded but a
disagreement in the comparison of experimental
results with theoretical calculation prevents actually
from determining rotational and vibrational
temperature profiles. A new set of runs is needed in
the Av=O range to give the complete qualitative
spectrum in order to make a more accurate
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I Abstract in the absense of any refraction.
The work presented in this paper deals with the capture of a

qualitative picture at the same time as stereo PIV data is being It can be shown that the shadowgraph technique responds to the
gathered. In this way, the quantitative data provided by PIV can second order derivatives of the density in the flow field. The
be put into the qualitative framework provided by the flow shadowgraph technique can be applied to visualize shock wave
density visualization image, geometries in high-speed flows. Shock waves localize surfaces

in the flow over which the flow parameters vary discontinously
The third channel of a colour frame grabber system was used (assuming inviscid flow). However, flow is in fact viscous, and

to capture a shadowgraph at the same time as the PlV data was so experimentally observed shock waves have a finite thickness.
gathered at a speed of 240m/s. The imaging system is capable Shock waves will be reflected in the shadowgraph by local,
of capuring PIV data in real time at a resolution of 576*768 strong intensity fluctuations. Another application of interest
pixels. The PIV data was measured on a RB-211 bypass model involves its ability to visualize density variations in turbulent
using a Nd/YAG double pulse laser. Other forms of flow density flow. If the exposure time is suitably short, turbulent structures
techniques are currently being investigated such as Schlieren and will be visible as a grany pattern. However, the technique has
Sheareography. only limited ability to provide quantitative information. From
2 Introduction the derived equations, it follows that this would require a double

The development of a PIV system previously described [31 integration of the recorded intensity distribution. Nevertheless,
proved very successful and straight-forward to operate as a stereo the simplicity of the required optical setup has made it a widely
PIV digital system. The results of the analysis, however, were applied diagnostic technique where a quick qualitative overview
still considered to be unsatisfactory; as they could not be set of the flow field is required.
readily into an overall qualitative framework. It was noted that
at least one extra channel was readily available for use together With a few extra optical components, the shadowgraph system
with the 3DPIV system, which could be used to give a wider can be expanded to the Schlieren system of Figure 1. In this
perpective from which to evaluate the more quantitative data optical arrangement the light beam is focussed by a second lens
provided by PIV. to form an image of the hight in its focal plane. A camera lens

images a plane in the region of interest on the recording plane.
There is essentially three flow density visualisation techniques. In the presence of a variable density flow field, the light rays will

These were considered, and the Shadowgraph/Schlieren tech- have been refracted. Therefore, the image of the light source in
nique was chosen to be added to the 3DPIV system. The system the focal plane of the second lens will be displaced from the
was tested at the new Warwick University transonic blowdown x-axis, the optical axis of the Schlieren system. If the refraction
facility; recently instnmmented and commisioned. First of all, the angle of a particular light ray is equal to E and if the focal length
following is a short description of the flow density visualisation of the second lens is equal to f, then the displacement will be
techniques. The experimental facility is then described. This is equal to f.tan(e). By positioning a spatial filter in the focal plane
followed by a description of the experiment performed to test of the second lens, the refraction of the individual light rays in
both the facility and the new setup 3DPlV system in conjunction; the light beam caused by the interaction with the flow field
which involved measurements on a jet bypass model of an becomes visible in the recording plane as a midifield intensity
RB-21 1. pattern: the Schlieren picture. The intensity in the recording
3 Shadowgr-apV/Schlleren techniques plane is proportional to the component of the density gradient in

The Shadowgraph technique is the simplest in terms of the the flow field normal to the knife-edge.

complexity of the optical setup needed to generate the shadow- In summary, the shadowgraph technique, the Schlieren tech-
graph pictures. In this setup a parallel beam is generated by a niqummand the shadowgrap technique the vhlizelens whose focal point coincides with a point light sorc. The nique and the interferometric technique respectively visualize

the integrated value of the second order derivative of density, ofparallel light beam traverses the flow field under investigation, the first order derivative of the density, and of the absolute
The intensity distribution in the light beam is then recorded in a
plane some distance from the region of interest. Because of the density in a three dimensional flow field.
refraction of the light rays in the flow field, the intensisty
distribution in the recording plane will deviate by AI(x,y) from Only the interferometric technique is able to provide accurate
the intensity distribution i(zy) which would have been recorded
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Figure 1 Optical Arrangement of Schlieren System

pressure at this point being the deteminant factor in the behaviourquantitativedata (of the orderof-) aboutthedensity in the flow
10 of the test flow. The seeding required for PIV experiments, is

field because it visualizes the density distribution as a fringe injected into the settling chamber as shown, at a pressure of
pattern with known density difference between the fringes. On approximately 8 bar.
the other hand, it requires a high degree of skill and sophisticated
equipment to perform, as well as being very difficult to carry out The facility has only recently come under the control of the
in an industrial environment. Therefore, since the solid state PIV Optical Engineering Laboratory. A number of improvements are
system developed aims to be portable, quick and straight-for- currently being studied. These include differential pressure
ward to use, the Shadowgraph/Schlieren techniques were transducer shut-down when the mass in the presssure vessel falls
preferred for use to complement the stereo PlV approach. below a set point, placing the dryer before the pressure vessel,
4 Warwick University Transonic Blowdown Fa- addition of a by-pass, and replacement of the current regulator
ci•ty(TBF) Description arrangement to improve the available flow rate.

The Warwick University Transonic Blowdown facility is s 5 3DPIV/Schlieren Experimental Techniques
transient tunnel surrounded by an Anacote chamber. The initial The nature of the Schlieren pictures obtained as part of a 3DPIV
function of the test cell had been the evaluation of noise levels system, can be rather different from conventional Schlieren and
at the exit of a transonic jet. provides further insight into the characteristics of the flow under

consideration. Typically, a small percentage is bled from the
"The facility is described schematically in the diagram shown in main Nd/YAG beam to provide the light source for imaging.

Figure 2. The compressor supplies air directly into the presssure This light source, in a typical high-speed experiment, would be
vessel, and takes approximately 20 minutes to achieve its design made up of two or three Ons pulses Ws apart. Thus, each pulse
pressure of 26 bar; i.e. it holds 90kg of air. The run conditions generates and almost instantaneous image of the flow. Therefore,
are determined by the setting of valve M/R2 which switches on if the flow within the sensing period is stable one image is visible.
the pilot operated valve R18. The AG20 step down valve serves If theflow is highlyturbulent, two orthreedistinct images obtain.
only to protect the M/R2 valve from excessive pressure. The flow 6 Overall System
then passes through the regulator valve R34. This is an electroni- The experimental system of Figure 3 was implemented in order
cally-controlled valve which can be set to maintain a fixed to investigate the suitability of the Schlieren technique as a
flow-rate downstream. Ultimately, as the mass of air in the complement of the 3DPIV system. Approximately 5% of the
pressure vessel is depleted (normally by no more than 20% to light could be taken by a beam splitter from the main 3DPIV
limit any changes in the Reynolds number), the pressure imme- pulse laser beam and employed for the Schlieren image. The rest
diately upstream of the regulator falls. The electronic control on of the 1 fram being employed for PIV imaging, as recently re-
the regulator senses the pressure drop and compensates accord- ported at SPIE, to produce the 3DPIV data.
ingly. The flow then passes through a dryer and a ball-bearing
IVCO valve, solenoid operated through a Norbro pneumatic As a means of setting up the experiment and checking the
actuator, before entering the settling tanks The ball-bearing system more easily, a shadowgraph configuration was setup first.
valve is computer-controlled by the imaging equipment and This setup involved the use of white light source rather than
opened approximately I second before imaging begins to ensure bleeding the Nd/YAG and simplyfing the optics to image a
the desired flow conditions have been achieved. The settling shadowgraph rather than the extra work involved in setting up
tank lies immediately before the sonic throat; the stagnation the spatial filter for the Schlieren image.
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Figure 3 Schematic diagram of the overall system

7 PIV Imaging System 8 Data Processing and Analysis
The PIV system includes a computer-controlled high-sensitiv- The pre-processing of the data before computer analysis con-

ity CCD camera arrangement, together with image analysis tools sisted of the following steps. The data was split into individual
which allow the user to asses the results of the test within a half TIF images according to colour channel and frame. Computer
hour period. The whole system being externally triggered, to enhancement of the PIV images was carried out employing the
allow the investigation of stator-rotor interactions for instance. XV package under the UNIX operating system. They were then

transformed to be viewed from a complementary position as the
In fact, the system has been recently successfully tested at Mach Schlieren image by the APWin package. APWin was then

2. As soon as the ILPC is available, this video system will be applied to the PIV data.
tested at DRA Pyestock. It is designed to cope with the exacting
requirements demanded by the stator/rotor interaction research APWin is a computer program which is the result of a long
currently under way. It is schematically described in figure 4: period of research directed towards the automatic extraction of

particle image data from stored digital images. A direct spatial
A high performance colour frame-grabber lies at the heart of the digital processing method was adopted. This approach was taken
system. Thus, it is able to record stereo images as well as a third after reviewing the work of Goss, 1989. The particle data at
general-purpose cameram all genlocked. It is controlled by a PC transonic speeds tends to be sparse, which makes the processing
which, through an I/O board, also controls the analog control ofindividualparticles far more attractive than the global process-
circuitry. Tei analog control circuit generates the video sync. ing usually applied to low speed flows. There are several signi-
signals required by the CCD cameras (set to 768x576 non-inter- ficant advantages of working with a direct image as opposed to
lace mode) and the LFS sync. which fires the laser;, taking into the more conventional Fourier domain approaches of Adrian141;
account the external trigger generated by a rotor blade passing a as described in the companion paper presented at this conference.
position of interest downstream of the stator blade. Stepper The digitized particle field analyzed by APWin is a binary image.
drives are also available through the I/O board as required up to The images contain several features which need to be separated
a maximum of 6. The oscilloscope is used for focussing pur- without ambiguity. These being:
poses. The LFS is controlled by a second PC which intructs it
astotherelativedelaybetweenthevariousoperationsitperform- 0 Images of the paired particles.
S.

e Single unmatched particles.
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" Glare from laser light reflection, the use of laser light and Schlieren imaging. Figure 5 shows the
results of the first stage of the experiment. The second part of

"* Noise. the experiment was not completed due to equipment failure.
Because the second stage of this test was not judged to be critical,

The processing must identify the spacing of the paired particles and given some time constraints, this part was abandoned as not
and translate them into velocities. An automatic spatial analysis being worthy of the extra work involved.
strategy has been evolved to deal efficiently with the sparse data
fields encountered. Aimed at reducing the effect of ambiguity in Nevertheless, the availability of a diagnostic image to comple-
particle pairing, and accommodating the changing flow direc- ment, and-set into aqualitative framework, the PIV data has been
tions, this strategy incorporates the following steps in an iterative shown to be a major step forward in the development of this
fashion until no new pairs are encountered. technique. By providing the Shadowgraph picture as the back-

ground picture to the stero images, as shown in Figure 5, the
"* Initial particle pairing. interpretation and validationofthe datais made clearer andeasier

"* Ambiguous pair recognition. respectively.
lOCurrent Research

"* Settinglupdating a velocity and direction range. As shown in Figure 5, the PIV information is at the moment
displayed in the form of two separate PIV images. These two

"* Removal of background flare and noise. images, however, if suitably combined yield a full three-dimen-
sional plot of the velocity field. In order to achieve this result

"* Final particle sorting. the following steps have to be taken. Firstly, the three images
must be captured; as shown in this paper. Secondly, with the

APWin was slightly altered to enable the user to implement a help of the REGISTER software described in the companion
transformation of the image under consideration. This was paper presented at this conference, an accurate - down to +/- 10
required because the Schlieren mirrors lay in the path of view of - estimate of all relative positions must be made to enable a
the cameras and so the cameras were placed under the mirrors. reliable estimate of the out-of-plane component of velocity.
Therefore, the PIV images had to be transformed to the same Thirdly, an algorithm has to be implemented to identify particle
spatial position as the Schhieren. The Schhieren image was pairs appearing in both PIV views; this topic being one of data
recorded by a third camera. Thus, the power required by the analysis and display is currently the subject of some of the
Schlieren picture could be kept to a minimum and so not lead to groups' research. Fourthly, using the technique described in the
a loss of contrast of the main 3DPIV images. The Schlieren companion paper, the objective is that of combining geometric
camera was connected to the blue channel of the frame grabber and photometric information to yield an estimate of the out-of-
and sensed as part of a colour image, plane component with an accuracy comparable to that of the
9 Expernieftal Results in-plane components of velocity. Lastly, the three-dimensional

The experiment consisted, as previously decribed, of two velocity field has to be displayed and combined with the flow
stages. The first involved the use of a white light source and a density image to yield an overall picture of the region of interest;
shadowgraph to validate the system. The second part involved which is another area of current research.
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11Conclusions chapter. Also Dr. T.R. Judge for help in the programming aspects
The refinement of the 3DPIV system provided by the Schieren and helpful comments for the analysis of the experimental re-

image delivers a system which can be used to investigate un- suits.
steady transonic flow both from a qualitative and a quantitative 13Fmoferences
standpoint at the same instant of flow. [ 1 H. Sheitle & S. Wagner, "A four colours line grid schlieren

method for quantitative flow measurement". Exp. Fluids 9, 333-
The limitations of the imaging system are no longer one of 336, 1990.

science but merely of technology and price. With sufficient
funds, it is theoretically possible to devise and implement a [2] M. Funes-Gallanzi & P. Bryanston-Cross." Solid state vis-
system of as much as 2048x2048 pixels resolution. At this ualization of a highly three dimensional flow using stereoscopic
resolution, the solid state approach begins to compare favourably particle image velocimetry(3DPIV)", SPIE Conference. San
with film, while providing greater sensitivity, at video rates for Diego, vol. 2036,1993.
instant analysis.

[3] M. Funes-Gallanzi, P.J. Bryanston-Cross & D.D. Udrea,"
Furthermore, it opens the possibility of providing a basis for High Accuracy techniques Applied to the Extraction of Absolute

extractingquatitativedatafromSchlierenpictures;bycombining position Estimates in a 3DPIV System", Vllth International
PIV and Schlieren density information or fringe information. Symposium on Applications of laser Techniques to Fluid Mech-
Instantaneous information of a highly turbulent flow at approxi- anics, I 1-14 July, Lisbon, Portugal, 1994.
mately 240 m/s was obtained both of a qualitative and quantita-
tive nature simultaneously; thus opening the door to a thorough [4] R.J. Adrian & C. Yao, "Pulse laser technique application to
non-intrusive investigation of the natureof turbulence and losses liquid and gaseous flows and the scattering power of seed
generated by unsteady flow in urbomachinery. The equipment, materials", Applied Optics, Vol. 24 No I Jan, 1985.
given its characteristics, being ideal fot real industrial applica-
tions, rather than merely laboratory use. [5] L.P. Goss et al, "A novel technique for blade-to-blade veloc-
12Ackiowledgemnts ity measurements in a turbine cas-
The author would like to thank Dr. PJ. Bryanston-Cross for his cade",AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE 25th Joint Propulsion Con-

general advice, and Mrs. D. Udrea and Mr. D. Bamsdale for their ference, Monterrey CA July 10-12, 1989.
invaluable help in building the equipment described in this
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